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PUBLISHER'S NOTE.

Three completely revised editions of Kirkes' Handbook
have now been published since the editorship was first

undertaken by Professor W. I). Halliburton in 1896. So
extensive have been the changes made in these years, that
but little remains of the original work, and the Manual has
now obtained a higher reputation and a wider popularity

than at any time before.

In these circumstances it has been suggested by several

professional men and other readers of the book that it

would be well to drop the time-honoured name of " Kirkes',"

and to substitute for it that of the real author of the pre-

sent volume—Professor Halliburton. Whatever prestige

attached to the old title has now been rightly transferred

to the new, and we have accordingly decided to adopt this

suggestion, and to call the book in future " Halliburton's

Physiology."

I must take this opportunity to call attention once more
to the fact that for some years past a so-called edition of
" Kirkes' Physiology " has been circulated in the United
States, not only without the authority, but in spite of the

repeated public protests, of the owners and editors of the
genuine book. It is hoped that the adoption of a new name
may enable the public to disthiguish between the authorized
and the unauthorized editions.

JOHN MURRAY.

•hdij, 1;k)1.





AUTHOR'S PREFACE,

I HAVE once more subjected this book to a thorough

revision, and endeavoured to incorporate in it the results

of all important recent work in the widening physiological

field. In so doing, I have tried to keep in mind that the

book 13 a student's text-book, and that it is therefore neces-

sary not to overwhelm its readers with u mass of unnecessary

detail. The introduction of new matter entails the excision

of what is antiquated or unnecessary, and so I have been

able to keep the size of the work pretty much as it was.

The present edition exceeds its predecessor by only fifteen

pages, and this increase is largely due to the fact that about

twenty new illustrations have been added. It is impossible

to enumerate all the changes now introduced, for hardly a

page has escaped some alteration. The principal additions

are, however, as follows : New sections have been intro-

duced on the significance of Nissl's granules, on Waller's

work on the electrical currents of the eyeball, on Cannon's

researches in connection with stomach movements, and on

Waymouth Reid's investigation of the processes of absorp-

tion. The sections relating to the elctrical phenomena

of muscle, to the proteids, to the ductless glands, to the

muscles of the larynx, to the cranial nerves, and to



Vlll AUTHOR'S PREFACE.

respiration under altered conditions of pressure, have

been almost entirely rewritten. I have to acknowledge

valuable assistance given to me by Mr. Leonard Hill, F.R.S.,

and Dr. Pembrey, in the chapter on respiration, and by

Mr. A. W. Cadman, F.R.C.S., in the new account given of

the cranial nerves.

W. D. HALLIBURTON.

Kino's College, London,

^iml, IflOl.
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HANDBOOK OF PHYSIOLOGY.

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTORY.

BioLOOY is the science that treats of living things, and it is

divided into two main branches, which are called respectively

Morphology and Physiology. Morphology is the part of the

science that deals with the form or structure of living things, and
with the problems of their origin and distribution. Physiology,

on the other hand, treats of their functions, that is, the manner
in which their individual parts carry out the processes of life. To
take an instance : the eye and the liver are two familiar examples

of what are called organs ; the anatomist studies the structure of

these organs, their shape, their size, the tissues of which they are

composed, their position in the body, and the variations in their

structure met with in different parts of the animal kingdom. The
physiologist studies their uses, and seeks to explain how the eye

fulfils the function of vision, and how the liver forms bile, and
ministers to the needs of the body in other ways.

Each of these two great branches of biological science can be

further subdivided according as to whether it deals with the

animal or the vegetable kingdom; thus we get vegetable phy-

siology and animal physiology. Human Physiology is a large and

important branch of animal physiology, and to the student of

medicine is obviously the portion of the science that should

interest him most. In order to understand morbid or patho-

logical processes it is necessary that the normal or physiological

functions should be learnt first. Physiology is not a study w;?ich

can be put aside and foi^otten when l certain examination has been

passed ; it has a most direct and intimate bearing in its application

to the scientific and successful investigation of disease. It will

be my endeavour throughout the subsequent pages of this book to

K.P. B
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point out from time to time the practical relationships between

physiology and pathology.

Human physiology will be our chief theme, but it is not a por-

tion of the great science that can be studied independently of its

other portions. Thus, many of the experiments upon which o»ir

knowledge of human physiology rests have been performed

principally on certain of the lower animals. In order to obtain a

wide view of vital processes it will be occasionally necessary to go

still further afield, and call the science of vegetable physiology to

our assistance.

In another sense, human physiology is in no isolated position.

Its study must go hand in hand with the study of anatomy. It

is impossible to understand how the body or any part of the body

acts unless we know accurately the structure of the organs under

consideration. This is especially true for that portion of anatomy

which is called Microscopic Anatomy or Histology. Indeed, so

close is the relationship between minute structure and function

that in this country it is usual for the teacher of physiology to

be also the teacher of histology. Another branch of anatomy,

namely. Embryology, or the process of growth of the adult from

the ovum, falls also within the province of the physiologist.

But physiology is not only intimately related in this way to

its sister science anatomy, but the sciences of chemistry and

physics must also be considered. Indeed, physiology has been

sometimes defined as the application of the laws of chemistry and

physics to life. That is to say, the same laws that regulate the

behaviour of the mineral or inorganic world are also to be found

operating in the region of organic beings. If we wish for an

example of this we may again go to the eye; the branch of

physics called optics teaches us, among other things, the manner

in which images of objects are produced by lenses; these same

la vs regulate the formation of the images of external objects upon

the sensitive layer of the back of the eye by the series of lenses

in the front of that organ. An example of the application of

chemical laws to livin processes is seen in digestion ; the food

contains certain chemical substances which are acted on in a

chemical way by the various digestive juices in order to render

them of service to the organism.

The question arises, however, is there aiiything else ? Are there

any other laws than those of physics and chemistry to be reckoned

with 1 Is there, for instance, such a thing as " vital force " 1 It

may be frankly admitted that physiologists at present are not

able to explain all vital phenomena by the laws of the physical

world ; but as knowledge increases it is more and more abundantly

tarn
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ahown that the suppoBition of any special or vital force is un-

neoefwary ; and it should be distinctly recognised that when, in

future pages, it is necessary to allude to vital action, it is not

because we believe in any spieciiic vital energy, but merely l)ecau8e

the phrase is a convenient one for expressing something that we

do not fully understand, something that cannot at present be

brought into line with the physical and chemical forces that

operate in the inorganic world.

It will be in connection with the nervous system that we shall

principally have recourse to this convenient expression, for it is

there that we find the greatest difficulty iu reconciling the

phenomena of life with those of the non-living.

Physiology proper may be conveniently divided into three main

branchbu :

—

1. Chemical physiology; or the application of chemistry to

living processes.

2. Physical physiology; or the application of physics to living

processes.

3. The physiology of the nervous system where the application

of such laws is at present extremely difficult.

But just as there is no hard and fast line between physiology

and its allies pathology, anatomy, physics, and chemistry, so also

there is no absolute separation between its three great divisions

;

physical, chemical, and so-called vital processes have to be con-

sidered together.

Physiology is a comparatively young science. Though Harvey
more than three hundred years ago laid the foundation of our

science by his discovery of the circulation of the blood, it is only

during the last half-century that active growth has occurred.

The reasons for this recent progress come under two headings;

those relating to observation and those relating to experiment.

The method of observation consists in accurately noting things

as they occur in nature ; in other words, the knowledge of anatomy
must be accurate before correct deductions as to function are

possible. The instrument by which such correct observations can

be made is, par excellence, from the physiologist's standpoint, the

microscope, and it is the extended use of the microscope, and the

knowledge of minute anatomy resulting from that use, that has

formed one of the greatest stimuli to the successful progress of

physiology during the last fifty years.

But important as observation is, it is not the most important

method ; the method of experiment is stHl more essential. Tl.is

consists, not in being content with mere reasonings from structure

or occurrences seen in nature, but in producing artificially changed

b2
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relationahips between the structuref), and thus oaoiing new com-

binations that if one had waited for Nature herself to produce

might have been waited for indefinitely. Anatomy is important,

but mere anatomy has cften led people astray when they have

tried to reason how an organ works from its structure on'y.

Experiment is much more important ; that is, one tests or s's

theories by seeing whether the occurrences actually take place as

one supposes ; and thus the deductions are confirmed or corrected.

It is the universal use of this method that has made physiology

what it is. Instead of sitting down and trying to reason out how

the living machine works, pliysiologists have actually tried the

experiment, and so learnt much more than could possibly have

been gained by mere cogitation. Many such experiments involve

the use of living animals, but the discovery of antesthetics, which

renders such experiments painless, has got rid of any objection to

experiments on the score of pain.

We must next proceed to an examination of the general struc-

ture of the body, and an explanation of some of the technical

terms which will frequently be used hereafter.

The adult body consists of a great number of different parts
;

and each part has its own special work to do. Such parts of the

body are called organs. Each organ does not only its own

special work but acts in harmony with other organs. This rela-

tionship between the organs enables us to group them together

into what are termed systems. Thus, we have the circulatory

tyntem, that is, the group of organs (heart, arteries, veins, etc.)

concerned in the circulation of the blood ; the resptratwy system,

that is, the group of organs (air passages, lungs, etc.) concealed in

the act of breathing ; the digestive system, which deals with the

digestion of food ; the excretory system, with the getting rid of

waste products ; the muscular system, with movement ; and the

skeletal system, with the support of the softer parts of the body.

Over and above all these is the nervous system (brain, spinal cord,

nerves), the great mi .,ter system of the body which presides over,

controls, and regulates the functions of the other systems.

If we proceed still further on our anatomical analysis, and take

any organ, we see that it consists of various textures, or, as they

are called, elementary tissues. .lust as one's garments are

made up of textures (cloth, lining, buttons, etc.), so each organ is

composed of corresponding tissues. The elemei;tary tissues come

under the following four headings :

—

1. Epithelial tissues. 3. Muscular tissues.

2. Connective tissues. 4. Nervous tissues.

Each of these is again divisible into sub-groups.
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Suppose we continue our anatomical analysis still further, we

find that the individual tissues are built up of structures which

require tho microscope for their accurate study. Just as the

textures of a gam.ent are made up of threads of various kinds, so

also in many of the animal tissues we find threads or fihrrs, as

they are called. But more important than the threads are little

masses of living material. Just as the wall of a house is made up

of bricks united by cement, so the body walls are built of

extremely minute living bricks, united together by diflFereut

amounts of cementing material. Each one of these living units

is called a cell.

Some of the tissues already enumerated consist of cells with only

very little cement material binding

them together; this, for instance, is

seen in the epithelial tissues ; but in

other tissues, particularly the connec-

tive tissues which are not so eminently

living as the rest, the amount of cement

or intercellular material is much
greater, and in this it is that the fibres

are developed that confer the necessary

strength upon these binding tissues.

If, instead of going to the adult

animal, we look at the animal in its

earliest stage of development, the

ovum, we find that it consists of a

single little mass of living material,

a single cell. As development pro-

gresses it becom >s an adherent mass of

cells. In the later stages of develop-

ment various tissues become differen-

tiated from each other by the cells becoming grouped

'different ways, by alterations in the shape of the cells, by

deposition of intercellular matter between the cells, and by

chemical changes in the living matter of the cells themselves.

Thus in some situations the cells are grouped into the various

epithelial linings ; in others the cells become elongated and

form muscular fibres ; and in others, as in the connective

tissues, there is a preponderating amount of intercellular niate-

vial which may become permeated with fibres, or be the seat

of I'le deposition of calcareous salts, as in bone. Instances

of chemical changes in the cells themselves are seen on the

surface of the body where the superficial layers of the epidermis

become horny ; in the mucous glands, where they become filled

HiMioe con-
taming
liquid.

Frotuplaiim.

Nucleus.

CiU-wall.

Fij. I.—VegeUble cells.

m
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with mucin, and in adipose tiuue, where they become charged

with fat

The term cell waa firat used by botanists ; in the popular sense

of the word a cell is a space surrounded by a wall, as the cell

of a prison, or the cell of a honey-comb.

In the vegetable cell there is a wall

made of the starch-like material called

cellulose, within this is the living

matter, and a number of large spaces

or vacuoles filled with a watery fluid.

The use of the tenn cell by botanists

was therefore completely justified.

But the animal cell <> diiferent ; as

a rule, it has no cciI wall, and no

vacuoles, it is just a little naked

lump of living material. This living

material is jelly-like in consistency,

possessing the power of movement, and

the name protoplasm has been be-

stowed on it.

Somewhere in the protoplasm of all

(X. *ally near the middle in animal cells, is a roundish

struciuic of more solid consistency than the rest of the proto-

plasm, called the nucleus.

An animal cell may therefore be defined as a mass n/ jyrotoplamn

containing a nucleu*.

The simplest animala, like the amwbse, consist of one cell only
;

^i«. a.—Animal cell connittinK
' nrotoidaan containing a

Fig. J.—Amcebte ; unicellular animalK.
Fig. 4.—Cells of the veast plant in pro-

cesi of budding ; unicellular
plants.

the simplest plants, like bacteria, torulie, etc., consist of one cell

only.

Such organisms are called nnicellular. In the progress of their

life history the cell divides into two ; and the two new cells

separate and become independent organisms, to repeat the process

later on.
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In the OMO of the higher animaU and plantH, they are always

nniMllular to start with, but on dividing and subdividing the

rMulting cells sti' together and subsequently become differen-

tiated vad alterec in the manner already indicated. In spite

of these changes, the variety of which produces the great com-

plexity of the adult organism, there are certain cells which still

Ite. s.—Banuui eolourlcM Wood-conmicl*, ihowtas ita ucewdve chanw of outlin*

irlthiB ton minute* when kapt moiat on a wwm itaie. (Bohofleld.)

retain their primitive structure; notable among these are the

white corpuscles of the blood.

It would appoar at first sight an easy problem to distinguish

between a living thing, and one which ia not living. The principal

signs of life are the following :

—

1

.

Power of movement ; this is seen in amoeboid movement,

ciliary movement, muscular movement, etc.

2. Power of assimilation, that is, ability to convert into proto-

plasm the nutriment material or food which is ingested.

3. Power of growth ; this is a natural consequence of the

power of assimilation.

4. Power of reproduction ; this is a variety of growth.

q. Power to excrete ; to give out waste materials, the products

of other activities.

It should, however, be recognised that certain of these live

characteristics may be absent or latent, and yet the object may

be living. For instance, power of movement is absent in many

vegetable structures j certain seeds and spores can be dried and

kept for many years in an apparently dead condition, and yet will

sprout and grow when placed in appropriate surroundings.

Of all the signs of life, those numbered 2 and 5 in the foregoing

table are the most essential. Living material is in a continual

state of unstable chemical equilibrium, building itself r.r) on the

one hand, breaking down on the other ; the term used Tot he sum

total of these intra-molecular rearrangements is metabolism.

The chemical substances in the protoplasm which are the most

important from this point of view are the complex nitrogenous

compounds called Proteids. So far as is at present known, proteid

material is never absent from living substance, and is never {resent

in any thing else but that which is alive or has been forme . by tlie

agency of living cells. It may therefore be stated that Proteid

Metabolism is the most essential characteristic of vitality.
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CHAPTER II.

THE ANIMAL CELL.

An animal cell is usually of microscopic dimensions, in the

human body varying from 3^0 to toVo of *Q 'Qch in diameter.

It consists of

—

1. Protoplasm. This makes up the main substance of the cell.

2. N'ucleus : a vesicular body within the protoplasm, generally

situated near the centre of the cell.

3. Centrosome and attraction sphere : these are contained within

the protoplasm, near the nucleus.

These three portions demand separate study.

Protoplasm.

Until recent years, protoplasm was supposed to be a homo-

geneous material entirely destitute of structure, though generally

containing minute granules of solid consistency, or globules

(vacuoles) containing a watery fluid.

It has, however, now been shown with high powers of the

microscope that in many cells the protoplasm consists of two

A B

Fig. 6.

—

[k.) A colourlen blood-corpuBvle showing the intia-celliUar network, and two
nuclei with intra-nuclear network.

(b.) Coloured blood-corpuxcle of newt showing the intra-cellular network of
flbrilH. Also oval nucleus composed of limiting membrane and fine intra-
nuclear network of ttbrils. X 800. (Kleinand Noble Smith.)

parts, a fine network of (ibrill(e in which the more fluid and
apparently structureless portion of the protoplasm is contained.

(See figs. 2 and 6.)

The network or spongework is called the reticuluiu or

spongioplasm, and the more fluid portion in its meshes the

enohylema or hyaloplasm.
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In order to study the microscopic structure of such tran-<i>arent objects as

cells, it is necessary to have recourse to various nicthfNls of li .,ug and staining.

When one sees certain appearances after such treatment of the cells, thi'

question arises whether they may not be due to the action of the reagents

employed. Appearances which are undoubtedly produced artificially in this

way are generally spoken of as artifacts. The network just describe<l is

regarded by some observers as an artifact, but it is impossible at present to

state this positively. Hartly, in particular, has shown that a film of any
colloidal substance like gelatin will, when it sets, present the appearance of

a network, and he refrards it as probable that the network seen iu cells may
be due to a similar setting or coagulation of the protoplasm which occurs
either when the cell dies, or is fixed by hardening reagents.

The granules in protoplasm are partly thickened portions of the

spongioplasm, but in addition to this there appear to be free

granules, some fatty in nature (staining black with osniic acid),

some composed of the substance called glycogen or animal starch

(staining reddish-brown with iodine), and sometimes in a few

unicellular animals they consist of inorganic (calcareous)

matter. But by far the most constant and abundant of the

granules are like the main substance of the protoplasm, proteid

or albuminous in composition.

The chemical structure of protoplasm can only be investi-

gated after the protoplasm has been killed. The substances it

yields are (i) Water; protoplasm is semifluid, and at least

three-quarters of its weight, often more, are due to water.

(2) Froteids. These are the most constant and abundant of

the solids. A proteid or albuminous substance consists of carbon,

hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, with sulphur and phosphorus in

small quantities only. In nuclein, a proteid-like substance

found in the nuclei of cells, phosphorus is more abundant.

The proteid obtained in greatest abundance iu the cell proto-

plasm is called a nuoleo-proteid, that is to say, it is a compound
containing varying amounts of this material nuclein with proteid.

White of egg is a familiar instance of an albuminous substance

or proteid, and the fact (which is also familiar) that this sets

into a solid on boiling will serve as a reminder that the greater

number of the proteids found in nature have a similar tendency

to coagulate under the influence of heat and other agencies.

(3) Various other substances occur in smaller proportions, the most

constant of which are lecithin, a phosphoriscd fat ; cholesterin,

a monatomic alcohol ; and inorganic salts, especially phosphates

and chlorides of calcium, sodium, and potassium.

The large quantity of water present should be particularly

noted ; the student when first shown diagrams of the reticulum

iu protoplasm is apt to imagine that it consists of a firm solid,

like a system of wires pervading a jelly. The reticulum is only

slightly more solid than the hyaloplasm.
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The Nucleus.

[CH. II.

In form the nucleus is generally round or oval, but it may

have in some cases an irregular shape, and in other cases there

may be more than one nucleus in a cell.

The nucleus exercises a controlling influence over the nutrition

and subdivision of the cell ; any portion of a cell cut oflf from

the nucleus undergoes degenerative changes.

A nucleus consists of foiu- parts

—

1. The nuclear membrane, which encloses it.

2. A nettoor^ of fibres in appearance like the spongioplasm

of the p o oplasm but on a larger scale; that is to say,

the thre** l- of which it is composed are much coarser and

much moic eadily seeu. The name ohromoplasm has been

given to this network.

3. The nuclear sap en- matrix, a more fluid and homogeneous

substance which occupies the interstices of the spongework

of chromoplasm.

4. Nucleoli ; these are of two principal varieties ; some are

knots or thickened portions of the network and others, the

true nucleoli, float freely in the nuclear sap.

These four parts of the nucleus are represented in the next

diagram.

Node of network

Node of network _„.,

.r^k- Nuclear membrane.

Nucleolus.

Nuclear matrix.

Nuclear network.

Fig. 7.—The reating nucleus—diagimmmatic. (Waldeyer.)

The next figure (fig. 8) gives a view of the nucleus, according to

the researches of Rabl. He considers that the fibres of the network

may be divided into thick fibres which he terms primary, and

thinner connecting branches which he terms secondary (shown

only on the right-hand side of the figure). This observer also

supposes that the primary fibres have the looped arrangement

depicted in the diagram.

In the investigation of microscopic objects, a histologist is

nearly always obliged to use staining agents ; the extremely thin

objects he examines arc so transparent that, without such stains,

much of the structure would be invisible. If such dyes as
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i>f/

Fig. 8.—Diagram of nucleus showing the arrange-
ment of chief chromatic fllanients. Viewed
from the side, the polar end being uppermont.
p.cf., primary chromatic filaments ; a., nu-
cleolus; n.o.m., node of meshwork. (Rabl.)

hsematoxylin or safranin are employed, it is the nucleus which

becomes moat deeply stained, and thus stands out on the lighter

background of the protoplasm.

But the whole nucleus does not stain equally deeply ; it is the

chromolpasmic filaments and the nucleoli which have most
affinity for the stain, while the nuclear membrane and the

nuclear sap are comparatively unaffected. Hence the terms

chromatin and achromatin

originally introduced by
Fleming. The network

and the nucleoli are com-

posed of chromatic sub-

stance or chromatin ; it is

80 ' "-J not because it

hai colour in the

nat

.

,te, but because it

has uii affinity for colours

artificially added to it.

For a corresponding reason,

achromatin or achromatic substance is the name given to the

substances which make up the nuclear membrane and nuclear sap.

To these general facts one or two details may be added. Balbiani first

showed that the chromoplasmic filaments are apparently transversely marke<l

into oltemate dark and light bands ; this is due to the existence of minute
highly refracting particles imbedded in regular series in a clear homogeneous
and unstainable matrix (see fig. 9). The term chromatin
should properly be restricted to these particles. These
particles have special affinity for basic dyes like methyl
green, and safranin.

Coming next to the chemical composition of the

nucleus, it is found to consist principally of proteid

and proteid-like substances. The nuclei of cells

may be obtained by subjecting the cells to the

action of artificial gastric juice ; the protoplasm is

nearly entirely dissolved, but the nuclei resist the

solvent act...n of the juice. No doubt the nuclei

contain several chemical compounds, but the only

one of which we have any accurate knowledge has

been termed nuclein, and this is identical with the

substance called chromatin by histologists. It is

soluble in alkalis, but precipitated by acids ; it is

different from a proteid, as it contains in addition to carbon,

nitrogen, oxygen, hydrogen and sulphur, an enormous quantity

(7 to 8 per cent, or even more) of phosphorus in its molecule.

In many cases nucleins contain iron also.

Fig. 9.—Part of

a chromo-
plasmic fila-

ment, greatly
mairniHed.

(f'amoy.)
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The Attraction Sphere.

Recent research has shown that, in addition to the nucleus and

protoplasm, most if not all living cells contain another structure

;

it consists of a minute particle called a " centrosome," which has

an attractive influence on protoplasmic fibrils and granules in its

neighbourhood, the whole appearance produced being called an

att: jetton sphere (fig. lo).

Fig. 10.—A cell (white blood-cor-
piucle) showing its attraction

sphere. In thu, as in most
cases, the attraction xphere lien

near the nudeiu. (Schafer.

)

Fig. II.—Ovum of the worm
Ascaris, showing a twin at...'ac-

tion sphere. The nucleus with
its contorted filament of chro-
moplann is represented, but
the protoplasm of the cell is

not filled m. (v. Beneden.)

It is most prominent in cells which are dividing or about to

divide. The centrosuoie, and then the attraction sphere, become

double (fig. ii). It has been thought that the centrosome gives

the primary impulse to cell-division, but a few cases have been

described in which the nucleus divides before the centrosome, and

it is now agreed that the division of chromatin and centrosome are

two parallel events, the causal relation between which is not known.

Protoplasmic Movement.

A cell possesses the power of breathing, that is, taking in

oxygen ; of nutrition, of building itself up from food muterials

;

and of excretion, or the getting rid of waste material. But the

most obvious physiological characteristic of most cells is their

power of movement.

When an amcuba is observed with a high power of the

microscope, it is found to consist of an irregular mass of proto-

plasm containing one or more nuclei, the protoplasm itself being

more or less granular and vacuolated. If watched for a minute

or two, an irregular projection is seen to be gradually thrust out
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from the main body and retracted ; a second mass is then pro-

truded in another direction, and gradually the whole protoplasmic

substance is, as it were, drawn into it. The Amoeba thus comes

to occupy a new position, and when this is rej ited seveml times

we have locomotion in a definite direction, together with a

continual change of form. These movements, when observed in

other cells, such as the colour-

less blood-corpuscles of higher

animals (fig. 13), in the branched

corneal cells of the frog and else-

where, are hence termed amw-
Itoid. The projections which are

alternately protruded and re-

tracted are called psevdopodia.

A streaming moveme'>t is not

infrequently seen in certain of the protozoa, in which the mass

of protoplasm extends long and fine processes, themselves very

Fig. 12.—AmoebeB.

Fig. 13.—Human colourlem blood-corpuacle, showing its successive ch-Tiges of outline

within ten minutes when kept moist on a warm stage. (Schofleld.)

little moveable, but upon the surface of which freely-moving or

streaming granules are seen. A gliding movement has also been

^ !L^l

Fig. 14. -(a.) Yoting vegetable cells, showing cell-cavity entirely filled with granular

protoplasm enclosing a large oval nucleus, with one or more nucleoli.

(b.) Older cells from same plant, showing distinct cellulose-wall and vacuola-

tion of protoplasm.

noticed in certain animal cells; the motile part of the cell is

composed of protoplasm bounding a central and more compact

mass ; by means of the free movement of this layer, the cell

may be observed to move along.

In vegetable cells the protoplascJo movement can be well seen
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in the hairs of the stinging-nettle and Tradescantia and the cells
of Vallisneria and Chara ; it is marked by the movement of the
granules nearly always imbedded in it. For example, if part of a
hair of Tradescantia (fig. 15) be viewed under a high magnifying
power, streams of protoplasm containing crowds of granules
hurrying along, like the foot-passengers in a busy street, are seen
flowing steadily in definite directions, some coursing round the
film which lines the interior of the cell-wall, and others flowing
towards or away from the irregular mass in the centre of the
cell-cavity. Many of these streams of protoplasm run together
into larger ones and are lost in the central mass, and thus ceaseless
variations of form are produced. The movement of the proto-

plasmic granules to or from
the periphery is sometimes
called vegetable circutatian,

whereas the movement of

the protoplasm round the

interior of the cell is called

rotation.

The first account of the

movement of protoplfism

was given by Rosel in 1 755,
as occurring in a small

Proteus, probably a large

freshwater amoeba. His
description was followed

twenty years laterby Corti's

demonstration of the rota-
tion of the cell sap in Characese, and in the earlier part of this century
by Meyer in Vallisneria, 1827, and by Robert Brown, 1831, in
"Staminal Hairs of Tradescantia." Then came Dujardin's descrip-
tion of the granular streaming in the pseudopodia of Rhizopods

;

movements in other animal cells were described somewhat later
(Planarian eggs, v. Siebold, 1841 ; colourless blood-corpuscles,
Wharton Jones, 1846).

There is no doubt that the protoplasmic movement is essentially
the same thing in both animal and vegetable cells. But in
vegetable cells, the cell-wall obliges the movement to occur in the
interior, while in the naked animal cells the movement results in
an external change of form.

Although the movements of amoeboid cells may be loosely
described as spontaneous, yet they are produced and increased
under the action of external agencies which excite them, and
which are therefore called stimuli, and if the movement has ceased

Fig. 15.—Cell of Tradescantia drawn at successive
intervals of two minutes.—The cell-contents
ccmsist of a central mass connected by many
irregular processes to a peripheral film, the
whole forming a vacuolated mass of proto-
plasm, which is continually chamrinir its
shape. (Schofleld.)
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for the time, as is the caae if the temperature is lowered beyond a
certain point, movement may be set up by raising the temperature.

Again, contact with foreign bodies, gentle pressure, certain salts,

and electricity, produce or increase the movement in the amoeba.

The protoplasm is, therefore, sensitive or irritable to stimuli, and
shows its irritability by movement or contraction of its mass.

The effects of some of these stimuli may be thus further

detailed :

—

a. Changes of temperature.—Moderate heat acts as a stimulant

:

the movement stops when the temperature is lowered near the

freezing point or raised above 40° C.

(104° F.) ; between these two points

the movements increase in activity

;

the optimum temperature is about

3
7° to 38° C. Though cold stops the

movement of protoplasm, exposure

to a temperature even below 0° C.

does not prevent its reappearance if

the temperature is raised ; on the

other hand, prolonged exposure to a

temperature of over 40° C. altogether

kills the protoplasm and causes it

to enter into a condition of coagula-

tion or heat rigor. We have already

seen that proteids, the most abun-

dant constituents of protoplasm, are

coagulated by heat.

b. Chemical stimuli.— Distilled

water first stimulates then stops

amoeboid movement, for by imbibi-

tion it causes great swelling and

finally bursting of the cells. In

some cases, however (myxomycetes),

protoplasm can be almost entirely dried up, but remains capable of

renewing its movement when again moistened. Dilute salt-solution

and very dilute alkalis stimulate the movements temporarily.

Acids or strong alkalis permanently stop the movements : ether,

chloroform, veratrine and quinine also stop it for a time.

Movement is suspended in an atmosphere of hydrogen or

carbonic acid and resumed on the admission of air or oxygen

;

complete withdrawal of oxygen will after a time kill protoplasm.

c. Electrical.—Weak currents stimulate the movement while

strong currents cause the cells to assume a spherical form and to

become motionless.

Fi^. 16.— Cells from the staiiuna
hairs of Tradescantia. /4, fresh in
water ; B, the same cell after slight
electrical stimulation ; a,b, region
of stimulation ; e, d, clumps and
nobs of contracted protoplasm.

(KOhne.)
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The amcBboid morements of the oolourleee corpuBcles of the
blood may be readily seen when a drop of blood from the finger

is mixed with salt solution, and examined on a warm stage with
the microscope. If a pseudopodium of such a corpuscle is

observed under a high power, it will be seen to consist of hyalo-

plasm, which has flowed out of its spongy home, the reticulum.

Later, however, a portion of the reticular

part of the protoplasm may enter the

pseudopodium. The cells may be fixed

by a jet of steam allowed to play for a
moment on the surface of the cover glass.

The next figure illustrates one fixed in

this way.

The essential act in the protrusion of a
pseudopodium is the flowing of the hyalo-

plasm out of the spongioplasm ; the retrac-

tion of the pseudopodium is a return of

the hyaloplasm to the spongioplasm. The
spongioplasm has an irregular arrangement

with openings in all directions, so that the contractility of undif-

ferentiated cells may exhibit itself towards any point of the compass.

Fig. 17.—An Amoeboid cor-
puscle of the newt killed
by instantaneous appli-
cation of steam, showing
the appearance of the
pseudopodia. (After D.
Gnnn, Quain's Ana-
tomy.)

Coll Division.

A cell multiplies by dividing into two ; each remains awhile in

the resting or, more correctly, non-dividing condition, but later it

grows and subdivides, and the process may be repeated indefinitely.

The supreme importance of the cell, the growth of the body from
cells, and the fact that cells are the living units of the organism,
were first established in the vegetable world by Schleiden, and
extended to the animal kingdom by Theodor Schwann. The ideas
of physiologists depending on this idea are grouped together as
cellular physiology, which under the guidance of Virchow was
extended to pathology also : Virchow expressed the doctrine now
so familiar as to be almost a truism in the terse phrase omnit
cellula e cellula (every cell from a cell).

The di- ion of a cell is preceded by division of its nucleus.
Nuclear division may be either (i) simple or direct, which consists

in the simple exact division of the nucleus into two equal parts
by constriction in the centre, which may have been preceded by
division of the nucleoli ; or (2) indirect, which consists in a series

of changes which goes on in the arrangement of the nuclear
reticulum, resulting in the exact division of the chromatic fibres

into two parts, which form the chromoplasm of the daughter nuclei.

Li
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1 ho changes in the nucleus during indirect diviaion constitute
karjfijkinesit (Kofvov. a kernel), or mitotit (/uVos, a thread), and
direct division iu called amitotic or akinetic («V»;«ns, movement).
It is now believed that the mitotic nuclear division is all but, though
not quite, universal. Somewhat different accounts of the stages
of the nuclear division have been given by different authorities,

according to the kind of cell in which the nuclear changes have
been studied. The following will summarise the stages of karyo-
kinesis as observed by Klein :

—

The nucleus in a resting condition, i.e., before any changes

Fig. 18.—Kaiyoldnesis. a, ordinaiy nudeiu of a columiuu' epithelial cell ; b, c, the lame
nucleus in the sta^e of eonvoludon ; d, tht vrreath or roitUe fonn ; k, the aattr, or single
xtar; r, a nuclear spindle from the Deacemet's endothelium of the frog's cornea;
o, II, I, diaster ; k, two daughter nuclei. (Klein.)

preceding division occur, consists of a very close meshwork of fibrils,

which stain deeply with carmine, embedded in a matrix, which
does not possess this property, the whole nucleus being contained
in an envelope. The first change consists of a slight enlargement
of the nucleus, the disappearance of its envelope and an increase in

the definition and thickness of the nuclear fibrils, which are aliso

more separated than they were, and stain better. This is the
stage of convolution (fig. 1 8, B, c). The next step in the process
is the arrangement of the fibrils into some definite figure by an
alternate looping in and out around a central space, by which
means the rosette or wreath stage (fig. 18, d) is reached. The
loops of the rosette next become divided at the periphery and
their central points become more angular, so that the fibrils,

divided into portions of about eijual length, are doubled at an
acute angle, and radiate in a V-shaped manner from the centre,

forming a star (aster) (fig. 18, e), and later from two centres,

K.H. c
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in which case a double star (dieuter) results (fig. i8, o, H, and i).

After remaining almost unchanged for some time, the V-shaped

fibres being first rearranged in the centre, side by aide (angle out-

wards), split longitudinally and separate into two bundles which
gradually take up a position at either pole. From these groups of

fibnls the two nuclei of the new cells are formed {daughter nuclei)

(fig. 1 8, k), and the changes they pass through before reaching

the resting condition are exactly those through which the original

nucleus (mother nucleus) has gone, but in a reverse order, viz.,

the star, the rosette, and the convolution. During or shortly

after th nnation of the daughter nuclei the cell itself becomes
constriciwu and then divides in a line about midway between them.

The changes as described are those which are most obvious

;

but they take little account of the formation of the spindle seen in

fig. 1 8, F, nor of the part played by ihe attraction sphere (see p. i a).

The work of Waldeyer, Rabl, and others has shown that a
more exact description is the following.

The process may be divided into the following stages :

—

r. The non-dividing nucleus (fig. 19).

Node of network

Node of network^...

--- Nuclear membruie.

.... Nucleolua.

Nuclei. r matrix.

.. Nuclear network.

Fig. 19.—The resting nucleus. CWoldeyer.)

2. The spirem or skein stage : the nucleoli dissolve, the

secondary fibres disappear, and the primary loops ruuning

from polar to anti-polar regions remain (figs. 8, 20).

In some cells there is at first one long, much twisted thread, which
subsequently breaks up into segments.

3. Each loop becomes less convoluted and splits longitudinally

into two sister threads, and the achromatic spindle appears

(iig. 21, A and b).

4. The equatorial stage ; monaster. The nucleus has now two
poles, those of the spindle ; and at each |K>le there is a polar

corpuscle or centrosome. The division of the centrosome

of the original cell, and then of the attraction sphere into

two, v.ually precedes the commencement of changes in the

Lk
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iiuoIeuB ; the two attraction spheres become prominent in cell

diviHion, and the connecting achromatic spindle m pmluibly

also formed from thp n or from the achromatic material of the

nucleus.

Fig. 20.—Early condition of the tVcin xtnge viewed at the polar end. '. e. /., looped
chromatic tUament. i. /:, irretrular fllament. (Rabl.)

A B

Achromatic itpindle

.

7if. ai.—lAter condition oi the skein iitage in karjroUneaii. a. The thicker primary fibrea
• ' " "^

'

—

'-"
an. B. ThethicI "'

a. (Waldeyer.)

Pole of spindle.

become less convoluted and the achromatic spindle appears, b. The thick ttbres split

into two and the achromatic spindle becomes longitudinal. (Waldeyer.)

Fig. 22.—Monaster stage of karyokinesis.

stage the nuclear membrane

Outer granular
zone.

Hplit fibres.

Inner clear zone

Polar corpuscle.

(Waldeyer.)

is lost, and thus cellAt this

protoplasm and nuclear sap become continuous ; the protoplasm

immediately around the nucleus is clear ; outside this is a granu-

lar zone, and here the granules are arranged radially from the

polar corpuscles. The star-like arrangement of these granules is

much better marked in embryonic cells, indeed the lines present

very much the appearance of fibrils (see fig. 23).

The term amphiaster often given to this appearance must nut

u confounded with the diaster to be immediately described. It
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should further be uoted that in all cells which are the result of

the sexual process the number of chromosomes is always even,

an equal number being contributed by each sex.

fif. tj.—Orum of the worm Aiearis in proccM of diviiloa. Th* attraction iphefM an at
oppaaite endi of the orum ; at the equator of the ipindle which unitea them, four
chromoeomca are eeen. The protoplam of the oruiii, except in the equatorial aooe of
the cell, ia arranged in linee radiating from the centre (ccntroaome) of tiie atttmction
ephere. (Waldejrer.)

The V-shaped chromoplasmic fibres or ehromotomes sink to the
equator of the spindle, and arrange themselves so as to project

horizontally from it.

Mtf. 24.—Metakineeie. ..- , .

diaater. b. and c. show how
another. (Walderer.)

.... Fine uniting
fliamenta.

A. Early etage. b. Later atage. c. Lateet stage—formation of
r the siater thread* disentangle themaelves from one

5. The Stage of metakinests. The sister threads separate, one
set going towards one pole, and the other to the other pole

of the spindle (fig. 24) : these form the two daughter nuclei.

The chromosomes are probably pulled into their new position

by the contraction of the spindle fibres attached to them.
6. Each daughter nucleus goes backwards through the same

series of changes ; the diaster or double star is followed by
the dispirem or double skein, until at last two resting nuclei

• are obtained (fig. 25).

A new membi-ane forms around each daughter nucleus,

the spindle atrophies, and the attraction sphere becomes less
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prominent. The diTision of the cell protoplasm into two

parts around the two nuclei begins in the diaster stage, and

is complete in the stage represented in flg. 35.

The kary ' M'>tic process ha^ lieon watched in all its stages by

more than ^server. The time occupied varies from half an

hour o tL aours ; the details, however, must be studied in

LiU^l . t»d ind appropriately staineil specimens. They are most

readily in cells with large nuclei, such as occur in the

epidermis ut amphibians.

The process varies a good deal in different animal and vegetable

cells ; snch as in the nunil)er of chromosonies, and the relative

,g«ti
two eel

Antipole of daughter
nndeuR.

—— Ranaiaa of ipindle.

Lighter mibatance of the
' nudetu.

Cell protoplMm.

•HUiu.

Flf-tS. -Final itagee of kurokinesii. In the lower daughter nudeiu the changes arp

till more adranced than in the upper. (Waldeyer .

)

importance of the different stages. All attempted here has been

to give an account of a typical case. Tht phases may be sum-

marised in a tabular way as follows (from Quai..'3 Anatomy) :

—

Network or Reticulum

Skein or Spireh

1. Resting condition of mother nucleus

(fig- 19)-
. .

/ 2. Close skein of fine convolute<l nla-

1 ments (fig. 20).
"1 3. Open skein of thicker filaments.

(
Spindle appears (fig. 21 A).

Clgataoe 4. Movement of V-shaped chromo-
somes to middle of nucleus, and
each splits into two sister threads

(fig. 2! B).

."). Stellate arrangement of V fila-

ments at e<iuator of spimlle (fig.

22).

;. Separation of cleft filaments and
movement along fibres of spindle

(fig. 24 A and B).

7. Conveyance of V filaments towards

poles of spindle (fig. 24 C).

8. Open skrin in drtnghter nuclei.

J». Close skein in daughter nuclei (fig.

25).

10. Resting condition of daughter
nuclei (fig. 25).

Stab or Monaster ....

Divergence or Metakinesis

Double Star or Diaster . .

Double Skein or Dispireh .

Network or Reticulum . .
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The Oytim.

The ovary is an organ which produces ova.

An ovum is a simple animal cell : its parts are seen in the next
diagram.

It is enclosed in a membrane called the zona pellucidaor vitelline

membrane. The body of the cell is composed of protoplasm loaded

• Nndeua or germinal reaide.
— Nucleolus or germinal ipot

Space left by retraction of
prot,oplasm.

Protoplasm containing folk
Hpherulefi

Vitelline membrane.

Fig. 26.—Eepresentation of a human ovum. (Cadiat.)

with granules of food material, and often called the yolk or vitellus.

The nucleus and nucleolus are sometimes still called by their old
names, germinal vesicle and germinal spot respectively.

The formation of ova will form the subject of a chapter later
on, but it is convenient here at the outset to state briefly one or
two facts, and introduce to the student a few terms which we
shall have to employ frequently in the intervening chapters.

The ovum first discharges from its interior a portion of its

nucleus, which forms two little globules upon it called the polar
globules.

Fertilisation then occurs ; that is to say, the head or nucleus
of a male cell called a spermatozoon penetrates into the ovum,
and becomes fused with the remains of the female nucleus.

Cell division or segmentation then begins, and the early stages
are represented in the next figure.

Fluid discharged from the cells accumulates within the interior
of the mulberry mass seen in fig. 2 7 rf, and later, if a section is

cut through it, the cells will be found arranged in three layers.
The outermost layer is called the epiblast.

The middle layer is called the mesoblast.
The innermost layer is called the hypoblast.
From these three layers the growth of the rest of the body

occurs, nutritive material being derived from the mother in
mammals by means of an organ called the placenta.

m
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The epiblcut, the outermost layer of the embryo, forms the

epidermis, the outermost layer of the adult It also forms the

nervous system.

The hypobltut, the innermost layer of the embryo, forms the

lining epithelium of the alimentary and respiratory tracts, that

is, the innermost layer of the adult. It also forms the cellular

elements in the large digestive glands, such as the liver and

Fig. 27.—DiafnnMnt>f an ovum (a) nndergoins legmentatioD. In (i) it has divided into two,
in (e) into fomr ; and in (d) the prooeas naa remilted in the production i f the ao-«»lled

"mulberry-mam." (Frey.)

pancreas, which are originally, like the lungs, outgrowths from the

primitive digestive tube.

The mesoblait forms the remainder, that is, the great biilk of

the body, including the muscular, osseous and other connective

tissues ; the circulatory and urino-genital systems.

CHAPTER III.

EPITHELIUM.

In the introductory chapter will be found a list of the

elementary tissues of which the organs of the body are built tip.

These may be arranged into the four groups, epithelial, connec-

tive, muscular, and nervous. The first of these, the epithelial

tissues, follows naturally on a study of the animal cell, as an

epithelium may be defined as a tissue composed entirely of cells

united by a minimal amount of cementing material. As a rule,

an epithelium is spread out as a membrane covering a surface or

lining the cavity of a hollow organ.

These epithelia may be grouped into two great classes, each

of which may be again subdivided according to the shape and

arrangement of the cells of which it is composed. The following

table gives the principal varieties :

—
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Class i.—Simple epithelium; that is, an epithelium consisting
of one layer of cells only. Its subgroups are as follows :

—

a. Pavement epithelium.

b. Cubical and columnar epithelium.

c. Ciliated epithelium.

Fig. aS.—From a lection of the Inng of a cat, stained with Bilver nitmte. N. Alveoli or
air-oelU, lined with large ilat, nucleated oells, with some smaller polrhedral nucleated
oslls. (Klein and Noble Smith.)

Piy 29.-AMomin«l surface of central tendon of the diaphragm of rabbit, Bhowing the
general polygonal shape of the endothelial cells ; each eeU is nucleated. xTjoo.

Cla-ss 2.

—

Compound epithelium ; that is, an epithelium con-
sisting of more than one layer of cells. Its subgroups are a
follows :

—

a. Transitional epithelium.

b. Stratified epithelium.
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This olaasiiioation does not include the more specialised forms
of epithelium found in secreting glands, or in the sense organs,

Fig. 30.—Peritoneal nuface of a tMTtion of the leptnin of the gnat l7mph-wo of a fnw
The itonutta, lome of wh^un are open, «ome oollapaed, are trell ahoini. x ifo'
(Klein.)

nor structures like hair, and enamel of tooth, wnich are epithelial

in origin. These will be considered in their proper place later on.

Hg. 31.—A portion of the great omentum of dog, which shows, amongst the flat endo
thdiumof the surface, small and large groups of germinating endothelium, between
which are many stomata. x 300. (Klein.)

We shall for the presejit be content to study those already
enumerated, and take them one by one.
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ii
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Payement Epithelium.

This consists of a layer of flat cells, arranged like flat pavement-
stones accurately fitting together and united by a small amount
of cementing material. The structure of the cells and their

outlines may be best demonstrated by a process of double

staining ; one stain, silver nitrate,

to show the cementing material,

and another, like logwood, to

show up the nuclei of the cells.

A portion of the fresh tissue

is taken and immersed for a few

minutes in a i per cent, solution

of nitrate of silver; it is taken
out, washed with distilled water,

and exposed in water or spirit to

sunliglit. The silver forms a com-
pound with the cement, which
in the light is decomposed or re-

duced, leading to a fine deposit

of silver, showing as black or

brown lines between the cells, and
accurately defining their outlines.

The preparation may then be

immersed in some stain like log-

wood to bring out the nuclei, and
finally mounted in the usual way.

The de'ails of histological work
can only be properly learnt in a

practical class.

Fig. 28 shows the appearance

presented in a preparation of

lung. In the alvecli or air-sacs

of the lung, pavement epithelium

of a typical kind is found form-

ing a lining membrane.
Endothelium.—Epithelium of similar appearance is found

lining the interior of the whole of the vascular system, heart,

arteries, capillaries, veins, and lymphatics, and in the adjuncts of

the circulatory system called the serous membranes (pericardium,
peritoneum, etc.).

This epithelium is formed from the middle layer of the embryo,
the mesoblast; most other epithelium is derived either from

ng.. ji.—Surface view of an artery from
the metentery of a frog, enaheathed
in a peri-Taacnlar lymphatic veiael.
a. The artery, with its circnlar mua-
cular coat (media) indicated by broad
tranarene marldiiai, with an indica-
tion of the adventitia outside.
I, Lymphatic vessel; its wall is a
simple endothelial membrane. (Klein
and Noble Smith.)

; i
1
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epiblast or hypoblast. Hence it has received a distinct name,
viz. : endothelium.

The general appearance presented by endothelium in serous

membranes is shown in figs. 29, 30, and 31 ; in blood-vessels in

fig- 32-

The stomata seen in some of the drawings are minute openings
surrounded by more darkly staining cells, which lead from serous
cavities into lymphatic vessels.

Cubical, Spheroidal, and Columnar Epithelium.

In these forms of epithelium, the cells are not flat, but are
thick ; if they approximate cubes or spheres in shape, the epi-

thelium is called cubical or spheroidal respectively. Spheroidal
epithelium is found in the alveoli of secreting glands, such as the
salivary glands, liver, and pancreas (see figs. 33 and 34), and will

Fig, 33.—Olandulsr epitheliiun. Small lobule of a
mucous gland of the tongue, showing nucleated
glandular cells, x 200. (V. D. Harris.)

Fig. 34.—A small piece of the liver
of the horse. (Cadiat.)

be discussed at length in connection with those organs. Cubical
epithelium is found in the alveoli of the thyroid (see fig. 35), in

the tubules of the testis, and in the ducts of some glands.

In columnar epithplium the cells are tall, and form a kind of

palisade or rows of columns. It is found lining the interior

of the stomach and intestines, and the ducts of the majority of

secreting glands; it forms also the layer on the outer surface
of the ovary

In the intestinal epithelium each cell has a distinct brightly
refracting and striate^ border. Fig. 36 shows two isolated cells

of this kind.
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The nucleus with its usual network and the vacuolated con-
dition of the protoplasm are very well seen. The attached bolder
is narrower than the free edge. Amoeboid lymph cells are found

li

Kg. 3S.-Seetioii of homan thTroid ; the few vedele* dkown an Unad by enUeal epithe-
lium, and contain a colloid material. (After BchKfer.)

in tiie spaces that must necessarily be left when cells of such
a shape cover a surface. Fig. 37 shows a row of columnar cells

from the rabbit's intestine.

The next figure (fig. 38) shows the arrangement of these cells

,ttT.-

Fig. 36.—Coloamar epithelium cell8 of the rabbit'* inteatines. The oella have been iaolated
after maoetation in -very weak chromic acid. The cells are much vaciudated, and one
of them has a fat slobnle near its attached end. The striated border (ttr.) is well
seen, and the bri^t disc separating it from the cell protoplasm, n, nucleus with
intnmuolear network, a, a thinned out winslike projection of the cell which probably
fitted between two adjacent cells. (Bchifer.)

on the surface of a villus, one of the numerous little projections
found in the small intestine.
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The gaps seen there are due to the formation of what are
called goblet cells. In some of the columnar cells, a formation

fig. 37.—A row of colamnar cells from the imbbit's inteiftine. Smaller cells are seen
between the epithelinm cells ; these ue lymph-coipnsdes. (Bchifer.)

of g-cuules occurs which cjnsist of a substance called mucigen
;

thest; run together, and are discharged from the cell as a brightly

of thej^tiielium
;
b, ralnmnu epitheUnm ; e, goUet cells ; d, central lymph-Tessel

;

refracting globule of mucin, leaving the cell with open mouth like

Kg. 39.—OoWet celln. iKlein.)

a goblet, the nucleus being surrounded by the remains of the
protoplasm in its narrow stem (see fig. 39).
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This trangformation is a normal procesa continually going on
Ujroughout life, the discharged mucin contributing to form muens.
The cells themselves may recover their original shape after dis-
charge, and repeat the process later on.

Ciliated SpithAlium.

The cells of ciliated epithelium are genemlly of columnar
shape (fig 40), but they may occasionally be spheroidal (fig. 41).

fig. 40.—Ciliated epithelium from the human
trachea, a, lanse fully formed cell;
b, shorter cell ; e, developiiw cella with
more than one nucleus. (Caoiat.)

Fig. 41.—Sitheroidal ciliated
cells from the mouth of
the frog. X 300 diame>
ters. (Bhaipey.)

Each cell is surmounted by a bunch of fine tapering filaments.
They were originally called cilia because of their resemblance in

*^*»1fUT^^'iw?
epitheliim of the human tiachea. a, layer of longitudinaUy armmredelastic fibres

; 6, basement membrane ; e, deepest oefls, dmdar in form • dM^
xtso fKoffil^) '

'' ""** ^^" "'^ fully'd^JSH^'and teJrta'g^
shape to eyelashes. They differ from eyelashes in being
extremely small, and in not being stiff; they are in fact composed
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of protoplasm. During life these move to and fro, and so produce
a current of fluid over the surface they cover. Like columnar
cells, they may form goblet cells and dischatve
mucus.

In the larger ciliated cells, it will be seen
that the border on which the cilia are set
is bright, and composed of little knobs, to
each of which a cilium is attached; in some
cases the knobs are prolonged into the cell pro-
toplasm as filaments or rootlets (fig. 43).

The bunch of cilia is homologous with the
striated border of columnar cells.

Ciliated epithelium is found in the human
body, (i) lining the air passages, but not in the
alveoli of the lungs ; these are lined by pave-
ment epithelium

; (2) in the Fallopian tubes
and upper part of the uterus; (3) in the ducts
of the testis known as the vasa eflferentia and
coni vasculosi; here the cilia are the longest
found in the body; (4) in the ventricles of the
brain and central canal of the spinal cord;
(6) the tail of a spermatozoon may also be
regarded as a long cilium.

In other animals cilia are found in other
parts

; for instance, in the frog the mouth and
gullet are lined by ciliated cells; in the tad-
pole, the whole surface of the body and especially
the gills are covered with cilia. Among the
mvertebrates one finds many protozoa com-
pletely covered with cilia; in many embryos
the cUia are arranged in definite bands round
the body

; in the rotifers or wheel animalcules,
a ring of cilia round the mouth gives the name
to this particular group. The gills of many
animals are covered with cilia; and the cells of the kidney tubules
ui some animals are ciliated.

Ciliary Motion.
Ciliary motion reminds one of amoeboid movement, but it ismuch more mpid, and more orderly. It consists of a rhythmical

movement of the cilia, a bending over, foUowefl by a lesseninir of
the curvature, repeated with great frequency.
When living ciliated epithelium, e.g., from the gill of a mussel,

or from the mouth of the frog, is examined under the microscope

Fig. 43. — CSli*t«d
cell from the intea-
tine of • moUuHC.
(En^lmann.)
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in s drop of o-6 per cent, solution of common aalt (normal taline
tolutum), the cilia are seen to be in oonn^ant rapid motion, each
ciUum being fixed at one end,- and swinging or lashing to and
fro. The general impression given to the eye of the observer
w very similar to that produced by waves in a field of com, or
swiftly running and rippling water, and the result of their move-
ment is to produce a continuous current in a definite direction,
and this direcUon is the same on the same surface, being usuallym the case of a cavity towards the external orifice.

There is not only rhythmicality in the movement of a single
cihum, but each acts in harmony with its fellows in the same
cell, and on neighbouring cells.

The uses of cilia can from the above be aknost guessed ; in
the respiratory passages they create a current of mucus with
entangled dust towards the throat; in the Fallopian tulc or
oviduct they assist the ovum on its way to the uterus ; iu the
gullet of the frog they act downwards and »• sist swallowing • in
the ciliated protosoa they are locomotiv i^ns. Over the
gUta of marine animals they keep up a f .n supply of water,
and in the case of the rotifers, which are fiv i animals, the current
of water brings food to the mouth.

Ciliary motion is independent of the will, of the direct influence
of the nervous system, and of muscular contraction. It may
continue for several houre after death or removal from the body,
provided the portion of tissue under examination be kept moist.
Its independence of the nervous system is shown also in its
occurrence in the lowest invertebrate animals which are un-
provi d with anything analogous to a nervous system, in it8
per8isti;nce in animals killed by prussic acid, by narcotic or
other poisons, and after the direct application of narcotics, such
as morphia, opium, and belladonna, to the ciliary surface, or of
electricity through it. The vapour of chloroform arrests the
motion, but it is renewed on the discontinuance of the applica-
tion. The movement ceases when the cilia are deprived of
oxygen, although it may continue for a time in the absence of
/ree oxygen, but is revived on the admission of this gas. Car-
bonic acid stops the movement. The contact of various sub-
stances, e.ff., bile, stmng acids, and alkalis, will stop the motion
altogether

;
but this seems to depend chiefly on destruction of

the delicate substance of which the cilia are composed. Tem-
peratures above 45° C. and near o° C. stop the movement,
whereas moderate heat and dilute alkalis are favourable to the
action and revive the movement after temporary cessation. The
exact explanation of ciliary movement is not known ; whatever
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may be the exact cauae, the movement must depend upon Home
changes going on in the cell to which the cilia are attached, bm
when the latter are cut off from* the cell the movement ceases,
and when severed so that a portion of the cilia are left attached
to the cell, the attached and not the severed portions continue
the movement The moet probable cause of the movement is

that it is part of the inherent power which protoplasm possesses,
and that the cilia are but prolongations of the spongioplasm
of the cell. It has been suggested by Engelmann that if this
be the case, the contractile part of the protoplasm is only on
the concave side of a curved cilium, and that when this contracts
that the cilium is brought downwards ; where relaxation occurs,
the cilium rebounds by the elastic recoil of the convex border.

Schifer has suggested that the flow of hyaloplasm backwards
and forwards will explain ciliary as it will amoeboid movement
In an amoeboid cell, the spongioplasm is irregular in arrange-
ment, hence an outflow of hyaloplasm from it can occur in any
direction. But in the curved projection called a cilium, the
hyaloplasm can obviously flow in only one direction into the
cilium and back again. The flow of more hyaloplasm into the
spongioplasm of the cilium will cause it to curve, the flow
of the hyaloplasm back into the body of the cell will cause the
cilium to straighten.

The action of dilute alkalis and acids on cilia is interesting.
Dilute acids stop ciliary motion ; and cilia, if allowed to act in
salt solution for a time, get more and more languid and finally
cease acting

; in popular language they become fatigued. Now
we shall find in muscle that fatigue is largely due to the accumu-
lation of the acid products of muscular activity; remove the
iiarco-lactic acid and fatigue passes ofil It is probable that
the same occurs in other contractile tissues ; the cilia gradually
stop, due to acid products of their activity collecting around
them

;
when these are neutralised with dilute alkali the cilia

resume activity.

Tranaitional Epithelitun.

This term has been applied to cells which are neither arranged
in a single layer, as is the case with simple epithelium, nor yet
in many superimposed strata, as in stratified epithelium ; in
other words, it is employed when epithelial cells are fmmd in two,
three, or four superimposed layers.

The upper layer may be either columnar, ciliated, or squamous.
When the upper layer is columnar or ciliated the second layer

K.P.
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;nuHmtH o; mm'w celU fitted into the inequalitie. of the oelli

HOOve therr. ;^s in 'K trachea (fig. 4»)- ... . , ..^,

The eL the'mm which » met with Umug the umiary bladder

a- .! ur .0'- 18, however, the transitional par exeelUnee. In this

variety thrv, are two or three layen of cells, the upper beiug

roor*"
• Ics Uattened according to the full or coUapwd condition

of the organ, their under surface being marked ''•th one or more

depression into which the he«is of the next layer of olut«haped

cell. fit. Between the lower and narrower parts of the woond

row of cells are fixed the irregtilar cells which constitute th.

third row : sometimes a fourth row is present (fig. 44). " ca"

be easily understood, therefoi-e, that if a scraping of the mucous

rur. 41.—Epithelium of the bladder. <i.,one

of the celU of the flnt row ; », « cell of

the second row; c, oellii <« ntu, of flret,

Mcond, and deepenUyen. (OberBteiiier.)

Fii. 4S- Tranaitional epithelial cells

from a icnipiiw of the mueou*
membrane of the bladder of the

rabbit. (V. D. Hartii.)

membrane of the bladder is teased, and examined und^r the micro-

scope, cells of a great variety of forms may V..^ made out (fig- 45);

Each cell contains a large nucleus, and the larger and superficial

cells often possess two.

Stratifled Epithelium.

The term stratified epithelium is euipl <\ vhcii the cells

forming the epithelium are arranged in a coi-iderahle number of

» - - '"^ t . ._j ..: .„ ; cells of the

i lyers, vary in

^ a rule, of tlu

columnar form.

superimposed 'layers. The shape and size r

different layers, as well as the number of the

differe-t situations ; but the suprtkiul cells asx

squamous, or scaly variety, an.! the deepest of tlv

The cells of the intermediate laye h are of diffe ont shapes, but

those of the middle lav-rs are -=or= =r I-h round d. The super-

ficial cells are broad un 1 overlap by Ueir edges (tig. 46). Their

chemical composition is different froi that of the underlying cells,

as they contain keratin, and are there, ^re homy in character.
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The nuoieaa ia often not apparent. The really oelhikr nature
of eren the dry and •hrivelled soalea cast off from the surface of
the epidemnis^ can be proved by
the applicatioD of caustic potash, ^^irriSris^
which n4>idly causes them to

swell and assunK^ their original

form.

The squamous cells c ist in

the greatest number of la^ < rs in

the epidermis or superficial part

of the skin ; the most superficial

of these are being continually

removed by friction, and new cells from below supply the pUce
of those cast off.

<'

Fisr. 4*- Kpithelium alM from the
160. (HenU.)

*^'.5iiSliS*fh!^f°if *^^J^"f^ ptthelium of the rshbifi comes. «, anUriorqJOmtan, «b..wtog th- differ^ .t th .p«« of the ceU« at variou. depths from the free
iSIIMil ; *, » purtion of the sub 'in. ufeonit>s. (Klein.)

The intermediate fUs approach more to tlie flat variety the
nearer they are tc ui.- sunace and to the columnar as they
approach the lowest lay«r. "here
may be considerabh intercellular

intervals ; and in manv o the

deeper layers of epitheli ni t! v

mouth and skin the 'li of

the ctils is very irru^'usa. in

consequence of processes paat ig

from ceil to cell across these in-

tervals.

Such cells (tig. 48) are terined

"ridge and furrow," "cogged"
or "prickle" cells. These
prickles" are prolo!-^ aions '.'f

" le intracellular network which
i an across from cell to cell, thus joining them together, the inter-
stices being filled by lymph and transparent intercellular cement

D2

Fig. i^t.—Jagged cells fnmi the middle
layers of stratified epithelium, from
a vertical section of the mun of a
new-born infant. (Klein.)"
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substance. When this increases in quantity in inflammation the
cells are pushed further apart, and the connecting fibrils or
" prickles " elongated and therefore more clearly visible.

The columnar cells of the deepest layer are distinctly nucleated;
they multiply rapidly by division ; and as new cells are formed
beneath, they press the older cells forwards to be in turn pressed
forwards themselves towards the surface, gradually altering in

shape and chemical composition until they are cast off from the
surface.

Stratified epithelium is found in the following situations :

—

(i) Forming the epidermis, covering the whole of the external
surface of the body

; (2) Covering the mucous membrane of the
nasal orifice, tongue, mouth, pharynx, and oesophagus

; (3) As
the conjunctival epithelium, covering the cornea

; (4) Lining the
vagina and the vaginal part of the cervix uteri.

Hutrition of Epithelium.

Epithelium has no blood-vessels ; it is nourished by lymph.
When the blood is circulating through the thin-walled small blood-
vessels in the tissues beneath the epithelium, some of its fluid

constituents escape. This fluid is called lymph ; it penetrates to
all parts of the cellular elements of tissues and nourishes them.
In the thicker varieties of epithelium, the presence of the irregular
minute channels between the prickle cells (fig. 48) enables the
lymph to soak more readily between the cells than it would
otherwise be able to do. Epithelium is also destitute of nerves
as a rule. But in stratified epithelium, particularly that covering
the cornea at the front of the eye and in the deeper layers of the
epidermis, a plexus of nerve fibrils is found.

Chemistry of Epithelium.

There is not m.ch to add to what has been already stated
concerning cells

; protoplasm and nucleus have the same chemical
composition as has been already described in Chapter II. Two
new substances have, however, been mentioned in the foregoing
chapter—namely, mucin and keratin.

Mucin.—This is a widely distributed substance occurring in

epithelial cells or shed out by them (see goblet cells, fig. 39). It

also forms the chief constituent of the cementing substance
between epithelial cells. Wc shall again meet with it in the
intercellular substance of the connective tissues. The mucin
obtained from different sources varies in composition and reactions.
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There are probably several mucins, but they all agree in the
following points :

—

(a) Physical character : viscid and tenacious.

(b) Precipitability from solutions by acetic acid. They all

dissolve in dilute alkalis, like lime-water.

(c) They are all compounds of proteid, with a carbohydrate
material which has been provisionally called animal gum

;

by treatment with dilute mineral acid this is hydrated into

a reducing but non-fermentable sugar-like substance.

The substance mucin, when it is formed within cells (goblet
crlls, cells of mucous glands), is preceded in the cells by granules
of a substance which is not mucin, but is readily changed into

mucin. This precursor, or mother-substance of mucin, is called

mticigen or mv4:inogfn.

Keratin, or homy material, is the substance found in the sur-

face layers of the epidermis, in hairs, nails, hoofs, and horns. It

is very insoluble, and chiefly differs from proteids in its high
percentage of sulphur. Keratin is a member of a heterogeneous
group of proteid-like substances which are called albuminoids,
and several more members of this group we shall have to consider
in our next chapter on the connective tissues.

CHAPTER IV.

THE CONNErTIVE TFSSUES.

The connective tissues are the following :

—

1. Areolar tissue.

2. Fibrous tissue.

3. Elastic tissue.

4. Adipose tissue.

5. Retiform and lymphoid tissues.

6. Jelly-like tissue.

7. Cartilage.

8. Bone and dentine.

9. Blood.

At first sight these numerous tissues appear to form a very
heterogeneous group, including the most solid tissues of the body
(bone, dentine) and the most fluid (blood).
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But on examining a little more deeply, one finds that the
grouping of these apparently different tissues together depends

number of valid reasons, which may be briefly stated as
on a

follows :

—

1. They all resemble each other in origin. All are formed
from the mesoblast, the middle layer of the embryo.

2. They resemble each other structurally ; that is to say, the
cellular element is at a minimum, and the intercellular
material at a maximum.

?. They resemble each other functionally; they form the
skeleton, and act as binding, supporting, or connecting
tissues to the softer and more vital tissues.

An apology is sometimes made for calling the blood a tissue,
because one's preconceived idea of a tissue or texture is that it
must be something of a solid nature. But all the tissues contain
water. Muscular tissue contains, for instance, at least three-
quarters of it« weight as water. Blood, after all, is not much
more liquid than muscle. Blood, moreover, contains cellular
elements analogous to the cells of other tissues, but separated by
large quantities of a fluid intercellular material called blood-
plasma.

Blood is also mesoblastic, and thus the two first characteristics
of a connective tissue are present. It does not fulfil the third
condition by contributing to the support of the body as part of
the skeleton, but it does so in another sense, and serves to
support the body by conveying nutriment to ail parts.
We may now proceed to a consideration of this long list of

tissues, one by one, in the order named.

Areolar Tissue.

It is convenient to take this first, as it is a very typical
connective tissue. It has a wide distribution, and constitutes
the subcutaneous, subserous, and submucous tissues. It forms
sheaths (fasciae) for muscles, nerves, blood-vessels, glands, and
internal organs, binding them in position and penetrating into
their interior, supports and connects their individual parts.

If one takes a little of the subcutaneous tissue from an animal,
and stretches it out on a glass slide, it appears to the naked eye
like a soft, fleecy network of fine white fibres, with here and there
wider fibres joining it. It is, moreover, elastic.

But in order to make out its structure accurately it is necessary
to examine the thinnest portions of the film with the microscope, and
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the action of staining and otht*- reagents may then be also studied.

By such means it is seen th' this typical connective tissue consists

These

Fig. 49.—Bundles of the white fibres of areolar tinue partly unraveUed.
(After Sharper.)

of four different kinds of material, or, as they may be termed

histological elements. They are :

—

(a) Cells, or connective-tissue cor-

puscles.

(b) A homogeneous matrix, ground

substance, or intercellular mate-

rial.

(c) White fibres )

(d) Yellow or elastic fibres
)

are deposited in the matrix.

In considering these four histological

elements we may first take the fibres,

because they are the rnost obvious and

abundant of the structures observable.

The tohite fibres. These are ex-

quisitely fine fibres collected into

bundles which have a wavy outline.

The bimdles run in different directions,

forming an irregular network, the

meshes betwean which are called

areola; ; hence the name areolar. The
individual fibres never branch or join

other fibres, but they may pass from one bundle to another.

On treatment with dilute {^etic acid they become swollen and

Fi(f. 50.—Elastio Sbrcit of areolar
(After Schiifer.)
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indistinct, leaving the other structures mixed with them more
apparent.

They are composed of the chemical substance called collagen.

On boiling they yield gelatin ; some chemists regard collagen
as the anhydride of gelatin ; but whether this is so or not, the
gelatin is undoubtedly derived from the collagen. Gelatin is a
proteid-like substance though not a proteid. It belongs to the
class of albuminoids. Its most characteristic property is its power
of jellying or gelatinising ; that is, it is soluble in hot water, but
on cooling the solution it sets into a jelly.

The yellow or elattic fibres. These are seen
i-eadily after the white fibres are rendered almost in-

visible by treatment with dilute acetic acid, or after

staining with such dyes as magenta and orcein, for

which elastic fibres have a great affinity. They are
bigger than the white fibres, have a distinct outline,

and a straight course ; they run singly, branch, and
join neighbouring fibres (fig. 50).

The material of which the elastic fibres are com-
posed is called elastin ; this is another albuminoid.
It is unaltered, as we have seen, by dilute acid.

It also resists the action of very strong acid, and is

not affected by boiling water.

The bundles of white fibres which have been
swollen out by dilute acetic acid sometimes ex-
hibit constrictions as in fig. 5 1. These are due to
elastic fibres or cell processes encircling them and
preventing the swelling at those points.

Connective-tissue corpuscles. These are the cells

of connective tissue : several varieties may be
made out, especially after a preparation has
been stained.

1. Flattened cells, branched, and often united
by their processes, as in the cornea.

2. Flattened cells, unbranched, and joined edge
to edge like the cells of an epithelium ; these are well seen
in the sheath of a tendon.

Plasma cells of Waldeyer, varying greatly in size and form,
but not flattened. The protoplasm is much vacuolated.
Granule cells : like plasma cells, but containing albuminous
granules (stainable by eosin) instead of vacuoles.

Wander cells : white blood:Corpuscle8 which have emigrated
from the neighbouring blood-vessels.

Pigment cells : these are seen in the subcutaneous tissues

./;'

Fa. SI.—A white
bundle iwoUen
by acetic acid.
(Toldt.)
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of many animals, e.g., the frog, and in the choroid coat of

the eyeball,

^^'g- 55 shows a highly magnified view of a small piece of
subcutaneous tissue, and illustrates the irregular way in which
the fibres and cells are intermixed.

Kg. 52.—Horizontal preparaUon of the cornea of
fro?, stained in sold chloride; ahowiiig the
network of branched cornea coipiudes. The
ground nibstance ia completely colonrte*.
X 400. (Klein.)

ceUa, from the tiaiue of
the choroid coat of the
e^e. X 350. a, cell with
pigment ; i, colomrle«
foaiform oella. (K811i«
ker.)

Fi?vS4-—I^t, pigmented, I > ^ched oonneetiTe-tiaaae oalls from the sheath of a lanra
blood-TeiKlof thefrotr'anieaentei7; the pigment ia not diatritmted uniformly through-
out the substance of Qie larger cell, consequently some parts of it look blacker 'San
others (uncontracted state) . In the two smaller oella most of thepigment is withdrawn
into the ceU-body, so that they appear smaller, blacker, and lees branched, x »so.
(Klein and Noble Smith.

)

'

We have now to consider the undifferentiated intercellular
material which is called

The ground-svistance. This may be represented in fig. 55 by
the white background of the paper.

It may be readily demonstrated in a silver nitrate prepa-
ration ; for the intercellular material has the same property of
reducing silver salts in the sunlight that the cement-material
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of epithelium has. It becomes in consequence dark brown, with

the exception of the spaces occupied by the corpuscles.

Hg. 55.—AieoUr tiaane. The white flbic* are leen in wary bondlea ; the elastic flbrea

form an open netwoik. o, p, plaama cell*, a, nannle cell, c, e, lameVu cells.

/, ftbiiUatedceU. (After loUfer.)

The spaces intercommunicate like the cells, and being con-

siderably larger than the cells form a ramifying network of

irregular channels, which were first termed by v. Recklinghausen

**.i

^ ^i i.

II

Fig. 56.--Orouad lubitance of connective timae, stained by silver nitrate,

are left white. (After Schuer.)
The cell spacti

the Saft Xanalchen, or little juice canals. Areolar tissue is certainly

provided with blood-vessels, but the tissue elements are, as in all

tissues, provided with nutriment by the exudation from the blood
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called lytnph. The Soft KaiUUchen enable the lymph to penetrate
to every part of the areolar tissue.

Development of Areolar Tissue.

The mesoblastic cells in those parts where the tissue is to be
formed become branched and fusiform.

Hg. ii.—VacOsn of Babmueoua tiMue of snTid uterua of turn, a, branehed oella, more or
leas ipmdle-slutped ; t, bundlei of oonnectiTe tiwne. (Klein.)

These ultimately become the connective-tissue corpuscles,

aicid they get more and more widely separated by intercellular

Fig. s8.-^ellT of Wharton, r, nunifled oella interoammnniGating by tlieir branchea. {, a
row of lymph-cella. /, flbrea developing in the ground aubatance. (Banvier.)

material, partly shed out by the cells themselves, partly shed out
from the neighbouring blood-vessels. This becomes the ground
substance. The fibres form subsequently in this as ciystals may
be deposited by a liquid. At one time it was believed that the
cells themselves became elongated and converted into fibres. No
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doubt the oella do exercise a controlling influenoe on fibre-formation

in their neighbourhood, but it ia extremely doubtful whether they
over become fibres. The formation of fibres is now believed to be
intercellular. Some of the fibres formed are of the white, others

Elf. 59-—DmlopaMBt of elaatie timae by deporitiaa of Una gnuralw. g, flbw bdnf
fanned br rowi of daaUe nuinlw. P. j^AteUke ezpauion of elmrtic nilMtMiee
fomtedbfthefniioiiof eUiUe gimaulM. (BuiTier.)

of the yellow variety. In the case of the elastic fibres, rows of

granules of elastin are first deposited ; these joining together in

single or multiple rows form the long fibres : traces of this are
seen in transverse markings occasionally noticeable in the larger

elastic fibres.

Fibrous Tissue.

This is a kind of connective tissue in which the white fibres

predominate ; it is found in tendons ar . ligaments, in the

Tig. 60.—Mature white flbroua tiasue of tendon, ooniiatinv mainly of flbni with a few
•cattered fnaifonn eeUs. (Strieker.)
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periosteum, dura mater, true skio, the aclerotic coat of the eye,

and in the thicker fasoise and aponeuroaes of muiole.

.. 'I I
tig. 6i.—Candal taidon of young rat, diowing the uranaement, form, and atnietnn of

the tendon cella. x 300. (Klem.)

The tissue is one of great strength ; this is conferred uputi it

by the arrangement of the fibres, the bundles of which run
parallel, union here, as elsewhere,

giving strength. The fibres of the
same bundle now and then intersect

each other. The cells in tendons
(fig. 61) are forced to take up a
similar orderly arrangement, and are

arranged in long chains in the
ground substance separating the
bundles of fibres, and are more or

less regularly quadrilateral with lai^e

round nuclei containing nucleoli,

which are generally placed so as to

be nearly contiguous in two cells.

Each of these cells consists of a
thick body, from which processes

pass ill various directions into, and ~ ^ „^ ^ T ,
„„_,.• 1. en .1 V ..

F>g.6a.-THUi«ver»e«ection of tendon
partially fill up the spaces between, ' ^- '--••• -

the bundles of fibres. The rows
of cells are separated from one
another by lines of cement substance.

The cells are generally marked by
one or more lines or stripes when viewed longitudinally. This
appearance ^a really produced by the wing-like processes of the

from a croia section of the tail of
a rabbit, thowing aheaUi, flbrons
aepta, and branched connective-
timie oorpusclea. The apacea left
white in the drawing repreeent
the teadinouii bundles in traoR-
vene section, x 250. (Klein.)
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^1

i

11

cell, which project away from the chief part of the cell in differant

directions. These procesaea not being in the same plane aa the
body of the cell are out of focus, and give rise to these bright
stripes when the cells are looked at from i '; ve and are in focus.

Slff. 6j.—Cell ipMM of
>
Imnuht Into Tiew bj tnatateat with iUtw Ditnt*.
(AiterBehlfM'.)

The branched character of the cells is seen in transverse section
in fig. 63.

The cell spaces in which the cells lie are in arrangement like

the cells ; they can be brought into relief by staining with silver

nitrate (see fig. 63).

Blastio Tissue.

This is a form of connective tissue in which the yellow or
elastic fibres predominate. The yellow fibres are larger than those

found in areolar tissue (see fig. 64),
and are bound into bundles by
areolar tissue. It is found in the

ligamentum nuchee of the ox, horse,

and many other animals; in the

ligamenta subflava of man ; in the

arteries and veins, constituting the

fenestrated coat of Henle ; in the

lungs and trachea; in the stylo-

hyoid, thyro-hyoid, and crico-thy-

roid ligaments; in the true vocal

cords.

Structure.—Elastic tissue occurs

in various forms, from a structure-

less, elastic membrane to a tissue

whose chief constituents are bundles
c-f fibres crossing each other at

different angles; when seen in

bundles elastic fibres are yellowish
iu colour, but individual fibres are not so distinctly coloured. The

Fig. 64.—Elastic flbreH from the liga
menta lubflava. x 200. (Shai^y.)

k
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Fig. 65.—Tnuurene Mction of a
iiOTtion of lig. nuclue, ihow>
log the outline of the flbrae.

(After Btdhr.)

larger elMtio fibres are often tranarersely marked, indicating their

mode of origin (see p. 44), and on tranaverse section are seen to

Ik angular (fig. 65).

Klastic tissue, being extensible and elastic (*'.«., recoiling after

it has been stretched), has a most important use in assisting mus-
cular tissue in a mechanical way, and so

lessening the wear and tear of such

an important tissue as muscle. Thus,

in the ligamenta subflara of the

hutuan vertebral column it assists in

the maintenance of the erect posture
;

in the ligamentum nuchse in the neck

of quadrupeds it assists in the raising

of the head and in keeping it in that

position. In the arterial walls, and in

the air tubes and lungs, it has a

similar important action, as we shall

see when discussing the subjects of

the circulation and respiration.

We now come to those forms of con-

nective tissue in which the cells rather than the fibres are most
prominent.

Adipose Tissue.

Dittribution.—In almost all regions of the human body a
larger or smaller quantity of adipose or fatty tissue is present

;

the chief exceptions being the subcu-

taneous tissue of the eyelids, penis and
scrotum, the nymphse, and the cavity

of the cranium. Adipose Hague is also

absent from the substance of many
organs, as the lungs and liver.

Adipose tissue is almost always

found seated in areolar tissue, and
forms in its meshes little masses of

unequal size and irregular shape, to

which the term lobules is commonly
applied.

Structure.—Under the microscope

adipose tissue is found to consist

essentially of little vesicles or cells which present dark, sharply-

defined edges when viewed with transmitted light : they are

about xho or jrho of an inch in diameter ; each consists of a
structureless and colourless membrane or bag formed of the

Fig. 66.—Ordinary fat-cellt of a
fat tract in the omentum of a
rat. (Klein.)
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remaini of the original protoplMm of the cell, filled with fatty

matter, which is liquid during life, but is in part aolidified (or

Hff. <7--0f0up of fatKwUi (r c) witti oapUUiy (c). (Nobtoamith.)

Hometimeii crystalliged) m'.'H death. A nucleus is always present
in some part or other of the cell-protoplasm, but in the ordinary
condition of the cell it is hut easily or always visible (fig. 67).

FJf. 68.—Blood-yeMeb of adipoM tiatue. a. Minute iUlt«ned fatlobule, in which th«
veiKla only are repreaented. a, the tenniaal artery ; v, the primitire vein ; », the
fat-Tedclea of <me border of the lobule aeparately represented, x loo. b. Plan
of the unuueui^t of the capiOaricM (r) on the exterior of the Teaicles ; more highly

This membrane and the nucleus can generally be brought into
view by staining the tissue : it can be still more satisfactorily

i
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demonstnited by extimoting the oontente of the fat-cells with
ether, when tho Bhrtinken, shnvelled membranes remain behind.

By mutual preHsure, fat-c«lls ^sume a pilyhedral figure (fig. 67
When stained vk.th osrmc aci i fftt-cclls appear block

The cells are surrounded by capillary blood-vc8^cl8 (fig. 68)

;

the littlo cluMters thuH formed ; re gr.mpcd into small nuiSHes, uixi

held so »>v areolar tissue.

The 'in iiiatt^ir contained in

the celib id coiiij)oe€-i f the

compounds of facty acids with

glycerin, which ar named oletu,

itearin, And palm I'n.

Development of Adipose
Tissue. — Fat-cells are de-

veloped from connective-tissue

corpuscles ; conuecti ve - tissue

cells may be found exhibiting

every intern "Hate gradation

between an ordinary connective-

tissue corpuscle and a mature
fat-cell. The process of develop-

ment is as follo\ 8 : a few small

drops of oil make their appear-

ance in the protoplasm and by
their confluence a larger drop*

is produced (figs. 69 and 70)

:

this gradually increases in size

at the expense of the original

protoplasm of the cell, which
becomes correspondinpiy dimi-

nished in quantity till in the mature cell it only forms a thin film,

with a flattened nucleus imbedded in its substance (tig. 66).
Vessels and Nerves.—A large number of blood-vessels are

found in adipose tissue, which subdivide until each lobule of fat

contains a fine meshwork of capillaries ensheathing each individual
fat-C'-'». (iig. 68). Although nerve fibres pass through the tissue,

no nerves have been demonstrated to terminate in it.

The XJiez of Adipose Tissue.—Among the uses of adipose
tissue these are the chief :

—

a. It serves as a store of combustible matter which may be
reabsorbed into the blood when occasion requires, and, being
used up in the metabolism of the tissues, helps to preserve the
heat of the body.

b. Part of the fat which is situated beneath the skin must, by
K.P. E

Fig. 6g.—A lobule of developing adipotie tlmue
from on eight monthH' foetua. <i, 8pheii-
cal or, from preaHure, polyhedral cella
with large central nucleuH, surrounded
by protoplitxm staining uniformly with
hnmatoxylin. 6,8imUarceUiwithfipace*
from which the fat haa been removed
by oil of cloves, c, Similar celhi show,
ing how the nucleus with enclosing
protoplasm is (leing pressed towards
periphery, d, Nurfeus of endothelium
of investing capillaries.
Drawn by Trcvon.

(McCarthy.)
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its want of conducting power, assist in preventing undue waste of
the heat of the body bj escape from the surface.

c. As a packing material, fat serves very admirably to fill up
spaces, to form a soft and yielding yet elastic material wherewith
to wrap tender and delicate structures, or form a bed with like

Fig. 70.—Bnmched connectiirvtiMue corpuMln, developing into fat-cdis. (K!ein.)

qualities on which such structures may lie, not endangered by
pressure. As examples of situations in which fat serves such
purposes may be mentioned the palms of the hands and soles of
the feet and the orbits.

d. In the long bones fatty tissue, in the form known as yellow
marrow, fills the medullary canal, and supports the small blood-
vessels which are distributed from it to the inner part of the
substance of the bone.

Betiform Tissue.

Retiform or reticular tissue is a kind of connective tissue in
which the ground substance is of more fluid consistency than

Fig. 7«.—Eetiform tiiwue from a lymphatic pland, from a section which h«f> been treated
with dilute potMfa. (SchiUar.)

n
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elsewhere. There are few or no elastic fibres in it, but the white

fibres run in very fine bundles forming a close network. The
bundles are covered and concealed by flattened connective-tissue

corpuscles. When these are dissolved by dilute potash, the fibres

are plainly seen (fig. 71).

Adenoid or Lymphoid Tissue.

This is retiform tissue in which the meshes of the network are

largely occupied by lymph corpuscles. These are in certain foci

actively raultiplyinp; ; they get into the lymph stream, which
washes them into the blood, where they become the colourless

Fiy. 72.—Purl of a iiection of a Ij-mphatic gland, from which the corpuscleii have been for
the mo«t part removed, showing the nupporting retiform timue. i Klein and Noble
Smith.)

corpiisclcs. It is found in the lymphatic glands, the thymus, the
tonsils, in tlie follicular glands of tlie tongue, in Peyer's patches,

and in tlie solitary glands of the intestines, in tlie Malpighian
corpuscles of the spleen, and under the epithelium of many
mucous membranes.

Basement Membranes.

These are homogeneous in appeamnce, and are foiuid between
the epithelium of a mucous membrane and the subjacent con-

nective tis^sue. Thoy are generally formed of flattened coiuiective-

tissue corpuscles joined together by their edges, but sometimes

e2

I
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they are made of condensed ground Bubstanoe, not of cella, and
in other cases again (as in the cornea) they are of elastic nature.

JeUy-like Connective Tissue.

We have now considered connective tissues in which fibres of
one or the other kind predominate, and some in which the cells

are in preponderance. We
come lastly to a form of
connective tissue in which
the giound substance is

in excess of the other
histological elements. This
is called jelly-like connec-
tive tissue. The cells and
fibres scattered through it

are few and far between.
It is found largely in the
embryo, notably in the
Whartonian jelly, which
sun-ounds and protects the
blood-vessels of the um-
bilical cord. In the adult
it is found in the vitreous

,r . .
humour of the eye.

\anou8 points in the structure of the tissue are illustrated in
figs. 58 (p. 43) and 73.

The occurrence of large quantities of ground substances insuch tissues has enabled physiologists to examine its chemical
nature. Its chief constituents are water, and one or more
varieties of mucin, with traces of proteid and mineral salts.

Tlie foregoing tissues are sometimes eallc.l the connective tissues nroner

t'i;!.^",™";;;;^;"."'"'"'^"'
''^ connectivc-tiss«e group .^l^TZ^rlTlli

^- "--TiMue of the jelly of Wharton from
umbilical cord, a, connect ive-ti«8Ue coi^
puades; 6 fasciculi of connective-tiasue
Bbitw

; c, sphencal cella. ( Frey.

)
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CHAPTER V.

THE CONNECTIVE TISSUES (t'cntinue^.

Cahtilage, Bone, Teeth, Blood.

Cartilage.

Cartilage is popularly termed gristle. It may be divided into

two chief kinds : Hyaline cartilage ; here the matrix or ground
substance is clear and free from fibres : Fibro-cartilage ; here the

I ilfliBI'TI'n'!'""''" '"ni!: »!!"'," ;" n';''^™™™]!!]!*jpi'miiinii-inBira'i'wf•vnm'imi.ir^

Fig. 74.—Section of articular cartilage. «, group of two cells ; h, gniup of four celUi

:

d, protoplaKm of cell with «•, fatty gi-anuleti ; c, nucleiw. (After Schafer.)

matrix is peiviided with connective-tissue fibres; when these are
of the white variety, the tissue is ivhife Jihro-mrtihvje ; when
they are of tlie yellow or elastic variety, the tissue is yellow or
elastic Ji/jro-cartila;/e.

Hyaline Cartilage is found in the followinji places :

—

1. Covering the articular ends of lM)nes ; hire it ifs called

articular cartilage.

2. Forming the rib-cartilages ; here it is called cottal cartilage.

«$T'd«ft-<<KKSC -jamrfsiemBais^M SIT^
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3. The cartilages of the nose, of the windpipe, of the external
auditory meatus, and the greater number of the laryngeal
cartilages.

4. Temporary cartilage ; rods of cartilage which prefigure the
majority of the bones in process of development.

Articular cartilage : here the cells are rounded and scatteredm groups of two and four through the matrix, which is non-
fibnllated (fig. 74), and much firmer than the ground-eubstance

K«.75 -Section of ttwiHiUonal cartilage, a, ordinary cartilage celN ; A /.. those
with prooeaues. (After Schafer.)

of the connective tissues proper ; but it ic affected in the same
way with silver nitrate.

In the neighbourhood of synovial raetnbranes, the connective-
tissue fibres of which extend into the matrix, the cells are branched
{tratiifitional cartil(if)f) (fi^. 75).

The next figure (fig. 76) shows the general arrangement of the
cell-jjrroups in a vertical section of arficnJar eartilage. Cartilage is
tree from blmMl-vessols, aii<! «ls.. from lu-rves. It is nourished l)y
!yn)pii, but canals connecting tlie cell-si«ices are not erident.

(Jostal rartilogt : here the matrix is not .inite so clear, and
the cells are larger, more angular, and collected into larger
groups than in articular cartilage. Lnder the perichondriuv?, a

If

1
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fibrous membrane which surrounds the rod of cartilage, the cells

are flattened and lie parallel to the surface ; in the deeper parts

they are irregularly ar-

ranged ; they frequently j^ «.^* 5—
contain fat (see fig. 77).

The hyaline cartilages

of the nose, larynx and

trachea (fig. 78) resemble

costal cartilage.

Hyaline cartilage in

many situations (costal,

laryngeal, tracheal) shows

a tendency to become

calcified late in life.

On boiling, the ground-substance of cartilage yields a material

called chondrin. This resembles gelatin very closely, and the

differences in its reactions are due to the fact that chondrin is

Fig. 76.—Vertical section of articular cartilage,
'I, cell-groups arranged parallel to mirfacc.
ft, cell-groups irregularly arranged, r, cell

groups arranged perpendicularly tu surface.

Tig. 77.—Costal cartilage from an adnli-

dog, showing fat-globules in the
cartilage-cclbi. (Cadiat.)

Fig. 78.—Ordinary hyaline eartiltge from
trachea of a child. The cartilage

cells are enclosed singly or in pain
in a capsule of hyaline substance.

X I'^o aiams. (Klein and Noble
Sinith.)

not a chemicaf individual, but a mixture of gelatin with varying

amounts of mucin-liku substances.

White Pibro-Cartilage occuis

—

1. As intfr-artiruhir f\hro-Ci\ri\\i\^G—e.ij., the semilunar carti-

lages of the knee-joint.

2. As circumurtntial or niurginal cartilage, as on the edges of

the acetabulum and glenoid cavity.

wmmm
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As connecting cartilage

—

e.g., the inter-vertebral discs,
lu the theatha of ttndona and sometimes in their substance.

In the latter situation the

nodule of fibro-cartilage is

called a sesamoid fibro-car-

tilage, of which a specimen
may be found in the tendon
of the tibialis posticus in

the sole of the foot, and
usually in the neighbouring
tendon of the peroneus
lougus.

fibro - cartilage

is composed of

a matrix. The
permeated by

Cells of car-
tilage.

Fibruui
matrix.

Fi|r. 79.—White flbro^artilage. (CMiat.)

White
(fig- 79)
cells and
latter is

fibres of the white
variety.

In this kind of fibro-

cartilage it is not un-

usual to find portions so

densely fibrous that no
cells can be seen ; but

in other parts continuous with these, cartilage-cells are freely
distributed.

Yellow or Elastic Fibro-
Cartilage is found in the
pinna of the external ear, in

the epiglottis and comicula
laryngis, and in the Eusta-
ciiian tube.

The cells in this variety of

cartilage are rounded or oval,

with well-marked nuclei and
nucleoli (fig. 80). The matrix
in which they are seated is

pervaded in all directions

by fine elastic fibres, which
form an intricate interlace-

ment about the cells : a
small and variable quantity

of non-fibrillated hyaline in-
tercellular substance is present around the cells.

Development of Cartilage.—Like other connective tissues,

Fi(f. 80.—Yellow elastic cartilage. (CadiHt.)

*,i^m
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cartilage originates from mesoblast ; the celU are uubranched,

and the disposition of the cells iu fully formed cartilage in

groups of two, four, <bc., is due to the fact that each group has

originated from the division of a single cell, first into two, each

of these again into two, and so on. This process of cell division

is accompanied with the usual karyokinetio changes.

Elach cell deposits on its exterior a sheath or capsule ; on

Bi"«a':ilii!i!ltllli!'ip|!ifl;:;'''"!,

Fit;. 81. -Plan of multiplication of celbi in caitila^re. n, cell in itNcaniule. h, dividtrd into
two, ench with a capsule. (. primary cajMule diHappeareU, Recondary cap«ule« coherent
with matrix. >/, tertiary division, r, Hecundar)' capiiulu* disappeared, tertiary coherent
with matrix. (After Sharpey.)

division each of the daughter-cells deposits a new capsule within

this, and the process may be repeated (see tig. 81).

Thus the cells get more and more separated. Tl)e fused

capsules form a very large part of the matrix, and indications of

their previous existenco may sometimes be seen in fully formed
cartilage by the prosom-c of iaint concentric lines around the cells

(see tig. 77).

In a variety of cartilage found iu the ears of rats and
mice called ctlhdar cnrtila;/e, the cells never multiply to any
great extent, and they are only separated by their thickened

capsules.

But in most cartilages the cell-capsules will not explain the

mi ?^^K!«a-'iWBW(W^1R«
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origin of the whole matrix, but intercellular material accumulates

outside the capsules and still further separates the cells.

By certain complicated methods of double staining this twofold

manner of formation may be shown very markedly. We have

seen that chondrin obtained by boiling cartilage is really a

mixture of two substances ; one is a mucinoid material, and

comes from the capsiilea ; the other is gelatin, which comes from

the rest of the ground-substance which is collagenous. In hyaline

cartilage, however, the collagen docs not become precipitated to

form fibres, but in white fibro-cartilage it does. In yellow fibro-

cartilage the matrix is pervaded by a deposit of elastin, which

results in the formation of a network of clastic fibres.

Bone.

Chemical compoution.—Bone is composed of earthy and animal

matter in the proportion of about 67 per cent, of the former tu

33 per cent, of the latter. The earthy matter is composed chiefly

of calcium photphaie, but besides this, there is a small quantity

(about II of the 67 per cent.) of calcium carbcmate, calcivm

fluoride, and magnesium phosphate.

The animal matter is chiefly collagen, which is converted into

gelatin by boiling.

The animal and earthy constituents of bone are so intimately

blended and incorporated the one with the other that it is only

by severe measures, as for instance by a white heat in one case

and by the action of concentrated acids in another, that they can

be separated. Their close union too is further shown by the fact

that when by acids the earthy matter is dissol .ed out, or on the

other hand when the animal part is burnt out, the shape of the

bone is alike preserved.

The proportion between these two constituents of bone varies

slightly in different bones in the same individual and in the

same bone at different ages.

Structure.—To the naked eye there appear two kinds of struc-

ture in different bones, and in different parts of the same bone,

namely, the dense or compact, and the spovgy or cancellous tissue.

Thus, in making a longitudinal section of a long bone, as the

humerus or femur, the articular extremities are found capped on

their surface by a thin shell of compact bone, while their interior

is made up of the sfKingy or cancellous tissue. The shaft, on the

other hand, is formed almost entirely of a thick layer of the com-

pact bone, and this surrounds a central cunal, the medullary

cavity—so called from its containing the meanlla or marrow.

"^mmBBMRM '
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In the flat boneB, as the parietal bone oi the acapula, one layer

of the cancellous structure lies between two layer; of the compact

tissue, and in the short and irregular bones, as those of the carput

and taraia, the cancellous tissue fills the interior, while a thin

shell of compact bone lurms the outside.

Kairow.— "'here are two distinct varieties of marrow— the vfd

and yellow.

Red marrow is that variety which ocotpies the spaces in tht

cancellous tissue ; it is highly vascular, and thus raaiijttaiu': tl>e

nutrition of the spongy bone, the interstices of which U fills. It

contains a few fat-cells and a large number of marrow cells, many
of which are undistingiiishuble from lyn)phoid i.'orp\i8'.-leH, and has

for a basis a small amount uf areolar tisjiiue. Among the cells arc

Fig. 82.—Cell* of the red marrow of the t^uinea-pi^. highly magnifleil. a, n largo opI), the
nadem of which appears to be partly uirided into thrte by ci.nKtrictioni' : h. a cell, the
nndeiu of which snows an apperrhnce of being conitrict'.'d into a nv.iiil-^r of smaller
nuclei ; c, a i«i)-called giant cell, or myeloplaxe, with many nuclei ; d, a > i.tu'ler myelo-
plaze, with three nuclei ; e—i, pruper cells of the marrow. (S. A. Scbiifer. >

some nucleated cells of the same tint as coloured blood-corpuacles.

There are also a few large cells with many nuclei, termed giant

cells or myeloplaxea (fig. ^2).

Yelloto marrow fills the medullary cavity of long bones, and

consists chiefly of fat-cells with numerous blood-vessels ; many of

its cells also are in every respect similar to lymphoid corpuscles.

From these marrow-cells, especially those of the red marrow,

are derived, as we shall presently see, large quantities of red

blood-corpuscles.

Periosteum and Nutrient Blood-vessels.—The surfaces of

bones, except the part covered with articular cartilage, are

clothed by a tough, fibrous membrane, the periosteum ; and it is

from the blood-vessels wlsich are distributed in this membrane,
that the bones, especially their more compact tissue, are in great
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part supplied with notirishment ; minute branches from the
periosteal vessels enter the little foramina on the surface of

the bone, and find their way to the Haversian canals, to be
immediately described. The long bonea are supplied also by a
proi)er nutrient artery which, entering at some part of the shaft
so as to reach the medullary cavity, breaks up into branches for

the supply of the marrow, from which again small vessels are
distributed to the interior of the bone. Other small blood-

W». 83-—TnuuTCTie lection of compact bony tusue (of humenu). Three of the Haversian
eanala are seen, wiUi their concentric ring* ; aim the lacunie, with the canaliculi
extending from them acroaa the direction of the lamellc. The Havenian apertures
were filled with air and dfbria in grinding down the lection, and therefore appear
black in the figure, which repreienta th' object as viewed with transmitted light. The
Haventian lystenut are wi oloselv r>»cked in this section, that scarcely any inUrstitial
lamella are visible, x 150. (Shaipey.)

vessels pierce the aiticular extremities for the supply of the
cancellous tissue.

Microscopic Structure 0/ /^^,e.—Notwithstanding thedifferc: ces

of armngement just mentioned, the structuro of all bone is found
under the microscope to be essentially tlie same.

Examined with a rather higli power its substance is found to

contain a multitude of small irregular spaces, approximately fusi-

fonu in shape, called lacunw, wi'h very minute canals or cannU-
cu'i leading from tiiem, and anastomosing with similar little

prolongations from other lacunas (tig. 83). In very thin layers
of bone, no other canals but these may be visible; but on
making a transverse section of the compact tissue as of a long
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b(me, <.jr., th« humenu or ulna, the arrangement shown in fig. 83
can be aeon.

The bone aeemi mapped out into amall circular districts, at or

about the centre of each of which is a hole, around which is an
appearance as of concentric layers ; the larunce and eanalieuli

follow the same concentric plan of distribution around the small

hole in the centre, with

which indeed they com-

municate.

On making a longitu-

dinal section, the central

holes are found to be

simply the cut extremi-

tiesof small canals which

run lengthwise through

the bone, anastomosing

witheachotherby lateral

branches (fig. 84); these

canals are called Haver-

sian canals, after the

name of the physician,

Clopton Havers, who
ftrstaccurately described

them.

The Haversian
canals, the average

diameter uf which is

5-^5 of an inch, contain

blood-vessels, and by

means of them blood is conveyed to all, even the densest parts of

the bone ; the minute cunaliculi and laciinso ttike up the lymph
fxuded from the Haversian blood-vessols and convey it to the

substance of the bone which they traverae.

The blood-vessols enter the Haversian canals both from with-

out, by traversinfj the small holes which exist on the surface of

all bones beneath tlie periosteum, and from within by means of

small channels which extend from the medullarj' cavity, or from
the cancellous tissue. The arteries and veins usually occupy
separate canals, and the veins, which are the larger, often present,

at irregular intervals, small pouch-like dilatations.

The lacunsB are occupied by branched cells, which are called

bone-celts, or ftone-cot-pmcles (fig. 85), which very closely resemble
the ordinary branched connective-tissue corpuscles ; each of these

little masses of protoplasm ministers to the nutrition of the

Fi);. 84.—LoDKitudinal nectinn from the humRn ulna,
nhowin^ Havertiaii cukal, lacuiue, and caiutlicuU.
(RoUett.)
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Fig. 85.—Bone-corpiwcles with their processes as
seen in a thin section of human bone.
(RoUett.)

s f

'

bone immediately surrounding it, and one lacunar corpuscle com-

municates with another, and with its surrounding district, and

with the blood-vessels of

the Haversian canals, by

means of the minute

streams of fluent nutrient

matter or lymph which

occupy the canaliculi.

It will be seen from the

above description that bone

is essentially connective

tissue, the ground-sub-

stance of which is impreg-

nated with lime salts. The

_^__^^^^^^ bone-corpusclas with their

tl iy^|^ir"7Jj|B|B^^^^f= processes, occupying the

tfS''\j ''i^/^jyjyP^RT^'^^s lacunse and canaliculi,

correspond exactly to the

connective-tissue corpuscles

lying in branched spaces.

LamelleB of Compact
Bone.—In the shaft of a

long bone three distinct sets of lamellae can be clearly recognised.

1. Circumferential lamellae; which

are most easily traceable just beneath

the periosteum, and around the

medullary cavity, forming around the

latter a series of concentric rings. At
a little distance from the medullary

and periosteal surfaces (in the deeper

portions of the bone) they are more or

less interrupted by

2. Haversian lamellae, which are

concentrically arranged around the

Haversian canals to the number of

six to eighteen around each.

3. Interstitial lamellee, which con-

nect the systems of Haversian lamellae,

filling the spaces between them, and

consequently attaining their greatest

development where the Haversian

systems are few, and vice versd.

The ultimate structure of the lamellee is fibrous. If a thin

film be peeled oflf the surface of a bone, from \«rhich the earthy

Fig. 86.—Thin layer peeled off

from a softened bone. This
figure, which is intended to
represent the reticular stnic-

ture ofalamella, gives abetter
idea of the object when held
rather farther off than usual
from the eye. x ^00.

'~ arpey.)

i l
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matter has been removed by acid, and examined with a high

power of the microscope, it will be found composed of very

slender fibres decussating obliquely, but coalescing at the points

of intersection, as if here the fibres were fused rather than woven

tof'ether (fig. 86). These are called the intercrossing fibres of

Sharpey ; they correspond to the white fibres of connective tissue

and form the source of the gelatin obtained by boiling bone.

In many cases, as in the parietal bone, the lamellte are per-

forated by tapering fibres called the perforating fibres of Sharpey,

resembling in character

the ordinary white or

rarely the elastic fibrous

tissue, which bolt the

neighbouring lamella;

together, and may be

drawn out when the

latter are toni asunder

(fig. 87). These per-

forating fibres originate

from ingrowing processes

of the periosteum, and

in the adult still retain

their connection with it.

Development of

Bone.—From the point

of view of their develop-

ment, all bones may be

subdivided into two

classes :

—

(a.) Those which are

ossified directly or from

the first in a fibrous

membrane afterwards

called the periosteum—f.^f-, the tones forming the vault of the

skull, parietal, frontal, and a certain portion of the occipital

(A.) Those whose form, previous to ossification, is laid down in

hyaline cartilage—e.g., humerus, femur.

The process of development, pure and simple, may be best

studied in bones which are not preceded by cartilage—i.e., mem-

hrane-formed (e.g., parietal) ; and without a knowledge of this

process (ossification in membrane), it is impossible to understand

the much more complex series of changes through which such

a structure as the cartilaginous femur of the foetus passes in its

Fig 87.—LamellsB torn off from a decalcified human
parietal bone at some depth from the simai-e.

S, (7, lamellffi, showing retictUar fibres; b, darker

part, where several lamellee are superposed

;

cTperforating fibres. Apertures through which

perforating fibres had passed, are seen especially

in the lower part, a, a, of the figure. (Allen

Thomson.)
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transformation into the bony femur of the adult (ossification in
carttlage).

Ossifloation in Membrane The membrane, afterwards
formmg the periosteum, from which such a bone as the parietal
18 developed, consists of two layers-an external n>n-ous, and an
mternal cellular or osteo-genetic.

The external layer is made up of ordinary fibrous tissue The
mternal layer consists of a network of fine fibrils with a large
number- of nucleated cells (osteoblasts), some of which are oval
others drawn out into long branched processes : it is more richly
supplied with capillaries than the outer layer. It is this portion
of the periosteum which is immediately concerned in the formation
of bone.

, In such a bone as the parietal, ossification is preceded by an
increase in the vascularity of this membrane, and then spicules,
stariiiug from a centre of ossijication near the centre of the future
bone, shoot out in all directions towards the periphery These
primary bone spicules consist of fibres which are termed osteo-
genettc fibres; they are composed of a soft transparent substance
called osteogen, around and between which calcareous granules are
deposited. The fibres in their precalcified state are likened to
bundles of white fibrous tissue, to which they are similar in
chemical composition, but from which they differ in being stiff^er
and less wavy. The deposited granules after a time become so
numerous as to imprison the fibres, and bony spicule result By
the junction of the osteo-genetic fibres and their resulting bony
spicules a meshwork of bone is formed. The osteo-genetic fibres,
which become indistinct as calcification proceeds, persist in the
kmellse of adult bone as the intercrossing fibres of Sharpey
Ihe osteoblasts, being in part retained within the bony layers
thus produced, form bone-corpuscles. On the bony trabecule
hrst formed, layers of osteoblastic cells from the osteo-genetic
layer of the periosteum repeat the process just described ; and as
this occurs in several thicknesses, and also at the edges of the
spicules previously formed, the bone increases, both in thickness,
length and breadth. The process is not completed by the time
the child IS bom

; hence the fontanelles or still soft places on the
heads of infants. Fig. 88 represents a small piece of the
growing edge of a parietal bone.

The bulk of the primitive spongy bone is in time converted
into compact bon- tissue, with Haversian systems. Those portions
in the interior ot converted into bone become filled with the red
marrow of the cancellous tissue.

Ossifloation in Cartilage.—Under this heading, taking the

<^
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femur or any other long bone as an example, we liave to consider

the process by which the solid cartilaginous rod which represents

the bone in the foetus is converted into the hollow cylinder of

compact bone with expanded ends formed of cancellous tissue of

which the adult bone is made up. We must bear in mind the

/act that this foetal cartilaginous femur is many times smaller than

even the medullary cavity of the shaft of the mature bone, and,

therefore, that not a trace of the original cartilage can be present

Pig, 88.—Part of the growinir edge of the developinar parietal bone of a foetal cat. »p.
bony gpiculeg with some of the OHteoblasts imbeddtd in them, producir ? the lacunre ;

of, osteogenic fibres prolonging the spicules with osteoblasts {ost) bH«reen them and
applied to them. (O. Lawrence.)

in the femur of the adult. Its purpose is indeed purely tem-
porary ; and, after its calcification, it is gradually and entirely

absorbed.

The cartilaginous rod which forms the precursor of a foctsil long
bone is sheathed in a membrane termed the /jmcAonc/nwm, which
exactly resembles the periosteum described above ; it consists of

two layera, in the deeper one of which spheroidal and branched
cells predominate and blood-vessels abound, while the outer layer
consists mainly of fibres.

Between the cartilaginous prefigurement of which the foetal

K.P. „
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Tig. 89.—Section of two fii'tal phalanircN ; the cat^
tilage-ccUs in the centre of B are cnlarifed and
Hepiirated from one anotherby cab Med matrix.
irn, layer of bone denoKited undei he perioH-
temn. 0, layer of oste.)bla»t« by vhich thiw
layer was formed. The rows of cui ilage-cellH

are xcen on each side of the centre of calcifica-

tion. In A, the terminal phalanx, the changes
begin at the tip. (After Dizey.)

long bone consists and
the adult bone there

are several intermediate

stages.

The process may, how-
ever, be most conveniently

described as occurring in

three principal stages.

The first stage consists

of two sets of changes, one

in the cartilage, the other

under the perichondrium.

These take place side by
side. In the cartilage the

cells in the middle* be-

comeeulargedand separated
from one another. The car-

tilage-cells on each side get

arrnnged in rows in the

direction of the extremities

of the cartilaginous rod.

If at this stage one cuts

the little embryonic bone
with a knife, the knife en-

counters resistance, and
there is a sensation of

grittiness. This is due to

the fact that calcareous

particles are deposited in

the matrix ; and in conse-

quence of this the matrix

stains differently with his-

tological reagents from the

unaltered matrix. Simul-

taneously with this, the

periosteal tissue is forming

layer after layer of true

bone ; this is formed exactly

in the same way as in

• This is the case in nearly
all the lon» bones, but in the
terminal phalanges the change
occurs first, not ir. the middle
but at their distal extremities.
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such a bone as the parietal ; by the agency of the osteoblasts,

osteogenic fibres, and then spicules of bone, are formed by deposit

of calcareous matter. As the layers are fonned, some of the

osteoblasts get walled in between the layers, and become bone

cells.

In the later part of this stage the calcareous deposit between

the cartilage-cells cuts them oflf from nutrition, and they in con-

- \

ir.

Fig. go.- Ossification in cartilage showing stage of irruption. The shrunken carti. vge^iells

Me seen in the primary areolse. At iV an irruption of the subpenosteal tusue haa

penetrated the subperiosteal bony crust. (After Lawrence.)

sequence waste, leaving spaces that are called the primari/ areohe.

The calcareous deposit creeps up between the rows of cartilage-

cells, enclosing them in calciPod boxes containing one, two, or

more cells each. The wasting of the colls leads here also to the

formation of primary areol.ne.

We may roughly compare the two sets of cells engaged in the

process to two races of settlers in a new country. The cartilage

cells constitute one race, and so successfully build for themselves

calcareous homes as to be completely boxed up 3 so they waste

I' it
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11

and disappear, leaving only the walls of their home enclosing the
spaces called primary areolse. The osteoblasts, the other race of
cells under the perichondrium, are forming layers of true bone in

that situation. Some, it is true, get walled in in the process, and
become bone-corpuscles, but the system of interconmmnicating
lacuna; and canaliculi maintains their nutrition.

These two races are working side by side, and at first do not
interfere with each other. But soon comes a declaration of war,
and we enter upon the second stage of ossification, which is very
appropriately called the stage of irruption (fig, 90). Breaches
occur in the bony wall which the osteoblasts have built like a
girdle round the calcifying cartilage, and through these the peri-

chondria! tissue pours an invading army into the calcified cartilage.

This consists of osteoblasts, the bone formers ; osteoblasts, or the
bone destroyers ; the latter are large cells, similar to the myelo-
plaxes found in marrow (fig. 82). There are also a *

, f.Les,
and a store of nutrient supply in the shape of blood-vessels.

Having got inside, the osteoclasts set to work to demolish the
homes of the cartilage-cells, the walls of the primary areolse, and
thus large spaces are formed, which are called the secondary areola;

or the medullary spaces. On the ruins of the calcified cartilage the
osteoblasts proceed to deposit true bone in layers, just as they
were wont to do in their own country, under the periosteum.

The third stage of ossification is a repetition of these two stages
towards the extremities of the cartilage. The cartilage-cells get
flattened and arranged in rows ; calcareous deposit occurs around
these, and primary areolae result ; then follows the advance of the
subperiosteal tissue, the demolition of the primary areolae, the
formation of secondaiy areolae, and the deposit of true bone. At
the same time, layer upon layer is still being deposited beneath
the periosteum, and these, from being at first a mere girdle round
the waist of the bone, now extend towards its e.vtremities.

The next figure (fig. 9 1 ) is a magnified view of the line of advance.
The bone which is first formed is less regularly lamellar than

that of the adult. The lamellie are not deposited till after birth,

and their formation is preceded by a considerable amount of
absorption. To carry our simile further, the osteoblasts are not
satisfied with the rough constructions that they were first able to
make, but having exterminated the cartilage, they destroy (again
through the agency of the regiment of giant osteoclasts) their
first work, and build regular lamella!, leaving lacuna) for the
accommodation of those who desire to retire from active warfare.

About this time, too, the marrow cavity is formed by the
absorption of the bony tissue that originally occupied the centre
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§'

ot the shaft. Hero the osteoclasts have again to do the work,

and, with this final act of destruction, all remains of any ca1cifie<1

cartilage of the foetal bone entirely disappear.

The formation, of a 8(j caUed cartilage bone is thus, after all, a

formation of bone by subperiosteal ^
tissue, just as it is in the so-called ^ s S S *J^*»
membrane bone, ^s — 3.M J^"^ ^

After a time the cartilage at the

ends of the shaft begins to ossify

independently, and the epiphyses

are formed. They are not joined

on to the shaft till late in life, so

that growth of the bone in lengtii

can continue till union takes place.

Bone grows in width b;

deposition of layers under the t /

teum, like sticcessive rings t

under the bark of a growing

This was shown long before tne

histological details which we have

described were made out by Sharpey.

Silver rings were placed by Duha-

mel aroiuid the bones of young

pigeons. When killed later, the

rings were completely covered in by

bone ; and in the animals killed

last, were even found in the central

cavity. Another series of experi-

ments with pigs was made by the

celebrated John Hunter. The young

animals were fed alternately on

ordinary food and food dyed by the

red pigment madder. The new bony
tissue acts like what dyers called a "mordant " : it fixes the dye,

and the rings of bone deposited during the madder periods were

distinctly red in colour.

The importance of the periosteum in bone formation is now

recognised by surgeons. When removing a piece of bone they

are careful, if possible, to leave the perioster n behind : this leads

to regeneration of the lost bone. If it is aosolutely necessary to

remove the periosteum, successful crises have occurred in which

the living periosteum from an animal has effectively been

transplanted.

Ftg. 91.—Lon^tudinal Hection of ossi-

fyiag cartilage. Calcified trabecules

are seen extending between the
columns of cartilage-cells, c, car-
tilage-cells ; 17, A, secondary areolee.

X 140. (Sharpey.)
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I

The Teeth.

I»iiriMg the course of \m life, man, in common with most other
mammals, is pi-ovided with two sets of teeth ; the first set, called
the temjMjrary or milkUtth, makes its appearanct in infancy,

and is in the course of

a few years shed and
replaced by the second
or jiernianent set.

The temporary or

milk-teeth have only
a very limited term of

existence.

They are ten in num-
ber in each jaw, namely,
on either side from the

middle line two incisors,

one canine, and two de-

ciduous molars, and are

replaced by ten perma-
nent teeth. The num-
ber of permanent teeth

in each ja-.v is, however,

increased to sixteen by
the development of three

molars on each side of the jaw, which are called the permanent
or true molars.

The following formula shows, at a glance, tiie comparative
arrangement and number of the temporary and permanent teeth :—

Fig. 92.—Nonnol well-fonned jawH, from which the
alveolar plate has been in great part removed, boM to expose the developiiiK pi-rmanent twth in
their crypto in the jaws. {Tomes.)

Temporary Teeth.

Middle Line of Jaw,

-tWLkt.fi.

2
CANINE.

I

INTISORB.

2
INTISORR.

2
CANINE.

I

MOLARR.

2=IO
= 20

2=IO

Permanent Teeth.

IfiDDLE Line or Jaw.

TBCB
II0LAB8.

3

3

BICU8PID8
OE PEE- CANINE, INCIBORfl.
HOLABR.

2 I 2

IXCIRORS.

2

CANINE.

I

BICCSPID8
OB PBE-
MOLAB8.

2 3

TBn«
V0LAB8.
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From this formula it will be seen that the two bicuspid or pre-

molar teeth in the adult are the successors of the two deciduous

molars in the child. They differ from them, however, m some

respects, the tfmf>m-ary molars having a stroii^'er likeness to the

pernmnent than to their inimediate deHccndants the so-cUleU

bicuspids, besides occupying more space in the jaws.

The temporary incisors and canines dittcr from their successors

i.ut little except in their smaller size aiid the abrupt manner m

which their enamel terminates at the tiecks of the teeth, forming

a ridge or thick edge. Their colour is more of a bluish white

than of a yellowish shade.

The following tables show the average times ot eruption of the

Temporary and Permanent teeth. In both cases the eruption of

any given tooth of the lower precedes, as a rule, that of the

correspondi- tooth of the upper y

Temporary or Milk Teeth.

The figures indicate in months the age at which each tooth nppcaw.

DICIDCOCi
FllliT

MOLABI.

12

CAXINItl.

i8

DECIDt'Otri
HKCONO
MOl.ARH.

a4

Permanent Teeth.

The age at which each t.H.th is cut is in.Ucatc-1 in this table in Tears.

I FIS8T
IXCIROBR. BICUSPIDS OB PBE-

MOIABH. cB^gj^Lg. LATBBALS. FiBST. |
8KCOSU.

CAKIMEB.
j noLABS.

lO II 12 17 to 25
I

The times of eruption given in the above tables are only

approximate : the limits of normal variation are tolerably wide.

Certain diseases affectiag the bony skeleton, e.g., Rickets, rerard

the eruptive period considerably.
. ^ ^

It is important to notice that it is a molar which is the hrst

toovh to be cut in the permanent dentition, not an mcisor as in

the case of the temporary set, and also that it appears behind tl.

latt deciduous molar on each side.
^

The third molars, often called Wmlomii,&xe sometimes unerupt-
_

through life from want of sufficient jaw space and the preser , of
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I t

:- i

S i

the Other teeth
;
caws of whole families in which their auMnoe is

a characteristic feature are ocoasionallj met with.
When the teeth are fully enipted it will be observed that the

upi«r inciHorH ami canines project obliquely over the h.wer front
teeth and the external c.mps of e upper bicuspids and molars lie
oiitmde those of the eorrespondi.ig teeth in the lower jaw This
arrangement allows to some extent of a sci«8or-like action in
divKlmj? and biting food in the case of incisors ; and a grinding
motion in that of the bicuspids and molars when the side to side
movements of the lower jaw bring the external c.isps of the lower
teeth n.to direct articulation with those of the upper, and then
cause them to glide down the inclined surfaces o? the external
and up the mtemal cusps of these same upper teeth during the
act ot mastication. *

The work of the canine teeth in man is similar to that of his
uicisors. Besides being a firmly implanted t^th and one of
stronger substance than the others, the canine tooth is important
in preservmg the shajje of the angle of the mouth, and by its
Hhape, whether pointed or blunt, long or short, it becomes a
character tooth of the dentition as a whole in both males and
females.

Another feature in the fully developed and properl-- articulated
set of teeth is that no two teeth oppose each other ox. jut each
tooth 18 m opposition with two, except the upper Wisdom, usually
a small tooth. This is the result of the greater width of the
upp,.r mcisors, which so arranges the "bite "of the other teeth
that the lower canine closes in .'ront of the upper one.

Should a tooth be lost, therefore, it does not follow that its
former opponent remaining in the mouth is rendered useless and
thereby hable to be removed from the jaw by a gradual process
of extrusion commonly seen in teeth that have no work to perform
by reason of absence of antagonists.

Structure of a Tooth.

A tooth is geneniUy described as possessing a crown, neck, and
root.

The crown is tlio portion which projects beyond the level of thegum The neck .s that constricted portion just below the crown
which IS embraced by the free edges of *\ gum, and the root
includes all below this.

On making longitudinal and transverse sections through its
centre (figs. 93, 94), a tooth is found to be composed of a haixi

^L
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tanAt-rial, dentine or ivory, which ia moulded around a central cavity

which reiiembles in geneml shape the outline of the tooth ; the

Fig. 93.—A. Loofritttdinal Mction of a human molar tooth ; e, oemrnt ; d, dentine

;

e, enamel; v, polp-caTity. (Owen.)

, Trannvene lectioa. Tlie letten indicate the «ame aa in a.

Enamel.

Cement

Lower jaw-
bone.

'•••Dentine.

Periootettm
of alveolus.

Cement.

Fig. 94.—Premolar tooth of eat ia tUm.
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cavity is called the pulp cavity from its containing the very
vascular and sensitive pulp.

The tooth-pulp is composed of loose connective tissue, blood-
vessels, nerves, and large numbers of cells of varying shapes, f.^.,
fusiform, stellate, and on the surface in close connection with the
dentine a specialised layer of cells called odontoblasts, which are
elongated columnar-looking cells with a large nucleus at the
tapering ends farthest from the dentine.

The blood-vessels and nerves enter the pulp through a small
opening at the apical extremity of each root. The exact termina
tions of the nerves are not definitely known. They have never

No lymphatics have

^^•. 95 —Section of a portion of the dentine and cement from the middle of the root of anincwortooth. a, dentinal tubules ramifying and terminating, some of them in the inter-globular spaces J and c; d, inner layer of the cement with numerous closely set
canaUculi

;
f, outer Uyer of cement

; /, lacnncB ; g, oanaUculi. x 350. (Kiilliker.)

been observed to enter the dentinal tubes,
been seen in the pulp.

A layer of very hard calcareous matter, the enamel, caps that
part of the dentine which projects beyond the level of the gum ;

while sheathing the portion of dentine which is beneath the level
of the gum, is a layer of true bone, called the cement or crusta
petrosa.

At the neck of the tooth, where the enamel and cement come
into contact, each is reduced to an exceedingly thin layer ; here
the cement overlaps the enamel and is prolonged over it. On
the surface of the crown of the tooth, when it first comes through
the jaw, is a thin membrane called Nasmyth's membrane, or the
cuticle of the tooth. The covering of enamel becomes thicker
towards the crown, and the cement towards the lower end or apex
of the root.

Dentine or Ivory.

Chemical composition.—Dentine closely resembles bone in
chemical composition. It contains, however, rather less animal
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matter ; the proportion in a hundred parts is about twenty-eight

animal to seventy-two of earthy matter. The former, like the

animal matter of bone, may be converted into gelatin by boiling.

It also contains a trace of fat. The earthy matter is made up

chiefly of calcium phosphate, with a small portion of the carlxmate,

and traces of calcium fluoride and magnesium phosphate.

Structure.—Under the microscope dentine is seen to be finely

channelled by a multitude of delicate tubes, which by their inner

ends communicate with the pulp-cavity, and by their outer ex-

tremities come into contact with the under part of the enamel and

cement, and sometimes even penetrate them for a greater or less

distance (figs. 95, 97). The matrix in which these tubes lie is

Fiif 06 —Enamel prisms. A. fmgfraents and single prisms of the transveisely-stnated

enamel, isolated by the action of hydrochloric acid. B, surface of a small fragment

of enamel, showing the hexagonal ends of the fibres with darker centres, x 350.

(KiJlliker.)

composed of " a reticulum of fine fibres of connective tissue modi-

fied by calcification, and where that process is complete, entirely

hidden by the densely deposited lime salts " (Mummery).

In their course from the pulp-cavity to the surface, the minute

tubes form gentle and nearly parallel curves and divide and sub-

divide dichotomously, but without much lessening of their calibre

until they approach their peripheral termination.

From their sides proceed other exceedingly minute secondary

canals, which extend into the dentine between the tubules and

anastomose with each other. The tubules of the dentine, the

average diameter of which at their inner and larger extremity is

f^jf^ of an inch, contain fine prolongations from the tooth-pulp,
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which give the dentine a certain faint sensitiveness under onii-
naiy circumstances and, without doubt, have to do also with
Its nutrition. These prolongations from the tooth-pulp are
processes of the dentine-cells or odontohla^U which are columnar
cells lining the pulp-cavity

; the relation of these processes to the
tubules in which they lie is precisely
similar to that of the processes of the bone-
corpuscles to the canaliculi of bone. The
outer portion of the dentine, underlying
the cement, and the enamel to a much
lesser degree, forms a more or less distinct
layer termed the granular or interglobular
layer (fig. 95). It is characterised by the
presence of a number of irregular minute
cell-like cavities. The explanation of these
will be seen when we study the develop-
ment of a tooth.

Enamel.

Chemical composition. — The enamel,
which is by far the hardest tissue in the
body, is composed of the same inorganic
compounds that enter into the composition
of dentine and bone. Its animal matter,
however, amounts only to about 2 or 3per cent., and does not yield gelatin on
boiling. According to Tomes it contains
no animal matter at all. (ielatin is a
characteristic product of connective tissue,
and enamel is not a connective tissue, but
is epithelial in origin.

Examined under the microscope, enamel
IS found composed of six-sided prisms (figs.

96, 97) s^Ts^ of an inch in diameter,
which are set on end on the surface of the
dentine, and fit into corresponding depres-
sions in the same.

,.. ,, ^ ,

They radiate in such a manner from theden „,e that at the top of the tooth they are more or less vertical

UV:.^T^:-
*'' fr ''^^' ^"^ *° ^^e horizontal direS'Like the dentine tubules, they are not straight, but disposed Tn

The enamel prisms are connected together by a very minute

F>»- 97—Thin section of the
enamel, and a part oi the
dentine. «, cuticular
pelhcle of the enamel
(Nawmyth's membrane);
b, enamel columns with
nwmres between them
and cross strife ; e, larger
cavities in the enamel,
communicating' with the
extremities of some of
the dentinal tubules (rf).

X 350- (KiiUiker.)
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quantity of hyaline

cement substance. In

the deeper part of the

enamel, between the

prisms, are often small

lacunas, which have the

processes or fibrils lying

in the dentinal tubes in

connection with them

^fig. 97, c).

Crusta Petrosa.

The crusta petrosa, or '

cement (fig. 95, e, d), is

composed of true bone,

and in it are lacunse (/)
and canaliculi (g), which

sometimes communicate

with the outer finely

branched ends of the

dentinal tubules, and

generally with the inter-

glo ular spaces. Its

laniinte are bolted to-

gether by perforating

fibres like those of

ordinary bone (Shar-

pey's fibres). Cement

differs from ordinary

bone in possessing no

Haversian canals, or,

if at all, only in the

thickest part. Such

canals ai'c more often

met with in teeth with

the cement hypertro-

phied than in the normal

tooth.

Fig. 98.—Section of the upper jaw of a fcetal sheep.

A.— 1, common enamel germ dipping down into

the mucous membrane ; 2, palatine process of

jaw ; 3, Kete Malpighi. B.—Section similar to A,
but passing through one of the special enamel
?rorm» here becoming flask-shaped ; c. c', epithe-

ium of mouth; /, neck; /', body of special

enamel germ. C—A later stage ; c, outline of

epithelium of gum
;

/', neck of enamel germ

;

/ , enamel organ ; p, papilla ; », dental sac form-
ing; /;>, the enamel germ of permanent tooth;

iM, bone of jaw ; v, vessels cut across. (Waldeyer
and Kiilliker.)

Development of the Teeth.

The first step in the development of the teeth consists in a

downward growth (fig. 98, a, i) from the deeper layer of stratified

epithelium of the mucous membrane of the mouth, which first
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becomes thickened in the neighbourhood of the maxillas or jaws
now m the course of formation. This process passes downward
into a recess of the imperfectly developed tissue of the embryonic
jaw The downward epithelial growth forms the common enamel
or dental germ, and its position is indicated by a slight groove in
the mucous membrane of the jaw. The next step in the process
consists in the elongation downward of the enamel groove and
of the enamel germ and the inclination outward of the deeper
part (fig, 98, B, /), which is now inclined at an angle with the
upper portion or neck (/), and has become bulbous. After this
there is an increased development at certain points corresponding
to the situations of the future milk-teeth. The common enamel
germ thus becomes extended by further growth into a number

of special enamel germs
corresponding to each of

the above-mentioned milk-
teeth, and connected to the
common germ by a narrow
neck. Each tooth is thus
placed in its own special

recess in the embryonic jaw
(fig. 98, B, ff).
As these changes pro-

ceed, there grows up from
the underlying connective
tissue into each enamel
germ (fig. 98, c, p\ a dis-

tinct vascular papilla {den-
tal papilla), and upon it

the enamel germ becomes
moulded, and presents the
appearance of a cap of

Fig. 99.—Part of section of developingf tooth of a
young rat, showing the mode of deposition of
the dentine. Highly magnified, a, outer layer
of fully formed dentine ; b, uncalcifled matrix
with t)ne or two nodules of calcareous matter
neai e calcified parts ; c, odontoblaste send-
ing processes into :he dentine; d, pulp;
«. fusiform orwedge-shape cells found between
odontoblasts

; /, stellate cells of pulp in fibrous
connective tissue. The section is stained with
carmine, which colours the uncalcifled matrix
but not the calcified part (E. A. Schafer.)

two layers of epithelium separated by an interval (fig. 08, c, f)Whilst part of the subepithelial tissue is elevated to form the
dental papilla, the part which bounds the embryonic teeth
forms the dental sac (fig. 98, c, s) and the rudiment of the
jaw sends up processes forming partitions between the teeth.
In this way small chambers are produced in which the dental
sacs are contained, an<l thus the sockets of the teeth are formed.
Ihe papilla is composed of nucleated cells arranged in a mesh-
work, the outer or peripheral part being covered with a layer of
columnar nucleated cells called odontoblasts. The odontoblasts
form the dentine, while the remainder of the papilla forms the
tooth-pulp.

*^
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The method of the formation of the dentine by the odontoblasts

ia given in Quain's Anatomy as follows :

—

These cells either by secretion, or as some think b^ direct

transformation of the outer part of each, form a layer of dentinal

matrix on the apex of the papilla, or if the tooth has more

than one cusp, then at the apex of each cusp. This layer is

first uncalcified (pdontogen), but globules of calcareous matter

soon appear in it. These,

becoming more numerous,

blend into the first cap of

dentine. In the mean-

while the odontoblasts have

formed a second layer of

odontogen within this (fig.

99), and this in turn be-

comes calcified ; thus layer

after layer is formed, each

extending laterally further

than its predecessor ; the

layers blend except in some

places ; here portions of

odontogen remain, which

in a tooth macerated for

histological purposes get

destroyed, and appear as

the interglobular spaces

(fig. 95), so called because

bounded by the deposit of

calcareous salts, which

occurs, as we have already

seen, in theform of globules.

As the odontoblasts re-

tire towards the centre,

depositing layer after layer

of dentine, they leave
. • u *u

behind them long filaments of their protoplasm around winch the

calcareous deposit is moulded ; thus the dentinal tubules occupied

by the processes of tli. odontoblasts are formed.

The other cells of the dental papilla form the cells of the

"^"^Forvuition of the eiiamel.-The portio of the enamel or dental

gr ^ that covers the dental papilla is at this stage called the

enamel organ. This consists of four parts (see figs, too and

lOl).

Fiit 100.—Vertical transveree section of tlie denial

sac. pulp, &c., of a kitten. «, dental papilla

or pulp; b, tho cap of dentine formed upon

theHUramit; ;, itscoverinffof enamel; d, inner

layer of epithelium of the enamel organ;

f , irelatinouB tittsue ; /, outer epithelial layer

of the enamel organ; g, inner layer, and A,

outer layer of dentBi-ac. r. .,. (Thiersch.)
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3. A ^matrix of „on-vascuIar Jell,,ike tissue containing stellate

4. An^outer .e.bn.ne of «eve., ,a,e.of flattened epithelium

^

Jhe first three la,e. on an enlarged scale are seen i„ fig

Jt^aSotllirwVc'? IbuTonV^/^T^"^ ^^-»^-f
forms r. fine deposit of globut stai '""^u'

^'^^- ^^^
resembling keratin in itlre staner

'''^ ''°"' ^"'^ ""^
time it was believed that p«T ^ ^ "'"^^^^ «"d. At one
and converted into a^enamel nr""L''"\""«

'^^'^ -'-fi"d
disproved by recent research The ?' . f

^'' "'''^ ^^ ^«»
« outside the bodies of the cells aM'

'^^^^^^'^^'^-^ke material
adamantoblast extends into it

" '

a
^"^^ * P"'''^^^ ^^ «*«h

Tomes*, and it is usually p^o^L^d sinnr"^ ^''^ ^^'"^'^^ ^^
layer if uncalcified dentin, wvi^"^""'^-^ ^'^h the first

first layer of enamelt ^o^plTte "S^^^^^^
calcification, the

"mpiete. ihe adamantoblasts then
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reoeat the process, first causing a deposition of ^eratin-like

Xrial, and this in turn is calcified, and so on Dunng the

t^S^n of layer after layer of enamel the -damantoblasU

reUre By the time the enamel is approaching completion the

Tther* layers of *he enamel organ have almost disappeared, and

they entirely disappear when the tooth emerges through the gum.

But fo" -ome little time there is a somewhat more pemstent mem-

brane covering the crown ; this is Nasmyth's membrane, or the

emrral cuticle; this is the last formed keratmous layer of enamel

which has remained uncalcified.

As with the dentine, the formation of enamel appears hrs^ on

the apex of each cusp.
, .

. .

The cement or cmsta petrosa is formed from the mtemal tissue

of the tooth sac, the structure and function of which are identical

with those of the osteogenetic layer of the periosteum ;
or, in other

words, ossification in membrane occurs in it.
, . ^ ,. „„„

The outer layer or portion of the membrane of the tooth sac

forms the dental perir'tsum.
. „ , ,

• ^^ ,.«w
This periosteum, when the tooth is fully formed, is not only

a means of attachment of the tooth to its socket, but al^o »« c"""

iunction with the pulp a source of norrishment to it. Additional

lamina of cement are added to the root from time to time during

the life of the tooth (as is especially well seen in the abnormal con-

dition called an exostom), by the process of ossification taking place

in the periosteum. On the other hand, absorption of the root

(such L occurs when the milk-teeth are shed) is due to the action

of the osteoclasts of the same membrane.

In this manner the first set of teeth, or the milk-teeth, are

formed ; and each tooth, as it grows, pres. , at length on the wall

of the sac enclosing it, and, causing its absorption, is cut, to use a

familiar phrase. , , ^i. „4.i.

The temporary or milk-teeth are later replaced by the growth

of the permanent teeth, which push their way up from beneath

*

^Sch temporary tooth is replaced by a tooth of the permanent

set which is developed from a small sac which was origina ly an

offshoot from the sac of the temporary tooth which precedes it,

and called the cavity of reserve (fig. 9,8, c,fp). Thus the tem-

porary incisors and canines are succeeded by the corresponding

^rmanent ones, the temporary first molar by the first bicuspid ;

the temporary second molar developes two offshoots, one for the

second bicuspid, the other for the permanent first molar, ifce

permanent second molar is budded off from the first permanent

molar, and the wisdom froc the permanent second molar.

K.P.
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.tructure ot the u^^.nl^l^L'", '*^» "'°'" °' "" l""/

.i»ut .ha ,i.jizt wii'k'Trrs're'"^"'"^
permanent molars originate Ahn,.f ?k !r- j

^^® **'<^»^

and .he .i«i„„ UCh^^hW ;elj."'
"°""' """ '""''•

The Blood.

that reason, and also to completrour list of fL 5
rser ""^""^ '»-'^'^"'- wei';rjLri.7?nT^'

•rhu^. a.d; ..a one o,^he pSria^r.'S

MtofcoagulMion- .hi. .TLt. «*"«<?'«» » the cssenUal

f Serum

Blood I
^^«»'"* 1 Fibrin)^.

( Corpuscles f '^'ot.

ThrwhTlt' 7 "^ '"^° ''^'^^ ^•'^^«' *h« r«d and the white

The red corpuscles are much more numerous th«n *u u-.
averaging in man 5,000,000 per cubTc Smetre or

* V^""'red to each white corpuscle. It is thLTd . ,

"^ . ^ ^oo

.be ^ „>.. .„ the*H«.. ^eV^ r-rstr^^iri:
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different groups of the vertebrates. In mammalH they are bi-

concave (except in the camel tribe, where they are biconvex)

non-nucleated discs, in man t^W '"ch in diameter ;
during total

life nucleated red corpuscles arc, however, found. In birds, reptiles,

amphibians and fishes they are biconvex oval discs with a nucleus :

they are largest in the amphibia. The most important and

abundant of .he constituents of the red corpuscles is the pigment

which is called hoBmoylobin. This is a proteid-like substance,

but is remarkable as it contains a small amount of iron (about

o*4 per lent.).

The blood during life is in constant movement. It leaves the

heart by the vessels called arteriet, and returns to the heart by

the vessels called veint ; the terminations of the arteries and the

commencements of the veins are, in the tissues, connected by the

thin-walled microscopic vessels called capillaries. In the capil-

laries, leakage of the blood-plasma occurs; this exuded fluid

carries nutrimer*, from the blood to the tissue-elements, and

removes from them the waste products of their activity. The

lymph is collected by lymphatic vessels, which converge to the

main lymphatic, called the tJm-acic dtut. This opens into the

large veins near to their entrance into the heart ; and thus the

lymph is returned to the blood.

But blood is also a carrier of oxygen, and it is the pigment

hsemoglobin which is the oxygen carrier; in the lungs the

hsemoglobin combines with the oxygen of the air, and forms a

loose compound of a bright scariet colour nailed oxyhmnoglobin.

This arterial or oxygenated blood is taken to the heart and thence

propelled by the arteries all over the body, where the tissues take

the respiratory oxygen from the hsemoglobin, and this removal of

oxygen chai ^'es the colour of blood to the bluish-red tint it has

in the veins." The veins take the blood minus a large quantity

of oxygen and plus a large quantity of carbonic acid received in

exchange from the tissues to the heart, which sends it to the

lungs to get rid of its surplus carbonic acid, and replenish its

store of oxygen ; then the same round begins over ag?in.

a 2
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CHAPTER VI.

MUgCDLAR TISSUE.

their ^::^^::1v::l:^z\tz'''' ?" ^'""« ^^ *»••'"»

f«)m a physiological standS' into UoTm^r^ ^ ''"'"^
firy muscles, those which ^e undZtl. ^ ! ,!'*"' **** ^««-
the involuntary musci::Nr,e "h ch a^"^^^^

°' ^'^^ -"• -^
of the involuntary muscles is, however contm ledl .r'**'"""system, only by a different Zrtntfhl

;°"'~"^ ^y '^e nervous

When muscular tissue is exauuned witlf S« ,»•
seen to be made up of small Xnlt^ th^L^^''^*^P"' '' "
which are c lied mJcw/ar tfZ, ViT V^'^at^'''® structures,

connective tissue and in th«
' T '"'^ ^""^ ""« bundles by

The muscular fibres arc not all alilr^ • ! * .

muscles are seen by the 21:^1^^' £Z:^J'L''T''^^dark and light stripings or striations
; the^ a.^ eafli T*'versely striated muscular Aires ThJ ; i

"®^ ''*«"«-

"ot got these marking! i rrule The7
""^""^ '"^''^ ''-«

exception to this nile namelv i^ .k
" """^ important

muscular fibres oTll^Tll: " *^ '*«" «' ^»»« h^a^t, the

striated. There are wL/\ T?'""'*'^'
^'"^ transversely

cardiac muse e and' the oXa^ '^T'f
^'^^'"^"^^^ ^^^-^e"

The unstriated invoIunLVmi^il""'^ ?"''*^"^ '""««^««-

the stomach, intestine bUdderwL °""** '" **^" ^'•*"« «'

contr«ctileo;gansarelnS^^ a«d other

From the histologiSr^an^dlint .S
"' ^'"'" "'"^^/ar//^,,.

varieties of muscularlrt^J^- Sy^'ortt\^"^animals
: two of them aro t™n=v^«, i . • , ^ ' *"® higher

The relationship of tLhis*XScaTd
^ '"^ °"^ '« "°*-

logical classification into vS' In
J^^" f°" *" '**^ P^^^'^"

the following table
-^^"^ involuntary is shown in

Transvemly striated muscular fibres
a. In skeletal muscle .

b. In cardinc muscle
2. Plain muscular fibres :

VOLUNTABT.
scular fibres: '

)

'
)
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All kinds of mtucular tiisne are therefore corapowd ot^hnt,

but the fibres are e-entially different from thow we H»ve hitherto

.tudied in the connective tissties. There, it w.ll bo remembenrf,

the fibre, are developed between the cell. ;
hero, m '«»»^«. »»^

fibre, are developed from the cells; that is, the cell, themwlve.

become elongated to form the muscular fibre.

Voluntary Muscle.

The voluntary muHcles are those which are sometimes called

^eUtal, constituting the whole of the muscular apparatus

attached to the bones.*
. ,, , .

Each muscle is enclosed in a sheath of areolar tissue, called the

Epimynum; this sends in partitions, or septa, dividmg off the

Tig. ,02.-A branched muBCuUrflbre from the frog', tongue. (KoUiker.)

fibres into fasciculi, or bundles ; the sheath of each bundle may

be called ihe Perimpsium. Between the nidividual fibres s a

Ll amount of loose areolar tissue, called the Endornynur,.

tIJo blood-vessels and nerves for the muscle are distributed m

this areolar tissue. j j i v, * tv-

The fibres vary in tiiickness and length a good deal but >

average ^^ inch in diameter, and about i inch in length, i .

fibre is c^ndrical in shape, with rounded ends
;
many become p

Umged into tendon bundles (fig. 1 1 1), by which the muscle is at-

2ed to bone. As a rule they are unbranched, but the musck

Xes of the face and tongue divide into numerous branches

before being inserted to the under surface of the skni, or mucous

membrane (fig. 102). The fibres in these situations are also finer

than in the majority of the voluntary muscles.

E.
"

fibre consists of a sheath, called the sarcolenwm^udmmS

Se same structure as the voluntary muscular fibres.
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» toft mttterial uUled the eontraetilt tu/.Mtnm^ n.- •

leaving .Ke «rioiLrwX"t''."2.' «*''™^ "Tf

'

Muscular fibres contain oval nnoioi i..

these are cituated justTneath Z manmrnhan muscle

^
*****»

>ttiiii.7ii -^
'•"

^^^.-Ml **-^

"^
(

>**^"

ttg. i&t—Miucujar BbKof
• mamiiial hisblr nuc

lo«i«!d. (Sdttto.)

ibechromoplMm of the nmleuB has peiierallv « ,Dir.l .™„™.men. „d often .kere i, . little g„.„,L pretoplZ (.rSm them„«„,.r »b,^ „, th„ ai.phrag„) l„„|e«h ^leluh:

*^.L°i;.";^""™l?f. •"*" *°"> •<«-". the
««rcoli>mni« Htill cunnectinir the twuV^>.t the abw. (Todd 5nd Bow"
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If the iurface in cwrefuily focnwed rowi of apparent graniilM

an Men lying at the boundarie. of the Uxht mreakH, and fine

longitudinal line, pawing through the dark streak, may be

detected uniting the apparent granules (fig. 104).

In specimen, treated with dilute acid, or gold chloride, the

K«nule. are wen to be connected .ido by side or tnu..ver.ely

Jlsa This reticulum (fig. 105), with it. longituduml and trau8ven»e

rache., was at one time considered to bo the eHstn.tial contractne

portion of V . mu«:ular fibre; it wa. thought tlmt on contraction

Fig. ioS.—Tr»n»Terie»ection through

uuncuUu flbres ot human tongue.

The nuclei are deeply utained,

ituated »t the in»ide of the Mr-

colemms. Ewh mu«cle flbrn

«how« "Cohnheim'- «"«»•

X 450. (Klein Mid Noble Bmitb.)

Via. to^.—Portion of munde-flbre of

water-beetle, ihowing network

Teryplainly. Oneof thetran»veii«e

network! la apUt off, and aoroe of

the longitudinal I*™ are iihown

broken off. (After Melland.)

the transverse networks, with their enlargements, the granules,

became increased by the longitudinal strands diminishing ni

length and running into them. Most histologists have rejected

this idea, and regard the network as mere interstitial substance

lying between the essentially contractile portions of the muscle.

A muscular fibre is thus made up of what are variously called

fibrils muscle-colvmins or sarcostyles ; and the longitudinal inter-

stitial substance with cross networks comprising the reticulum just

referred to is called sarcoplasm. By the use of certain reagents,

such as osmic acid or alcohol, the muscle-columns or sarcostyles

may be completely separated from rne another.

A transverse section of a muscular fibre (fig. 106) shows the

sections of these sarcostyles ; the interstitial sarcoplasm is repre-

sented as white in the drawing. The angular fields separated

by sarcoplasm may still be called by their old name, area^ of

Cohnheim.
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Ihf.S i ^°"f '"" " "^ ^"^'"e ""k ligW tripe;

9 ^<w

?<• ftp

^•b;,n^^i;^;.f^2^i!?^°l»,?J^»^-.«^«' h"™?" muscular fibre, x 800. B. Sepawted
"Jff- an^ *. *. smaller collections ; e, rtill
: aetached, possibly representing a tingle

smaller ; </, rf, the ™all™t t^v*. ..^:i i. 5^'' ?°? *• *• "maUer collections
; e, rtill

series of sareous element! (ShaJUy.) ' ^ "'' «Pi«^ntin.r i .in.,l"

and subsequently seen by others. A nnn.ite thread-worm, called

tmctile substance of a muscula. .bre; it cmwled without anyoppos^ion from membranes, and the track it left, closed up slowlybeh nd It Without interfering with the normal cross-striations o^Sess rc:;r"n '''r
"'"'•^"'^" ^^"'^'"^'^ in-trates tttact that the contractile substance in a muscular fibre is fluid butonly semi-fluid for the closing of the thread-worm's trlkoccurS

slowly as a hole always closes in a viscous material
Another appearance which is sometimes seen is a fine clear line
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It is

running across the fibre in the middle of each dark band.

oalled Heruen'i line.
, . ^ nu -1= «-

A muscular fibre may not only be broken up mto fibrils or

muscle-columns, but under the influence of some reagents like

dilute hydrochloric acid, it can be broken up into discs, the

cleavage occurring in the centre of each light stnpe. Bowman,

the earliest to study muscular fibres with profitable results, con-

cluded that the subdivision of a fibre into fibrils was a phenomenon

of the same kind as the cross cleavage into discs. He considered

that both were artificially produced by a separation in one or the

other direction of particles of the fibre he called "sarcous ele-

ments " The cleavage into discs is however much rarer than the

separation into fibrils ; indeed, indications of the fibrils are seen in

perfectly fresh muscle before any reagent has been added, and

Jhis is markedly evident in the wing muscles of many insects. It

is now believed that a muscular fibre is built up of contiguous

fibrils or sarcostyles, while cleavage into discs is a purely artificial

phenomenon. ,

Havcraft, who has also investigated the question of muscular

stnicture, has arrived at the conclusion that the cross striation

is entirely due to optical phenomena. The sarcostyles are van-

cose, and where they are enlarged different refractive effects will

be produced from those caused by the intermediate narrow por-

tions This view he has very ingeniously supported by taking

negative casts of muscular fibres by pressing them on to the sur-

face of collodion films. The collodion cast shows alternate dark

and light bands like the muscular fibres.

Schafer is unable to accept this view ; he regards the substance

of the sarcostyle in its dark stripes as being of different composi

tion, and not merely of different diameter, from the sarcostyle in

the region of the light Stripes ; it certainly stains very differently

with many reagents, especially chloride of gold. His views regard-

ing the intimate structure of a sarcostyle have been worked out

chiefly in the wing muscles of insects, where the sarcostyles are

separated by a considerable quantity of interstitial sarcoplasm,

and a brief summary of his conclusions is as follows :—

Each sarcostyle is subdivided in the middle of each light stripe

by transverse lines (membranes of Krause) into successive por-

tions, which may be termed sarcomeres. Each sarcomere is occu-

pied by a portion of the dark stripe of tlie whole fibre; this

portion of the dark stripe may be called a sarcous elevient. ine

• Notice that this expression has a difEcruut meaaing from what it

originally had when used by Bowman.
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aarcous element is really double, and in the stretched fibre
(fig. 1 08, B) separates into two at the Une of Hensen. At either
fflad of the sarcoiis element is a clear interval separating it from
Krause's membrane ; this clear interval is more evident in the
extended sarcomere (fig. 108, b), but diminishes on c< litraction
(ng. 108, a). The cause of this is to be found in the structure of
the sarcous element. It is pervaded with longitudinal canals or
pores open towards Krause's membrane, but closed at Hensen's
Ime. In the contracted muscle the clear part of the muscle sub-
stance passes into these pores, disappears from view to a great

1

A, a',

Fig. 108.—Sarcostyles from the wing-musclen
of a wasp.

Sareogtyles showing degrees of con-
traction.

I). A sarcoBtyle extended with the sarcoug
elements separated into two parts.

<
.
Sarcostyles moderately extended (semidia-

gmnmiatic;. (E. A. Schiifer.)

'8.E.

B.E.

Fig. 109 —Diagram of a sarcomere
in a moderatelT extended
condition, a, and in a con-
tracted condition, b.

K, K, Krause's membranes; h,
plane of Hensen; s.k.,
poriferous sarcous ele-
ment. (E. A. Sch&fer.)

eUent, swells up the sarcous element, widens it and shortens the
sarcomere. In the extended muscle, on the other hand, the clear
substance passes out from the pores of the sarcous element, and
lies between it and the membrane of Krause ; this lengthens and
narrows the sarcomere.* This is shown in the diagrams. It
may be added that the sarcous element does not lie free in the
middle of the sarcomere, but is attached at the sides to a fine
enclosing envelope, and at either end to Krause's membrane by
hne lines running through the clear substance (fig. 109, a).

This view is interesting, because it brings into harmony amoe-
boid, ciliary, and muscular movement. In all three instances we

* The existence of open pores is not a<lmitted bv .ill r.l>8.rver= These

: ^4>»A'.C^i«a;^___,

m
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have protoplasm composed of two materials, spongioplasm and

hyaloplasm. In amoeboid movement the irregular arrangement of

the spongioplasm allows the hyaloplasm to flow in and out of it

in any direction. In ciliarj' movement the flow is limited by the

arrangement of the spon^'oplasm to one direction; hence the

R

tili|^^»^^***^^^^^'^^^*•t^^^t*Ui.::^.

;ilt•<•*•**"*""*"""" "---'-''

'

- -sesiiH'""'""*"""""""'^--'
::b-.j,.»»»

Hiiniimsiffi ,

'.,','.. .-VsillM'"'"""'""""'"'::-,;; ly

;:::o^Ji:iii;i:(.»H««M«W»«"«"MIIK:::;:j|(;:i^'

'""r.ti;iikll6i:«Hli«««Ui»«MIMIl!!:'JS;;;-j.-..~..':
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limitation of the movement in one direction (see p. 33). In

muscle, also, the definite arrangement of the spongioplasm (repre-

sented by the sarcous element) in a longitudinal direction directs

the movement of the hyaloplasm (represented by the clear sub-

stance of the light stripe), so that it must flow either in or out m
that particular direction. The muscular fibre is made up of

sarcostylcs and the sarcostyle of sarcomeres. Tlie contraction of
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i

I

the whole muscle is only the sum total of the contnujtion of all
the constituent sarcomeres.

In an ordinary muscular fibre it is stated that when it con-
tracts, not only does it become thicker and shorter, but the light
stripes become dark and the dark stripes light. This again is

only an optical illusion, and is produced by the alterations in the
shape of the sarcostyles, affecting the
sarcoplasm that lies between them.
When the sarcous elements swell during
contraction, the sarcoplasm accumulates

Fig. III.— Termination of a
muHcular fibre in a tendon-
bundle. «i,K«re<)lemma; »,
the same pa.'wing over the
end of bundle; /'.extremity
of muscular substance <•,

retracted fro-n the end of
sarcolemma lube ; t, ten-
don bundle fixed to Harco-
lemma. (JJanvier.j

Rg. 112.— Thr-.* muscular fibres
running iongitudinally, and
two bundles of fibres in
transverse section, M. from
the tongue. The capillaries,
C, are injected, x 150. {Klein
and Noble Smith.)

opposite the membranes of Krause, and
diminishes in amount opposite the sar-

cous elements ; the accumulation of sar-

coplasm in the previously light stripes

makes them appear darker by contrast
than the dark stripes proper. This
is very well shown in fig. no. There
is no true reversal of the stripings in the
sarcostyles themselves.

That thi.s is llie c^s. c-an Ik; seen very wi'li when a muscular fiore is examine.1

hene.j;" b"'^'' '''"h
^.F^l'^risinff microscope contains a Nicol's p mbeneath the s age of the microscope which polarises the lifrht passing .hmuph

pnsni. which detects this fact. If the two Nicois are parallel, the ii^fatpassing through the first passes alsj through the second ; but if he secondU at right angles to the first, the light cannot traverse it and theS
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onn-iiTs dark If an object on the microscop- stage is doubly refracting it

w^?l appear bright tn this dark field ; if it rimains dark it is singly refract-

Tnl We sarcoplasm is singly refracting or isotropods ; it remains dark in

ihf'dark fie" of the polarising microscope. The muscle columns or sarco-

styles are in great measure doubly refracting or anisotropous, and appear

Wht in the dark field of the polarising microscope. The sarcostyle. how-

^, L nnt whollv louhlv refracting ; the sarcous elements are doubly

Sc inland SJcaflke'rvals J 'singly refracting. On contraction

there is ., reversal of these appearances, though of course the relative

tSkness Lf the singly refracting intervals varies inversely with that of the

doubly rei'racting sarcous elements.

Endino of Muscle in Tendon.—k tendon-bundle passes to each

muscular fibre, and becomes firmly united to the sarcolemma.

The areolar tissue between the tendon-bundles becomes also con-

tinuous with that between the muscular fibres (fig. 1 1 1).
,

Blood-vessels of ^fuscle.—The arteries break up into capillaries,

which run longitudinally in the endomysium, transverse branches

connecting the. . (fig. 1 1 a). No blood-vessels ever penetrate the

sarcolemina. The muscular fibres are thus, I'^e other tissues,

nourished by the exudation from the blood called lymph. Ihe

lymph is removed by lymphatic vessels found in the perimy. nm.

The nerves of voluntary muscle pierce the sarcolemma, a t-

minate in expansions called end-plates, to be described 1. m

^^''\^uro°muscular Spindles.—Bundles of fine muscular fibres en-

closed within a thick lamellated sheath of connective tissue are

found scattered through voluntary muscles ;
they are especia ly

numerous near the tendon and in the proximity of intra-muscu ar

septa. It is remarkable that they have not been found m the ocu ar

or tongue muscles. These structures are called neuro-muicular

spindles ; they vary in length from \ to \ in.h, ^"d
^'•^/^f^

ii^ inch in diameter. Each receives a nerve fibre which divides

hito secondary and tertiary ^-anches. The myelin sheath is lost,

and the tertiary branches cle the muscular fibres breaking

up usuallv into a network aere has be ,
considerable discus-

sion as to the meaning of taese spindles, but the belief is gaining

ground that they are sensory end organs in the muscle, (bee

further, chai)ter on Touch.)

Bed Muscles.

In many animals, such as the rabbit, and some fishes, most of

the muscles are pale, but some few (like the diaphragm, crureus,

soleus, semi-membranosus in the rabbit) are red. These muscles

contract more slowly than the pale muscles, and their red tint is

due to hremoglobin contained within their contractile substance.

n
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In addition to these physiological distinctions, there are histo-
logical differences between them and ordinary striped muscle.
Ihese histological differences are the following :—

1. Their muscular fibres are thinner.
2. They have more sarcoplasm.

3. Longitudinal sttiation is more distinct.

4. Transverse striation is more irregular than usual.
5. Their nuclei are situated not only under the sarcolemma.

but also m the thickness of the fibre.

6. The transverse loops of the capillary network are dilated
nito little re^erv'oirs, far beyond the size of ordinary capillaries

Cardiac Muscle.

The muscular fibres of the heart, unlike those of most of the
involuntary muscles, are striated; but although, in this respect,

they resemble the skeletal mus-
cles, they have distinguishing
characteristics of their own. The
fibres which lie side by side are
united at frequent intervals by
short branches (fig. 113). The
fibres are smaller than those of the
ordinary striated muscles, and their
transverse striation is less marked.
No sarcolemma can be discerned.
One nucleus is situated in the
middle of the substance of each
fibre. At the junctions of the fibres
there is a certain amount of ce-
menting material, stainable by silver

Fig. I i3.-Mu8cular fibre cells from
"'trate.

the heart. (E. A. Schiifer.)

Plain Muscle.

Plain muscle forms the proper muscular coats (r.) of the digestivecanal from the middle of the oesophagus to the internal sphfnclram; (2.) of the ureters and urinary bladder- (t\ of tKo f,„ u
and bronchi; (4.) of theductsof gLds;T5 ) of'^rl^ St?
6) of the vesicultesemmales;

(7.) of the uterus and Falbokntubes
: (8.) of blood-vessels and lymphatics

; (9.) of the ir sanScuiary muscle of the eye. This form of tissie^'alL ent ^ l^eelvinto the composition (10.) of the tunica dartos, the contractTon of
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which is the principal cause of the wrinkling and contraction of

the scrotum on exposure to cold. It occurs also in the skin

generally, being found surrounding the secreting part of the sweat

glands and in small bundles attached to the hair follicles ;
it also

occurs in the areola of the nipple. It is composed of long, fusi-

form cells (fig. 114), which vary in length, but are not as a rule

more than t*tf >»ch long. Each cell has an oval or rod-shaped

FUr ii4.-MuBCular flbre-cells from the muscular coat of 'n^tipe-.J'?^!? ™'*«"''**-

Notettoe longitudinal striation, and in the broken ttbre the sheath « visible.

nucleus. The cell substance is longitudinally but not transversely

striated. Each cell or fibre, as it may also be termed, has a deli-

cate sheath. The fibres are collected into fasciculi, and united

by cementing material, which can be stained by silver nitrate.

This intercellular substance is bridged across by fine filaments

passing from cell to cell.
, • x j

The nerves in involuntary muscle (both cardiac and plain) do

not terminate in end-plates, but by plexuses or networks, which

ramify between and around the muscular fibres.

Development of Muscular Fibres.

All muscular fibres (except those of the sweat glands which

are epiblastic) originate from the mesoblast The plain fibres
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are simply elongated cells in which the nucleus becomes rod-

shaped. In mi-diae muscle, the likeness to the original cells

from which the fibres are fohned is not altogether lost, and in

certain situations (immediately beneath the lining membrane of
the ventricles) there are found peculiar fibres called ufter their

discoverer Purkinjf'g fibres ; these are large clear quadrangular
cells with granular protoplasm containing several nuclei in the
centre, and striated at the margin. It appears that the differen-

tiation of these cells is arrested at an early stage,

though they continue to grow in size.

Volimtary muscular fibres are developed from
cells which become elongated, and the nuclei of

which multiply. In most striated muscle fibres the

B

nuclei ultimately take up a position beneath the

M cell-wall or sarcolemraa which is formed on the
- "

surface. Striations appear tii-st along one side, and
extend round the fibre (tig. 115), then they extend
into the centre.

During life new fibres

part by a longitudinal

fibres ; this is preceded

nuclei ; and in part by the lengthening and dif-

ferentiation of embryonic cells (sarcoplasts) found
between the fully formed fibres.

In plain muscle, growth occurs in a similar

way : this is well illustrated in the enlargement of

the uterus during pregnancy ; this is due in part

to the growth of the pre-existing fibres, and in part

to the formation of new fibres from small granular
cells lying between them. After parturition the fibres shrink to

their original size, but many undergo fatty degeneration and are

removed by absoi-ption.

appear to be formed in

splitting of pre-existing

by a multiplication of

Fig. 115.—Deve-
lupini; muscu-
lar fibre from
fuetu8 of two
monthii. (Ran-
vier.)

CHAPTER VII.

NERVE.

Nervous tissue is the material of which the nervous system
is composed. The nervous system is composed of two parts, the
central nervous system, and the peripheral nervous system. The
central nervous system .asists of the brain and spinal cord ; the

i^m
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peripheral nervous system consists of the nerves, which conduct

the impulses to and from the central nervous system, and thus

bring the nerve centres into relationship with other parts of the

body.

Some of the nerves conduct impulses from the nerve-centres

and are called tffertnJt ; those which conduct impulses in the

opposite direction are called afftrtni. When one wishes to

Kg. 1 16.—Two nenre-flbres of

ciatie aerve. a. Node of

lUnvier. b. Axis-cyUnder,

c. Sheath of Schwann, with

nuclei. MeduUarr sheath ia

not stained. X 300. (Klein

and Noble Smith.)

Fig. ii7-Aj^
cylinder, high-
W magnified,
showing ita

component
fibrils.

(M. SchulUe.)

move the hand, the nervous impulse starts in the brain and

passes down the efferent or motor nerve-tracts to the muscles

ofthe hand, which contract ; when one feels pain in the hand,

afferent or sensorv nerve-tracts convey an impulse to the brain

which is there interpreted as a sensation. If all the nerves

going to the hand are cut through, all communicatiun with

the nerve-centres is destroyed, and the hand loses the power of

moving under the influence of the will, and the brain receives

no impulses from the hand, or as we say the hand has lost

sensibility. „
This distinction between efferent and afferent nerves is a

physiological one, which we bUall work out more thoroughly later

on No histological distinction can be made out between motor

and sensory nerves, and it is histological structure which we

K.P.
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wish to dwell upon in this chapter. Under the microscope

nervous tissue is found to consist essentially of

two elements, nerve-celU and nerve-flbret,

^ The nerve-cells are contained in the brain and
spinal cord, and in smaller collections of cells on
the course of the nerves called ganglia. The part

of the nert'e-centres containing cells is called grey

matter.

The nerve-fibres are contained in the nerves,

and in the white matter of brain and spinal cord.

The nerve-fibres are long branches from the nerve-

cells, which become sheathed in a manner to be
immediately described.

Nerve-cells differ in size, shape, and arrange-

ment, and we shall discuss

these fully when we get to

the nerve-centres. For the

present it will be convenient

to confine ourselves to the

nerve-fibres as they are found

in a nerve.

Nerve-fibres are of two his-

tological kinds, medullated aad
non-medullated. Medullated

nerve-fibres are found in the

w^hite matter of the nerve-

centres and in the nerves origi-

nating from the brain and
spinal cord. Non-medullated

nerve-fibres occur in the sym-
pathetic nerves.

The medullated or white
-B fibres are characterised by a

sheath of white colour, fatty

in nature, and stained black

by osmic acid ; it is called

the medullary sheath or tvhite

subftance of Schwann ; this

aheathes the essential part of

the fibre which is a process
Fij iis —Nenre. from a nerve-cell, and is called

tlbre Rtamed ^, . ,. , ^ . , , •. ,, , , .

with oHiuic the axis cycimer. Outside the medullary sheath is

B.
"

nudeut! * thin homogeneous membrane of elastic nature

^y and Bet- called the primitive sheath or neurilemma.

m

II

FifT. 1 19.—A nodeof Ran-
vier in a medullated
nerve - fibre, viewed
from above. The me-
dullary Kheath is inter-
rupted, and the primi-
tive oheath thickened.
Copied from Axel Key
and Betrioii. x 750.
(Klein&Noble Smith.)

wmm
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The axit eylimier is a Boft transparent thread in the middle

of the fibre; it is nuide up of exceedingly fine fibrils (fig. 117)

which stain readilv with gold chloride. The medullary theath

gives a characteristic double contour and ubular appearance to

the fibre. It is interrupted at regular intervals known as the

nodee of Ranvier. The stretch of nerve between two nodes is

called an inter-node, and in the middle of each inter-node is a

nucleus which belongs to the primitive sheath. Besides these

interruptions, a variable number of oblique clefts are also seen

Via. 130.—Small braach of a muscular ne e of the frojr. neariU termination, ihowing

diTidooa of the fibres, a, into two ; 6, into three. X 35«>- (KoUiker.)

dividing the sheath into medtdlary segmeitt (fig. 118) ; but most

if not all of these are produced artificially in the preparation of

the specimen.

The medullary sheath also contains a homy substance called

neurokeratin : t'e arrangement of this substance is iu the form of

a network or reticulum ; olding the fatty matter of the sheath in

its meshes. The occurrence of homy matter in the epidermis,

in the development of the enamel of teeth and in nerve is an

interesting chemical reminder that all these tissues originate

from the same embryonic layer, the epiblast. The fatty matter

consists largely of lecithin, a phosphoriaed fat, and cholesterin, a

monatomic alcohol. We shall make a more intimate acquaint-

ance with these chemical Tuaterials at a later stage in our

studies.

Near their terminations the nerve-fibres branch : the branching

occurs at a node (fig. 120).

u 2

m
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Staining with silver nitrate produces a peouliar appearance at

the nodes, forming what is known as the eroue$ of Itanvier.

One limb of the cross is produced by the dark staining of

W tin. III.—S«T«ml ttbtr-
bjr silTer nitnte
toward! tliis r m
haa atained th« »
nbstanoe. (Klein k.

« bundle of medoUated nenre-Sbre* acted upon
^iar behaTiour of nodes of Banvier, N.

irer baa penetrated at the nodei, and
'. for a abort dktaaee. 8, the white

cement substance which occurs between the segments of the

neurilemma ; the other limb of the cross is due to the staining of

Iff

J:'ig. 122.—Trausvei'se iiection of :he Bciatiu nuve uf a eitt about X loo.—It coniiiiiU of
bundles i/vnicuH) of nerve-fibres ensheathed in a fibrous supporting capsule, epi-
ne»rium, A ; each bundle has a special sheath (not sufficiently marked out from the
epimurtum in the flg[uie) or perineurium B ; the nerve-flbies N / are separated from one
another by eiuloiuurium: L, lymph spaces ; As, artery ; V, vein ; F, fat. Somewhat
diagrammatic. (V t>. Harris.)
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n number of minute tran«verM bands In the ftxii cylinder

(Fitmann'M liw), wliich m hero not oIohcIv invoated by the

meduUary iihouth.

The arrangement of the norvc-fibrcs n» ii .orvo \n best seen m
a transverse section.

, • #

The nerve is composed of a number of bundles or fumeutt of

Plir lai.— Section acroN the lecond thoracic anterior root of the dog, stained with oimio

add. (Qaakell.)

nerve fibres bound together by connective tissue. The sheath of

the whole nerve is called the epineurium ; that of the funiculi

the pe>nneurium ; that which passes between the fibre.% in a funi-

culus, the eruloneiirium (fig. i'>2).

The size of the nerve-fibres .arics ; the largest fibres are found in

the spinal nerves, where they are 144 to igfx in diameter.* Others

mixed with these measure i-8 to y6y.. These small nerve-fibres are

the visceral nerves ; they pass to collections of nerve-colls called

* n ^ micro-millimetre = ^Jj millimetre.
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the sympathetic ganglia, whence they emerge as non-meduUated
fibres, and are distributed to involuntary muscle. They are well
seen in sections stained by osraic acid, the black rings being the
stained medullary sheaths (fig. 123).
The non.meduUated fibres or fibres of Remak have no

medullary sheath and are therefore devoid of the double contour
of the roedullated fibres, and are unaffected in appearance by

m:[

Fig. 1x4.—Orey, m non-inediilUted nerre-flbrea. A. From • branch of ttte olfaetorr
neire of tiie »heep ; two dark-bordered or white flbras from the fifth pair mama-
e^ftte^?*

olfactory fibre*. B. From the iympathetic nerre. xVso. (iSx

osmic acid. They consist of an axis cylinder covered by a
nucleated fibrillated sheath. They branch frequently.
Though principally found in the sympathetic nerves, a few are

found in the spinal nerves mixed with the meduUated fibres.

Termination of Nerves in Muscle.

In. the voluntary muscles the motor nerve-fibres have special end
organs called end-plates. The fibre branches two or three times
(figs. 1 20, 1 25), and each branch goes to a muscular fibre. Here the
neurilemma becomes continuous with the sarcolemma, the medul-
lary sheath stops short, and the axis cylinder branches repeatedly.
This ramification is embedded in a layer of granular protoplasm
containing numerous nuclei. Considerable variation in shape of
the end-plates occurs in different parts of the animal kingdom.
Somewhat similar nerve-endings are seen in tendon; these
however are doubtless sensory (figs. 126, 127).

In the involuntary muscles, the fibres which are for the most part
non-medulhted form complicated plexuses near their t«nnination.

n \
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The plexus of Auerbach (fig. 1 28) between the muscular coats of the

intestine is a typical case. Groups of nerve-cells will be noticed at

the junctions of the fine nervous cords. From these plexuses fine

Fig. las.-From a preparation of the nerve-termmation to tte m"*^"
^fibres of a siJEe/aTEnd-plat* «>o^otHr^n^„ eurfaoed. b. End-

plate seen as narrow surface. (Lingard and Klein.

)

branches pass off and bifurcate at frequent intervals, until at last

ultimate fibrillse are reached. These subdivisions of the axis

cylinders do not anastomose with one another, but they come into

FiK 126 —Termination of medullated

nerve-flbres in tendon near the mus-

cular insertion. (Oolgi.)

Via 127.—One of the reticulated end-plates

of flg. 126, more highly magnified, a.

medullated nerve-fibre; b, reticulated

end-platee. (Oolgi.)

close relationship with the involuntary muscular fibres
;
though some

histologists have stated that they end in the nuclei of the muscular

fibres, it is now believed that they do not pass into their interior.

The terminations of sensory nerves are in some cases plexuses.
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in others special end organs. We shall deal with these in our
study of sensation. (See Neuro-nmscular Spindles, p. 93.)

Fig. 128.—Plextu of Auerbach, between the two Uven of the mnaenter eokt of tb«
intestine. (Ckdimt.)

Development of Nerve.jlbres.

A nerve-fibre is primarily an outgrowth from a nerve-cell, as is

shown in the accompanying diagram. A nerve-cell, though it

Fig. Hj.-MulUpolar nerre-oeU from anterior horn of apinal cord ; a, axil crlinder
prooeM. (Max SchultK.)

1"^'='

L
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may have many branches, only gives off one process which becomes

the axis cylinder of a nerve-fibre. This acquires a medullary sheath

when it passes into the white matter of the brain or spinal cord,

and a primitive sheath when it leaves the nerve-centre and gets into

the nerve. But at first the axis cylinder is not sheathed at all.

The formation of the sheaths is still a matter of doubt, but

the generally accepted opinion is that the primitive sheath is

formed by cells which become flattened out and wrapped round

the fibre end to end. These are separated at the nodes by inter-

cellular or cement substance stainable by silver nitrate (fig. 121).

These cells are probably mesoblastic. The medullary sheath is

formed according to some by a fatty change occurring in the

parts of these same cells which are nearest to the axis cylinder,

but it is much more probable that '*, is formed from the peri-

pheral layer of the axis cylinder oresence of neurokeratin

in it distinctly points to an epibla gin. The fact also that,

in the nerve centres, the raeduUate^ nerve fibres have no primi-

tive sheath, and the phenomena of Wallerian degeneration, to be

described later, all tend to confirm the same view.

CHAPTER VIII.

IRRITABILITY AND CONTRACTILITY.

Irritability or Excitability is the power that certain tissues

possess of responding by some change to the action of an external

agent. This external agent is called a stimulus.

Undifferentiated cells like white blood corpuscles are irritable

;

when stimuli are applied to them they execute the movements we

have learnt to call amoeboid.

Ciliated epithelium cells and muscular fibres are irritable ; they

also execute movements under the influence of stimuli.

Nerves are irritable ; when they are Emulated, a change is

produced in them ; this change is propagated along the nerve and

is called a nervous impulse ; there is no change of form in the

nerve visible to the highest powers of the microscope ; much

more delicate and sensitive instruments than a microscope must

be employed to obtain evidence of a change in the nerve ; it is

of a molecular nature. But the irritability of nerve is readily

manifested by the results the nervous impulse produces in the

organ to which it goes ; thus the stimulation of a motor nerve

produces a nervous impulse in that nerve which, when it reaches
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a muscle, causes the muscle to contract : stimulation of a sensory

nerve produces a nervous impulse in that nerve which when it

reaches the brain caxises a sensation.

Secreting glands are irritable; when irritated or stimulated
they secrete.

The electrical organs found in many fishes like the electric eel,

and torpedo ray, are irritable ; when they are stimulated they
give rise to an electrical di'sr.harge.

Ctontrsotility is the power that certain tissues possess of

responding to a stimulus by change of form. Contractility and
irritability do not d' .essarily go together ; thus both muscle and
nerve are irritat* , out of the two, only muscle is contractile.

Some movements vi' <ble to the microscope are not due to

contractility ; thus gran* .les in protoplasm or in a vacuole may

T*'#

1%. 130.—lYog'a pigment oella.

Fig. 131.—Pigment^ells fram the letim. a, odli
tul cobenng, Men on their mufaM ; a, nn-
deniindiatinctly wen. In the uther odli the
nucleus ia eoncMled b]r the pigment gnuinlee.
B, two csella leen in profile ; a, the outer or
poeteitor put eont«ining scarcely any ^g>
ment. x 370. (Heule.)

often be seen to exhibit irregular, shaking movements due
simply to vibrations transmitted to them from the outside. Such
movement is known as Brovmian movement.

Instances of contractility are seen in the following cases :

—

1. The movements of protoplasm seen in oimple animal and
vegetable cells ; in the former we have already considered

streaming, gliding, and amoeboid movement (see p. 13); in

the latter case we have noted the rotatoity movements of the

protoplasm within the cell wall in certain plants (see p. 14).

2. The movements of pigment cells. These are well seen

under the skin of such an animal as the frog ; under the

influence of electricity and of other stimuli, especially of light,

the pigment granules are massed together in the body of the cell,

leaving the processes quite transparent (lig. 1 30). If the stimulus

is removed the granules gradually extend into the processes

again. Thiis the skin of the frog is sometimes uniformly dusky,
and sometimes quite light coloured. The ohamseleon ii> an animal
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which has become almost proverbial, since it possesses the same

power to a marked degree. This function is a protective one; the

animal approximates in colour that of its surroundings, and so

escapes detection.

In the retina we shall find a layer of pigment cells (fig. 131),

the granules in which are capable of moving in the protoplasm in

a somewhat similar way ; the normal stimulus here also is light.

3. Ciliary movement; here we have a much more orderly

movement which has already been described (see p. 31).

4. In VorticellsB, a spiral thread of protoplasm in their stalk

enables them by contracting it to lower the bell at the end of the

stalk.

5. In certain of the higher plants, such as the sensitive and

carnivorous plants, movements of the stalks and sensitive hairs

of the leaves occur under the influence of stimuli.

6. Muscular movement. This for the student of human

physiology is the most important of the series; it is by their

muscles that the higher animals (man included) execute the

greater number of their movements.

If we contrast together amoeboid, ciliary and muscular move-

ment, we find that they difier from each other very considerably.

Amoeboid movement can occur in any part of an amoeboid cell,

and in any direction. Ciliary and muscular movement are

limited to one direction ; but they are all essentially similar,

consisting of the movement of hyaloplasm in and out of spongio-

plasm ; it is the arrangement of the spongioplasm that limits and

controls the movement of the hyaloplasm (see also p. 91).

Rhyihmicality.—In some forms of movement there is not only

order in direction, but order in time also. This is seen in ciliary

movement, and in many involuntary forms of muscular tissue, such

as that of the heart. Here periods of contraction alternate with

periods of rest, and this occurs at regular intervals. Under the

influence of certain saline solutions,* voluntary muscles m*,y be

made artificially to exhibit rhythmic contractions.

A familiar instance of rhythmic movement in the inorganic

world is seen in a water-tap nearly turned off" but dripping ;

water accumulates at the mouth of the tap till the drop is big

enough to fall ; it falls, and the process is repeated. If, instead

of water, gtxm or treacle, or some other viscous substance is

watched under similar circumstances, the drops fall much more

• BiedemiRnn's fluid has the following composition :—Sodium chloride

5 grammes, alkaline sodium phosphate 2 gr., sodium carbonate 0.5 gr.,

water i litre. If one c^A of the sartorias of a curarised frog is dipped r. o

this fluid, it contracts vnythmically in a manner analogous to the heart

II

llil

!
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slowly ; each drop has to get bigger before it possesses enough
energy to fall. Thus we may get different degrees or rates of

rhythmic movement. So in the body, during the period of rest,

the cilium or the heart is accumulating potential energy, till, as it

were, it becomes so charged that it discharges
; potential energy

is converted into kinetic energy or movement.
When contraction travels as a wave along muscular fibres, or

from one muscular fibre to another, the term perittalgia is

employed. These waves are well seen in such a muscular tube as

the intestine, and are instrumental in hurrying its contents along.

The heart's contraction is a similar but more complicated
peristalsis occurring in a rhythmic manner.

The physiology of muscle and nerve furnish us with the best

means of studying irritability and contractility. We shall have
to consider these two tissues together to a large extent, but must
confine our attention at the outset to the voluntary muscles.

The question may be first asked, what evidence there is of

irritability in muscle t May not the irritability be a property of

the nerve-fibres which are distributed throughout the muscle and
teiminate in its fibres 1 The doctrine of independent muscular
irritability was enunciated by Haller more than a century ago, and
was afterwards keenly debated. It was finally settled by an
experiment of Claude Bernard which can be easily repeated by
every student.

If a frog is taken and its brain destroyed by pithing, it loses

consciousness but the circulation goes on, and the tissues of its

body retain their vitality for a considerable time. If now a few
drops of a solution of curare, the Indian arrow poison, are injected

with a small syringe under the skin of its back, it loses in a few
minutes all power of movement. If next the sciatic or any other
nerve going to muscle is dissected out and stimulated, no
movement occurs in the muscles to which it is distributed.

Curare paralyses the motor end-plates, so that for all practical

purposes the muscles are nerveless ; or rather nervous impulses
cannot get past the end-plates and cause any effect on the
muscles. But if the muscles are stimulated themselves they
contract.

Another proof that muscle possesses inherent irritability was
adduced by Kiihne. In part of some of the frog's muscles (e.g. part
of the sartorius) there are no nerves at all

; yet they are irritable

and contract when stimulated.

The evidence of the statement just made that the poisonous
effect of curare is on the end-plates is the foUowing :—The
experiment described proves it is not the muscles that arc
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paralysed. It must therefore be either the nerves, or the links

between the nerve-fibres and the nuscular fibres. By a process

of exclusion we arrive at the conclusion that it is these links,

for the following experiment shows it is not the nerves. The

frog is pithed as before, and then one of its legs is tightly

ligatured so as to include everything except the sciatic nerve of

that leg. Curare is injected and soon spreads by the circulating

blood all over the body except to the leg protected by the

ligature. It can get to the sciatic nerve of that leg because that

was not tied in with the rest. The sciatic nerve of the other leg

is now dissected out ; when the muscles supplied by it cease to

contract when the nerve is stimulated, the frog may be considered

to be fully under the influence of the drug. But on stimulating

the sciatic nerve of the protected limb, the muscles respond

normally ; this shows that the nerve which has been exposed to

the action of the poison has not beer? aflfected by it.

Varieties of Stimuli.

The normal stimulus that leads to muscular contraction is a

nervous impulse ; this is converted into a muscular impulse

(visible as a contraction) at

the end-plates. This nervous .. JT

impulse starts at the nerve-

centre, brain or spinal cord,

and travels down the nerve

to the muscle. In a reflex

action the nervous impulse

in the nerve-centre is started

by a bcnsory impulse from

the periphery ; thus when

one puts one's hand on some-

thing unpleasantly hot, the hand is removed ; the hot substance

causes a nervous impulse to travel to the brain, and the brain

reflects down to the muscles of the hand another impulse by the

motor-nerves which causes the muscles to contract in such a

manner as to move the hand out of the way.

But the details of muscular contraction can be more readily

studied in muscles removed from the body of such an animal

as the frog, and made to contract by artificial stimuli. When we

have considered these, we can return to the lessons they teach us

about the normal contractions in our own bodies.

The first thing to do is to make from a pithed frog a

mtucle-nerve preparation ; the muscle usually selected is the

Fig. 132.—Muscle-nerve preparation, f, femur

;

N, nerve; t, tendo Achillis. (M'Kendrick.)

1.

PI
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gastrocnemius, the large muscle of the calf of the leg, with the
sciatic nerve attached. For some experiments the sartorius or
gracilis may be used

; but nearly all can be deToonstrated on the
gastrocnemius.

The tendon of the gastrocnemius may be tied to a lever
with a flag at the end of it, and thus its contractions rendered
more evident; the bone at the other end is fixed in a clamp
btimuli may be applied either to the nerve or to the muscle If
the stimulus is applied to the nerve, it is called indirect
ttimulatton

; the stimulus starts a nervous impulse which travels
to the muscle; the muscle is thus stimulated as it is in voluntary
contraction by a nervous impulse. Stimulation of the muscle
itself IS called direct stimulation. These stimuli may be :

1. Mechanical
; for instance a pinch or blow.

2. Chemical
;

for instance salt or acid sprinkled on the nerve
or muscle.

3. Thermal
;

for instance touching the nerve or muscle with
a hot wire.

4. Electrical; the constant or the induced current may be

In all cases the result of the stimulation is a muscular
contraction. Of all methods of artificial stimulation, the electi.jal
is the one most generally employed, because it is more under
control and the strength and duration of the stimuli (shocks) can
be regulated easily. We shall therefore have to study some
electrical apparatus.

Chemical stimuli are peculiar, for some which affect muscle do
not affect nerve, and vice versd; thus glycerine stimulates nerve,
but not muscle; ammonia stimulates muscle, but not motor
nerves.

We may regard stimuli as liberators of energy; muscle and
nerve and other irritable structures undergo disturbances in
consequence of a stimulus. The disturbance is some form ofmovement, visible movement in the case of muscle, molecularmovement in the case of nerve. A stimulus may be regarded aaadded motion. Sir William Gowers c pares it to the Wow th^
causes dynamite to explode, or the match applied to a train ofgunpowder. A very slight blow will explode a large quantity odynamite

;
a very small spark will fire a long train of gunpowderSo in muscle or nerve the effect is often out of all proportion tothe strength of the stimulus; a light touch on the surfaced

the body may elict v.., forcible nervous and muscular disturb-
ances

;
and moreover, the effect of the stimulus is propagatedalong the nerve or muscle without loss.

I'-Kstea
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CHAPTER IX.

CONTRACTION OF MUSCLE.

MusoLi undergoes many changes when it contracts; they

may be enumerated under the following five heads :

—

1. Changes in form.

2. Changes in extensibility and elasticity.

3. Changes in temperature.

4. Changes in electrical condition.

5. Chemical changes.

In brief, each of these changes is as follows :

—

1. Changes in form.—The muscle becomes shorter, and at the

same time thicker. The amount of shortening varies so that the

length of the muscle when contracted is from 65 to 85 per cent,

of what it was originally. Up to a certain point, increase of the

strength of the stimulus increases the amount of contraction.

Fatigue diminishes and up to about 33° C. the application of heat

increases the amount of contraction. Beyond this temperature

the muscular substance begins to be permanently contracted,

and a condition called heat rigor, due to coagulation of the

muscle proteids, sets in a little over 40° C.

What the miiscle loses iu length it gains in width ; there is

no appreciable change of volume.

Among the changes in form must also be mentioned those

changes in the individual muscular fibres which require a

microscope for their investigation; these have been already

considered (see p. 90).

2. Changes in elasticity and extensibility.—The contracted

muscle is more stretched by a weight in proportion to its length

than an uncontracted muscle with the same weight applied to it;

the extensibility of contracted muscle is increased ; its elasticity

is diminished.

3. Chn.nges in temperature.—When muscle is at work or

contracting, more energetic chemical changes are occurring than

when it is at rest ; more heat is produced and its temperature

rises.

4. Changes in electrical condition.—A muscle when it contracts

undergoes a diphasic variation in its electrical condition.

5. Chemical changes.—These consist in an increased consump-

tion of oxygen, and an increased output of waste materials such as
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carbonic acid, aud saroo-lactio acid. After prolonged contraction

the muscle coiuequently acquires an acid reaction.

These five sets of changes will form the subjects of the

following five chapters.

I

CHAPTER X.

CHANOB IN FORM IN A MUSCLE WHEN IT CONTR \CTS.

Tnor'iH it has been known since the time of Erasistratus

(b.c. 304) that a muscle becomes thicker and shorter when it

contracts, it was not until the invention of the graphic method

by Ludwig and Helmholtz, about fifty years ago, that we pos-

sessed any accurate knowledge of this change. The main fact

just stated may be seen by simply looking at a contracting

miiscle, such as the biceps of one's own arm ; but more elaborate

apparatus is necessary for studying the various phases in contrac-

tion and the different kinds of contraction that may occur.

These may be readily demonstrated on the ordinary muscle-

nerve preparation (gastrocnemius and sciatic nerve) from a frog.

By the graphic method, one means that the mr vement is re-

corded by a writing. We shall find that the same method is

applied to the heart's movements, respiratory movements, blood

pressure, and many other important problems in physiology. The

special branch of the graphic method we have now to study is

called myography ; the instrument for writing is called a myo-

graph; the writing itself is called a myogram. Put briefly, a

myograph consists of a writing point at the end of a lever

attached to the muscle, and a writing surface which travels at a

uniform rate, on which the writing point inscribes its movement.

The first thing, however, that is wanted is something to stimu-

late the muscle and make it contract ; the stimulus is usually

applied to the nerve, and the form of stimulus most frequently

employed is electrical.

The galvanic battery in most common use is the Daniell cell.

It consists of a well-amalgamated zinc rod immersed in a cylinder

of porous earthenware containing 10 per cent, sulphuric acid;

this is contained within a copper vessel (represented as trans-

parent for diagrammatic purposes in fig. 133) filled with saturated
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olution of copper aulphate. Each metal hati a binding screw

attached to it, to which wires can be fasten d. The zinc rod is

called the positive element, the copper the ngative element. The
distal ends of the wires attached to

these are called polet or electrode$,

and the pair of electrodes may be

conveniently held in a special form

of holder. The electrode attached

to the positive element (zinc) is

called the negative pole or kathode;

that attached to the negative ele-

ment (copper) is called the potitive

pole or anode. If now the nwo elec-

trodes are connected together, an

electrical, galvanic or conttant cur-

rent flows from the copper to the

zinc outside the battery, and from

the zinc to the copper through the

fluids of the battery ; if the elec-

trodes are not connected the circle ia broken, and no current can

flow at all. If now a nerve or muscle is laid across the two

tig. tn.—Viatgnm of a Daniell't
battery.

electrodes the circuit is completed,

and it will be noticed at the moment
of completionof the circuitthe muucle

enters into contraction ; if the muscle

is lifted off the electrodes, another

contraction occurs ai the moment the circuit is broken. The same

thhig is done more conveniently by means of a key : tig. 134

K.P. I

Fig. 134.—A. Du BoU
Kcymond's Key.
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repretMnta two common formi of key. A key is a piece of

apparatua by which the current can be allowed to pau or not

through the nerve or muscle laid on the electrodes. When the

key is open the current is broken, as in the next figure (fig. 135)

;

when it is closed the current is allowed to pass. The opening of

the key is called l/reak ; the closing of the key is called makt. A
contraction occurs only at make and break, not while the current

is quietly traversing the nerve or muscle.

Kf . IJ5.

But it will be seen in the Du Bois Reymond key (fig. 134) that

there are four binding screws. This key is used as a bridge or tkort

circuiting kry, and for many reasons this is the best way to use

it. The next diagram (fig. 136) represents this diagnimnmtically.

The two wires from the battery go one to each side of the key

;

the electrodes come off one from each side of tlic key. When the

Hg. ij6.

key is open no current can get across it, and thei*efore all the

current has to go to the electrodes with the nerve resting on

them ; but when the key is closed, the current is cut off from the

nerve, as then practically all of it goes by the metal bridge, or

short cut, back to the battery. Theoretically a small amount of

current goes through the nerve ; but the resistance of animal

tissues to electrical currents is enormous as compared to that of

metal, and the amount of electricity that flows through a conductor

is inversely proportional to the resistance ; the resistance in the

metal bridge is so small that for all practical purposes, all the

t'.nrrent passes through it.

Another form of electrical stimulus is the induced current, pro-

duced in an induction coil.

In a battery of which the metals are connected by a wire,

we hav^ seen that the current in the wire travels from the
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copper to the aino ; If wo have a key on tlio ooune of thia wire

the current win be iimtle or broken ut will. If in the neighbour-

hood of thi« wire we have a w<con<l wire fonuing a complete

circle, nothing whiitever occun while the current m flowing

througii the tirst wire, but ut Unt t)f umking or breaking

the current in the tir-«f ^/rinuirfj teire, a momentary electrical

current occnnj in the »€ft.,«/"' /rr, which ia called an induced

current ; and if the «econdur> uc in not a complete circle, but

its two ends are connected by a nerve, thi« induction Hhock tra-

! 1

Ilg. IJ7,—Du Boil Reymond'H induction coil.

verses the nerve and stimulates it ; this causes a nei-vous impulse

to travel to the muscle, which in consequence contracts.

If the first'and second wires are coiled niiiuy times, the effect

is increased, because each turn of the primary coil acts induc-

tively on each turn of the secondary coil.

The direction of the current induced in the secondary coil is

the same as that of the current in the primary coil at the break

;

in the opposite direction at the make. The nearer the secondary

coil is to the pi-imary the stronger are the currents induced in

the former.

Fig. 137 represents the Du Bois Reymond coil, the one gene-

rally employed in physiological experiments, c is the primary

coil, and d and rf' its two ends, which are attached to the batter)',

a key being interposed for making and breaking ; ff
is the secon-

dary coil, the two terminals of which are at its far end ; to these

the electrodes to the nerve are attached ; the distance between

I 2
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the two coils, and bo the strength of the induction currents, can

be varied at will. It is only when the primary current is made

or broken, or its intensity increased or diminished, that induction

shocks occur in the secondary circuit which stimulate the nerve.

When one wishes to produce a rapid succession of make and

break shocks the automatic interrupter or Wagner's hammer seen

at the right-hand end of the diagram is included in the circuit.

The next thing to be noticed is that the break effects are

stronger than the make effects ; this is easily felt by placing the

electrodes on the tongue. This is due to what is called Faraday's

extra current. This is a current produced in the primary coil by

the inductive influence of contiguous turns of that wire on each

other; its direction is against that of the battery current at

make, and so the make shock is lessened. At the break the

extra current is of such short duration (because when the circuit

is broken there can be no current at all) that for all practical pur-

poses it may be considered as non-existent

The same difference of strength occurs alternately in the

repeated shocks produced by Wagner's hammer. Hehnholtz, to

obviate this, introduced a modification now known after him. It

consists in bridging the current by a side wire, so that the

current never entirely ceases in the primary coil, but is alter-

nately strengthened and weakened by the rise and fall of the

hammer; the strengthening corresponds to the ordinary make,

and is weakened by the make extra current, which occurs in

the opposite direction to the battery current ; the break is also

incomplete, and so it is weakened by the break extra current,

which being in the same direction as the battery current impedes

its disappearance.

The two next diagrams show the way the intemipter acts. We
are supposed to be looking at the end of the primary coil ; the

battery wires are attached to the binding screws A and E (fig.

138). The current now passes to the primary coil by the pillar

on the left and the spring or handle of the hammer as far as the

screw (C) ; after going round the primary coil, one turn only of

which is seen, it twists round a pillar of soft iron on the right-

hand side, and then to the screw E and back to the battery

;

the result of a cuirent going around a bar of soft iron is to

make it a magnet, so it attracts the hammer, and draws the

spring away from the top screw C, and thus breaks the current

;

the current ceases, the soft iron is no longer a magnet, so it

releases the hammer and contact is restored by the spring ; then

the same thing starts over again, and so a succession of break

and make shocks occurs alternately and automatically.
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In Helmholtz' modification (fig. 139) the battery wires are

connected as before. The interrupter is bridged by a wire from

B to C (also shown in fig. 137, e). C is raised out of reach, and

the lower screw F is brought within reach of the spring. Owing

Fig. 138.

to the wire BC, the vibration of the hammer never entirely

breaks the current.

Instead of Wagner's hammer a long vibrating reed constructed

on the same principle is often used. This has the advantage

Fig. 1J9.

that the rate of vibration can be varied at will by means of a

sliding clamp which fixes the reed so that difierent lengths of it

can be made to vibrate. If a long piece of reed vibrates, it

does so slowly, and thus successive induction shocks at long

intervals can be sent into the nerve. But if one wishes to
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stimulate a nerve more rapidly, the length of reed allowed to

vibrate can be shortened.

In Ewald's modification of the coil there is another simple method

of modifying the rate of the interrupter. But an hour spent

in the laboratory with an induction coil and cell will teach the

Pig. 140.—IfTograph of Ton Helmholtz, shown in an incomplete form, a, forceps for
holding frog's femur ; b, gastrocnemius ; e, sciatic nenre ; d, scale pan ; e, marker
recordmg on cylinder ; /, counterpoise. (M'Kendrick.)

student much more easily all these facts than any amount of

reading and description.

We car pass now to the myograph. There are many different

forms of this instrument. Fig. 140 shows Helmholtz' instru-

ment.

The bony origin of the gastrocnemius is held firmly by forceps,

and the tendo Achillis tied to a weighted lever ; the end of the

lever is provided with a writing-point such as a piece of pointed

parchment ; when the muscle contracts it pulls the lever up, and
this movement is magnified at the end of the lever. The writing-

point scratches on a piece of glazed paper covered with a layer of

soot ; the paper is wrapped round a cylinder. When the lever

goes up the ' i ij^-point will mark an up-stroke ; when it falls it
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will mark a down-stroke, and if the cylinder is travelling,

the down-stroke will be written on a different part of the paper

than the np-stroke ; thus a muscle curve or myogram is ob-

tained. The paper may then be removed, varnished, and preserved.

Fig. 141 shows a somewhat different arrangement.

The muscle is fixed horizontally on a piece of cork B, one

end being fixed by a pin thrust through the knee-joint into the

Fig. 141.—Anangement of the appaiatna neoesaary for leooiding muscle contractions with

a terolving cylinder carrying smoked {taper. A, revolving cylinder ; B, the muscle

arranged upon a cork-oovered board wmch is capable of being raised or lowered on the

upright, which also can be moved along a solid triangular bar of metal attached to the

base of the recording apparatus—the tendon of the gastrocnemius is attached to the

writing lever, properly weighted, by a ligature. The electrodes from the secondary coil

pass to the nerve—^being, for the sake of convenience, flrst of all brought to a short-

circuiting key, D (Du Bois Reymond's) ; C, the induction coil ; F, the battery (in this

flg. a biimnnnate one) ; E, the key (Morse's) in the primary circuit.

cork; the tendo Achillia is tied to a lever which ia weighted

near its fulcrum : the lever is so an-anged that it rests on a

screw till the muscle begins to contract ; the muscle tiierefore

does not feel the weight till it begins to contract, and gives

a better contraction than if it had been previously strained by

the weight. This arrangement is called after-loading.

! i

I
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The writing surface is again a travelling cylinder tightly

covered with smoked glazed, paper. The rest of the apparatus

shows how cell, coil, keys, and electrodes are applied with the

object of stimulating the nerve.

The key E makes and breaks the primary circuit, but the

effect is only felt by the muscle-nerve preparation when the

short-circuiting key D in the secondary circuit is opened.

Instead of the key E it is better to have what is called a

" kick-over " key which the cylinder by means of a bar projecting

Fig. 14a.—Dn Bob BayiBond't fptinf mroRraph. (M'Kendttck.)

from it knocks over and so breaks the primary circuit during the

course of a revolution. The exact position of the writing-point

at the moment of break, that is the moment of excitation, can

then be marked on the blackened paper.

Besides the travelling cylinder there are other forms of writing

surface. Thus fig. 142 represents the spring myograph of Du
Bois Reymond. Here a blackened glass plate is shot along by

the recoil of a spring ; as it travels it kicks over a key, and the

result of this, the muscular contraction, is written on the plate.

The pendulum myograph (fig. 143) is another form. Here the

movement of the pendulum along a certain arc is substituted for

the clockwork of the cylinder, or the spring of Du Bois Reymond.

The pendulum carries a smoked glass plate upon which the

writing-point of the muscle lever is made to mark. The break
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shock is sent into the muscle-nerve preparation by the pendulum

in its swing opening a key in the primary circuit. This is shown

in an enlarged scale in BG (fig. 143).

Flv. 143.—Sbnide fonn of pendulum myognph and aeoeascny puta. A, pivot upon which

pendulum iwinn ; S, catch on lower end of myograph openinv the key, C, in it«

awing ; D, a apiUg-Gatch which retaina mvogiaph, aa indicated by dotted Imea, and

on preninff down the handle of which the pendulum av ingi along the arc to i> on the

left of flgiue, and ia caught by ita spring.

fig. 144.—Moist Chamber,
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i

To keep the preparation freah during an experiment, it should

be covered with a glass shade, the air of which is kept moist bjr

means of wet blotting paper. A somewhat elaborate form of

moiat chamber is shown in fig. 144.

The last piece of apparatus necessary is a time-marker, so that

the events recorded in the myogram can be timed. The simplest

time-marker is a tuning-fork vibrating 100 times a second. This

is struck, and by means of a writing-point fixed on to one of

the prongs of the fork, these vibrations may be written beneath

the myogram. More elaborate forms of electrical time-markers

or'chronographs are frequently employed.

The Simple Musole Cnrve.

We can now pass on to results, and study first the result

of a single induction shock upon a muscle-nerve preparation.

Kg. 145.—Simple mmde enrre. (If. Foiter.)

A single momentary stimulation causes a single or simple mus-

cular contraction, or as it is often called a twitch. The graphic

record of such a contraction is called the simple muscle curve.

One of these is shown in the preceding figure (fig. 145).

The upper line {m) represents the curve traced by the end of

the lever in connection with a muscle after stimulation of the

muscle by a single induction-shock : the middle-line (l) is that

described by a lever, which indicates by a sudden drop the exact

instant at which the induction-shock is given. The lower wavy

line (t) is traced by a tuning-fork vibrating 200 times a second,

and serves to measure precisely the time occupied in each part of

the contraction.
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It will be observed that after the stimulus has been applied

as indicated by the vertical line <, there is an interval before the

contraction commences, as indicated by the line c. This interval,

termed (a) the latent period, when measured by the number of

vibrations of the tuning-fork between the lines « and c, is found to

be about T^jsec. During the latent period there is no c^paretU

change in the muscle.

The second part is the (6) stage of contraotion proper. The

lever is raised by the contraction of the muscle. The contraction

is at first very rapid, but then progresses more slowly to its

maximum, indicated by the lir a mx, drawn through its highest

point. It occupies in the figure Tsrssec. (c) The next stage,

stage ofelongation. After reaching its highest point, the lever

begins to descend, in consequence of the elongation of the muscle.

At first the fall is rapid, but then becomes more gradual until

the lever reaches the abscissa or base line, and the muscle attains

its pre-contraction length, indicated in the figure by the line c'.

The stage occupies jVoSecond. Very often after the main con-

traction the lever rises once or twice to a slight degree, producing

small curves (as in fig. 147). These contractions, due to the

elasticity of the muscle, constitute the (d) Stage of elastic after-

vibration, or contraction remainder.

The whole contraction occupies about ^ oi & second. With

regard to the latent period, it should be pointed out that if the

muscle is stimulated indirectly, i.e., through its nerve, some of the

apparent lost time is occupied in the propagation of the nervous

impulse along the nerve. To obtain the true latent ijeriod, this

must be deducted. Then there is generally latency in the

apparatus, friction of the lever, «fec., to be taken into account.

This can be got rid of by photographing the contracting muscle,

on a sensitive photographic plate travelling at an accurately-

timed rate. By such means it is found that the true latent

period is much shorter than was formerly supposed. It is only

*^?y of a second. In red muscles it is longer.

We now come to the action of various factors in modifyiag the character

of the simple muscle curve.

1. Jn/liiefu>e 0/ ttrettfftk 0/ ttimulu*.—A miaimtil stimulus is that which

is just strong enough to give a contraction. If the strength of stimulus is

increased the amount of contraction as measured by the height of the curve

is increased, until a certain point is reached (maximal stimulus), beyond

which increase in the stimulus produces no increase in the amount of con-

traction. The latent period is shorter with a strong than with a weak
stimulus.

2. Influence ]fload.—Up to a certain jioint increase of loml increases the

amount of contraction, beyond which it diminishes, until at last a weight
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i> reached which the muscle is unable to lift. The latent period is some-

what lonfcer with a heavy load than with a light one.

3. Infiuenee 0/fatigue.—Thla can be ver- well illustrated by letting the

muscle write a curve with every revolution of the cylinder until it ceases

to contract altogether. The next diagram shows the early stages of fatigue.

tig. 146.—Fstiga*.

At first the contractions improve, each being a little higher than the pre-
ceding ; tnis is known as the beneficial effect of eontraetitrn, and the graphic
reconl is called a ttaireaee. Then the contractions get less >:

~ ' —. But
what is most noticeable is that the contraction is much mor«3 proionged ;

the latent period gets longer ; the period of contraction gets longer ; and
the period of relaxation gets very much longer ; there is a condition known
as contracture, so that the original base line is not reached by the time
the next timnlns arrives. In the last stages of fatigue, contracture passes
off.

Fig. 147.—Effect of temperatnic on • single mnaonlar contraction ; N, normal ; n, wann ;

Ci, cooling; C7a, Toy cold; P, point of rtimulation. The above ttadng is a con-
idetably reduced fac-eimile of a ttadng taken with the pendnlnm myognph.

4. Effect of temperatvre.—Cold at first increases the height of contrac-

tion, then diminishes it ; otherwise the effect is very like that of fatigue

increasing the duration of all stages of the curve.

Moderate warmth increases the height and diminishes the duration

of all stages of the curve, latent period included. This may be

'I i

III I

Fig. 148. -Veiatrine curve, taken on a very alowly-traveUing cylinder ; the time tracing
indicates Mconds.
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readily ihown by dropping lome warm salt solution* on to the muscle bafore

taking ts curve. Too great heat (above 40° c.) induces heat rigor due to

the coagulation of the muscle-proteids.

5. Effect 0/ rrratriw.—U this is injected into the frog before the muscle-

nerve preparation i» made, the very remarkable result seen in the preceding

diagram it produced on stimulation ; there is an enormous prolongation of

the period of relaxation ; marked by a secondary rise, and sometimes by
tremors. After repeateil stimulation this effect passes off, but returns after

a period of rest.

The Mu8ole.WaYe.

The first part of a muscle which contracts is the part where

the nerve fibres enter ; but nerve impulses are so rapidly carried

Fig. 149. - Arrangement for tracing the muscle-waye. (M'Kendrick.)

to all the fibres that for practical purposes they all contract

together. But in a nerveless muscle, that is one rendered physio-

logically nerveless by curare, if one end of the muscle is stimu-

lated, the contraction travels as a wave of thickening to the other

end of the muscle, and the rate of propagation of this wave can be

recorded graphically. The above figure (fig. 149) represents one of

the numerous methods that have been devised for this purpose.

A muscle with long parallel fibres, like the sartorius, is taken ; it

• Physiological saline solution used for bathing living tissue is a 07 to o-g

per cent, solution of sodium chloride.
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U reprasented diagnunmatioally in the figure. It is itimul»t^

at the end, where the two wirt)«, + and —, are placed ; it it

grasped in two places by pincers, which are opened by the wave

of thickening ; the opening of the first pair of pincers (i) presses

on a drum or tambour connected to a second tambour with a re-

cording lever (i'), and this lever goes up first ; the lever (a') of the

tambour connected with the second pair of pincers (2) goes up later.

If the length of muscle between the pairs of pincers is measured,

and by a time-tracing the delay in the raising of the second lever

is ascertained, we have the arithmetical data for calculating the

rate of propagation of the muscle wave. It is about 3 metres

per second in frog's muscle, but is hastened by warmth and

delayed by cold and fatigue.

The Bfbot of Two sucoeasive Stimuli.

If a second stimulus follows the first stimulus, so that th

muscle receives the sooond stimulus before it has finished 00 i-

Fig. 150.—Trmdng of a double muade-onrve. To be read from left to right. While the

muacle was engaged in the first contraction (whoae complete ooune, had nothing inter-

vened, is indicated by the dotted line), a leoond induction-shock was thrown in, at such

a time that the second contraction began just as the flnt was beginning to decline.

The second cnrre is seen to start (ram the first, as doe* the first fnmi the base line.

(U. Foster.)

tracting under the influence of the fi«^t a second curve will

be added to the first, as shown in the accompanying diagram

(fig. 150). The third little curve is only due to elastic after-

vibration. This is called tupfv-potition, or summation of eftctt.

If the two stimuli are in such close succession that the second

occurs during the latent period of the first, the result will differ

according as the stimuli are maximal or submaximal. If they

are maximal, the second stimulus is without effect ; but if sub-
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maximal, the two stimuli are added together, aud though pro-

ducing a simple muscle curve, produce one which is bigger than

either would Imve produced separately. This is summation 0/
Himuli.

IfPsot of Moro fhut Two Stimuli.

Just as a second stimulus adds its ourre to that written as the

result of the arst, so a third stimulus superposes its effect on the

Fif . 151.—Can« of inoompleto teUnofi, obtained fraa Om natneneniini of » fros, wliete
the ahoeka were wnt ia from an indiietion ooil, about lizteen timea • aecond, br the
{ntermption of the prinuur cmrent by meana of a Tibntmg aprin^, which dipped into

a cup of meicury, and broke the prtmaiT current at each vibtation. (Tnuang to b«
read right to left.)'

second ; a fourth on the third, and so on. Each successive incre-

ment is, however, smaller than the preceding, and at last the

muscle remains at a maximum contraction, till it begins to relax

from fatigue.

Vig. 15a.—Cure of complete tetaana, from a aerie* of Terr rapid ahoeka from a magnetie
intwrnpter. {Txttiag to be read tight to left.)

A succession of stimuli may be sent into the nerve of a nerve-

muscle preparation by means of the Wagner's hammer of a coil, or

the vibrating reed previously mentioned (p. 117). This method
of stimulation is called faraditation. Figs. 151 and : 5 2 show
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the kind of tracing! 0D< 'b^aioK. Tim iiaini<er of oontraotions

comsponda to the numb " of nt)in'tluti"ii« ; the condition of pi\>-

longed contraction lo j,i kuu a, tli. raUBcle never relaxing com-

pletely between the indivi *iial cotitraotions of which it is made

up, i« called tetanu$ : invmpletc utanui, or eloniu, when the

individual contractions are dieoerniblc (ti^. 151); complete tetanua,

as in fig. 152, when the contractions ure completely fused to

form a continuous line without waves.

The rate of faradisation necessary to cause complete tetanus

varies a good deal ; for frog's muscle it averages 15 to 30 per

second; for the pale muscles of the rabbit, so per second; for the

more slowly contracting red muscles of the same animal, 10 per

oeoond ; and for the extremely slowly contracting muscles of the

tortoise a per second is enough. With fatigue, the rate necessary

to produce complete tetanus is diminished.

VolimtaiT Tetenus.

We have seen that voluntary muscles under the influence of

artificial stimuli may be made to contract in two ways ; a single

excitfcti(m cau'^es a sii^^^le contraction ; a rapid series of excitations

causes a series of contractions which fuse to form tetanus.

We now come to the important question, in which of these two

«?ays does voluntary muscle ordinarily contract ii) the body T The

answer to this is, that voluntary contraction resembles, though it

is not absolutely identical with, tetanus artificially produced. It

is certainly never a twitch. The nerve-cells from which the motor

fibres originate do not possess the power of sending isolated

impulses to the muscles ; they send a series of impulses which

result in a muscular tetanus,* or voluntary tetanus, as it may

conveniently be termed.

If a stethoscope is placed over any contracting muscle of the

human body, such as the biceps, a low sound is heard. The tone

of this sound, which was in tigated by Wollaston, and later by

Helmholtz, corresponds to thirty-six vibrations per second ; this

was regarded as the first overtone of a note of eighteen vibra-

tions per second, and for a long time 18 per second was believed

to be the rate of voluntary tetan .s.

The so-called " muscle sound " is, however, no indicati n of the

rate of muscular vibration. Any irregular aounu of low intensity

will produce the same note ; it is, in fact, the natural resunauce-

toue of the membrana tympani of the ear, and, therefore, selec^d

* The use of the word tetanus in physiology must not be confounded wiiii

the disease known by the same name, in which the most marked s-mptom is

an intense conditiou of mascular tetanos or cramp.
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by the organ of hearing when wo listen to any irregular mixture
of faint, low-pitched tonvh and noises.

A much more certain indi< ation of the rate of voluntary

tetaiiuM iw obtained by tde graphic mctiiod. Tht; myi.'.iraph«

hitherto dt'-,cribed are obvioiwly JiiiipplicabK' ^) the investij^atwn

of Hucli a problem in man. The mtrumcnt employed is 1 rrned

a tran»ini»»K>n myM/rnph. The nex t figure nhows the recording

part of the ipparatus.

It is calli'l a Marey s TaniiKUir. It consist-s of a drum, on the

membrane <
• which w n metallic disc ftwtened near one end of

a lever, the lar extremity of which carries a writing jjoint. The
interior of the dnmi is connected by an india-rubber tube (seen at

Hcrew toreKul 'teelevatioi of levn

Writin" lever. TamboiiT. Tub* to reoei\Tii(j

tambour.

Fi(f. I5J.—MareyV Tambour, t' which tl • movei. ent of iie ' uinn >f air in the flrht

tambour is ci. Inctt' r .i tube, »iid from whicl t contmuuicatt-d by th#
lever to a revolviDg eyunder, so that the tracin)r of the ; ivi iiient is obtained.

the right-hand end of tlie drawing' u a set md tambour called

the receiving tambiir, in wliich the vri'mg Jever is absent.

Now if the receiving lambour is held n -he hand, and the thumb
presses on the metallic disc on the arface c its membrane, the

air within it is set into vibrations of ' »

occurrinLT in the thuni' muscles; and

the recording taTutjour aid arc written m .

the end <>f tli* k .er on a recDrdinir travellitiji

The tracing obtained is very like that in ( 'j;. 151 ; it is aji

incomplete tet^mus, which by a time raarkci can be seen to b>e

made up of ic to 12 vibrations a second.

In some disease^ these tremors are much increased, ;i8 in the

clonic convulsions >f epilepsy, or tii<»se produced by strychnine

poisoning, It tli- rate is the same.

Similar tracinu can be obtained in animals by strappiuL' he

receiving tambou on the surface of a muscle, and causing it to

contract by stimulating the brain or spinal corn. The rate

of stimulation makes no difference ; however slow or fast the

K.P. K

' !ate as those

ae propagated to

magnified form by

rfiice.
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stimuli occur, the nerve-cells of the central nervous system give

out impulses at their own normal rate.

The same is seen in a reflex action. If a tracing is taken from

a frog's gastrocnemius, the muscle being left in connection with

the rest of the body, its tendon only being severed and tied to a

lever, and if the sciatic nerve of the other leg is cut through, and

the end attached to the spinal cord is stimulated, an impulse passes

up to the cells of the cord, and is then reflected down to the gastroc-

nemius, under observation. The impulse has thus to traverse

nerve-cells ; the rate of stimulation then makes no difference ; the

reflex contraction occurs at the same rate, i o or 12 per second.

But now a difficulty arises ; if a twitch only occupies ^\ of a

second, there would be time for ten complete twitches in a

second ; they would not fuse to form even an incomplete tetanus.

There must be some means by which each individual contraction

can be lengthened till it fuses with the next contraction ; or, in

other words, our results of electrical stimulation of excised muscles

must not be applied without reserve to the contraction of the

intact muscles in the living body in response to the will. Recent

experiments made by Sir J. Burdon Sanderson on the electrical

variation that accompanies voluntary movements, have shown

that this is the case : each component of the so-called voluntary

tetanus is a much-prolonged single contraction ; a condition which

closely resembles the tonic contraction of involuntary muscle.

Lever St/stems.—The arrangement 01 the muscles, tendons, and

bones presents examples of the three systems of levers which

will be known to anyone who has studied mechanics ; the student

of anatomy will have no difficulty in finding examples of all three

systems in the body. What is most striking is that the majority

of cases are levers of the third kind, in which there is a loss of

the mechanical power of a lever, though a gain in the rapidity

and extent of the movement.

Most muscular acts involve the action of several muscles, often

of many muscles. The acts of walking and running are examples

of very complicated muscular actions in which it is necessary not

only that many muscles should take part, but also must do so in

their proper order pnd in due relation to the action of auxiliary

and antagonistic muscles. This harmony in a complicated mus-

cular action is called co-ordination.

By the device of taking instantaneous photographs at rapidly

repeated intervals during a muscular act, the details of different

modes of locomotion in man and other animals have been very

thoroughly worked out. With this branch of research the name

of Prof. Marey is intimately associated.
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CHAPTER XI.

KXTENSIBILITY, ELASTICITY, AND WORK OF MUSCLE.

Muscle is both extennble and elastic. It is stretched by a

weight, thai is, it pos> sses extensibility ; when the weight is

taken off, it returns to its original length, that is, it possesses

elasticity. The two properties do m t necessarily go together;

thus a piece of putty is very extensible, but it is not elastic

;

Fig. 154.—(After Waller.)

a piece of steel or a ball of ivory are only slightly extensible, but

after the stretching force has been removed they return to their

original size and shape very perfectly.

A substance is said to be strongly elastic, when it offers a great

resistance to external forces : steel and ivory are strongly elastic.

A substance is said to be perfectly elastic, when its return to

its original shape is absolute ; again steel and ivory may be

quoted as examples.

Muscle is very extensible, i.e., it is easily stretched ; it is feebly

elastic, i.e., it opposes no great resistance to external force ; it

is, however, perfectly elastic ; that is, it returns to its original

shape very exactly after stretching. This is true in the c.a.se of

living muscle within the body, but after very great stretching

K 8
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;

<

even in the body, and still more so after removal from the body,

when it begins to undergo degenerative changes culminating in

death, its elasticity is less perfect. The cohesion of muscular

tissue is less than that of tendon. E. Weber stated that a

frog's muscle one centimetre square in transverse section will

support a weight of a kilogramme (over 2 lbs.) without rupture,

but this diminishes as the muscle gradually dies.

The extensibility of any material may be studied and recorded

by measuring the increase of length which occurs when that

material is loaded with diflFerent weights. In Helmholtz' myograph

(fig. 140), different weights may be placed in the scale-pan beneath

the muscle, and the increase of length recorded on a stationary

blackened cylinder by the downward movement of the writing

point ; the cylinder may then be moved on a short distance, more

weight added, and the additional increase of length similarly

recorded, and so on for a succession of weights.

If this experiment is done with some non-living substance, like

a steel spring or a piece of india-rubber, instead of a living

muscle, it is found that the amount of stretching is proportional

to the weight; a weight = 2 produces an extension twice as

great as that produced by a weight= 1 ; in this way one obtains

a tracing like that seen on the left hand of figure 154, and the

dotted line drawn through the lowest points of the extensions is

a straight one.

With muscle, however, this is different ; each successive ad-

dition of the same weight produces smaller and smaller incre-

ments of extension, and the dotted line obtained is a curve.

A continuous curve of extensibility may be obtained by placing

a gradually and steadily increasing force beneath the muscle

instead of a succession of weights added at interA'als. Tho most

convenient way of doing this is to use a steel spring, which is

gradually and steadily extended : and the writing point connected

to the muscle inscribes its excureion on a slowly moving cylinder.

If, then, after the muscle has been stretched, the steel spring is

gradually and steadily relaxed, the muscle retracts and again writes

a cufA-e now in the reverse direction, until it regains its original

length.* But in muscles removed from the body, unless they are

very slightly loaded, the return to the original length is never

complete ; the nuiscle is permanently longer to a slight extent,

which varies with the amount of the previous loading.

• A mathem.afin.al examination of these curveo ghows that thoy are not

rectangular hyperbf)la, as they were once considered. They are very vari-

able in form and cannct he identified with any knowu mathematical curve.
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If the muscle is slowly loaded and slowly unlof .ed, the curva-

ture of its tracing is much more marked than if the experiment

is done rapidly.

The following three tracings are reproduced from some obtained

by Dr. Brodie. In the method used, the records are not com-

plicated by the curve of a lever, but the movement was simply

magnified by a beam of light falling on a mirror attached to the

end of the muscle, and

reflected on to a travelling

photographic plate. Each

tracing is to be read from

right to left j the first one

(A) shows the result of

stretching a steel spring by

a steadily nicreasing force

;

the end of the spring gets

lower and lower, and de-

scribes a sti'aight line ; at

the apex of the tracing

unloading began and went

on steadily till the spring

once more regained its

initial length. The up-

stroke, like the downstroke,

is a straight line. In B
and C muscles were used

;

it will be noticed that the

muscle docs not regain its

original length after unload-

ing, and that after unload-

ing the upward tendency

of the tracing represents after-retraction. In B, the extension

was applied rapidly, the tracing is almost a straight line ; in C,

the extension was brought about more slowly, and the tracing is a

curve ; in both cases the tracing of the period of unloading shows

more curvature.

This introduces us to what is

retraction.

immediate

continues for some time : or if

Fig. 155.- Ciirves of extensibiUtjr. (Brodie.)

called after extension and after

That is to say, after a muscle is weighted there is an

elongation, followed by a gradual elongation which

a muscle has been weiyrhted and

is then unloaded there is an immediate slackening, followed by a

gradual after retraction.

This may be shown by looking at the graphic records shown

in the next diagram. It will be noticed that the extension is
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greatest when the muscle is in a contracted condition, and
smallest when it is dead (in rigor). In fatigue the after extension

is very marked, and the return after unloading very imperfect.

We may now give the results of an actual experiment ; a
muscle was loaded with successive weights of 50, 100, 150, etc.,

grammes, and its length carefully measured in ccntiiaetres.

Load ....
Total extension . .

Increment of extension

50
32

100
6
2-8

ISO
8

2

200

95
IS

250 300
10 10-3

OS 0-3

Figure 156 shows that the contracted muscle is more exten-

sible than the uncontracted muscle. This may be still further

illustrated by an example given

on the opposite page in the form
of a diagram.

The thick lines represent the

contracted muscle, the thin ones

the uncontracted. It is repre-

sented as being stretched by dif-

ferent weights indicated along

the top line ; and the lengths

under the influence of these

weights are separated by equal

distances. Thus AC represents

the length of the uncontracted

muscle, A B of the contracted

muscle when unloaded. A' C
and A' B' the same under the in-

fluence of a weight of 5 o grammes,
and so on.

The curve connecting the ends

of the lengths of the contracted

muscle falls faster than that

obtained from the uncontracted

one, until at the point P under
the influence of a weight of 250
grammes, the two curs'es meet

;

that is to say, 250 grammes is

the weight which the muscle is

just unable to lift. Suppose a

muscle has to lift the weight of

200 grammes, it begins with a length A" C", but when it con-

tracts it has a length A" B", that is, it has contracted a distance

of B" C", which is very small ; when it has to lift a less weight

In rigor

1

In tttanu$

Normal

Fatigued

^f

/"^

Fig. 156.— Extensibility of muscle in
different states ; tested by 50 grammes
applied for short periods. Tracings to
be read from left to right.

Waller.)
(After
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it shortens more, when a greater weight it shortens less ; till

when it shortens least it lifts the greatest weight.

This experiment illustrates the general truth that when a

muscle is contracted it is more extensible. At the point P the

energy tending to shorten the muscle (its contractile itower) ia

exactly equal to the energy tending to lengthen it against its

elastic force. Thus we have the apparent paradox at this point

that a muscle when contracted has exactly the same length as

when uncontracted ; but this is a matter of everyday experience

;

if one tries to lift a weight beyond one's strength, one fails to

raise it, but nevertheless one's muscles have been contracting in

50 100 150 200 250

Cuntracted'

Uncontracted

A

B

A' A"

LB'

( ^y
1

5°^

Fig. 157.

the effort; they have not contracted in the narrow sense of

becoming shorter, but that is not the only change a muscle

undergoes when it contracts ; the other changes, electrical, ther-

mal, chemical, etc., have taken place, as evidenced in one's own

person by the fact that the individual ha'< ~ot warm in his efforts,

or may even feel fatigue afterwards.

But the paradox does not end here, for if diagram 1 5 7 is again

looked at, it will be seen that beyond the point P the two curves

cross ; in other words, the muscle may even elongate due to

increase of extensibility when it contracts. This is known after

its discoverer as Weber's paradox.

Influence of Temperature on Ejctensibility.— If a piece of iced

india-rubber is taken and stretched by a weight, its retractility

when the weight is removed is very small. If, now, wlien the

weight is on it, it is warmed at one point as by placing the hand

on it, its retractility is increased and it coulracts, raisii g the

weight. Some physiologists have considered that muscular con-
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traction can be explained in this way ; they have supposed that
the heat formed in muscular contraction acts like warmth as
applied to india-rubber. This view is, however, incorrect. It is

much more probable that there is no causal relationship between
the temperature-change and the extensibility-change which occur
when muscle contracts ; both are simultaneously produced by a
common cause, called a stimulus.

Moreover, the influence of heat on muscle is by no means the
same as that on india-rubber. This influence is not invariable,
and at certain temperatures near the freezing-point, and under
the influence of certain weights, actual elongation may occur when
the temperature is raised.

Muscular Tonus.

In the living animal, muscles are more or less stretched, but
never taut between their two attachments. They are in a state of
tonicity or tonus, and when divided they contract and the two parts
separate. Thus a muscle, even at rest, is in a favourable condition
to contract without losing time or energy in taking in slack.

Muscular tonus is under the control of the nervous system
(on the reflex character of this control, see later, under Tendon
Reflexes, Chapter XLVH.); the muscles lengthen when their
nerves are divided, or when they are rendered physiologically
nerveless by curare. Besides the nervous system, the state of
muscular nutrition dependent on a duo supply of healthy blood
must also be reckoned as important in maintaining muscular tonus.

Work of Muscle.

The question of muscular work is intimately associated with
that of elasticity. In a technical sense, work (W) is the product
of the load {I) and the height {h) to which it is raised. W = / x A.

Thus in fig. 157, when the muscle is unloaded the work done
is nil

: W = BC X = O. When the load is 250, again the work
done is nil, because then h= 0. With the load 5 o, W = B'C X 5 o.

If the height is measured in feet and the load in pounds, work
is expressed in terms of foot-poiuids. If the height is measured
in millimetres or metres, and the load in grammes, the work is

expressed in gramme-millimetres or gramme-metres respectively.
This may be shown diagrammatically by marking on a hori-

zontal base line or abscissa, distances proportionate to different
weights, and vertical lines (oi-dinates) drawn through these repre-
sent the height to which they are lifted (see fig. 158).
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In the diagram (fig. 158) the figures along the base line represent
grammes, and the figures along the vertical line represent milli-
metres. The work done as indicated by the first line is i o x 5 = 50
gramme-millimetres, the next 20x6=120 gramme-millimetres,

Fig. 158.—Diagram to show the mode of meusurinij muscle work. (M'Kendriik.)

and so on, while the last on the right, 100x3 = 300 gramme-
millimetres. It is thus seen that the height of a muscle curve is

no measure of the work done by the muscle unless the weight
l.'fted is taken into account as well.

The following figures are taken from an actual experiment done
with the frog's gastrocnemius (Weber) :

—

Weight lifted. Height. Work done.

'5 grammes
IS

30

276 millimetres

251
"•45

73

138 irrammc-millimetre

376
286
219

The work increases with the weight up to a certain maximum,
after which a diminution occurs, more or less rapidly, according
as the muscle is fatigued.

Similar experiments have been made in human beings, weigiits
being lifted by the

calf muscles, or elbow

muscles, leverage being

allowed for. In the

higher animals the

energy so obtained

compared with the

frog is about twice as

great for the same
volume of muscular
tissue.

*'ig- ^59 represents a common form of dynamometer for

clinical use, employed in testing the muscles of the arms and

Fig. 159.—Dynamometer.
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bauds. It is squeezed by tbe band, and an index represents kilo-

grammes of pressure.

Tbe muscle, regarded as a macbine, is sometimes compared to

artificial macbines like a steam-engine. A steam-engine is sup-

plied witb fuel, tbe latent energy of wbicb is transfonned into

work and beat. Tbe carbon of tbe coal unites witb oxygen to

form carbonic acid, and it is in tbis process of combustion or

oxidation tbat beat and work are liberated. Similar, thougb

more complicated, combustions occur in muscle. In a steam-

engine a good deal of fuel is consumed, but tbere is great economy

in tbe consumption of tbe living muscular material. Take tbe

work done by a gramme (about 1 5 grains) of muscle in raising a

weigbt of 4 grammes to tbe beigbt of 4 metres (about 1 3 feet)

;

in doing this work probably less tban a tbousandtb part of tbe

muscle bas been consumed.

Next let us consider tbe relationsbip between tbe work and tbe

beat produced. An ordinary locomotive wastes about 96 per

cent, of its available energy as beat, only 4 per cent, being

represented as work. In tbe best triple-expansion steam-engine

the work done rises to 12-5 per cent, of tbe total energy.

In muscle, various experimenters give different numbers. Thus,

Fick calfulated tbat 33 per cent, of tbe mechanical energy is

available as work ; later be fouiid tbis estimate too bign, and

stated the number as 25 ; Cbauveau gives 12 to 15 ; M'Kendrick

17. Thus muscle is a little more economical tban the best

steam-engines ; but tbe muscle has tbis great advantage over any

engine, for tbe beat it produces is not wasted, but is used for

keeping up the body temper iture, the fall of wbicb below a certain

point would lead to death not only of the muscles but of tbe

body generally.

So far we have been speaking as thou{:li the only active phase of muscular

contraction is the j)cri<Kl of shortening. It is. however, extremely probable,

though not yet proved that lengthening is also an active process. This was

originally mooted by Fick. who pointed out that the fall of a muscle lever

(luring the relaxation ])eriod is of variable sjx-ed. and is obviously not due to

the passive elongation of the muscle by gravity ; the way in which this part

of the curve is varietl by such agencies as temperature, and drugs like vera-

trine. also iiidicates that relaxation is an indei)eiident process.

Jx:itiniir and hoiiirf ric ('iii-n-».—\i in recording the contr.iction of a

muscle, the loiid is applied vertically under the muscle, its jmll upon the

muscle varies durin<r the successive stages of a single contraction, owing to

the inertia of the loail. In order to avoid tiiis variation in tension, it is

usual to apply the weight at a point close to the fulcrum of the recording

lever, so that when i!n lever is raised, the weight remains practically

st.ationary. and thus the error due to its inertia i«- avoid'il Tn order to

apply the necessary tension to the muscle, the weight hanging on the lever

must !« increased in the ratio of the distances of the muscle and weight

from the fulcrum. A twitch recorded under such circumstances is called
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i»oto»ic, #>., one in which the tension reniainH con8tant throughout. If. on
the other hand, the muscle is fixeil at both ends, and then excited, the
resultinff activity expresses itself in n phase of increasing tensi(.n followwl
by one of tiecrensing tension. It" tlie alterations of tension are reconied,
we obtain what is calleil an i»imrtric curve. This curve is obtained by
making the muscle pull against a spring which is so strong that the muscle
can only move it to a very slight extent. This slight movement is then
highly magnified. The curve thus obtained! resembles in its main features
an isotonic, contraction, but its maximum is reache«l earlier, and it returns
to the zero jmsition sooner. The flat top of the isometric curve describe«l by
the earlier olwervers was due to the imperfection of the instruments employeii.
The tracings of muscle curves given in previous illustrations (see tijrs. 145
to 147) were obtained by the isotonic metho«l. but it is probable that the
isometric curve is a more faithful record of the variations in the intensity
of the contraction process than that yielded by the isot(mic method. The
momentum or swing of a light lever such as is used for obtaining isotonic
curves will no doubt account for the extra upward movement it executes.
The whole matter is under keen discussion at present, and the foregoing
view is that expressed by Kaiser. Schcnk, on the other hand, maintains
what appears to Ije an imnrobable idea that there are really two kinds
of change in muscle, which account for the difference obtaine<l by the
two methods.

CHAPTER XII.

THE ELECTRICAL PHENOMENA OF MUSCLE.

Wk have seen that the chemical processes occurring in muscular
contraction lead to a transformation of energy into work and
heat. These changes are accompanied by electrical disturbances
also.

The historj'* of animal electricity forms one of the most
fascinating of chapters in physiological discovery. It dates from
1786, when Galvani made his first observations. Galvani was
Professor of Anatomy and Physiology at the University of Bologna,
and his wife was one day preparing some frogs' legs for dinner,
when she noticed that the apparently dead legs became convulsed
when sparks were emitted from a frictional electrical machine
which stood by. Galvani then Avished to try the eflfect of

lightning and atmospheric electricity on animal tissues. So he
hung up some frogs' legs to the iron trellis-work round the roof
of his house by means of copper hooks, and saw that they con-
tracted whenever the wind blew them against the iron. He

• For a full and interesting account of this subject the reader is referred
to Professor M'Kendrick's " Test-book of Physiology," vol. i.. chap, xviii.
The account in the text is mainly a brief summary of this chapter.
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imagined this to be due to electricity secreted by the animal

tissues, and this new principle was called Galvanum. But all his

contempuraries did not agree with this idea, and most prominent

among his opponents was Volta, Professor of Physics at another

Italian university, Puvia. He considered that the muscular con-

tractions were not due to animal electricity, but to artificial

electricity produced by contact with different metals.

The controversy was a keen and lengthy one, and was ter-

minated by the death of Galvani in 1798. Before he died, how-

ever, he gave to the world the experiment known &a " contraction

without metals," winch we shall study presently, and which con-

clusively proved the existence of aniuuil electricity. Volta, how-

ever, never believed in it. In his hand electricity took a physical

turn, and the year after Galvani's death he invented the Voltaic

pile, the progenitor of our modem batteries. Volta was right in

maintaining that galvanism can be produced independently of

animals, but wrong in denying that electrical currents could be

obtained from animal tissues. Galvani was right in maintaining

the existence of animal electricity, but wrong in supposing that

the contact of dissimilar metals with tissues proved his point.

This conclusion has been arrived at by certain new methods of

investigation. In 1820 Oersted discovered electro-magnetism:

Fig. 160. Fig. 161.

that is, when a galvanic current passes along a wire near a

magnetic needle, the needle is deflected one way or the other,

according to the direction of the current. This led to the inven-

tion of the astatic needle and the galvanometer, an instrument by

which very weak electrical currents can be detected. For a long

time the subject of animal electricity, however, fell largely into

disrepute, because of the quackery that grew up around it. it is

not entirely free from this evil nowadays ; but the scientific in-

vestigation of the subject has led to a considerable increase of
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knowledge, and among the names of modern physiologiHts associated
with it must be particularly mentioned
those of Du Bois Keymond and Her-
mann.

Before we can study these it is,

however, nece-sary that we should

understand tb instruments employed.

The GalTimometer.—The essen-

tial part of a galvanometer is a mag-
netic needle su&pended by a delicate

thread ; a wire coils round it ; and if

a current flows through the wire, the

needle is deflected. Suppose a man to

V>e swimming with the current with his

Big. 162. — Reflecting galvanometer. (Thomson.)
A. The galvanometer consiiits of two syitema
of Hmall astatic needleo Kuspended by a fine hair
from a Huppirt, no that each net of needles ia
within a coil of fine insulated copper wire, that
forming the lower coil being wound m an opposite
direction to the upper. Attached to the upper
net of needlcH in a small mirror about

J inch
in diameter ; the light from the lamp at B ia
thrown upon thin littlemirror,and is reflectedupon
theHcaleontheotherHideofB,notshown in figure.
The coils m / are arranged up<m brass uprights,
and their ends are eumed to the binding
screws. The whole apparatus is placed upon a
vulcanite plate capable of being levelled by the
screw supports, and is covered bv a braNs-bound
glass shade, the cover of which "is also of brass,
and supports a brass rod A, on which moves a
weak curvt'd magnet m. C is the shunt bv means
of which the amount of the current sent "into the
galvanometer may be regulated. When in use the Q
sfale is placed about three feet from the galvano-

^^£' ^'^''^K"l•*^5'^'*' fu"',
"""^ y^\- *•»* '"""P •" "ifhted, the mirror is made to

f.^ftu « .^''* 'i""?,-''v 'iJ^P " a<liusted to fall upon it, and it is then regulateduntU the reflected spot of light from it falls up<m the zero of the scale. The wires from
the non-wJansal;!.- electi-odrs tourhmg the mu:*i;W aiv attached to the ouwr binding
screws of the galvanometer, a key ratervening for short circuiting, or if a portion only
of the current IS to pass into the galvanometer, the shunt should intervene as well with

.^^'''^n!^^*® 'Jl""
'"• ^^^° " ™""^"t P««'<«' into the galvanometer the needles

and, with them, th/> mirror, are turned to the right or left acconiing to the direction of
the current. The amount of the deflection of the needle is marked on the scale bv- the
spot of light travelling along it.
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face to the needle, the north pole ia turned to the left hand.

But such a wraple inHtrument as that ihowu in fig. 160 would not

detect the feeble currenta obtained from animal tiMues. It n

necewwry to increase the delicacy of the apparatus, and this is

done in several ways. In the first pUce, the needle must be

rendered attatie, that is, independent of the earth's magnetism.

The simplest way of doing this is to fix two needles together (as

shown in fig. 161), the north polo of one pointing the same way

as the south pole of the other. The current is led over one

needle and then over the other ; the effect is to produce a

deflection in each in the same direction, and so the sensitiveness

of the instrument is doubled. If now the wire is coiled not

only once, but twice or more in the same position, each coil has

its effect on the needles ; the multiplication of the effect of a

weak current in this way is accomplished in actual galvanometers

by many hundreds of turns of fine wire.

Fig. 1 6a illustrates the best galvanometer: t< d of Sir

William Thomson (now Lord Kelvin). It is called a reflecting

galvanometer, because the observer does not actuaVy watch the

moving needle, but a spot of light reflected from a little mirror,

which is attached to and moves with the needle. A very small

movement of the needle is rendered evident, because the move-

ment of the spot of light being, as it were, at the end of a long

lever—namely, the beam of light, magnifies it.

Non-polarisable Electrodes—If a galvanometer is connected

with a muscle by wires which touch the muscle, electrical currents

are obtained iu the circuit which are set up by the contact of

metal with muscle. The currents so obtained form no evidence

of electro-motive force in the muscle itself. It is therefore

necessary that the wires from the galvanometer should have

interposed between them and the muscle some form of electrodes

which are non-polarisable. Fig. 163

shows one of the earliest non-polarisable

electrodes of Du Bois Reymond. It

consists of a zinc trough on a vulcanite

base. The inner surface of the trough

is amalgamated and nearly filled with

a saturated solution of zinc sulphate.

In the trough is placed a cushion of

blotting-paper, which projects over the

edge of the trough ; on it there is a

pad of china clay or kaolin, moistened

with physiological '* solution (08 per

cent. NaCl) ; on this pad one end of the mus- ^ s. The binding

screw (k) connects the instrument to the galvanometer ; the other

Fig. 163.—Non-polariwble elec-

trode of Du Bois Beymond.
(M'Kendrick.)
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end, ortlie middle of die same muscle, is eo- ncctwl l,v iinothor
non-iioliii isiiMe eloctnMlc iu the ^ une w »y to i ae otli. r side of the

Pi». ici.—Diajfnun of Du Bob Rermond'i non-polsrirable eleetnvlM « .u„ „.»„ an i
»1th a ntunted Mlutlon of il^c lulphste. it, the rad ! ofwhlp1?i. „V?-

fube flllt ,1

out to , point: the eUy jh nioiHten& WT'h > rNTri dilution • fa. the^l"'*^'' "amaltranuited zinc rod in immemd and -onneit^ .^nuin^:.! f»rJ2.^'"" ?L'!t"

tion. The .nu«.le and the end of the .^S™ WtTX'i;^ t!- 'thTriVht oWfltJSl'"""

galvanometer. If there is any electrical ditterence of potential
(that 18, difference in amount of iwaitive or nepitive electricity)
between the two parts of the muscle tiius led off, there will be i

Fig. 165. -Arrangement for measuring the electromotive force of muscle
(M Kendriek.)

swing of the galvanometer needle : the galvanometer detects the
existence and direction of any current that occurs.

^^^^^"^ ^^""'^ * '"'"^ convenient form of non-polarisable
eiectrooes.

3i\
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In order to measure the strength (electromotive force) of such currents,

the mere amount of swing of the needle is only a very rough indication,

and in accurate work the arrangement shown in fig. 165 must be used.

Fig. 166.—Lippmann's CapUlary Electrometer. iAfter WaUer.^ .

I Pri-Kxure apparatus and micr<«ci.pe on sUnd of which the capUlary tube U

2. CapillHry tube, fixed in outer tube containing 10 per cent, sulphuric acid

the platinum wires are also shown.
, , , , ^,

3. rapillary and column of ineicurj- as seen m the field of the microscope.

I3<

Fiir 16- -Frou's hiart. Dii lu.-ic variution. Simultaneous photoKraph of a sinRl.'W
.upper black line . andthe arcomiwnymK .l.Ttiical change ui<li<Hted by the l.'vel of

the black ari'a, which shows the vaiying level of mercurj- in a capillary electrometer.

(Waller. J

iPI
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ISf
electromotive force is usually measured in terms of a standard Daniell

cell. The two surfaces of the muscle (M) are connected to a jralvanometer(B)
,
the needle swings, and then a fraction of a Daniell cell is iiitro<luced

111 the reverse direction so as to neutralise the muscle current, and bring

Fig. i68^Hiiman heart. Dipha«ic variation, ee. and simultaneous cardioimim

fwSler^
sulphuric acid, and from the le?t foit to the merculrj^

liack the needle to rest. From th° Daniell cell K, wires pass to the ends a h
of a long platinum wire of high resistance, called the compensator ;

<• is a
slider on this wire : ,1 and e are connected to the galvanometer, the com-
mutator C enabling the observer to ensure that the current from the Daniell
passes in the opposite direction to that produced bv the muscle. If the

Fi(f. log.-Scht'rae nf a KhiHttoino. iWalltr.)

sillier r is placed at the end h of the C()m|)i,'iis;itor. the whole strenirth of
the Daniell will Ik; .sent through the galvanometer and will more than
neutralise the muscle current : if ,• i.s half way between a and h. lialf the
Darnells strength will be .sent in: but this is also ton mnch : «/• willbe found
to he only (juite a small fraction of ab : and this fraction wi'.l correspond
to a proportional fraction of tlie electromotive force of the Daniell cell.

K.P.
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Lippmann's OapiUary Electrometer.—This instrument is often used

instead of the jralvanometer. It consists of a glass tube drawn out at one

"1 1 to » fine capillary and filled with mercury. It is connected to an

apparatus by which the pressure on this mercury can be lowered or increased.

The open capillary tube is enclosed within another tube filled with lo per cent,

sulphuric acid. Two platinum wires fused through the glass, pass respectively

into the mercury and the acid, and the other ends of these wires are connected

by electrodes to two portions of the surface of a muscle. The capillary

tube is observed by a microscope ; the surtace of the mercury is in a state of

tension which is easily increased or diminished by variations of electrical

potential, and the mercury moves in the direction of the negative pole.

If the shadow of the mercurial column is thrown upon a travelling sensi-

tive photographic plate, photographs are obtained which show the electrical

variations in a living tissue in a graphic manner. The instrument is exceed-

ingly sensitive, and' its indications are practically instantaneous. Figs.

F67 and 168 indicate the kind of result one obtains with the heart, wliicii

will be more fully discussed when we are considering that organ.

The Bheotome.—This is an instrument by means of which the time <)f

the occurrence of electrical disturl)ances in relation to the contraction

of a muscle can be determined. This is in principle cflFectcd by a

revolving bar carrying two contacts, one in the primary or exciting circuit

(I. I. 1,0, one in the galvanometer circuit (2. 2. 2. 2). The bar revolves,

and by making or breaking the j)rimary circuit sends an induction shock

into the nerve at the same instant.

The muscle is connected by non-polaris;ible electrodes to the galvano-

meter ; this circuit includes the brass blocks 2. 2. on the disc over which the

bar revolves, and a compensator not shown in the figure to neutralise any

current set up by the muscle in a state of rest. If an electrical change

occurs in the muscle, it is only noticed by the galvanometer if at the same

time the bar on its revolution connects the two brass blocks on the disc, and

so completes the circuit. The apparatus can be set so that the bar makes

the primary contact (i. i) simultaneously with the galvanometer contacts,

or that the >ralvanometer contact is made, i, 2. 3, &c. hundredths of a second

later than the primary contact. If the two are closed simultaneously the

eijctriual condition of the muscle is tapju'd off at the moment of excitation ;

if the galvanometer contact is closed fi,, j,V„ i3o,
&c. second after excitation,

the electrical condition of the muscle at that particular instant is ascertained.

By a number of experiments with different intervals between the making

of the two contacts, one ascertains how long after the excitation the change

in the electrical condition of the muscle takes place.

AW

We can now paas on to a consideration of results.

In muscles that are removed from the body, it is found that

on leading off two parts of their surface to a galvanometer, the

galvanometer needle generally swings. The most marked result

is obtained with a piece of n uscle in wliich the fibres run parallel

to one another, and the longitudinal .surface is connecletl witii one

of the cut ends by a wire (2 in fig. 170).

On the course of the wire a galvanometer indicates that a

current flows from the centre to the cut end outside the nniscle,

and from the cut end to the centre inside the muscle. If, now,

the muscle is thrown into tetanic conuaction, the needle returns

more or less com{)letely to the position of rest.

Du Bois Ueyn)ond, who lii-st described these facts, called the
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first current the current of rest, and the second current, the

current of action ; the change in direction is indicated by the

expression negative variation ; this means tliat the cun'ent of

action is in the opposite direction to the current of rest, and
therefore lessens or neutraUses it. The won! negative is there-

fore used in its arithmetical, not its electrical sense. Du Bois

Reymond explained this by supposing that a muscular fibre is

Fig. 170.—Diagram of the currents in a muscle prism. (Du Bois Beymond.)

built up of molecules, each of which is positive in the centre

and negative at both ends. So when a muscle is cut across,

a number of the negative ends of these molecules is exposed.

On contraction the difference between the centre and ends of each

molecule is lessened, and the resultant effect on the whole muscle

(made up of such molecules) is similar.

There is no doubt about the facts as described by Du Bois

Reymond. We now adopt, however, an entirely different view of

their meaning : in causing this revolution of ideas the principal

part has been played by Hermann. The new idea is that the

so-called current of rest does not exist ; it is really a current

produced by injury, and is now generally called a detnarcatim

current : the more the ends of the muscle are injured the more
negative they become; and when they are coiniected tc the

uninjured centre, a current natumlly is set up as described by Du
Bois Reymond. If a muscle is at rest and absolutely uninjured it

is iso-ulectric ; that is, it gives no current at all when two parts of

it are connected together by a wire.

Since Du Hois Reymond's researches, the electrical changes

which occur (luring a single twitch have been studied iilso, and
before wo can undcrsUmd the "negntivo variation" of tetanus,

it is obviously neees.sary to con.sider the I'lcctrical variation which

h 2

^S^9^.^P^ .*ti'A)F^ tliffiOiK'^ >•
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takes place during a twitch, for tetanus is made up of a fused

series of twitches.

The electrical change during a twitch is called a diphasic

variation. The contracting part of a muscle becomes first more

negative than it was before ; it then rapidly returns to its

previously positive condition. The increase of negativity indicates

a disturbance of the stability of the tissue ; the return of the

galvanometer needle is the result of a return of the muscular

tissue to a state of rest. If the muscle is stimulated at one end,

a wave of contraction travels along it to the other end. This

muscle wave (see p. 125) may be most readily studied in a

curarised muscle, that is, in a muscle which is physiologically

nerveless. The electri-
"

cal variation travels jX

the same rate as the

visible contraction, but

precedes it.

Suppose two points

(p) and ((/) of the

muscle are connected

by non-pol.' rsable elec-

trodes to a galvano-

meter, and that the

muscle wave is htarted

by a single stimulus

applied at A : as so<^n

as the wave reached (/() this point becomes negative to ('/),

and therefore a current flows from (»/) to (;/) through the

galvnnometer (G). .\ moment later the two points are ecjui-

potential and i;'j current flows ; a minute fraction of a second *

later this balance is upset, and now when the wave reacnes the

point ('/), that point is negative to (y<), and the galvanometer

needle moves in the opposite direction.

The electrical variations may also be investigated by the

capillary electrometer ; the mercury moves first in one direction,

and then rapidly returns to its former position. The deep black

curve in the next figure (fig. 172) shows the record obtaining by

photographing the movement of the coliunn of mercury on a

rapidly tnivelling jihotogn ohic plate.

The c.i|iilliiiy <?k'clii»nn;lc! has the ailvaiitii>r<' (if u'lviiijr us the iiiuaii^ of

nicasuriii}.' the time of riTisct nii.l (lun'timi of tlic cln-nicnl <listuiliaiii'c. aiiii

i'X|iciiin<'iils n\'M\v witf! tliis iii~lniiiu'i • coiiHrm tin- I'liilicr cxiMTiinctit- inadc

with the ilientonif. 'llu-vsh<>w Un; the chaiifrf only lasts a ff tlio\isaiiiltli>

* Tl.'c tjnic will vary with the ilistaiice hctwct'ii ( /») ami ( '/ I.

Fi?. i;i.

l.M/'i».«.'!.
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of a seconil. and is over Ions; lH.'foi'e the othor changes in form, etc.. are

coiniiletetl. Sir J. Ilurdon Sainlersoii jbIvcs the followinjf nunilx;r» from
experiments with the frog's }rastro<'neniius. When the niusele is exeited

throu^'h its nerve the electrical response l»etrins „},, and the change of form

lilvi
seeonil after the stimulation : the second pliase. that is. the return to

the previous condition, begins ,«,'„ second after excitation. When the muscle

is directly excited, the latent peritKl is much shorter, the c>,ai re in form
Ijeginning !,{,-, and the electrical change in less than ^,i„,

second after

excitation.

KiK- 172.— l)il>1iasiccurvc(l>lHrk)of till- iioniial sartnriiis. Tlif ^'rcy curve in tin' moiinliliasic

ciirvi- of tUf sjiiiii' niiis<-li' wIihh onf p|i'ctn>in<'t<'r iimtart was (ilai'tsl on tlif iiijiirwl

f nil. Tilt* two plioto^intpliic iiirvcs art- iilarcil one over tlif otliersiithat the l)eginMin)(s

ei)inoi(|H. (Uuplon Hanclerson.)

If, however, instead of exaniining the electrical change in the

muscle ill the manner depicted in fig 1 7 1, one electrode is placed

on the uninjured

surface and the

other on the cut

end (see fig. 173),

the electrical re-

sponse is a dif-

ferent one.

Under these

circumstances,

the electrical

change {aumoHO-

phasir I'liriation,

for when the

muscle wave reaches ((/), this part of the muscle, owing to its

injured state, does not respond to the excitatory condition, and

the electrical respottse is also extinguished.

The grey otirve in fig. 172 is the graphic record of the change

as revealed by the capillary electrometer. It will be seen that the

ascending limb of tlie curve is identical in the two cases, but that

the second phase is absent. From the j)oint at which the diphasic

curve ap[)n>acheH its culruinati"n the injury curve diverges from

it, contiiniing to ascend ; the line soon after becomes horizontal,

••2*-vS;'^»=J
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and then begins slowly to decline. This long tail denotes only the
gradual disappearance of polarisation of the mercury meniscus.

The mt'iuiinff iif sii<-h photojjrK|>hic it-coids ln-coines dear by testinj; the
eleetrometpi- with known tlifferemes of potent ial, ami from such ilata it is

possible to eoiistniLt what niavbeealleil an interpretation ihagrani (tig. 174).
The horizontal line is that of eipiipotentiality
of the two sinfaees of eontact (/;) and (rf).

The eurve 1" e.xpresses the relative nenntivity
of the surface {//) : the curve I)', the cor-
responiliiijL' relative negativity of the sur-
f.ice (r/). S' is a eurve of which the onlinates
are the alpebmio sums of the correspondiiifr
onlinates of 1" and D'. 8 is the photographic
curvp which expi-sses S' ; P is the photo-
frniphic curve which expresses V (monophasic
variati.m). The nuniberg under the horizontal
line indicate hundretlths of a second ; the dis-
tance tf cypresses the time taken by the wave
in its projjress from ( /;) to (</).

From these considerations we can now
puss to study whiit occurs when the

muscle enters into tetanus. The simplest

ca.se is that which was first observed by
Du Hois Ueymond. He placed his non-

polarisable electrodes in the positions

indicated in fig. 173, one (/>) on the

comparatively uninjured surface, the

other (</) on the devitalised cut end.

He sent in the tetanising series of shocks

at \. The electrical response is luider

these circumstances a summation of the

individual electrical responses evoked hy
instantaneous stimuli ; and the mono-
phasic character of the single response

explains easily that which occurs during

tetanus ; the centre of the muscle be-

comes more negative or less positive

than it was before, and so the electrical difference of pciential

between the centre and the injured end is lessened. Hut with
regard to uninjured muscle the problem is not so easy. It is at
first sight di'ticult to sec wliy the summed effects of a series of

diphasic variations should take the direction of the first phase,
as was found to be the case by Du Hois Ueymond in experiments
with the frog's gastrocnemius. ( >ne would have anticipated that
" negative " variation in the arithmetical sense would be absent
altogether, and this is the case in absolutely normal muscles

;

Via. 17.1.— liitfrinvtatiiMi ilia-

.Tatii. iHiuilii'i SaiiiliTsoii.l
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Hennann has shown that it is so during tetanus of the human

forearm. But a muscle removed from an animal's body cannot

be considered absolutely normal, and if the two contacts be placed

on the comparatively uninjured longitudinal surface as in fig. 171,

a negative variation is observed, each excitatory phase becoming

weaker as it progresses, and the second phase of each diphasic

effect is weaker than the first. The following figure illustrates

the record obtained by the capillary electrometer from an injured

sartorius excited 1 4 times a second ; each oscillation represents

a single monophasic variation. The individual oscillations can,

however, be seen when the excitations follow one another more

rapidly, even up to 80 or 1 00 per second.

Muscle is not the only tissue which exhibits electrical phenomena.

Kip 75.— EliTliDiiirlcr icciiivl 111' iiijiiri'il wirtnriiis iliiiiii;,' ti't;iiiiis, (Hiiriloii S:iii'liT«iii

A nerve which is uninjured is iso-electric ; injury causes a demar-

cation current ; activity is accompanied with a similar diphasic

wave travelling along the ners'e simultaneously with the nervous

impulse. The activity of secreting glands, and also of the retina, is

accompanied with electrical changes of the same kind.

But the most prominent exhibition of animal electricity is

seen in the electric organs of electric fishes, in some of these

fishes the electric organ is modified muscle, ni which a series, as

it were, of hypertrophied end-plates correspond to the plates in a

voltaic pile. In other fishes the electric organ is composed of

modified skin glunds. But in each case the electric discharge is

the principal phenomenon that accompanies activity.

In coiifoni'ity with usage 1 liavi; rttaiiuHl in the forutroiiig description of

the t'lL't'trical jilicnomena in livinjr tissues, the terms positive and iiej.iitive

in tlie l(K)sc and incorrect sense in wliich tliey are ctniiloyed by iihysiolo<,'ists.

The words nejiative and positive shoidd really be transposed. In a Daniell

cell, the ziiie is the positive element, and is connected to the negative pole.
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It is in this sense only that an injured or active part of a muscle is negative.
To obviate the difliculty created by this mistake which has crystallised in
physiological writinps, VVnlier has 8usr|re8ted new terms. vi«.. zinractivi' ami
ziHciihlf, instead of negative and iHwitivc re8|>ectively.

The BheoBOopio Frog.

The electrical changes in muscle can be detected not only by
the galvanometer and electrometer, but also by what is known aa
tha physiological rheotcope ; this consists of an ordinary muscle-

PiU. 176.—Oalvani'B experiment without metalH.

nerve preparation from a fresh and vigorous frog. The nerve is

stimulated by the electrical changes occurring in muscles, and
the nervous impulse so generated causes a contraction of the
muscles of the rheoscopic preparation. The following arc the
principal experiments that can be shown in this way :

—

I. Contraction toithout metals. If the nerve of a nerve-muscle

Fig. 177.- Secondary contraction. (After Waller.)

j)repiiration A is dropped upon another muscle B (fig. 176) (or

upon its own muscle) it will be stimulated by the injury current
of the muscle 011 which it is dropped, and lead to a contraction of

the muscle (A) which it supplies. The experiniout succeeds best
if tho nerve is dropped across a longitudinal surface and a freshly

made transverse section.

2
.
Sfrimd'iry contraction. This is caused by the ctirrent of action.

If, while the nerve of A is resting on the muscle B (fig. 177), the
latter is iiuwle to contract by the stimulation of its nerve, the
nerve of A is stimulated by the electrical variation which accom-
panies the contraction of the muscle B, and so a contraction of
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muscle A is produced. This is called secondary eontractif/n. It may
be either a secondary twitch or secondary tetanus, according as to
whether the muscle B is made to contract iintrly or tetanicallv.

3. Secomlary contraction from tl, heart. If an excised but stil!

beating frog's heart is used insteaa of nuiscie ]\, and the nerve of
A laid acmss it, each heart's beat accomi)aiiic<l jw it is by an
electrical variation, will stimulate the nerve and cause a twitch
in the rheoscopic muscle A.

CHAPTER XIII.

THERMAL AND CHEMICAL CHANGES IN MUSCLE.

In muscular contraction there is a transformation of the
potential energy of chemical affinity into otlier forms of energy,
especially molar motion and heat. Heat is a form of motion,'
in which there is movement of molecules' ; in molar motion
there is movement of masses. The tact that when a blacksmith
hammers a piece of iron it becomes hot is a famiHur illustratioti

of the transformation of one mode of movement iutx) the other.
Heat is measured in heat-units or calories. One caloiit; is the
energy required to raise the temperature of i gramme of water
from o^ to 1° C. ; and this in terras of work is equal to 425-5
gramme-metres, that is, the energy required to raise the weight
of 425*5 grammes to the height of i metre.
A muscle when uncontracted is nevertheless not at absolute rest.

We have already seen that it possesses toni « or tone; it also
possesses what we may call chemical tone; that is, chemical
changes are occurring in it, and consequently heat is being pro-
duced. But when it contracts, the liberation of energy is

increased
; work is done, and more heat is produced ; the heat

produced represents more of the energy than the work done. The
more resistance that is offered to a muscular contraction, the
more is the work done relatively increased and the heat diminished.
The amoiuit of heat produced is increased by increasing the
tension of the muscle. It diminishes as fatigue comes on. On
increasing the strength of the stimulus the anionnt of lieat

increases faster, proportionately, tl)an the v.ork performed.
If work is done by a few lar<:e ofmtractions. more lic.a 1^ pro-

duced than if the same work is duuc- \.y a larger number of smaller
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contractionH ; that is, more chemical decoinposition occurs, and
fatigue ensues more rapidly in the first case. This fact is within
the personal experience of everyone. If one ascends a tower, the
work done is the raisin;; of t lie weight of one's body to the top of

the tower. If the staircase in the tower has a gentle slope, each
stair being low, far lcs.s fatigue is experienced than if one ascended
to the same height by a smaller number of steeper steps.

On a cold day one keeps oneself warm by muscular exercise

;

this common fact is confirmed by more accurate experiments on
isolated muscles, the heat produced being sufficient to raise tempo-
rarily the temperature of the muscle. This can be shown in

large animals by inserting a thermometer between the thigh
muscles and stimiilating the spinal cord. The rise of temperature
may amount to several degrees.

In the ca.se of frog's muscles, Helmholtz found that, after

tetanising them for two or three minutes, the temperature rises

B-»A
/ Couple

-0
—J

i'ig- n>*-

A<-B B- A A<-*-«-B B-»-»-»A

2 Couples. 2 Couples.

- ^elietiie of tLermo-electric couples. (After Waller.)

o-i4^ to o-i8° C. ; and for each single twitch Heidenhain gives a
i-ise of temperature of from o"ooi° to 0*005° ^•

For the detection of such small rises in temperature a thermo-
pile, and not a ther'nomoter, i.-j oiiipidycd.

A tlii'miopilo consists of a junction of two diflTcivat metals; the
metals are connected by wires to a galvanometer. If the 'diiction

is heated an electrical current passes round the circ .1: .md is

detected by the galvanometer. The metals usually employed are
iron and German silver, or antimony and bismiith. If the number
of couples in the circuit is increased, each is atTected in the
same way, and thus the electrical current is increased through
the galvanometer. The arrangement is shown in th" tig. 78,
wliich also indicates the direction of the currents |.r<Hluced, the
metals employed beinj: antinjony and l)isniutii. IJy u.sing 16
couples of this kind Helmholtz was able to detect a change of

TffV^ of a degree Centigrade.

Within certain limits, the strength of the current is directly

proportional to the rise of temperature at the junction.
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If two couples are in circuit, as shown in the second ditiKnini,
and they are heated e«iually, no current will pass through the
galvanometer, the current through one couple being op{Kwed by
the current through the other. But if the two couples are htiite<l

unecjually, the direction of swing of the galvanometer needle
indicates which is the wanner. To apply this to the frog's guHtro-
cnemius, plunge several needle-shaped couples (diagrum 3) into a
frog's gastrocnemius of one side and the same number of couples
into the gastrocnemius of the other side, and then excite first one
then the other sciatic nirve ; a deflection of the galvanometer will
be observed first in one, then in the other direction, indicating the
production of heat first on one side, then on the other.

Ohemioal Changes in Muscles.

The chemical changes which are normally occurring in a resting
muscle are much increased when it contracts. Waste products of
oxidation are discharged, and the most abundant ef these is carbonic
acid. Sarco lactic acid is also produced, and the alkaline reaction
of a normal muscle is replaced by an acid one. The muscles of
animals hunted to death are acid ; the acid reaction to litmus paper
of a frog's gastrocnemius can be readily shown after it has been
tetanised for 10 to 15 minutes.

The quantity of oxygen consumed is increased, but the con-
sumption of oxygen will not account for the nuich greater increase
in the discharge of carbonic acid. This is illustrated by the
following table :

—

Venous Blo->d.

Of resting muscle...

Of active muscle ...

O, lem than
Arterial Blood.

9 per cent.

12-26 percent.

CO, moietban
|

Arterial Blood. i

671 percent.

1079 per cent.

Indeed, a muscle can be made to contract and give off oxidation
products like carbonic acid in an atmosphere containing no oxygen
at all. The oxygen used is thus stored up in the muscle ])re-

viously. The oxygen is not, however, present in the free state,
for no oxygen can be detected in the ga-ses obtained from uiiis.lo.s

by means of an air-pump. Hermann has supposed that tlie

oxygen enters into the formation of a complex hypothetical
compound he calls ino</en. On contraction he considers this is
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broken up into carbonic acid, sarco-lactic acid, and a pi-oteid
residue of myosin.

There are other chemical changes in the muscle when it
contracts—namely, a change of glycogen into sugar, and an
increase of nitrogenous waste. The question whether urea is in-
creased during muscular activity is, however, a much debated one,
and we siiall return to it when we are studying the urine. What
18 certain is that the increased consumption of carbon (possibly in
large measure derived from the carbohydrate stored in the muscle)
18 a much more marked and immediate feature than an increase
in the consumption of nitrogen.

Fatigrue.

If the nerve of a nerve-muscle preparation is continually
stimulated, the muscular contractions become more prolonged
(see p. 124), smaller in extent, and finally cease altogether.

The muscle is said to be fatigued : this is due to the consump-
tion of the substances available for the supply of energy in the
muscle, but more particularly to the accumulation of waste
products of contraction ; of these, sarco-lactic acid is probably the
principal one. Fatigue may be artificially induced in a muscle by
feeding it on a weak solution of lactic acid, and then removed by
washing out the muscle with salt solution containing a minute
trace of an alkali. If the muscle is left to itself in the body, the
blood stream washes away the accumulation of acid products, and
fatigue passes off.

The question next presents itself, where is the seat of fatigue ?
Is It in the nerve, the muscle, or the end-plates ? If, after fatigue
has ensued and excitation of the nerve of the preparation produces
no more contractions, the muscle is itself stimulated, it contracts •

this shows it is still irritable, and, therefore, not to any great
extent the seat of fatigue.

If an animal is poisoned with curare, and it is kept alive by
artificial respiration, excitation of a motor nerve produces no con
traction of the muscles it supplies. If one goes on stimulating the
nerve for many hours, until the effect of the curare has disappeared,
the block at the end-plates is removed and the muscles contract

:

the seat of exhaustion is therefore not in the nerves.
By a process of exclusion it has thus been localised in the

nerve-endings.

When the muscle is fatigued in the intact body, there is, how-
ever, another factor to be considered bcvond the mere local
poisoning of the end-plates. This is the effect of the products of
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contraction passing into the circuUtiou and poisoning the central
nervous system. It is a matter of common experience tliat one's
mental state influences markedly the onset of fatigue and the
amount of muscular work one can do. This aspect of the question
has been specially studied by Mosso; he invented an instrument
called the ergograph. The arm, hand, and all the fingers but one
are fixed m a suitable holder ; the free finger repeatedly lifts a
weight over a pulley, and the height to which it is raised is
registered by a marker on a blackened surface.
By the use of this instrument he has arrived at the conclusion

that the state of the brain and central nervous system generally
18 a most important factor in fatigue, and that the fatigue products
produced m the muscles during work cause most of their injurious
effects by acting on the central nervous system and diminishing
Its power of sending out impulses.

One of the most striking of Mosso's experiments illustrates in
a very forcible manner tlie fact that the central nervous system
18 more easily fatigued than the nerve endings in muscle A
person goes on lifting the weight until, under the influence of the
will, he IS unable to raise it any more. If then without waiting
for fatigue to pass off, the nerves going to the finger muscles are
stimulated artificially by induction shocks, they once more enter
into vigorous contraction.

Mosso has also shown that the introduction of the blood of a
fatigued animal into the circulation of a normal one will give rise
in the latter to all the symptoms of fatigue. The blood of the
fatigued ammal contains the products of activity of its muscles,
but still remains alkaline ; the poisonous substance cannot there-
fore be free lactic acid ; and lactates do not produce the effect.
Lactic acid is doubtless one only of the products of muscular
activity; we have at present no accurate knowledge of the
chemical nature of the others.

Bigor Mortis.

After death, the muscles gradually lose their irritability and
pass into a contracted condition. This affects all the muscles of
the body, and usually fixes it in the natural posture of equilibrium
or rest. The general stiffening thus produced constitutes riqor
mortis or post-mortem rigidity.

The cause of rigor is the coagulation of the muscle-plasma,
which IS more fully described in the next section. This coagula-
tion results m the foriuation of myosin, and is gradual in onset.
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Simultaneously the muscles (a) becmie shortened and opaque,
(b) hrat is evolved, (c) they give off carbonic acid, and (d) hecome
acid in reaction ; this is du« in part to the formation of sarco-
lactic acid, and in part to the formation of acid phosphates.

After a varying interval, the rigor passes off, and the muscles
are once more relaxed. This sometimes occurs too quickly to be
caused by putrefaction, and the suggestion that in such cases at
atiy rate such relaxation is due to a f -rment-action is very plausible.
It is known that pepsin (absorbed from the alimentary canal) is

present in muscle, and that this ferment will act in an acid medium.
The conditions for the solution of the coagulated myosin are there-
fore present, as the reaction of rigorcd muscle is acid.

Order of Occurrence.—The muscles are not affected simul-
taneously by rigor mortis. It affects the neck and lower jaw
first; next, the upper extremities, extending from above down-
wards

; and lastly, reaches the lower limbs ; in some rare
instances it affects the lower extremities before, or simul-
taneously with, the upper extremities. It usually ceases in the
order in which it begins : first at the head, then in the upper
extremities, and lastly in the lower extremities. It seldom com-
mences earlier than ten minutes, or later than seven hours after
death

; and its duration is greater in proportion to the lateness
of its accession.

Since rigidity does not ensue until muscles have lost the
capacity of being excited by external stimuli, it follows that all

circumsUnces which cause a speedy exhaustion of muscular irri-

tability, induce an early occurrence of the rigidity, while con-
ditions by which the disappearance of the irritability is delayed,
are succeeded by a tardy onset of this rigidity. Hence its speedy
occurrence, and equally speedy departure in the bodies of persons
exhausted by chronic diseases; and its tardy onset and long
continuance after sudden death from acute diseases.

In some ca-ses of sudden death from lierhtning. violent injuries, or
paroxysms of passion, rigor mortis has been said not to occur at all ; but
this IS not always the case. It may. indeed, be doubted whether there is
really a comj.lete absence of the {Kjst-mortem rigidity in any such cases ;

for the experiments of Brown-Sequard make it probable that the rigidity
may sui^rvene immediately after death, and then pass away with^such
rapidity as to be scarcely observable.

The occuirence of rigor mortis is not prevented by the previous
existence if paralysis in a part, provided the paralysis has not
been a* .^;nded with very imperfect nutrition of the muscular
tissue.
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I

Chemical Composition of Muscle.

The phenomena of rigor mortis will be more intelligible if we
consider the chemical composition of muscle.

The connective tissue of muscle resembles connective tissue
elsewhere

: the gelatin and fat obtained in analyses of muscle are
derived from this tissue. The sarcolemma is composed of a sub-
stance which resembles elastin in its solubilities.

The contractile substance within the muscular fibres is, during
life, of semi-liquid consistency, and contains a large percentage of
proteids and smaller quantities of extractives and inorganic salts.
By the use of a press this substance can be squeezed out of per-
fectly fresh muscles, and it is then called the muscle-plasma.

After death, muscle-plasma, like blood-plasma, coagulates (thus
causing the stiffening known as rigor mortis). The solid clot
corresponding to the fibrin from blood-plasma is called myosin, and
the liquid residue is called the muscle-serum.

Pureuing the analogy further, it is found that the coagulation
of both muscle-plasma and blood-plasma can be prevented by cold
by strong solutions of neutral salts, and by potassium oxalate,'
which precipitates, as the insoluble oxalate of calcium, the lime
salts essential for the coagulation process. In both cases the
clotting IS produced by the action of a ferment developed after
death. In both cases the precursor of the solid clot is a proteid
of the globulin class which previously existed in solution.

Fibrin in the blood-clot is formod from the previously soluble
fibrinogen of the blood-phvsma. Myosin in the muscle-clot is
formed from the previously soluble myosinogen* of the muscle-
plasma. When the blood-clot contracts it squeezes out blood-
serum

;
when the muscle-clot contracts it squeezes out muscle-

serum. The muscle-serum contains small quantities of albuminous
material, together with the extractives and salts of the muscle.
Iheongmof the sarco-lactic acid is a controversial question ; some

* The myosin precursors are really two in number, patannoHinogen. which

LeatTJ? a ^ **' "^7 50°, and myosinogen, A-hich is coafulated by

trJ.c''"
*''^

"'"'f
^^^ '' ^jri;a.lually heated at a certain temperature it con-

hTf\r,TT'^^- "'f }^1. ''I
irritability. This phenomenon i. cxll^lhnit ngo: It ,s undoubte.lly due to tlie coa-ulation of the protcuis i,

ir'tTh'r
'•

•

'^ ' *'""""^
'^ '"''"" "* '^"^ shortening:, it is found hat thehr.t

«h"':^;"'"f /'^^'"•s.'^t the coagulation tempemiure of paran.vosino^en

cl^T7^^' 1

*" '"'''*'"" " ^'>"t"""-^'l. .1 secon.l shortenin-r occurs at
56 ,

the coiiinilatK.n temperature of myosin..gon. If froth's muscles are usedthere are three shorteninirs. vi... at 40^ 47= and 56° t'. : fr, ./« t^uscle-pls^ma containing an additional proteid which coalnilates at ^o". (T G
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believe it originates from the carbohydrate (glycogen and sugar)

;

others think it comes from the proteid molecules in the muscle.

The general composition of muscular tissue is the following :

—

Water .

Solids

Proteida

GeKtiu

Fat

Extractives

Inorganic salts

75

»5
i8

2 to 5

I to 2

per cent.

The proteids, as already stated, chiefly pass into the clot : very
little is found in the muscle-serum.

The extractives comprise a large number of organic substances,

all present in small quantities, some of which are nitrogenous, like

creatine, creatinine, xanthine, and hypoxanthine ; the rest are

non-nitrogenous—namely, fats, glycogen, sugar, inosite, and the
variety of lactic acid known as sarco-lactic acid. The inorganic

salts are chiefly salts of potassium, especially potassium phosphate.

The condition of dead muscle reminds one somewhat of con-

tracted muscle. Indeed, the similarity is so sti iking that Her-
mann has propounded the idea that contracted muscle is muscle
on the road to death, the differences between the two being of

degree only. He considers that, on contraction, inogen (see

p. 155) is broken up into carbonic acid, sarco-lactic acid, and
myosin ; on death the same change occurs, only to a much more
marked extent.

This idea is a far-fetched one, but it is a useful reminder of the
similarities of the two cases. In chemical condition, contracted

and dead muscle are alike, so far as the formation of acid products
is concerned ; there is, however, no evidence of any formation of

a muscle-clot (myosin) during the contraction of living muscle, as

there is in dead muscle. Then heat is produced in both cases,

and in both cases also the muscle is negatively electrical to un-
contractcd muscle.

Here, however, the analogy must end : for living contracted

muscle is irritable, dead muscle is not. Living contracted muscle
is more extensible than uncontracted muscle; muscle in rigor
nwrtis is not so (see fig. 156, p. 134).
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CHAPTER XIV.

COMPARISON OF VOLUNTARY AND INVOLUNTARY MUSCLE.

The main difference between voluntary and involuntary muscle
is the difference expressed in their names. Voluntary muscle i»

under the control of that portion of the central nervous system
the activity of which is accompanied by volition. Involun-

tary muscle on the other hand, is, as a rule, also under the

control of the central nervous system, but of a portion of the

central nervous system the activity of which is independent of

volition. There appear, however, to be exceptions to this /ule,

and the involuntary muscle executes its contractions independently

of nervous control ; that is to say, it is sometimes in the truest

sense of the term really involuntary. This is very oaarkedly seen

in the developing heart of the embryo, ^hich begins to beat

before any nerve fibres have gro\vn into it from the central

nervous system.

Another characteristic of involuntary muscle is a tendency to

regular alternate periods of rest and activity, or rhythmkality.

This is best exemplified in the heart, but it is also seen '
i

Ij'mphatic vessels, especially the lymph hearts of the frog, auv. .^ne

mesenteric lymphatic vessels (lacteals) of many animals. It is

seen in the veins of the bat's wing, and in the muscular tissue of

the spleen.

A third characteristic of involuntary muscle is perintalm. If

any point of a tube of smooth muscle such as the small intestine

is stimulated, a ring-like constriction is produced at this point.

After lasting some time at this spot it slo^vly passes along the

tube at the rate of 20 to 30 millii :ctres per second. This

advancing peristaltic wave normally takes place in only one
direction, and so serves to drive on the contents of the tube.

Involuntary muscle nearly always contains numerous plexuses

of non-meduUated nerve-fibres with ganglion cells ; so that much
discussion has taken place on the question whether the phenomena
of rhythmicality anJ peristalsis are properties of the muscular
tissue itself or of the nerves mixed with it. The evidence

available (namely, that portions of musnular tissue entirely free

from nerves i»ct in the same way as those that possess nerves)

indicates that it is the muscular rather than the nervous tissues

K.P. M
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that poHsetw these propertiea ; though it caii hardly be doubted
that under usual circumstances the contraction of involuntary
muscle is influenced and controlled by nervous agency.

The artificial stimuli employed for smooth muscle are the same
as those used for striated muscle ; single induction shocks arc

often ineffectual to produce contraction, but the make, and to

a less extent the break, of a constant current will act as a
stimulus.

The faradic current is a good stimulus, but it never throws
involuntary muscle into tetanus ; in the heart, strong stimulation

will sometimes effect a partial fusion of the beats, but never
complete tetanus. The rate of stimulation makes no difference

;

in fact, very often a rapid rate of stimulation calls forth less

rapidly occurring contractions than a slow rate.

A stimulus strong enough to produce a contraction at all

usually elicits a maximum contraction, but the phenomenon
known as the $tairccue (see p. 124) is generally better marked
in the case of the heart than in that of voluntary muscle.

The contraction of smooth muscle is so sluggish that the
various stages of latent period, shortening and relaxation can be
followed with the eye; the latent period often exceeds half a
second in duration.

The normal contraction of voluntary muscle is a kind of

tetanus (voluntary tetanus, see p. 128); the normal contraction
of plain muscle is a much prolonged single contraction. A very
valuable piece of evidence in this direction is seen in the experi-

ment on the heart with the physiological rheoscope (see p. 153).
Each time the heart contracts the rheoscopic preparation executes
a single twitch, not a tetanus. This is an indication that the
electrical change is a siagle one, and not a succession of changes
such as occurs in tetanus.

When, however, this electrical change is examined with the
electrometer, it is seen that it really is a diphasic one ; but in a
slowly contracting tissue like the heart-muscle the two phases are
separated by a prolonged period of equipotentiality, and thus they
are rendered more distinct* The illustrations already given
(figs, 167 and 168) show this fact graphically.

But though involuntary muscle caanot be thrown into tetanus,
it has the property of entering into a condition of sustained

* When the heart is beating Kluggishly in the rheoacopic experiment above
referred to, the separation (if the two [ihases of the eliicitrinal change will
sometimes cause two twitches in the muscle nerve jirciiaration.
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uontraotiou called tonut. We shall have to uoniiider this ques-

tion again in connection with the plain muscular tissue of the

arterioles.

Involuntary muscle when it coutraota undergoes thermal and
chemical changes similar to those we have dealt with in the case

of the voluntary muscles.

The nerve-endings in involuntary muscle require a much larger

dose of curare to affect them than tho end-plates in voluntary

muscle.

The phenomena of rigor mortit in involuntary muscle have
never been fully studied. What has been found is that the

chemical composition of involuntary muscle differs in no note-

worthy manner from that of voluntary muscle, a;.d on death the
muscle becomes acid ; such products as carbonic acid and siirco-

loctic acid are formed. !n the heart, stomach and uterus rigidity

has been not .
n the case of the other involuntary muscles

it has never . actorily observed.

CHAPTER XV.

PHYSIOLOGY OF NERVE.

Many points relating to the physiology of nerve have been
already studied in connection with muscle. But there still remain
further questions upon which we have hardly touched as yet.

Classification of Nerves.

The nerve fibres which form the conducting portions of the

nervous system may be classified into three main groups, accoi-ding

to the direction in which they normally conduct nerve imputes.
These three classes are :

—

1. Efferent nerve fibres.

2. Afferent nerve fibres.

3. Inter-central nerve fibres.

d nerves are those which conduct
nervous system (brain and spinal

I. Efferent or cenfri/i

impulses from the central

cord) to other parts of the body. When for instance there is a
wish to move the hand, the impulse starts in the brain, and travels a
certain distance down the spinal cord ; it leaves the spinal cord bv

M 2
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6.

c.

d.

e.

r

one or more of the Bpinal nerves, and so reaches the muscles of
the liand which are thrown into contraction. Siieh nerves are
called motor, but all efTerent nerves are not motor ; some cause
secretion instead of movement, and others may cause a stoppage
of movement, etc. A list of the classes of efferent nerves is as
follows :

—

a. Motor.

Accelerator.

Inhibitory.

Secretory.

Electricfd.

Trophic.

a. Motor ner^'es. Some of these go to voluntary muscles ; others
to involuntary muscles, such as the vaso-motor nerves which
supply the muscular tissue in the walls of arteries.

b. Accelerator nerves are those which produce an increase in
the rate of rhythmical action. An instance of these is seen
in the sympathetic nerves that supply the heart.

c. Inhibitory nerves are those which cause a slowing in the rate
of rhythmical action, or it may be its complete cessation.
Inhibitory nerves are found supplying many kinds of in-

voluntary muscle ; a very typical instance is found in the
inhibitory fibres of the heart which are contained within the
trunk of the vagus nerve.*

d. Secretory nerves are found supplying many secreting glands,
such as the salivary glands, pancreas, gastric glands, and
sweat glands. The impulse which travels down a secretory
nerve causes a formation of the secretion in the gland it

supplies.

e. Electrical nerves are found in the few fishes which possess
electrical organs. The impulse which travels down tiiese

nerves causes the electrical organ to be thrown into
activity.

/". Trophic nerves are those which control the nutrition of the
part they supply.

2. Afferent or centripetal nerves are those which conduct
impulses in the reverse direction, namely from all parts of the
body to the central ner^•ou8 system. When one feels pain in the
finger, the nerves of the finger are stimulated, an impulse travels

* Thf question has been much debated whether volunterv muscle is pro-
vided w ith mhibitory nerves ; they do, however, appear to be present in
certain nerves supplying the muscles of the claws of lobsters and similar
crustaceans.
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up the nerves to the spinal oord, and then to the brain. T.ie

mental process set up in the brain is called a sensation ; the

sensation, however, is referred to the end of the nerve where
the impulse started; and the sensation of pain does not ap()cur

to oecur in the brain, but in the Anger. This is an instance

of a sensory nerve ; and the terms afferent and sensory may
often be used synonymously. The nerves of sensation may be
grouped as follows :

—

a. The nerves of special sense ; that is, of sight, hearing, taste,

smell and touch.

6. The nerves of general sensibility ; that ia, of a vague kind of

sensation not referable to any of the five special senses just

enumerated ; as iistances, we may take the vague feelings

of comfort 01 discomfort in the interior of the body,

c. Nerves of pai' These do not appear to be anatomically

distinct from j others, but any excessive stimulation of a

sensory nerve wLcther of the special or general kind will

cause pain.

The words " sensory " and " afferent," however, are not quite

synonymous. Just as we may have efferent impulses leaving

the brain for the heart or blood-vessels of which we have no
conscious knowledge, so also afferent impulses may travel to the

central nervous system which excite no conscious feelings. The
afferent nerve tracts to the cerebellum form i. very good
instance of these.

Then, too, the excitation of any afferent nerves will excite

what are called reflex actions. We are very often cons^sious of

the sensations that form the cause of a r lex action, but we do not
necessarily have such sensations. Many reflex actions, for instance,

occur during sleep ; many may be executed by the spinal cord

even after it has been severed from the brain, and so the brain

cannot be aware of what is occurring.

A reflex action is an action which is the result of an afferent

impulse. Thus a speck of dust falls into the eye, and causes

movements of the eyelids to get rid of the offending object. The
dust excites the sensory nerve-endings in the conjunctiva, on
impulse travels to the centre of this nerve in che brain, and from
the brain a reflected impulse travels to the muscles of the
eyelid. As an instance of a reflex action in which secretion

is concerned, take the watering of the raon^h which occurs
when food is seen or smelt. The nerves of sight or smell

convey an afferent impulse to the brain, which reflects, down the

secretory nerves, an impulse which excites th«» .'.ivary glaads to

activity.
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These, however, are instances of reflex s«'tion which are
nccompaiiied with conscious sensation, but like all pure reflex
actions are not under the control of the will.

An insUnco of a reflex action not accompanied with conscious-
ness is seen in a man with his spinal cord cut across or rrushed,
HO that any communica m, between his brain and his legs is
impossible. Ho cannot move his legs voluntarily and is un-
conscious of any feelings in them. Yet when the soles of his
feet are tickled he draws his legs up, the centre of reflex
action being in the grey matter of the lower region of the
npinal cord.

For a reflex action, three things are necessary : (i) an aflPerent
nerve, (a) a ner^e-centre consisting of nerve-cells to receive the
afferent impulse and send out an efferent impulse, and (3) an
efferent ner%e along which the efferent impulse may travel. If
the reflex action is a movement, the afferent nerve is called
exciUymotor

; if it is a secretion, the afferent nerve is called exciu,-
xecretnry and similarly afferent ner^'es may also be exeito^uctleraUn;
exnto-inhilntory, etc.

3. Interoentral nerves are those which connect nerve-centres
together; they connect diff-erent parts of brain, and of the cord
to one another, and we shall find in our study of the nerve-centres
that they are complex in their arrangement.

Investigation of the Functions of a Nerve.

There are always two main experiments by which the function
of a nerve may be asccitaiucd. The first is action, the necond is
stimulation.

Section consists in cutting the ucrs-e and olwerving the loss of
function that ensues. Thus, if a motor ner^•e is cut, motion of
the muscles it supplies can no longer be produced by activity
of the nerve-centre

; tljc muscle is paralysed. If a sensor, uer>'c
18 cut, the result is loss of sensation in the part it comes from

Stimulation of the cut nenc is the opposite experiment.
When a nerve is cut aci-oss, one piece of it is still connected
with the brain or spinal cord ; this is called the central end the
other piece, called iho peripheral etid, is still connected with some
peripheral part of the body. Both the central and the peripheral
end should be stimulated

; this is usually done by means of
induction shocks. In the cise of • uotor nerve, stimulation of
the central end produces no lesul' .cimulatioii of the peripheral
end produces a nervous impulse which excites f .c muscles to con-
tract. In the case of a sensory nerve, stimulation of the peripheral
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end has no result, but stimulation of the central end causes u

sensation, usually a painful one, and reflex actions, which are thu

result of the sensation.

When a nerve is cut across, thtre are other results than the

loss of function just mentioned ; for even though the nerve is

still left within the body with a normal supply uf blood, it

becomes less and less irritable, till at lont it ceases to respond to

stimuli altogether. This diminution of excitability starts from

the point of section and travels to the periphery, but is tcnv

poranly preceded by a wave of increased excitability travelling in

the same direction ( Hitter-Valli law).

This loss of oxcitubility of nerve is accompanied with degen-

erative changes which are of sc great impurtanc as to demant' a

separate section.

Degeneration of Nerve.

Suppose a nerve is cut right across, the piece of t\u- ,\cvve left

in connection with the brain or spinal cord ; Tiaiiis ht. tiy l>oth

in structure and functions ; but the periphe ' piece of t'-.e nerve

loses its functions and undergoes what is generally culled after

the discoverer of the process, ]Vallerian deffeneration. A nerve is

made up of nerve-fibres, and each nerve-fibre is essentially a branch

of a nerve-cell ; when the nerve is cut, the axis cylinders in the

peripheral portion are separated from the cells of which they n . e

branches and from which they have grown. These separated

portions of the axis cylinders die, and the medullary sheath of

each undergoes a gradual process of disintegration into droplets

of myelin, which are ultimately absorbed and removed by the

lymphatics. At the same time there is a multiplier ion of the

nuclei of the primitive sheath. This degenerative process begins

one or two days after the section has been made. In the case

of the non-meduUated fibres, there is no medullary sheath to

exhibit the disintegrative changes just alluded to ; and the nuclei

of the sheath do not multiply ; there is simply death of the axis

. cylinder. The degeneration occure simultaneously throughout

the whole extent of the nerve ; it does not start from the section

and travel to the periphery.

A great amount of attention has been directed to this process

of degeneration, because it has formed a valuable ^jethod of

research in tracing nervous tracts, and ascertaining the nerve- cells

from which they originate. It must not, however, be regarded as

an isolated phenomenon in physiology ; it is only an illustration

of the universal truth that any portion of a cell (in this case

««
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the axis cylinder process) cut off from the nucleus of the cell

degenerates and dies.

If a nerve is simply cut, and allowed to heal, regeneration of

function in time occurs. This is hastened by the surgeon
suturing the cut ends of the nerve ^^ogether. It must not, how-
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Fig. 179.—Degenerstion and regeneration of nenre-flbres. A,nenr»4bre, flftjrhonn after
oiieration. my, medullary sheath breaking up into mjelin Atapt. p, gnmnlar proto-
plasm replacing myelin, a, nadeus. g, primitave sheath, a, nerre-Abre after four
dafs. ey, axis cylinder partly broken up and enclosed in portions of myelin, c, amote
advanced stage in wbicb the medullary sheath hss almost disappeared. Numerous
nuclei, n" are seen, u, commencing regeneration ; several flbrea (C, C) have sprouted
from the somewhat bulbous cut end (6) of the nerve, a, an axis cylinder which has
not yet acquired its medullary sheath. «, t* primitive sheath of the oriirinal fibre
(Banvier.) ^

ever, be supposed that this is due to a restoration of the structure
of the fibres in the peripheral portion of the cut nerve. It is

due to new nerve-fibres sprouting out from the central end of the
cut nerve, and growing distalwards in the old sheaths. This is

illustrated in D, fig. 179. Regeneration of cut fibres never
occurs in the brain or spinal cord.

When regeneration does not take place, the central ends of the
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cut fibres and the cells from which they originate undergo slow
atrophic changes {dimte atrophy).

Funotions of the Boots of the Spinal Nerves.

The general truths enunciated in the two preceding sections
are well illustrated by the experiments made to determine the
functions of the roots

of the spinal nerves.

Each spinal nerve ori-

ginates from the spinal

cord by two roots. One
of these is called the

anterior or ventral root

:

it consists of nerve-

fibres which originate

from the large multi-

polar cells in that por-

tion of the grey matter
in the interior of the

spinal cord which we
shall presently learn to

call the anterior horn.

These nerve-fibres are

all medullated ; the

large ones join up with

the posterior root to

form the spinal nerve
;

the small nerve-fibres

leave the root and pass to the sympathetic chain, whence they are
distributed as non-medullated fibres to the involuntary muscular
fibres of the blood-vessels, etc.

The other root, the posterior or dorsal root, has upon it a col-
lection of nerve-cells forming the spinal ganglion. Each nerve-
cell is enclosed within a nucleated sheath of connective tissue
origin, and it is from these nerve-cells that the fibres of the
posterior roots grow. In the embryo, each nerve-cell has two
processes (fig. 180), one of which grows to the spinal cord,
where it terminates by branching around the multipolar cells of
the grey matter ; the other process grows outwards to the peri-
phery. In the adult mammal (not in fishes) the two processes
coalesce in the first part of their course, forming a T-shapedjunction.

The first experiments on the functions of the spinal nerve-roots
were performed in this country by Sir Charies Bell (181 1), and in

thi

weeks emi
>Ur cell from qnnal ganglion of a

• -; ;
—-70. n, nucleus ; the arrows indicate

-le direction in which the nerve processes grow,
one to the spinal cord, the other to the peridiery.
B, a cell from the spinal ganglion of the adult; the
two processes have coalesced to form a T-shaped
junction. (Diagrammatic.)
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Posterior Root

Spinal Nerve

-

Tig. t8i.- Diagram to illustrate recurrent
itensibility.

France by Magendie (1822). These observers found that on
section of the anterior roots there resulted paralysis of the
muscles supplied by the nerves ; on section of the posterior

roots there was loss of sensation.

These experiments clearly pointed

to the conclusion that the anterior

roots contain the eflTerent (motor)
fibres ; and the posterior roots the

afferent (sensory) fibres. This
conclusion was confirmed by the

experiment of stimulation. Stimu-
lation of the peripheral end of the
cut anterior root caused muscular
movement ; of the central end, no
effect. Stimulation of the central

end of the cut posterior root

caused pain and reflex move-
ments ; of the peripheral end,

no effect.

Recurrent tensibility.—
One of the statements just

made requires aslight modi-
fication ; namely, excitation

of the peripheral end of a
divided anterior root will

evoke pain and reflex move-
ments, as well as direct

movements ; that is to say,

the anterior root though
composed mainly of motor
fibres contains a few sensory
fibres comin$r probably from
the membmnesof the spinal

cord, and then running into

the posterior root with the

rest of the sensory fibres.
They often, however, run down the mixed ner\'e a considenxble
distance before returning to the posterior roots.

The upper diagram on this page (fig. 181) illustrates the course
of one of these recurrent fibres (r) ; the arrows represent the
direction in which it conveys impulses.

Degeruration of roots.—The facts in connection with this
subject were made out by Waller (1850), and may be best
understood by referring to the next diagram (fig. 182).

-Diagram to illustrate Wallerian de-
generation of nerre-roota.
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A represents a section of the mixed nerve beyond the union
of the roots; the whole nerve beyond the section degenerates,
and is shaded black.

B represents the result of section of the anterior root; only
the anterior root-fibres degenerate ;

' the sensory fibres of the
posterior root remain intact. The small medullated nerve-fibres
(not shown in the diagram) also degenerate as far as the ganglion
cells of the sympathetic system with which they communicate.
The recurrent sensory fibres in this root do not degenerate with
the others, but are found degenerated
in the part of the anterior root attached
to the spinal cord.

Section of the posterior root always
produces the same physiological effect

(loss of sensation) * wherever the section

is made, but the degeneration effect is

different according as the section is

made on the proximal or dista ' side of

the ganglion. If the section is made
beyond the ganglion, the degenera-
tion occurs as shown in C beyond
the section in the peripheral portion

of the posterior root-fibres ; the anterior

root remains intact except for the re-

current sensory fibres which it con-

tains. If the section is made as in Fig. 183.—Groups of fibres from

D, between the ganglion and the cord,
'^'- '"**"°- ^^ ^^"'''

the only piece that degenerates is

the piece severed from the ganglion and
running into the cord ; these fibres

may be traced up iu the posterior

column of the spinal cord until they terminate in grey matter,
which they do at different levels. The whole of the sensorj'
fibres including the recurrent ones which are still attached to
the ganglion remain histologically healthy.

The accompanying figure (fig. 183) is one of the original
illustrations made by Dr. Waller, and not published until the
publication of his son's text-book quite recently. I am indebted
to the present Dr. Waller for permission to reproduce it.

These facts of degeneration teach us, what we also learn

roots several days after sec-
tion of both roots close to Uie
cord ; the anterior fibres are
def^nerated ; the posterior,
being still in connection with
the nerve-cells fnim which
they grew, are normal.

In order to obtain any .npprrciable loss of sensation, it is neeessiiry to
divide several posterior roots, as there is a good deal of overlapping in the
peripheral distribution of the fibres.
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from the study of embryology, that the nerve-fibres of the
anterior root are connected to the nerve-cells within the spinal
cord, while the posterior root-fibres are connected to the cells

of the spinal ganglia; or, to put it another way, the trophic
centres which control the nutrition of the nerve-fibres are situated
within the cord for the anterior roots, and within the spinal
ganglia for the posterior roots.

Changes in a Nerve during Activity.

When a nerve is stimulated, the change produced in it

is called a nervous impulse ; this change travels along the
nerve, and the propagation of some change is evident from the
effects which follow : sensation, movement, secretion, &e. ; but in
the nerve itself very little change can be detected. There is no
change in form j the most delicate thermo-piles have failed to detect
any production of heat, and v/e are also ignorant of any chemical
changes. The only alteration which can be detected as evidence
of this molecular change in a nerve is the electrical one. Healthy
nerve is iso-electric, but during the passage of a nervous impulse
along it there is a very rapid diphasic variation, which travels
at the same rate as the nervous impulse. This is similar to the
diphasic change in muscle, which we have already studied, and
can be detected in the same way (see further, p. i88).

Velocity of a Nerve Impulse.

A nervous impulse is not electricity; compared to that of electri-

city its rate of propagation is extremely slow. It has been measured
in motor-nerves as follows : a muscie-nerve preparation is made
with as long a nerve as possible ; the nerve is stimulated first as
near to the muscle, and then as far from the muscle, as possible.
The moment of stimulation and the moment of commencing con-
traction is measured by taking muscle tracings on a rapidly moving
surface in the usual way, with a time-tracing beneath. The con-
traction ensues later, when the nerve is stimulated at a distance
from the muscle, than in the other case, and the difference in the
two cases gives the time occupied in the passage of the impulse
along the piece of nerve, the length of which can te easily measured.
A similar experiment can be performed on man by means of the

transmission myograph (see p. 129). If a tracing of the contrac-
tion of the thumb muscles is taken, the two stimuli may be
successively applied through the moistened skin, first at the
brachial plexus below the clavicle, and secondly, at the median
nerve at the bend of the elbow.
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Another method, largely employed by Bernstein, is to take the
electrical change as the indication of the impulse. The rheotome
is the instrument used. If fig. 169 (p. 145) ^ referred to, and a long
nerve substituted for the muscle-nerve preparation, the « nulus
is applied at one end, and the change in the electrical cond ion of
the nerve is recorded by the galvanometer, which is connected to
the other end of the nerve. The time measurement is effected by
the a'^justment of the rheotome, which must be such as to tap off

the electrical change at the moment it occurs.

The rate of the transmission of nervous impulses discovered by
these methods is, in a frog's motor-nerve, 28 to 30 metres a second

;

in human motor-narves, 33 metres a second ; in sensory nerves,

30 to 33 metres a second.

Direction of a Nerve Impulse.

Nerve impulses are conducted normally in only one direction :

in efferent nerves from, iu afferent nerves to, the nerve-centres.
But there are some experiments which
point to the conduction occurring under
certain circumstances in ^x)th Jirejtious.

Thus, in the rheotome experiment just ^^^^^k A
described, if the nerve is stimulated in the

middle instead of at one end, the electrical

change (the evidence of an impulse) is

found to be conducted towards both ends

of the nerve.

Kiihne's gracilis experiment proves the

same point. The gracilis muscle of the

frog (fig. 184) is in two portions, with a
tendinous intersection, and supplied by
nerve-fibres tha' branch into two bundles ;

^»-
'flfte?wiiiero

*"*"

excitation strictly limited to one of these

bundles, after division of the tendinous intersection, causes both
portions of the muscle to contract.

Another striking experiment of the same kind can be performed
with the nerve that supplies the electrical organ of Malap-
tercorus. This nerve consists of a single axis cylinder and its

branches ; stimulation of its posterior free end causes the " dis-

charge" of the electrical organ, although the nervous impulse
normally travels in the opp site direction.

Older experiments, ilesignetl to prove the same jjoints. were performetl bv
Paul Hert. Ho irrafted the tip of a rp.t's tail oithor to the back of the name
rat, or to the nose of another. When union had been effected, the tail wa.s
amputated near its base. After a time, irritation of the end of the trunk-
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like appendage on the bock or nose of the rat gave rise to seuiMition. The
impulse thus passod from base to tip, iaftead of from tip t') baj«e, as formerly.
This experiment does not. however, prove the point at all ; for all the
ori;^inal nerve fibres in the tail must have <legenerated. and the restoration
i)f sensation was due to new fibres, whieh had grown into the tail. Exactly
the same objection holds to another series of experiments, in which the motor
and sensory nerves of the tongue were divided aiul united crosswise.
Itestoration of both movement and sensation does occur, but is owing to new
nerve-fibres growing out from the' central stumps of the cut nerves.

Chemistry of Nervous Tissues.

The nerrous tissues contain a large amount of water; it is

present in larger amount (85 to 90 per cent.) in grej matter than

Portion of
Nervous System.

lirey matter
I of Brain ...

'white matter
of Brain ...

Spinal Cord

Human Sciatic!

Nerve /

Pro-
toids.

55

25

23

36

Lecithin.

10

Choleste-
rin and
Fat.

19

52

Cere-
brin.

05

95

7SI

Neuro- Other

"•«"-! at. '^''•

67

33 06

32 '2 " 3 1 4

in white matter (about 70 per cent.) ; in early than in adult life ; in
the brain than in the spinal cord; in the spinal cord than in nerves.

The solids contain :

—

a. Proteids : these comprise about half the solid matter in grey
matter, and about one-third of the solid matter in white
matter and nerve. In other words, proteid is most abundant
where the cells are situated, which is what one would expect.
The proteids found are nucleo-proteid and globulin.

Albuminoids : (i) neuro-keratin, contained within the white
substance of Schwann and forming the chemical basis of
neuroglia, the supporting tissue of the nerve-centres; (2)
nuclein, from the nuclei of the cells.

Fatty materials : the most important of these is lecithin, a
complex fat containing phosphorus and nitrogen, in addition
to carbon, hydrogen and oxygen. The lecithin in the nervous
tissues is combined with cerobrin ; the compound so former!
is called protagon.

(f. Cerebrins : nitrogenous substances of unknown constitution
which yield a reducing sugar (galactose) on hydration.

6.

c.
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f.

0-

Oholeeterin : a cryatalliue alcohol which we shrll study more
fully in connectiou with bile, where it is also found.
Extractives, similar to those tound in muscle, but in very
minute quantity.

Gelatin and fat from the adherent connective tissue.

Inorganic salts.

The table on the preceding page gives some of the quantitative
analyses that have been made of the solids in percentages.

Nothing is known of the changes these undergo during the
activity of nerve. It is possible that carbonic acid is produced, see
p. 1 88. When nervous tissues die, they, like mi jcles and all organs
of the body, become acid from the development of lactic acid.

In Walleriau degeneration, the staining reactions indicate that
the lecithin, the principal constituent of the medullary sheath, is

replaced by ordinary fats. This has been confirmed by chemical
analysis.

CHAPTER XVl.

ELECTROTONDS.

Whbn a constant current is thrown into a nerve, there is an
excitation which leads to a nervous impulse, and this produces
a contraction of the muscle at the end of the nerve. Similarly,
there is another contraction when the current is taken out!
Wiiile the cuiTent is flowi- through the nerve, the muscle is
quiescent. But while the current is flowing there are changes in
the nerve, both as regards its electrical condition and its excitability.
These changes are summed up in the expression electrotonus.

In the investigation of this subject the instruments employed
are the same as those already described, with the addition of two
others that it will be convenient to describe before passing on
to the study of elecirotonus itself. These are the reverser or
commutator, and the rheochord.

Pohl's commutator is the form of reverser generally employed.
It consists vf a block of ebonite provided with six pools of
mercury, each of which is provided with a binding screw. The
comer pools are connected by diagonal cross wires, and by a
cradle consisting of an insulating handle fixed to two arcs of
copper wire which can be tilted so that the two middle pools car.
be brought int communication with either of the two lateral
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pain, of pools. Fig. 185 shows how, by altering the position of
the cradle, the direction of the current from one electrode to the

Fig. 18;.— l>Dhr( commutator, with croiw wiiw. (After Waller.)

other is reversed. The numbers i, 2, 3, Ac. indicate the path of
the current in the two cases.

Sometimes the reverser is used without the cross wires for a different
purpose. The battery wires are connected as before with the middle
mercury pools. Bach lateral pair of pools is connected by wires to a pair
of electrodes. The two pairs of electrodes mav be applied to two portions
of a nerve, or lo two different nerves, and by tilting the cradle to right or
left the current can be sent through one or the other pair of electrodes

-Cell

rig. t86.—Simple riieochoid.

The rheochord is an instrument by means of which the strength
of a constant current passed through a nerve may be varied. It
consists of a long wure (r, r, r) stretched on a board. This is
placed as a bridge on the course of the battery current. (See
fig. 186.) The current is thus divided into two parts : one part
through the bridge, the other through the nerve which is laid
across the two non-polarisable electrodes at the ends of the wires.
The resistance through the bridge is varied by the position of the
slider (« «). The farther the slider is from the battery end of the
instrument the longer is the bridge, and the higher its resistance,
so that less current goes that way aad more to the nerve.

The next figure shows the more complicated form of rheochordi
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invented by Poggendorf. The number of turns of wire is greater,

so that the resistance can be varied to a much greater extent

than in the simpler form of the instrument.

The term " eleotrotonus " includes two sets of changes in the

Vlir. 187.—Poreendorr«rtt«oehord. (1I*K«ndrick.)

nerve ; first an electrical change, and secondly changes in excita-

bility and conductivity. We will take the electrical change first.

Eleotrotonio currents.—The constant current is passed

through the nerve from a battery, non-polarisiible electrwles being

Anelectrotonic
Current

Kateleotrotonic
Current

Polarleing
Current

Fig. 188.—Electrotonic currentg.

used ; it is culled the polarising current. If portions of the nerve

beyond the electrodes are connected ("led off") as in the dia-

gram (fig. 188) by non-polarisable electrodes to gfi'.vunometers, a

current will in each case be indicated by the swing of the galvano-

meter needles. The electrotonic current in the neighbourhood of

the negative pole or kathode is called the katelectrotonic current;

and that in the neighbourhood of the anode is called the

aiielectrotonic current. In b^th cases the electrotonic current has

the same direction as the polarising current. These currents are

K.P. V
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dependent on the phyaiual integrity of medullated nerve ; they
are not found in muscle, tendon, or non-meduUated nerre ; they
are absent or diminished in dead or degenerated nerre. They
can, however, be very successfully imitated in a model made of
sine wire encased in cotton soaked with salt solution. The
electrotonic currents must be carefully distinguished from the
normal current of action, which is a momentary change mpidly
propagated with a nervous impulse which may be produced by
any method of stimulation. The electrotonic currents aro pro-
duced only by an electrical (polarising) current ; they vary in
intensity with the polarising current, and last as long as the
polarising current passes through the nerve.

After the polMinngcaiTent ia remored, aftornileotrotooic onmnta occur
in different diPKstioDa in the three regiona tested.

(a) In the intrapolar region, the after-current ia oppoaito in direction
to the original polariaing current ; unleu the polarising current in
itrongand of ahoit duration, when it ia in the aame direction,

(ft) In the katelectrotonic region, the after-current haa the same
direction as the katelectrotonic current,

(r) In the anelectrotonic region, the after-current haa at first the
same, then the opposite direction to the anelectrotonic current.

The experiment known as the paradoiiedl contraction depend :

upon electrotonic currente. The sciatic nerve of the frog divides
in the lower part of the thigh into two parts. If one division is
cut across, and its central end stimulated electrically (the spinal
cord having been previously destroyed), the muscles supplied by
the other branch contract ; the nerve fibres in this branch having
been stimulated by the electrotonic variation in the divided
bnuich.*

Bleotrotonio alterations of exoitability When a constant
current is passed through a nerve, the excitability of the nerve
is increased in the region of the kathode, and diminished in
the region of the anode. When the current is taken out the
excitability is temporarily increased in the neighbourhood of the
anode, and diminished in that of the kathode.

This may be shown in the case of a motor nerve by the fol-
lowing experiment. The next diagram represents the apparatus
US6C1*

An exciting circuit for single induction shocks is arranged in

• This experiment must be carefully distin.Tiished from KUhneWiacilisexpenment described on p. 173. In the gracilis experiment the nerve
fibres themselves branch, and any form of stimulation applied to on branch
vviU cause contraction of both halves of the mn«clo. In tL ^aradoxical con-
traction the bundles of nerve fibres are merely bound tide by tide in the
sciatic trunk; there is therefore no possibility of conduction ^f a nerveimpulse in both directions

; the stimulus, moreover, must be an electrical ono
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th« umuU way, the exciting eleotrodei being placed on the nerve

near the muscle. A polarising circuit ii also arranged, and in-

cludes a battery, key, and reverser ; the current is passed into

the nerve by means of non-polarisable electrodes. When the

polarising current is thrown into the nerve, or taken out, a con-

traction of the muscle occurs, but these contractions may be dis-

regarded for the present.

The exciting circuit is arranged with the secondary coil so far

from the primary that the muscle responds to break only, and
the tracing may be recorded on a stationary blackened cylinder.

Move the cylinder on a short distance, and repeat this. The
height of the lines drawn may be taken as a measure of the

excitability of the nerve. Now throw in the polarising current

l^,^J^J o.
Reuwfer yt

CoU

EXCITING CIRCUIT

Fig. i8g.—Diagnun of ^>|MU«tiu used in tcsUng elactrotonio alteimtlons of excitability.

in a descending direction (t.e., towards the muscle) ; the kathode

is then the non-polarisable electrode near to the exciting elec-

trodes. While the polarising current is flowing, takn pome more
tracings by breaking the exciting current. The - in the

excitability of the nerve is shown by the much . contrac-

tions of the muscle
;
probably a contraction will be obtained now

at both make and break of the exciting current. After removing
the polarising current, the contractions obtained by exciting the

nerve will be for a short time smaller than the normal, but soon

return to their original size.

Exactly the reverse occurs when the polarising current is

ascending, i.e., from the muscle towards the spinal cord. The
non-polarisable electrode near the exciting electrodes is now the

anode. While the polarising current is passing, the excitability

of the nerve is diminished so that induction shocks which pre-

viously produced contractions of a certain size, now produce

N 2
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RwDer oontraotioni, or none at all. On rentoving the polarising
current, the after-eflbct is inoreaae of ozoitability.

The following figure it a reproduction of a tracing from an
MCtiwl experiment The after-ofTcott are not shown. N repre-
sents a series of contractions obtained when the nerve is normal,
K when it is katelootrotonio, A when it is anelectrotonic.

Exactly similar results are obtained if one uses mechanical
stimuli, such as hammering ae nerve, instead of induction shocks.
The same is true for chemical stimuli If the exciting electrodes
are removed, and salt sprinkled on the mrve near the muscle,
the latter joon begins to quiver ; its contractions are increased'

Tig. i9o.-El«etrotoaii*. X, mak*. B, break.

by throwing in a descending and diminished by an ascending
polarising current.

The increase in irritability is .lied kateleotrotonus, and the
decrease is called anelectrotonus. The accompanying diagram
(fig. 191) shows how the effect is most intense at the points (a, k)
where the electrodes are applied, and extends in gradually dimin-
ishing intensity on each side of them. Between the electrodes
the increase shades off into the decrease, and it is evident that
there must be i neutral point where there is neither increase nor
dccreaseof irritability. The position of this neutral point is found to
vary with the intensityofthepolarisingcurrent—when the current is
weak the point is nearer the anode, when strong nearerthe kathode.

Electrotonio alterationa of conductivity.—When a con-
stant current is passed through a nerve, not only is its excita-
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bilitj or power of responding to •tiiniiH altered in the way just

described, but its conductivity or power of conducting nerve im-

pulses is altered as well. Moreover, the alteration in conductivity

does not run parallel to that of exciUibility.

If weak currontH are used, there is but little change in the

conducting power of the nerve, and what little change there is,

is in the direction of diminution near the kathode. But when

the Btren(<th of the current in increaited, the diminution of con-

.ctivity is very marked rouml the kathode, and gradually faden

away towanls the anode (Kg. 193, i). On increasing the

strength of the current still more, the lowt of conductivity is

greater, an<l uprcads over lx)th the anodic and kathodic regionn

(fig. 192, 2).

Fig. 191.—Dimgiam iUiucrktiiw thf> effects of rarioiu intctuitin uf the poUriaing current.
n, %', nerve; a, anode; k, luthode; the curvea above indicate increaie, and thoHe
below decreaae of irritability, and when the current ia nnaU the increaae and decreaite
are both iimall, with the neutral point near a, and as the current ia inereawd in
strength, the changes in irritability arc greater, and the neutral point approaches ;;.

When the current is taken out, the reverse chaiigeH take place,

but this aftcr-efl'cct only lasts a short time. In Hg. 192, 3, we
see the effect of breaking a current of moderate strength, viz., a

fall of conductivity in the post-anodic region which gradually

fades away towards the kathode.

Pflliger's law of oontraotion.—The constant current some-

times causes a contraction both at make and break, sometimes at

make only, sometimes at break only. The difference depends on

the strength and direction of the current ; and follows from the

electrotonic changes of excitability and conductivity we have been

studying. Increase of exr'tubility acts as a stimulus ; so that at

the make the kathode is the stimulating electrode, and at the

break the anode is the stimulating electrode.

The facts may be demonstrated in the following way (fig. 193)

:

from a battery lead the wires to the middle screws of a reverser (with

cross wires) 'nterposing a key ; from one pair of end screws of the
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reverser lead wires to the binding screws of the rheochord ; fromth^ same screws of the rheochord the non-polarisable electrodes
lead to the nerve of a nerve-muscle preparation. The strength of the

t ;

I i

''%«^e~^"T"^^*Sfe n^ft^i'nl'^}^^V^} "° ^^e conductivity of a
-^oecavelv 'tw^™ ,S^*' '^\?%'^°i^ i^^kathode are indicated by + and
eff^^ a wMk mfr^i."^"^*".?*K* ?I

conductivity which occurs; L 1, the
trf^A * „ current u shown, the fall of conductivity in ineatMt mnn^ *yZkathode; ,n 2. w,th a rtronger current the faU i« gr^ Ld l^H^d^^ bh toinclude the anodic region. 3 Rhow« the effect inun^^y aftertte^ovaTo? thScurrent

;
the faU w then greatert in the portnuiodic r^^AA^^aL^nT

current is varied by the slider S. The nearer S is to the binding
screws the less is the resistance in the rheochord circuit, and the
less the current through the nerve. With a weak current a

Cell
<»»»»««'» *'»-«-»-r'yy—^^ MuscleA

Rheochord ^^ B

I I *.,«.KJI.> A If

tig. 103.—Arrangement of apparatus for demonstrating Fflager's law.

contraction occurs at make only, but more readily, i.e. with a
weaker current when its direction is descending, i.e. towards the
muscle. With a stronger current (ascending or descending) con-
traction occurs both at make and break. With a very strong
current (six Groves), the contraction occurs only at make with
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a descending c\UTent; and only at break with an ascending

current.

The contractions produced in the muscle of a nerve-muscle

preparation by a constant current have been arranged in a table

which is known as Pfluger's Law of Contraotioii. It is really

only a statement as to when a contraction may be expected

:

SnwaTH or
COBBBST DBBD.

DBBOBllDiaa CUBBBHT. AacBNDiva Curbbmt. :

1

Hake. Break. Make. |
Break.

Weak Yes. No.

Yes. Yes.

Yes. No.

Yes. 1 No.

Yes. Yes.

No. Yes.

HodeTate

Strong

The increase of irritability at the kathode when the current is

made, is greater and so more potent to produce a contraction

than the rise of irritability at the anode when the current is

broken ; and so with weak currents the only effect is a contraction

at the make. There is little or no alteration in the conductivity

of the nerve to hinder the propagation of the impulse so started.

With a current of moderate strength and in an ascending

direction, the excitation which occurs at the anode at break starts

an impulse in a part of the nerve near the muscle, and not

separated from it by any region of diminished conductivity ; at

make also there is no block to prevent the excitation which occurs

at the kathode from reaching the muscle, since with moderate

currents the fall of conductivity does not reach the anodic

region (fig. 192, 1). When the current is descending, the excita-

tion at the make is at the kathode, and as this is near the muscle

there is no block in the nerve between it and the muscle ; at

the break, the kathodic block is removed, and so the anodic

excitation is readily propagated to the muscle.

With strong currents the case is a little more complicated,

because here the diminution of conductivity is so great that

certain regions of the nerve become impassable by nerve-impulses.

When the current has an ascending direction, the impulse at the

break is started at the anode, and as this is next to the muscle

there is no hindrance to the propagation of the impulse, but at

the make the impulse started at the kathode is blocked by the

lowering of conductivity which as we have seen with strong

currents spreads and reaches the anode (fig. 192, 2). When the

current is descending the kathode is nosir the muscle, and so the
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impulse at make reaches the muscle without hindrance ; but at
the break, the impulse started at the anode has to traverse a
region of nerve, the anodic end of which has a smaller con-
ductivity immediately after opening than during the flow of the
current (fig, 192, 3); the kathodic end of thi^ region also does
not become immediately passable after a strong current.
Thus we have seen that two circumstances influence the effect

of the constant current upon a nerve, viz., the strength and
direction of the current. It is also necessary that the stimulus
should be applied auddmly and not gradually, and that the irH-
tahtlity of the nerve should he normal ; not increased or diminished.
Sometimes (when the preparation is specially irritable) instead of
a simple contraction a tetanus occurs at the make or break of the
constant current. This is liable to occur at the break of a
strong ascending current which has been passing for some time
mto the preparation, or at the make of a strong descending
cun-ent

;
both being conditions which increase the excitability of

the piece of nerve nearest to the muscle ; this is called Bitter's
tetanus, and may be stopped in the first case by throwing in the
current in the same direction, or in the second case by throwing
in a current in the opposite direction.

The same general laws hold for muscle as well as for nerve,
but are more diflScult to demonstrate ; the main fact, however'
that the kathode is the stimulating electrode at the make, and
the anode at the break, may be shown by the following experi-
ment

;
if a curarised, that is, a physiologically nerveless muscle,

18 arranged as in the experiment for demonstrating the muscle
wave (see fig. 149, p. 125), and a non-polarisable electrode placed
at each end, the muscle wave at the make of a const^int current
starts at the negative electrode (kathode) and at the break at the
positive electrode (anode).

An induced current in the secondary circuit of an iuductorium
may be regarded as a current of such short duration that the
opening and closing are fused in their effects. This is true for all
Hiduction currents, whether produced by the make or break of
the primary circuit. The kathcxle will always be the more
effective in causing contraction.

Response of Human Muscles and Nerves to Electrical
Stimulation.

Perhaps the most important outcome of this study of the
response of muscle and nerve to electrical stinnilation is its
application to the muscles and nerves of the human body.
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because here it forms a most valuable method of diagnosis in

cases of disease. The following account of this is chiefly an
abstract from Sir William Gowers' Manual of Diseases of the
Nervous System.

In the no'Tnal state, nerves can be stimulated either by
induction shucks, or by the make and break of a constant current.

In the case of the motor-nerves this is shown by the contraction

of the muscles they supply; and in the case of the sensory nerves

by the sensations that are produced. In the case of the sensory

nerves, the sensation produced by the constant current is most
intense at the instant of make and break, or when the strength

of the current is changed in the direction either of diminution or

increase; but there is a slight sensation due doubtless to the

electrotonic alterations in excitability which we have been studying,

during the whole time that the current is passing.

When the nutrition of the nerves is impaired, much stronger

currents of both the induced and constant kinds are necessary to

evoke muscular contractions than in the normal state. »^'hen

the nerves are completely degenerated (as for instance when they
are cut off fium the spinal cord, or when the cells in the cord
from which they originate are themselves degenerated, as in

infantile paralysis) no muscular contraction can be obtained on
stimulating the nerves even with the strongest currents.

The changes in the excitability of the muscles are less simple,

because in them there are two excitable structures, the termina-
tions of the ner^'es, and the muscular fibres themselves. Of these,

the nerve-fibres are the more sensitive to induction currents, and
the faradic stimulation of 4 muscle under normal circumstances
is by means of these motor nerve-endings. Thus we find that its

excitability corresponds in degree to that of the motor-nerve
supplying it. The muscular fibres are, even in the normal state,

less sensitive to faradism (that is, a succession of induction shocks)
than the nerve, because they are incapable of ready response to

stimuli so very short in duration as are the shocks of which a
faradic current consists. The proof of this consists in the fact

that under the influence of curare, which renders the muscle
practically nerveless, the muscle requires a much stronger faradic

current to stimulate it than in the normal state. When the
nerve is degenerated, the make or break of the constant current
stimulates the muscle as readily as in the normal state ; but the
contraction is propagated more slowly than that which occurs

when the nerve-fibres are intact, and is due to the stimulation
of the muscular fibres themselvesi. The fact that, under normal
circiuustances, the contraction which is caused by the constant
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current » as quick as that produced by an induction shock, is
ground for believing that in health the constant, like the in-
duced current, causes the muscle to contract chiefly by exciUng
the motor-nerves within it.

When the motor-nerve is degenerated, and will not respond to
any form of electrical stimulation, the muscle c'so loses all its
power of response to induction shocks. The nerve-degenei»tion
IS acconapanied by changes in the nutrition of the muscular fibres
as IB evidenced by their rapid wasting, and any power of response
to faradism they possessed in the normal state is lost But the
response to the constant current remains, and is indeed more ready
than in health, doubtless in consequence of nutritive changes
which develop what the older pathologists called, truly enough,
"imtable wea' .as." There is, moreover, a qualitative as well
as a quantitative change. In health the first contraction to occur
on gradually increasing the strength of the current is at the
negative pole, when the circuit is closed (see Pfltiger's law), and a
stronger current is required before closure-contraction occurs at
the positive pole. But in the morbid state we are discussing,
closure-contraction may occur at the positive pole as readily as or
even more readUy than at the negative pole. This condition, the
reasons for which we .'j not know, is called the " Jieaction of
DegenereUiott."

Suppose a patient comes before one with muscular paralysis.
This may be due to disease of the nerves, of the cells of the
spmal cord, or of the brain. If the paralysis is due to brain
disease, the muscles will be slightly wasted owing to disuse, but
the electrical irritability of the muscles and nerves will be normal,
as they are still in connection with the nerve-cells of the spinal
cord that control their nutrition. But if the paralysis is due to
disease either of the spinal cord or of the nerves, this nutritive
influence can no longer be exercised over the nerves o- muscles.
The nerves will degenerate; the muscles waste rapidly; the
irritability of the nerves to both forms of electrical stimulation
will be lost; the muscles will not respond to the faradic current,
but xii relation to the constant current they will exhibit what we
have called the " reaction of degeneration."

This illustrates the value of the electrical method as a means
of diagnosis, that is, of finding out what is the matter with a
patient. It is also a valuable means of trlatment ; by making
the muscles contract artificially, their nutrition is kept up until
restoration of the nerves or nerve-centres is brought about
Another illustration will indicate that the facts regarding
elcctrotonic variation of excitability are true for sensory as well

1

ri
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as for motor nerves; in a :;a8e of neuralgia, relief will often be
obtained by passing a constant current through the nerve ; but
the pole applied to the nerve must be the anode which produces
diminution of excitability, not the kathode which produces the

reverse.

Wall< r hM poioted oat that Pflttger's law of contraction, as formnlated
for frogs' muacies and nerves, is true for human muscles and nerves in the
main, but there are certain discrepancies. These arise from the metiiod
necessarily employed in man being different from those used with a muscle-
nerre preparation. In a muscle-nerve preparation the nerve is dissected out,
the two electrodes placed on it, and the current has of necessity to traverse
the piece of nerve between the two electrodes. In man, the current is

applied by means of electrodes or rheophores which consist of metal discs
covered with wash leather, and soaked in brine. One of these is placed on
the moistened skin over the nerve, and the other on some indifferent point
such aa the back. The current finds its way from one electrode to the other,
not necessarily through the nerves to any great extent (though it will be
concentrated at the nerve as it leaves the anode or reaches the kathode),

-VT\
Kg. 194.—Hectrodes applied to the sUn over a nervo-tr=.nk. In a the polar area is

anelectrotonic, and the peripolar katdectrotonic. The former condition, therefoie,
preponderates, 8ince the current is more concentrated. In b the ocmditions ai«
lereiBed, the polar zone corresponding here to the katiiode. (After Waller.)

but diffuses widely through the body, seeking the paths of least resintance.
Thus it is impossible to get pure anodic or kathodJc effects. If the anode is

applied over the nerve, the current enters by a series of points (polar zone),
and leavra by a second series of points (penpolar zone). The second series
of points is very close to the first, as the current leaves the nerve as soon
as possible, seeking less resistant paths. The polar zone will be in the con-
dition of anelectrotoniis, the peripolar in that of kateiectioionus, so that
although the fonr *-K5t will predominate, the p^^ints being more con-
centrated, the lat' ^t may prevent a pure anelectrotonic effect being
observed (fig. 194,

Excitability and > Miuiucttvity.—We have already seen that these two pro-
perties of nerve do not necessarily go together. We learn the same lesson
from the following experiments. The nerve of a frog's leg is led through
a glass tube, the ends of which are sealed with clay, but the nerve must not
be compressed. The tube is supplied with an inlet and outlet, so that gases
may be passed through it. Two pairs of electrodes ate arranged, so that the
nerve can be stimulated either within or outside the tube. If carbonic acid
is passed through the tube, and the nerve stimulated by an induction shock
within the tube, the muscle does not respond ; but on stimulating outside the
tube, the muscle contracts. The nerve is, therefore, not excitable, though
it will conduct impulses. If alcohol vapour is used, conductivity vanishes
before excitability. Cold acts like carbonic acid ; localised cold applied to
nerve, however, increases its excitability to the constant current, and also
to mechanical and thermal stimuli (Gotch).
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Waller teste the exciUbility of nerve by the amount of onrrent of action

i
^'^ S'^l^i °°* ^^ *^* amount of contraction in the muacle to which it

leads. He finds that the effect of carbonic acid in large doses is to depress
the activity of nerve

; but after the gas is removed, there is greatlv in-
creased activity Ether acts similarly ; but with chloroform there is no
recovery. Small doses of carbonic acid increase the action-currents, and
Waller considers that the staircase effect in muscle (p. 124), and the similar
progressive increase noted in the action-currents of nerve as the result of
repeated stimulation is due to the evolution of this gas during activity
There ciui be no doubt that the existence of the electrical variation is as a

rule the index of the excitatory alteration in a nerve. In the isolated nerve
It IS m fact the only change that can be detected. But in the present stat€
of our knowle<lge we are noc justified in assuming that it gi es an absolutely
taitbful record. The electrical variation can be <letected in a nerve for manv
.lays after its removal from the body. Although the electrical change is a
concom.tant of the real excitatory process, the former may be therefore
perceptible when other evidence of theexistenceof fhe latter fails. Moreover
C.otch and Burch have obtaineti further evidence of the dissociation of the
electrical response from the excitatory process. In the frog's sciatic nerve
It IS possible with two stimuli in rapid succession to obtain only one electrical
rosjx)nse near the seat of excitation which has been cooled, while two such
responses occur in a more peripheral warmer region.

!

;

li

CHAPTER XVII.

NERVE-CENTRES.

The nerve-centres consist of the brain and spinal cord ; they
are characterised by containing nerve-cells, from which the nerve-
fibres of the nerves originate. Small collections of nerve-cells
are foimd also in portions of the peripheral nervous system, where
they are called ganglia. The spinal ganglia on the posterior
roots of the spinal nerves, and the sympathetic ganglia are
instances of these.

The general arrangement of the cerebro-spinal axis is given in
the accompanying diagram. The nerves which take origin from
the bram are called cranial nerves; there are twelve pairs of
these; some of them, like the olfactory, optic, and auditory
nerves, are nerves of special sense ; others supply the region of
the head with motor and sensory fibres. One pair (the tenth)
called the pneumogastric or vagus nerves are maiuly distributed
to the viscera of the thorax and abdomen, and a part of another
pair (the eleventh), called the spinal accessory nerves, unites with
the vagus prior to such distribution. We shall in our subsetjueut
study of the heart, lungs, stomach and other organs have fre<iuently
to allude to these nerves. The first two pairs of cranial nerves (the
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olfaotor)' and the optic) arise from the cerebrum. The remaining

ten pairs arise from the district of grey matter called the floor of

the fourth ventricle

or its imme<liiito

neighbourhood ; this

tract of grey matter

is situated at the

lower part of the

brain where it joins

the spinal cord ; this

portion of the brain

is called the Bulh or

Affilulla ohlomjata.

The spinal nerves

are arranged in pairs,

31 in number. Their

general structure and
functions we have

already studied (pp.

169— 172).

The more intimate

structure of the brain

and spinal coi-d we
shall consider at
length in subsequent

cliaptera. For the

present we shall deal

with some of the

general aspects of the

nerve - centres, both

as regards structure

and function.

Both brain and

spinal cord consist of

two kinds of tissue.

Fig. 195.—View of the cere-
bn)-8pinal axis of the
nervous system. The
I ight half of the cranium
and trunk of the body
has been removed by a
vertical section ; the
membranes of the brain
and spinal cord have also been removed, and the roots and first part of the fifth and
ninth rrsnial, and of all the spinal nerv-,« of the right side, have been disaeeted out
and laid separately on the wall of the skull and on the several vertebree opposite to
the place of their natural exit from the oramo-apinal cavity. (After Bourgery.
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easily distinguishable by the naked eye. They are called respec-

tively tehite matter and grey matter.

White meUtr is composed of meduUated nerve-fibres, which

differ in structure from the modullated fibres of nerve by having

no primitive sheath.

Grey matter is the true central material so far as regards func-

tion ; that is to say, it is the part which receives and sends out

nervous impulses; it is characterised by containing nerve-cells

and their branches.

In the brain the grey matter is chiefly situated on the surface,

forming what is called the cortex ; the white matter and certain

subsidiary masses of grey matter are in the interior.

1%. 196.—Branched nenioffliaMwU. (After Stohr.)

In the spinal cord, the grey matter is in the interior, the white

matter outside.

In both grey and white matter the nerve-cells and nerve-fibres

are supported by a peculiar tissue which is railed neuroglia. It

is composed of cells and fibres, the latter being prolonged from

the cells. Some of the fibres are radially arranged. They start

from the outer ends of the ciliated epithelium cells that line

the central canal of the spinal cord and the ventricles of the

brain, and diverge constantly branching towards the surface of

the organ, where they end by slight enlargements attached to the

pia mater. The other fibres of the tissue are cell processes of

the neuruglia or glia cells proper, or spider cells as they are some-

timeB termed (see f 196).

Neuroglia is thus a connective tissue in function, but it is not
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one in origin. Like the rest of the nervous system, it originates

from the outermost layer of the embryo, the epiblast. All true

conneotive tissues are mesoblastic.

Chemically it is very different from connective tissues. It

consists of an insoluble material called neuro-keratin, or nerve-

horn, similar to the homy substance keratin which is found m
the surface layers of the epidermis.

Stmoture of Kerve-Oella.

Nerve-cells differ a good deal both in shape and size.

In the early embryonic condition, the future nerve-cell is a

N.S.

I

FiK. T97.-Bipolar nerve-cells. A. From the GasHenan ganglion of the l>'Ke '^•*-'

''

Brdrter). B. From a Bpinal ganglion of a 4i weeks' '""'«" ^"'''^"(""f.^H^
C. Ailult condition of the mammalian spmal ganglion cell: N.S.

"I'^J^^^"
sheath ; only the nuclei seen in vrofile. are represente.!. T. is the T-8haii«l

junction (after Betzius).

small nucleated mass of protoplasm without processes. As develop-

ment progresses branches grow, and by this means it is brought
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into contact with the branches of other nerve-cells. When the

nerve-cells degenerate as they do in some cases of brain and cord

disease, there is a reversal of this process ;
just as in a dying tree

the terminal branches, those most distant fiom the seat of nutri-

tion, are the first to wither, so it is in the degenerating nerve-cell.

If one traces the structure of nervecells throughout the zoological

series, there is also seen an increase in their complexity, and the

number of points of contact produced

by an increase in the number and

complexity ofthebranches multiplies.

The simplest nerve-cells known

are termed bipolar. In the lower

animals the two processes come off

from the opi)osite ends of the cells
;

the cell, in other words, appears as

a nucleate<l enlargement on the

course of a nerve-fibre. Kig. i97(^M

shows one of these nerve-cells from

the tiasserian ganglion of the pike.

The cells of the (Jasseriiui and spinal

ganglia in the mammalian embryo

are also bipolar, but as development

progresses, the two branches become

fused for a considerable distance, so

that in the fully-formed anin il the

cell appears to bt unipolar. This

is shown in a more diagrammatic

way in fig. i8o, p. 169. The bifur-

cation of the nerve-fibre is spoken of

as a T-8^*Pcd junction. As will be

seen in fig. 1 97 (<'), the nerve process

has a convoluted course on the sur-

face of the cell before it bifurcates.

Fig. io«.—Sympathetic ganglion cell

frog, highly magaifled.of a
(Beale.)

In these ganglia it should be also

noted that each cell is enclosed within

a connective tissue sheath, and the nuclei seen are those of the

connective tissue corpuscles.

In the sympathetic ganglia, the cells may have a similar

structure, aiid here also the nucleated sheath is seen, in some

cases, however, when there appear to be two fibres connected

to a cell, one of them is really derived from another cell, and is

passing to eiul in a ramification which envelopes the ganglion

cell; it may sometimes, as in fig. 198, be coiled spirally around

the issuing nerve-fibre.
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The majority of nervc-cclla found in the body are mvltipolar.

Here the cell beconiea angular or stellate. Fig. 199 ahowB the

usual form of cell present in sympathetic ganglia. From the

angles of the cell, branches originate; the majority of these

branches divide and subdivide until they end in an arborescence

of fine twigs or fibrils ; but one process, and one process only, of

each cell becomes the axis cylinder of a nerve-fibre.

FiB. iQQ.-An isoUted sympathetic (ranglion cell of man, showing sheatt with nudeated-

ceU lin^, B. A. Ganglion cell, with nucleus and ncoleolus. C. Branched proces-..

D. Axis cylinder process. (Key and Eetzius.) x 750.

Passing next to fhe central nervous system, we here again find

the multipolar ce' is the principal kind present.

The next figure (fig. 200) shows one of the typical multipolar

cells of the spinal cord. Here again, only one process (a) becomes

the axis cylinder of a nerve-fibre, and the others break up into

arborisations of fibrils. The cells have a finely fibrillar structure,

and the fibrils can be traced into the axis cylinder process and

the other branches of the cell. Between the fibrils the protoplasm

of the cell contains a number of angular or spindle-shaped masses,

which have a great affinity of basic aniline dyes like methylene

blue. They are known as XissVs <jranuleK. 'J'hese nerve-cells

also contain, especially in the adult, jfranules of pigment, usually

vellow, the nature of which has not been determined.

K.P.
O
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In preparations made by (Jolgi's chromate of silver method, the

cells and their processes are stained an intense black by » deposit

of silver. The various structures in the cells (nucleus, gmntiles,

fibrils, etc.), are not visible in such prcpamtions, but the great

advantage of the method is that it enables one to follow the

branches to their finest ramifications. It i« thus found that the

axis cylinder process is not unbranched as represented in fig. 200,

but invariably gives off side-branches, which are called rollatemU ;

these pass into the adjacent nerve tissue. The axis cylinder

then acquires the sheaths, and thus is converted into a nerve fibre.

This nerve-fibre sometimes, as in the nerve-centres after a more

or less extended course, breaks up into a terminal arborescence

enveloping other nerve-cells ; the collaterals also terminate in .1

Fig. aoo.—Multipolar aervc-cell from anterior horn oi itriaal cord ; «, axis cylinder

procew. (Max Kchult/e.)

similar way. The lonj,'e8t type of axis cylinder is that which

passes away from the nerve-centre, and gets hound up witli

other similarly sheathed axis cylinders to form a nerve ;
but

all ultimately terminate in an arborescence of fibrils in various

end organs (end-plates, muscle spindles, etc.).

In the grey matter of the cerebrum the nerve-cells are various

in shape and size, but the most characteristic cells are large and

pyramidal in shape. They are especially large and numerous in

what are called the motor areas of the brain. Tlie apex of the

cell is directed to the surface; the apical process is long and

tapering, and finally breaks up into fibrils that lie parallel to the

surface of the brain {tamjential Jrlyres). From the lower angles

and other parts branching processes originate ; the axis cylinder

comes oft' from the base of the pyramid. The next figure (fig. 201)

shows the tj ^Mcal appearance of one of these cells, showing the

various points just described. The following figure shows a section
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of the cerebral cortex also prepared by Golifi's method (fig. ao2,

p. 196).

The grey matter of the cerel>eHnm .ntaiiw a largo number

of small nerve-cells, and one layer of large ccUh. These are

fliisk-shaped, and are called

the celU of Purkinje. The

neck of the flask breaks up

into branches, and the axis

cylinder process comes

off from the base of the

flask (fig. 203, p. 197).

The study of the ner-

vouH system by the valu-

able method introduced by

(iolgi has led to some new

conceptions as to its struc-

ture and to new nomen-

clature. Thf .vhole ner\'ou»

BViitem consists of nerve-

cells and their brunches,

supported by neuroglia in

tlic central nervous system,

and by connective tissue in

the nerves. Some of the

processes of a nerve-cell

break up almost immedi-

ately into smaller branches

ending in arborescences of

fine twigs ; these branches,

which used to be called

protoplasmic processes, are

now termed denJrcns and

the fine twigs dendrites;

one branch becomes the

long axis cylinder of a

nerve-fibre, but it also ulti-

mately terminates in an

arborisation. It is calle :

the axi. cylinder process, or, more })riefly, the axon. The term

neuron is applied to the complete nerve-unit, that is, the body of the

cell, and all its branches. Some observers have supposed that

the axis cylinder process is the only one that conducts nerve

impulses, the dendrons being rootlets which suck up nutriment for

the nerve-cell. This exclusive view has not, however, been generally

o 2

Fig. 201.

—

Pyiaiiii(l:il lell m liiiiiiuu irrebral

rohix. Golgi« itieUiiKl.
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accepted; the dendrons may be nutritive, but it is believed

that they also, Tike the rest of the nerve-unit, are concerned in

the conduction of nerve impulses. A strong piece of evidence in

this direction is the fact that the fibrils of the axis cylinder may

be traced through the body of the cell into the dendrons.

The next idea which it is necessary to grasp is, that each

nerve-unit (cell pliis branches of both kinds) is anatomically inde-

pendent of every other nerve-unit. There is no anastomosis of

the branches from one nerve-cell with those of another; the

Fir 202.-Cerebral cortex of mammal, prepared by Golgi's method, a, b, c, d, r, nerve-

cellB ; K. neuroglia-ceU. (Ramon y Cajal.)

arborisations interlace and intermingle, and nerve impulses are

transmitted from one nerve-unit to another, but not by continuous

structures. The impulses are transmitted through contiguous, but

not through continuous structures. A convenient expression for

the intermingling of arborisations is sywipse (literally, a clasping).

The figure on page 1 98 is a diagram of the nervous path in

a reflex action. Excitation occurs at S, the skin or other sensory

surface, and the impulse is transmitted by the sensory nerve-fibre

to the nerve-centre, where it ends not in a nerve-cell, but by

:trbori&ing around a nerve-cell and its dendrons. The only

b*.^
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nerveHsell in actual continuity with the sensory nerve-fibre is the

one in the spinal ganglion (G) from which it grew.

The terminal arborisation of the sensoiy nerve-fibre merely

interlaces with the dendrons of the motor nerve-cell ;
yet simply

by this synapse, the motor nerve-cell (M C) is affected and sends

an impulse by its axis cylinder process to the muscle (M).

A very rough illustration which may help one in realising this

may be taken as follows : Suppose two trees standing side by

Bide • their stems wUl represent the axis cylinders ;
their branches

the dendrons. If the trees are close together the branches of one

Fia 201 —Cell of Purkinje from tliP Iminiiii cercU-Uuiu.

Oolgis inetho.1. (After Szynioiiowicz.)

will intermingle with those of the other :
there is no actual

branch from the one which becomes continuous with any branch

of the other; but yet if the stem of one is vigorously shaken,

the close intermixture of the brandies will affect the other so

that it also moves.

Another very important general idea which we must next get

hold of, is that a nervous impulse does not necessarily travel

along the same nerve-fibre all the way, but there is what we

may term a tystem, of relays. The nervous system is very often

compared to a telegraphic system throughout a country, ine

telegraph offices represent the nerve-centres, the afferent nerve-
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fibres correspond to the wires that carry the messages to the

central offices, and the efferent nerve-fibres are represented by
the wires that convey messages from the central offices to more
or less distant parts of the country. This illustration will serve

us very well for our present purpose, provide<i that it is always
remembered that a nervous impulse is not ele(!tricity. Suppose,

now, one wishes to send a message from the metropolis, which
will represent the brain, to a distant house, say in the Highlands
of Scotland. There is 110 wire straight from London to that

house, but the message ultimately reaches the house ; one wire

takes the message to Edinburgh another wire carries it on to

Fig. 204.—Beflex action.

the telegraph station in the town nearest to the house in question
;

and the last part of the journey is accomplished by a messenger
on foot or horseback. There are at least two relays on the journey.

It is just the same with the nervous system. Suppose one
wishes to move the arm ; the impulse starts in the nerve-cells

of the brain, but there are no fibres that go straight from the
brain to the muscles of the arm. The impulse travels down
the spinal cord, by what are called pyramidal fibres, to the nerve-

cells of the spinal cord, and from tliese cells, fresh nerve-fibres

pass to the arm-muscles, and continue the impulse. Here again
the connection between the nerve-units is by contiguity, not by
continuity. This is shown in the accompanying diagram (fig. 205).
The cell of the cerebral grey matter is represented by C. G., the
pyramidal nerve-fibre arborises around the cell of the spinal cord
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(S. C.) from which the motor nerve-fibre arises, and which carries

on the impulse. The spinal cord cells

are thus surrounded by arborisations

(synapses) derived not only from the

sensory nerves (S), but by fibres from the

upper part of the nervous system. We

now see how it is possible that reflex

actions in the cord may be controlled by

impulses from the brain.

The sheaths of the nerve-fibres are not

shown in the diagram.

The system of relays is still more com-

plicated in the case of sensory impulses,

as we shall see later on : the same is

true for the motor pa' involuntary

muscle, accessory cell-sx being situ-

ated in the sympathetic (^
...igiia.

We may now return for a moment to

the subject of degeneration. If the ner\'e-

fibre is cut off from its connection with

the spinal nerve-cell, the peripheral end

degenerates as far as the muscle. -

Suppose, now, the pyramidal fibre were

cut across, the piece stil) attached to the

brain-cell would remain in a comparatively

normal condition, but the peripheral end

would degenerate as far as the synapse

round the spinal cell (S. C), biit not

beyond. We can thus use the degenera-

tion method to trace out tracts of nerve-

fibres in the white matter of the central

nervous system. The histological change

in the fibres is here the same as that

already described in the nerves, except

that, as there is no primi. e sheath,

there can be no multiplication of its

nuclei; there is instead an over-growth

of neuroglia. Degenerated tracts conse-

iiuently stain differently from healthy

white matter, and can be by this means

easily traced.

Another method of research which

leads to the same results as the degenera-

tion method is called the embryological method. The nerve-fibres

which grow from different groups of nerve-cells become fully

L.

8.

5

M

Fig . 205.— Diagram of an
element of the motor
poth. U.S., upper seg-

ment ; L.8., lower seg-

ment; CO., cell of cere-

bral cortex ; S.C, cell of

spinal cord, in anterior

comu ; M, the muscle ; 8,

path from sensory nerve

roots. (After Gowen.)
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developed at diflercnt dates, and so by exaiuiniug brains and

cords of embryos of dift'erent ages, one is able to make out

individual tracts before they liave blended in tlie general mass

of white matter.

We shall, however, return to this subject when later on we are

studying the physiology of the central nervous system in detail.

i| :

The Significance of Nissl's Granules.

If portions of the brain or spinal cord are fixed in absolute

alcohol, ap'' jctions obtained from the hardened pieces are stained

by means of methvlenc blue, the norve-cells exhibit a characteristic

appearance. The .uicleus and nucleolus take up the blue stain,

and throughout the cell body a number of angular-shaped masses,

which are termed Xissl's ;ir<inules, are also stained blue. These

extend some distance into the dendrc is, but not into the axon.

The substance of which they ivce composed is termed chroviaUt-

plagin, or chromojihilic nuUtrial. The existence of granules in

cells which have an affinity for basic dyes like methylene blue is-

not at all common ; the granules in the majority of the white

blood corpuscles, for instance, have an affinity for acid dyes.

Micro-chemical methods have shown that the main constituent of

the Xissl granules is nucleo-proteid. The name kineto-j»lasm haa

been given to it by Marinesco in order to express the idea that

it forms a source of energy to the cell. It can hardly be denied

that the substance of which the granules are composed, forming

as it does so large a proportion of the cell-contents, and made of

a material in which nuclein forms an important constituent, is

intimately related to the nutritional condition of the neuron.

Some have even compared it to the granular material, which is

present in secreting cells ; in these cells before secretion occurs,

the granules accumulate, and during the act of eecretion they are

discharged and converted into constituents of the secretion. It

is stated by some oVwervers that the Nissl granules are used up

during the discharge of energy from nervc-cells, and it certainly

is the case that if the cells are examined after an epileptic fit, in

which there has been a very massive discharge of impulses, the

Nissl granules have disappeared, or at least broken up into fine

dust-like particles, so that the cell presents a more uniform blue-

staining. It is, however, doubtful whether this is due to a trans-

formation associated with intense activity, or whether it may not

be caused by venosity of the blood. 'I"he cells are very sensitive

to altered vascular conditions ; antcmia, for instance, produces a

similar change accompanied with swelling of tli- cell, and swelling
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and in extreme cases extrusion of the nucleus. High fever

(hyperpyrexia) causes a very similar change, which is doubtless

assodated with the coagulation of the proteids 01 the rell-

protoplasm by the high temperature.
, , ^.. , ,

Since attention has been directed towards the ^l8sl granules, a

literature which has become alarmingly vast during the last few

years has sprung up in relatior. to them. This is quite easy to

Understand, for neurologists have by this sensitive test been able

to identify changes in the cells which could not be detected by the

previous methods of staining. Thus the cells have been examined

in various diseases, and after being subjected to the action of

various poisons. In a new subject of this kind there is, as would

be expected, considerable divergence of views, and even the

fundamental question has not yet been answered mtisfactoriy

whether the Nissl granules are present as e 'ch in the livmg cell,

or whether they are artifacts produced by the fixative action of

strong alcohol. The fact that they cannot be demonstrated when

the cells are stained by the injection of methylene blue into the

circulation before the animal is killed is a very strong piece of

evidence in favour of the latter view. But, whichever view is

correct, the method is a valuable one, and ^l8sl5 views on this

question appear to be indisputable : they are brieBy as fo ows :-

Healthy cells fixed and stained in a constant manner will appear

the same under constant optical conditions, and the appearances

then seen form the equivalent of such healthy cells dunng life

It follows that if the cells prepared by the same method and

examined under the same conditions show a difference from the

equivalent or symbol of healthy cells, the difference is the measure

of some change that has occurred during life.

Chmmatolysis is the term applied to designate the disappearance

or disintegration of the Nissl granules. The process generally

be-ins at the periphery of the cell and in the dondrons, but in

advanced cases the whole cell may be affected. We have already

alluded to the fact that chromatolysis occurs in various abnormal

states, and the diminution of the chromophilic nucleo-proteid

indicates a diminution of the vital interaction of the highly

phosphorised nucleus with the surrounding cell protoplasm.

Chromatolysis alone is not indicative of cell destruction, and a

cell may recover its function afterwards. The integrity of the

nucleus and of the fibrils appears to be much more important to

the actual vitality of the cell.
. j „

When a nerve-fibre is cut across, the distal segment undergoes

Wallerian degeneration ; this is an acute change. But the nerve-

cell and t.ie piece of the nerve-fibre still attached to it do not
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remain unaffected. If regeneration of the fibre, and restoration

of function takes place, no change is observable. But if regenera-

tion does not occur (and it does take place in the central nervous

system), the cell and its processes undergo a slow chronic wasting

;

one of the earliest signs of this disuse atrophy is chromatolysis.

Warrington has recently shown a still more interesting fact,

namely, that section of the posterior roots causes chromatolysis

in the anterior horn cells of the same side ; this indicates that

the loss of sensory stimuli produces a depression of the activity

Fig ao6.—XisslH granules. A. Nonual ]fyraiiiidal cell of Imiiian cerebral cortex. B. Swollen

(i-dematous pyraiiii<lal cell from a case of status ejiilepticus. Notice ditfusc staining, and
absence of Xissl's granules ; the nucleus is enlarged and eccentric. The lymph space

around the cell is ililated. C. Pyramidal ceil of dog after ligature of vessels going to

bi-ain and conseriuent ansmia. Notice great swelling of the nucleus, and advanceil

chronmto'ysis, most marked at the periphery of the cell.

and metabolic functions of the spinal motor cells. We shall see

later on that this accords quite well with the physiological effects

observed under these conditions.

The accompanying figures show the normal appearances pre-

sented by nerve-cells when stained with methylene blue, and the

abnormal conditions observed in some of the pathological states

alluded to in the preceding paragraphs. The letterpress beneath

the figure should be carefully consulted. These drawings are

made from photo-micrographs kindly lent me by Dr. Mott. The

magnification in all cases is 700 diametera.

iiU.
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CHAPTER XVIII.

THE CIBCULATORV SYSTEM.

The circulatory system is the collection of organs which have

for their function, the circulation of the blood. It consists of the

heart, the arterien or vessels that carry the blood from the heart to

other parts of the body, the veins or vessels that carry the blood

back to the heart again, and the capillaries, a network of minute

tubes which connect the terminations of the smallest arteries to

the commencements of the smallest veins. We shall also have to

consider in connection with the circulatory system, (i) the

lymphatics, which are vessels that convey back the lymph (the

fluid which exudes through the thin walls of the blood-capillaries)

to the large veins near to their enti-ance into the heart, and (2)

the large lymph spaces contained in the serous membranes.

The Heart.

This is the great central pump of the circulatory system. It

is contained in the chest or thorax. It lies between the right

and left lungs (fig. 207), and is enclosed in a covering called

the pericardium. The pericardium is an instance of a serous

membiune. Like all serous membranes it consists of two layers

;

each consists of fibrous tissue containing a large amount of elastic

fibres ; one layer envelopes the heart and forms its outer covering

or epicardium ; this is the visceral layer of the pericardium ;
the

other layer of the pericardium, called its parietal layer, is situated

at some little distance from the heart, being attached below to the

diaphragm, ihe partition between the thorax and the abdomen.

The visceral and parietal layers are continuous for a short distance

along the great vessels at the base of the heart, and so form a closed

sac. This sac is lined by endothelium; in health it contains

just enough lymph to lubricate the two surfaces and enable

them to glide over each other smoothly during the movements

of the heart. The presence of elastic fibres in the epicardium

enables it to follow without hindrance the changing shapa

of the heart itself; but the parietal layer of the pericardium

appears to be inextensible, and so it limits the dilatation of

the heart.
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The pericardium is a comparatively simple leroiu m'jmbrane, became the

organ it encloses is a single one of simple extemal form. All seroas

membranes are of similar stracture ; tbas the pUura which encloses the

lung, and the peritoneum which encloses the abdominal viscera differ from
it only in anatomical arrangement. The great conplexity of the peritoneum

is due to its enclosing so many organs. Every serous membrane consists

of a visceral layer applied to the organ or organs it encloses ; and a parietal

layer continuous with this in contiguity with the parietes or body-walls.

The Chambers of the Heart.—The interior of the heart is

divided by a longitudinal partition in such a manner as to form

two chief chambers or cavities—right and left. Each of these

chambers is again subdivided transversely into an upper and a

PulmoiwiT
Artery.

Right
Lung.

Diaphragm'

Fig. J07.—^View of heart and lun^s in situ. The front portion of the chest-wall and the

outer or parietal layen of the pleurae and pericardium have been removed. The lungs

wK partly collapsed.

lower portion, called respectively, auricle and ventricle, which

freely communicate one with the other ; the aperture of communi-

cation, however, is guarded by valves, so disposed as to allow

blood to pass freely from the auricle into the ventricle, but not in

the opposite direction. There i' thus four cavities in the heart

—the auricle and ventricle of one side being quite separate from

those of the other (figs. 208, 209).

Bight Auricle.—The right auricle is situated at the right

part of the base of the heart in front. It is a thin walled

cavity of more or less quadrilateral shape, prolonged at one comer

into a tongue-shaped portion, the right auricular appendix, which

slightly overlaps the exit of the great artery, the aorta, from

the heart.

•mtm^
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The interior is smooth, being lined with the general lining of

the heart, the endocardium, and into it open the superior and

inferior Tense cavas, or great veins, which convey the blood from

Fid. 2o8.-The right auricle and ventricle opened, and a part of their "ght and anterior

^^ ,^0^, so as to Hhow their interior
4-;'',/!'Pf"XacS^nThe fo^ o™

camea or muBCulus papiUans;
Jj

5. 5 . tncuspid vwve, o^ia^ m

S^^.^fcr7t{;?fe7ta2n^r^.!lS^u^^of the left ventricle, the

lower figure near the apex. (AUen Thomson.)

all parts of the body to the heart. The opening of the inferior

cava is protected and partly covered by a membrane called the

Eustachian valve. In the posterior wall of the auricle is a slight

depression called the /o«»a ovalis, which corresponds to an opening
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between the right and left auricles which exists >n foetal life.

The coronary iintu, or the dilated portion of the rif(ht coronary

vein, also opens into this chamber.

r

^.v

Fig. 209.—The left auricle and ventricle opened and a part of tlieir anterior and left walls
removed, i.—The pulmonary arteiy has been divided at its commencement; the
opening into the left ventricle is carried a short distance into the aorta between two
of the segments of the semilunar valves ; and the left part of the auricle with its

appendix has been removed. The right auricle is out of view, i, the two right pul-
monaiy veins cut short ; their openings are seen within the auricle ; i', placed within
the cavity of the auricle on the left side of the septum and on the pai-t which forms the
remains of the valve of the foramen ovale, of which the crescentic fold is seen towards
the left hand of i' ; 2, a narrow portion of the wall of the auricle and ventricle preserved
round the auriculo-ventricular orifice ; 3, 3', the cut surface of the walls of the ventricle,
seen to become very much thinner towards 3", at the apex ; 4. a small part of the
anterior wall of the left ventricle which has been preser\-ea with the principal anterior
columns camea or musculus papillaris attached to it ; 5, %, musculi papillares ; 5', the
left side of the septum, between the two ventricles, within the cavity of the left

ventricle ; 6, 6'. the mitral valve
; 7, placed in the interior of the aorta, near its com-

mencement and above the three segments of its semilunar valve which are hanging
loosely together ; 7', the exterior of the gre *< aortic sinus ; 8, the root of the pulmonary
artery and its semilunar valves ; 8', the separated portiuP of the pulmonary artery
remamin^ attached to the aorta by g, the coixl of the ductus arteriosus; 10, the
arteries rising from the summit of the aortic arch. (Allen Thomson.)
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Right Ventricle The right ventricle occupies the chief part of

the anterior surface of the heart, as well as a small part of the

posterior surface ; it forms the right marp 11 of the heart. It

takes no part in the formation of the apex. On section its cavity,

in consequence of the encroachment upon it of the septum ventri-

culorum, is semilunar or crescentic (fig. 210); into it are two

openings, the auriculo-ventricular at the base and the opening

of the pulmonary artery also at the base, but more to the left

;

both orifices are guarded by valves, the former called tricu$piil

and the latter semilunar. In this ventricle are also the pro-

jections of the mu: ;ular tissue called columnas carneve (described

at length p. 210).

Left Auricle.—The left auricle is situated at the left and posterior

part of the base of the heart, and is best seen from behind. It is

quadrilatera\ and receives on either side two pulmonary veins.

Cavitf of right ventricle. Cavity of left ventricle.

Fig. J 10.—Transverse section of bull' •- heart in a state of cadaveric rigidity. (Doltua.;

The auricular appendix is the only part of the auricle seen from

the front, and corresponds with that on the right side, but is

thicker, and the interior is smoother. The left auricle is only

slightly thicker than the right. The left auriculo-ventricular

orifice is oval, and a little smaller than that on the right side.

There is a depression on the septum between the auricles, which is

a vestige of the foramen between them, that exists in foetal life.

Left Ventricle.—Though taking part to a comparatively slight

extent in the anterior surface, the left ventricle occupies the

chief part of the posterior surface. In it are two openings very

close together, viz. the auriculo-ventricular and the aortic, guarded

by the valves corresponding to those of the right side of the heart,

viz. the bicuspid or mitral and the semih 'ur. The first opening

is at the left and back part of the base of the ventricle, and the

aortic in front and towards the right. In this ventricle, as in the

right, are the columnte camese, which are smaller but more

closely reticulated. They are chiefly found near the apex and
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«long the pMterior wall. They will be again referred to with the

description of the valves. The walls of the left ventricle, which

are nearly half an inch in thickness, are, with the exception of the

apex, about three times as thick as those of the right.

Capftoity of the Ohamb«n.—During life each ventricle is

capable of containing about three ounces of blood. The capacity

of the auricles after death is rather less than that of the

ventricles: the thickness of their walls is considerably less.

The latter condition is adapted to the small amount of force

which the auricles require in order to empty themselves into

their adjoining ventricles ; the former to the circumstance of the

ventricles being partly filled with blood before the auricles contract,

Siie and Weight of the Heart.—The heart is about 5 iiaches

long (about 126 cm.), 3^ inches (8 cm.) greatest width, and 3^

inches (63 cm.) in its extreme thickness. The average weight of

rUt. 211.—Network of miucalarflbiei from the heart of a pig. The nuclei are well ithovn.^
X 4SO. (Klein and Noble Smith.)

the heart in the adult is from 9 to 10 ounces (about 300 grms.)

;

its weight gradually increases throughout life till middle age
;

it diminishes in old age.

StruotiiTe.—The walls of the heart are constructed almost

entirely of layers of muscular fibres (p. 94) ; but a ring of con-

nective tissue, to which some of the muscular fibres are attached,

is inserted between each auricle and ventricle, and forms the

boundary of the auriculo-ventricular opening. Fibrous tissue also

exists at the origins of the pulmonary artery and aorta.

The muscular fibres of each auricle are in part continuous with

those of the other, and partly separate; and the same remark

holds true for the ventricles. Some muscular fibres also pass

across the tendinous ring which separates each auricle from tlic

corresponding ventricle.

Endocardium.—As the heart is clothed on the outside by the

epicardium, so its cavities are lined by a smooth and shining
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veins. The endocardium is

a large admixture of elastic

ty enduthcliiun. Here and

jmetimes found in the tmu9

membrane, or endocardium, which is directly ^ntinuous with the

internal lining of the arteries and

composed of connective tissi'e w'*H

fibres ; its inner surface is co>

there unstriped muscular fi^ res

of the endocardium.

VslTM.—The arrangcmen' the heart's valves is such that

the blood can pass only in one aircction (fig. 212).

The tricutpid valve (5, fig. 208) presents three principal cusps

or subdivisions, and the mitral or bicuspid valve has two such

portions (6, fig. 209). But in both valves there is between each

ng. 212.—DiavruD of the cixcQlaticn thiongh the hewrt. (Dalton.)

two principal portions a smaller one : so that more properly, the

tricuspid may be described as consisting of six, and the mitral of

four, portions. Each portion is of triangular form. Its base is

continuous with the bases of the neighbouring portions, so as

to form an annular membrane around the auriculo-ventricular

opening, and is fixed to a tendinous ring which encircles the

orifice between the auricle and ventricle and receives the inser-

tions of the muscular fibres of both. In each principal cusp may
be distinguished a central part, extending from base to apex, and

including about half its width. It is thicker and much tougher

than the border pieces or edges.

While the bases of the cusps of the valves are fixed to the

K.P. P
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tendinous rings, their ventricular surface and borders are fastened

—the cdvmnae camece. These columns are not all alike, for wnue

"1t .r^hVto the wall of the ventricle by one extrea.,ty

Iv^ ire.^ .« «.me of especial »«°8th, wWel. I»»= t";^ *«

iTpL to the^ge, or the ^^J^T^'^S'^-
.t«nMh .nd touehness; and ttom the sides numerous other more

riSS a^bSing U> are given off, which «.
"'^''f,t

^r the ventricular surt^^ the ^,««ntWer.^^^o^^J^

?::;;irwSZve°L:r.e:!red«;;ingon^tw^n^ach^wo

SlLThalves of two of the principd div,«on,, and «. one

intermediate or smaller division, o the valve.

The orecedine descripton applies equally to the mitral anu

A «f f».p Anrta Thev are ueariy alike on both sides of tne

Teart but The aortic valves are altogether thicker and more

st^n^ly cLs^^^^^^ than the pulmonary valves, in accordance

H^iry=:vtth?K^£^P^

«f thP nouch which contains a fine cord of fibrous tissue, is a

L^|;X,» ile, the o^.
^^f'- "te'TpanVthe'ra

the attached border fine fibres extend into every part ol tne mra

*L^5 the valve, except a small Innated space jiist withm
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the free edge, on each side of the corpus Arantii. Here the valve

is thinnest, and composed of little more than the endocardium.

Thus constructed and attached, the three semilunar pouches are

placed side by side around the arterial orifice of each ventricle

;

they are separated by the blood passing out of the ventricle, but

immediately afterwards are pressed together so as to prevent any

return (6, fig. 208, and 7, fig. 209). Opposite each of the

semilunar cusps, both in the aorta and pulmonary artery, there

Pulmonary.
Mterjr.

Saperior cava or
Tein from head
and neck.

Rigrht auTide.'

Inferior vena
cava.

Sight ventricle.

Portal circula-
tion.

Second renal
circulation.

__„_.,Sy8tcmic
capillaries.

Fig. 213.—Diagram of the circulation.

is a bulging outwards of the wall of the vessel : these bulgings

are called the sinuses of Valsalva.

Structure.—The valves of the heart are formed of a layer of

closely woven connective and elastic tissue, over which, on every

part, the endocardium is reflected.

Course of the Circulation.

The blood is conveyed away from the left ventricle (as in the

diagram, fig. 213) by the aorta to the arteries, and returned to

the right auricle by the m«», the arteries and veins being

p 2
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of the
continuous with each other at the far end by means

""^F^T^he right auricle the blood passes to the right ventricle,

then by the pulmonary artery, which divides into two, one for
tnen oy f

j^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ pulmonary

capillaries, and through the pulmonary veins

(two from each lung) to the left auricle.

From here it passes into the left ventricle,

which brings us back to where we started

from. ,

The complete circulation is thus made up

of two circuit, the one, a shorter circuit from

the right side of the heart to the lungs and

back again to the left aide of the heart
;
the

other and larger circuit, from the left side

of the heart to all parts of the body and

back again to the right side. The circula-

tions through the lungs and through the

system generally are respectively named the

FxOmonary and Systemic or leaser and

greater circulations. It will be noticed also

in the same figure that a portion of the

stream of blood having been diverted once

into the capillaries of the intestinal canal,

and some other organs, and gathered up

again into a single stream, is a second time

divided in its passage through the liver,

before it finally reaches the heart and ^^'"Pl^^'
^yf^^i"^;!?;;

This subordinate stream through the liver is called the Portal

circulation. A somewhat similar accessory circulation is that

through the kidneys, called the Renal circulation The difference

of colours in fig. 213 indicates roughly the difference between

arterial and venous blood. The blood is oxygenated m the lungs

and the formation of oxyhtemoglobin gives to the blood a bright

red colour. This oxvgenated or arterial blood (contained in the

pulmonary veins, the' left side of the heart, and systemic arteries)

is in part reduced in the tissues, and the deoxygenated hemoglobin

is darker in tint than the oxyhemoglobin ; this venous blood passes

by the systemic veins to the right side of the heart and pulmonarj'

artery to the lungs, where it once more receives a fresh supply of

oxygen.

X R -It should however, be noted that the lungs, like the rest of the

ba^voatr supplied with arterial blood, which reaches it by the

bro ; ' arteries.

Tig. 214.—Minute artery

viewed in longitudinal

Hection. '. Nucleated
endothelial membrane,
with faint nuclei in

Inmen, looked at from
above, t. ElaKtic mem-
brane, m. Muscular
coat or tunica media.

a. Tunica adventitia.

(Klein and Noble
Smith.) X 250.
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The Arteries.

213

Distribution.—The arterial system begins at the left ventricle

in a single large tnink, the aorta, which almost immediately after

its origin gives off in the thorax three large branches for the

supply of the head, neck, and upper extremities ; it then traverses

the thorax and abdomen, giving off branches, some large and

some small, for the supply of the various organs and tissues

it passes on its way. In the abdomen it divid-, into two

chief branches, for the supply of the lower extremities The

arterial branches wherever given off divide and subdivide, until

Fia. ais.—Tnuwrerse section through a Ur«e branch of the infenor me«entenc artery of a

our. e, endothelial membrane; i, tunica elastica interna, no snbendothelial layer is

seen: m, muscular tunica media, contaimng only a few wavy elastic fibres; e,e,

tunica elastica externa, dividinff the media from the conneotave-tissue adventitia, a.

(Klein and Noble Bmith.) x 350.

the calibre of each subdivision becomes very minute, and these

minute vessels lead into capillaries. Arteries are, as a rule,

placed in situations protected from pressure and other dangers,

and are, with few exceptions, straight in their course, and fre-

quentlycommimicate (anastomose or inosculate) with other arteries.

The branches are usually given off at an acute anj,le, and the

sum of the sectional areas of the branches of an artery generally

exceeds that of the parent trunk ; and as the distance from the

origin is increased, the area of the combined branches is increased

also. After death, arteries are usually found dilated (not col-

lapsed as the veins are) and empty, and it was to this fact that

their name (apnjpio, the windpipe) was given them, as the ancients
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believed that they conveyed air to the various parts of the body.

As regards the arterial system of the lungs, the pulmonary artery

is distributed much as the arteries belonging to the general

systemic circulation.
, , , *

Structure.—The walls of the arteries are composed of three coats,

termed (a) the external or tunica adventitia, (b) the middle or

timica media, and (c) the mtemal or

tunica intima.

(a) The external coat or tunica

adventitia (figs. 2 1 4 and 215,0), the

strongest and toughest part of the

wall of the artery, is formed of areolar

tissue, with which is mingled through-

out a network of elastic fibres. At

the inner part of this outer coat

the elastic network forms, in some

arteries, so distinct a layer as to

be sometimes called the external

elastic coat (fig. 215, «).

(6) The middle coat (fig. 215, m)

is composed of both muscular and

elastic fibres, w!*h a certain propor-

tion of areolar tissue. In the larger

arteries (fi*g. 217) its thickness is

comparatively as well as absolutely

much greater than in the small ones ; it constitutes the greater

pari: of the arterial wall. The muscular fibres are unstriped

(fig. 216), and are arranged for the most part transversely to

the long axis of the artery; while the elastic element, taking

also a transverse direction, is disposed in the form of closely

interwoven and branching fibres, which intersect in all parts

the layers of muscular fibres. In arteries of various sizes there

is a difference in the proportion of the muscular and elastic

element, elastic tissue preponderating in the largest arteries, and

unstriped muscle in those of medium and small size.

(c) The internal coat is formed by a layer of elastic tissue,

called the fenestrated membrane of Henle. Its inner surface is

lined with a delicate layer of elongated endothelial cells (fig.

215, e), which make it smooth, so that the blood nay flow with

the smallest possible amount of resistance from friction.

Immediately external to the endothelial lining of the artery

is fine connective tissue (mb-endothelial layer), with branched

corpuscles. Thus the internal coat consists of three parts, (o) an

endothelial lining, (b) the sub-endothelial layer, and (c)ela8tic layer.

Fig. 216. —Muscular tlbi-e-cellB from
human arteries, magnified 350
diameters. (KolUker.) a. Nu-
cleus, b. A fibre- cell treated

with acetic acid.
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Vata Vatorum.—The walls of the arteries are, like other parts

of the body, supplied with little arteries, ending in capillaries and

veins, which, branching throughout the external coat, extend for

some distance into the middle, but do not reach the internal coat.

These nutrient vessels are called vasa vatorum.

Nerve$.—Most of the arteries are surrounded by a plexus of

rsympatheti"; nerves, which twine around the vessel very much

j^S5s^>;3^^?a EndothcUum.

Sub-«ndotheIial layer.

Eliwtic intima.

coat.

Fig. 217.—Transverse section of aorta through internal and about half

the middle coat.

Il'ke ivy round a tree : and ganglia are found at frequent in-

tervals. They terminate in a ple.\u8 between the muscular

-fibres (fig. 218).

The Veins.

Disti-ibution.—The venous system begins in small vessels which

are slightly larger than the canillaries fi-om which they spring.

These vessels are gathered up into larger and larger tnmks until

they terminate (as regai-ds the systemic 'circulation) in the two

veuic cavic and the eoTOiiavy veins, which enter the right auricle,

and (as regaixls the pulmonary circulation) in four pulmonary
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veins, which enter the left auricle. The total capacity of the

veins diminishes as they approach the heart; but, as a rule,

their capacity is two or three times that of their correspond-

ing arteries. The pulmonary veins, however, are an exception

to this rule, as they do not exceed in capacity the pulmonary

arteries. The veins are found after death more or less collapsed,

owing to their want of elasticity. They are usually distributed

in a superficial and a deep sqt which communicate frequently in

their course.

Structure.—In structure the coats of veins bear a general re-

resemblance to those of

arteries (fig. 219). Thus,

they possess outer, middle,

and internal coats.

(rt) The outer coat is con-

structed of areolar tissue

like that of the arteries,

but it is thicker. In some

veins it contains muscular

fibi-es, which are arranged

longitudinally.

(i) The middle coat is

considerably thinner than

that of the arteries ; it

contains circular unstriped

muscular fibres, mingled

\Hth a few elastic fibres

and a large proportion of

white fibrous tissue. In the

large veins, near the heart,

namely, the vence cava and

pulmonary veins, the middle coat is replaced, for some distance

from the heart, by circularly arranged striped muscular fibres,

continuous with tliose of the auricles. The veins of bones, and of

the central nervous system and its membranes have no muscular

tissue.

(c) The inteimal coat of veins has a very thin fenestrated mem-

brane, which may be absent in the smaller veins. The endothe-

lium is made up of cells elongated in the direction of the vessel,

but wider than in the arteries.

Valves.—The chief influence Avhich the veins have in the

circulation, is effected with the help of the valves, contained in all

veins subject to local pressure from the muscles between or near

which they run. The general construction of these valves is

Fig. 218.—Ramiflcationof nerves and termination

in the muscular c^ at of a small arteiy of the

frog. (Arnold.)
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similar to that of the aemihinar valves of the aorta and pulmonary

artery, already described ; but their free margins are turned in the

opposite direction, i.e., towards the heart, so as to prevent any move-

ment of blood backward. They are commonly placed in pairs, at

various distances in different

veins, but almost uniformly in

each (iig. 220). In the smaller

vein 3 single valves are often

met with ; and thiee or four

are sometimes placed together,

or near one another, in tb"

largest veins, such as the su

clavian, at their junction with

the jugular veins. The valves

are semilunar; the unattached

edge id in some examples con-

cave, in others straight. They

are composed of an outgrowth

of the subendothelial tissue

covered with endothelium

Their situation in the super-

ficial veins of tho forearm is

readily discovered by pressing

along their surface, iu the

direction opposite to the ven-

ous current, i.e., from theelbow

towards the wrist ; when little

swellings (fig. 220,0) appear

in th3 position of each pair of

valves. These swellings at

once disappear when the

pressure is removed.

Valves are not equally

numerous in all veins, and

in many they are absent alto-

gether. They are most numer-

ous in the veins of the extremi-

ties, and more so in those of

the leg than the arm. They are commonly absent in veins of

less than a line in diameter, and, as a general rule, there are

few or none in those which are not subject to muscular pressure.

Among those veins which have no valves may be mentioned the

superior and inferior vena cava, the pulmonary veins, the veins

in the interior of the cranium and vertebral column, the veins

Fig. 219.—TransTenie section through a small
artery uad vein of the mucous memtanne
of a child's epiglottis; the artery is thick-

walled and the vein thin-walled, a. Artery,

the letter is placed in the lumen of the
Teasel, «. Endothelial cells with nuclei clearly

Tisible; these cells appearverythickfrom the

contracted state of the vessel. Outsi'' it

a double wavy line marks the elastic luver

of the tunica intima. m. Tunica media,
consisting of unstriped muscular fibres cir-

cularly arranged ; their nuclei are well seen

.

a. Part of we ttmica adventitia showing
bundles of connective-tissue fibre in section,

with the circular nuclei of the connective-

tissue corpuscles. This coat gradually

merges into the surrounding connective-

tissue. V. In tiie lumen of the vein. The
other letters indicate the same as in the

artery. The muscular coat of the vein (m)
is seen to be much thinner than that of the

artery, x 350. (Klein and Noble Smith.)
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of bone, and the umbilical vein. The valves of the portal tributarie

are very inefficient

Lympluitict of Arteries and Vim.—Lymphatic spaces are

Fig. 220.—Diagram Hhowini; valves of veiiu. a, part of a vein laid open and spread out,

with tiro pairs of valves, b, lonffitudinal section of a vein, showing the appoutioo of

the edffes of the valves in their closed state. 0, portion of a distended vein, exhiuunK
a swelling in the Hituation of a pair of valves.

present in the coats of both arteries and veins. In the external

coat of large vessels they form a plexus of more or less tubular

vessels. In smaller vessels they appear as spaces lined by endo-

Rir. 221.—A . vein with valves open, b, with valves closed ; stream of blood passing off by
"

lateral channel. (Dalton.)

thelium. Sometimes, as in the arteries of the omentum, mese;.cery,

and niembrancs of the brain, in the pulmonary, hepatic, and

splenic arteries, the spaces are continuous v.ith vessels which

distinctly ensheath tXxem—perivascular lymphatics (fig. 222).
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The Capillaries.

f^ In all vascular textures except some parts of the corpora caver-

nosa of the penis, of the uterine placenta, and of the spleen,

the tranrmission of the blood from the minute branches of the

arteries to the minute veins is effected through a network of

capillaries.

Their walls are composed of endothelium—a single layer of

Fig. 222.—Surface view of an artery from the mesentery of a frog, enaheathed
in a pcri-vascular lymphatic vewiel. a, the artery, with its circular mus-
cular coat (media) mdicated by broad transverse markings, with an indica-

tion of the adventitia outnide. ', lymphatic vessel ; its wall is a simple
endothelial membrane. (.Klein and Noble Smith.)

elongated flattened and nucleated cells, so joined and dovetailed

together as to form a continuous transparent membrane (fig. 223).

Here and there the endothelial cells do not tit quite accurately

;

the space is filled up with cement material ; these spots are

called pseudo-stomata.

The diameter of the capillary vessels varies somewhat in the

different tissues of the body, the most conuuon size being about

^jsjjt\\ of an inch ( 1 2 pi). Among the smallest may be mentioned

those of the brain, and of the follicles of the mucous membrane
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of the intestines; among the largest, those of the skin, hings, and

especially those of the medulla of bones.

The tixe of capillaries varies necessarily in different animals in

Fig. 22J.—CspUUry bIood>TeMtU from the omentum of nbbit, showins the nucleated
endothelial membiane of which thejr aie composed. (Klein and Noble Smith.)

relation to the size of their blood-corpuscles : thus, in the Proteus,

the capillary circulation can just be discerned with the naked eye.

ft

Fig. S24.— Nc'twoik of rapillaiy ves-
iielH of the air-cellit of the horse's
lung magniUed. a, a, c-apillarieH

proceeding from '>. I>, tomiinal
branches of the pulmonitiy ar-
ter}-. (Frey.)

••,'. 225.—Injected capil-
inry vetweU of muscle
Kwn with a low mag-
nifying power.

vSharpey.)

Thefofm of the capillary network presents considerable variety

in the different tissues of the body : the varieties consist

principally of modifications of two chief kinds of mesh, the

rounded and the elongated. That kind in which the meshes or
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interspaces have a roundish form is the most common, and
prevails in those parts in which the capillary network is most

dense, such as the lungs (fig. 224), most glands and mucous
membranes, and the cutis. Tiie meshes of this kind of network

are not quite circular but more or less angular, sometimes pre-

senting a nearly regular quadrangular or polygonal form, but

Lymphatics of bead
and neck, right.

Bight internal jugular
vein.

Right lubclavian vein.

Ljrmphatiea of right
ann.

Recepta':ulum chyli.

Lymphatii 8 uf luwer
extremiticii.

Lymphatic* of bead
and neclr, left.

Thoracic duct.

T.eft lubclavian vein.

Thoracic duct.

Lactecal.

Lymphatini of lower
ez^miticH.

Fig. 226.—Diagram of the principal groups of Lymphatic vessels. (From Quain.)

being more frequently irregular. The capillary network with

elongated meshes is observed in parts in which the vessels are

arranged among bundles of fine tubes or fibres, as in muscles and

nerves. In such parts, the meshes form parallelograms (fig. 225),

the short sides of which may be from three to eight or ten times

less than the long ones ; the long sides arc more or less parallel

to the long axis of the fibres.
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fl

The number of the oapU'^reH un I i,n .-cu v the methe$ in

different purta determine iu ,'ciieml t\,o dc^t-oe of vtueulanty ot

those parts. The capillary i^cwok is Iciest in the lungi and

in the choroid coat of the eye.

It may be held a» a genet il rule, \t .' the more active the

functions of an organ are, th<- more vati.u! ir it is. H^nce the

narrowness of the interspaces in all glandular organs, in mucous

membranes, and in growing i^tirts, and their much greater width

in bones, ligaments, and other tough and comparatively inactive

tissues.

Lymphatic VmmIs.

The blood leaves the heart by the arteries ; it returns to the

heart by the veins; but this last statement requires modification,

Fig. arj.—Buperflcial lymidiatics of right groin and upper part <» (biKh. i.
~

I. tipperIngoiiuil glaodfi. 2,2'. liuwt^ or inguinal or ffmoral <^ inds. 3. 3
Flexiis of l]rmph«tica in the coune of the long saphcDoua vein. tMaxcagni.)

for in the capillaries some of the blood-plasma escai-eH into tlie

cell spaces of the tissues and uouriuhes the tissue-elements.

This fluid, which is called lymph, is gathered up and carried back

again into the blood by a system of vessels called lymj^atu
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The principal veanels of the lymphatic Kysteni are, in Btnicture,
hke small thin walled veins, pn-vjdcf? with n uncnuis valves. The
beaded appearance of tJie lymphatic veusels shown in fijjs. 227
and 2j8 is due to the prcsenr-e of these valves. They corn-

meuce in fine n icroscopic lymph-cnpi/lnrie$, in the orgaut uud

Fig. j;«H.— L)inphutic Tentels of the he -d and neck and tb- -vtrt of the trunk
(M«i"'agni). '.—The chef? and penvardium have been i

i
- nwJ 'he left Bide, and

tlie !• ft mummu detiiciied ; nd tlirown outwards over the left «rni > UK to expuHe a
(freat part of itn .Jeep .»urfa.:e. riie principal lymi.hatic veiwel«. iin(. iandii arc Hhown
on the Hide of the head and face uiJ iij the neok xilla, and media.- mum. Between
thi' left internal jujnilar vrin aud the oimmon curutid arteiy, tlie upp. r axcending part
of the thoraoic duct marked i. and above this. .dxI descendiu'.'- t.i 2. the arch and laxt
piirtot the duct. Thf • termination of the upper lyiiiphaticn of tie diaphrafnn n the
inediaKtinal glandx, as well as the cardiac and the dc-'p mammar\ lymphatics, 1- aUo
•Uown.

tissues of the br^iy, ani they end in two r^ninks which open
into the large veins n. tr the heart (fig. 220;. The fluid which
they contain, unlike t e blood, passes only in one direction,

namely, from the fine branches to the tnuik, and so to the
krge veins, on entering which it is mingled with the stream
of blood and forms part of its constituents. In fig. 226 the
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greater part of the contents of the lymphatic system of vessels

will be seen to pass through a comparatively large trunk called

the thoracic duct, which finally

empties its contents into the blood-

stream, at the junction of the in-

ternal jugular and subclavian veins

of the left side. There is a smaller

duct on the right side. The lym-

phatic vessels of the intestinal canal

are called lacteals, because during

digestion the fluid contained in

them resembles milk in appearance

;

and the lymph in the lacteals during

the period of digestion is called chyle.

There is no distinction of struc-

ture, however, between lacteals and

lymphatics. In some parts of its

course the lymph-stream passes

through lymphatic glands, to be

described later on.

Origin of Lymph Capillai'ies.—
The lymphatic capillaries commence
most commonly either (a) in closely-

meshed networks, or (6) in irregular

lacunar spaces between the various

structures of which the different

organs are composed. In serous

membranes such as the omentum
and mesentery they occur as a con-

nected system of very irregular

branched spaces partly occupied by

connective - tissue corpuscles, and

in these f id other varieties of

connective tissue, the cell spaces

communicate freely with regular

lymphatic vessels. In many cases,

though they are formed mostly by

the chinks and crannies between the

blood vessels, secreting ducts, and

other parts which may happen to

form the framework of the organ

are lined by a distinct layer of

Fig. 2<9.-Suptii'ildal lympliatica of
the forearm and palm of the hand.
\,— \. Two ftmall glands at the bend
of the aim. 6. Radial l^-mphatio
veasela. 7. tnnai'lsrmphaticveasela.

8, 8'. Palmar arch of lymphatics.

9, 9 . Outer and inner eeta of veo-
gels. h. Cephalic vein. d. Badial
vein. e. Median vein. /. Ulnar
vein. The lymphatics are repre-
lented as lying on the deep fascia.

(Haacagni.)

in which they exist, they

endothelium.

The lacteals offer an illustration of another mode of origin,
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namely (c) in blind dilated extremities in the villi of the small

intestine. (See fig. 38, p. 29.)

Structure of Lymph Capillariet.—The structure of lymphatic
capillaries is very similar to that of blood-capillaries ; their walls

consist of a single layer of elongated endothelial cells with
sinuous outline, which cohere along their edges to form a delicate

membrane. They differ from blood-capillaries mainly in their

Hv. »o.—Lympliatiea of eeBtnlt«iidon of nbbit'R dUphnvm, «t*ined with lilTer nitnte.
Tne shaded background it eompoacd of bundles of white flbree, between which the
lymphatics lie. t, Lymphatios lined bf long narrow endothelial cells, and showing v
calves at frequent internals. (8ohofleld.)

larger and very variable calibre, and in their numerous communi-
cations with the spaces of the lymph-canalicular system.

In certain parts of the body, stomata exist, by which lymphatic

capillaries directly communicate with parts formerly supposed to

be closed cavities. They have been found in the pleura, and in

other serous membranes ; a serous cavity thus 'forms a large

lymph-sinus or widening out of the lymph-capillary system with

which it directly communicates.

A very typical plexus of lymphatic capillaries is seen in the

central tendon of the diaphragm. Fig. 230 represents the appear-

ance preuented after staining with silver nitrate.

K.P.
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CHAPTER XIX.

THE CIRODLATION OF THE BLOOD.

In the preceding chi pter, we have seen what the course of the

circulation is, and we have devoted considerable space to a study

of the structure of the heart and vessels. We have now to

approach the more strictly physiological side of the subject, and

study the means by which the blood is kept in movement, so that

it may convey nutriment to all parts, and remove from those parts

the waste products of their activity.

Previous to the time of Harvey, the vaguest notions prevailed

regarding the use and movements of the blood. The arteries

were supposed by some to contain air, by others to contain a

more subtle essence called animal spirits ; the animal spirits were

supposed to start from the ventricles of the brain, and they were

controlled by the soul which was situated in the pineal gland.

How the animal spirits got into the arteries was an anatomical

detail which was bridged across by the imagination.

There was an idea that the blood moved, but this was con-

sidered to be a haphazard, to and fro movement, and confined to

the veins. The proofs that the movement is a movement in a

circle were discovered by William Harvey, and to this eminent

discoverer also belongs the credit of pointing out the methods by

which every physiological problem must be studied. In the first

place there must be correct anatomical knowledge, and in the

second there must be experiment, by which deductions from

structure can be tested ; moreover, this second method is by far

the more important of the two. Harvey's proofs of the circulation

came under both these heads. The structural or anatomical facts

upon which he relied were the following

:

1. The existence of two distinct sets of tubes in connection

with the heart, namely the arteries and the veins.

2. The existence in one of these, the veins, of valves which

would only allow the passage of the blood in one direction.

His experimental facts were the following :

3. That the blood spurts with great force and in a jerky

manner from an artery opened during life, each jerk corresponding

with a beat of the heart.

4. That if the large veins near the heart arc tied, the heart
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beoomiBB pale, flaccid, and bloodless, and on reir ral of the ligature

the blood again flows into the heart.

5. If the aoi-ta is tied, the heart becomes distended with blood,

and cannot empty itself until the ligature is removed.

6. The preceding experiments wore performed on animals, but
by the following experiment he showed that the circulation is a
fact in man also ; if a ligature is drawn tightly round a limb, no
blood can enter it, and it becomes pale and cold. If the ligature

is somewhat relaxed so that blood can enter but cannot leave the

limb, it becomes swollen. If the ligature is removed, the limb
soon regains its normal appearance.

7. Harvey also drew attention to the fact that there is general

constitutional disturbance resulting from the introduction of a
poison at a single point, and that this can only be explained by a
movemojit of the circulating fluid all over the body.

Since Harvey's time many other proofs have accumulated ; for

instance :

—

8. If an artery is wounded, heemorrhage may be stopped by
pressure applied between the heart and the wound ; but in the

case of a wound in a vein, the pressure must be applied beyond
the seat of injury.

9. If a substance which, like ferrooyanide of potassium, can be
readily detected, is injected at a certain point into a blood vessel,

it will after the lapse of a short interval have entirely traversed

the circulation and be foimd in the blood collected from the same
point.

10. Our increased knowledge of the structure of the heart and
its valves has shown that its structure is such as to permit the
blood to pass in one direction only.

11. Perhaps the most satisfactory proof of the circulation is

one now within the reach of every student, though beyond that of

Harvey. It consists in actually seeing Lhe passage of the blood
from small arteries through capillaries into veins in the trans-

parent parts of animals, such as the tail of a tadpole or the web
of a frog's foot. Harvey could not follow this part of the
circulation, for he had no lenses sufficiently powerful to enable
him to see it. Harvey's idea of the circulation here was that the
arteries carried the blood to the tissues, which he considered to be
of the nature of a sponge, and the veins collected the blood again,

much in the same way as drainage pipes would collect the water
of a swamp. The discovery that the ends of the arteries are

connected to the commencements of veins by a definite system of

small tubes we now call capillaries, was made by Malpighi, in the

year 1661. He first observed them in the tail of the tadpole,

Q 2
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and Leeuwenhoek, seven years later, saw the circulation in the

lung of the frog.

We can now proceed to study some of the principles on which

the circulation depends :

—

The simplest possible way in which we could represent the

cjrculatory system is shown in fig. 231 A. Here there is a closed

ring containing fluid, and upon one point of the tube is an

enlargement (H) which will coirespoud to the heart. It is

obvious that if such a ring made of an ordinary Higginson's

syringe and a tube were placed upon the table, there would be no

movement of the fluid in it ; in order to make the fluid move

there must be a difference of pressure between different parts of

the fluid, and this difference of pressure is caused in the fluid by

the pressure on it of the heart walls. If, for instance, one takes

the syringe in one's hand and squeezes it, one imitates a con-

Fig. 131.— Biinple idieiiui of the dicnlatton.

traction of the heart : if the syringe has no valves, the fluid

would pass out of each end of it in the direction of the two

arrows placed outside the ring. When the pressure on the

syringe is relaxed (this would correspond to the interval between

the heart beats), the fluid would return into the heart again in

the direction of the two arrows placed inside the ring. This,

however, would be merely a to and fro movement, not a circula-

tion. Fig. 231 B shows how this to and fro movement could, by

the presence of valves, be converted into a circulation ; when the

heart contracts the fluid could pass only in the direction of the

outer arrow ; when the heart relaxes it could pass only in the

direction of the inner arrow ; the direction of both arrows is

the same, and so if the contraction and relaxation of the heart

are repeated often enough the fluid will move round and round

within the tubular ring.

The main factor hi the circulation is difierence of pressure.
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Fluid always flo*3 in the direction of pressure ; it could no more
flow from a place where the pressure is low to where it is high
than a river could flow uphill. This difference of pressure is

produced in the first instance by the contraction of the heart, but
we shall find in our study of the vessels that some of this

pressure is stored up in the elastic arterial walls, and keeps up
the circulation during the periods of rest of the heart.

Before passing on to consider the physiology of heart and
vessels at greater length, let us take a few types of the circulatory

system from different parts of the animal kingdom.
In worms, and in the lowest vertebrate Amphioxus, the cir-

Fig. a3a.—The heart of a frog [Rana esculenta) from the front, r, ventricle ; Ad, right
auncle ; At, left auricle ; B, bulbus arteriosus, dividing into right and left aortee.
(Ecker.)

culatory system is almost as simple as in the schema just

described j the heart is a long contractile tube provided with
valves, which contracts and presses the blood forwards into the
aorta at its anterior end ; this divides into arteries for the supply
of the body ; the blood passes through these to capillaries, and is

collected by veins which converge to one or two main trunks that
enter the heart at its posterior end.

In fishes, the heart is a little more complicated ; it is divided
into a number of chambers placed in single file, one in front of

the other ; the most posterior which receives the veins is called

the sinus venosus ; this contracts and forces tlie blood into the
next chamber, called the auricle ; this forces the blood into the
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next cavity, that of the ventricle, and last of all is the aortic bulb.

From the bulb, branches pass to the gills where they break up

into capUlaries, and the blood is aerated : it then once more

enters largw vessels which unite to form the dorsal aorta, whence

the blood is distributed by arteries to all parts of the body
;
here

it enters the systemic capillaries, then the veins which enter the

sinus (whence we started) by a few large truaks.

Taking the frog as an instence of an amphibian, we find the

heart more complex still, and the simple peristaltic action of the

heart muscle as we have described it in the hearts of worm wid

fish, becomes correspondingly modified. There is only

ventricle, but there arc two auricles, right and left.

one

i

i

- i

I ^

C.S.d.

I— A.d.

Fte. 2n.-The heart of a frog (Bana esculenU) trom. the back. *.p.,rinnBTeaoBtt»opMwdi

«;.*., leftTena cava .up^or; r.i.d., ri^ht vena cava superior; c... vena cavaintaw;

.pf 'vena pulmonalU T^ .d.. right au,?cle; A.,., left aunde ; A.v^ opewng of com-

munication between the right aunde and the nnua venosus. x 2^-3. (Ecker.)

The ventricle contains mixed blood, since it receives arterial

blood from the left auricle (which is the smaller of the two), and

venous blood from the right auricle ; the right auricle receives the

venous blood from the sinus, which in turn receives it from the

systemic veins. The left auricle, as in man, receives the blood

from the pulmonary veins.

When the ventjicle contracts, it forces the blood onward into

the aortic bulb which divides into branches on each side for the

supply of the head (fig. 232, i), lungs and skin (fig. 232, 3), and

the third branch (f>g. 232, 2) unites with its fellow of the opposite

side to form the dorsal aorta for the supply of the rest of the

body.

Passing from the amphibians to the reptiles, we tind the
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divicioa of the ventricle into two beginning, but it is not complete
till we reach the birds. The heart reaches its fullest development
in mammals, and we have already described the human as an
example of the mammalian heart. The sinus venosus is not
present as a distinct chamber in the mammalian heart, but is

represented by that portion of the right auricle at which the
large veins enter.

^S-

CHAPTER XX.

PHYSIOLOGY OP THE HEART.

The Cardiac Cycle.

Thk series of changes that occur in the heart constitutes the
cardiac cycle. This must be distinguished from the course of the
circulation. The term cycle indicates that if one observes the
heart at any particular moment, the heart from that moment
onwardts undergoes certain changes \mtil it once more assumes
the same condition that it had at the moment when the observa-

tion commenced, when the cycle is again repeated, and so on.

This series cf changes consists of alternate contraction and
relaxation. Contraction is known as systole, and relaxation as
diastole.

The contraction of the two auricles takes place simultaneously,
and constitutes the auricular systole; this is followed by the
simultaneous contraction of the two ventricles, ventricular systole^

and that by a period during which the whole of the heart is in

a state of diastole; then the cycle again commences with the
auricular systole.

Taking 7 2 as the average number of heart beats per minute,
each cycle will occupy 7^ of a minute or a little more than o-8 of

a second. This may be approximately distributed in the following

way:

Auricular systole about o'l -f Auricular diastole 07
Ventricular systole about 03 + Ventricular diastole 0-5

Total systole about 0*4 + Joint auricular and
ventricular diastole 0*4

= 0-8

= 0-8

= 0-8

If the speed of the heart is quickened, the time occupied by
each cycle is diminished, but the diminution affects chiefly the
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diastole. These different parts of the cycle must next be studied

in detail.

The Auricular DiattoU.—During this time, the blood from the

large veins is flowing into the auricles, the pressure in the veins

though very low being greater than that in the empty auricles.

The blood expands the auricles, and during the lust part of

the auricular diastole it passes on into the ventricles. The

dilatation of the auricles is assisted by the elastic traction of the

lungs. The lungs being in a closed cavity, the thorax, and being

distended with air, are in virtue of their elasticity always tending

to recoil and squeeze the air out of their interior ; in so doing

they drag upon any other organ with which their surface is in

contact : this elastic traction will be greatest when the lungs are

most distended, that is during inspiration, and will be more felt

by the thin-walled auricles than by the thick-walled ventricles of

the heart

The Auricular Systole is sudden and very rapid ; by contracting,

the auricles empty themselves into the ventricles. The contraction

commences at the entrance of the great veins and is thence pro-

pagated towards the auriculo-ventricular opening. The reason why

the blood does not pass backwards into the veins, but onward into

the ventricles is again a question of pressure ; the pressure in the

relaxed ventricles, which is so small as to exc t a suction action

on the auricular blood, is less than in the veins. Moreover, the

auriculo-ventricular orifice is large and widely dilated, whereas

the mouths of the veins are constricted by the contraction of

their muscular coats. Though there is no regurgitation of the

blood backwards into the veins, there is a stagnation of the flow

of blood onwards to the auricles. The veins have no valves at

their entrance into the auricles, except the coronary vein which

does possess a valve; there are valves, however, at the junction

of the subclavian and internal jugular veins.

Ventricular Diastole; during the last part of the auricular

diastole, and the whole of the auricular systole, the ventricles have

been relaxed and then filled with blood. The dilatation of the ven-

tricles is chiefly brought about in virtue of their elasticity ; this

is particularly evident in the left ventricle with its thick muscular

coat. It is equal to 23 mra. of mercury, and is quite independent

of the elastic traction of the lungs, which, however, in the case of

the thinner-walled right ventricle comes into play.

The Ventricular Systole ; this is the contraction of the ventricles,

and it occupies more time than the auricular systole ; when it

occurs the auriculo-ventricular valves are closed and prevent

regurgitation into the auricles, and when the force of the systole
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is greatest, and the pressure within the ventricles exceeds that in
the large arteries which originate from them, the semilunar
valves are opened, and the ventricles empty themselves, the left
into the aorta, the right into the pulmonary artery. Each
ventricle ejects about 3 ozs. of blood with each contraction ; the
left in virtue of its thicker walls acts about thrice as forcibly as
the right. The greater force of the left ventricle is necessary as
It has to overcome the resistance of the small vessels all over
the body

;
whereas the right ventricle has only 10 overcome

peripheral resistance in the pulmonary district.

nnJSL'!!rr,n'„!f*''»-'*°*l°^^'^.^"''"»
'^"^^^ ^^ generally described as

dPmS^^ ;„H i^"?'"'!;u*^^
diameters in the plane of the base being

diminished, and the length of the ventricles slightly lessenctl. The whole
heart, moieover, moves towards the right and forwards, twisting on its long

^t '*?l!jr'P'*'°^ ™°™
?^ ^•'^ ^^'^ ventricle anterioriy than when it is at

rest. These movements, which were first described by Harvey together with

K,rw ^?-°*^ •*"!• °S"" ^^^^ *»>« ventricles contract, have been since

Shf.i,^ /'^^'^'•^'''^ ^^.^ *''** *='"'^ o' *h« «^'»'-fli*c impulse or apex beatwhich IS to be felt in the fifth intercostal space about thrJe inches from themiddle line. It nas, however, been recently shown by Haycraft that these

t^lffn?^^ ^"1"'''"°. '^^
f^^"-

*»"« "'^ °P«n- ^hen the heart co^tract^ in a closed thorax it undergoes no change in shape, as the contraction

lnW^"W"*' '* ^""^ '° *" airections. The diminution of the heart's

liiH ,Jv «^P"'«^"> 8.V8tole cannot be the cause of the apex be.at ; itwould rather tend to draw the chest wall inwards than push it Sutwanls.
Djubtiess the apex beat is produced by the increased pressure in the

mo~ Sf \T'T1^ backwards to the heart, and causing it to pre^more ck«ely thnu it does in diastole against the chest walls.

Action of the Valves of the Heart.

I. The Auriculo-Ventricular.—The distension of the ventricles
with blood continues throughout the whole period of their diastole
The aunculo-ventricular valves are gradually brought into place
by some of the blood getting behind the cusps and floating them
up; and by the time that the diastole is complete, the valves arem apposition, and they are firmly closed by the reflux current
caused by the systole of the ventricles. The diminution in the
size of the heart during ventricular systole is well marked in the
neighbourhood of the auriculo- ventricular rings, and this aids in
rondenng the auriculo-ventricular valves competent to close the
openujgs, by greatly diminishing their diameter. The margins of
the cusps of the valves are still more secured in apposition with one
another, by the simultaneous contraction of the musculi papillares
whose chordaB tendineie have a special mode of attachment for
this object. The cusps of the aurioulo-veutricular valves meet not
by their edges only, but by the opposed surfaces of their thin outer
borders.
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The tnusotUi papillares prevent the aurioulo-ventrioular yalvet

from being everted into the auricle. For the chordn tendiuen

might allow the valves to be pressed back into the auricle, were

it not that when the wall of the ventricle is brought by its con-

traction nearer the auriculo - ventricular orifice, the musculi

papillares more than compensate for this by their own contraction

;

they hold the chords tight, and, by pulling down the valves,

add slightly to the force with which the blood is expelled.

These statements apply equally to the auriculo-ventricular

valves on both sides of the heart ; the closure of both is generally

complete every time the ventricles contract. But in some circum-

stances the tricuspid valve does not completely close, and b certain

quantity of blood is forced back into the auricle. This has been

called its ta/ety-valve action. The circumstances in which it

usually happens are those

in which the vessels of the

lung are already completely

full when the right ventricle

contracts, as, e.g., in certain

pulmonary diseases, and in

very active muscular exer-

tion. In these cases, the

tricuspid valve does not

completely close, and the

regurgitation of the blood

may be indicated by a pul-

sation in the jugular veins

synchronous with that in

the carotid arteries.

2. The Semilunar Valves.—It has been found that the com-

mencement of the ventricular systole precedes the opening of the

semiluna- valves by a fraction of a second. This shows that the

inti-aventricular pressure does not e::ceed the arterial pressure

until the systole has actually begun, for the opening of the valves

takes place at once when there is a distinct difference in favour

of the intraventricular over the arterial pressure, and they continue

open only as long as this difference continues. When the arterial

exceeds the intraventricular pressure, thei ; is a tendency of the

blood to flow back to the heart, and this closes the valves. The

dilatati6n of the arteries is, in a peculiar manner, adapted to bring

this about. The lower borders of the semilunar valves are attached

to the inner surface of the tendinous ring, which is inlaid at the

orifice of the artery, between the muscular fibres of the ventricle

and the elastic fibres of the walls of the artery. The tissue of

Pig. 234.—Sectiong of aorta, to iihow the action of

the Bemilunar viUvea. a ia intended to ahow
the valves, repreaented by the dotted lino*.

pouches (aX and dnwn away from the valval,

which are straightened into the form of an
equilateral triangle, as represented by the

dotted lines.
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th» nng ig tough, and does not admit of extensiofl under such
prewure as it is commonly exposed to ; the valves are equally inex-
tensile, bemg formed of fibrous tissue. Hence, when the ventricle
propels blood through the orifice into the canal of the artoiy.

11 ,"i
Pfewure which it exercises is sufficient to dilate the

walls of the artery but not enough to stretch in an equal degree,
ir at all, the unyie .ing valves and the ring to which their lower
borders are attached. The effect, therefore, of each such propul-
sion of blood from the ventricle is, that the wall of the first por-
Uon of the artery is dilated into three pouches behind the valves
while the free margins of the valves are drawn inward towards
lU centre. Their positions may be explained by the diagramsm fig. 234, in which the continuous lines represent a transverse
section of the arterial walls, the dotted ones the edges of the
valves, first, when the valves are nearest to the walls (a), as in
the dead heart, and, secondly, when the walls are dilate<I, and the
valves are drawn away from them (b).

This position of the valves and arterial walls is retained so long
as the ventricle continues in contraction ; but as soon as it

'1 ^^ T- i^ **i'*^
*^®"*' ^*"« <»° "^co" ^y their elasticity,

the blood IS forced backwards towards the ventricles and onwards
in the course of the circulation. Part of the blood thus forced
back lies m the pouches (sinuses of Valsalva) (a, fig. 2?4. b)
between the valves and the arterial walls; and the valves arc by
It pressed together till their thin lunated margins meet in three
Imes radiatmg from the centre to the circumference of the artery
(7 and 8, fig. 209).

^

The Sounds of the Heart.

When the ear is placed over the region of the heart, two sounds
may be heard at every beat of the heart, which follow in quick
succession, and are succeeded by a pause or period of silence.
Ihejirst or systolic sound is dull and prolonged ; its commence-
ment coincides with the impulse of the heart against the chest
Wall, and just precedes the pulse at the wrist. The second or
dtastohc sound is shorter and sharper, with a somewhat flapping
character, and follows close after the arterial pulse. The periods
of time occupied respectively by the two sounds taken together
and by the pause, are nearly equal. Thus, according to Walshe,
If the cardiac cycle be divided into tenths, the first sound oecu-

^'^.lYi \^® ^^^'^"^ ^°"°^ tV; the fim pause (almost imper-
ceptible) tV; and the second pause ^\. The sounds are often
but somewhat inaptly compared to the syllables, lubb—diip.
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The events which correspond, in point of time, with the /Irit
ound, are (i) the contraction of the ventriolea, (a) the first part
of th« dilatation of the auricles, (3) the tension of the auriculo-
vcntricular valves, (4) the opening of the semilunar valves, and
(5) the propulsion of blood into the arteries. The iwjund is suc-
ceeded, in about one-thirtieth of a second, by the pulsation of the
facial arteries, aud in about one-sixth of a second, by the pulsa-
tion of the arteries at the wrist. The $ec<md sound, in point of
time, immediately follows the cessation of the ventricular con-
traction, and corresponds with (o) the tension of the semilunar
valves, (b) the continued dilatation of the auricles, (c) the com-

rig. 33$.—Schmne of cardiac orcle. The inner circle hows the evente which occur within
.
heart

; the outer the relation of the lounda and pauaee to these evente. (Sharper
and Oairdner.) ^

'^'

mencing dilatation of the ventricles, and (rf) the opening of the
auriculo-ventricular valves. The pause immediately follows the
second sound, and corresponds in its first part with the completed
distension of the auricles, and in its secmul with their contraction,
and the completed distension of the ventricles; the auriculo-
ventricular valves are open, and the arterial valves closed during
the whole of the pause.

Causes.—The exact cause of the first sound of the heart is a
matter of discussion. Two factors probably enter into it, viz.,

first, the vibration of the aurictUo-ventricviar valves and the chordce
tmdinae. This vibration is produced by the increased intraven-
tricular pressure set up when the ventricular systole namences,
which puts the valves on the stretch. It is si ; unlikely
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iTd o^lJ'l ?"''r 1 '^' '"'^"""*' ^""^ themselves.and of the a-.rta and pulmonary aiorjr, ul of whicl. mrt.an. suddenly pat into a .tat. of tension at the mo,rn of ^vJi

•ouiKl. Secondly, the muscnUu mum! produced by ootitraction ofthe riuj* of muscular fibre. .1.,. h uL the vontridT T^i
r:.eriro?tnt::t°'

^'^ '^'"" ^ ^ -^-^'^ '•"'-^- -^ "'
a. .* .enea of contmctiona or tetanus, it ,v ,u hr.t n«ht 'ifficult

^!n,?d It^« hL
'"^''

'"T:*'*^
contraction doe. not produce«.nnd. It has been suggested, however, that it arises from therepcau.l unequal tension produced when the wuveTf n^uclaroontraofon p«ises alo..^ the very intricately arraLed l^bres oth. veutncular waHs. There canbe no douf^t. hTev«- thit tl^valvu,.r element is the more important of the two faeto™ b^au ethe sound is loudest at fim, when the Tibrution oMhe^k"commences, and fades away as the vibmtionscle If thesound was mainly muscular, it would be loudest whTthe mus

Tend sunt,^ tn t .^^ ^«»triculur syscole. The facS of diseaseend support to the theory that the first sound is mainly valvular •

SLL h"
'" '"^"'^r '"''«'»P«^«"t, tho first sound iH^a;; ly

;^^

Aftef tlfe%r""T ^r ^ ^l^"'^'^^^'^"
«' Wood into the^a ^^JlAfter the removal of the heart from the body, the muscularcontr.but.on to the first sound is audible but i s ve^ f^nt

sound
'^ '*'^ "" ^""^'"''^^ ^°-' P"'*'^ '^-- IhlTall'la;

The caase of the ucmd sound is more simp^o than that of the

^L \ '\T''^]
d"« to the vibration consequent on hesudden stretchmg of the semilunar valves when th?y a e presseddown across the orifices of the aorta and pulmonary artery ?he

strated by Hope, who experimented with the hearts of calves In

Lipon appljuig the stethoscope to the vessels nffar o.,«i,
op«r..,„„, tKe «co„d sound jLad ,« b^Tulle D,"t ofth«o valre., when wfficioM to interfere with their effici« Son
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The contraction of the auricles is inaudible.

The first sound is heard most distinctly at the apex beat in

the fifth interspace; the second sound is best heard over the

second right costal cartilage—that is, the place where the aorta

lies nearest to the surface. The pulmonary and aortic valves

generally close simultaneously. In some cases, however, the

aortic may close slightly before the pulmonary valves, giving rise

to a 'reduplicated second sound.' The pulmonary contribution

to this sound is best heard over the second left cartilage.

I* 3
The Coronary Arteries.

The coronary arteries are the first branches of the aorta ; they

originate from the sinuses of Valsalva, and are destined for the

supply of the heart itself ; the entrance of the coronary vein, into

the right auricle, we have already seen (p. 206).

Ligature of the coronary arteries causes almost immediate

death; the heart, deprived of its normal blood supply, beats

irregularly, twitches, and then ceases to contract altogether.

In fatty degeneration of the heart in man, sudden death is by

no means infrequent. This is in many cases due to a growth in

thickness of the walls of the coronary arteries called atheroma,

which progresses until the lumen of these arteries is obliterated,

and the man dies almost as if they had been ligatured.

Self-tteering Action of the Heart.—This expression was originated by

Briicke. He supposed that the semi-lunar valves closed the orifices of the

coronary arteries during the systole of the heart. Unlike all the other

arteries of the body, the coronary arteries would therefore fill only during

diastole, and this increased fulness of the vessels in the heart walls during

diastole would assist the ventricle to dilate. This, however, is incorrect

;

the valves do not cover the mouths of the arteries ; and at the beginning

of systole the velocity ai I pressure in the coronary arteries increase : V>ut

later on dating systole the ventricular wall is so strongly contnicted that

the muscular tension becomes greater than the coronary pressuie. and so the

coronary Brteries and their tributaries are compressed and the bloud driven

back into the aorta : the coronary arteries are then again rtikil with the

commencing diastole. Self-RteeriT>g action of the heart therefore exists, but

it is brought about in a different way from what Brlickc supposed.

Cardiographs.

A cardiograph is an instrument for obtaining a graphic record

of the heart's movements. In animals the heart may be exposed,

and levers placed in coiniection with its various parts may be

employed to write on a revolving blackened surface.

i!
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folitwiT^l!.
'"'*™""*°^ applicable to the frog's heart is the

2;:^
-^K^

Figr. 2 16.—Staple cardiograph for frog*» heart.

The stenium of the frog having been removed, the pericardium
opened, and the fraenum (a small band from the back of theheart to the pericardium) divided, the
heart is pulled through the opening,
a minute hook placed in its apex,
and this is fixed by a silk thread to
a lever pivoted at p as in the figure.
The cardiac wave of contraction starts
at the sinus, this is followed by the ^^^^^^^^^^
auricular systole, and that by the ^^^^^^^^^C
ventricular systole and pause. This
is recorded as in the next figure (fig.

237) by movements of the writing
point at the end of the long arm ^^^^^^^^^HT
of the lever. Such apparatus is, how- ^BHBHB^HI
ever, not applicable to the human ^?- »37.- Cardiogram of frog*,

heart, and all the various fonns of fo1wed"b;''vetSfoui;^b^:
cardiograph devised for this purpose ^- 1""**" J>*i' seconds,

are modifications of Marey's tambours. One of those most
frequently used is depicted in the next two diagran.s.

Ue knob w f„r application to the chest-wall over the anex beat
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apparatus, which cousists of a cylinder covered with smoked paper, revolving
with a definite velocity. The point of the lever writes upon the paper, and
a tracing of the heart's impulse or oardiofram is thus obtained.

Tnbe to eomnranicste
with tambour.

Tambour. Ivory Tape to attach the instrument
knob. to the cheit.

Fif. 138.—Cardiograph. (Sandenon'a.)

Fig. 240 represents a typical tracing obtained in this way.
The first small rise of the lever is caused by the auricular, the
secoiid larger rise by the ventricular systole ; the downstroke

Screw to regulate elevation of lever.

Writing lever. Tamboiur. Tube of cardiiigraph.

Fig. 239.— Marey'M Tambour, tj which the movement of the column of air in the flnt
tambour is conducted by a tube, and from which it is communicated by the lever
to a revolving cylinder, 80 t»iat the tracing of the movement of the impulse beat is

obtained.

represents the pause, the tremors at the commencement of which

are partly instrumental and partly caused by the closure of the

semilunar valves.

Another method of obtaining .' tracing from one's own heart

consists in dispensing with the first tambour, and placing the
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Wh ^h^" Tl"^'"'^ ^^T^""*
'" °"^'« '"°"'»'' «»^d holding thebreath though keeping the glottis open. The chest then acts

as the first tambour, and the movements of the lever (caniio-pneumatogram) may be written in the usual way.

Endocardiao Pressiire.

.J)t -'l"^ °! ^^^ ^^'-diograph are, however, very variable,and their interpretation .s a matter of discussion.' A much bette;method of obtannng a graphic record of the events of the caniiac
cycle consists in connecting the interior of an animal's heart with
recording apparattis.

cai t v»
1 ui

There are several methods by which the endocardiac pressuremay be rccoi-ded. ^

By plac«.g two small india-rubber air-bags or cardiac soundsdown the jugular vein into the interior respectively of the ri-^ht

rn"7±r?.l »"''\*
T'^"^''

''''^ '^ '^^^ •'^ ^«^ '"^^rcostal spicem front of the heart of a l.v.ng animal (horse), and placing these
bags, by means o long narrow ttibes, in commu.ficatioii with
three tambours w,th levers, arranged one over the others in con-
nection With a registering appamtus (fig. 241), Chauveau andMaroy were able to record a.id n.easure the variations nf the
endocardiac pres.s.„-o a.id the coniparative duration of the con-
tractions of the auricles and veutricles. By means of the s^iine
»n)aratu8, the synchronism of the impulse with the contraction
of the ventricles is also shown.

In the tracing (fig. 242), the intervals between the vei-tical
luies represent periods of a tenth of a seen,,,!. The parts onwhich any given vortical lino falls ropiosent si.nultaneou' events.
It Will bo scon that the contraction of tl.oa.iriclo, indicated by themarked curve at . in the first tracing, ca.ises a slight increase of
K.P.

U
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pressure in the ventricle, which is shown at a' in the second

tracing, and produces also a slight impulse, which is indicated by

e>$. *4i.—Apparatus of MM. CliauTeau and Msrey for estimatinff the variations of
eMooardiac pressure, and the production of the impulse of the heart.

*

a" in the third tracing. The closure of the semilunar valves

causes a momeutarily increased pressure in tlie ventricle at d',

aflFecfc the pressure in the auricle

D, and is also shown in the tracing

of the impulse, d".

The large curvi, of the ventri-

cular and the impulse tracings,

between a' and v', and a" and d",

are caused by the ventricular con-

traction, while the smaller undula-

tions, between b and c, b' and c',

b" and c", are caused by the vibra-

tions consequent on the tightening

and closure of the auriculo-ventri-

cular valves.

Much objection has, however,

been taken to this method of in-

vestigation. First, because it does

not admit of both positive and
negative pressure being recorded.

Secondly, because the metIio<l is only applicable to large animals,

Hucii •Hi the horse. Thirdly, because the intraventricular changes
of pressure are conununicated to the recording tanilniur by a
long elastic column of air ; and fourthly, because the tambour
arrangement has a tendc'.icy to record inertia vibrations. Uoll-jston

Fifr. 24>-—Tracings of (i;, Intra-auri-
rtilar, and {2,, Intra-ventrii'ulur
pit'iwure, and (1), of the impulse of
the heart; to be read from left to
right; obtained by ChauTcuu and
Marey's apparatus.
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re-mvestigated the subject with a more suitable but rather compli-
cated apparatus The principle of the method consisted iu plachiR
the cavity of a heart-chamber in communication with a recoHinc
apparatus by means of a tube containing saline solution. Hisrecordmg apparatiis consisted of a lever connected to a piston

;the upward and downward movements of the piston-rod were due

!n^^'.T{'"° Pf^f'T ^^'-•"ed on the blood by the contraction
and dilatation of the heart; the rise and fall of the lever were

Tig. 243.-Curve from left ventricle obtained by BoUe»ton-|. appamtiw •

the abscina shows atmospheric rressure.
»?!»"»"» .

controlled by the resistance to torsion of a steel ribbon to which
It was attached The above figure (fig. 243) «hows the kind oftracing he obtained. He found :—

1. That there is no distinct and separate auricular contractionmarked m the curves obtained from either right or left ventricles
the auricular and ventricular rises of pressure being merged intoone continuous rise.

°

2. That the auriculo-ventricular valves are closed before any

=^^
Fig. 2|4.—HUrthle's manometer.

ZTl T ''f
i"''^'"'-«, ^^itl'm the ventricle above that which

results fi-om the auricular systole (a, fig. 243). The closure ofthe valve occurs probably in the lower third of the rise a b
(ng- 243). and does not produce any notch or wave.

3. That the semilunar valves open at the point hi the ventri-
cular systoe situated (at r) about or a little above the junction
of the m.dd e and upper third of the ascending line (a b). andthe closure about or a little before the shoulder (n)

.K t T^.f
^*'^ '"i'linuim pressure in the ventricle may fall below

that of the atmosphere, but that the amount varies considerably.
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Another method of overcoming the imperfections of Marey's

tambour ig by the use of Hurthle'a manometer (tig. 244). In

this the tambour is wry small, the membrane is made of thick

rubber, and the whole, including the tube that connects it to

the heart, is filled with a strong saline solution (saturated solution

of sodium sulphate).

The tracing obtained by this instrument, when coimected with

the interior of the ventricle, is represented in the next figure.

The auricular sy8tx)1e causes a small rise of pressure a B ; it

lasts about '05 second. It is immediately followed by the ven-

tricular contraction, which lasts from b to d. From B to c the

ventricle is getting up pressure, so that at c it equals the aortic

pressure. This takes "02 to -04 second. Beyond c the aortic

valves open, and blood is driven into the aorta ; the outflow lasts

from c to D ('2 second). At d the ventricle relaxes. The flat

part of the curve is spoken of as the nyttolic plateau, and according

Fig. ns.~ Curve of intra-ventricu)Ar pressure. (AUer Hurtble.)

to the State of the heart and the peripheral resistance may

present a gradual ascent or descent ; it occupies about ' 1 8 second.

Almost immediately after the relaxation begins, the intraven-

tricular pressure falls below the aortic, so that the aortic valves

close near the upper part of the descent at e.

The amount of pressure in the heart is measured by a mano-

meter, which is connected to the heart V)y a tube containing a

valve. This was first used by Goltz and «!jiulc. if the valve

permits fluid to go only from the heart, the nmnonieter will

indicate the maximum pressure ever attained during the cycle.

If it is turned the other way, it will indicate tiic minimum
pressure. The following are some of the measurements taken

from the dog's heart in terms of millimetres of mercury :

—

Maximum Miiiiiimiii

{iresHure. preHKUri'.

Left ventricle . 140 mm. - 30 to 40 ram
Right ventricle . . 60 mm. - 15 mm.
Right fiuricle . 20 mm. - 7 to 8 mm.

By a negative ( — ) pressure one means that the mercury is

sucked up in the limb of the manometer towards the heart.

= i
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Another valuable instrument intrrxluccil by Hilrthle is calle.1 the.hffercntial manometer. In this instrument, two cannula arc brought

mSn a wrkinl Htvh: J, i^^y'""':^^ »^'"«^
.•* "l""'*- «"•' »W. nets ininoiion a wi ting stjie (a). This instruracnt enables m to ilctcrniine therelations of the pressure changes in any two eavitie.. For inince suprl«^

Fig. 246.-Diagram of HlirtlileH .llflerentiul manometer.

A 18 connected to the left ventricle, and b to the aorta : when the pressurein the ventricle m greater than that in the aorla. the writing stvl-ST
^sit!oi!

' '^" '""^ '"'*'''"^ "'' "J""'- 't *"1 '« i" the i^"^

Frequency and Force of the Heart's Action.
The heart of a healthy adult man contracts about 72 times in

a minute; but many circumstances cause this rate, which of
course corresponds with that of the arterial pulse, to vary even
in health. Ihe chief are age, temperameut, se-x, food and drink
exercise, time of day. postun utuiospheric pressure, temperature.
Some figures in refei-ence to tho influence of age are appended.

The frequency of the heart's action gradually diminishes from
the commencement to near the end of life, but is said to rise
again somewhat in extreme old age, thus :

the seventh
Before birth the average number of
pulsations jjcr minute is 150

Just after birth . from 140 to 130
During the first jear 130 to tie
During the second

,
.^ear

. IIS to 100
During the third year 100 10 90

About
year

About the fourteenth
JPar

In adult age
1 n old age .

In decrepitude .

from 90 to 85

85 to 80
80 to 70
70 to 60
75 to 6s

In health there i^s observed a nearly uniform relation between
the frequency of the beats of the heart and of the respirations •

the proportion being, on an average, i respiration to 3 or 4 beats'
ihe same relation is generally maintained mi the cases in which
the action of the heart is naturally accelerated, as after food or
exercise

; but in disease this relation may cease.
In estimating the work don by any machine it is usual to

express it m terms of the unit of work. In England, the unit of
work IS the Joot-poumL and is defined to be the energy expended
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in raising a unit of weight (i lb.) through a unit of height (i ft)

:

in France, the ^•am-metre. The work done by the heart at

each contraction can be readily found by multiplying the weiglit

of blood ex{>elled by the ventricles by the height to which the

blood riues in a tube tied into an artery. This height is about

1*5 metres (5 ft.) in man. Taking the weight of blood expelled

from the left ventricle at each systole as 87 grammes (3 oz.)

and the average pressure in the aorta as no mm. mercury
(i'5 metres blood), the work done at each contraction will be

130 gram-metres. To this must be added 45 gram-metres for

the work done by the right ventricle. If the heart beats 7 2 times

a minute, it will do 18,000 kilogramme-metres of work in the

24 hours.

The Ovtpvt of the Heart

.

—The flmt estimations of the work of the heart,

made by Volkmann and Vieronlt, gave numbers nearly double those staled

in the prece«Hng paragraph. Recent research has shown that their estimate

of the output of the heart was excessive. Direct measurements of the heart's

output have been made by Stolnikow and Tigerstedt. The former cut

off by ligature the whole of the systemic circulation in the dog, and then
measured the amount of blood passing through the simplified circulation

which consisted only of the pulmonary and coronary vessels by means of

a f>raduated cylinder interposed on the course of the vessels. Tigerstedf

made his observations by means of a tjtromuhr (see next chapter) inserted

into the aorta. Severe operative measures of this kind, however, interfere

with the circulation a good deal.

Or^hant and Quinquand. and Zuntr, adopted an indirect method based on
the comparison of the amount of oxygen absorbed in the lungs with
the amount added to the blood in its passage through the pulmonury
circulation.

G. N. Stewart has introduced an ingenious method, he principle of which
is the following. A solution of an innocuous substance, which can be easily

reoog-iised and estimated, is allowe<l to flow for a definite time and at a

uniform rate into the heart ; the substance selected was sodium chloride.

This mingles with the blootl and passes into the circulation. At a conve-

nient point of the vascular system, a sample of blood is drawn off just

beff r-e the injection, and an equal amount during the passage of the salt

;

the quantity of the sodium chloride solution which must lie adde<i to the

first sample in order that it may contain as much as the second sample is

determined. This determination gives the extent to which the salt solution

has been mixed with the blood in the heart, and knowing the quantify of

the solution which has run into the heart, the output in a given time can

be calculated.

All these experiments have been on animals. The results obtained neces-

sarily vary with the size of the animal usc<l, and with the rate at which
the heart is beating. If the same reLitionship holds for man as for animals,

Stewart calculates thiit in a man weighing 70 kilo, the output of each

ventricle per second is less than 0'002 of the i)ody weiglit, (.<•., about 105

grammes of blood per second, or 87 grammes (about 80 c.c.) per heart beat

with a pulse rate of 72. Zuntz obtained rather smaller numbers by his

method.
Various methods have been adopted for registering the output of the

heart under varying circumstances. A 8im{)le eardiovieter applicable to

the heart of a small mammal like a cat has been devised by Barnard. It

consists of an india-rubber tennis ball with a circular orifice cut in one side
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of It large enou<rh to admit the heart : a glass tube is securely fixe.1 into asmall open.mr on the opposite si.le of the ball. The animal is nnajsf hetisod.
an.! Its thorax oponecl. The animal is kept alive by artificial respiration

Jn,l TJTn TJ' *''*^" 'r""' ^y * '""'''•'• '"'•'*''""< fhe heart is slipr*,i
into the ball

: the pencnnliun. overla|.« the oiusi.le of the ball, an.l the

vlSl"" rl 'T^"'^^
'*"'""^!;* ^' """ ''">' 'h" «'JJ«^'^ "' Ihe hole withW ?!; .(u"" r"""t ".^ *'"' pe.K.ar.llum an- then ti^^htlv ti,-,! byligatures round the ^'lass tube just mcntioncl. This tube is connected bv astent imlia-ruhber tube to a Marey's tamJx.ur or .x piston-recor.ler the

writ.n^. point of which is appli«l to a moving bl.acktJi oylindTr When
^ft^/" K*'"Vru'

**" "*''" ^ withdrawn from the tambour to the canlio-meter
;
when the heart expands, the air will move in tho rcv.-rse direct inThese movements are written by the end of the lever of th« tambour and

variations in the excursions of this lever correspond with variations in theamount of blo<xl expelled from or drawn int., Ihe heart witiAv^"ol' and

fht^w^r'^ !;5'^- ?^ «»«brating the instrument the actuafvoluine ofthe blootl expelled can be ascertained.
This instrument has to a great extent replaced a more elaborate cardlo-me er nventcd by the late Prof. Koy. His instmrnent wn.s ma.le of metal,and oil instead of air was used as the meilium in its interior.

Innervation of the Heart.

The nenes of the heart, which under normal circumstances
control its movements, are the following :

—

1. Cardiac branches of the vagus.
2. The cardiac branches of the sympathetic.
3. The intrinsic nerves of the heart. These were formerly

regarded as more or less independent of the other two .sets of
fibres

;
we now know, however, that they are merely the termi-

nations of the other nerves in the heart-wall. For convenience
of description, however, we will keep the old name.
The Vagus.—This arises from the grey matter in the floor

of the fourth ventricle, at the point of the calamus scriptorius.
It leaves the bulb by some 10—15 bundles behind the ninth
nerve, and leaves the skull by the jugular foramen, having upon
It a ganglion called the jugular ganglion. Shortly afterwards it
passes through a second ganglion called the ganglion tnmci vagi.
It gives off branches to the vessels of the meninges and to the
ear. and then receives certain connecting branches : (a) from the
glosso-pharyngeal

; atid (h) it receives the whole inner division
of the spinal accessory nerve. This nerve arises from a centre
HI the bulb close to and below the vagal nucleus; the outer
half of the same nerve arises from spinal roots, and supplies
the siemo-mastoid and trapezius.

The fibres of the spinal accessory that join the vagus are
chiefly motor, especially to the larynx

; some are cardio-inhibitory
(seep. 252).

The vagtis then gives off" brancJes to tho pharynx, larynx,

:i
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heart, lungs, c)B8ophaj,'iig, and stomach, the remainder joining the
ooBliac plexus, and contributing to the nerve supply of various
abdomimil organs. We have, however, in thi:* place only to deal
with the cardiac fibres.

It has been known since the experiments of the Bros. Weber
in 1845, that stimulation of one or both vagi produces slowing
or 8toppa<re of the beats of the heart. It has since been shown
in all of the vertebrate animals experimented with, that this is

the normal result of vagus stimulation. Moreover, section of
one vagus produces slight acceleration of the heart ; this result
is better marked when both vngi are divided.
Weak stimulation of the peripheral end of the divided nerve

produces slowing of the heart (fig. 248); a strong stimulus
produces stoppage (fig. 247). It appears that any kind of

^^'^:j'^'^'^ "howing the sctioni of the rngut ou the haui. ^.r., auncumr ; r >m,..
yertncuUrtmcinsr. The part between the nerpendicuUr Unee iniioateii the period

^ur., auricular; Venl.,

ntL.\r.— *•— i^' '""»"•.» ^f«"-''cBuwiB nnpencucuiv uncfl inOluatee the period
of vaKUn •tunulatjon. r.s inflicatee that the leoondarr coil waa 8 cm. from the

lli?^-J^y^ t^ ^1 ^"^^ *?>« Mt Khowi the regular oontmctioiui of mwle-«te heiifht before rtimulaUon. During rtimulation. and for «ome time after, the
n . S""?"^* ^°^ Tentncle are arroHted. After thev oommence afruin they are

l?fi ':"",'• out ij.v(m amutre a ranch greater ampUtude than befor« the aprucation
of the 8timulii«. (From Brunton, after Gankell.)

» i^t; "n. uumou

Stimulus produces the same effect, either chemii ;!, mechanical,
electrical, or thennal, but that of these the most poa .it is

a rapidly iutorrupted induction current. A certa ,, anount
of confusion has arisen as to the effect of vagus btimulation
in consequence of the fact that within the trunk of the
nerve are contained, in some animals, fibres of the synifMithotic,
and it depends to some extent ujwn the exact position of the
application of the stimulus, as to the exact effect pnxbined.
Speaking generally, however, exciUtion of any part of the trunk
of the valgus produces inhibition, the stimulus being particularly
potent if applied to the termination of the vagi in the heart
itself, where they enter the substance of the organ at the situation
of the sinus ganglia. The stimulus may be applied to either vagus
with effect, although it is frequently more potent if applied to
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and not confplete'^^e of"rw S P'^"''^ ^"'^"''"-"K
either to proloniration cTfho h V .

''*" Htoppa^ro may be due

diminutionTtlS y^^^^^^^^ ? ""'*"^ ^'- «««. or to

tanc^UH beats of tKan o^.?v"i.H
""'"'""

T*^'''^
'^' "P**"'

HtinuUation'u'a XVer ot thTL;;'
'""'""' '"' '^ ^''^^

the current in Lt off When th^^ T^ '"'''''''*'• ^^^'"^

cesMation of stin.ulation th„? ? ,
^*'' '"^P''^"'" °" t»»e

-y be auricr oT; aft'a^tilTthT "T' '^ • '"'^ '^"^

-on,or. and very -( ;Jj^^n^L^^r7^^;

'''

»i5^P' -n^'n""'^^^^^ Of the pul«.io« of the!Trom Uninton.afterOMkell )
"^

"topp.^ durinsr ntimulation of the vagS

co„nocti„n with blood pressure
^'"^ ''' ""^ *"

rove.t o^Zfof'^'T'''^ '"'.r'^^
«^ ^»- ^^-P^^^etic is the

ov,., V ,

'*^"*- Stimulation of the svniDathetic.o^i'u of one s.de, provinces acceleration of the heaSstuS
sC '"' ? «"^'"Vb-..ers, section of the same Z.eT^Z'
itho f; J "''''''"'•'^^•"" P'-^duced by stimulation of fhrsym

Ictitn of ^r '•' "'=^.«'"P^"'^'i by increased force, and so^e
actio o L

""''
'!

'""'"" P'^P^'-'^ ^^"««d au^Jmentar. Theaction of t!ie sympathetic differs from that of fl.„ «„

«"t, the 8t,mul,„ re.,„ired to p«dace .nj. effect m,m te ^L'
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powerful than is the case with the vagus stimulation ; secondly,

a longer time elapses before the effect is manifest ; and thirdly,

the augmentation is followed by exhaustion, the beats being after

a time feeble and less frequent.

The fibres of the sympathetic system which influence the heart-

beat in the frog, leave the spinal cord by the anterior root of the

third spinal nerve, and pass thence by the ramus communicans to

the third sympathetic ganglion, thence to the second sympathetic

Ant. rv)t

Post . root

Fig. a 49.— Heart nerves of frog. (I)iugraiiiinatic.)

ganglion, and thence by the annulus of Vieussens (round the sub-

clavian artery) to the first sympathetic ganglion, and thence in

the main trunk of the sympathetic, to near the exit of the vagus
from the cranium, where it joins that nerve and runs down to

the heart within its sheath, fonning the joint vago-sympathetic

trunk. These fibres are indicated by the dark line in fig. 249.
The fibres of the sympathetic seen ninning up into the skull

are for the supply of blood-vessels there. It ahould be noted

that the frog has no spinal accessory nerve.

From the fact that the augmentor fibres are joined to the
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vagus trunk, it will be understood that the effect of the stimula-
tion of the vagus in the frog is not in all cases purely inhibitory,

but may be augmentor, according to the position where the
stimulus is applied, the intensity of the stimulus, and the con-
dition of the heart ; if it is beating strongly a slight vagus
stimulation will produce immediate inhibition.

JugularOanjIion

Oanglion
trunci
Vagi

Vagus—

Roots of
Spinal

accessory

Cervical
Sympathetic

hiferior Cerulcal

Ganglion

Subclavian
Artery

Cardiac

branches

Second I

Thoracic [

Ganglion \

Third p
Thoracic—

f

Oanglion

Annulus

Ganglion Stellatum

^ Ant.root
'2nd.Thoracic

Nerve

Post.root

Ramus Communicans

Thoracic
Nerve

Thoracic
Nerve

Fig. ajo.—Heart nen-es of mammal. (Diagrammatic.)

In the dog, the augmentor fibres leave the cord by the second
and third dorsal nerves, and possibly by anterior roots of two
or more lower nerves ; they pass by the rami communicantes to
the ganglion stellatum, or first thoracic ganglion, and thence
by the annulus of Vieussens to the inferior cervical ganglion of

the sympathetic; fibres from the annulus, or from the inferior

cervical ganglion, proceed to the heart (see fig. 250).
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In man, the cardiac branches of the sympathetic probably

originate in the same way ; they travel to the heart from the

annulus of Vieussens and cervical sympathetic in superior,

middle and lower bundles of fibres. These pass into the cardiac

plexus, and surrounding the coronary vessels ultimately reach

the heart. They probably contain vaso-motor fibres for these

vessels, as well as the more important fibr s for the heart 'tself.

The coarse of the inhibitory fibres ia mammals has been recently

investigated by Grossmann. He 'iivides the rootlets that leave the medulla

to form the ninth, tenth nnd eleventh cranial uervcs into three groups,

a, h and c ; a corresponds fairly well with the fibres of the glossopharyngeal,

h with those of the vagus, and c with those of the spinal accessory. Uy
stimulating each rootlet he found the cardio-inhibitory fibres in the lower

two or three rootlets of group h and the upper rootlet of group e. There

are probably differences in different animals. In the cat and dog Cadman
finds that the rootlets in the n group are respiratory and afferent inhibitory,

and that all the efferent inhibitory fibres are in group e.

The inhibitory fibres are medullated, and only measure 2/4 to 3^ in dia-

meter ; they pass to the heart and lose their medulla in the ganglia of that

organ. The sympathetic fibres on the other hand reach the heart as non-
medullated fibres; having lost their medulla in the sympathetic (inferior

cervical and first thoracic) ganglia. The augmentor centre in the central

nervous system has not yet been accurately localised.

Influence of Drugs.—The question of the action of drugs on

the heart forms a large branch of pharmacology. We shall be

content here with mentioning two only, us they are largely used

for experimental purposes by physiologists. Atropine produces

considerable augmentation of the heart-beats by paralysing the

inhibitory mechanism. Muscarine (obtained from poisonous fungi)

produces marked slowing, and in larger doses stoppage of the

heart. It produces a similar effect to that of prolonged vagus

stimulation, and, as in that case, the effect can be removed by

the action of atropine. The action of atropine cannot, however,

be antagonised by muscarine. That these dnigs act on the

nerves, and not the miiscular substance of the heart, is shown by

the fact that in the hearts of early embryos, so early that no

nerves have yet grown to the heart, these drugs have little or

no effect. (Pickering.)

Reflex Inhibition,—Thus there is no doubt that the vagi

nerves are simply the media of an inhibitory or restraining

influence over the action of the heart which is conveyed through

them from the centre in the medulla oblongata which is always

in operation. The restraining influence of the centre in the

medulla maj ue reflexly increased by stimulation of almost any

afferent nerve, particularly of the abdominal sympathetic, so as

to produce slowing or stoppage of the heart, through impulses
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passing down the vagi. As an example of this reflex stimu-
lation, the well-known effect on the heart of a violent blow on
the epigastrium may be referred to. The stoppage of the heart's
action in this case is duo to the conveyance of the nervous impulse
by fibres of the sympathetic (afferent) to the medulla oblongata,
and its subsequent reflection through the vagi (efferent) to the
muscular substance of the heart. Chloroform vapour and tobacco
smoke in some people and animals, by acting on the terminations
of the vagi or their branches in the respiratory system, may also
produce reflex inhibition of the heart. Some very remarkable facts
concerning the readiness by which reflex inhibition of the fish's heart
may be produced 'vere made out by Prof. McWilliam ; any slight
irritation of the tail, gills, mucous membrane of mouth and pharynx,
or of the parietal peritoneum, causes the heart to stop boating.

In connection with the subject of reflex inhibition, it may be
mentioned in conclusion that though we have no voluntary control
over the heart's movements, yet cerebral excitement will pnxiuce
an effect on the rate of the heart, as in certain emotional conditions.

Intraoardiao Nerves.—The heart beats after its -removal
from the body ; in the case of the frog and other cold-blooded
Oiiimala, this will go on for hours, and under favourable circum-
stances for days. In the case of the mammal, it is more a ques-
tion of minutes unless" the heart is artificially fed through the
coronary artery with arterial blood. If this is done, especially
in ail atmosphere of oxygen, the dog's heart, or even strips of the
dog's heart, can be kept beating for hours. (Porter.) At one
time this was supposed to be due to the intrinsic nervous system
of tl heart ; the heart was regarded almost as a complete
organism, possessing not only parts capable of movement, but
also a nervous system to initiate and regulate those movements.
We now, however, look upon the muscular tissue of the heart,

rather than its nerves, as the tissue which possesses the power
of rhythmical movement, because- muscular tissue which has no
nerves at all jwssesses this property. For instance, the ventricle
apex of the frog's or tortoise's heart possesses no nerve-cells, but if

it is cut off and fed with a suitable nutritive fluid at coiisiderable
pressure, it will beat rhythmically. (Gaskell.) The apparatus by
which this may be accomplished we shall study at the end of this
chapter. The middle third of the ureter is another instance of
muscular tissue free from nerves, but which nevertheless executes
peristaltic movements. Perhaps, however, the most striking
instance is that of the foetal heart, which begins to beat directly
it is formed, long before any nerves have grown into it.

The power of rhythmical peristalsis therefore resides in the

f
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muscular tissue itself, though normally during life it is controlled

and regulated by the nerves that supply it.

The intraca' Mac nerves have been chiefly studied in the frog

;

the two vago-sympathetic nerves terminate in various groups of

ganglion cells ; of the!<e the most important are lientak's ganglion,

situated at the junction of the sinus with the right auricle ; and

Bidder^a ganglion, at ..hc junction of the auricles and ventricle. A
third collection of ganglion cells {von BezoUVt ganglion) is situated

in the inter-auricular septum. From the ganglion cells, hures

spread out over the walls of sinus, auricles, and the upper part

of the ventricle. Remak's ganglion used to be called the local

inhibitory centre of the heart

;

it is really the termination

of the inhibitory fibres, and

stimulation of the heart at

the sino-auricular junction

is the most certain way of

obtaining stoppage of the

heart. Bidder's ganglion was

the local accelerator

for a corresponding

called

centre

reason,

The

Fig. 251.—Course of the nerves in the auricu-
lar partition wall of ' ..e heart of a frnf^.

d, dorsal branch; v, ventral branch.
(Ecker.)

I'

accompanying figures

show the vagal terminations

in Remak's ganglion (fig.

251), some isolated nerve-

cells from this ganglion (fig.

252); and fig. 253 is a

rough diagram to indicate

t!ie positions of the principal

ganglia.

In connection with the rhythmic contraction of the heart, it is

necessary to allude to what is known as Stannius' experiment.
This experiment consists in applying a tight ligature to the heart

between the sinus and the right auricle, the effect of which is to

stop the beat of the heart beyond the ligature, whilst the sinus

continues to beat. If a second ligature is applied at the junc-

tion of the auricles and ventricle, the ventricle begins to beat,

whilst the auricles continue quiescent. In both cases the quies-

cent parts of the heart may be made to give single contractions

in response to mechanica or electrical stimulation. A consider-

able amount of discussio i has arisen as to the explanation of

these phenomena. It was suggested that the action of the

ligature is to stimulate the inhibitory nervous mechanism in

s i
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the sinus, whereby the auricles and ventricle can no longer
continue to contract, but this suggestion must be given up if

the present theory as to the functions of the nerve ganglia is

correct. The effect of Stannius' ligature is simply an example of
what has been called by Gaskell blocking. The explanation of
this term is as follows :—It appears that under normal conditions

Fig. a5»-—I«>lated nerve<eUi from the frog's heart. I. Usual form. H. Twin ceU.
C, capsule ; N, nucleus ; .V, nttcl^olus ; P, process. (From Ecker.)

the wave of contraction in the heart starts at the sinus and
travels downwards over the auricles to the ventricle, the irrita-

bility of the muscle and the power of rhythmic contractility being
greatest in the sinus, less in the auricles, and still less in the
ventricle, whilst under ordinary conditions the apical portion of
the ventricle exhibits very slight irritability and still less power
of spontaneous contraction. Thus it may be supposed that the

iiti

Aorta

Fig. 253—Diagram of ganglU in frog's heart. R, Remak's, B, Bidder's ganirlion;
8, 8UU8 ; A, auricle ; V, ventriole.

wave of contraction beginning at the sinus is more or leas blocked
by a ring of muscle at lower irritability at its junction with the
auricles; again the wave in the auricles is similarly delayed
in its passage over to the ventricle by a ring of lesser irritability,
and thus the wave of contraction starting at the sinus is broken
as it were both at the auricles and at the ventilcle. By an
arrangement of ligatures, or better, of a system of clamps, one
part of the heart may be isolated from the other portion, and
the contraction when stimulated by an induction shock may Le
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made to stop in the portion of the heart-muscle in which it

begins. It is not unlikely that the contraction of one portion of

the heart acts as a stimulus to the next portion, and that the

sinus contraction generally begins first, since the sinus is the

most irritable to stimuli, and possesses the power of rhythmic

contractility to the most highly developed degree. It must not

be thought, however, that the wave of contraction is incapable of

passing over the heart in any other direction than from the sinus

onwards ; it has been shown that by application of appropriate

stinmli at appropriate inbtants, the natural sequence of beats may
be reversed, and the contraction startii-^i; at the arterial part of

the ventricle may pass to the auricles and then to the sinus.

The question has been discusstd whether the wave from one chamber is

passed on to the next by iierrous or muscular connection. The slow rate

of propagation of the wave and the existence of muscular fibres passing

across from one chamber to the next show that the link is a muscular one.

An exceedingly interesting fact with regard to the passage of

the wave in any direction has been made out by partial division

of the muscular fibres at any point, whereby one part of the wall

of the heart is left connected with the other parts by a small

portion of undivided muscular tissue, and the wave of contraction

is then able to pass to the next portion of the wall only every

second or third beat. Thus division of the muscle has much
the same effect as partial clamping it in the same position, or of

a ligature similarly applied, but not tied tightly. The first

Stannius ligature acts as a partial or complete block, and pre-

vents the stimulus of the sinus-beat from passing further down
the heart, but parts beyond the ligature may be made to contract

by stimuli applied to them directly. The second Stannius liga-

ture acts as a stimulus to the ventricle. Instead of applying

the second ligature, the experiment may be varied by cutting off

the heart beyond the first ligature ; the stimulation caused by

cutting produces waves that travel over auricles and ventricle.

The explanation of the action of the Stannius ligatures just given can
hardly be regarded as wholly satisfactory though it is the best that can l)e

offered at present. If the first ligature acts.^sa block it is difficult to under-
stand why the second should .ict as a stimulus ; and if the second acts as a
stimulus, the question arises why the first should not act as a stimulus also.

The importance of the sinus as the starting-point of the peri-

stalsis can be shown by warming it. If the heart is warmed by

bathing it in salt solution at about the body temperature, it beats

faster ; this is due to the sinus starting a larger number of peri-

staltic waves ; that this is the case may be demonstrated by warm-

ing localised portions of the heart by a small galvano-cautery ; if

IN
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the sinus is warmed the heart beaU faster, but if the auricles or
ventricle are warmed there is no alteration in the heart's rate.

The sinus in the frog's heart, and that portion of the right
auncle of the mammal's heart which corresponds to the sinus, is
always the last portion of the heart to cease beating on death, or
after removal from the body {ultinut morient). This is an addi-
tional proof of the superior rhythmical power which it possesses.

I ho fact that the Stanniiis heart is quiescent has enabled
physiologists to study the effects of stimuli upon heart muscle.
A snigle stimulus produces a single contraction, which has a
long latent period, is slow, and propagated as a wave over the
heart at the rate of f to f inch, or 10— 15 mm. a second. A
second stimulus causes a rather larger contraction, a third one
larger still, and so on for yime for.r or five beats, when the size
of the contraction becon. t. This staircase phenomenon,
as It IS called, is also p- • mtary muscle (see p. 124), but
It IS more marked in th. ... The following tracing shows the
result of an actual exper.

There are, however, more marked differences than this between
voluntary and heart muscle. The first of these is, that the
amount of contraction does not vary with the strength of the
stimulation. A stimulus strong enough to produce a contraction
at all bnngs out as big a beat as the strongest. The second is,
that the heart muscle has a long refractory period ; that is to
say, after the application of a stimulus, a second stimulus will
not cause a second contraction until after the lapse of a certain
interval called the refractory perioil. 1 .e refractory period lasts
as long as the heart-beat. The third difference depends on the
second, and consists in the fact that the heart muscle can never be
thrown into complete tetanus by a rapid series of stimulations

;

with a strong current there is a partial fusion of the beats, but
this IS entirely independent of the rate of faradisation. Indeed,

i \.

-till
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as u rule, the heart responds by fewer beats to a rapid than to ii

slow rate of stimulation.

In spite of these differences there are many and iiiii»ortant

resemblances between heart nniscle and voluntary nmsclc.

The thermal and chemical changes are similar; *»iere is a

iising-up of .ygen and a production of carbonic acid and sarco-

lactic acid. The using-up of oxygen was well illustrated by an

experiment of Prof. Yco's. He passed a weak solution of oxy-

hajmoglobin through an excised beating frog's heart, and found

that after it had passed through the heart, the solution became

less oxygenated and venous in colour.

The electrical changes are also similar, and have already been

dwelt upon in Chapters XII. and XIV.

1

1

i

Instruments for Studying the Excised Frog's Heart.

If a frog's heart is simpl}' excised and allowed to remain with-

out being fed, it ceases to beat after a time varying from a

few minutes to an hour or so, but if it is fed with a nutritive

fioid, it will continue to beat for many hours. A very good

nutritive fluid is defibrinated blood diluted with twice its volume

o^ physiological saline solution. Dr. Ringer has, however, shown

that nearly as good results are obtained with physiological saline

solution to which minute quantities of calcium and potassium salts

have been added; in other words, the inorganic salts of the blood

will maintain cardiac activity for a time without the addition of

any organic material. Prof. Howell has recently shown that

the Hinus or venous end of the heart is CHpecially susceptible

of being thrown into rhythmical action by such an inorganic

mixture. The normal stimulus for the starting of the hcart-lwat

is therefore to ho sought in the mineral constituents of the blood.

The fluid is passed through the heart by moans of a perfusion

cannula (fig. 255). The heart is tied on to the end of the

cannula ; the fluid enters by one and leaves by the other tube.

Numerous instruments have been devised for obtaining graphic

records of the heart's movements under these circumstances, but

we shall be content with describing three of the best. They

have been much used in the itivestigation of the effects of drugs

on the heart, and the results obtained have been of much service

to physicians.

(i) The heart having been securely tied on to the iicrfusion cannula, the

circulating fluid is passed throuph it. One stem of the cannula is then

att«ched hv the small side branch on the left in fiz. 255 by a tul)c containin}?

salT solution to a small mercurial manometer, provided with a tioat, on

I
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"f the mercury arc due to chanff? in the
endocu-diac preMure.
The other two iiutruraenta we ihall descrilje

are constructed on the opiKwite principle : the
heart is enclosod in a chamber ftUed with oil
and the movementi of this oil ouUide the
heart are registered.

(a) Moy'i Tmumeter (flg. ac6): A small
wll-jar, open abore, but provided with a
flrmlT fitting stopper, in which is flie«l a
double cannula, is adjustable by a smoothly
ground base upon a circular 'brass plate,
about a to 3 inches in diameter. The ii_nc-
tion is made complete by greasing the base
with lard. In the plate, which is fixed to
» stand adjustable on an upright > two
holes, o. 'i the centre, a large o .bout
one-third c: an inch in diameter, to ,»' oh
18 fixed below a brass grooved collar, ab^ut
half an inch deep ; the other hole is the
o|)ening into a pipe pro.idwl with a stop-
cock. The opening provided with the collar
18 closed at the lower part with a membrane
which IS closely tied by means of a ligature
around the groove at the lower etlge of the
coUar. To this membrane a piece of cork is fastened by sealing-wax, from

*'»• »55.--Kronecker'« Perfuiii<m

to the interior of the Fros'i
Heart. ^

It oouiita of 8 double tulw.
one outride the other. The
toner tube branehw out to the

r^th J*"" v'
''''*'' **"« ventricleU tied to the outer tube of theMnnuU, a current of liquid can

be made to pam into the heart
oy one tube and out through thu

Fig. 256.—Boy's Tonometer.

a 2
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When ndng th« appftratnit, the bell*JMr U filled with ollTe oil. The i evt
of a Urge frog it prepaied and the cannula fixed in the stopper ia firmly tied

into it ; the tubes of the cannula commnnicate with the reaerroir of circu-

lating fluid on the one hand, and with a Tcesel to receive it after it has run

throi/h the heart on the other. The cannula with heart attached ia paaMMl into

th<j oil, and the stopper firmly secured. »ery time the heart enlarges, the

membrane is preamHl down ; every time thv art contracts the membrane is

pulletl up ; the lerer follows and magnifies these movements. The lever ia

adjusted to a convuiiiuni elevation and allowe<t to write on a moving drum.

After a short time the heart may stop beating ; but two wires are arranged,

the one in the cannula, the other projecting from the plate in such a way
that the heart can be moved against them by shifting the position of the

bell-jar a little. The wires act as electrodes, and can be mat'.e to communi-
t«te with an induction apparatus, so that induction shocks can be sent into

the heart to proc'-.cc contractions. After a time the heart ceases to beat

altogether; before doing so it becomes irregular. A frequent form of

irregularity seen consists of groups of contractions each showing a staircase,

separate<l hy lorg interralH of quiescence (Lnciani's Groups).

(3) Schtiftr't Jleart-plethytmograph.—The principle of thia apparatus is

the same as Roy s. A diagrammatic sketch of it is given in fig. 357. The
heart, tied on to a double cannula, is inserted into an air-tlght vessel con-

fining oil. On one side of the vessel is a tube, in which a lightly-moving

piston is fitted ; to this a writing point is attached. The piston is moved

Fig. 3S7.—Schiftr*! b«ii' t ptethysmofispb.

II*

if

f
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backwards and forwards by the changes of volume in the heart enuring the

oil to alternately recede from and pass into this side tube. The correspond-

ing tube on the other side can be opened and the tube with the piston

closed when one wishes to cease recording the movements.

fi
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CHAPTER XXI.

THE CIRCULATION IN THK BLOOD-VESSKLS.

The circulation through the vessels is accompli^^hod by the
heart as the primary propelling force ; the pressure in the heart
18 greater than that in the arteries ; the arterial pressure (which
is kept high not only by the heart's force, but by the existence
of resistance at the periphery) is greater than that in the capil-
laries, and the pressure is lowest in the veins, especially at their
entrance into the heart; and fluid always flows in the direc

"

>n
of lower pressure. Before, however, passing on to the all-importani
luestion of blood-pressure, we must first consider various other
phenomena in connection with the flow in the vessels, such as tbf.
velocity of the stream, and the character of the flow in different
parts of the vascular circuit.

I a:!

The Velocity of the Blood-Flow.

The velocity of the blood-current at any given point in the
various divisions of the circulatory system is inversely propor-
tional to their sectional area at that point. If the sectional area
of all the branches of a vessel united were always the same as
that of the vessel from which they arise, and if the aggregate
sectional area of the capillary vessels were equal to that of the
aorta, the mean rapidity of the blood's motion in the capillaries
would be the same as in tlie aorta ; and if a similar correspondence
of capacity existed in the veins and arteries, there would be an
equal correspondence in the rapidity of the circulation in them.
But when an artery divides, the sectional area of its branches is
greater than that of the artery from which they originate. The
only exception to this rule is seen in the division of the aorta into
the two common iliac arteries. It is the same with the veins

;

the sectiot,: area of a vein formed by the union of smaller veins
is less than the total sectional area of its tributaries. From the
aorta onwards to the capillaries there is a gradual increase of the
area of the stream with a conespouding diminution of its velocity;
from the capillaries onwards to the heart there is a gradual decrease
of the bed of the stream and a correspondinij increase in its velocity.

In other words the arterial and venous systems may be repre-
sented by two truncated cones with their apices directed towards
the heart; the area of their united base (the sectional area

I

J

t
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of the capillaries) is about 700 times as great as that of the

truncated apex representing the aorta. Thus the velocity of

blood in the capillsuies is not more than y^ of that in the aorta.

The veins are larger than the corresponding arteries, and so the

rate there is proportionally slower.

/n the Arteries.—The velocity of the stream of blood is greater

in the arteries than in any other part of the circulatory system,

and in them it is greatest in the neighbourhood of the heart, and

during the ventricular systole. The rate of movement diminishes

during the diastole of the ventricleS; and in the parts of the

arterial system most distant from the heart.

A few of the results obtained by different observers may be

here given.

In the carotid of the dog, the velocity is 205—350 mm. per second.

„ „ „ horse „ 306 „.

metatarsal 56

In very round numbers we may state the average speed in the

large arterit:8 as a foot per second.

Batimation of the Valooity.—Various instrn-

ments have been devised for measoring the velocity

of the blood-stream in the arteries. LudMrig's

Stromuhr (fig. 258), which is the best instrument

to use, consists of a U-shaped glass tube dilated

at a and a', the ends of which, h and i, are of

known calibre. The bulbs can be filled by a
common opening at A. The instrument is so con-

trived that at b and V, the glass part is firmly fixed

into metal cylinders, attjiched to a circular hori-

zontal table c c', capable of horizontal movement on
a bimilar table d d' about the vertical axis marked
in figure by a dotted line. The openings in c c'.

when the instrument is in position, as in fig. 258.

corresponds exactly with those \n d d' ; but if e e'

be turned at right angles to its present position,

there iii no communication between h nnd a and i

and a', but A communicate!= directly with i ; and if

turned through two right angles c' communicates
with d, and e with d', and there is no direct commu-
nication between h and i. The experiment is per-

formed in the following; way :—The artery to be
experimented ui)on is divided and connected with
two cannulfe anil tubes which fit it accurately with
h and i ; h is the central end, and i the peripheral :

the bulb a is filled with olive oil up to a point

rathur lower than /.-, and a' and the remainder of a
is filled with deflbrinated blood ; the tube on k is

then carefully clamped : the tubes d and d' are also

filled with defibrinated blood. When everything is

ready, the blood is allowed to flow into a through h, and it pushes before

it the oil, and that the defibrinated blood into the artery through i ; a' is

then full of oil ; when the blood reaches the former level of the oil in a,

Fig. 258.—Ludwig'8
Btromuhr.

HI
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flnJifthJ^^ I ^^"^ "^P""T *]'™"«'> *^° "«?•'* »n»le9, and the bloo.1

T^r^f i^?^ ** into « again displaces the oil which is driven into a.

ThiM^ *
'^''^?' times, and the duration of the experiment notetl.

knLn^ T °* * """^ t " '"*°''°
'

*•»« diameter of the artery is alsoknown by it« corresponding with the cannulae of known diameter, and as

nf tr!!!,J^ . "^.L"^ been filled in a given time is known, the velocity
or the current can be calculated.
We may take an example to illustrate this :—

Velocity - volume per second _ V
sectionrlarea ~ S

V^lo^^TllJ.^^
'^^

''"."V?,^
^••'^-aml it reriuired loo seconds to fill it

\l nT-
^ •''?'°''"* °^ *''•'"<' l"*'*^'"^' through the instrument woul.l 1«

f m,^' 'V/,°° 'T"''l'
"' °S "*=• i" ' ''<^«'>n<>- >'ext. suppose the diameter is

Km^'ti i'*^*'^,'^^"'"*! fea i« *r^: ,- is the radius (a mm.), and ir= 3i4i6.fiom tliese data we get j "t«"'

Velocity - 1 - ° 5 "c. _ 500 cubic millimetres ^^ „LioLir^ - - ~ - - ,- „- = =; = 398 mm. per sec.s 3 1410 X 2- 31416 X 4
•'' •

Chauveau's Dnmogi-aph (fig. 259) consists of a thin brass tube, a, in one
side of which is a small perforation closed by thin vulcanised india-rubber.

^iSmlT^^SJ?"J?'
CJhaujean'. ftromogwph. a, Bnui tube for introduction into the

mSSS«n« i- S**^'
»»d ~n<»ini"jr «m index-needle, which paaaea through the eUuHemembrane in it« mde. and move* by the impulw of the Wood current, e, Gmduated

•oale, for meuaring the extent of the oscillations of the needle.
"nwuaieo

Passing through the rubber is a fine lever, one end of which, slightly flat-
tened, extfrnds into the lurwri of the tube, while the other moves over the
face of a dial. The tube is inserted into the interior of an artery, and
ligatures applied to fix it, so that the " velocity pulse;' i.e., the change of
velocity with each heart-beat, may be indicated by the movement of the
outer extremity of the lever on the face of the dial.
The namataehometer of Vierordt resembles in principle that of Chauveau.
l-he Hamadromometer of Volkmann, one of the eariiest instruments

devised for this purpose, is simply a long glass U-tube of the same calibre as
the artery under investigation. It is provided with a stop-cock, so that at a
given moment the blood can be admitted, and the time that the blood takes
to reach its other end is observed.

In the Capillaries.—The microscopic observations of E. II.

Weber and Valentin agree very closely as to the rate of the
blood-current in the capillaries of the frog; and the mean of their
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estimates gives the velocity of the systemic capillary circulation at

about one inch (25 mm.) per minute. The velocity in the capil-

laries of warm-blooded animals is somewhat greater ; in the dog
•it is -^ to -j^ inch ('5 to '75 mm.) a second. This may seem
inconsistent with the facts, which show that the whole circulation

may be accomplished in less than half a minute. But the whole

length of capillary vessels through which any given portion of

blood has to pass, probably does not exceed from -^th to xirth

of an inch ('5 mm.); and therefore the time required for each

quantity of blood to traverse its own appointed portion of the

general capillary system will scarcely amount to a second.

/» the Veins.—The velocity of the blood is greater in the veins

than in the capillaries, but less than in the arteries : this fact

depends upon the relative capacities of the arterial and venous

systems. If an accurate estimate of the proportionate areas of

arteries and the veins corresponding to them could be made, we
might, from the velocity of the arterial current, calculate that of

the venous. A usual estimate is, that the capacity of the veins

is about twice or three times as great as that of the arteries, and
that the velocity of the blood's motion is, therefore, about twice

or three times as great in the arteries as in the veins, 8 inches

(200 mm.) a second. The rate at which the blood moves in the

veins gradually increases the nearer it approaches the heart, for

the sectional area of the venous trunks, compared with that of

the branches opening into them, becomes gradually less as the

trunks advance towards the heart.

Of the Circulation as a whole.—Among the earliest investigators

of the question how long an entire circulation takes was Hering.

He injected a solution of potassium ferrocyanide into the central

end of a divided jugular vein and collected the blood either from
the other end of the same vein, or from the corresponding vein

of the other side. The substance injected is one that can be
readily detected by a chemical test (the prussian blue reaction).

Vierordt improved this method by collecting the blood as it flowed

out, in a rotating disc divided into a number of compartments.
The blood was tested in each compartment, and the ferrocyanide

discovered in one which in the case of the horse received the
blood about half a minute after the injection had been made.
The experiment was performed in a large number of animals, and
the following were a few of the results obtained :

In the horse . . -3^ seconds.

„ dog . . 16 „

„ cat . 6-5 „

•> fowl . . 5 "
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At first sight these numbers show no agreement, but in eachc^e ,twa« found that the time occupied was .7 he^rt beats. Thedog's heart for mstance. beats twice as fast as the horse's, and sothe time of the entire circulation only occupies half as much time.The question has recently been re-investigated by Prof. Stewartby improved methods, which have shown that the circulation time

bv ft
'^ ^^^'"df. that is considerably less than was foundby the researches of Henng and Vierordt The great objection

to the older method is the fact that hemorrhage is Juiringthroughout the experiment, and this would materially weakefthe heart and slow down the circulation. Stewart has employed

nonT kI ^r
'^^'"'' '^' ^^°*'^ ^^tery is exposed, Ld

non-polansable electrodes applied to it. Th^e are placed in

SI ""li
a flvanometer and one arm of a Wheatstone's

ll^fu 1

'•''^'Stances in the bridge have been balanced,

sodium chloride solution is injected into Ihe opposite jugular

ir; tf^ "TJ" ";' "^^^ ''^^^^ *^« «"™^'d a'^e'7, the rLst-

isTnf. T^ "f''''^' '^' ^^^^""'^ °f ^^« Wheatstone's bridge
s upset, and the galvanometer needle moves. The period betweenthe injection and the swing of the needle is accurately notedThe second method used is even simpler, and gives practically
,.e same results; a solution of methylene blue is injected in o

TJ27 L''"-
T'^^^^^tid artery on the opposite side isS 't^;?

"^"
\'^fu

°^ "^*'^ ^^'' ^"d strongly illumi-

whlfVhJw ," "^.^'^ ^''''''' '^" '"J^^tion and the momentwhen the blue colour is seen to appear in the artery. Stewarthas apphed these methods also for determining the time occupiedby the passage of blood through various districts of the circula-
tion

;
the longest circulation times were found in the kidney theportal system and the lower limbs.

^'

.u^rT-
''^

/'r'
°'?^°'^'' ''^''^''"'•' ^'^« ^^^ true time of theentire circulation
; they give merely the shortest possible timem which any i«irticle of blood can travel throughThe shortestpathway. The blood that travels in the axial ciLntor whfchtakes a broad pathway through wide capillaries, will arrive farmore speedily at its destination than that which creeps through

T^^eZJ "T"''''^
''''''"' '^^^ ^'^««t observations ofTigerstedt on the output of the left ventricle show that the

circulation tune of the whole blood is at least five times as longas the period arrived at by the Hering method. It is therefore
fallacious to use the circulation times arrived at by Hering's or
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The Use of the Elasticity of the Vessels.

If a pump is connected with a rigid tube, such as a glass tube,

every time that a certain amount is forced into one end of the

tube an exactly equal quantity will be forced out at the other

end. During the intervals between the pumpings, the flow will

cease. If the far «'nd of the tube is partially closed, the flow

will still be intermittent, only the quantity injected and the

quantity ejected, though still of equal volume, will be diminished.

If we employ an elastic tube instead of a rigid tube, and the end

is left freely open, the flow will still be intermittent as in the

case of the rigid tube ; but if the end of the elastic tube is

narrowed by a clamp the intermittent flow will be converted into

a more or less perfectly constant flow. Each stroke of the pump
forces a certain amount of fluid into the tube, but owing to the

peripheral resistance, it cannot all escape at once, and part of

the force of the pump is spent in distending the walls of the tube.

This distended elastic tube, however, tends to empty itself, and

forces out the fluid which distends it before the next stroke of

the pump takes place. One part of the fluid is therefore forced

out by the immediate effect of the pump, and another part by

the elastic recoil of the tube between the strokes. If the rate of

the pump and the distension of the tube which it produces is

Eufficiently great, the fluid forced out between the strokes will

be equal to that entering at each stroke and thus the outflow

becomes continuous.

Let ub aow apply this to the body.

At each beat the left ventricle forces about tliree ounces of

blood into the already full arterial system. The arteries are

elastic tubes, and the amount of elastic tissue is greatest in the

large arteries. The first effect of the extra three ounces is to

distend the aorta still further; the elastic recoil of the walls

drives on another portion of blood which distends the next section

of the arterial wall, aud this wave of distension is transmitted

along the arteries with gradually diminishing force as the total

arterial stream becomes larger. This wave constitutes the pulse.

Between the strokes of the pump, or, in other words, during the

periods of diastole, the arteries tend to return to their original size,

and so drive the blood on. The flow, therefore, does not cease

during the heart's inactivity, so that although the force of the heart

is an intermittent one, the flow through the capillaries and the veins

beyond is a constant one, all trace of the pulse having disap-

peared. The peripheral resistance which keeps up the blood-

pressure in the arteries, and like the clamp on our india-rubber

! : i
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irrt'JT^ .
"" the conversion of the intennittent into a continuousstream ,8 to be found m the arterioles or small arteries, justbefore the blood passes into what we may term the va.t capillary

tl ?T -"f "^"^^ *''^ *^*'''' ""^'^^^'^^ «^««« of '"usculaV

Zt^tf T ^1^'^ '' "^^'^^ '" * ^"'^ «^-« '>f moderate
contraction, play the part of a multitudinous system of stop-

The large arteries contain a considerable amount of muscular

!!! H" ?" ?,?•' *?r-
'^^^ «<H,perates with the elastic tissuen adapting the calibre of the vessels to the quantity of bloodthey contain. For the amouni of blood in the vessels is neverquite constant and were elastic tissue only present, the pressure

blood would be sometimes very small, sometimes too great. The
presence of a contractile element, however, provides for a certainuniformity in the amount of pressure exercised. There is no
reason to suppose that the muscular coat assists in propelling
the onward current of blood, except in virtue of the facfthaf

Znl '
r?u''f^*'.*'''""'^

*^''""^"'-« <'««F''^tes in the large

t^! "! ""f ?'i^''*.e
?''"' ''^ ^"«P'"g "P <^he constant flow inthe way already described.

The contmctility of the arterial walls fulfils a useful purposen checking haemorrhage should a smal! vessel be cut as it asSsts
in the closure of the cut end, and this in conjunction w.th the
coagulation of the blood arrests the escape of blood

The Ptdse.

This is the most characteristic feature of the arterial flow It
IS a Tv^ve of expansion which travels along the arteries due to thepropulsion of the contonts ox the left ventricle into the alre^yuU arterial system The more distant the artery from the he^tthe longer IS the interval that elapses bet«.eu the ventrSbeat and the arrival of the pulse. Thus it is felt in the caro d

artt'J f";^
° f' ^'£ "^'^"-y' '^^ '^ '« «"" l-t«r in the dorsalartery of the foot. The difi-erence of time is, however. Zyslight

;
,t IS only a l auto fraction of a second ; for a dist nctionmi«t be drawn between the propagation cf the ^ulse and thetteof blood flovv in the arteries

; the wave travels at the rate of from

of ^k'°k?^''' * ''"^"^' ^'^^^ '« '^««^-^ ' ^^^^7 times the rateof the blood current. The pulse may be comLed to a waver^uced by the wind travelling rapidly down a sL^^BhTy-floX

A physician usually feels the pulse in the radial artery, since

i' i:
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thia is near the aurfaoe, and mipported by bone. It is a most
valuable indication of the condition of the patient's heart and

Fig. aoo,—Uanjr'i Sphygmognph, modiBed by Mahomed.

vessels. It is necessary in feeling a pulse to note the following

points :

—

1. It$ frequency ; that is the number of pulse beats per minute.

This gives the rate of the heart beats.

2. Itt length ; that is how long a time each pulse-beat occupies.

3. Its strength; whether it is a strong, bounding pulse, or a

Fij;. 261.—Diagram of the lever of the Sphygmograph.

feeble beat ; this indicates the force with which the heart

is beating.

Its regularity or irregularity ; irregularity may occur owing

to irregular cardiac action either in force or in rhythm.

Its tension ; that is the force necessary to obliterate it. This

gives an indication of the state of the arterial walls and

the peripheral resistance.
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In d)<<ea8e there are certain variations in the pulse, of which weKhan mention only two; namely, the irUermittenfpulLdT^Z
heart missmg a beat every now and then ; and the u^Ur hamnj-

ng. a«i.-The Sphrgmogntph appUed to the •mi.

S''JJ'/;;^''*^"
^,*°'^'' regurgitation or to a loss of elasticity

the onwJS fl ""fV,J!.'^"
°^ '^''' circumstances diminish^

the Lh f u^°^ '^"""S the heart's diastole, and thusthe suddenness of the impact of the blood on the arterial wall

art^^^l T^^' ^ 'f*^"^-
"^^''^ *»»« ««°*iition is due to

pSl^hS '"1 ?.
^'^-''""^ °'' «*»«ifi«-«on. this suddenpulse combmed with the mcreased brittleness of the arteriesmay lead to rupture of the walls, and this is especiaTy

l;ii!
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lu order to study the pulse more fully, it is neceasary to obtain

a graphic record of the pulse-beat, and this is accomplished by

the use of an instrument called the sphygmograph. This

instrument consists of a series of levers, at one end of which is a

button placed over the artery ; the other end is provided with

a writing point to inscribe the magnified record of the arterial

movement on a travelling surface.

The instruments most frequently used are those of Marey, one

of the numerous modifications of which is represented in figures

260, 261, and 262, and of Dudgeon (fig. 263).

Each instrument is provided with an arrangement by which

the pressure can be adjusted so as to obtain the best record.

The measurement of the pressure is, however, rough, and both

instruments have the disadvantage of giving oscillations of

their own to the sphygmogram ; this is specially noticeable

in Dudgeon's sphygmograph.

But these defects may be over-

come by the use of some form

of sphygmometer. (See later,

p. 295.) It is also important

to remember that the pad

or button placed upon the

artery rests partly on the venae

comites, so that not only

arterial tension, but any tur-

gidity arising from venous con-

gestion, will affect the height

and form of the sphygmographic

record.

Fig. 261. represents a typicil sphygmographic tracing obtained

from the .-adial artery. It consists of an upstroke due to the

expansion of the artery, and a downstroke due to its retrac-

tion. The descent is more gradual than the upstroke, because

the elastic recoil acts more constantly and steadily than the

heart-beat. On the descent are several secondary (katacrotic)

elevations.

A is the primary, or percussion wave ; C is the jire-tHcrotic, or

tidal wave ; D is the dicrotic wave, and E the post-dicrotic wave,

and of these there may be several. In some cases there is a

secondary wave on the upstroke, which is called an anacrotic

wave (fig. 265).

Th'.'se various secondary waves have received different iuter-

preto.tious, but the best way of explaining them is derived

from information obtained by taking bimultaneous tracings of

-DiiinMnof pul«e.4rsclng. A,up-
!; 8,aown-«troke;c,pte-dicrotic

Fig. 264
troke , .

wave : b, dicrotic ; b, poat-dicrotic waTe,
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tlio pulse, aortic prewuro, apex boat, aud iutwveutricular
preMure, as in the rosearcheH of HUrthle, By this means it
w found that the primary and pre-dicrotic waves occur during
the systole of the heart, and the other waves during the
diastole. Tlie closure of the aortic valves occurs just before
the dicrotic wave. The secondary waves, other than the
dicrotic wave, are due to the elastic tension of the arteries,
and are increased in number when the tension of the arteries
|8 greatest; the tauter an elastic substance is, the more does
It tend to vibrate under the inHuence of any fresh force suddenly
applied to it. Some of the post-dicrotic waves are also doubtless
instrumental in origin. The dicrotic wave is of different origin.
It was at one time thought that this wave was reflected from
the penpherj-, but this view is at once excluded by the fact
tliat wherever we take the pulse-tmcing, whether from the
aorta, carotid, radial, dorsalis pedis, or elsewhere, thia secondary
elevation is alvi iys situated at the same distance from the

Fif. 26j.—Anaeiotie pulte.

beginning of the primary elevation, showing that it is centri-
fugal travelling in the same direction as the primary wave
and having -ts origin in the commencement of the arterial
system Mor .ver, a single reflected wave from the periphery
would be impossible, as the waves reflected from one part would
be interfered with by those from other parts; and a reflected
wave w-ou d be increased by high peripheral resistance, and not
aiminished as the dicrotic wave is.

The primary cause of the dicrotic wave is the closure of the
semilunar valves; the inflow of the blood into the aorta sud-
denly ceases, and the blood is driven up against the closed aortic
doors by the elastic recoil of the aorta; the wave rebounds from
there and is propagated through the arterial system as the
dicrotic elevation.

The systolic secondary waves, namely, the pre^iicrotic and the
anacrotic when it is present, are due to clastic vibrations of
the aortic wall and perhaps of the heart wall itself; they are
increased by an increase in the peripheral resistance

Ij I
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In our itud/ of endo-oardiao pressure, we saw that the systolic

plateau sometimes has an ascending, sometimes a descending, slope

(see p. 244) ; we now come to the explanation of this fact If

after the first sudden rise of

pressure in the aorta the

peripheral resistance is low

and the blood can escape more
rapidly than it is thrown in,

riff. t66.-Die(otie puiM. the plateau will sink. If,

on the other hand, the peri-

phen.1 resistance is high, the aortic pressure will rise as long

as the blood is flowing in, and we get an ascending systolic

plateau and an anacrotic pulse. Thus an anacrotic pulse is

seen in Bright's disease, where the peripheral resistance is

very high.

The production of the dicrotic wuve is favoured by relaxation

of the arterioles when the heart is beating forcibly as in fever,

and to a certain extent after taking alcohol. Such a pulse is

called

easily

dicrotic pulse (fig. 266), and the second beat can be

t by the finger ou the radial artery.

The main waves of a pulse tracing can

be demonstrated without the use of any instru-

ments at all by allowing the blood to spurt from

a cut artery on to the surface of a piece of white

paper travelling post it We thus obtain what
is very appropriately called a hcem-autograph

(fig. 267).

If a long pulse-tracing is taken, the effect

of the respiration can be seen causing an in-

crease of pressure, and a slight acceleration of

the heart's beats during inspiration. This we
shall study at greater length in connection

with blood-pressure.

The Rate of Propagation of the Pulte- Wave.—The
method of ascertaining this may be illustrated by
the use of a long elastic tube into which fluid is forced
by the sudden stroke of a pump. If a series of levers

are placed alung the tube at measured distances those
nearest the pump will rise first, those farthest from it last. I( these are
arranged to writ« on a revolvingr cylinder under one anotht.-, this will be
shown graphically, and the time interval between their movements can be
measured by a time tracing. The same principle ia applied to the arteries of
the body ; a series of Marey's tambours are applied to the heart and to
Tarioua arteries at known distances from the heart ; then levers are arranged
to write immediately under one another, as in fig. 241. The difference in
the time of their ap^rokes is measured by a time tracing in the usual way.
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The OapUlapy Flow.

When tl.ocpillufy circulation ia examined in any tmnHnarcntpart of a I.vn.g unimal by mean, of the nucro«.o^ (fi"^ .«
'

tj^lood « Been to flow with a constant eqnable nXu j^'thc redblood-corpuscicB move along, moatly in ningle file, andS Invanous ways to accommodate themselves to%he tortuous c"„r^of the capillary, but instantly recover their normal outline onreaching a wider vessel.
"uuine on

At the circumference of the stream in the larger capillaries l,„tespecially well marked in the small
capumnes, hut

arteries and veins, there is a layer
of liquor sanguinis in contact with
the walls of the vessel, and adhcr
ing to them, which moves more
slowly than the blood in the centre.
The existence of this atiU layor.
M it is termed, is inferred bofh
from the general fact that such au
one exists in all tubes traversed by
fluid, and from what can be seen
in watching the movements of the
blood-corpuscles. Anyone who has
rowed on a river will know that
the swiftest current is in the
middle of the stream. The red corpuscles occupy the middle of
the stream and move with comparative rapidity ; the colourless
corpuscles run much more slowly by the walls of the vessel; while
next to the wall there is a transparent space in which the fluid
IS at comparative rest; for if any of the corpuscles happen to b
forced within it, they move more slowly than before, rolling lazilv
along the side of the vessel, and often adhering to its wall Pa/t
of this slow movement of the colouriess corpuscles and their occa-
sional stoppage may be due to their having a natural tendency toadhere to the walls of the vessels. Sometimes, indeed, when themotion of the blood is not strong, many of the white corpuscles
collect in a capillary vessel and for a time entirely prevent the
passage of the red corpuscles.
When the peripheral resistance is greatly diminished by the

dilatation f the small arteries, so much blood passes on

h^l fi!
;'!!""' •'"*'' *^^ capillaries at each stroke of the

dSr^H H t." ""u
'"^"'""^ remaining in the arteries todistend them. Thus, the intermittent current of the ventricular

K.P.

ottbe W. foot connectinff a•maU artery (A) with a gmall
Tein(V). (AftirAilenThonSSl?"

:i.

i*

M'
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jktole i> not converted iuto a oontinuous •troam by the eLuticity

of Jw artcrioa before the capillaries are reached ; and eo intermit-

tenoy of the flow occun both in capillarios and veins and a pulse

is produc'.>d. The same phenomenon may occur when the arteries

become rigid from disease, and when the beat of the heart is so

slow or so feeble that the blood at each cardiac systole has time
to pass on to the capillaries before the r ;xt stroke occurs ; the

amount of blood sent out at each stroke

being insufficient to properly distpnd the

elartic arteries.

It was formerly supposed that the occur-

rence of any transudation from the interior

of the capillaries into the midst >^ f the sur-

rounding tissues was confined, in the absence

of injury, strictly to the fluid part of the

blood; in other words, that the corpuscles

could not escape from the circulating stream,

unless the wall of the containing blood-vessel

was ruptured. Augustus Waller affirmed, in

1846, that he had seen blood-corpuscles, both

red and white, pass bodily through the wall

of the capillary vessel in which they were

contained (thus confirming what had been

stated a short time previously by Addison)

;

and that, as no opening could be seen bt^fore

their escape, so none could be observed after-

wards—so rapidly was the part healed. But
these observations did not attract much notice

until the phenomena of escape of the blood-

corpuscles from the capillaries and minute
veins, apart from mechanical injiuy, were

rediscovered by Cohnhei'^ in 1867.

Cohnhcim's experiment, demonstrating the passage of the cor-

puscles through the wall of the blood-vessel, is performed in the

following manner : A frog is curarized, and the abdomen having

been opened a portion of small intestine is drawn out, and its

transparent mesentery spread out under a microscope. After a

variable time, occupied by dilatation, following contraction of the

minute vessels and accompanying quickening of the blood-stream,

there ensues a retardation of the current, and blood-corisuscles,

both red and white, begin to make their way through the

capillaries and small veins.

The process of diapedesis of the red corpuscles, which occurs

under circumatances of impeded venous circulation, and con-

Fif. i«9.—A 1ms* <»ptt-

U17 from tin mg't
meienteiT eight honn
after irriution htA
been aet up, fhowiny
emigntion of leoco-

eytea. a, Celli ia the
act of traveniiig the
capiUarjr wall ; b, mbw
already eMaprd.
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way through by amn-boid movement.
' *"

^VanouH explan.Htiu.« of the«e phenomena have been .ug-

liafrils';^I!!.^.e^t^""^""'r
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side of them in the arteries or the veins; their intermediate

position causes them to feel at once any alteration in the size,

rate, or pressure of the arterial or venous blood-stream. Thus, the

apparent contraction of the capillaries, on the application of certain

irritating substances, and during fear, and their dilatation in blush-

ing, may be referred primarily to the action of the small arteries.

The Venous Flow.

The blood-current in the veins is maintained (a) primarily by
the vis a tergo, that is, the force behind, which is the blood

pressure transmitted from the heart and arteries ; but very
effectual assistance to the flow is aflTorded (b) by the action of the

muscles capable of pressing on the veins with valves, as well as

(c) by the suction action of the heart, and the aspiratory action

of the thorax {vis afronte).

The effect of muscular pressure upon the circulation may be
thus explained. When pressure is applied to any part of a vein

and the current of blood in it is obstructed, the portion behind
the seat of pressure becomes swollen and distended as far back
as the next pair of valves, which ?ro in consequence closed

(fig. 221, li, p. 218). Thus, whatever force is exercised by the

pressure of the muscles on the veins, is distributed partly in press-

ing the blood onwards in the proper course of the circulation, and
partly in pressing it backwards and closing the valves behind.

The circulation might lose as much as it gains by such an
action, if it were not for the numerous communications which
thj veins make with one another ; through these, the closing up
of the venous channel by the backward pressure is prevented
from being any serious hindrance to the circulation, since the
blood, of which the onward course is arrested by the closed

valves, can at once pass through some anastomosing channel, and
proceed on its way by another vein. Thus, the effect of muscular
pressure upon veins which have valves, is turned almost entirely

to the advantage of the circu'' on ; tfie pressure of the blood
onwards is all advantageous, auu i-he pressure of tlie blood back-
wards is prevented from being a hindrance by the closure of the
valves and the anastomoses of the veins.

In the web of the bat's wing, the veins are furnished with
valves, and possess the remarkable property of rhythmical con-

tractitm ami dilatation, wliereby the current of blood within
them is distinctly accelerated (Wharton Jones). The contraction
occurs, on an average, about ten times in a minute ; the existence
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Of valves prevents regurgitation, so the entire effect of the con-
tractions IS anxihary to the onward current of blood. Analogousphenomena have been observed in other animals
A venous pulso is observed under the conditions previously

arterial pulse passes through the capillaries to the veinsA venous pulse is also seen in the superior and inferior vena

ralt;:.'n« V^^""''™"*''
"*° ^^^^ '»«^^' ^•^^ corresponds

"
variations of the pressure in the right auricle. When the

h! w r ^^"''^^^'"g there is a slow rise due to the fact that

auricle
,
a second short sharp elevation of pressure is produced by

D^unS^ .K^''"''-
^^^^'^^'-"^ °f venous presstfre are alsoproduced in the great veins by the respimtory movements, thepressure sinking during inspiration, and rising during expiration

Local Peculiarities of the Circulation.

bw\Z!lT;''*^i'
peculiarities attending the circulation ofblood through different organs are observed in the cases of their•a^«, erecMe organs, lungs, liver, spleen, and kidneys.

tor Jtr ~^^!- ^'^^ """"' *^^'*>'« ^^ «"PP"ed with blood,for otherwise immediate loss of consciousness would follow

wLrf. '
*'"^'v

^*' oblitemtion almost impossible, four

uZu L *'" fPP""^ ^ ^^^ brain, and these anastomose
together m the circle of Willis. The two vertebral arteries aremoreover, protected in bony canals. Two of the bra^a er es

"Lut tt ''lf''f'y\^-^
three or even all four in dogs

e^^^UnJ T'^f r*^"' ^^'"P^^'"^- I" the last catenough blood reaches the brain by branches from the superior

bSronT"" '° *h.V"'"'^^ «P"^^^ ^^*-^- The suTnobhte.ation of one carotid artery in man may in some casesproduce epileptiform spasms; the sudden occlusion of both

Zerb "tL
^^"^^^«"«--- ^^-^--ity of supply is furth

v.i h ,

^ arrangement of the vessels in the pia mater, i„

b ^h trr°"' .
their distribution to the subsLice of ho

nZio hrInT "T ""''''^ "P ""^ ^''^^' ">to innumerableminute branches ending m capillaries, which, after frequentconununication w th one another, enter the brain and ca"y' Inearly every part of it uniform and equable streams of blood.The arteries are enveloped in a special lymphatic sheath. Thearrangement of the veins within the cranium is also p^cul arIhe lar.e venous trunks or sinuses are formed so as to be^ca ely

1 .
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capable of change of size; and composed, as they are, of the
tough tissue of the dura mater, and, in some instances, bounded
on one side by the bony cranium, they are not compressible by
any force which the fulness of the arteries might exercise tli rough
the substance of the brain ; nor do tliey admit of distension when
the flow of venous blood from the brain is obstructed. No valves
are placed between the vertebral veins and the vena cava ; the
vertebral veins anastomose with the cerebral sinuses. Hence on
squeezing the thorax and abdomen, venous blood can be pressed

• from those parts out of any opening made into the longitudinal
sinus. Expiration acts in the same way ; it raises the cerebral
venous pressure ; if the skull wall is defective the brain expands
owing to the distension of its capillaries during the expiratory act.
The exposed brain also expands with each systole of the heart.
Owing to the fact that the brain lies enclosed in the cranium,
the arterial pulse is transmitted through the brain substance to
the cerebral veins and so the blood issues from these in pulses.

Since the brain is enclosed in the rigid cranium the volume of
blood in the cerebral vessels cannot alter unless the volume of
the other cranial contents alter in the opposite sense.

These conditions of the brain and skull led Monro and Kellie
many years ago to advance the opinion that the quantity of blood
in the brain must be the same at all times. This doctrine has
been frequently disputed, and many have advanced the theory
that increase or diminution of the blood is accompanied with
simultaneous diminution or increase of the cerebro-spinal fluid,

so that the contents of the cranium are kept uniform in volume.
But the recent work of Leonard Hill* has shown that the Monro-
Kellie doctrine is true. Histological evidence has recently been
obt .ined of the existence of nerve plexuses round the pial arteries.
The arteries are muscular, and the nerves therefore are most
probably vaso-motor in function. Experimental evidence so far,

however, has not established the action of these nerves; the
cerebral circulation passively follows the slightest clianges in
aortic and, more especially, vena cava pressure, and no active
vaso-motor change has been conclusively proved. The velocity
of blood-flow through the brain is thus influenced markedly by
the condition of the vessels of the splanchnic area. If the tone
of the skeletal muscles and that of the vessels be suddenly
inhibited by fear, or temporarily destroyed by shock, the blood
will drop owing to its weight into the dilated and supported

• I am much inJubteti to Mr. Hill for .issistaiice in the preparation of
these paragraphs on the cerebral circulation.
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E''thL*^h tTA''^"',?' P^ '' '''' "^y- The flow ofblood through the brain will, under these conditions, cease that« to say. so long as the body is in the erect post ire Ta.s

iZi: " M"'"f
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small foreign body will, if situated in the region of the spinal

bulb, produce the gravest symptoms. For the centres which

control the vascular and respiratory systems are rendered anajmic

thereby. The cerebral hemispheres may, on the other hand, be

compressed to a large extent without causing a fatal result. The

major symptoms of compression arise so soon as any local increase

of pressure is transmitted to the spinal bulb and causes antcmia

there.

In Erectile Structures.—The instances of greatest variation in

the quantity of blood contained, at different times, in the same

organs, are found in certain structures which, under ordinary

circumstances, are soft and ' iccid, but, at certain times, receive an

unusually large quantity of blood, become distended and swollen

by it, and pass into the state which has been termed erection.

Such structures are the corpora cavernosa and corpus spongiosum

of the penis in the male, and the clitoris in the female ; and, tc

a less degree, the nipple of the mammary gland in both sexes.

The corpus cavernosum penis, which is the best example of an

erectile structure, has an external fibrous membrane or sheath :

and from the inner surface of the latter are prolonged numerous

fine lamellae which divide its cav..,y into small compartments.

Within thete is situated the plexus of veiuo upon which the

peculiar erectile property of the organ mainly depends. It con-

sists of short veins which very closely interlace and anastomose

with each other in all directions, and admit of great variations

of size, collapsing in the passive state of the organ, but capable of

an amount of dilatation which exceeds beyond comparison that of

the arteries and veins which convey the blood to and from them.

The strong fibrous tissue lying in the intervals of the venous

plexuses, and the external fibrous membrane or sheath with which

it is connected, limit the distension of the vessels, and during the

state of erection, give to the penis its condition of tension and

firmness. The same general condition of vessels exists in the

corpus spongiosum urethrse, but around the urethra the fibrous

tissue is mucii weaker than around the body of the penis, and

around the glans there is none. The venous blood is returned

from the plexuses by comparatively small veins. For all these

veins one condition is the same ; namely, that they are liable to

the pressure of muscles when they leave the penis. T!»e ninsclcs

ciiiefly concerned in tiiis action are the erector penis and accelerator

urinic. Erection results from the distension of the venous plexuses

with blood. The principal cxcitinir cause in the erection of the

penis is nervous irritation, originating in the part itself, and derived

retlexly from the brain and spinal cord. The nervo\is influence
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is communicated to the penis by the pudic nerves, which ramify
in its vascular tissue; and after their division the penis is no
longer capable of erection.

Erection is not complete, nor maintained for any time except
when, together witli the influx of blood, the muscles mentioned
contract, h ^ by compressing the veins, stop the efflux of blood
or prevent ii from being as great as the influx.

The circulation in the Lunffs, Liver, Spleen and Kidneys will be
described in our study of those organs.

Blood-pressure.

The circulation of the blood depends on the existence of

difl^erent degrees of pressure in different parts of the circulatory

system ; there is a liminution of pressure from the heart onwards
through arteries, capillaries, and veins, back to the heart again.

Fig. 270.—Height of blood-pressure (bp) in lv, left ventricle, a, arteries ; c, capillaries

;

V, veins ; ra, right auricle ; uu, liae of no pressure. (After Starling.)

Fig. 270 represents roughly the fall of pressure along the
systemic vascular system.

It falls slowly in the great f og - at the end of the arterial

system it falls suddenly and ei ely just beyon<l the resistance

of the arterioles ; it again faL duolly throu^. the capillaries

and veins till in the large veins near the heart it is negatite.

Such a diagram of blood-pressure is thus very different from one
of velocity ; the velocity like the pressure falls from the artories

to the capillaries, but unlike it, rises again in the veins.

Wc must now study the methods by which blood-pressure is

measured and recorded, and the main causes that produce varia-

tions in its amount.

In order to do this in the simplest way, it will be first neces-

sary to iniiuirc how we may measure pressure in an artificial

schema of the circulation.

Take f^'ie simplest possible case of a fluid flowing from a

^i 4]
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reservoir, R (fig. 271), along a tube, which we will imagine is

open at the other end.

In the course of the tube wo will suppose three upright glass

tubes (A, B, and D) are inserted at equal distances. Between

B and D there is a bladder, which may be divided into a number
of channels by packing it with tow to represent the capillaries, and

between B and C, a clip E, which can be tightened or loosened at

will, and which will roughly represent the peripheral resistance

produced by the constricted arterioles. The far end of the tube '3

provided with a stop-cock. If this stop-cock is closed there will

naturally be no flow of fluid, and the fluid will rise to equal heights

indicated by the dotted line in all the upright tubes. This shows

Schema to illastrate blood-premurc.

that the pressure in all par'-s of the tube is the same. The upright

tubes which nieas\ire the lateral pressure exerted by the fluid on the

wall of the main tube are called manometers or pressure measurers.

The lateral pressure of a fluid is ecjual to the forward pressure.

If now the stop-cock is opened, the fluid flows on account of

the difference of pressure brought about by "gravitation ; the

iieight of the fluid in the manometers indicates that the pressure

is greatest in R, less in A, less still in B, and least of all in D.

On account of the peripheral resistance of the arterioles and

capillaries, the pressure is very small in the veins as indicated by
the height of the fluid in the manometer D. The difterence

between D and B is much more marked than the difference

between B and A. If the fluid which flows out of the end of the
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tube is collected in a jug and poured back into R we complete
the circulation. But the schema is an extremely rough one, and
is especially faulty in that the pretisure which starts at R is nearly
constant and not intermittent. This may be remedied by taking
K in the hand, and raising and lowering it alternately. The fluid

in the manometers bobs up and down with every rise and fall of
R

:
this is least marked in D. The greater and the faster the

movement of R, the greater is the rise of arterial pressure. This
is a rough illustration of the fact that increase in the force and
frequency of the heart's beat causes a rise of arterial pressure.

Again, if more fluid is poured into R, there is a corresponding

Fig. 272.—Schema of the drcuUtioii.

rise in fluid in the manometers. This illustrates the rise of pressure
produced by an increase in the contents of the vascular system.
And this schema, rough though it is, also serves to illustrate

the third important factor in the maintenance of the blood-
pressure, namely, the peripheral resistance. This is done by
means of the clip E ; if the clip is tightened, one imitates increased
constriction of the arterioles ; if it is loosened, one imitates dilata-
tion of the arterioles. If it is closed entirely, the fluid in A and
B rises to the same level as that in R ; the pressure of R is not
felt at all by C and D, which empty themselves, and the flow
ceases. If the clip E is only tightened so as not to be quite
closed, the arterial pressure (in A and B) rises, and the venous
pressure (in D) falls; if the clip is freely opened, the arterial
pressure falls, and the venous pressure rises.

These same facts can be demonstrated by a more perfect circula-
tion schema such as is represented in fig. 272.

The heart (H) is represented by a Higginson's syringe, which is

i| I
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worked with the hand ; the tube from it represents the arterial

system, the clip E the resistance of the arterioles ; C is tlie

capillary lake, from which the vein (larger than the artery) leads

back to the heart H. A and B are two manometers which

respectively indicate arterial and venous presstires. Only in place

of straight tubes, mercurial manometers art- used. Each of these

is a U-tube about half filled with mercury, and united to the

artery or vmn by a tube containing fluid. If the mercury in the

two limbB of the U is at the same level, the pressure of the fluid

iu connection with one limb is exactly equal to that exerted by

Fig. 27J. —Andenjon Stuart's bphygmoseope.

th» atmospheric pressure on the other. The mercury, however,

is pushed up in the far limb of the luanonieter connected '> the

artery, the pressure there being greater than that of the atmo-

sphere ; this is therefore called positive pressure, and the total

amount of pressure, usually meajiurod in millimetres, is the

difference between the levels a and .:'. The manometer B attached

to the vein, however, indicates a negative //r^Mwre (h //), that is,

a jiressure less than that of the atmosphere, so that the mercury

iu tiie limb nearest the vein is sucked up.

Anderson Stuart's sphy(jrncscope (fig. 273) is a much more

complete schema. It consists of a long leaden tube filled with
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fluid, the two ends of which are connected by an india-rubber
tube on which is a valved syringe to represent the heart. On
the course of the tube are a large number of open-mouthed
upright manometers which indicate the pressure when the syringe
is worked, and confer on the tube the elasticity necessary to cause
the disappearance of the pulse in the middle region which represents
the capillaries. The long leaden tube is twisted round a cylinder
so that the manometers are placed closely side by side.

We can now pass on to the methods adopted in the investiga-
tions of blood-pressure in animals.

The fact that the blood exerts considerable pressureon the arterial
walls may be readily shown by puncturing any artery ; the blood
is propelled with great force through the onening, and the jet rises

to a considerable height ; in the case of a small artery, where the
pressure is lower, the jet is not so high as in a large artery : the
jerky character of the outflow due to the intermittent action of the
heart is also seen. If a vein is simil» • ly injured, the blood is expelled
with much less force and the flow is continuous, not intermittent.

The first to make an advance on this very rough method of
demonstrating blood-pressure was the Rev. Stephen Hales, Vicar
of Teddington (1727). He inserted, using a goose-quill as a
cannula, a glass tube at right angles to the femoral artery of a
horse, and noted the height to which the blood rose in it. This
is a method like that which we used in the first schema described
(fig. 271). The blood rose to the height of about 8 feet, and having
reached its highest point, it oscillated with the heart-beats, and
also with the respiration ; each inspiration causing a rise, each
expiration a fall of pressure; each cardiac systole causing a
smaller rise, each diastole a smaller fall. The method taught
Hales these primary truths in connection with arterial pressure,
but it possesses many disadvantages ; in the first place the blood
in the glass tube very soon clots, and in the second place,
a column of liquid eight feet high is an inconvenient one to
work with.

The first of these disadvantages was overcome to a great extent
by Vierordt, who attached a tube filled with saturated solution of
sodium carbonate to the artery, and the blood-pressure was
measured by the height of the "column of this saline solution
which the blood would support.

The second disadvantage was overcome by Poiseuille, who
introduced the heavy liquid, mercury, as the substance on which
the blood exerted its pressure; and the U-shaped mercurial
manometer was connected to the artery by a tube filled with
sodium carbonate solution to delay clotting
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The ttudj of blood-prcMure cannot, however, be considered to
have been in a satisfactory condition until the introduction by
Carl Ludwig of the Kymograph ; that is to say, Poiseuille's hcmuh
dynamometer was combined with apparatus for obtaining a graphic
record of the oscillations of the mercury. The name kymograph
or wave-urriter we shall see immediately is a very suitable one.
A skeleton sketch of the apparatus is given in fig. 274.
The artery is exposed and clamped, so that no hicmorrhage

occurs ; it is then opened and a glass cannula is inserted and firmly
tied in. The form of cannula usually employed (Fran9oi8 Frauck's)
is shown on a larger scale at A ; the narrow part with the neck in

<±==^

Fig. 274.—Diagram of mercurial kymot,Tapb.

it is tied into the artery towards the heart ; the cross piece of the
T is united to the manometer ; the third limb is provide! with a
short piece of india-rubber tubiug which is kept closed by a clip
and only opened on emergencies, such as to clear out a clot with
a feather should one form in the cannula during the progress of an
experiment.

The tube by means of which the cannula is united to the
manometer is not an elastic one, but is made of flexible metal, so
that none of the arterial force may be wasted in expanding it.

The tube, cannula and proximal limb of the manometer are
all filled with a saturated solution of sodium carbonate, sodium
sulphate, or other salt which will mix with blood and delay its

\k
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dotting. Before the clip is removed from the arterj, the prewiiire
is first got up by a syringe (or pressure bottle containing the
same saline solution susp.nded at a good height alx)ve the
apparatus and connected to it by a tube), so that tho mercury
rises in the distal limb to a heigh* greater than that of the
anticipt tod blood-pressure ; this prevents blood passing into the
cannula when the arterial clip is removed.

In the distal limb of the U-tube, floating on the surface of the
mercury, is an ivory float, from which a long steel wire extends

^•.^ •"'*• Miapmeter of Lodwto'B Kymograph. It ia also showi in flg-s-e, d. c, «.

27?fJ°2r^i!!?'*"*'Pf^j""f ""^ l"*« rapporte a float in the form ofrpiHtoA.nearl^
fllliny the tube

; a wire is fixed to the float, and the writingr Htyle or pecflxed to the
wire 18 guided .y paaring Umragh the bran cap of the tube ; the prewwe ia communi-
cated to the mereury by mean* of a flexible metal tube filled with fiuid.

upwards, and terminates in a writing point. The writing poi it

may be a stiff piece of paichment a bristle which writes on a
moving surface covered with sm^Ked paper, or a small brush
kept full of ink which writes on a long strip of white paper
made to travel by clockwork in front of it. When the two limbs
of the mercury are at rest, the writing point inscribes a base line or
abscissa on the travelling surface ; w!jen the pressure is got up by
the syringe it writes a line at a higher level. When the arterial
clip is removed it writes waves as showu ii the diagram (fig. 274),
the large waves corresponding to respiration (the rise of pressure
in most animals accompanying inspiration),* the smaller ones to the

• The explanation of the respiratory curves on the tracing is postponed
till after we have studied Respiration.
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individual hearubeatt. The blood-preMure ii realljr twice as great

a« that indicated by the height of the tracing above the abeciua,

becauM if the manometer i« of equal bore throughout, tlie mercury
falli in one limb the name diHtance that it risen in tlie other

;

thu true pressure iit the difference of level between a and a'

(fit?- a 74).

I'ig- 375 shows a more complete view of the manometer, and

Fig. 276.—Dia^rram of mercurial kjrmognph. a, rerolving cylinder, worked by a clock-
work arranf^ment contained in tbe box (b), the speed beinfr reflated bv a fan above
the box ; the cylinder is supported by an upright (h), and in capable of being raised or
lowered by a screw (a), by a handle attached to it; d, c, e, represent the mercnhul
manometer, which is shown on a larger ncale in flg. 275.

fig. 276 is a diagram of tlie arrangement by means of which it is

made into a Ivvniograpii.

Fig. 277 sliows a typical noriual arterial blood-pressure tracing

on a larger scivle.

In taking a tracing of venous blood-pressure, the pressure is

so low and correspond.s tn so few millimetres of mercury, that a

saline solution is usually employed instead of mercury. If the

vein which is investigated is near tlie heart, a venous pulse
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i« eihJWted OD the tmcing, with Bniall warm m before corre-
•poDding to heart-beat., aiid Urgcr waves to reepirr n. only

be.t.. U» Uni« ««j;TttS.^^-Si^Z^iSS^iSSSM^) ""^^

th^ respiratory riso in pressure now accompanies expiration

The capillary yreuure is estimated by the amount of pressure

SBS^»^!:£ifl^sSa»"^tnbeto je^connected with artery ; c,

upport.

necessary to blanch the skin ; this has been done in animals and
nicn (v. Kries, Ruy and Brown).

Other manometers are often employed instead of the mercurial
one. licksis one of these. The blood-vessei is connected as before

H

K^.

U
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with the raapometer, and the pressure got up by the use of a

syringe (which is seen in fig. 2jgff), before the clip is removed from

the artery. The manometer itself is a hollow C-shaped spring

filled with liquid ; this opens with increase, and closes with

decrease of pressure, and the movements of the spring are

commimicated to a lever provided with a writing point.

Fig. 279.—Pick's Kymograph, improved by Bering (after McKendrick) . a, hollow spring
filled with alcohol, bearing lever arrangement 6, d, c, to which is attached the marker
r. ; the rod c passes downwards into the tube /", containing cast'ir oil, which offers
resistance to the oscillations of e; g, syringe for tfllingthe leaden tube h with saturated
sulphate of sodium solution, and to apply sufficient pressure as to prevent the blood
from passing into the tub^ A at 1, the cannula inserted into the vessel ; I, abscissa-
marker, which can be apphed to the moving surface by turning the screw m ; k, screw
for adjusting the whole apparatus to the moving surface ; 0, screw for elevating or
depressing the Kymograph by a rack-and-pinion movement ; n, screw for adjusting the
position of the tube/.

Hurthle's manometer (see p. 243) is also very much used. The
advantage of these forms of manometer is that the character of

each individual movement is much better seen ; in the case of a
heavy liquid like mercury the inertia is so great that it cannot

catch the finer luovemcnts which we have seen as secondary

vibrations on the pulse wave. If Fick's or Hurthle's manometer

1
f
i

i

)
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ia employed, and the surface travels sufficiently fast, these can be
recorded (see fig. 280).

We may now proceed to give some results. The following
table gives the probable average height of blood-pressure in

Fig. 280.-N0W1U arteri.1 tradngobtuned with Pick'. Kymogmph in the dog.
(Buidon-Sandenon.)

various parts of the vascular system in man. They have been
very largely inferred from experiments on animals :—

Large arteries {e.g. carotid) .

Medium arteries {e.g. radial) .

Capillaries . . . -j. je
Small veins of arm .

.

Portal vein . ., ^'

.

Inferior vena cava
Large veins of neck from

+ 140 mm. (about 6 inches)

mercury.

+ 110 mm. mercury,
to + 20 „

+ 9 »

+ 10 „

+ 3 »
to - 8 ..

(Starling.)

These pressures are, however, subject to considerable varia-
tions; the principal factors that cause variation are the
following :

—

Increase of arterial blood-pressure is produced by
1. Increase in the rate and power of the heart-beat.
2. Increase in the quantity of blood (plethora, after a meal

after transfusion).
'

3. Increase in the contraction of the arterioles.
Decrease in the arterial blood-pressure is produced by
1. Decrease in the rate and force of the heart-beat.
2. Decrease in the quantity of blood {e.g. after hsmorrhage).
3. Decrease in the contraction of the arterioles.
The above is true for general arterial pressure ; but if we are

investigatmg local arterial pressure in any organ, the increase or
decrease in the size of the arterioles of other areas may make its
effect felt in the special area under investigation.

Venous pressure varies in the opposite way to arterial pressure
lu so far as the first and third factors are concerned. Like

vi

I
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arterial pressure it is increased by plethora, diminished by ansemia.

It is increased by u decrease in the rate and force of the heart, and

by a dilatation of the arterioles. It is diminished by the opposites.

It is quite easy to understand how this is; when the heart

beats with increased force, it naturally raises the pressure in

the arteries ; but an increase during systole in the force of

propulsion into the arteries means an increase also during dia-

stole in the force of suction upon the venous blood, that is, a

reduction of the pressure there ; it becomes more negative than

it usually is.

Fig. 181.—El^ect of veak itiinnlmtion of the peripheiul end of vaguB on uieriBl blood-

prewnre (carotid of nbUt). bp, blood-preaenire ; a, abwiiaa or base line ; t, time in

seconds. Mote fall of blood-prennie and alow heut-beata.

With regard to the arterioles, contraction in the arterioles

means a rise in pressure in the arteries, just as narrowing the

doors of a theatre during the exit of the audience will increase

the pressure behind the doors ; but a contraction of the arterioles

causes a fall in pressure in the capillaries and veins beyond

them, just as the narrowing of the theatre doors will lessen

the congestion in the street outside of them.

Capillary pressure is increased by

1. Dilatation of the arterioles; the blood-pressure of the large

arteries is then more readily propagated into them.

2. The size of the arterioles remaining the same, increase of
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arterial pressure from any other cause will produce a rise of
capillary pressure.

3. By narrowing the veins leading from the capillary area;
conaplete closure of the veins may quadruple the capillary pressure!
This leads secondarily to an increased formation of lymph (dropsy);
as when a tumour presses on the veins coming from the legs.

4. Any circumstance that leads to increased pressure in the
veins will act similarly ; this is illustrated by the effects pro-
duced by gravity on the circulation, as in alterations of posture.

Capillary pressure is decreased by the opposite conditions.
Effect of gravity on the circulation.—The main effect of gravity

is that the veins are filled with blood in the part which is placed
down. Thus, if an animal is placed suddenly with its legs
hanging down, less blood will go to i' -wt, and the blood-
pressure in the arteries will fall te^ ly in consequence.
This hydrostatic effect of gravity is soon » „ume by an increased
constnction of the vessels of the splanchnic area, when the vaso-
motor mechanism is working normally. The efficient action of the
"respiratory pump" is also of importance in counteracting gravity.
A very striking illustration of the effect of gravity on the

circulation can be demonstrated on the eel. The animal is
anaesthetised, and a small window is made in the body wall to
expose the heart. If the animal is then suspended tail downwards,
the beating heart is seen to be empty of blood ; all the blood
accumulates in the tail and lower part of the body; the animal
has no "respiratory pump," such as a mammal possesses, to over-
come the effects of gravity. If, however, the animal, still with its
tail downwards, be suspended in a tall vessel of water, the pressure
of the water outside its body enables it to overcome the hydro-
static effect of gravitation, and the heart-cavities once more fill

with blood during every diastole. Another experiment, originally
performed by Salathe, can be demonstrated on a "hutch" rabbit.
If the animal is held by the ears with its legs hanging down, it
soon becomes unconscious, and if left in that ; sition for about
half an hour it will die. This due to anaemia of the brain ; the
blood accumulates in the very pendulous abdomen which such
domesticated animals acquire, and the vaso-motor mechanism of
the splanchnic area is deficient in tone, and cannot be set into
such vierorous action as is necessary to overcome the bad effects
of gravity. Consciousness is, however, soon restored if the
animal is placed in a horizontal position, or if while it is still
hanging vertically the abdomen is squeezed or bandaged. A
wild rabbit, on the other hand, suffers no inconvenience from a
vertical position

; it is a more healthy animal in every respect

;

I
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its abdomen is not pendulous, and its vaso-motor power is intact.

(Leonard Hill.)

The pressure in the Pulmonary Circvlntion is roughly about one-

third of what it is in the systemic vessels.

The influewe of the Cardiac Vagus on blood-pressure. The
importance of the heart's action in the maintenance of blood-

pressure is well shown by the eflFect that stimulation of the vagus

ner>'e has on the blood-pressure curve. If the vagus of an

Tig. 282.—Effoct of stronfr stimulatioii of the peripheral end of yairns on arterial blootl-

preprure (carotid of rabbit). Note stnppaKe of heart and fall of blood-premure nearly
to zero ; after the recommencement of the neart, the blood-presaure risea, as in fig. 274,
above tlie normal for a short time.

I

animal is exposed and cut through, and the peripheral «!nd

stimulated, the result is that the heart is slowed or stopped

;

the arterial blood-pressure falls simultaneously ; the fall being

especially sudden and great if the heart is completely stopped.

There is a rise in venous pressure. The effect on arterial pressure

is shown in the two accompanying tracings; fig. 281 representing

the effect of partial, and fig. 282 of complete stoppage of the

heart ; in both cases the animal used was a rabbit, and the artery

the carotid.

The effects of stimulating the central end of the vagus and
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ether nerves cannot be understood until we have studied the
vaso-motor nervous system, to the consideration of which we shall
immediately pass.

Meastu-ement of Blood-presstire in Man.

The measurement of the blood-pressure in the human subject
cannot obviously be effected by the apparatus employed on
animals, and numerous instruments have been invented for the
purpose which may be applied to the vessels without any dis-
section. One of the simplest of these sphygmometerg, as thev
are termed, has been introduced by Hill and Barnard, and I
am indebted to Mr. L. Hill for the following
description of their methods and results.

The instrument consists of a vertical glass tube
about five inches in length, which expands above
into a small bulb, and is closed at the top by a
glass tap (see fig. 283).
A small inf'ia-rubber bag is fixed to the tube

below
; this is surrounded by a metal cup, attached

in such a way that only the base of the bag is

exposed. The bag is filled with coloured fluid. On
pressing the instrument down over the radial or
other artery, the fluid rises in the tube and com-
presses the air in the bulb; the air acts as an
elastic spring. The more one presses the more the
fluid rises ; at a certain height the meniscus of the
fluid exhibits more pulsation than it does at any
other height {maximal pulsation). The tube is empirically
graduated in divisions that correspond to millimetres of mercury
pressure. The point of maximal pulsation gives the arterial
pressure. Before each observation the tap is opened, and by
gentle pressure on the bag the fluid is set at the zero mark on
the scale. Thus errors due to changes in barometric pressure or
temperature are avoided.

We now come to the explanation why the maximal pulsdtion
gives us a reading of arterial pressure. If the mean pressure
inside and outside an artery be made equal, then the wall of the
vessel is able to vibrate at each pulse with the greatest freedom.
The mean pressure is less than the systolic, but greater than the
diastolic pressure ; thus during the heart's systole the artery is
opened out to its fulle'st extent, while during the heart's diastole
its lumen is obliterated ; hence the vessel wall swings with the
greatest amplitude. If the pressure exerted by the sphygmometer

-„- 283.- HUl
and Barnard'n
Sphjrsmometer.

I

\
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is less than the mean arterial pressure, the artery will not be

compressed to its utmost during diastole ; if, on the other hand,

the pressure exerted is greater than the mean, the artery will not

fully expand during systole. In either case, the pulsation will not

be so great as when the pressure exerted on the outside of the

artery equals the mean pressure within.

By recording the arterial pressure in the dog with a mercury
manometer, and at the same time taking readings with the

sphygmometer, the instrument has been proved to give accurate

results.

The normal pressure in the radial artery of healthy young adults

is note 120 mm. Hg. It appears to be as constant as the body
temperature. In the recumbent posture the pressure is slightly

lower than in the erect position. This relation is reversed in con-

ditions of exhaustion. During muscular exertion the pressure

is raised, while in the subsequent period of rest it is sub-normal.

Mental work raises the pressure; during rest and sleep it is

lowered. The taking of food produces no noteworthy effect.

In disease there are naturally variations in different directions,

and the study of these has already yielded valuable results.

With this instrument the venous pressure can also be obtained

in the manner suggested by Dr. George Oliver. On the back of

the band or aim a vein is chosen free from anastomoses, and the

sphygmometer is pressed upon the peripheral end of this. The
vein is then emptied centrally

—

i.e., towards the heart—by the

pressure of the finger. Next the pressure in the sphygmometer
is gradually relaxed, and the exact height noted at which the vein

refills with blood.

Since the flow of blood through the capillaries is maintained
by the difference in pressure between the artery and vein, we can,

by obtaining readings 00th of the arterial and of the venous
pressures, estimate the comparative efficiency of the capillary

circulation in man under varying conditions.

The Vaso-motor Nervous System.

The vaso-motor nervous system consists of the vcuo-motor centre

situated in the bulb, of certain subsidiary vaso-motor centres in

the spinal cord, and of vaso-motor nerves, which are of two kinds

—(a) those the stimulation of which causes constriction of the
vessels; these are called vato-cotutrtctor nerves; (b) those the
stimulation of which causes dilatation of the vessels; these are

called vato-ditatator nerves.

The following names are associated with the history of the
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subject The muscular structure of arteries was first described
by Henle in 1841 ; in 1852 Brown S^ua.d mat'e a study of the
vaso-constrictor, or, as he termed them, tonic nerves. The vaso-
motor centre was discovered by Schiff (1855), and more accurately
localised by Ludwig (187 1). The dilatator nerves were also
discovered by Schiff; at first they were termed paretic nerves.
Other names which must be mentioned in connection with the
subject are those of Claude Beniard, Heidenhain, and in more
recent years, Gaskell, Langley, and Ramon y Cajal.

The nerves supply the muscular tissue in the walls of the blood-
vessels and regulate their calibre, but exert their most important
action in the vessels which contain relatively the greatest amount
of muscular tissue, namely, the small arteries or arterioles.

Under ordinary circumstances, the arterioles are maintained in
a state of moderate or tonic contraction, and this constitutes the
peripheral resistance, the use of which is to keep up the arterial
pressure, which must be high in order to force the blood in a con-
tinuous stream through the capillaries and veins back to the heart.

Another function which is served by this muscular tissue is to
regulate the amount of blood which flows thro'igh the capillaries
of any organ in proportion to its needs. During digestion, for
instance, it is necessary that the digestive organs should be
supplied with a large quantity of blood : for this purpose the
arterioles of the splanchnic area are relaxed, and there is a
vast amount of blood in this area, and therefore a correspond-
ingly small amount in other areas, such as the skin; this
accounts for the sensation of chilliness experienced after a full
meal. The skin vessels form another good example; one of
the most important uses of the skin is to get rid of the heat of
the body in such a wa7 that the body temperature shall remam
constant; when excess of heat is produced there is also an
increase in the loss of heat; the skin vessels are then dilated
and so more blood is exposed on the surface, and thus increase
in the radiation of heat from the surface is brought about. On
the other hand, when it is necessary that the heat produced
should be kept in the body, the loss of heat is diminished by a
constriction of the skin vessels, as in cold weather. The alteration
of the calibre of the vessels is brought about by the action of the
vaso-motor nervous system on the muscular tissue of the arterioles.

There are certain organs of the body in which the necessity for
alterations in their blood supply does not exist. Such organs are
the lungs and the brain It is in the vessels of these organs
that the influence of vaso-motor nerves is at a minimum. The
pulmonary vessels are supplied by nerves which have been

t:i
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discovered by stimulating certain nerve-roota in the upper thoracic
region

;
but the action of vaso-motor nerveg in the brain has

not yet been established by experimental evidence (see p. 278).
The vaso-motor centre lies in the grey matter of the floor of the

fourth ventricle ; it is a few millimetres in length reaching from
the upper part of the floor to within about 4 mm. of the calamus
scriptorius. The position of this centre has been discovered by
the following means : when it is destroyed the tone of the small
vessels is no longer kept up, and in consequence there is a great
and universal fall in arterial blood-pressure ; when it is stimulated
there is on increase in the constriction of the arterioles all over
the body, and therefore a rise of arterial blood-pressure. Its upper
and lower limits have been accurately determined in the following
way

;
a serien of animals is taken and the central nervous system

divided in a different place in each ; the cerebrum and cerebellum
may be cut off without affecting blood-pressure, the vaso-motor
centre must therefore be below these ; if the section is made just
above the medulla, the blood-pressure still remains high, and it
is not till the upper limit of the centre is passed that the blood-
pressure falls. Similarly in another series of animals, if the
cervical cord is cut through, and the animal kept alive by
artificial respiration, there is an enormous fall of pressure due to
the iiifluence of the centre being removed from the vessels ; in
other experiments the section is made higher and higher, and the
same result noted, until at last the lower limit of the centre is
passed, and the fall of pressure is less and less marked the higher
one goes there, until in the animal in which the section is made
at the upper boundary of the centre the blood-pressure is not
affected at all, and the centre can be influenced reflexly by the
stimulation of afferent ner\'es, the pressor and depressor nerves,
which we shall be considering immediately.

After the destruction of the vaso-motor centre in the bulb,
there is a fall of pressure. If the animal is kept alive, the
vessels after a time recover their tone, and the arterial pressure
rises; it rises still more on stimulating the central end of a sensory
nerve

; this is due to the existence of subsidiary v motor centres
in the spinal cord

; for on the subsequent destruction of the spinal
cord the vessels again lose their tone and the blood-pressure sinks.

The vaso-motor nerves travel down the lateral column of the
spinal cord, and terminate by arborising around the cells in the
grey matter of the subsidiary vaso-motor centres, the exact
anatomical position of which is uncertain. From these cells fresh
axis-cylinder processes originate which pass out as the small
roeduUated nerve-fibres in the anterior roots of the spinal nerves.
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The vaio-conitrictor nerves for the whole body leave the spinal
cord by the anterior roots of the spinal nerves from the second
thoracic to the second lumbar both inclusive. They leave the
roots by the white rami communicantes and pass into the ganglia
of the sympathetic chain which lies on each side along the front
of the verteb.-al column. The ganglia on this chain (the lateral

Fig. 284.—TranjiTerRe section through half the spinal coid, showing the eangUa. A. ante-

r L'S^:!^/ "^Z" \ ^' J^^r^Ji??!; P™^ "' "°« o' these ^ing to ^Hot J^
^^^^JS!L"^* ''

V' P'**?'^"'' (Hen«ory) root
; E, spinal sSngli^on posteriorroot

.
F, sympathet^o ganghon ; G ramus eommunicans ; H, porterior branch of spinal

S^v<«
anterior oranch of ppinal nerve ; a, long collaterals from posterior root fibresreadhing to anterior horn

; b, short collaterals passing to Clarke's^lumn : c. cell inClarkesrolunm sending an axiiwiylinder {d) process to the direct eerebellai tract

;

i;*^^?. i!5f„!;S**"°"^*lif'
«>«:<7l'n«Jerfrom sympathetic ganglion oeU, dividing

^^Z^}^'^''-' *?' K*^ periphery, the other towards thi^Sd : g, flbVe of thi

fh^fli. *i2°"'?*'"*-^7 *" "~>ri«tion in the sympathetio gangUoJi ; A, sympa-
thetic fibre passmg to penphery. (Ramon y Cajal.)

*^

ganglia of Gaskell) nay also be called the chain of vaso-motor
ganglia, because here are situated cell stations on the course of
the vaso-constrictor nerves for the head, tnijk and limbs. That is

to say, the small medullated nerve-fibres terminate by arborising
around the cells of these ganglia, and a fresh relay of axis-cylinder
processes from these cells carry on the impulses.

The preceding figure represents diagrammatically how this
occurs. The sheaths of the fibres are not represented.

it

n
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The cell station of any particular fibre is not necessarily
situated in the first gauj^lion to which it passes ; the fibres of the
white ramus oommunicans of the second thoracic do not for
instance all have their cell stations in the second thoracic ganglion,
but may pass upwards or downwards in the chain to a more or
less distant ganglion before they terminate by arborising around
a cell or cells.

The vaso-constrictor nerves, however, have all cell stations
somewhere in the sympathetic system, and the new axis-cylinders
that arise from the cells of the ganglia diffci )m those which
terminate there in the circumstar.je tha^ th ^ do not possess
a medullary sheath, but they are pale, grey or non-medullated
fibres. Those which are destined for the supply of the vessels
of the head and neck puss into the ganglion stellatiim or first

thoracic ganglion, thence through the annulus of Vieussens to
the inferior cervical ganglion, and thence along the sympathetic
trunk to their destination. Their cell station is in the superior
cervical ganglion.

Those for the body wall and limbs passback from the sympathetic
ganglia to the spinal nerves by the grey rami communicantes, and
are distributed with the other spinal nerve-fibres. The cell stations
for the upper limb fibres are in the ganglion stellatum, and for the
lower limb fibres in the lower lumbar, and upper sacral ganglia.

Those for the interior of the body pass into the various
plexuses of sympathetic nerves in the thorax and abdomen and
are distributed to the vessels of the thoracic and abdominal
viscera. This set includes the most important vaso-motor nerves
of the body, the splanchnics. Their cell stations are situated in
the various ganglia of the abdominal plexuses.

The vaso-dilatator nerves in part accompany those just
described, but they are not limited to the outflow from the second
thoracic to the second lumbar. Thus, the nervi erigentes originate
as white rami communicantes from the second and third sacral
nerves, and the chorda tympani, another good example of a vaso-
dilatator nerve, is a branch of the seventh cranial nerve.

The vaso-dilatator nerves also differ from the vaso-constrictors
in not communicating with cell stations in the sympathetic chain:
they pass through these ganglia, retaining their medullary sheath,
and have their cell stations in the collateral ganglia (such as the
semilunar) or in the terminal ganglia on the walls of the blood-
vessels themselves.

All vaao-motor nerves, whether they are constrictor or dila-
tator, diflfer very markedly from the spinal nerve-fi: res which are
distribute to voluntary muscles in being ganglionated ; that is.
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in having cell stations or positions of relay on their course from the
central nervous system to the rouHcular fibres they supply.
The existence of cell stations between the central nei /ous

system and the muscular fibres is not confined to the ner- es of
blood-vessels, but is found also in the nerves which supply the
heart and other viscera.

Moreover, the nerves which supply the voluntary muscles are
motor in function

; inhibitory fibres to the voluntary muscles of
vertebrates do not exist. But in the case of the involuntary
muscles there are usually the two sets of nerve-fibres with opposite
functions.

In the case of the heart, we have an accelerator set which
course through the sympathetic, and an inhibitoiy set which
course through the vagus.

In the case of the vessels, \ e have an accelerator set, which we
have hitherto called vaso-constrictors, and an inhibitory set we
have been calling vaao-dilatators.

In the case of the other contractile viscera, we have also viscero-
accelerator and viscero-inhibitory which respectively hasten and
lessen their peristaltic movements.

Adopting Gaskell's nomenclature, we may further term the
accelerator groups of nerves, katabolic, as they increase the activity
of the muscles they supply, bringing about an increase of wear
and tear, and an increase in the discharge of waste material.
Ihe inhibitory nerves, on the other hand, are anabolic, as they
produce a condition of rest in the tissues the^ <ipply, ard so give
an opportunity for repair or constructive metabolism.
The distribution of the vaso-motor nerves and the viscero-motor

nerves has been witliin recent years very thoroughly ..^orked out
by I^angley. The nerA-es of the various viscera we shall take with
the individual orgbns. In all these cases, there is a cell station
somewhere in the sympathetic system, and only one for each
nerve-fibre. The preganglionic fibres {i.e., the fibres from the
spinal cord to the sympathetic cell station) are usually raedullated

;

the postganglionic fibres {i.e., those that leave the ganglion) are'
usually non-medullated. But this histological distinction, so
much emphasised by Gaskell, is not without exceptions, and the
localisation of cell stations is made with far greater certainty
by Langley's nicotine method. Nicotine in small doses paralyses
nerve-cells.* but not nerve-fibres ; if the drug is injected into an

• It is still a matter of uncertainty whether this drug acts upon the
nerve-cells themselves, or the terminal arborisations (synapses) of the nerve-
fibres that surround them. Before the i^ral- tic effect of nicotine comes on,
it excites the nerve-cells, and thus causes a general constriction of the
arterioles and a rise of arterial pressure.
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animal, stimulation of the anterior nerve-root« produces no move-
ments of the involuntary muscles, because the paralysed cell

stations on the course of the nerve-fibres act as blocks to the
propagation of the impulse. If the nicotine is applied locally
by painting it over one or more ganglia, there will be a b'cok in

those fibres only which have their cell stations in those ptirticular

ganglia. Thus, in the lateral chain of ganglia we find the cells

on the course of the pilo-motor nerves {i.r., to the muscles of the
hairs), of the vaso-constriotors of the head, limbs, and body walls,

and possibly of the splenic nerves. In the collateral ganglia are
found, amongst others, the cells on the course of the splanchnic
nerves, of the nerves to sweat glands, of the cardiac accelerators,
and of the inhibitory fibres of the alimentary canal ; while in

the terminal ganglia are placed, among others, the cells on the
cardiac inhibitory nerves, on the motor fibres to the lower part
of the intestine and bladder, and on the inhibitory fibres to the
external genital organs.

The cell stations on the vasoKX)n8trictoi'8 are situated for the trunk in the
corresponding lateral ganjjJia : for the head, neck and salivary glands in
the superior cervical ganglion ; for the upper limb in the ganglion stcllatum :

for the lower limb in the sixth and seventh lumbar, and first ami second
sacral ganglia ; for the tail in the coccygeal ganglia ; for the stomach in the
coeliac ganglion ; for the small intestine in the superior mesenteric ; for the
large intestine and rectum in the inferior mesenteric ; and for Ihe external
genitals in the sacral ganglia. The cells on the vaso-dilatators are placed in
the superior cervical ganglion for the gums and lips ; in the hilus of the
gland for the submaxillary ; and near the viscus for the rectum, external
genitals, &c. The cells for the motor-fibres of the upper part of the alimentary
canal are in the ganglion trunci vagi ; for the lower part on the course of the
fibres n«ir the viscus. The cells on the inhibitory fibres of the upper part
of the alimentary canal are in the coeliac or superior mesenteric ganglia, and
for the lower part in the inferior mesenteric ganglia, or along the course
of the hypogastric nerves.
We may now ask what is the object that is servetl by the existence of

ganglia on the course of these nerves. It appears to be a means of distri-
buting nerve-fibres to a vast area of muscular tissue by means of a com-
paratively small number of nerve-fibres that leave the central nervous
system

;
for each fibre that leaves the central nervous system arborises

around a number of cells, and thus the impulse it carries is transferred to a
number of new axis-cylinder processes.

In some cases, it is true, a single nerve-fibre will divide into multitudinous
branches to accomplish the same object (as in the supply of the electric
organ of Malapterurus, the fibres to the millions of its subdivisions all
originating from a single axis-cylinder), but the usual way appears to be a
combination of this method with that of subsidiary cell-stations.
At one time a ganglion was supposed to be the seat of reflex action. The

submaxillary ganglion was the battle-field in which this question was
fought out. In all the researches of Langley and Anderson, who have
investigated every ganglion in the body, they have never found that a
ganglion is the seat of a reflex action. The only instances where such a
thing seemed possible were the following:—When all the nervous connections
of the inferior mesenteric ganglion are divided except the hypogastric
nerves, stimulation of the cennul end of one hypogastric causes contraction
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li Lwiui^ tl;, U.*''"'."*
P*'** ^ *''''*''' '" "'« «'»•" hy,«^tric nerve.

D?vrn? h« «i^{
^''"^' an apparent reflex excitation of the nerve .up.

fiwtiStic ^n^Jli^""?'" "U^" *""• fP""-""'*"' n"ve.) through othe^sympatnetic ganglia. In neither case * the ncti< 11 f •' reflex but !caused by the .timulation of the central en.l« of , .mo-
*""'-..:.!'

from the ipinal cord, and which after piMmng throuffb

!«"pf.K** J''''"' ,T**
hyp<«a8trlc nerve. The cxi» . imei.

to KUhnei gracilif experiment (p. 173).

which iRHue

wiglion i«cn<l

.0 fact similar

A series of most interesting and important .riments have
more recently been carried out by Ungley, in which he shows
that nerve-fibres will under certain experimental conditions
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•I^™ '•"?'•?"'? to UluBtrate Langley'B experiment on vagutand cervical vmn.fKi^.nerve«. In A, the two nerves are «hown fctact; the dS^cUon ofthfel^SEL^w
?«"^i'„''K^'3^

i«"hown by arrows, and the name* of hoS' the pSlTtfcu*!^are mentioned. In B, both nerves are cut thn>UKh. The dwrenerSwl nnrti,^'^'^
'^

represented by di«oontinuou« lines. In r, the^on descrilx^^ Jhrt^^ "IJ?"^accomplwhed. and rtimuUition at the point ,./ norprSdShe same^Sfn a^ w«^nthe intact nerves (A) produced by stimuUtion at a
results as werem

terminate by arborising around other nerve cells than those
which they normally form connections (synapses) with. It will
be sufficiejit to give one typical experiment. If the vagus nerve
IS cut across in the neck, its peripheral end degenerates down-
wards; if the cervical sympathetic is cut across below the
superior cervical ganglion, its peripheral end degenerates upwards
as far as the ganglion. If subsequently the central end of the
cut vagus IS united to the peripheral end of the cut sympa-
thetic, m the course of some weeks the vagus fibres -grow
into the sympathetic and form synapses around the cells of the
Bupenor cervical ganglion, and stimulation of the united nerve
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now produces such effects as are usually obtained when the
cervical sympathetic is irritated ; for instance, dilatation of the
pupil, raising of the upper eyelid, and constriction of blood-vessels

of the head and neck. (See accompanying diagram, fig. 285.)
Such experiments as these are important because they teach iis

that though the action of nerves may be so different in different

cases (some being motor, some inhibitory, some secretory, some
sensory, <tc.), after all what occurs in the nerve trunk itself is

always the same; the difference of action is due to difference

either in the origin or distribution of the nerve-fibres. If we go
back to our old illustration in which we compared the nerve

Fig. 286.—Arterial blood-pnarare tntdngi howing Trautw-Hering wetm. (SUrling.)

trunks to telegraph wires, we may be helped in realising this.

The destination of a certain group of telegraph wires may be
altered, and the alteration may produce different consequences at

different places ; the electric change, however, in the wires would
be the same in all cases. So the nerve impulse going along a
nerve is always the same sort of molecular disturbance ; if it is

made as in the experiment just described, to go by a wrong
channel, it produces just the same results as though the impulse
had reached its destination by the usual channel.

The Vaso-motor centre can be excited directly, as by
induction currents; the result is an increase of blood-pressure

owing to an increase of the contraction of the peripheral arterioles.
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It can also be excited by the action of poitons in the blood
which circulates through it j thus strophanthus or digitalis causes
a marked rise of general arterial pressure due to the constriction of
the peripheral vessels brought about by impulses from the centre.

It is also excited by venous blood, as in asphyxia ; the rise of
blood-pressure which occurs during the first part of asphyxia
is due to constriction of peripheral vessels; the fall during
the last stage of asphyxia is largely due to heart failure. We
shall study asphyxia more at length in connection with

^'^a^^'^!^ °t *S^^ "'^£5™* «"^ "' •timnUtiag the oentnl end of cuts^uonenre in rabbit, bp, bfood-prewuie; a, •bmiim. or baae Une; t, time ineoonds; i, ngnol of period of excitation of the nerve.

respiration. During the period of decreased pressure, waves are
often observed on the blood-pressure curve which arise from
a slow rhythmic action of the vaso-motor centre. The centre
alternately sends out stronger and weaker constrictor impulses.
They are known as the Traube-Hering waves, and are much
slower in their rhythm than the waves on the tracing which are
due to respiration. They are not peculiar to asphyxia, but
are frequently seen in tracings from normal animals. Fig. 286
represents tracings obtained from a dog under the influence of
morphia and curare. The upper curve taken while artificial
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respiration was being carried on shows the three sets of waves,

first the oscillations due to the heart beats, next in size those

due to the respiratory movements, which in their turn are super-

posed on the prolonged Traube-Bering waves. The lower tracing

was taken immediately after the cessation of the artificial respira-

tion and shows only the heart beats and the Traube-Hering waves.

The Vaso-motor centre may be excited reflezly.—The
afferent impulses to the vaso-motor centre may be divided into

pressor and depressor.
Most sensory nerves are prestor nerves. The sciatic or the vagus

n«rves may be taken as instances; when they are divided and
their central ends stimulated, the result is a rise of blood-pressure

due to the stimulation of the vaso-motor centre, and a consequent
(xmstriction of the arterioles all over the body, but especially

in the ^hwofanio ama. Fig. 987 shows the result of such an
ezperimeot. It is ccmvenient in perf<mning such an experiment
to administer eurare as well as an anosthetic to the animal, in

order to obviate reflex muscular siaruggles.

Deprtfor nerve.—In most animals the depressor fibres are

bound up in the trunk of the vagus, but in some, like the rabbit,

cat and hcMrse, the nerve runs up as a separate branch from the
heart and joins the vagus or its superior laryngeal branch and
ultimately reaches the vaso-motor centre. When this nerve is

stimulated (the vagi having been previously divided to prevent
reflex inhibition of the heart), a marked fall of arterial blood-pres-

sure is produced (see fig. 288). Stimulation of this nerve affects

the vaso-motw centre in such a way that the normal constrictor

impulses that pass down the vaso-constrictor nerves are inhibited.

The fall of pressure is very slight after section of the splanchnic
nerves, showing that the splanchnic area is the part of the body
most affected. The normal function of this nerve is to adapt the
heart's action to the peripheral resistance : if the constriction of

the arterioles is too high for the heart to overcome, an impulse by
this nerve to the vaso-motor centre produces reflexly a lessening

of the peripheral resistance.

N.B.—The term depressor should be carefully distinguished from inhibi-
tory ; stimulation of the peripheral end of the vagus produces a fall of
blood-pressure due to inhibition (slowing or stoppage) of the heart (see
figs. 281 and 282) ; stimulation of the central end of the depressor nerve
produces a lowering of blood-pressure for a different reason, namely a
reflex relaxation of the splanchnic arterioles.

Experimentfl on Vaso-motor nerves.—The experiments on
the vaso-motor nerve? a^: similar to those performed on other
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nerves when one wishes to ascertain their functions. They consist
of section and excitation.

Section of a vaso-constrictor nerve, such as the splanchnic,
causes a loss of normal arterial tone, and consequently the part
supplied by the nerve becomes flushed with blood. Stimulation
of the peripheral end causes the vessels to contract and the part
to become comparatively pale and bloodless. This can be very
readily demonstrated on the ear of the rabbit. This is a classical
expenment associated with the name of Claude Bernard. Division
of the cervical sympathetic produces an increased redness of the
side of the head, and looking at the ear, the transparency of which

^•i?*iClf!^ •howtog Oe ^Mt <m blood-preHon of stimuUtiiig the central end of

^^f^^f'S!!^*^"^^^^^*- To be re«i from right tom T, indicate the
rateatiriiioh the reoord^gunrft.'e wMtimveUnff, the intarvalscomapoiid to ieoond. iC. t^ moment of mtrance of carrent ; O, moment at which it waTriiut off. -Se
effect ia some time in devdopwf, and laata after the cnnent has been takm off. The

(Farter?^
" ra^wtory ourvee

; the pulae owallationa are TeryamaJJl.

enables one to follow the phenomena easily, the central artery
with its branches is seen to become larger, and many small
branches not previously visible come into view. The ear feels
hotter, though this effect soon passes off as the exposure of a large
quantity of blood to the air causes a rapid loss of heat. On
stimulating the peripheral end of the cut nerve, the ear resumes
its normal condition and then becomes paler than usual owing to
excessive constriction of the vessels.

The first part of the experiment, the dilatation following
section, can be demonstrated in a very simple way, by pressing
the thumb-nail forcibly on the nerve where it lies by the side of
the central artery of the ear.

Section of a vaso-dilatator nerve, such as the chorda tympani,

Z2
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produces no effect on the vessels, but stimulation of its peripheral

end causes great enlargement of all the arterioles, so that the sub-

maxillary gland and <;he neighbouring parts supplied by the nerve
become red, and gorged with blood, and the pulse is propagated
through to the veins; the circulation through the capillaries is so

rapid that the blood loses very little of its oxygen, and is there-

fore arterial in colour in the veins. Another effect, free secretion

of saliva, we shall study in connection with that subject. ^

Other examples of vaso-dilatator nerves are the nervi erigentes

to the erectile tissue of the pr iiis, &c., and of the lingual nerve to

the vessels of the tongue.

Fig. aSg.—IUttjwaognjii. Bjr mcMia of thb vpantu, the •Iteratfan in Tolmae of the
im, i, which ia enoloMd m a glaM tnbe, a, flUed with fluid, the opening Oirough
which it pMKS being flnnly closed by • thick gutta-perch* hand, r, ia communicated
to the lerer, d, and ligiatend hy a recording apparatus. The fluid in a oommnnioatea
with that in b, the upper limit of which ia above that in a. The chief alterationa in
Tcdume are due to alteration in the blood contained in the am. When the rolome ia

' increased, fluid paaaea out of the ^lass cylinder, and the lever, o, also ia raiaed, and
' when a decreade takea place the fluid retimu again from b to a. It will therefore be
evident that the apparatua is capable of recorung alte-.stiona of the volume of blood
in the arm.

It is, however, probable that all the vessels of the body receive

both constrictor and dilatator nerves. But the presence of the

latter is difficult to determine unless they are present in excess
;

if they are not, stimulation affects the constrictors most. The
effect of section is also inconclusive ; for if a mixed nerve is cut

the only effect observed is a dilatation due to removal of the tonic

constrictor influence.

To solve this difficult problem, three methods are in use.

I. The method of degeneration.—If the sciatic nerve is cut, the

vessels of the limb dilate. This passes off in a day or two. If

the peripheral end of the nerve is then stimulated, the vessels are

dilated, as the constrictor fibres degenerate earliest, and so one

gets a result due to the stimulation of the still intact dilatator fibres.
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2. The method of slowly interrupted shocks.—If a mixed nerve
is stimulated with the usual rapidly interrupted faradic current,
the effect is constriction; but if the induction shocks are sent
in at long intervals (e.ff. at intervals of a second), vaso-dilatator
effects are obtained. This can be readily demonstrated on the
kidney vessels by stimulation of the anterior i-oot of the eleventh
thoracic nerve in the two ways just indicated.

3. The influence of temperature.—Exposure to a low tempera-
ture depresses the constrictors, more than the dilatators. If the
leg is placed in ice-cold water, stimulation of the sciatic, even
if it has only been recently divided, produces a flushing of the
skin with blood. •> i

The action of vaso-motor nerves can be studied in another
way than by the use of the mercurial or other forms of mano-
meter, which is the only method we have considered so far.

The second method, which is often used together with the
manometer, consists in the use of an instrument which records
variations in the volume of any limb, or organ of an animal.
Such an instrument is called a plethysmograph. One of
these instruments applied to the human arm is shown in the
accompanying figure (fig. 289).

Every time the arm expands with every heart's systole, a little

of the fluid in the plethysmograph is expelled and raises the
lever. Variations in volume due to respiration are also seen in
the tracing. An air plethysmograph connected to a Marey's
tambour gives equally good results.

The same instrument in a modified form applied to -uch organs
as the spleen and kidney is generally called an oncometer, and
the recording part of the apparatus, the oncograph. These
instrunients we owe to Prof. Roy, and the next two figures represent
respectively sections of tlie kidney oncometer and oncograph.

Each consists of a metal capsule, of shape suitable to enclose
iue organ : its two halves are jointed together, and fit accurately
except at one opering which is left for the vessels of the organ.
A delicate membrane is attached to the rim of each half, the
space between which and the metal is filled with warm oil. The
tube from the oncometer is connected to the oil-containing cavity
of the oncograph by a tube also containing oil. An increase in
the volume of the organ squeezes the oil out of the oncometer
into the oncograph and so produces a rise of the oncugraph piston
and lever

; a contraction of the organ produces a fall of the lever.
Very good results are obtained by using saline solution instead

of oil
;
and Prof. Schafer has recently shown in connection with

the spleen that a spleen box of simple shape covered with a glass

'

' I

• «
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plate, made air-tight with vaseline, except where it communicatea
by a tube with a Marey's tambour, gives a far more delicate record
of the gplenio alterations of volume than the oil oncometer.

If now we are investigating the action of the anterior root of
eleventh thoracic nerve on the vessels of the kidney, a tracing is

taken simultaneously of the arterial blood-pressure in the carotid,

and of the volume of the kidney by the oncometer. On stimu-
lating the nerve rapidly, there is a slight rise of arterial pressure,
but a large fall of the oncograph lever showing that the kidney

"'-^T^'^SmA of Bot'i OnMowter. a, TCpraento the kidney eneloaed in• metal Vn,
wiiich opens by hinge/; b, the renal ytmoU and duct. SuRoonding the kidner ate
two ofaamben fonned by memhranea, the edges of iHiioh are flmily fixed br beiiig
clamped between the oatiide metal capsule, and one (not represented in the flgniel
faiside, the two being finnlr soewed together hj screws at k, and below. The mem-
teanouB chamber below is filled with a Taijing amount of warm oil, aoooiding to
the sue of the kidney experimented with, tb'ongh the opening, then doeed with the
plug t. After the kidney has been enclosed in ue capsule, the membranous chamber
above is filled with warm oil through the tube e, which is then closed by a tap (not
represented in the diacram) ; the tube d communicates with a recording apparatus,
and any alteration in the Tolame of the kidney is communicated t^ the ou in^ tube
to the chamber d of the Oncograph, fig. 191.

has diminished in volume. It is evident that there must be an
active contraction of the arterioles of the kidney, causing it to

diminish in size, for the blood-pressure tracing shows that there
is no failure of the heart's activity to account for it.

We shall return to the subject of the oncometer in connection
with the spleen and kidney.

The vaso-motor nervous sy^t^em is influenced to some extent by
conditions of the cerebrum, gome emotions, such as fear, causing
pallor (vaso-constriction), and • others causing blushing (vaso-

dilatation).
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It is almost impossible to over-estimate the importance of the

study of vaso-motor phenomena, as a means of explaining certain

pathological conditions ; our knowledge of the processes concerned

in inflammation is a case in point.

Disorders of the vessels due to vaso-motor disturbances are

generally called angio-neuro»e$. Of these we may mention the

following :

—

Tache e^rebrale is due to abnormal sensitiveness of the vascular

nerves; draw^ini; the finger-nail across the skin causes an imme-
diate wheal, or at least a red mark that lasts a considerable time.

At one time thi:i was considered characteristic of affections of

the cerebral meninges like tubercular i^ningitis, and was

puton t, workiiig in the chamber d, with which the tabe fnnn the oncometer 00m-
mimicates. The oil is pierented from being iqneezed oat aa the piston descenda br a
memlwane, which is clamped between the ring^haped inrfaces of cylinder by th«
screw i working upwards ; the tube A is for filling the instrument.

consequenLly called the " meningeal streak." It, however, occurs
in a variety of pathological conditions of the nervous system
both cerebral and spinal.

In certain conditions which lead to angina pectoris the pain in

the heart is due to its being unable to overcome an immense
peripheral resistance, and the condition is relieved by the adminis-
tijition of drugs like amyl-nitrite or nitro-glycerine, which relax

the vessels and cause universal blushing.

SaynaucPs diseate is one in which there is a localised constric-

tion of the vessels which is so effectual as to entirely cut off

the blood supply to the capillary areas beyond, and if this

lasts any considerable time may lead to gangrene of the parts

in question.

h

I
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CHAFfER XXII.

LYMPH AND LYMPHATIC OLANDS,

As the blood circulates through the capillary blood-vessels
some of its liquid constituents exude through the thin walls of
these vessels, carrying nutriment to the tissue elements. This
exudation is called lymph ; it receives from the tissues the pro-
ducts of their activity, and is collected by the lymph channels,
which converge to the thoracic duct—the main lymphatic vessel—and thus the lymph once more re-enters the blood-stream near
to the entrance of the large systemic veins into the right auricle.
Lymph is a fluid, which comes into much more intimate relation-

ship with metabolic processes in the tissues than the blood ; in
fact, there is only one situation—the spleen—where the blood
comes into actual contact with the elements—that is, cells, fibres,

«kc.—of a tissue.

Composition of Lymph.
Lymph is alkaline; its specific gravity is about 1015, and after

it leaves the vessels it clots, forming a colourless coagulum of
fibrin. It is like blood-plasma in composition, only diluted so far
as its proteid constituents are concerned. This is due to the fact
that proteids do not pass readily through membranes. The
proteids present are called fibrinogen, terum globvlin, and aerum
albumin ; these we shall study with the blood-plasma. The salts
are similar to those of blood-plasma, and are present in the same
proportions. The waste products, like carbonic acid and urea,
are more abundant in lymph than in blood. The total amount of
solids dissolved in lymph is about 6 per cent., more than half of
which is proteid in nature.

When examined with the microscope the transparent lymph is
found to contain colourless corpuscles, which are called lymphocytes ;
these are cells with large nuclei and comparatively little proto-
plasm. They pass with the lymph into the blood, where they
undergo growth, and are called leucocytes.

All the lymphatics pass at some point of their coarse through
lymphatic glands, which are the factories of these corpuscles.
Lymphocytes also pass into the lymph stream wherever lymphoid
tissue is found, as in the tonsils, thymus, Malpighian bodies of
the spleen Peyer's patches, and the solitary glands of the intestine.
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The lymph that leaves them tiuues is richer in lymph-cells than
that which enters them.

When lymph is collected from the thoracic duct after a meal
containing fat, it is found to be milky. This is due to the

presence in the lymph of minutely subdivided fat particles

absorbed from the interior of tht alimentary canal. The lymph
is then called ehyle. The fat particles constitute what used to be
called the molecular IhuU of ch^le. If the abdomen is opened
during the process of fat absorption, the lymphatics are seen as

white lines, due to their containing this milky fluid. They are

consequently called laetealt.

The structure and arrangement of the lymphatic vessels, are

given in Chapter XVIII., and we have now to proceed to the

study of the structure of

li;i;i

\\

The Lymphatio Olands.

Lymphatic glands are round or oval bodies varying in size

from a hemp-seed to a bean, interposed in the course of the

ng. 29a.—Section of k meMnterio gland from the ox, sUglttly magnified, a, Hnm ; h (in
the oentral part of the flgare), medallary mbetance ; e, cortical saMtaace with
indistinct alveoU ; <(,oapmile. (Kollikw.)

lymphatic vessels, and through which the lymph passes in its

course to be discharged into the blood-vessels. They are found
in great numbers in the mesentery, and along the great vessels

of the abdomen, thorax, and neck ; in the axilla and groin ; a few
in the popliteal space, but not further down the leg, and in the
arm as far as the elbow.

A lymphatic gland is covered externally by a capsule of

connective-tissue, genet-ally containing some unstriped muscle.
At the inner side of the gland, which is somewhat concave
{hilus), (fig. 292), the capsule sends inwards processes called

traheeulae in which the blood-vessels are contained, and these

join with other processes prolonged from the inner surface of the

N

I
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part of the oapsule oovering the oonTex or outeir part of the

gland ; they have a structure aiinilar to that of the oapiule, and

entering the gland from all eidei, and freely communicating, form

a fibrous scaffolding. - The interior of the gland is seen on

section, even when examined with the naked eye, to be made up of

two parts, an outer or eortieal, which is light coloured, and an

inner or medMlicay portion of redder appearance (figs. 292, 293).

In the outer part, or cortex, of the gland (fig. 293) the interrals

between the trabeculte are large and regular ; they are termed

Vig. 193.—Diagnunnuitic nction of lymphatic gjand. a.l., afferent ; e.l., efferent lympha-
tiis; C, cratioal snlKtanee; /.*., lymphoid tinoe; '.«., lymph^jath; e., fibrous

capsule lending in trabecule tr. into the snliatance of the ^and. (Bharpey.)

alveoli ; whilst in the more central or medullary part is a finer

meshwork formed by an irregular anastomosis of the trabecular

processes. Within the alveoli of the cortex and in the meshwork

formed by the trabeculse in the medulla, is contained lymphoid

tissue ; this occupies the central part of each alveolus ; but at the

periphery, surrounding the central portion and immediately next

the capsule and trabeculse, is a more open meshwork of retiform

tissue constituting the lymph-path, and containing but few lymph-

corpuscles. At the inner part of tiie alveolus, the central mass

divides into two or more smaller rounded or cord-like masses

which, joining with those from the other alveoli, form a much
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closer arrangement than in the cortex ; spaoet (fig. 394, b) are
left within those anastomosing cords, in which are found
portions of the trabecular meshwork and the continuation of the
lymph-path.

The lymph enters the gland by several afferent vessels, which
pierce the capsule and open into the lymph-path ; at the same
time they lay aside all their coats except the endothelial lining,

which is continuous with the liuing of the lymph-path. The

I^- 294- -A small portion oi tafduUarr mbrtance from a mewnteric glaad of Um oz.
d, <f. timbecaln ; a, part of a cord of Ijrmphoid tiMme from which all but a f«w of the
iTrnph-ooipaaclea hare been wadied out to show its supportins mediwork of ntiform
tinoe and lU capiUary blood-veasels (whidi haxe been ini«<7«d, and are daik in the
^"""^ • ,^.S: J''"?*-!***'' o* which the retifonn tissue is represented only at c, c.
X 300. (Kulliker.y * i

efftrtnt vessels begin in the medullary part of the gland, and are
continuous with the lymph-path here as the aflferent vessels were
with the cortical portion ; the endothelium of one is continuous
with that of the other.

The efferent vessels leave the gland at the hUus, and generally
either at once, or very soon after, join together to form a single
vessel.

Blood-vessels which enter and leave the gland at the hilus are
freely distributed to the trabecular tissue and to the lymphoid
tissue.
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Th« LTmph nov.

The Sow of the lymph towardi the point of i..s 'luM-ha;^*. hito

the veiiM is brought about by sereral agencies. With iho iiolp of

the valvular mechanism all occasional prenurc on the • vt 'nor

of the lymphatic and lacteal vewela propels the lymph ouwm-d

;

thus muscular and other external pressure aocclorates the flow of

the lymph as it does that of the blood in the ^ oins. The action

of the muscular fibres of the small intestine, and the layer of

unstriped muHcIe present in eauh intestinal villus, assist in pro-

pelling the chyle; for, in the small intestine of a mouse, the

chyle has been seen moving with intermittent propulsions that

correspond with the peristaltic movements of the intestine. But,

for the general propulsion of th ) lymph and chyle, it is probable

that, together with the vi$ a tergo resulting from external pressure,

some of the force may be derived from the contractility of the

vessel's own wuUs. The respiratory movements, also, favour the

current of lymph through the thoracic duct as they do the current

of blood in the thoracic veins.

Lymph-HMurto.—In reptiles and some birds, an important auxiliary to
the movement of the lymph and chyle is supplied in certain muscular sacs,

named lymph-keartt, and it has been shown that the caudal heart of the
eel is a lymph-heart also. The number and position of these organs vary.
In frogs and toads, there are usually fonr, two anterior and two posterior.

Into each of these cavities several lymphatics open, the orifices of the vessels

being guarded by valves, which prevent the retrograde passage of the lymph.
From each heart a single vessel proceeds, and conveys the lymph directly
into the venous system. Blood is prevented from passing into the lymphatic
heart by a valve at its orifice.

The muscular coat of these hearts is of variable thickness : in i^ome cases
it can only be discovered by means of the microscope ; but in every case it

is composed of striped fibres. The contractions of the hearts arc rhythmical,
occurring about sixty times in a minute. The pulsations of the cervical
pair are not always synchronous with those of the pair in the ischiatic

region, and even the corresponding sacs of oppf>site sides are not always
synchronous in their action.

Onlike the contractions of the blood-heart, those of tue lymph-heart
appear to be directly dependent upon a certain limited portion of the spinal
cord. For V'olkmann found that so long as the portion of spinal cord
corresponding to the third vertebra of the frog was uninjur* i, the cervical
pair of Ij-mphatic hearts continued pulsating after all the i-cst of the spinal
cord and the brain were destroyed ; while destruction of this portion, even
thoDgh all other parts of the nervous centres were uninjured, instantly
arrested the hearts' movements. The posterior, or ischiatic, pair of lymph-
hearts were found to be governed, in like manner, by the jnirtion of spinal
cord corresponding to the eighth vertebra. Division "f the j>.'v:t€r!.~ spinal
roots did not arrest the movements ; but division o£ the anterior roots caused
them to cease at once.
Innerratwn of the Thoracic Duct.—By determining the rate of outflow of

a fluid at constant pressure passing through the thoracic duct Camus and
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Oley hftve obt«ine(i eTidence of the pneienoe of nerret, oaoiiing both dilstn-

ttoti and coMtrictioD u< theduct. Thenc uecoiUHlnel in the sympathetic
ohitan below the ttnt thoracic ganglion. The effect at •timulation it

priocipAlIy dilaUtioB.

BtUtion of Jjymph and Blood.

The volume of blood in the body remains remarkably cyn xtant.

If the amount is increased by injection <'f fluids, at firnt its

specific gravity is lessened, but in a short time, often in a few

minutes, it returns to the normal. The excess of fluid is got rid

o( in two ways: (i) by the kidneys, hich secrete profusely; and

(3) by the tiK^iuos, which become more watery in consequence.

After,the renal arteries are ligatun^, and the kidney is conse-

quently thrown out of action, the excess of water passes only into

the tissues.

On the other hand, a U&fx'iency of blood (for instance, after

hseraorrhage) is soon remedied by a transfer of wat( r from the

tissues to the blood through the intonnediattun of the lymph.

In severe haimorrhage life has often been saved by injection of

saline solution into the vessels, or by transfuHion from another

penioii. The transfer of the blood of anoth r anin al to the

human vascular system is usually dangerous, especially if tht

bloiMJ has beeti defibrinated, for the serum of ont- animal isjusually

poisonous to another, producing various changes, of which a

breakdown of the corpuscles (heemolvsis) in the mof«t conntant

sign.

Formation of Lymph.

Carl Ludwig taught that the lymph flow 3 conditioned by"two
factors : first, difl^erences in the pressure of the blood i the

capillaries and of the fluid in the tiHSue spaces, giving rise to a

filtration of fluid through the capillary walls ; and secondl

chemi- al diffi enoes between these two fluids, etting up oawio.

interi anges through the wall of the blood-vessel.

Otm'^t. Tlie phenomenon of the passa^ 01 flu^'ls throa^,, animal
membiase. v riich occurs quite indepen<lently of vital conditions, was first

demoustr'Ki by Dutrochet. The instnimont which he empioycd in his

esperinu : vvaH named an eniintmometer. One form of thifi, reprefKiUted in the

fipure (.tig. 95), consittrs of a graduated tubeexpanded into an open-mouthed
bell at uue > nd, over which a portion of membrane ia tied. If the bell is hlled

with a solut n of a salt—^ay sodium chl ide— at 1 is immersed in waier. t' e

water will yj,m into the solution, and par- of t salt will pass out intu we
-.Tutir : the water, however, will poos iniw the uuiion much mure rapidly

than the salt will pass out into the water, ant! lie dilated solution will rise

in the tube. It is to thiti passage of fluids through membrane that the terms
dialygit and oimotU are applied.

The satnre. of the membrane used as a septum, and its affinity for the

I

5 '
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flaids subjected to experiment, have an important inflaenoe, as might be
anticipated, on the rapiditr and duration of the osmotic cnrrent. Thus, if a
piece of ordinary blaculer be nsed as a septum between water and alcohol,

the current is almost solely from the water to the alcohol, on account of the

much greater afBnity of water for this kind of membrane ; while, on the

other lurnd, in the case of a membrane of caoutchouc, the alcohol, from its

greater affinity for this substance, would para freely into the water.

The general question of osmosis will be more fully discussed in relation to

the work of the kidney.

If the lymph is produced by a simple act of filtration, then the

amount of lymph must rise and sink with the value of D

—

d

;

D representing the capillary blood-pressure, and d
the pressure in the tissue spaces.

In support of this mechanical theory, various

workers in Ludwig's laboratory showed that in-

creased capillary pressure due to obstruction of

the venous outflow increases the amount of lymph
formed ; and that diminution of the pressure in

the lymph spaces, by squeezing out the lymph
previously contained in them, leads to an increase

in the transudation.

On the other hand, there were some facts which

could not be well explained by the filtration theory,

among which may be mentioned the action of curare

in causing an increase of lymph flow.

Heidenhain was the first to fully recognise that

the laws of filtration and osmosie; as applied to

dead membranes may be considerably modified

when the membranes are composed of living cells

;

and he considered that the formation of lymph is

duo to the selective or secretory activity of the

endothelial walls of the capillaries. This so-called

vital action of the endothelial cells is seen in the fact that after

the injection of sugar into the blood, in a short time the

percentage of sugar in the lymph becomes higher than that in the

blood. There must, therefore, be some activity of the endothelial

cells in picking out the sugar from the blood and passing it on to

the lymph.

Heidenhain is also the inventor of the term lymphagogite»

(literally lymph drivers). These are substances like curare, which
have a specific action in causing an increased lymph flow.

Heidenhain considers the majority of these act by stimulating the

endothelial cells to activity. This conclusion, however, has been

subjected to much criticism. In this country the question has

been taken up by Dr. Starling, who has shown that the influence
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of vital action is not so marked as Heidenhain supposes it to be,

but that most of the phenomena in connection with lymph
formation can be explained by the simpler mechanical theoiy.

Starling's views may be briefly stated as follows :

—

The amount of lymph produced in any part depends on two
factors :

—

1. The pressure at which the blood is flowing through the
capillaries. Heidenhain took the arterial pressure in his experi-

ments as the measure of the capillary pressure ; Starling points
out, very justly, that this is incorrect, as there is between the
arteries and the capillaries the ptripheral resistance in the
arterioles.

2. The permeability of the capillary wall. This varies

enormously in different regions ; it is greatest in the liver, so
that an iutracapillary pressure which would cause lymph to

flow here is without effect on the production of lymph in the
limbs.

The flow of lymph may therefore be increased in two ways :

—

1. By increasing the iutracapillary pressure. This may be
done locally by ligaturing the veins of an organ ; or generally by
injecting a large amount of fluid into the circulation, or by the
injection of such substances as sugar and salt (Heideuhain's first

class of lymphagogues) into the blood. These attract water from
the tissues into the blood, and thus increase the volume of the
circulating fluid and raise the ititracapillary pressure.

2. By increasing the permeability of the capillary wall by
injuring its vitality. This may be done locally by scalding a
part ; or generally, by injecting certain poisonous substances, such
as peptone, leech extract^ decoction of mussels, Ac. (Heideuhain's
second class of lymphagogues). These act chiefly on the liver

capillaries ; curare acts chiefly on the limb capillaries.

In the light of our present knowledge on this question, it is

impossible to pronounce any absolutely positive opinion. But
facts appear to me to be accumulating which tell in favour of

the secretion theory. If the endothelial wall were a non-living

membrane, physical processes would obviously explain all the
phenomena of lymph formation. But we must recognise that
the endothelial cells are alive, and that like other cells they are
capable of a selective action which may mask or counteract or
assist the purely physical processes. If the action of poisons was
simply to injure the vessel wall and increase its permeability,
the amount of lymph should be proportional to the intensity of
the injury, but this is not found to be the case. Heidenhain no
doubt went too far when he attributed lymph formation almost

I
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exclusively to endothelial activity ; and Starling has gone too far

in the other direction. My own opinion is that lymph formation
is mainly influenced by the physical conditions present, for the

action of such thin cells as those of the capillary wall cannot be
sufficiently great to entirely counteract these conditions ; at the
same time it is impossible to deny that there is some such
action as may be described by the terma " selective " or " vital."

The question is closely related to that of absorption from the
alimentary canal, and we shall find in stud^'ng that subject that

there is a similar difference of opinion, and that recently pub-
lished researches confirm the theory of selective activity of the

absorptive epithelium.

CHAPTER XXIII.

THE DUCTLESS GLANDS.

Thk ductless glands form a heterogeneous group of organs, most
of which are related in function or development with the circula-

tory system. They include the lymphatic glands, the spleen,

the thymus, the thyroid, the suprarenal capsules, the pineal

body, the pituitary body, and the carotid and coccygeal glands.

The function of a gland that has a duct is a comparatively simple

physiological problem, but the use of ductless glands has long

been a puzzle to investigators. Recent research has, however,
shown that most of, if not all, the ductless glands do form a
secretion, and this intemtU secretion, as it is termed, leaves the

gland by the venous blood or lymph, and thus is distributed and
ministers to the needs of parts of the body elsewhere. Many of

the glands which possess ducts and form an external secretion,

form an internal secretion as well. Among these the liver,

pancreas, and kidney may be mentioned.

In many cases the internal secretion is essential for life, and
removal of the gland that forms it, leads to a condition of disease

culminating in death. In other cases the internal secretion is

not essential, or its place is taken by that formed in similar

glands in other parts of the body.

The body is a complex machine ; each part of the machine has
its own work to do, but must work harmoniously with other
parts. Just as a watch will stop if any of its numerous wheels
get broken, so the metabolic cycle will become disarranged or
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ceuse altogether if any of the links in the chain brr-

down.

In unravelling the part which the ductless glands play in this
cycle, it is at present impossible in many cases to state precisely
what the particular function of each is ; all one can say is, when
the gland is removed or its function interfered with, that the
metabolic round is broken somehow, and that this upsets the
whole of the machinery of the body. The difficulty of investi-
gating this subject is increased by the fact that it is impossible
to get the internal secretion in a state of purity and examine it

;

it is always mixed with, and masked by., the lymph or blood into
which it is poured.

In spite of this, however, our knowledge in this branch of
physiology is increasing, particularly in connection with some of
these ductless glands. Ine methods of investigation which have
been employed are the following :

—

1. Extirpation.—The gland in question is removed, and the
effect of the absence of the internal secretion noted.

2. Disease.—In cases where the fimction of the gland is in
abeyance, owing to its being diseased, the symptoms are closely
observed.

3. Injection of Extracts.—The gland is taken in a fresh condi-
tion

;
an extract is made of it, and this is injected into the

circulation of healthy animals, and into that of those animals
from which the gland has been previously removed, and the effects
watched.

4. Transplantation.—After the gland is removed and the
usual effect produced, the same gland from another animal is

transplanted into the first animal and restoration of function
looked for.

The case of the lymphatic glands we have already studied;
they form an intprnal secretion which consists of lymph-celis, and
these furnish the blood with its most important supply of colour-
less corpuscles. Removal of lymphatic glands is not fatal, as
the other lymphatic glands and other collections of lymphoid
tissue that remain behind carry on the work of those that are
removed.

The internal secretion theory of the ductless glands is that which is most
111 vogue at present. It should be mentioned, however, that there is another
theory, which may be called the nnto-info^iention theory. Accordini' to this
view the gland is excretory (/.p., gets rid of vraste and harmful materials)
rather than secretory (/.<•.. i)ro<luction of something useful to the organism).
When the gland is removed, the w.iste pnxlucts therefore accumulate and
produee harmful results, it is possible that as our knowledge increases it
may Ije found in certain cases thot both these theories may be in i)art true.

K.P.

Ih
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The Spleen.

[oh. xxin.

The Ch;>leen is the largest of the ductless glands ; it is situated

to the left of the stomach, between it and the diaphragm. It

is of a deep red colour and of variable shape. Vessels enter and
leave the gland at b depression on the inner side called the hilut.

Structure.—The spleen is covered externally almo-it completely

Fig. 296.—Section of injected doe's spleen, e, capsule ; (r, trabeculee ; m, twoHalpighian
bodies with numerous small arteries and capillaries; a, artery; 2, lymphoid tuaue,
oonsiHting of dosely-tjacked lymphoid cella supported by \'ery delicate retiform tiaaup

;

a li^t space unoccupied by cells is seen all round the trabeculv, which corresponds
to tbe " lymfdi-path '' in lymphatic glands. (Scliofleld.

)

by a serous coat derived from the peritoneum, while within this

is the proper fibrous coat or capsule of the organ. The latter

is composed of connective-tissue, with a large preponderance of

elastic fibres and a certain proportion of unstriated muscular

tissue. Prolonged from its inner surface are fibrous processes or

trabecules, containing much unstriated muscle, which enter the
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interior of the organ and, dividing and anastomosing in all parts,

form a supporting framework in the interstices of which the
proper substance of the spleen {ipleen-pvip) is contained.

At the hilus of the spleen, the blood-vessels, nerves, and lym-
phatics enter or leave, and the fibrous coat is prolonged into the
spleen substance in the form of investing sheaths for the arteries
and veins, which sheaths again are continuous with the trabecule
before referred to.

The spUen-pidp, which is of a dark red or reddish-brown colour,
is composed chiefly of cells, imbedded in a network formed of fibres,

and the branchings of large nucleated cells. The network so
formed is thus very like a coarse kind of retiform tissue. The
spaces of this network are only partially occupied by cells and
form a freely communicating system. Of
the cells some are granular corpuscles

resembling the lymph-corpuscles, both in

general appearance and in being able to

perform amoeboid movements; others are

red blood-corpuscles of normal appearance
or variously changed ; while there are also

large cells containing either a pigment
allied to the colouring matter of the blood,

or rounded corpuscles like red corpuscles.

The splenic artery, after entering the

spleen by its concave surface, divides and
subdivides, with but little anastomosis
between its branches ; at the same time
its branches are sheathed by the prolongations of the fibrous coat,

which they, so to speak, carry into the spleen with them. The
arteries soon leave the trabeculse, and their outer coat is then
replaced by one of lymphoid tissue ; they end in an open brush-
work of capillaries, the endothelial cells of which become con-
tinuous with those of the rete of the spleen-pulp. TLo veins
begin by a similar open set of capillaries from the large blood
spaces of the pulp. The veins soon pass into the trabecule, and
ultimately unite to form the splenic vein. This arrangement
readily allows lymphoid and other corpuscles to be swept into the
blood-current.

On the face of a section of the spleen can be usually seen
readily with the naked eye, minute, scattered rounded or oval
whitish spots, mostly from ,V to ^ inch (| to | mm.) in diameter.
These are the Malpighian corpuscles of the spleen, and are
situated on the sheaths of the minute splenic arteries. They
are in fact outgrowths of the outer coat of lymphoid tissue

Kg.J7.—Beticulmn of the
Ben of a cat, ihovn by

injection with gelatine.
(Otdiat.)

ft
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just referred to (see fig. 298). Blood capillaries traverse the

Malpighian corpuscles and form a plexus in their interior. The

structure of a Malpighian corpuscle of the spleen is practically

identical with that of a lymphoid nodule.

Funetiotu.—These are the following :

—

(i.) The spleen, like the lymphatic glands, is engaged in the

formation ofcolovrleu blood-eorpuMcle$. For it is quite certain, that

^^^^..-

Tig. 298.— Section of ipleen of oat. a, a', Malpighian corpuxcle ; in the raiie of a', the con-
nection with a lonaiU aitety, b, ia men ; b,b', nuall arteries ; c, section of tiabeculn.

the blood of the splenic vein contains an unusually large proportion

of white corpuscles ; and in the disease termed leucocythaemia, in

which the white corpuscles of the blood are remarkably increased

in number, there is found a hypertrophied condition of the spleen,

especially of the Malpighian corpuscles. The white corpuscles

formed in the spleen also doubtless partly leave that organ by

lymphatic vessels.

By stimulating the spleen to contract in a case of splenic

leucocythsemia by meaus of an electric current applied over it

mmm
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through the skin, the number of leucocytes in the blood is almost

immediately increased.

Removal of the spleen is not fatal ; but after its removal there

is an overgrowth of the lymphatic glands to make up for its

absence.

(2.) It forms coloured corpuscles, at any rate, in some animals;

in these animals, cells are found in the spleen similar to those we
have described in red marrow, and called haematoblasts. In these

animals, if the spleen is removed, the red marrow hypertrophies.

(3.) There is reason to believe that in the spleen many of the

red corpuscles of the blood, those probably which have discharged

their office and are worn out, undergo disintegration ; for in the

coloured portions of the spleen-pulp an abundance of such cor-

puscles, in various stages of degeneration, are found, and in

those cases of d.'sease in which the destruction of blood-corpuscles

is increased (perticious aneemia) iron accumulates in the spleen as

in the liver. It was formerly supposed that the spleen broke down
the corpuscles and liberated heemoglobin, which, passing in the

blood of the splenic vein to the liver, was discharged by that organ

as bile-pigment. But this is not the case; the disintegration does

not proceed so far as to actually liberate haimoglobin ; there is no
free haemoglobin in the blood-plasma of the splenic vein.

(4.) From the almost constant presence of uric acid, in larger

quantities than in other organs, as well as of the nitrogenous

bodies, xanthine and hypoxanthine, in the spleen, some share

in nitrogenous meta/jolism may be fairly inferred to occur in it.

(5.) Besides these direct offices, the spleen fulfils some purpose

in regard to the portal circulation with which it is in close

connection. .• From the readiness with which it admits of being

distendetl, and from the fact that it is generally small while

gastric digestion is going on, and enlarges when that act is

concluded, it is supposed to act as a kind of vascular reservoir, or

diverticulum to the portal system, or more particularly to the vessels

of the stomach. That it may serve such purjwse is also made
probable by the enlargement which it undergoes in certaiu affec-

tions of the heart and liver, attended with obstruction to the

passage of blood through the latter organ, and by its diminution

when the congestion of the portal system is relieved by dis-

charges from the bowels, or by the effusion of blood into the

stomach. This mechanical influence on the circulation, however,

can hardly be supposed to be more than a very subordinate

function.

Influence of the Nervous System upon the Spleen.—When the

spleen is enlarged after digestion, its enlargement is due to two
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causes: (i) a relaxation of the muscular tissue which forms so
large a part of its framework

, (2) a dilatation of the vessels.

Both these phenomena are under control of the nonrotu system.

A

Fig. 299.—Boy'i Oneomater for qdeen ; A, open ; B, doMd.

It has been found by experiment that when the splenic nerves are

out the spleen enlarges, and that contraction can be brought
about by stimulation of the peripheral ends of the divided nerves.

If the splenic nerves are not cut, contraction is produced by
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(i) stimulation of the spinal cord ; (a) reflexly by stimulation of

the central stumps of certain divided nerves, e.g., vagiis and sciatic

;

(3) by local stimulation by an electric current
; (4) by the adminis-

tration of quinine and some other drugs.

It has been shown by the oncometer of Roy that the spleen

undergoes rhythmical contractions and dilatations, due to the

contraction and relaxation of the muscular tissue in its capsule

and trabeculee. A tracing aibo shows waves due to the rhythmical

alterations of the general blood-pressure.

The form of oncometer adapted for the shape of the spleen

h

¥\g. 30P.—The upiier tracins ia the spleen rtcord ; the next is carotid blood pressure taken
with ft mercurial kymograph. Tlie straight line beneath this is the abscissa of the

arterial pressure ; and the lowest tracing is the time in seconds.

of most animals is shown on p. 326. In most mammals the

spleen is not kidney-shaped as in man, but narrow and ribbon

shaped. The general principles of the oncometer have been

explained on p. 309, where it is mentioned that by an air onco-

meter Schafer has obtained good tracings ; these show first, the

large waves occurring about once a minute, due to the splenic

systole and diastole ; secondly, smaller waves on this, due to the

effect of respintion on the blood-pressure ; and on these, smaller

waves still, corresponding with the individual heart-beats. The
large waves due to the splenic contractility still go on after

the division of all the splenic nerves. These nevve-fibres leave

the spinal cord in numerous thoracic anterior roots ; they have
8 1
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oell stations in the sympathetic chain (Schafor) or semi-huiar
ganglia (Langley).

The preceding figure (fig. 300) showH a typical tracing
obtained by Schiifer's instrument, from u dog's spleen.

m

The Thjnniu.

This gland is a temporary organ ; it attains its greatest size

early after birth, and after the second year gnidually diminishes,
until in adult life hardly a vestige remains. At its greatest develop-

ment it is a long narrow body, situated in the front of the chest

Pig. 301 .—TranHvene Hection of a lobule of an injected infantile thymus eland, a, capsule
of oonnective-tisBue surrounding U. lobul.- ; 4, membrane of the glandular veoclea

;

e, canity of the lobule, from whii h the laiT<er blood-veaels are seen to extend
towards and ramify in the spheroidal masses .,f the lobule, x 30. (KOlliker.)

Iwhind the stcnuim and partly in the lower part < ^ the neck. It

is of a reddish or greyish eoloiu, and i.. distinctly lobtilatol.

Structure.—The gland is surrounded by a fibrous cajwule, which
sends in processes, forming trabeeul«e, that divide the gland
into lobes, and carry the blood- and lymph-vessels. The large
trabeculse branch into small ones, which divide the lobes into
lobules. The lobules arc further subdivided into follicles by fin'^

connective-tissue. A follicle (fig. 303), i.s seen on section to be
more or less polyhedral in shape, and consists of cortical and
medullary p<-rtion.s, l,t;th of which arc composed of iidonoid or
lymphoid tissue, but in the medullary portion the matrix is coarser,

and is not so filled up with lymphoid corpuscles as in the cortex.
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Scattered in the lymphoid tiuauc of the medulla are the coneentrie

eorpuieUt of HawtU (fig. 304), which consist of a nucleated
i"^nulttr centre, surrounded by flattened nucleated epithelial

Fix. joa—Thrmuit of a calf, a, cortex of foUiele; b, medulla; e, interfoUieulor tinue.
Mognifled about twelve time*. (Watiiejr.)

cells. These are islands of epithelial cells cut off from the

epithelium of the pharynx in process of development. They are

not occluded blood-vessels, as *a8 at one time supposed. They

Kg. 303.—From a horizontal
section through supeifl-
cial part of the thymus
of a calf, aligihtljr magni-
fied. Showing in the
centre a follicle of poly-
gonal shape with rinii-

larly shaped follicles

round it. (Klein and
Noble Smith.)

'^'^-'•i

Fig. «)4.—The reticulum of the
thymus, a, lymph celbt

;

b, corpuscles of Haaaall.
(Cadiat.)

remind one somewhat of the epithelial nests seen in some
varieties of cancer.

The arteries radiate from the centre of the gland. Lymph sinuses

may be seen occasionally surrounding the periphery of the follicles

(Klein). The nerves are very minute.
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From the thymus various substancea may bo extracted, m^ny
of them similar to those obtained from the spleen, e.tf., xanthine,

hypoxauthine, adenine, and leucine.

The main constituent of the cells is proteid, and eHpeuially

nucleo-proteid. Indeed the thymus is usiiully employed an the
source of nucleo-proteid when one wishes to inject that subst^mco
into the blood-vessels of an animal to produce experimentally

intravascular clotting. It is, however, not characteristic of the

thymus, but is found in all protoplasm. The method of preparation

will be given later (see Coagulation of Blood).

FuTUtion.—The thymus takes part in producing the colourless

corpuscles like other varieties of lymphoid tissue. In hil)ernating

animals it exists throughout life, and as each successive pe/ iod

of hibernation approaches it greatly enlarges and becomes laden
with fat. Hence it appears to serve for the storing up of

materials which, being reabsorbed during the inactivity of the

hibernating period, may maintain the respiration and the tem-
perature af the body in the reduced state to which they fall during
that time. Some observers state that it is also a source of the

red blood-corpuscles, at any rate in early life.

Removal of the thymus in the frog (in which animal it

persists throughout life) produces muscular weakness, paralysis,

and finally death. Intravenous injection of extracts of thymus
lowers blood pressure, though the heart may be somewhat
accelerated.

The Th3rroid.

The thyroid gland is situated in the neck. It consists of two
lobes, one on each side of the trachea, extending upwards to the

thyroid cartilage, covering its inferior comu and part of its body

;

these lobes are connected across the middle line by u middle lobe

or isthmus. It is highly vascular, and varies in size in different

individuals.

Structure.—The gland is encased in a capsule of dense areolar

tissue. This sends in strong fibrous trabecule, which enclose the

thyroid vesicles—which are rounded or oblong irregular sacs, con-

sisting of a wall of thin hyaline membrane lined by a single layer

of short cylindrical or cubical cells. These vesicles are filled

with transparent colloid nucleo-albuminous material. The colloid

substance increases with age, and the cavities appear to coalesce.

In the interstitial connective tissue is a round meshed capillary

plexus, and a large number of lymphatics. The nerves adhere
closely to the vessels.

In the vesicles there are, in addition to the yellowish glassy
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oolloid material, epithelium oella, oolotirleaa blood -orpuHciiH, and
ako ooloiired coqjtucles undergoing liHintejurration.

Ftmettott—It ia difficult to state deAniteiy the function f the

thyroid body; it is one of thoae organii of great imjwrtauce in

the metabolic round ; and its removal or disease m followtHl by
general disturbances. It tio doubt forms an interim- sw^rction

;

to this the colloid material mentioned ctntributes, .us i; i^ found ir.

the lymphatic vossdH of tli<3 organ.

We- .io5'-P»rt of k wcUon of the haman thyroid, a, fibroim (spnile ; 6, thyroid Texiclei
fliled with, e, colloid mibstance ; c, auppoitiiig flbrouH tiMue ; <<, short columnar cell*
linins Tendea ; /, arteries ; g, veina fliled with blood ; h, lymphatic veMel filled with
oollcdd lubatance. (S. K. Alcock.)

When the gland is diseased in children and its function

obliterated a species of idiocy is produced calle-' crttinitm.

The same condition in adults is called my^jedema ; the most
marked symptoms of this condition are slowness, both cf body and
mind; usually associated with tremors and twitchings. There is

also a peculiar condition of the skin leading to the overgrowth
of the subcutaneous tissues, which in time is replaced by fat;

the hair falls off, the hands become sjiade-like ; the whole body is

unwieldy and clumsy like the mind.
A similar condition occurs after the thyroid is completely re-

moved surgically; this is called cacA«a:io strumipriva ; this operation,
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which was performed previous to our knowledge of the importance

of the thyroid, is not regarded as justifiable nowadays.

Lastly, in many animals removal of the thyroid produces

analogous symptoms, in the overgrowth of the connective-tissues

especially under the skin, and in the nervous symptoms (twit«h-

ings, convulsions, etc.).

The term Myxcedema was originally given under the erroneous

idea that the swelling of the body is due to mucin. In the early

stages of the disease there is a slight increase of mucin, because

all new connectivc-tissuos contain a relatively large amount of

ground substance, the most abundant constituent of which, next

to water, is mucin. But there is nothing characteristic about
that.

The discovery of the relationships between the thyroid an<l

these morbid conditions is especially interesting, because iui[.or-

tant practical results in their treatment have followed close on
the heels of experimental investigation. The missing intcniBl

secretion of the thyroid may be replaced in these animals and
patients by grafting the thyroid of another animal into the

alnlomen ; or more simply by injecting thyroid extract siibcu-

taneously ; or even by feeding on the thyroid of other animals.

This treatment, which has to be kept up for the rest of the

patient's life, is entirely successful. Chemical physioh^gists have
• been searching recently to try and discover what the active

material in thyroid extract is which produces such marvellous

results ; the view at present held is that the efficacy of thyroid

extract is due to a substance which Baumann sepiimtcd from the

gland and which stands almost unique among physiological com
pounds by containing a large percentage of iodine in its molecule.

Thyro-icxHn or loclo-thi/rin, as this substance has been called, is

present in combination with proteid matter in the colloid

substance.

Intravenous injection of thyroid extract in a normal animal
lowers blood pressure ; in an animal from which the thyroid

has been removed injection stimulates the heart and raises blood

pressure.

Parathyroids.—These are small bodies situated in the neigh-

bourhood of, or embedded in the substance of, the thyroid. They
are made up of elongated groups of polyhedral cells bound
together by connective-tissue and well supplied with blood-

vessels. Some obserA'ers look upon these as \mng even more
essential to healthy life than the thyroid, but this point is by no
means deoided.

The general idea, however, that prevails is that the thyroid
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supplies something which is a stimulator of metabolic processes,

and that the action on the nervous system is more especially the

work of the parathyroids.

The Supra-renal Capatiles.

These are two triangular or cocked-hat-shaped bodies, each

resting by its lower border upon the upper border of the kidney.

Structure.—The gland is surrounded by an outer sheath of con-

Fig. .)o6.—Vertical tiection through part of the cortical portion of Hupra-rfnal of guinca-pJK.
.., capsule ; b, zona glomenilnsa ; r, zona fasciculata ; d, conuective-tiuue suppor'infr
the I'olumns of the cellit of the latter, and also indicating the position of the blood-
veKseU. (H. X. Alcoclt.)

nective-t!8sue, which sends in tine prolongations forming the frame-

work of the gland. The gland tissue proper consists of an outside

firmer cortical portion and an inside soft, dark mednllury portion,

(i.) The cortical jwrtion is divided into (fig. 306) columnar

groups of cells {z<m"<0ictsciculata). Immediately under the capsule,

however, the groups are more roiuided {zona yloiufrulom), while

next to the medulla they have a reticular arrangement {zona

reticularis). The cells themselves are polyhedral, each with a

clear round nucleus, and often with oil globules in their proto-

plasm. The blood-vessels run in the fibrous septa between the

cohmms, but do not j^enetrate between the cells.

!•

!

Mi

M
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(3.) The medullary tubttance conHists of a coarse rounded or

irregular meshwork of fibrous tissue, in the alveoli of which are

masses of multinucleated protoplasm (fig. 307) ; numerous blood-

vessels ; and an abundance of nerve-fibres and cells. The cells

are very irregular in shape and size, poor in fat, and often

branched ; the nerves run through the cortical substance, and
anastomose over the medullary portion.

The cells of the medulla are characterised by the presence of

certain reducing substances. One of these takes a brown ntain

with chromic acid, and gives other colour reactions ; it is, there-

fore, called a ehromogen. Another is similar in many of its

i^v4t[%aM*^

Fif. 307,—fier-tior throofh • partian of the meduU«r7 p«it of the lupra-renal of voinea-
pi?. Th? vtmela ue very niuaerous, and the flbrous atroma more diHinct than in
the cortex, and ia, moreover, reticulated. The eelia are iirMrolar and larser, clear, and
free from oUiflobnlea. (8. K. Aloock.)

characters to jecorin, a lecithin-like substance also found in the
liver, spleen, and other organs.

FuTuttun.—The immense importance of the supra-renal bodies

was first indicated by Addison, who, in 1855, pointed out that
the disease now kno--n by his name is associated with pathological

alterations of these glands. This was tested experimentally by
Browii-Sequard, who found a few years later that removal of the

supra-renals in animals is invariably and rapidly fatal. The
symptoms are practically the same (although moie acute) as

those of Addison's disease, namely, great muscular weakness, loss

of vascular tone, and ner\'0U8 prc«tration. The pigmentation
(bionzing) of the skin, however, which is a marked sy; 'ptom in

Addison's disease, is not seen in animals. The experiments of
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Brown-Sequard attracted much attention at the time they were per-
formed, but were almost forgotten nntilq' ite recently, when they
were confirmed by Abelous, Langlois, Schafer, and others. The
effects on the muscular system are the most marked results both
after removal of the capsules and after injection of an extract of the
glands. The effect of injecting such an extract on the voluntary
muscles is to increase their tone, so that a tracing obtained from
them resembles that produced by a small dose of veratrine,
namely, a prolongation of the period of relaxation. The effect

on involuntary muacle is equally marked ; there is an enonuous
riH« of arterial blood-pressure due chiefly to a contraction of the
arterioles. This is produced by the direct action of the extract
on the tuscular tissue of the arterioles, not an indirect one
through the va8o-mo*x)r centre. The active chemical substance
in the extract that produces the effect is either the reducing
substance or chromogeu alluded to above, or some other substance
united to it; it is confined to the medulla of the capsules, and
is absent in cases of Addison's disease.

The capsules, therefore, form something which is distributed to
the muscles ari is essential for their normal tone; when they
are removed or diseased the poisonous effects seen are the result
of the absence of this internal secretion.

Some physiologists have considered that the substance which produces
these eflFects is allied to pyrocatechin ; this, however, is incorrect ; it is more
probable that the active material is alkaloidal in nature, possibly allied to
piperidine or nicotine, both of which substances produce a large rise of
bIoo<l-pres8ure. Abel states he has succeeded in isolating the alkaloid ; he
has named xt epinephrine, v. FUrth has separated another body which he
calls miprarcnine. It is extremely doubtful if either of these materials
IS the active substance; for Moore has shown that a millionth part of
a gramme of drial supra-renal will produce an eflFect on blood-pressure,
so a very small contamination of any so-calletl pure material would vitiate
the results.

Whether this discovery will lead to the same important
practical results as in the case of the thyroid and myx<Bdema
must be left to the future to decide. There is already some
evidence to show that injection of suprarenal extract is beneficial
in cases of Addison's (lisoase.

There are some points of interest in the development and
comparative physiology of the supra-renals. In mammals the
medullary portion is developed in connection with the sym-
pathetic, and is at first distinct and outside the cortical portion
which is developed in connection with the upper pjirt of the
Wollrtian body

; it gradually insinuates itself within the cortex
(Mitsukiri). In elasmobranch fisiies the supra-renals consist
throughout life of separate portions ; one the inter-renal l)0<ly is
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medium in poaition and single ; this correspondH to the cortex

of the mammalian supra-renal ; extracts of this are inactive, and
in the Teleostean fishes, where it is the sole representative of the

supra-renal, it may be removed without any harm to the animal.

The other portion of the Elasmobranch suprarenal is paired,

and derived from the sympathetic ganglia. This corresponds to

the medulla ; it contains the same uhromogen as the medulla
of the mammalian supra-renal, and extracts of it have the same
physiological action (8. Vincent).

The Pituitary Body.

This body is a small reddish-grey mass, occupying the sella

turcica of the sphenoid bone. It consists of two lobes—a small

posteriOT one, consisting of nen-ous tissue ; and an anterior larger

one, resembling the thyroid in structure. A canal lined with
flattened or with ciliated epithelium passes 'through the anterior

lobe ; it is connected with the infundibulum. The alveoli are

approximately sjAericai ; they are filled with nucleated cells of

various sizes and shapes not uniike ganglion cells, collecte<l

together into rounded masses, filling the vesicles, and contained

in a semi-fluid granular substance. The vesicles are enclosed by
connective-tissue, rich in capillaries. Disease of the pituitary

body produces the condition called acromei/aly, in which the

bones of limbs d face hypertrophy.

When the gland is removed in animals, tremors and spasms
occur like those which take place after removal of the thyroid.

Death usually occurs within fourteen days. Some observers have
stated that overgrowth of the pituitary occurs after excision

of the thyroid. But there is no ground for the assumption thit

the two glands have a similar ^unction. Acromegaly is a very
different disease from myxaniema. The injection of extracts

of the organs are also different. Thyroid extract produces a fall

of arterial pressure. Ivvtraots of tlie anterior lobe (liypophysis)

of the pituitary Ixxly are inactive : but extracts of the posterior

lobe or infundibular body contai-. two active substances, one of

which produces a rise, and the other a fall of blood jiressure.

A second dose of the former of these injected soon iiftcr the first

dose is inactive ; and so it is not the same tliinj,' as in sui)ra-renal

extract. The chemical nature of the two .substancts is not
known.

The Pineal Gland.

This gland, which is a small red<lish Iwxly. is plaead V)ojieath

the back p»irt of the corpus callosum, and rests u|)on the coi-pora

ii

'Wm'
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quadrigemina. It contains a central cavity lined with ciliated
epithelium. The glaud substance proper is divisible into—(i)
An outer cortical layer, analogous in structure to the anterior
lobe of the pituitary body; and (2) An inner central layer,
wholly nervous. The cortical layer consists of a number of
closed follicles, containing (a) cells of variable shape, rounded,
elongated, or stellate

; (6) fusiform cells. There is also present
brain-sand, gritty matter consisting of round particles aggregated
into small masses. The central substance consists of white and
grey matter. The blood-vessels are small and form a very delicate
capillary plexus.

The pineal gland is the atrophied remains of a third eye situated
centrally. This eye is found in a more perfect condition, though
covered by skin, in certain lizards, such as Hatteria.

The Coccygeal and Carotid Glands.

These so-called glands are situated, the one in front of the tip of
the coccyx and the other at the point of bifurcation of the common
carotid artery on each side. They are made up of a plexus of
small arteries, are enclosed and supported by a capsule of fibrous
tissue, which contains connective-tissue corpuscles. The blood-
vessels are durrounded by one or more layers of cells resembling
secreting-cells, which are said to be modified plasma cells of the
connective-tissue. The function of these bodies is unknown.

CPIAPTER XXIV.

^
RESPIRATION.

The respiratory apparatus consists of the lungs and of the air-

passages which lead to them. In marine animals the gills fulfil

the t.ame functions as the lungs of air-breathing aniumls. The
muscles which move the thorax and the nerves that supply them
must also be included under the general heading llespirutory
System

; and, using this expression in the widest sense, it includes
practically all the tissues of the \tody, since they are all concerned
in the using up of oxygen and the production of waste materials,
like carbonic acid.

Essentially a lung or gill is constructed of a thin membrane,
one surface of which is exiKSsed to the air or walor, as the cise
may be, while, on the other, is a network of blood-vessels

K.P. jj

I I
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the only separation between the blood and aerating medium
being the thin wall of the blood-vessels, and the fine membrane
on one side of which vessels are distributed. The difTerence

between the simplest and the most complicated respiratory

membrane is one of degree only.

The lungs or gills are only the medium for the eTchnnge, on
the part of the blood, of carbonic acid for oxygen. They are not
the seat, in any special manner, of those combustion-processes

of which the production of carbonic acid is the final result.

These processes occur iu all parts of the body in the substance of

the tissues.

The Bespiratory Apparatus.

The object of respiration being the interchange of gases in the
lungs, it is necessary that the atmoapheric air should pass into

them, and that the changed air should be expelled from them.
The lungs are contained in the chest or thorax, which is a closed

cavity having no communication with the outside except by
means of the respiratory passages. The air enters these passages
through the nostrils or througli the mouth, whence it passes
through the larynx into the tmchea or windpipe, which about
the middle of the chest divides into two tubes, bronchi, one to

each (right and left) lung.

The Larynx is the upper part of the passage, and will be
described in connection with the voice.

The Trachea and Bronchi.—The trachea extends from the cricoid

cartilage, which is on a level with the fifth cervical vertebra, to a
point opposite the third dorsal vertebra, where it divides into the
two bronchi, one for each lung (fig. 308). It measures, on an
average, four or four and a half inches in length and from three-^

quartei-s of an inch to an inch in diameter, and is essentially a
tube of fibro-elastic membrane, within the layers of which are
imbedded a series of cartilagirmis rings, from sixteen to twenty in

number. These rings extend only aroinid the front and sides

of the trachea (akmt twothirds of its circumference), and are
deficient behind ; the interval lietween their posterior extremities
is bridged over by a continuxtion of the fibrous membrane in

which they are enclosed (fig. 309). The cartilages of the trachea
and bronchial tubes are of the liyaliue variety.

Immediately within this tube, at tiie l)ack, is a layer of
unstriped nniscular fibres, which extends, tramtverseft/, between
the envls of the cartilaginous ring's to wliicli tiiev are attaciied,

and opjwsitc the intervals between tliem also ;' their function
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is to diminish, when re<:|uired, the calibre of the trachea by
approximating the ends of the cartilages. Outside these are a few

Fig. 308.—Outline xhowing the m'neral form
of the Inrynx, trarhea. and hnmchi, aw
seen from the front. A. the threat comu of
the h^'oid bone; <. cpijrlottin ; I, superior,
and ( , inferior comu of the t)i\Toid carti-

laire ; <•. middle of the cricoid cartilatiH

;

(r, the trachea, xhowintr sixteen cartila-
ginous riri|p< ; li. the ritrht. an<l h', the left
bronchuK. (Allen Thonuton.i

Fi?" ,109.—Outline Rhowing the (jener furm of the
larj-nx, trachea, and bronchi, aH xeen from
behind. A, great comu of the hyoid bone ; /,

Kuperior, and <*, the inferior comu of the
thyroid cartilage ; r, epiglotti* ; n, pointn to
the back f>f both the arytenoid cartilngeii, which
are Hurmounted by the comicula ; c, the middle
ridgt" on the back of the cricoid cartilage ; ir, the
poNteriornienibranouH port of the trachea ; b, b',

right and left bronchi. (Allen Thomson.)

ImiiitmUnal bundles of rauwniiar tis.suo, which, like tho preceding,
arc attiiohed l>oth to tlie tihrons ami cartihifrinous framework.

The mucous membrane consists to a great extent of loose

7. 2

^
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lymphoid tissue, separated from the ciliated epithelium which
lines it by a homogeneous basement membrane. The epithelium

is formed of several layers of cells, of which the most superficial

layer is ciliated ; while between these ccIIh are smaller elongated

cells prolonged up towards the Hurface and down to the basement

Fig. 310.— 8e<;tion of the truchpH. n, columnar riluted i-pithi'lium ; h and c, cnhum of
the mucouH membrane, i-ontainin^ elaiitic tibnit cut acriim tnuutvetitely ; it, Hubmucoiu
timue rontainini; mucouH irlundH, r, M'pHr:it€'<l fn>m the hyuline cartilaire, q, by fine
ilbroua tiitsue. r ; A, ext^Tnal inventment of Uno fibruuH timue. (8. K. Alcock.)

membrane. lieneuth these are one or n)ore layers of more
irregularly shaped cells (fig. 313). Many of the superficial cells

are of the goblet variety. In the deeper part of the corium of

the nmcoiis meiubniue arc iiiaiiy elastic fibres between which lie

connective-tisstie corpuscles and capillary blood-vessels.

Numerous mucous glands are situated in the substance of the

mucous membrane of the trachea ; their ducts perforate the
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various Btnictures which form the wall of the trachea, and open

through the mucouM membrane into the interior (fi(;. 310).

The two bronchi into which the trachea divideH, of which the

right ia shorter, broader, and more horizontal than the left

(fig. 308), resemble the trachea in structure, with the .itference

that in them there is a distinct layer of unstriped muscle

arranged circularly beneath the mucous membrane, forming the

muteularii mucotce. On entering the substance of the lungs

the cartilaginous rings, although they still form only larger or

smaller segments of a circle, are no longer confmed to the front

and sides of the tubes, but are distributed impartially to till parts

of their circumference.

The bronchi^divide and subdivide, in the substance of the lungs.

I

tig. 311.—Tnuwrene xpction of a bronrhial tube, about i inch in diamptpr. r, epitlielium
(ciliated) ; immediatelsr beneath it in the coriuir uf the niucouH membrane, of varying
thickneHH ; m, muacular layer ; «.m, MubmucouH tiHsue ;

/', flbrouu tiKiue ; e, cartilage
enclosed within the Uyent of fibrous timue

; g, muciiug g)and. (F. E. Schulze.)

into a number of smaller and smaller branches (bronchial tubes),

which penetrate into every part of the organ, until at length they

end in the smaller subdivisions of the lungs called lobules.

All the larger branches have walls formed of fibrous tissue,

containing porti< ns of cartilaginous rings, by which they are held

open, and unstriped muscular fibres, as well as longitudinal

bundles of elastic tissue. They are lined by nuicous membrane
the surface of which, like that of the larynx and trachea, is

covered with ciliated epithelium, but the several layers become
less and less distinct until the lining consists of a single layer of

short colunuiar cells covered with cilia (fig. 311). The mucous
membrane is abundantly provided with mucous glands.

As thn subdivisions become smaller and smaller, and their wnlls

thinner, the cartilaginous rings become scarcer and more irregu-

lar, until, in the smaller bronchial tubes, they are repveseuied

,* .% -
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only hy minute and Hcattered cartiIa«inon8 flukes. When the

bronchial tulica, hy HUcceHHive hmn(;hinpi, are redmred to aVmut

ViT o' a» inch {'6 mm.) in diameter they lose their cartilaifinouii

element altogether, and their walls are formcnl only of a
fibrous elHHtic memlmuie with circular muscular fibres ; they are
still lined, however, by a thin mucous menibrunu with ciliated

epithelium, the length of the ccIIh l>earinK the cilia having become
so far diminished that the cells are now cubical. In the smaller
bronchial tubes the muscular fibres are relatively more abundant
than in the larger ones, and form a distinct circular coat.

The Lvn{f» and PUurrr.—The lungs occupy the greater por-

tion of the thorax. They are of a spongy elastic texture, and are
composed of numerous minute air-sacs, and on section every here

Fig. 312.—Truurene lection of the cheat.

and tiiere tiif :iir-tul)es may be seen cut acro;i8. Aiiv frii"ment

of luiij,' (uTili'ss from a child that has never breathed, or in cases

of ilisoiisc II) which the lung is consolidated) floats in water; no
other tissn (l<)>'s this.

Kiicli lnnir is enveloped by a serous meml)rane—the pleura,
une layer of whieh atllieres closely to its surface, and provides it

with its smooth and slii)pcry covering, while the other adheres to
the inner surface of the chest-wall. The continuity of the two
layers, which form a t^losed mc, as in the case of other serous
membranes, will be best understood by reference to fig. 312.
The api)earan ^ of a space, however, between the pleura which
covers the lung {vitceral layer) and that which lines the inner
surface of the chest (parietal layer) is inserted in the drawing
only for the sake of distinctness. It does not really exist. The
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layeni iiro, in health, evorywhere in contiict one with the other
;

and lietwevn them \h only jimt ho much fliii<l at* will enHure the

fig, \t\. - ('iliiit«?d epithplium of th> hnman trarhea. a, layer of lonfritudinally arrsngrd
rIaKtii' HI>r>'H ; ft. Imiiemvnt membrano ; <•. docpoMt c •lln, piroular in form ; il, intor>
mitliute i-lontftttvd cella ; r, untermaitt lajrer of cellH fully developed an.1 bearinff cilia.
X jjo. (Kiiltiker.)

Iun<jrs ^rliiling easily, in their ex])anHion an<l oontmctioii, on tlio

inner surface of the luirietal layer, which lines the chest-wall.

If, however, an o|)enin<j is

nuule so as to |)ermit air or fluid

to enter the pleural sac, the

lini<r, in virtue of its elasticity,

recoils, and a considerable 8|)ace

Pig. 114.—Terminal branoh of a bronchial
tube, with it-s infundibiila unil air-sinN,
from the mnruin of the lun)f of n monkey,
injected with quicksilver. •/, terminal
brimchial twi(f ; h h, infundihiiln and air-
sacK. X 10. (F. E. Sehulze.)

Fitf. ,115.— Two itmall infiindibula 01

(fn>ui»< of iiir-NiieK. <i 'i, with uir-xacH,
h h, and the iiltimnte bronchial tuben.
r r, with which the air-xiicH commu-
nicate. From a new-bom child.

(KiiUiker.)

is left between it and the chest-wall. In other words, the natural

elasticity of the luno;s wouM cause them at all times to contract

away from the ribs were it not that the contraction is resisted by
atmospheric pressure which bears only on the inner surface of
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the air-tnbes and air-sacs. On the admission ot air into the pleural

sac atmospheric pressure bears alike on the inner and outer surfaces

of the lung, and their elastic recoil is no longer prevented.

Each lung is partially subdivided into separate portions

called lottes ; the right lung into three lobes, and the left into

two. Each of these lobes, again, is composed of a large number

of minute parts, called lof/ules. Each pulmonary lobule may be

considered to be a lung in miniature, consisting as it does of a

branch of the bronchial tube, of air-sacs, blood-vessels, nerves,

and lymphatics, with a sparing amoiuit of areolar tissue.

On entering a lobule, the small bronchial tube, the structure

of which has just been described {a, fig. 314), divides and sub-

divides ; its walls at the same time become thinner and thimier,

until at length they are formed only of a thin membrane of

areolar, muscular, and elastic tissue, lined by a layer of pavement

epithelium not provided with cilia. At the same time they are

altered in shape ; each of the minute terminal branches widens

out funnel-wise, and its walls are pouched out irregularly into

small saccular dilatations, called air-sacs (fig. 314, 6). Such a

fuiuiel-shaped terminal branch of the bronchial tube, with its

group of pouches or air-sacs, has been called an infuiulilmlum

(figs. 314, 315), and the irregular oblong space in its centre, with

which the air-sacs communicate, an intercellular passage.

The air-sacs, or air-vesicles, may be placed singly, like recesses

from the intercellular passage, but more often they are arranged

in groups, or even in rows, like minute sacculated tubes ; so that

a short series of vesicles, all communicating with one another, open

by a common orifice into the tube. The vesicles are of various

forms, according to the mutual pressure to which they are

subject ; their walls are net.rly in contact, and they vary from

s'oth to y*oth of an inch (-5 to -3 mm.) in diameter. Their walls

are formed of fine membrane, like those of the intercellular

passage ; this membrane is folded on itself so as to form a sharp-

edged border at each circular orifice of communication i)etv^een

contiguous air-vesicles, or between the vesicles and the bronchial

passages. Numerous fibres of elastic tissue are spread out between

contiguous air-sacs, and many of these are attached to the outer

surface of the fine membrane of which each sac is composed,

imparting to it additional strength and the power of recoil after

distension. The vesicles are lined by a layer of pavement

epithelium (fig. 316) not provided with cilia. Outside the air-

vesicles a network of pulmonary capillaries is spread out so densely

(fig. 317) that the interspaces or meshes are even narrower than

the vessels, whica are, on an average, s-oVoth of an inch (8/i) in
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diameter. Between the air in the sacB and the blood in these

vessels nothing intervenes but the thin walls of the air-sacs and

of the capillaries*; and the exposure of the blood to the air 'm' the

more complete, because the folds of membrane between contiguous

air-sacs, and often the spaces between the walls of the same,

contain only a single layer of capillaries, both sides of which are

thus at once exposed to the air. The arrangement of the

capillaries is shown on a larger scale in fig. 224 (p. 220).

The vesicles of adjacent lobules do not communicate ; so that,

when any bronchial tube is losed or obstructed, the supply of

air is lost for all the sacs opening into it or its branches.

Fig. 316.—Section of lung stained with silver nitrate. A. D., alveolar duct or mteroeUixlar

passage ; 8, alveolar septa ; N, alveoli or air-sacs, Uned with large flat cells, with some

smaller polyhedral cells; M, plain muscular fibres surrounding the alveolar auci.

(Klein and Noble Smith.)

Blood-mpply. — The lungs receive blood from two sources,

(a) the pulmonary artery, {b) the bronchial arteries. The former

conveys venous blood to the lungs to be arterialized, and this

blood takes no share in the nutrition of the pulmonary tissues

through which it passes. The branches of the bronchial arteries

convey arterial blood from the aorta for the nutrition of the walls

of the bronchi, of the larger pulmonary vessels, of the interlobular

connective-tissue, «kc.; the blood of the bronchial vessels is returned

chiefly through the bronchial and partly through the pulmonary

veins.

Lymphatics.—The lymphatics are arranged in three sets:

—

I. Irregular lacunee in the walls of the alveoli or air-sacs. The
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lymphatic vessels which lead from these accompany the pul-

monary vessels towards the root of the lung. 2. Irregular anas-

tomosing spjvces in the walls of the bronchi, j. Lymph-spaces

in the pulmonary pleura. The lymphatic vessels from all these

Fig. 317.—Capillar)' network of the pulmonary blood-vesseU in the human lung, x 60.

(Kiilliker.)

irregular sinuses pass in towards the root of the lung to reach the

bronchial glands.

Xerves.—The nerves of the lung are to be traced from the

anterior and posterior pulmonary plexuses, which are formed by

branches of the vagus and sympathetic. The nerves follow the

course of the vessels and bronchi, and in the walls of the latter

many small ganglia are situated.

t'

The Bespiratory Mechanism.

Respiration consists of the alternate expansion and contraction

of the thorax, by means of which air is drawn into or expelled

from the lungs. These acts are called Inspiratum and Expiration

respectively.

For the inspiration of air into the lungs it is evident that all

that is necessary is such a movement of the side-walls or floor of

the chest, or of" both, that the capacity of the interior shall be

enlarged. By such increase of capacity there will be a diminution

of the pressure of the air in the lungs, and a fresh quantity will

enter through the larynx and trachea to equalise the pressure on

the inside and outside of the chest.

For the expiration of air, on the other hand, it is also evident
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that, by an opposite movement which shall diminish the capacity

of the chest, the pressure in the interior will be increased, and

air will be expelled, until the pressure within and without the

chest are a^rain equal. In both cases the air passes throujj;h the

trachea and larynx, whether in entering or leaving the lungs,

there being no other communication with the exterior of the

body ; and the lung, for the same reason, remains, under all the

circumstances described, closely in contact with the walls and

floor of the chest. To speak of expansion of the chest, is to speak

also of expansion of the lung. The movements of the lung are

therefore pas-^ive, not active, and depend on the clriuges of sha[»e

of the closed cavity in which they are contained. A perforation

of the chest-wall would mean that the liuig in that side would no

longer be of use; a similar injury on the other side (double

pneumotiiorax) would cause death. If the two layers of the

pleura were adherent, those portions of the lung would be expanded

most where the movements of the c>>est arc greatest. The

existence of the two layers prevents this, and thus the lung is

eipially expanded throughout.

Inspiration.—The enlargement of the chest in inspiration is

a muscular act ; the effect of the action of the inspiratory muscles

is an increase in the size of the chest cavity (a) in the vertical,

and {h) in the lateral and antero-posterior diameters. The

muscles engaged in ordinary inspiration are the diaphragm ;

the external intercostals ;
parts of the internal intercostals ; the

levatores costarum ; and serratus posticus superior.

(a.) The vertical diameter of the chest is increased by tiie con-

traction and consequent descent of the diaphragm ; at rest, the

diaphragm is dome-shaped with the convexity upwards; the

central tendon forms a slight depression in the middle of this

dome. On contraction the muscular fibres shorten and so the

convexity of the do- .hie dome is lessened. The central tendon,

which was formerly regarded as remaining fixed, is drawn down a

certain distance, but the chief movement is at the sides. For the

effective action of this muscle, its attachment to the lower ribs is

kept fixed by the contraction of the quadratus lumborum. Tlie

diaphragm is supplied by the phrenic nerves.

{!>.) The increase in the lateral and antero-rosterior diameters of

the chest is effected by the raising of the ribs, the roper ones

being fixed by the scaleni. The greater number of the ribs are

attached very obliquely to the spine and sternum.

The elevation of the ribs takes place both in front and at

the sides—the hinder ends being prevented from performin.j

any upward movement by their attachment to ';he spine. The
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movement of the front extremities of the ribs is of necesbuj

accompanied by an upward and forward movement of the sternum

Fig. 318.—Diagram of axes of movement of ribs.

to which they are attached, the movement being greater at the

lower end than at the upper end of the latter bone.

Fig. 319.—IMagram of movement of a rib in inspiration.

The axes of rotation in these movements are two ; one corre-

sponding with a line drawn through the two articulations which

the rib forms with the spine (a, b, fig. 31S); and the other with
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a line drawn from one of these (head of rib) to the stemura

(A B, fig. 318) ; the motion of the rib around the latter axis being

somewhat after the fashion of raising the handle of a bucket.

The elevation of the ribs is accompanied by a slight opaning

out of the angle which the bony part forms wich its cartilage

(fig. 319, A); and thus an additional means is provided for

increasing the antero-posterior diameter of the chest.

The muscles by which the ribs are raised, in ordinary q iet

inspiration, are the external intercostala, and that portion 01 e

internal intercostals which is situated between the costal carti' ^es;

and these are assisted by the levatores coaUtrum, and the <ierratufi

posticus mpeinor. The action of the levatores and the serratus is

very simple. Their fibres, arising from the spine as a fixed point,

pass obliquely downwards and forwards to the ribs, and neces-

sarily raise the latter when they contract. Tne action of the

intercostal muscles is not quite so simple, inasmuch as, passing

merely from rib to rib, they seem at first sight to have no fixed

point towards which they can pull the bones to which they are

attached.

In tranquil breathing, the expansive movements of the lower

part of the chest are greater than those of the upper. In forced

inspiration, on the other hand, the greatest extent of movement

appears to be in the upper antero-posterior diamp^^e".

In extra/offdinary or forced inspiration, as ii: .it exercise, or

in cases in which there is some interference witn the due entrance

of air into the chest, and in which, therefore, strong efforts are

necessary, other muscles than those just enumerated, are pressed

into service. \% is impossible to separate by a hard-and-fast line

the muscles of ordinary from those of extraordinary inspiration
;

but there is no doubt that the following are but little used as

respiratory agents, except in cases in wuich unusual efforts are

required— the stemomastouf tho serratus magnus, the pectorales,

and the trapezius. Laryngt h1 and face muscles also come into play.

The expansion of the chest in inspiration presents some

peculiarities in different pereons. In young children, it is effected

chiefly by the diaphragm, which being highly arched in expira-

tion, becomes flatter as it contracts, and, descending, presses on

the abdominal viscera, and pushes forward the front walls of the

abdomen. The movement of the abdominal walls being here

more manifest than that of any other part, it is usual to call this

the abdominal type of respiration. In men, together with the

descent of the diaphragm, and the pushing forward of the front

wall of the abdomen, the chest and the sternum are subject to a

wide movement in insjiration {inferior costal type). In wopien.
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the movement appears less extensive in the lower, and more so m
tao upper, part of the chest {superifir costal type).

There are also differences in ditterent animals. In the frog,

for example, the air is forced into the lungs by the raising of the

floor of the mouth, the mouth and nostrils being closed.

Expiration.—From the anlargement produced in inspiration,

the chest and lungs return, in ordinary tranquil expiration, by

their elasticity ; the force employed by the inspiratory muscles

in distending the chest and overcoming the elastic resistance of

the lungs and chest-walls, is returned as an expiratory effort

when the muscles art relaxed. This clastic recoil of the chest and

lungs is sufficient, in ordinary quiet breathing, to expel air from

the lungs in the intervals of inspiration, and no muscular power

is required. In all voluntary eApiratory efforts, however, as in

speaking, singing, blowing, and the like, and in many involuntary

actions also, as sneezing, coughing, &c., something more than

merely passive elastic power is necessary, and the proper expira-

tory muscles are brought into action. By far the chief of these

are the abdominal muscles, which, by pressing on the viscera

of the abdomen, push up the floor of the chest formed by the

diaphragm, and by thus making pressure on the lungs, expel air

from them through the trachea and larynx. All muscles, however,

which depre^ the ribs, must act also as muscles of expiration,

and therefore we must conclude that the abdominal muscles are

assisted in their action by the interosseous part of the internal

intercoBtals, the triangularis stemi, the serratus poeiicus inferior,

and quadratiu lumborum. When by the efforts of the expiratory

musclfc3, the chest has been squeezed to less than its average

dii meter, it again, on relaxation of the muscles, returns to the

normal dimensions by virtue of its elasticity. The construction

of the chest-walls, therefore, admirably adapts them for recoiling

against and resisting as well undue contraction as undue dilatation.

In the natural condition of the parts, the lungs can never

contract to the utmost, but are always more or less "on the

stretch," being kept closely in contact with the inner surface

of the walls of the chest by cohesion as well as by atmospheric

pressure, and can contract away from these only when, by some

means or other, as by making an opening into the pleural cavity,

or by the effusion of fluid there, the pressure on the exterior and

interior of the lungs becomes equal.

Kethods of reoordingr Bespiratory Movements.

The movements of respiration may be recordeil graphically in several

wavs. One method is to introduce a tube into the trachea of an animal,
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.--Stethofrraph. A, tambuur fixed at right ani^les to plate of nteel / ;

d, ttHDH by which inHtrument in attached to chest by belt ». When the
.Mtexp»> 'iiH, the arniH are pulled aHunder, which bendn the «tecl plate, and

ihe tarai r is affecti'd by the pre»«ure of *, which in attached to it on the one
hand, ai to the upright in connection with horizontal screw g. (Modified
from Marey'ii intttrument.j

Tambour.

Ivory button.

Tube to commu-
nicate with re-
cording tam-
buur.

Eall to fill appa-
ratus with air

Fig. 32i.-Stethograph. (Burdon-SandeisoD.)
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and to connect thin tube by Kome {;utta-|)crchn tubini; with a T liiwc

introduced into the cork of a larjje bottle, the other cn<l of the J linvinff

attached to it a second piece of tubing wtiich can remain o|»cn or can Jhj

(Hirtially or completely clo«'d by means of a screw clamp. Into the cork in

inoericti a second piece of glass tubing connecte*! with a Marey'* tamlx»ur

by suitable tubing. This second tube communicates any alteration of the

pressure in the bottle to the tambour, u .d this may be ui.ule to write on a

recording surface.

There are various instruments for recording the movements of the chest by

application of apparatus to the exterior. Such is the tettaovraph of Burdon-

Sanderson (tig. 321 ). This consists of a frame formed of two i)aralli'l steel ba' *

joined by a third at one end. At the free end of the bars is uttached a leathei

strap, by means of which the apparatus may be susix-ndeil from the neck.

Attached to the inner end of one bar is a tambour and ivory button, to the

" H I I II I I I I 111 I I I I I III II I I I I I I

Hit 122 —Tracinff of the normal diaphragm i-twpirationH of rabbit, n, with (]uick move-

ment of drum. 6, with slow movement. The upstrokes represent iuspuration ; the

downstrokes, expiration. To be read from left to right. (Marckwald.)

end of the other an ivory button. When in use, the apparatus is suspendetl

with the transverse bar posteriorly, the button of the tambour is placed on

the part of the chest the movement of which it is desired to record, and the

other button is made to press upon the corresponding point on the other side

of the chest, so that the chest is. as it were, held between a pair of callipers.

The tambour is connected by tubing and a T-|)iece with a recording tambour

and with a ball, bv means of which air can be sfiueezed into the cavity of

the tympanum. When in work the tute connected with the air ball is

shut off Viy means of a screw clamp. The movement of the chest is thus

communicated to the recording tambour.

A simpler form of this apparatus consists of a thick mdia-rubljer bag ot

elliptical shape about three inches long, to one end of which a rigid gutta-

percha tube is attached. This bag may be fixed at any loiuired place on

the chest by means of a strap and buckle. By means of the gutta-jwrcha.
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tube the variations of the jire*ture of air in the itag pro»luo«l hy the
iiiovementi* of the chent are coniniuni(;ate<l to a let'onlinj; tambour.

"
This

apparatus is a sinipliHi-tl form of Mareys stetliograph (Hjf. 320).
Tlie variations of iinrupk-iiral prusnure iiiav U'reconltfl hvtheintrcxluction

of a cannula into th( pliiirai cavity, which is connecre<l with a mercurial
manometer.

Finally, it has Ucn fouml piHsible in various wavs to rwonl the dia-
phraj,'maiic movements by the insertion of an clastic "i>a<; connectcl with a
taniljour into the aUlomcn Ijel.iw it (phrcnorraph). bv the insertion of
neetlk'H into .liffeient parts of its structure, or l)y re<;or.linJ; the coniraciion
of isolated strips of the .liaphrav'm. Such a strip attached in the rabbit to
the xiphisternal cartilage maybe detached, and attachc.1 by a thread to a
recoidiiifr lever. This mcth-nl was largely use«l by Head ; this strip serves
as a sample of the diaphramn.

Kijf. 322 shows i< tracitiff obtained in this way : but in traeiiijfs taken with
a stetho<,'raph. or any <

" the iiumenms arianj.'i-iucnt of tamlMuirs which are
applied to the chest-walls of men un.l animals, the lar^e up-atid-dowii
strokes ilue to the -.cspiratory movements liave upon them smaller waves due
to heart-!'' s.

Tlic acb> '. expansion and couti^iction of the chest take up
under ordinary circumstances a nearly ejjual time. The act of
inspiring air, however, especially in women and children, is a little

shorter than that of expelling it, and there is commonly a very
slight panse between the end of expiration and the btyiuning
of the next inspiration. The respiratory rhythm may he thus
expressed :

—

IiiHpiration

Expiration

\ very slight jMiiixr,

6
7 or 8

If the ear be placed in contf it with the wall of the chest, or be
separated from it only by a good conductor of sound or stetho-
scope, a faint resjnratoiy or vesicular murmur is heard during
inspiration. This sound varies somewhat in diflPerent part«—being
loudest or coarsest in the neighbourhood of the trachea and large
bronchi (tracheal and bronchial breathing), and fading off into a
faint sighing as the car is placed at a distance from these (vesi-
cular breathing). It is best heard in children, and in them a
faint murmur is heard in expiration also. The cause of the
vesicular murmur has received various explanations; but most
observers hold that the soimd is produced by the air passing
through the glottis and larger tubes, and that this sound is

modified in its conduction through the substance of the lung.
The alterations in the normal breath ounds, and the various
additions to them that occur in different diseased conditions, can
only be properly studied at the bedside

Respiratory movements of the N crils and of the Glottis.—
During the action of the muscles wb^ch directly draw uir into the
KP- A A
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chest, thoHC which guiird thu upcMiiii^' ;lirou^li which it enterH

are not piWHive. In hurried hrcathinji ths inNtinctivv ilihiuv-

tion of the nostrilH ii well seen, althougii under ordinary con-

ditionH it may not Ix; noticeable. The opening at the upiKT

part of the hi »>x or rinia (jlottidiH is «liKhtly <lihited at each

inspiration for tiie more ready passaire of air, and, hecomes

smaller at each expiration ; its condition, therefore, corrcsijonds

during respiration with that of the walls of the chest. There is

a further likeness between the two acts in that, luider ordinary

circumstances, the dilatation of the rima glottidis is a muscidar

act and its narrowing chiefly an elastic recoil.

Terms used to express Quantity of Air breathed.

—

a. Urrathin;/ or tii/ul nir is the ipiantity of air which is htd)itually

and almost unifonnly changeil in each act of breathing. In a

healthy adult man it is about 20 cubic inches, or alnmt 300 ccm.

It will be seen that this amount of air is not nearly suHicient to

till the lungs ; it tills the np[>er respiratory passages ; the air

principally tinds its way into the alveoli by the njuch slower

process '>f ditTusion, the oxygen diffusing downwards, and the

carlxjiiic acid ditf'using upwards. Some of the tidal air, however,

probably reaches the alveoli directly, for the " resjiiratory dead

space" (the capacity of the upper air -assages and the bronchial

tubes) is only 140 cc. (Ziuit7 )

b. Comjlitmental air is the (juantity over and above this which

can Ik; drawn into the lungs in the dc(?pest inspinition ; its

amount varif^s, but it may be reckoned as 100 cubic inches, or

about 1,600 ccm.

c. Reserve or supplemental air.—After ordinary expiration, such

as that which expels the breathing or tidal air, a certain cpiantity

of air, about 100 cubic inches (1,600 ccm.) remains in the lungs,

which niay be expelled by a forcible and deeper expiration. This

is tcrmetl reserve or supplemental air.

d. Residual air is the (juantity wiiich still remains in the lungs

after the most violent expiratory ettort. Its amount depends in

great measure on the absolute size of the chest, but may be

estimated at about 100 cubic inches, or about 1,600 ccm.

The total quantity of air whicli passes into and out of the

lungs of an adult, at rest, in 24 hours, varies from 400,000

(Marcet) to 680,000 (Hutchiiwon) cubic inches. This quantity,

however, is increased a' ' nay be more than doubled by exertion.

e. Respiratory or d Capacity.—The vital capacity of the

chest is indicated by the quantity o*' air which a person can expel

from his lungs by a forcible expiration after the deepest inspimtion

possible. The average capacity of an adult, at 15 "4° C. (60° F.),
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IH about '325 to 350 cubic inchcH, or 3,500 to 4,000 ccm.

the sum of the coinplctnentnl, tidul, and Mupplcincntal air.
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The rmpiratitrij cniiucif 1 • iw -John Hutchinson called it, rital c4»|mcity,

in UNUiiUy mensurtd by n nii>*lificil >;iii4<mioter or niiiritmi'trr, into which the

eX|ioriiiientL'i' brcuthi's,— inukliiff the luott |iroloii'.'c<l expiration |M>sKil)le

lifter the ileepest (MMslMe iii«pirati<>ii. The (piiintity of air which i» thus

expelled from the lunys is itiilic:it( t by the hi'ijrht to which t'e air-chamlx'i

of the ftpironicior rises : ami liy tm-ins of a scale place<l in connection with

this, the nunilx-r of cubic inches '\* read off.

Ill healthy men, the respiratory eajMicity varies chiefly with

the Htature, wei>;lit, and ajro.

It was foinid by Hutchinsou, from whim most of our informa-

tion on tliis subject n derived, that at a temperaturp ol 15 "4' C
(60° v.), 225 cubic inches is the a\ 'ge vital r 'es,/iratory

capacity of a healthy person, five feet seven inches i, eight.

Cireuiimtanrr* njffrtiHf/ the amouHt of re*j>iriitiii_ i-ai>acity.—For every
inch of hei>rht al)ove this standard the capacity is itv ''eased, on an average,

Vjy eight cul)ic inches ; and for every ^1. h IkIow, i ,- diminished by the

same amount.
The influence of weight on the capacity 01 rc.spirati-'n is less manifest and

considerable than that of heijrht ; and it is ditticult to arrive at any definite

conclusions on this point, because the natural averajje weijjht (»f a healthy

man in relation to sta'ure hius not yet beon determined. As a general state-

ment, however, it may Ijc siiid that the capacity of respiration is not affected

by weights under 161 pounds, or II J stones ; but that, al)ove tliis point, it is

diminished at the rate of one cubic inch for every additional pound up to

196 {Kmnds or 14 stones.

By «(/(', the capacity is increased from about the fifteenth to the thirty-

fifth year, at the rate of five cubic inches j)er year ; from thirty-five to sixty-

five it dinunishes at the rate of about one antl a half cubic inch |)er year ; so

that the cap.acity of respiration of a man of sixty years old would be about

30 cubic inclics less than that of a man forty years old, of the same height

and weight.
*j-.—The vital capacity of an adult man to that of a woman of the same

height is 10 to 7.

The number of respirations in a healthy adult person usually

ranges from 14 to 18 per minute. It is greater in infancy and

childhood. It varies also much according to dift'ereui, circum-

stances, such as exercise or rest, health or disease, Jrc. Varia-

tions in the number of respirations correspond ordinarily with

similar variations in the pulsations of the heart. In health the

proportion is about i to 4, or i to 5, and v' en the rapidity of

the heart's action is increased, that of the chest movement is

commonly increa*; id also ; but not in every case in equal propor-

tion. It happens occasionally in disease, especially of the lungs

or air-passages, that tlie number ot rtspiratory acts increases in

quicker proportion than the beats of the pulse ; and, in other

A A 2
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affections, much more commonly, that the number of the pulse-

beats is greater in proportion than that of the respirations.

The Fc/rce of Inspiratory and Exjriratory Muscles.—The force

with which the inspiratory muscles are capable of acting is

greatest in individuals of the height of from five feet seven

inches to five feet eight inches, and will elevate a column of

nearly three inches (about 60 nun.) of mercury. Above this

height the force decreases as the stature increases ; so that the

average of men of six feet can elevate only about two and a half

inches of mercury. The force manifested in the strongest expira-

tory acts is, on the average, one-third greater than that exercised

in inspimtioii. But this difference is in great measure due to the

power exerted by the elastic reaction of the walls of the chest

;

and it is also much influenced by the disproportionate strength

which the expiratory muscles attain, from their being called into

use for other purposes than that of simple expiration. The force

of the inspiratory act is, therefore, better adapted than that of

the expiratory for testing the muscular strength of the body.

(John Hutchinson.)

In ordinary quiet breathing, there is a negative pressure of

only I mm. during inspiration, and a positive pressure of from

2 to 3 mm. mercury during expiration.

The instrument used by Hutcliinson to gauge the inspiratory and expira-

tory power was a mercurial manometer, to which wsis attached a tube

fitting the nostrils, and through which the inspiratory or expiratory effort

was made.

The gi-eater part of the force exerted in deep inspiration is

employed in overcoming the resistance offered by the elasticity of

the lungs.

In man the pressure exerted by the elasticity of the lungs alone

is about 6 mm. of mercury. This is estimated by tying a mano-

meter into the trachea of a dead subject, and observing the rise of

mercury that occurs on puncture of the chest-walls. If the chest

is distended beforehand so as to imitate a forcible inspiration, a

much larger rise (30 mm.) of the mercury is obtained. In the

body this elastic force is assisted by the contraction of the plain

muscular fibres of the alveoli and bronchial tubes, the pressure of

which probably does not exceed i or 2 mm. Hutchinson calculated

tiiat the total force to be overcome by the muscles in the act of

inspiring 200 cubic inches of air is more than 450 lbs.

It is possible that the contractile power which the bronchial

tubes and air-vesicles possess, by means of their muscular fibres,

may assist in expiration ; but it is more likely that its chief

purpose is to regulate and adapt, in some measure, the quantity
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of air admitted to the lungs, and to each part of them, according

to the supply of blood : the muscular tissue also contracts upon

and gradually expels collections of mucus, which may have

accumulated within the tubes, and which cannot be ejected by

forced expiratory efforts, owing to collapse or other morbid

conditions of the portion of lung connected with the obstructed

tubes (Gairdner).

The Nervous Mechanism of Bespiration.

In the central nervous system there is a specialised small

district called the Respiratory centre. This gives out impulses

which travel down the spinal cord to the branches of the spinal

nerves that innervate the muscles of respiration. It also receives

various afferent fibres, the most important of which arc contained

in the trunk of the vagus. The vagus is chiefly an afferent nerve

in relation to respiration. It, however, also is in a minor degree

efferent, for it supplies the muscular tissue of the lungs und

bronchial tubes, and exercises a trophic influence on the lung.

The respiratory centre was discovered by Flourens ; it is situated

at the tip of the calamus scriptorius, and almost exactly coincides

in position with the centre of the vagus. The existence cf sub-

sidiary respiratory centres in the spinal cord has been mooted,

but the balance of experimental evidence is against their existence.

Flourens found that when the respiratory centre is destroyed,

respiration at once ceases, and the animal dies. He therefore

called it the " vital knot " (nocud vitale).

The centre is affected not only by the afferent impulses which

reach it from the vagus, but also by those from the cerebrum; so

that we have a limited amount of voluntary control over thj

respiratory movement.

The sensory nerves of the skin have also an effect. The action

of the cold air on the body of a new-born child is no doubt the

principal afferent cause of the first respirations. During foetal

life, the need of the embryo for oxygen is very small, and is amply
met by the transference of oxygen from the maternal blood

through the thin walls of the foetal capillaries in the placenta.

The application of cold water to the skin always causes a deep

inspiration ; this is another instance of the reflex effect which

follows stimulation of the cutaneous nerves. Stimulation of the

central end of the splanchnics causes expiration. Stimulation of

the central end of the glosso-pharyngeal causes an inhibition of the

respiratory movements for a short period ; this accounts for the

very necessary cessation of breathing during swallowing. Stimu-

lation of the central end of the cut superior laryngeal nerve, or
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of its terminations in the mucous membrane of the larynx, as

when a crumb is " swallowed the wrong way," produces inhibition

of inspiratory and increase of expiratory efforts, culminating in

coughing.

These nerves, however, are none of them in constant action as

the vagi are, and the influence of the vagus is somewhat compli-

cated. Still, respiration continues after the vagi are cut. The

character of the respiration becomes altered, especially if both

nerves are severed ; it is slower and deeper. This is due to

the cessation of the impulses that normally run up the vagi

to the respiratory centre. The animal, however, lives a con-

siderable time ; a warm-blooded animal usually dies after about

a week or ten days from ratjtis jmeumonia, due to the removal

of trophic influences from the lungs. Cold-blooded animals

live longer ; they exhibit fatty degeneration of the heart-muscle

also.

The question has been much debated whether the activity of

the respiratory centre is automatic or reflex; that is to say,

whether the rhythmic discharges proceeding from it depend

on local changes induced by the condition of its blood supply,

or on the repeated stimulations it receives by afferent nerves.

There appears every reason to believe that the centre has the

power of automatism, but this is never excited under normal

circumstances. Normally the respiratory process is a series of

reflex actions.

The evidence in favour of the automatic activity of the centre

is the following :

—

(i.) If the spinal cord is cut just below the bulb, respiration

ceases, except in the case of the facial and laryngeal nuiscles,

which are supplied by nerves that originate above the point of

injury. The alee nasi work vigorously. Such respiration is not

effective in drawing any air into the chest, and so the animal

soon dies ; but the forcible efforts of these muscles show that the

respiratory centre is in a state of activity sending o\it impulses to

them. If the two vagus nerves are cut, these movements con-

tinue ; this shows that afferent impulses from the vagus are not

essential. As the blood gets more and more venous, the move-

ments become more pronounced. The question has been much

debated whether this increased activity of the respiratory centre

is due to increase of carbonic acid, or decrease of oxygen in the

blood which it receives. The balance of evidence shows that

the diminution in the oxygen is the more important of the two.

(2.) In asphyxia, one always gets great increase of respiratory

activity, called dyspnoea ; this is produced by the stimulating of
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the centre by venous blood. It is not due (or not wholly due)

to the action of the venous blood on the terminations of the vagi

in the lungs, as the same phenomenon occurs when these nerves

are cut ; and, moreover, dyspnoea takes place if the venous blood is

allowed to circulate through the brain alone, and not through the

lungs at all. For instance, it ensues when localised venosity of

the blood is produced in the brain by ligature of the carotid and

vertebral arteries.

But, as before stated, the normal activity of the respiratory

centre is not automatic, it is reflex, and the principal afferent

channel is the vagus. The way in which it works has been made
out of recent years V»y Marckwald, Hering and Head. The

following is a brief resume of Head's results.

His method of recording the movements was by means of that

convenient slip of the diaphragm which is found in rabbits (see

P- 353)-

His method of dividing the vagus was by freezing it ; he laid

it across a copper ' 'ire, the end of which was placed in a frec/ing

mixture. Tliis method is free from the disadvantage which a cut

with a knife or scissors possesses, namely, a stimulation at the

moment of section. On dividing one vagus, respiration became

slightly slower and deeper ; on dividing the second nerve, this

eftiect was much more marked.

On exciting the central end of the dividd nerve, inspiratory

efforts increased until at last the diaphragm came to a standstill

in the inspiratory position. But if a weak stimulus was employed,

the reverse was the case ; the expiratory efforts increased, inspira-

tion becoming weaker and weaker, until at last the diaphragm

stopped in the position of expiration. This result always follows

stimulation of the superior laryngeal nerve.

Most of these facts were known previously, but the interpreta-

tion of them, in the light of further experiments immediately to

be described, is the following :

That there are in the vagus two sets of fibres, one of which pro-

duces an increased activity of the inspiratory part of the respira-

tory centre, and the other an increased activity of the expiratory

part of that centre. Stimulation of the first stops expiration and

produces inspiration ; stinndation of the second does the reverse.

The question now is. What is it that normally produces this

alternate stimulation of the two sets of fibres ? If we discover this

we shall discover the prime moving cause in the alternat n of the

inspiratory and expiratory acts. It was sought and found in the

alternate distension and contraction of the air-vesicles of the lungs

where the vagus terminations are situated.
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In one series of experiments positive ventilation was performed ;

that is, air was pumped repeatedly into the lungs, and so

increased their normal distension; this was foinid to decrease

the inspiratory contractions of the diaphragm, until at last they

ceased altogether, and the diaphragm stood still in the expiratory

position (fig. 323, A).

In a second series of experiments, negative ventilation was i)er-

formed ; that is, the air was pumped repeatedly out of the lungs,

and a condition of collapse of the air-vesicles produced. This was

found to increase the inspiratoiy contractions of the diaphragm,

expiration became less and less, and at last the diaphragm

assumed the position of inspiratory standstill (fig. 323, B).

Fig. 325.—Tracinga of diaphnxm. The upward moTementa of the tracings represent

inspiration ; the downwwd moyements, expiratioa. A, resiilt of positive, B, of

negative ventilation. (After Head.)

Distension of the air-vesicles therefore stimulates the fibres of

the vagus which oxcite the expiratory pliase of respiration
;

collapse stimulates those which excite the inspiratory phase.

Ordinary respiration is an alternate positive and negative

ventilation, though not so excessive as in the experiments just

described. Inspiration is positive ventilation, and so provides the

nervous mechanism of respiration with a stimulus that leads to

expiration. Expiration is a negative ventilation, and so provides

the stimulus that leads to inspiration.

It is probable that of the two sets of impulses, those which

are started by the inspiratory movement play a more active

part in the regulation of respiration than those started by the

expiratory movement. Gad explains the latter by supposing they

are simply due to a cessation of the former, or, in other words,
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that there only exists one class of afferent fibres in the vagus con-

cerned in respiration. This view has not, however, met with general

acceptance, and is against the mass of experimental evidence.

ApncBa.— If positive an 1 negative v lilation are used

together rapidly and alternately at a rate (luicker than the

respiratory rhythm, both inspiratory and expiratory processes are

inhibited, and the respiration ceases for a short time. This

follows naturally from the experiments previously described. This

can be done on an animal with a pair of IjcUows fixed to a tube

in the trachea ; or voluntarily by oneself, taking a number of

deep breaths rapidly. This condition, called apnffo, is not due,

as at one time supposed, to over-oxygenation of the blood, but

is produced reflexly. Under normal circumstances arterial blood

is always fully oxygenated. It is observed if inert gases, like

nitrogen or nydrogen, are used instead of air. The pause, how-

ever, is then shorter, as the bl'^id becomes venous, and in a short

time stimulates the respiratory centre to activity.

Under abnormal circumstances, namely, after division of the

vagi, apna'a cannot obviously be due to such reflex action. In

such deprc^sed conditions of the respiratory centre, the blood

becomes more venous than normal, and then the rapid inflation

of the lungs with air will produce an apnanc condition. Fredericq

still holds that ordinary apno'a has a chemical rather than a

nervous origin. He attributes it, however, not to over-oxygenation,

but to a lessening of the carbon c acid in the blood.

Special Respiratory Acts.

Coughing.—In the act of coughing there is first of all a deep

inspiration, followed by an expiration ; but the latter, instead of

br' ig easy and uninterrupted, as in normal breathing, is ob-

structed, the glottis being momentarily closed by the approxima-

tion of the vocal cords. The abdominal muscles, then strongly

acting, push up the viscera against the diaphrag , and thus

make pressure on the air in the lungs until its tension is Stifficient

to noisily open the vocal cords which oppose its outward passage.

In this way considerable force it. exercised, and mucus or any

other matter that may need expulsion from the air-passages is

quickly and sharply expelled by the outstreaming current of air.

The act is a r ^flex one, the sensory surface which is excited being

the mucous . jmbrane of the larynx, and the superior laryngeal

nerve is the afferent nerve ; stimulation of other parts of the

respiratory mucous membrane will also produce cough, and the

point of bifurcation of the trachea is specially sensitive. Other
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sensory surfaces may also act as the " aiijnal surface " for a cough.

Thus, a cold draught on the skin, or tickling the external auditory

meatus, in some people will set up a cough.

The question has been discussed whether such a thii.g as a

stomach cough exists ; it has not been produced expcrimontally,

but there is no reason why irritation of the gastric mucous mem-
brane, supplied as it is by the vagus, should not cause tjje reflex

act of coiighing.

Sneezing.—The same remarks that apply to coughing, are

almost exactly applicable to the act of sneezing ; but, in this

instance, the blast of air, on escaping from the lungs, is directed,

by an instinctive contraction of the pillars of the fauces and

descent of the soft palate, chiefly through the nose, and any

offending matter is thence expelled.

The "signal surface" is usually the nasal mucous membrane,

but here, as in coughing, other causes (such as a bright light) will

sometimes set the reflex going.

Hiccough is an involuntary sudden contraction of the diaphragm

Fig. 324.— Cheyne-Stokes respiration. (After Waller.)

causing an inspiration which is suddenly arrested by the closure

of the glottis, causing a characteristic sound. It arises irom

gastric irritation.

Snwing is due to vibration of the soft palate.

Sobbing consists of a series of convulsive inspirations at the

moment of which the glottis is partially closed.

Sighing and Yawning are emotional forms of inspiration, the

latter associated with stretching movements of jaws and limbs.

They appear to be efforts of nature to correct by an extra deep

inspiration, the venosity of the blood due to inactivity produced

by etmui or grief. Their contagious character is due to sympathy.

Among abnormal disturbances of the nervous mechanism of

respiration, the following diseases must be mentioned : laryn-

gismus stridulus, asthma, and whooping cough.

Chtyne-Stokes respiration is due to rhythmical activity of the

respiratory centre. It reminds one somewhat of the Traube-

Hering waves due to a similar rhythmical activity of the vaso-

motor centre. It is seen in many nervous diseases and
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in fatty degeneration of the heart. A typical tracing of tlie

condition is given above (fig. 324). It ia seen to a slight

extent during ordinary sleep, and is very marked in hibernating

animals.

Pembrey and Pitts have recently taken gi-aphic records of this

Fifj. 325.—Cheyne-Stokes respimtion in hibjinating dnnnonse. The line marke< T give*
time in seconds. Line I gi\fs the tracing of a resjiiratory group whi<'h occurred once
fvery 80 seconds, tlie tempfrature of tlie animal being 11° C. On warming the animal
lo l:i° C. the respiratory groups IjccBinc more frequent (line 2). (Jii wanning tlie

animal still further it awakened, and l-eathing at tirat accompanied by Hhivering
became continuous. (Pembrey and Pitts.)

condition in the hibernating dormouse, hedgehog, marmot, and

bat. In some cases the respiration has the typical Cheyne-Stokes

character, with a gradual waxing and waning (fig. 325). In

other cases periods of respiratory activity alternate with periods

of apna'a, but all the respiratory efforts are about equal in force.

(Biot's respirp'-on.)

The efifect of Bespiration on the Circulation.

As the heart, the aorta, and pulmonary vessels are situated in

the air-tight thorax, they are exposed to a certain alteration of

pressure when the capacity of the latter is increased in inspira-

tion ; for although the expansion of the lungs tends to counter-

balance this increase of area, it never does so entirely, since part

of the pressure of the air which is drawn into the lungs through

the trachea is expended in overcoming their elajticity. The
amount thus used up increases as the lungs become more and

more expanded, so that the pressure inside the thorax during

inspiration, as far as the heart and great vessels are concerned,

never quite equals that outside, and at the conclusion of inspira-

ion is considerably less than the atmospheric pressure. It has

been ascertained that the amount of the pressure used up in the
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way above described, varies from 5 or 7 iiim. of mercury during

the pause, to 30 mm. of mercury when the lungs arc cxpimded at

the end of a deep inspiration, so that it will be underbtood that

the pressure to which the heart and great vessels are subjected

diminishes as inspiration progresses, and at its minimum is less

by 30 mm. than the normal pressure, 760 mm. of mercury.

It will be understood from the accompanying diagram that

if there were no lungs in the chest, and its capacity were

increased, the effect of the increase would be expended in pumping

Fig. 336.—Diagram of an appaiatiu illustntiiig the effect of inspiration upon the heart
and great vesieU withm the thorax. I, the thorax at rest ; II, during inspiration

;

D, represents the diaphragm when relaxed ; n', when contracted (it must be re-

membered that this position is a mere diagram), i.e., when the capacity of the tl raz
ia enlarf^ed ; H, the hettrt ; v, the veins entering it, and a, the aorta ; til, U. the rjht
and left lung; t, th« trachea; v, mercurial manometer in connection with pleura.

The increase m the capacity of the box representing the thorax is seen to dilate the
heart as well as the lungs, and so to pump in blood through v, whereas the valve
prevents reflex through a. The position of the mercury in m shows also the suction
which is taking place. (Landois.)

blood into the heart from the veins. With the lungs placed as

they are, during inspiration the pressure outside the heart and

great vessels is diminished, and they have therefore a tendency

to expand and to diminish the intra-vascular pressure. The
diminution of pressure within the veins passing to the right

auricle and within the right auricle itself, will draw the blood

into the thorax, and so assist the circulation. This suction action

is independent of the suction power of the dia.stolc of the auricle

about which we have previously spoken. Tlie effect of sucking

more blood into the right auricle will, coBteris paribus, increase
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the amount pasiiing through the right ventricle, which a'so exerts

a similar Huction action, and through the lunga into the left

auricle and ventricle, and thus into the aorta. This all tends to

increase the blood-pressure. The eft'vot 01 the diminished pressure

upon the pulmonary vessels will also help towards the same eni,

i.e., an incieaKcd tlow through tliu lungs, so that, as far as

the heart and its veins are concerned, inspin jd increases the

bluod-pressure in the arteries. The effect of inspiration upon the

aorta, and its branches within the thorax, would be, however,

the contrary ; for as the pressure outside is diminished, the vessels

would tend to expand, and thus to diminish the tension of the

Ko'. 327.—Comparison of blood-premire curve with eurre of mtn-thoiscic pressure. (To
be read from left to right.) a is the curve of blood-pressure with its respirator; undu-
lations, the slower beats on the descent being very marked ; b is the curve of intra-
thoracic pressure obtained by connecting one limb of a manometer with the pleural
cavity. Inspiration begins at i and expiration at e. The intra-thoracic presnure rises
very rapidly after the cessation of the inspiratory effort, and then Blowly falls as the
air issues from the chest ; at the beginning of the inspiratory effort the fall becomes
more rapid. (M. Foster.)

blood within them, but inasmuch as the large arteries are capable
of little expansion beyond their natural calibre, the diminution of

the arterial tension caused by this means would be insufficient to

counteract the increase of blood-pressure produced by the effect

of inspiration upon the veins of the chest, and the balance of the
whole action would be in favour of an increase of blood-pressure

during the inspiratory period. But if a blood-pressure tracing

be taken at the same time that the respiratory movements are

being recorded, it will be found that, although speaking generally
the arterial tension is increased during inspiration, the niaxinuim
of arterial tension does not correspond with the acme of inspira-

tion (fig. 327). In fact, at the beginning of inspiration the
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presHurc continues to fall, then gradually riitcs until tho end of

inspiration, and continues to do su for some little time after

expiration has commenced.

As regards the effect of expiration, the capacity of the chest is

diminished, and the intra-thuruciu jircssure returns to the normal,

which is not exactly ecpml to the atmospheric pressure. The
effect of this on the veins is to increase their extra-vascular and
so their intra-vascular pressure, and to diminish the flow of

blood into the left side of the heart, and with it the general

blood-pressure, but this is almost exactly balanced by the neces-

sary increase of arterial tension caused by the increase of tho

extra-vascular pressure of the aorta and large arteries, so that the

arterial tension is not much affected during expiration either way.

Thus, ordinary expiration doe« not produce a distinct obstruction

to the circulation, as even when the expiration is at an end the

intra-thoracic pressure is less than the extra-thoracic.

The effect of violent expiratory efforts, however has a distinct

action in obstructing the current of blood through the lungs, as

seen in the blueness of the face from congestion in straining

;

this condition being produced by pressure on the small pulmonary
vessels.

We may summarise this mechanical effect of respiration on the

blood-pressure therefore, and say that inspiration aids the circula-

tion and so increases the arterial tension, and that although expi-

ration does not materially aid the circulation, yet under ordinary

conditions neither does it obstruct it. Under extraordinary con-

ditions, however, as in violent expiration, the circulation is

decidedly obstructed.

We have seen, however, that there is no exact correspondence

between the point of highest blood-pressure and the end of

inspiration, and we must suppose that there are other mechanical

factors, such, for example, as the effect of tho abdominal move-
ments, both in inspiration and expiration, upon the arteries and
veins within the abdomen and of the lower extremities, and the

influence of the varying intra-thoracic pressure upon the pulmonary
vessels, both of which ought to be taken into consideration. As
regards the first of these, the effect during inspiration—as the

cavity of the abdomen is diminished by the descent of the

diaphragm—should be two-fold • on the one hand, blood would
be sent upwards into the chest by compression of the vena cava

inferior ; on the other hand, the passage of blood downwards fron:

the chest in the abdominal aorta, and upwards in the veins of the

lower extremity, would be to a certain extent obstructed. In

ordinary expiration all this would be reversed, but if the abdominal
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niUHcles are violently contriicted, as in extraordinary expiration,

the Hanie effect will be produced as by inspiration. The effect

of the varying intra-thoracic pressure which occurs during inspim-

tion upon the pulmonary vessels is to produce an initial dilatation of

'1 '\ I*
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Fig. 328.—Traube-Herinn'n curve*. (To be read from left to right.) The curvei i, 2, 3, 4
and 5 are portions selected from one contmuoiu tracing forming the record of a pro-
longed observation, so that the neveral cnrven repreoent nucceMive stages of the same
experiment. Each curve is placed in its proper t»- 'lative to the base line, which
is omitted ; the blood-pressure rises in stages t, 3, and 4, but falls again in
stage 5. Curve i is taken from a period when ospiration was being kept up,
but the vagi having been divided, the pulsation. '

' . ascent and descent of the undu-
lations do not differ ; when artificial respiration .«ttsed these undulations for a while
disappeared, and the blood-pressure rose steadiljr while the heart-botts became slower.
Soon, as at 2, new undulations appeared : a little later, the blood-pressure was still

rising, the heart-beats still slower, but the undidations still more obvious '-i ; still

later (4}, the pressure was still higher, but the heart-beats were quicker. < 1 the
undulations flatter, the pressure then began to fall rapidly (5), and continubu «> fall
until some time after artificial respiration was resumed. (Ml Foster.)

both artery and veins, and this delays for a short time the passage

of blood towards the left side of the heart, and the arterial pressure

falls, but the fall of blootl-pressure is soon followed by a steady

rise, since the flow is increased by the initial dilatation of the
vessels : the converse is the case with expiration. As, however,

the pulmonary veins and capillaries are more easily dilatable than
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the pulmonary artery, the greater distcnsibility iiicreaaes the flow

of blood as inHpiration proceedH, whil«t during expiration, except

at its Wginning, thin property of theirs acts in the opposite

direction, and diminishes the flow. Thus, at the beginning of

inspiration the diminution of blocMl-pressure, which commenced

during expiration, is continued, but after a time the dimintition

is succeeded by a ste ly rise ; the reverse is the case with expira-

tion—at first a rise and then a fall.

The nervoua tyttom also plays e part in producing rhythmical

altomtions quite independent of the mechanically caused undula-

tions of the blood-prewmrc. It will be noticed that the heart

beats u.jre rapidly during the rise* of blood-pressure than during

the fall which accompanies exi^aution. This will be seen in

the tracing (fig. 327. P- 365 ; see also fig. 277, p. 289). This effect

disappears after section of the vagi (fig. 328, 1). It has been

found that it is reflexly caused. Stimulation of the pulmonary

branches of the vagus by electrical stimuli, or of their terminations

in the alveoli by certain irritating vapours like chloroform or

bromine, causes a reflex inhibition of the heart ;
great distension

of the alveoli has a similar effect, but moderate distension, such

as occurs during ordinary inspiration, has the opposite reflex effect,

causing the heart to beat more rapidly. The afferent fibres from

the pulmonary alveoli enter the bulb by the upper set of the

rootlets of the combined glossopharyngeal-vagus-spinal accessory

nucleus (the a group, see p. 252). Sometimes the rootlets of

this group are three in number, sometimes two; when there

are two the lower rootlet, when there are three the lower two

rootlets, contain the fibres in question. (Cadman.)

Asphyxia.

Asphyxia may be . . oduced in various ways : for example, by

the prevention of the due entry of oxygen into the blood, either

by direct obstruction of the trachea or other part of the respi-

ratory passages, or by introducing instead of ordinary air a gas

devoid of oxygen, or by interference with the due interchange of

gases ' etween the air and the blood.

The symptoms of asphyxia may be divided into three groups,

which correspond with the stages of the condition which are

usually recognised; (i) the stage of exaggerated breathing;

(2) the stage of convulsions ; (3) the stage of exhaustion.

In the jUrst stage the breathing becomes more rapid and at

the same time deeper than usual, the inspiration at first

being especially exaggerated and prolonged. The muscles of
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extraordinary inapimtiou are culled into action, and the effort

to respire is lultuured und piunfiil. This is soon followe<l liy a

similar increase in the expiratory oflforts, which lx>conio exces-

sively prolonged, bcin^ aided by till the nuisc-lcs of extraordinary

expiration. During thiit Htagc, which luHtH u varying time, from

a minute upwardH, according as the deprivation of oxygen iH

sudden or gradual, the lipH ))evonie blue, the eyen are prominent,

and the expression intensely anxious. The prolonged renpira-

tions are accompanied by a distinctly audible sound ; the muscles

attached to the chest stand out as distinct cords. This stage

includus the two conditions hyjtn-pnvea (c.ccssivc breathing) and

dyitpwta (ditficidt breathing) which follows later. It is due to the

increasingly [Mw^rful stimulutiou of the 'espirutory centre by the

increasingly venous blood.

In the Mcond stage, which is not marked by any distinct

line of demarcation from the first, the violent -xpiratory eftbrts

become convulsive, and then give \tay, in men and other warm-

blooded animals, to general convulsions, 'vhich arise from the

further stimulation of the centres. Sjwsms of the muscles of the

body in general occur, and not of the resoiratory muscles only. The

convulsive stage is a short i^ue, and lasts less than a minute.

The third stage, or stage of exhaustion. In it the respirations

all but cease, the spasms <^ive way to flaccidity of the muscles,

tnere is insensibility, the conjunctivaj are insensitive and the

pupils are widely dilated. Every now and thcti a prolnnged

sighing inspiration takes place, at longer axu\ longer intervals,

mitil breathing ceases altogether, and death eusues. During this

stage the pulse is scarcely to be felt, but the heart may beat for

some seconds after the respiration has stopped. The condition is

due to the gradual paralysis of the respiratory centre by the

prolonged action of the increasingly venous blood. This stage

may last three minutes and upwards.

The conditions of the vascular system in asphyxia are :

—

( I
) More or less interference with the passage of the blood through

the systemic and pulmonary blooil-vessels
; (2) Accumulation of

blood in the right side of tlie heart and in the systemic veins

;

(3) Circulation of impure (non-aerated) blood in all parts of the

body.

After cjath from asphyxia it is found in the great majority of

cases that the right side of the heart, the pulmonary arteries, and

the systemic veins are gorged w itli dark, almost black, blood, and

the left side of the heart, the pulmonary veins, and the arteries

are empty. The explanation of these appearances may be thus

summarised : when oxygenation ceases, venous blood at first

K.l\ B B
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passes freely through the lungs to the left heart, and so to the

great arteries. When it reaches the arterioles either by its

direct action upon their muscular tissue, or more probably

Fig. »9.—The heart in the first atage of asphTxia. The left cavities are seen to be
(UHtended; the left ventricle partly overlapa the right. 2.a., left auricle ; 2.i>., left

ventricle ; a, aorta ; p.a., pulmonair artery ; p.v., pulmonary vein ; r.a., right auricle

;

r.f., right ventricle ; v.e.d., descending vena cava; v.e.a., ascending vena cava. (Sir

Oeorge Johnson.)

through the mbJium of the vaso-motor centres, the arterioles

contract, particularly those of the splanchnic area, the blood-

Fig. 330.—The heart in the final stage of asiibyxia. The letters have the same meaning as
in flg. 329 ; in addition, jt.i: represents the pulmonary capillaries. The right auricle
and ventricle, and the pulmonary artery, are fully distended, while the left cavities of
the heart and the aorta are nearly empty. (Sir Oeorge Johnson.)

pressure rises, and the left side of the heart becomes distended.

Although the arterioles are contmcted, the highly venous blood

is allowed to pass through them, and, favoured by the laboured
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respiratory movements, arrives at the right side of the heart.

When it reaches the puhnonary arterioles it gives rise to a

certain amount of constriction of them as of the systemic vessels.

The obstruction to the circulation through the lungs thus produced

assists in bringing about a disteuded condition of the right heart

and pulmonary artery, and, on the other hand, produces a diminished

blood-flow through the pulmonary veins into the left side of the

heart. The main cause, however, of the distended stsite of these

parts, is due to the fact that the suction action of the left ventricle

diminishes as asphyxia progresses, and so the blood accumulates

in the right heart and veins. In the third stage of asphyxia the

left side of the heart therefore gets into the empty condition in

which it is found after death. (See figs. 329 and 330.)

In the first and second stages of asphyxia the arterial blood-

pressure continuously rises until it reaches a point far above the

WV

Fig. ',11.—Blood-preasiire tracing during asphyxia, much reduced in size. The tracing was
taken by a manometer connected •with the femoral artery of a dog under curare.

Artificial respiration wa» diHcontinued at X. Both vagi had been previously divided.

If the vagi are not di\ided. the rise of pressure is much less, and the heart beats

very slowly. This enables the heart to last longer, and ia due to excitation of the

cardio-inhibitory centre by venous blood. (Starling.)

normal, and in the third stage blood-pressure falls rapidly. A
tracing of the arterial pressure is shown in fig. 331.

Effects of Breathing Gases other than the Atmosphere.

The diminution of oxygen has a more direct influence in the

production of asphyxia than the increased amount of carbonic

acid. Indeed the fatal effect of carbonic acid in the blood when

a due supply of oxygen is maintained, resembles rather the action

of a narcotic {X)ison than it does asphyxia.

Then again we must carefully distinguish the asphyxiating

effect of an insutticicnt supply of oxygen from the directly

poisonous action of such a gas as carbonic oxide, which is

contained to a considerable amount in common coal-gas. Tiie

fatal effects often produced by this gas (as in accidents from

BB2
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burning charcoal stoves iu small, close rooms), are due to its

entering into combination with the hiismoglobin of the blood-

corpuscles and thus expelling the oxygen. Hydrogen may take

the place of nitrogen if the oxygen is in the usual proportion,

with no marked ill etfect. Sulploiretted hydrogen interferes

with the oxygenation of blood. Nitrous oxide acts directly

on the nervous system as a narcotic. Certain gases, such as

carbon dioxide in more than a certain proportion ; sulphurous
and other acid gases, ammonia, and chlorine produce spas-

modic closure of the glottis, and are irrespirable.

Alterations in the Atmospheric Pressure.

The normal condition of breathing is that the oxygen of the air

breathed should be at the pressure of \ of the atmosphere, viz., \ of

760 mm. of mercury, or 152 mm., but considerable variations may
occur without producing ill effects. This is due to the fact that

the blood gases are mostly in a state of chemical combination, not

of simple solution. Variations beyond certain limits are, however,

fatal. When the tension of oxygen exceeds 3J atmospheres (i.e., in

air at a pressure of 1 7 atmospheres), slow but powerful poisonous

(narcotic) eflTects are produced on all living matter. (Bert.) The
excised sartorius is paralysed by about half an hour's exposure to

80 atmospheres of oxygen ; and the excised frog's heart ceases

to beat in about two hours under the same conditions. It is

dangerous for men to work in caissons where the atmospheric

pressure is greater than 4 atmospheres. Even lower pressures

may be followed on " decompression " (i.e., on coming out of the

increased pressure), by what are called " bends," that is, pains in

the joints and muscles, by paralysis, and auditory symptoms such

as deafness and vertigo. The cause of such symptoms is probably

the setting free of bubbles of nitrogen in the lymph spaces and

capillaries ; any oxygen set free is rapidh- re-absorbed by the

blood. Capillary embolism from gas bubbles in the central

nervous system is the most probable cause of the {jaralysis.

(Bert.) Oxygen poisoning may be a secondary cause of the

symptoms. Short shifts are essential for caisson workers, for

then the body has not time to become satumted with gas at the

caisson pressure.

A toad was but slightly affected by 5 minutes exposure to

20 atmospheres of oxygen, but after 40 minutes on "decom-
pression " it went into tetanic convulsions and died ; the heart

was distended with frothed blood ; bubbles of gas were in all the

lymph sjjaces, in the anterior chamber of the eye, and other parts.
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A mouse in a similar high pressure is narcotised, and on " decom-

pression" convulsions and death ensue. (L. Hill.) Prolonged

exposure to 2 atmospheres of oxygen is followed by pneumonia.

(Lorrain Smith.) Mechanical pressure by itself has little or no

influence ; thus frog's musfile is not injured by exposure to fluid

pressure in salt solution equal to 400 atmospheres. Crustacea

are found alive on marine telegraph cables at a depth where the

pressure is as great.

Turning now to dimiiuition of pressure, we find that "mountain

sickness" occurs at the height of 4,800 metres, the summit of

Mt. Blanc. Here the atmospheric pressure is 4 1 8 mm. of mercury,

and the pressure of oxygen is only ii*S3 per cent, of an atmo-

sphere. The malady is increased by muscular effort, and is due

to want of oxygen. In those who habitually live in high altitudes,

the number of red blood corpuscles is said to be increased. Croce-

Spinelli, the balloonist, perished at an altitude of 8,600 metres,

where the tension of oxygen would be 7 per -ipt. of an atmosphere.

His companion Tissandier recovered. In -juch cases muscular

paralysis occurs before loss of consciousness. Higher ascents

could' be made by aeronauts if thiy breathed oxygen from a gas

cylinder. (Bert.) That death is due to want of oxygen and not

to the setting free of gas bubbles in the blood is shown by the

following fact: a sparrow lived in pure oxygen at 95 mm. of

mercury pressure. Haldane has shown that animals can live in

two atmospheres of oxyjjren after all the hajmoglobin is tak. n up

by carbonic oxide, for then sufficient oxygen is dissolved in the

blood-plasma.

The forcgroinjr parairraph is written lartrely from notes kindly provided me
by Dr. liefmard Hill. F.ll.S.. who has recently been working at the subject

in connection with "caisson disease.' I have to thank him for allowing me
to (luote some of his mipublished exjieriments.

Chemistry of Respiration.

The atmospheric air does not to any great extentpenetrate beyond

the bronchial tubes ; the gases which get into the smaller tubes

and air-vesicles do so principally by diffusion. The most vigorous

expiratory eff'ort is unable to expel the alveolar air. This air and

the blood in the capillaries are separated only by the i! in capil-

lary and alveolar walls. The blood parts with its excess of car-

bonic acid and watery vapour to the alveolar uir ; the blood at

the same time receives from the alveolar air a supply of oxygen

which renders it arterial.

The intake of oxygen is the commencement, and the output

of carbonic acid is the end of the series of changes known as
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respiration. The intermediate steps take place all over the body
and constitute what is known as tissue-respiration. The oxygen
which goes into the blood is held there in loose combination
as oxyhsemoglobin. In the tissues this substance parts with its

respiratory oxygen. The oxygen ^oes not necessarily undergo
immediate union with carbon to form carbonic acid, and with
hydrogen to form water, but in most cases, as in muscle, is held

in reserve by the tissue itself. Owing to this reserve oxygen, a
muscle will contract in an atmosphere of pure nitrogen and yet
give ofl" carbonic acid ; and a frog will live under the same
conditions and give off carbonic acid for several hours. Besides

carV>oiiic acid and water, certain other products of combustion are
' iierated ; those like urea and uric acid, which are the result of

nitrogenous metabolism, ultimately leave the body in the urine.

The carbonic acid and a portion of the water find an outlet by
the lungs.

Inspired and Expired Air.—The composition of the in-

spired or atmospheric air and the expired air may be compared
in the following table :

—

:
Oxygen
Nitrogen
Carbonic acid

j

Watery vapour
I Temperature

Inxpircd air.

20*96 voU. per cent.

79
0-04 ,.

variable

Expired air.

1 6 "03 vols, per cent.

79
4'4 >' "

saturated

that of bo<ly (36° C.)

The nitrogen remains unchanged. The recently discovered gases

argon, crypton, <fec., are in the above table reckoned in with the

nitrogen. They are, however, only present in minute quantities.

The chief change is in the proportion of oxygen and carbonic

acid. The loss of oxygen is about 5, the gain in carbonic acid

about 4-5. If the inspired and expired airs are carefully measured
at the same temperature and barometric pressure, the volume of

expired air is thus foimd to be rather less than that of the

inspired.* The conversion of oxygen into carbonic acid would not

cause any change in the volume of the gas ; for a molecule of

oxygen (O^) would give rise t-> a molecule of carbonic acid (CO.,)

which would occupy the same volume (Avogadro's law). It must,

however, be remembered that carbon is not the only element
which is oxidised. Fat and proteid contain a number of atoms

• This diminution of volume will cause a slight rise in the proportionate
volume of nitrogen per cent.
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of hydn)geii, which, during metaboliBm, are oxidised to form

water ; a amall amount of oxygen is also used in the formation

of urea. Carbohydrates contain sufficient oxygen in their own

molecules to oxidise their hydrogen ; hence the apparent loss of

oxygen is least when a vegetable diet (that is, one consisting

largely of starch and other carbohydrates) is taken, and greatest

.

,

mL -J. COo given off
when much fat and proteid are eaten. The quotient j—' u \^^

is called the respiratory quotient. Normally it is ^ =0-9, but

it varies considerably with diet as just stated. It varies also with

muscular exercise as the output of carbonic acid is then increased

both absolutely and relatively to the amount of oxygen used up.

The amount of respiratory interchange of gases is estimatet. by

enclosing an animal in an air-tight chamber, except that there is

a tube entering and another leaving it ; by one tube oxygen or

n£i£m
Fig. 332.--Haldaiie's apiuiratiis for estiniaiiiiK the carl oiiic aciil and a<i - i vapour given

oH by an animal.

air can enter and is measured by a gas-meter as it passes in.

The air is drawn through the chamber, and leaves it by the other

tube ; this air has been altered by the respiration of the animal,

and in it the carbonic acid and water are estimated ; the carbonic

• -l is estimated by drawing the air through tubes containing a

A'n amount of an alkali ; this combines with the carbonic acid

is increase 1 n weight : the increase in weight gives the

amount of carbonic acid ; the alkali used in Regnault and Reiset's

apparatus was potash ; Pettenkofer used baryta water ;
Haldane

recommends soda-lime. The water is estimated in tubes containing

pumice moistened with sulphuric acid.

The accompanying drawing (fig. 332) shows the essential part

of the simple but effective apparatus used by Ha'dar^e. The

animal is placed in the vessel a ; air is sucked through the

apparatus (which must be perfectly air-tight) by a water pump

at a suitable rate. The arrows indicate the direction in which

the air passes. It goes first tiirough two Woulff's bottles, i

and 2. No. i contains soda-lime, which frees the air from
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carbonic acid ; No. 2 contains pmnice stone moistened with
sulphuric acid, which frees the air from aqueous vapour. The
air next reaches the animal chamber, and the animal gives off to
it carbonic acid and aqueous vapour. It passes then through the
three bottles, 3, 4, and 5. No. 3 contains pumice and sulphuric
acid, which removes the water ; No. 4 contains soda-lime, which
absorbs the carbonic acid ; and No. 5 contains pumice and
sulphuric acid, which absorb? any water carried over from bottle 4.
The inerea'jo of weijyht in lK)ttle 3 ut the end of a given time
(e.ff., an hour) is the weight of water given off liy the animal in
that time ; the increase of weight in bottles 4 and 5 weighed
together gives the amount of carbonic acid produced by the
animal in the same time.

Ranke gives the following numbers from experiments made on
a man, who was taking a mixed diet consisting of 100 grammes
of proteid, 100 of fat, and 250 of carbohydrate in the twenty-four
hours. The amount of oxygen absorbed in the same time was
666 grammes; of which 560 passed off as carbonic acid, 9 in
urea, 19 as water formed from the hydrogen of the proteid, and
78 from that of the fat.

Vierordt from a numlier of experiments on human beings gives
the following numbers : the amount of oxygen absorbed in the
tv ,ty-four hours, 744 grammes; this leads to the formation of

900 grammes of carbonic acid (this contains about half a pound
of carbon) and 360 grammes of water.

The respiratory interchange is lessened during sleep. It is

especially small in the winter sleep of hibernating animals.

CirpumHfiinrpx ajf>rfi)i/f thf anumnt of oarhnnir acid exrretod. (a) Age
ami ur. In males the quantity increases with frrowth till the age of 30 ; iit

50 it begins to diminish again. In females the decrease be>;ins when
menstruation ceases. In females the quantity exhaled is alwavs less than
in males of the same age.

(b) Itexpiratorij vwremrnts.—Jhc quicker the respiration the smaller is
the proportionate (]uantity of carbonic acid in each volume of expired air.
The tot.d quantity is, however, increased, not because more is formed in the
tissues, but more is got rid of. The last portion of the expire<l air which
comes from the more remote jiarts of the lung's is the richest in carbonic
acid.

(c) Erterml tempi-rntnrp.—\n cold-blooded animals, a rise in the external
temperature causes a rise in their body temperature, accompanied with
increased chemical changes, including the formation of a larger amount of
carbonic aci<l. In warm-blooded animals, it is just the reverse; in cold
weather the IkkIv temperature has to be kejjt at the normal level, anti so
increased combustion is necessary.

(d) Fimd.—1\\\^ produces an increase which usually comes on about an
hour after a meal.

(c) Exi rr'iir.—Mtideiate exercise causes an increase of about 30 to 40 per
cent, in the amount excreted. With excessive work, the increase is still
greater.
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Difftision of Oases within the Lungs.—If two chambers
containing a mixture of gases in unequal amount are connected

together, a slow movement called diffusion takes place imtil the

percejitage amount of each gas in each chamber is the same. Let

us suppose that one chamber contains a large quantity of oxygen
and a small quantity of carbonic acid ; and the other a small

quantity of oxygen and a large quantity of carbonic acid ; the

oxygen moves from the first to the second, and the carbonic acid

from the second to the first ciiamber. The pressure of a gas is

proportional to the percentage amount in which it is present in a

mixture. This is true for each gas in a mixture, the presence of

the others making no difference.

In the atmosphere, for instance, the total barometric pressure

is 760 mm. of mercury ; the amount of oxygen in the air is

roughly one-fifth, and the pressure it exercises is .100 one-fifth

of 760; the nitrogen accounts for the other four-fifths. The
carbonic acid is present in such small quantities that the pressure

it exercises is only a fraction of a millimetre.

In the alveolar air, however, the carbonic acid is present in

larger and the oxygen in smaller amount ; and in the intermediate

air passages there is an intermediate condition : hence as in the

two chambers we first considered, oxygen diffuses down to the air

vesicles, and carbonic acid from them. These slow movements of

diffusion are assisted by the large draughts which are created in

the upper respiratory tract by the respiratory movements of the

chest.

Gases of the Blood.—From 100 volumes of blood, about 60
volumes of gas can be removed by the mercurial air-pump. The
average composition of this gas in dog's blood is :

—

Arterial blood. Venous blood.

Oxygen ... 20 ... 8 to 12
Nitrogen . . . 1 to 2 . . . i to 2
Carbonic acid . . 40 ... 46

The nitrogen in the blood is simply dissolved from the air just

as water would dissolve it ; it has no physiological importance.

The other two gases are present in much greater amount than can

be explained by simple solution ; they are, in fact, chiefly present

in loose chemical combinations. Less than one volume of the

oxygen and al)out two of carbonic acid are present in simple

solution in the plasma.

Oxygen in the Blood.—The amount of gas dissolved in a

lifiuid varies witli the prgtetirc of the gas ; double the pressure

and the amount of gas dissolved is doubled. Now this does not

occur ill the case of oxygen and blood ; very nearly the same
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amount of oxygen is dissolved whatever be the pressure. We
have thus a proof that oxygen is not merely dissolved in the

blood, but is in chemical union; and the fact that the oxygen of

oxyhtcmoglobin can be replaced by efpiivalent quantities of other

gases, like carbonic oxide, is a further proof of the same state-

ment. The tension or partial pressure of oxygen in the air of the

alveoli is less than that in the atmosphere, but greater than that

in venous blood ; hence oxygen passes from the alveolar air into the

blood-plasma ; the oxygen immediately combines with the hsemo-

globin, and thus leaves the plasma free to absorb more oxygen ; and

this goes on until the hsemoglobin is entirely, or almost entirely,

saturated with oxygen. The reverse change occurs in the tissues

when the partial pressure of oxygon is lower than in the plasma,

or in the lymph that bathes the tissue elements ; the plasma

parts with its oxygen to the lymph, the lymph to the tissues

;

the oxyhsemoglobin then undergoes dissociation tt» supply more

oxygen to the plasma and lymph, and thus in turn to the tissues

once more. This goes on until the oxyhajmoglobin loses a great

portion of its store of oxygen, but even in asphyxia it does

not lose all.

The following values are given by Fredericq for the tension of

oxygen in percentages of an atmosphere. His experiments were

made on dogs.

E.xfernal air 2096 ^
Alveolar air 18 y
Arterial bliicKl 14 i,

Tissues o

The arrow shows the direction in which the gas passes.

When the gases are being pumped off from the blood, very

little oxygen comes off till the pressure has been greatly reduced,

and then, at a certain point, it is disengaged at a burst. This

shows thu.t it is not in simple solution but is united chemically to

some constituent of the blood, which is suddenly dissociated at the

reduced pressure. This constituent of the blood is haemoglobin.

The avidity of the tissues for oxygen ia shown by Ehrlich's

experiments with methylene blue and similar pigments. Methy-

lene blue ie more stable than oxyha;moglobin ; but if it is injected

into ':hc- circulation of a living animal, and the animal killed

a few minutes later, the blood is found dark blue, but the organs

(especially those which like glandular organs are in a state of

activity ) colourless. ( )n exposure to oxygen the organs become blue.

In other words, the tissues have removectthe oxy^iHroni metliylene

blue to form a colourless reduction product ; on exposure to the

air this once more unites with oxygen to form methylene bhie.
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Carbonic Aoid in the Blood What has been suid for

oxygen holds good in the reverse direction for carbonic acid.

Compounds are formed in the tissues where the tension of the
gas is high : these pass into the lymph, then into the blood, and
in the lungs they undergo dissociation, carbonic acid passing into

the alveolar air, where the tension of the gas is comparatively
low, though it is greater here than in the expired air.

The relations of this gas and the compounds it forms are more
complex than in the case of oxygen. If blood is divided into

plasma and corpuscles, it will be found that both yield carbonic
acid, but the yield from the plasma is the greater. If we place

blood in a vacuum it bubbles, and gives out all its gases ; addi-

tion of a weak acid causes no further liberation of carbonic acid.

When plasma or senim is similarly treated the gas also comes off,

but about 5 per cent, of the carbonic acid is fixed—that is, it

requires the addition of some stronger acid, like phosphoric acid,

to di.:plaoe it. Fresh red corpuscles will, however, take the place
of the phosphoric acid, and thus it has been surmised that
oxyhsemoglobin has the properties of an acid.

One hundred volumes of venous blood contain forty-six volumes
of carbonic acid. Whether this is in solution or in chemical
combination is determined by ascertaining the tension of the
gas in the blood. One hundred volumes of blood-plasma would
dissolve more than an equal volume of the gas at atmospheric
pressure, if its solubility in plasma were equal to that in water.*
If, then, the carbonic acid were in a state of solution, its tension
would be very high, but it proves to be only equal to 5 per cent,

of an atmosphere. This means that when venous blood is brought
into an atmosphere containing 5 per cent, of carbonic acid, the
blood neither gives ofi" any carbonic acid nor takes up any from
that atmosphere. Hence the remainder of the gas, 95 per cent.,

is ill a condition of chemical combination. The chief compound
appears to be sodium bicarbonate.

The carbonic acid and phosphoric acid of the blood are in a
state of constant struggle for the possession of the sodium. The
salts formed by these two acids depend on their relative masses.
If carbonic acid is in excess, we get sodium carbonate (Na^COg),
and mono-aodium phosphate (NaHaPOi) ; but if the carbonic acid
is diminished, the phosphoric acid obtains tli^ greater share of

sodium to form disodium phosphate (Na2HP04). In this way, as

soon as the amount of free carbonic acid diminishes, as in the

* To be exact, the solubility of carbon dioxide in plasma is a little less
than in pure water.
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lungs, the amount of carbonic acid in combination also decreases

;

whereas in the tissues, where the tension of the gas is highest,

a large amount is taken up into the blood, where it forms sodium
bicarbonate.

The tension of the carbonic acid in the tissues is high, but one

cannot give exact figures ; we can measure the tension of the gas

in ccrttiin secretions : in the urine it is 9, in the bile 7 per cent.

The tension in the cells tlienmelves must be higher still.

The following figures (from Frederic«i) give the tension of

carbonic dioxide in percentages of an atmosphere :

—

Tissues 5 to 9 i

Venous blotKl . . . . 3's to 5*4 in dug.

Alveolar air .... fS' \

External air . . . . 0*03

The arrow indicates the direction in which the gas passes,

namely, in the direction of pressure from the tissues to the

atmosphere.

In some other experiments, also on dogs, the following are the

figures given :

—

Arterial blootl 28
Venous blooil 5-4
Alveolar air 3-56
Expired air 2*8

It will be seen from these figures that the ter lion of carbonic

acid in the venous blood (5 "4) is higl^er than in the alveolar air

(3'56); its passage into the alveolar air is therefore intelligible

by the laws of osmosis. Osmosis, however, should cease when
the tension of the gas in the blood and alveolar air are equal.

But the transference goes beyond the establishment of such an

equilibrium, for the tension of the gas in the blood continues to

sink until it is ultimately less (2 -8) than in the alveolar air.

The whole question is beset with great difHcultics and contra-

dictions. Analyses by difFtrent observers have given very

different results, but if such figures as those just quoted

are ultimately found to be correct, we can only explain this

apparent .eversal of a law of nature by supposing with Bohr
that the alveolar epithelium possesses the power of excreting

carbonic acid, just ;i8 the cells of secreting glands are able

to select certain materials from the blood and reject others.

Recent work by Bohr and Haldane has also shown that in all

probability the same explanation—epithelial activity^must be

called in to account for the absorption of oxygen. In the swim-

bladder of fishes (which is analogous to the lungs of mammals) the
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oxygen ia certainly far in excess of anything that can be explained
by mere diffusion. The storage of oxygen, moreover, ceases when
the vagus nerve* which supply the swim-hladder are divided.

TiMue-Betpiration.— FJefore the processes of respiration were
fully up'ierstood the lungs were looked upon as the seat of

combustion ; they were regarded as the stove for the rest of the
body to which effete material was brought by the venous blotid to

be burnt up. When it was shown that the venous blood going
to the lungs already contained carbonic acid, and that the
temperature of the lungs is not higher than that of the rest

of the body, this explanation had of necessity to be dropped.
Physiologists next transferred the seat of the combustion to

the blood ; but since then numerous facts and experiments have
demonstrated that it is in the tissues themselves, and not in the
blooo, that combustion occurs. The methylene-blue experiments
already described (p. 378) show this ; and the following experiment
is also quite conclusive. A frog can be kept alive for some time
after salt solution is substituted for its blood. The metabolism
goes on actively if the animal is kept in pure oxygen. The
taking up of oxygen and giving out of carbonic acid must there-

fore occur in the tissues, as the animal hps no blood.

Ventilation.—It is necessary to allude in conclusion to this

very imiwrtant practical outcome of our consideration of

respiration.

Some Continental observers have stated that certain noxious
substances me ordinarily contained in expired air which are much
more poisonous than carbonic acid, but researches in this country
have failed to substantiate this. If precautions be taken by
absolute cleanliness to prevent admixture of the air with exhala-
tions from skin, teeth, and clothes, the expired air only contains

one noxious substance, and that is carbonic acid.

Absolute cleanliness is howevor not the rule ; and the air of

roor becomes stuffy when the amount of expired air in them is

just so much as to raise the percentage of carbonic acid to o-i

per cent. An adult gives off about o-6 cubic feet of carbonic
acid per hour, and if he is supplied with 1,000 cubic feet of fresh

air per hour he will add 06 to the 0-4 cubic feet of carbonic
acid it already contains ; in other words the percentage of that
gas will be raised to o-i. An hourly supply of 2,000 cubic feet of

fresh air will lower the percentage of carbonic acid to 0-07, and
of 3,000 cubic feet to o*o6, and this is the supply which is usually

.recommended. In order that the air may be renewed without
giving rise to draughts, each adult should be allotted sufficient

space in a room, at least 1,000 cubic feet.
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Th* Kwouriftl Air>Vu&p.

The extraction of the gaaen from the blood U accompliiibed by tneaiu of
a mercurial air-|>ump, of which there are many Tarietieit, those of Lu(lwi|ir<

Alverifniat, GeiiNler. an<l H|irenfrcl bein^ the chief. The principle of action
in all i» the name. Luclwi|r'a pump, which may be taken aa a ty|)e, in repre-

lenteti in tig. 333. It consist! of two flzetl ftlmt* K^obes, C ami /', the
upper one communicating by means
of the Hto|>cock. D, ami a stout india-

rubber tube with another g\him globe. L,
which can be raised or loweretl by means
of a pulley ; it n\M> comniunicatcit by
mcan!« of a stopcock, //. and a bent glass

tube, ^1, with a gas receiver (not repre-

sented in the flgurt) : A dips into a bowl
of mercury, no that the g»» may be re-

ceive«l over mercury. Th I a r gloljc.

F, communicateH with 6' by means of the
stopcock, A', with / in which the blixid

is contained by the sto|)cock, (i, and with

3.B

Fig. jj3.—Ludwig'H mercurial pump.

a movable g\am globe, .V, similar to L, by means of the stopcock, H, and the
stout india-rubijer tube. A'.

In order to work tlie pump, L and .Vare filM with mercury, the blixxl

from which the givses are to be extr.ictcd is placed in the bulb /, the
stopcocks. //. A'. D, anil Ji. being open, and G closed. M is raisctl by means
of the pulley utitil F is full of niurcury, .ind the air is driven out. A' is then
closed, and L is rai.sed no that C becomes full of mercury, and the air is

driven off. Ji is then close<l. On lowering L tlie mercury runs into it from
^', and a vacuum is estai)lished in ('. On opening A' and lowerin^j .V, a
V. ~uum is similarly established in F ; if Gis now opened, the blood in /will
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enter Into ebullition, and the giuim will {mm off into /'and C.md on rai«inK

M and then L. the ttopoock « Iwin^ ottenol and U cloMcd. the gait ix drivi-n

throuKh A, and in receivwl i- the ri-ceiver over mercury. By njiteaiintc the

experiment leveral times t ^hole of the gaae* of the itpcciiuen of bliMid in

obtainwl, and may ))0 ctttiiii •.e<l.

The very Himple air-pump (Hj?. 334) devl*e<l by Leonitnl Hill will Ik".

however, amply nufflcient for mmt iiuriMxteti. It conMiMts of three glniw buUn

;

(B.U.), whii'h we will cidl the bloin{ hnlh ; thin ii* clow-d alwve by a pieci- of

tubiug aiul a clip,'* ; thiHisfonrieetedby gtxxl imlia-ruliljer tubing to anotlier

bulb, d. AlK)ve d, howevt-r, there in

aMto|)coc-k with twowayscut through

it : one by meaiM of which U.B. and
d may »>e'c<)nnectf<l,a« in the figure ;

and another t«een in xentioii, which
unitei) d to the tuln; r, when the ntop-

ciH;k iH turncil through a ri^ht angle.

In intermediate iMxiitioni*. the Htop-

cock cuts off all commuii lent ion from
d l!i ;ill [.ivi'.M of theap|iara.usni)Ove

it ; rf in conneotetl by tuliiiij,' tt- a

receiver, R, which can be raiscil or

lowered at will. At first the whole
apparatus is tilled with mercury, R
being raised. Then. <i being closed,

U is lowere<l. anil when it is more
than the height of the barometer

(30 inches) liulow the top of B.B.

the mercury falls and leaves the blo<Kl

bulb empty ; by lowering R still

further, d can also be rendered a
vacuum. A few drops of mercury
should be left behind in B.B. B.B. is

then detache<l from the rest of the

apparatus and weighe<l. the clips, a

and h, being tightly close«l. Blootl

is then introduced into it by con-

necting the tube with the clip a on
it to a cannula filled with blood

inserted in an artery or vein of a
living animal. Enough blootl is

withdrawn to fill about half of one
of the bulbs. This is defibrinntcd

by shaking it with the few drops

of mercury left in the bulbs. It is

then weighe<l again : the increase of

weight gives the amount of MikmI

which is being invest! ir.ite*!. B.B. is

then once more attached to tlie rest

of the apparatus, hanging downwards, as in the side drawing in tig. 334, and
the bkxxl gr'ses boiled off ; these pass into d. which has Ijcen made a vacuum :

iind then, y raising K again, the mercury rises in d, pushing tlie gases in

front of it. through the tube, r (the stopcock being turned in the proper
direction), into the eiulioineter. E, which has been tilled with and placcl

over mercury. The gas can then be measured and analysed.

Qaa analysis.—There are many pieces of a]>paratus deviled f<>r < is

purjiose. In jjhysiology. however, we have generally to deal with only three

gases, oxygen, nitrogen, and carlionic acid.

Waller" mo<lification of Zuntz's more comj)lete apparatus will be found
very useful in performing gas analysi.s, say, of the expired air. or of the bloiMl

F'g. JJ5.—Waller's apparatus
analysiH.

foi gra*
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^se«. A 100 c.c. measuring-tube graduated in tenths of a cubic centimetre

Zii: tK;r„; ^^s!""^'
^^> ^-' -« ^- p'^-- - --s

thiVir*"^*, *'n*''^'^'^ ""'l^^
acidulated water uj. to the zero mark by raisin-

i^r fhi fif.'""^' ?J'. '
•''•'".'" "•'""• 'f ''' »hen filled with 100 c.c. of ex, im1

?^ mLl ".^
*"'^ ''""*'

^rT'^ "" »'''-' «"'<• *" »h« »•'»« ha. fallen to the100 mark, lap i is now close.1. The amount of carbonic acid in the exni eda.r .s next ascertaine.1
: tap 2 is opene,!. and the air is expelk^Hnto theS

until the fluid has risen to the zero mark of the measuring tube. Tap 2 iscl..se.l.aml the a.r left in the gas pipette for a few minutes .lun^g whi^h thecarbonic acid is absorbed by the potash. Tap 2 is then ..pene,hind the air<Irawn back into the measuring tube by loweri.ig the filling bu b Thevolume of a.r (,„„„, ,he carbonic acid) is readShe HI n"^%ulb be
„

'

mljustod so that its contents are at the same level as th
°

flu" 1 in hfmeasunngtube. The amount ,,f oxygen is next ascertained in" reciselvsimilar manner by sending the air into the other gas pipette, which'conSs icks of phosphorus in water, and measuring the loss of volumeS toabsorption of oxygen) in the air when drawn back into the tub^ ^

CHAPTER XXV.
THE CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF THE BODY.

The body is built up of a large number of chemical elements
which are m most instances united together into compounds
The elements found in the body are carbon, nitrogen,

hydrogen, o.xygen, sulphur, phosphorus, fluorine, chlorine, iodine
silicon, sodium, potassium, calcium, magnesium, lithium, iron and
occasionally traces of manganese, copper, and lead.

Of these very few occur in the free state. Cxygen (to a small
extent) and nitrogen are found dissolved in the blood ; hydrogen
18 formed by putrefaction in the alimentary canal. With some few
exceptions such as these, the elements enumerated above are found
combined with one another to form what are called compounds

1 he compounds, or, as they are generally termed in physio-
logy, the proximate principles, found in the body are divided into—

( 1 ) Mineral or inorganic compounds.
(2) Organic conii^unds, or compounds of carbon.
The inorganic compounds present are water, various acids

(such as hydrochloric acid in the gastric juice), ammonia (as in
the urine), and numerous salts, such as calcium phosphate in
bone, sodium chloride in blood and urine, and many others.
The organic compounds arc more numerous ; they may be

subdivided into

—

"^
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1. Various groups of alcohols and oi^anic acids, and their com-

pounds, such as the fats and carbohydrates.

2. Various derivatives of ammonia, amides, amines, urea, <tc.

3. Aromatic bodies, or derivatives of benzene.

4. Proteids, the most important of all, and substances allied to

proteids, like the albuminoids, pigments, and ferments.

Many of these substances we shall study with the blood, food,

urine, &c.

A more convenient practical method of grouping physiological

proximate principles is the following :

—

( Water.

Inorvanio . . . < Salt*—e.g. chlorides and phosphates of sodium

and calcium.

Organic

Nitrogenous

} Pi-oteidn—e.g. albumin, myosin, casein.

Albuminoids—e.g. gelatin, chondrin, nuclein.

\
Simpler nitrngemus bodies—e.g. lecithin,

creatine.

f Fat*—e.g. butter, fats of adipose tissue.

„ .. I Carbohydrate*—e.g. sugar, starch.
Non-nitrogenou8 -^ si„iple oraamo bodie*—e.a. ctioleai

acids.
"I
Simple organic bodies—e.g. cholesterin, lactic

Many of the substances enumerated above only occur in small

quantities. The most important are the inorganic substances,

water and talis; and the organic substances, proteids, carbo-

hydrates, and fats. It is necessary in our subsequent study of

the principles of chemical physiology that we should always keep

in mind this simple classification; the subdivision of proximate

principles into proteids, fats, and carbohydrates forms the

starting-point of chemical physiology.

Carbohydrates.

The carbohydrates are found chiefly in vegetable tissues, and

many of them form important foods. Some carbohydrates are,

however, found iu or formed by the animal organism. The most

important of these are glycogen, or animal starch j dextrose ; and

lactose, or milk sugar.

The carbohydrates may be conveniently defined as compounds

of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, the two last-named elements

being in the proportion in which they occur in water.*

They may be for the greater part arranged into three groups

according to their empirical formulae. The names and formulae

• This definition is only a rough one, and if pushed too far would include

several substances like acetic acid, lacUc acid, and iaosite, which are not

carbohydrates.

c cK.P.
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of these groups, and the most important niepibers of each, are as

follows :

—

I. Honoaaccharides or
OluooKB, C.Hi.G,.

2. Diaaccharides, Sucroaea,
or Saccharoses,

CiiH„Oti.

3. Folygaccharides or Amy-
loses, (C.H.oO.)..

+ Dextrose.
- Levulose.

+ Galactose.

+ Cane sugar.

+ Lactose.

+ Maltose.

+ Starch.

+ Glycogen.
+ Dextrin.

Cellulose.

Gums.

The + and — si.ci;^ in the above list indicate that the sub-

stances to which the are prefixed are dextro- and levo-rotatory

respectively as regaiJ polarised light. (See Polarimeter, p. 402.)

The formulae given above are merely empirical ; and there is

no doubt that the quantity n in the starch group is variable and
often large ; hence the name polysaccharides that is given to

the group. Research has, moreover, shown that the glucoses

are either aldehydes or ketones of hexatomic alcohols C6H8(OH)6.

Thus dextrose is the aldehyde of sorbite, levulose the ketone of

mannite, and galactose the aldehyde of dulcite. The amyloses may
be regarded as the anhydrides of the glucoses [nCeHiaOg— nHgO =
(CeHioOg)^. The sucroses are condensed glucoses

—

i.e. they are

formed by the combination of two molecules of glucose with

the loss of one molecule of water (C8Hi20e+C6Hi20e— H20=
C12H22OU) ; hence the term disaccharide. The following are the

chief facts in relation to each of the principal carbohydrates :

—

Dextrose or Orape Sugar.—This carbohydrate is found in

fruits, honey, and in minute quantities in the blood and numerous
tissues, organs, and fluids of the body. It is the form of sugar

found in large quantities in the blood and urine in the disease

known as diabetes.

Dextrose is soluble in hot and cold water and in alcohol. It is

crystalline, but not so sweet as cane sugar. When heated with

strong potash certain complex acids are formed which have a

yellow or brown colour. This constitutes Moore's test for sugar.

In alkaline solutions dextrose reduces salts of silver, bismuth,

mercury, and copper. The reduction of cupric to cuprous salts

ounstitutes Trommer's test, which is performed as follows : put a

few drops of copper sulphate into a test-tube, then solution Oi

dextrose, and then strong caustic potash. On adding the potash a

precipitate is first formed which dissolves forming a blue solution.

On boiling this a yellow or red precipitate (cuprous hydrate or

oxide) forms.
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On boiling a solution of dextrose with an alkaline solution of

picric acid, a d^u-k red opaque solution due to reduction to

picramic acid is produced.

Another important property of grape sugar is that under the

influence of yeast it is converted into alcohol and carbonic acid

(C6Hia06=2C2H60+2C02).
Dextrose may be estimated by the fermentation test, by the

polarimeter, and by the use of Fehliug's solution. The last

method is the most important : it rest.3 on the same principles as

Trommer's test, and we shall study it in connection with diabetic

urine.

Levulose.—When cane sugar is treated with dilute mineral

acids it undergoes a process known as inversion—i.e., it takes up
water an'^ •' converted into equal parts of dextrose and levulose.

The pr '•' dextro-rotatory solution of cane sugar then

becomes otatory, the levo-rotatory power of the levulose

being grtdter than the dextro-rotatory power of the dextrose

formed. Hence the term inversion. Similar hydrolytic changes

are produced by certain ferments, such as the invert ferment of

the intestinal juice.

Pure levulose can be crystallised, but so great is the difficulty

of obtaining crystals of it that one of its names was uncrystallis-

ahle sugar. Small quantities of levulose have been found in

blood, uriue, and muscle. It has been recommended as an article

of diet in diabetes in place of ordinary sugar ; in this disease it

does not appear to have the harmful effect that other sugars

produce. Levulose gives the same general reactions as dextrose.

Galactose is formed by the action of dilute mineral acids

or inverting ferments on lactose. It resembles dextrose in its

action on polarised light, in reducing cupric salts in Trommer's

test, and in being directly fermentable with yeast. When
oxidised by means of nitric acid it yields an acid called niucic

acid (CoHioOg), which is only slightly soluble in water. Dextrose

when treated in this way yields an isomeric acid

—

i.e., an acid

with the same u^apirical formula, called saccharic acid, which is

very soluble in water.

Cane Sugar is generally distributed in the vegetable kingdom,

but especially in the juices of the sugar cane, beetroot, mallow,

and sugar maple. It is a substance of great importance as a

food. It undergoes inversion in the alimentary canal. It is

crystalline, and dextro-rotatory. With Trommer's test it gives

a blue solution, but no reduction occurs in boiling. After

invers'on it is, of course, strongly reducing.

Inversion may be accomplished by boiling with dilute mineral

c c 2
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acids, or by means of inverting ferments such as that occurring

in the intestinal juice. It then takes up water, and is split into

equal parts of dextrose and levulose.

C„H„0, + H,0 =^C.H„0 + C.H
[Cane lugar] [Deztroae] [Leraloae]

With yeast, cane sugar is first inverted by means of a special

soluble ferment secreted by the yeast cells, and then there is an

alcoholic fermentation of the glucoses so formed.

Lactose, or Milk Sugar, occurs in milk. It is occasionally

found in the urine of women in the early days of lactation, or

after weaning. It is crystallisable, dextro-rotatory, much less

soli'ble in water than other sugars, and has only a slightly sweet

tas-.. It gives Trommer's test, but when the reducing power is

tested quantitatively by Fehling's solution it isJound to be a less

powerful reducing agent than dextrose, in the proportion of •; to lo.

When hydrolysed by similar agencies as those mentioned in

connection with cane sugar it takes up water and splits into

dextrose and galactose.

C,,H„0,, + H,0 = C,H,,0, + 0,H„0,,
[liactiMej [DextroseJ tOalactose]

This,With veast it is first inverted, and then alcohol is formed,

however, occurs slowly.

The lactic acid fermentation which occurs when milk turns sour

is brought about by lactic acid micro-organisms, which arc some-

what similar to yeast cells. Putrefactive bacteria in the intestine

bring about the same result. The two stages of the lactic acid

fermentation are represented in the following equations :

—

(I.) C„H„0 + ",0 = 4C,H,0
[Lactose] (.Lactic aadj

(2.) 4C,H,0 = 2C,H,0, -1- 4CO, -» 4H,.
[Lactic ociil] [Butyric acid]

Maltose is the chief end product of the action of malt diastase

on starch, and is also formed as an intermediate product in the

action of dilute sulphuric acid on the same substance. It is

the chief sugar formed from starch by the diastatic ferments

contained in the saliva and pancreatic juice. An isomeric sugar

called iso-maltose is also formed under the same circumstances.

It can be obtained in the form of acicular crystals, and is strongly

dextro-rotatory. It gives Trommer's test ; biit its reducing power,

as measured by Fehling's solution, is one-third less than that of

dextrose.

By prolonged boiling with wp*«r, or, more readily, by boiling
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with a dilute mineral acid, or by u.eau8 of an inverting ferment,

such as occurs in the intestinal juice, it is converted into dextrose.

[ilBltoBeJ [Dextrose]

It undergoes readily the alcoholic fermentation.

Phenyl hydrazine test.— The three important reducing

sugars with which we have to deal in physiology are dextrose,

lactose, and maltose. They may be distinguished by their rela-

tive reducing powers on Fehling's solution, or by the chamcters

of their osazones. The osazone is formed in each case by adding

phenyl hydrazine hydrochloride, and sodium acetate, and boiling

the mixture for half an hour. In each case the osazone is de-

posited in the form of bright canary-coloured, needle-like crystals,

usually in bunches, which differ in their crystalline form, melting-

point, and solubilities.

Starch is widely diffused through the vegetable kingdom. It

occurs in nature in the form of microscopic grains, varying in

size and appearance, according to their

source. Each consists of a central

spot, round which more or less con-

centric envelopes of starch proper or

granulose alternate with layers of

cellulose. Cellulose has very little

digestive value, but starch is a most

important food.

Starch is insoluble in cold water : it

forms an opalescent solution in boiling

water, which if concentrated gelatinises on cooling. Its most

characteristic reaction is the blue colour it gives with iodine.

On heating starch with mineral acids, dextrose is formed. By

the action of diastatic ferments, maltose is the chief end product.

In both cases dextrin is an intermediate stage in the process.

Before the formation of dextrin the starch solution loses its

opalescence, a substance called goluble starch being formed. This,

like naiise starch, gives a blue colour with iodine. Although the

molecular weight of starch is unknown, the formvila for soluble

starch is probably s(Ci2H2oOio)20- Equations that represent the

formation of sugars and dextrins from this are very complex, and

are at present only hypothetical.

Dextrin is the name given to the intermediate products in

the hydration of starch or glycogen, and two chief varieties are

distinguished :

—

erijthro-iirxfrin, which gives a reddish-brown colour

with iodine ; and achroo-dextrin, which loea not.

Fig. 3)6.—Grains of potato
starch.
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It is readily soluble in water, but insoluble in alcoliol and
ether. It is gummy and amorphous. It does not give Trom-
mer's test, nor does it ferment with yeast. It is dextro-rotatory.

By hydrating agencies it is converted into glucose.

Glycogen, or animal starch, is found in liver, muscle, and
white blood-corpuscles. It is also abundant in all embryonic
tissues.

Glycogen is a white tasteless powder, soluble in water, but it

forms, like starch, an opalescent solution. It is insoluble in

alcohol and ether. It is dextro-rotatory. With Trommer's test

it gives a blue solution, but no reduction occurs on boiling.

With iodine it gives a reddish or port-wine colour, very similar
to that given by erythro-dextrin. Dextrin may be distinguished
from glycogen by (i) the fact that it gives a clear, not an opales-
cent, solution with water; and (2) it is not precipitated by basic
lead acetate as glycogen is. It is, however, precipitated by basic
lead acetate and ammonia. (3) Glycogen is precipitated by 55
per cent, of alcohol ; the dextrins require 85 per cent, or more.

Cellulose.—This is the colourless material of which the cell-

walls and woody fibres of plants are composed. By treatment
with strong mineral acids it is, like starch, converted into glu-
cose, but with much greater difficulty. The various digestive
ferments have little or no action on cellulose ; hence the necessity
of boiling starch before it is taken as food. Boiling bursts the
cellulose envelopes of the starch grains, and so allows the digestive
juices to get at the starch proper.

Cellulose is found in a few animals, as in the test or outer
investment of the Tunicates.

[Inosite, or muscle sugar, is found in muscle, kidney, liver, and
other parts of the body in small quantities. It is also largely
found in the vegetable kingdom. It is crystallisable, and has
the same formula as the glucoses. It is, however, not a sugar,
and careful analysis has shown that it really belongs to the
aromatic series.]

The Fats.

Pat is found in small quantities in many animal tissues. It

is, however, found in large quantities in three situations, viz.,

marrow, adipose tissue, and milk.

The contents of the fat cells of adipose tissue are fluid during
life, the normal temperature of the body (36° C, or 99° F.) being
considerably above the melting-point (25° C.) of the mixture of

the fats found there. These fats are three in number, and are
called palmitin, stearin, and olein. They differ from one another
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in chemical composition and in certain physical characters, such

as melting-point and solubilities. Olein melts at -5° C, palmitin

at 45° C, and stearin at 53-66° C. It is thus olein which holds

the other two dissolved at the body temperature. Fats are all

soluble in hot alcohol, ether, and chloroform, but insoluble in water.

Chemical Constitution of the Fats.—The fats are com-

pounds of fatty acids with glycerin, and may be termed gly-

ceridet or glyceric ethers. The term hydrocarbon, applied to them

by some authors, is wholly incorrect.

The fatty acids form a series of acids derived from the

monatomic alcohols by oxidation. Thus, to take ordinary ethyl

alcohol, CaHgO, the first stage in oxidation is the removal of two

atoms of hydrogen to form aldehyde, C2H4O; on further oxidation

an atom of oxygen is added to form acetic acid, C2H4O2.

A similar acid can be obtained from all the other alcohols,

thus :

—

From methyl alcohol CH,.HO, formic acid H.COOH is obtained.

„ ethyl „ C,H,.HO, acetic „ CH,.COOH
., propyl „ C,H,.HO, propionic „ C,H,.COOH „

W?l CX-HO, butyric „ C,H,.COOH
amyl ,

C.k,;.HO, valeric „ C H,.COOH

;; hexyl ;; C.H;;.H0, caproic „ C.k„.COOH

and so on.

Or in general terms :

—

From the alcohol with formula C„H2„+i.H0, the acid with

formula C„_iH2„_i.C00H is obtained. The sixteenth term of

this series has the formula CigHai-COOH, and is called palmitic

acid ; the eighteenth has the formula CnHag.COOH, and is called

stearic acid. Each acid, as will be seen, consists of a radicle,

C„_iH2„_iC0, united to hydroxyl (OH). Oleic acid, however,

is not a member of this series, but belongs to a somewhat similar

series known as the acrylic series, of which the general formula is

C„_iH2n_3.C00H. It is the eighteenth term of the series, and

its formula is C17H83.COOH.

Olycerin or Glycerol is a triatomic alcohol, C3H5(HO)j)—i.e.,

three atoms of hydroxyl united to a radicle glyceryl (C3H5). The

hydrogen in the hydroxyl atoms is replaceable by other organic

radicles. As an example, take the mdicle of acetic acid called

acetyl (CH3.CO). The folic ^ring formulas represent the deriva-

tives that can be obtained by replacing one, two, or all three

hydroxyl hydrogen atoms in this way :

—

OH
OH
OH

roiyoerinl

f
OH

C,H. OH
\ O.CHj.CO

nionoaoetin]

O.CHj.CO
-

O.HJ O.CH3.CO
\ O.CH,.CO

[TriacettoJ
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Triacetin is a typo of a neutral fat ; stearin, palmitin, and olein

ought more properly to be called trittearin, tripalmitin, and tri-

olein respectively. Each consists of glycerin in which the three

atoms of hydrogen in the hydroxyls are replaced by radicles of

the fatty acid. This is represented in the following formula; :

—

Acid. Radicle. Fat.
Palmitic ftci(lC„H„.COOH Palmityl C„H,,.CO Paliritin C,H,(OC,,H,,.CO),
Stearic acid C„H„.COOH atearyl C,,H,,.CO Ster.rin C,H.(OC,,H,,.C0),
Oleic acid C„H„.COOH Oleyl C„H„.CO 01(;in C,H,(OC„H„.CO),

Decomposition Produots of the Fate.—The fats split up
into the substances out of which they are built up.

Under the influence of superheated steam, mineral acids, and
in the body by means of certain ferments (lor instance, the fat-

splitting ferment, steapsin, of the pancreatic juice), a fat combines
with water and splits into glycerin and the fatty acid. The
following equation represents what occurs in a fat, taking
tripalmitin as an example :

—

C H,(O.C,.H,.CO), + 3H.O = C,H.(OH-), + 3C„H„C0.0H
[Tiipalnutiii-a fat] [Glycerin] [Palmiticadd—a fatty acid]

In the process of saponification much the same sort of

reaction occurs, the final products being glycerin and a com-
pound of the base with the fatty acid which is called a soap.

Suppose, for instance, that potassium hydrate is used ; we get

—

C,H,(O.C„H,.CO), + 3KHO = C,H,(OH), + 3C„H„CO.OK
[TripaJmitin-a fat] [Ulycerin] [Potassium iMtlmitate-a soap]

Emulsifloation.—Another change that fats undergo in the
body is very different from saponification. It is a physical rather
than a chemical change ; the fat is broken up into very small
globules, such as are seen in the natural emulsion—milk.

Ijecithin (C42HS4NPO9).—This is a very complex fat, which
yields on decomposition not only glycerin and a fatty (stearic)

acid, but phosphoric acid, and an alkaloid [N.(CH3)3C2H602]
called choline in addition. This substance is found to a great
extent in the nervous system (see p. 1 74), and to a small extent
in bile. Together .h cholesterin, a crystallisable, monatomic
alcohol (Ca7H45.HO), which we shall consider more at length in

connection with the bile, it is found in small quantities in the

protoplasm of all cells.

The Froteids.

The proteids are the most important substances that occur in

animal and vegetable organisms ; none of the phenomena of life
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occur without their presence ; and though it is impossible to state

positively that they occur as such in living protoplasm, they are

invariably obtained by subjecting living structures to analysis.

Proteids are highly complex compounds of carbon, hydrogen,

oxygen, nitrogen, and sulphur occurring in a solid viscous condition

or in solution in nearly all the liquids and solids of the body. The

different members of the group present differences in chemical and

physical properties. They all possess, however, certain common

chemical reactions, and are united by a close genetic relationship.

The various proteids differ a good deal in elementary composi-

tion. Hoppe-Seyler gives the following percentages :

—

C H N S

From sn 6-9 1
5-2 0-3 209

To 545 73 170 3-0 235

We are, however, not acquainted with the constitutional formula

of proteid substances. There have been many theories on the

subject, but practically all that is known with certainty is that

many diffi •ont substances may be obtained by the decomposi-

tion of proteids. How they are built up into the proteid mole-

cule is unKnown The decompositions that occur in the body

are, moreover, different from those which can be made to occur

in the laboratory; hence the conclusion that living protoplasm

differs from the non-living proteid material obtainable from it.

(i) In the body. Carbonic acid, water, and urea are the chief

fina' products. Glycocine, leucine, creatine, uric acid, ammonia,

«kc. , are probably intermediate products. Carbohydrates
(
glycogen

)

and fats may also originate from proteids.

(2) Outside the body. Various strong reagents break up pro-

teids into ammonia, carbonic acid, amines, fatty acids, amido-acids

like leucine and arginiue, and aromatic compounds like tyrosine.

Solubilities.—All proteids are insolui)le i.i alcohol and ether.

Some arc soluble in water, others insoluble. Many of the latter

are soluble in weak saline solutions. Some are insoluble, others

soluble in concentrated saline solutions. It is on these varying

solubilities that proteids are classified.

All proteids are soluble with the aid of heat in concentrated

mineral acids and alkalies. Such treatment, however, decomposes

as well as dissolves the proteid. Proteids are also soluble in gastric

and pancreatic juices; but here, again, they undergo r change,

being converted into a hydrated variety of proteid, of smaller

molecular weight, called peptone. The intermediate substances

formed in this process are called proteoses or albumoses. Commer-

cial peptone contains a mixture of proteoses and true peptone.
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Heat Coagulation.—Most native proteida, like white of egg,
are rendered insoluble when their solutions are heated. The
temperature of heat coagulation diffb.s in different proteids ; thus
myosinogen and fibrinogen coagulate at 56° C, serum albumin and
serum globulin at about 75° C.

The proteids which are coagulated by heat come under two
classes : the albwnina and the globulitu. These differ in solubility

;

the albumins are soluble in distilled water, the globulins require
salts to hold them in solution.

IndiffViBibility.—The proteids (peptones excepted) belong to

the class of substances called colloidt

by Thomas Graham ; that is, they
pass with difficulty, or not at all,

through animal membranes. In the

construction of dialysers, vegetable

imrchment is largely used.

Proteids may thus be separated from
diffusible {crysialloid) substances like

salts, but the process is a tedious

one. If some serum or white of egg
is placed in a dialyser (fig. 337) and
distilled water outside, the greater

amount of the salts passes into the
water through the membrane and is

replaced by water; the two ^roteids

albumin and globulin remain inside

;

the globrlin is, however, precipitated,

as the salts which previously kept it

in solution are removed.
The terms diffusion and dialysis should

be distinguished from each other.
If water is carefully poured on the surface

of a solution of any substance, this substance
Rradually spreads through the water, and the composition of the mixture
becomes uniform in time. The time occupied is short for substances like
sodium chlorifle, and long for substances like albumin. The phenomenon
is calletl diffvtion. If the solutions are separated by a membrane the term
dialyirit is employed. The term o»nui'i$ is employed when semi-permeable
membranes are used (see further, under Work of the Kidney).

Crystallisation.—Hsemoglobin, the red pigment of the blood,
is a proteid substance and is crystallisable (for further details, see
The Blood, Chapter XXVI.). Like other proteids it has an
enormously large molecule ; though crystalline, it is not, however,
crystalloid in Graham's sense of that term. Blood pigment is

not the only crystallisable proteid. Long ago crystals of proteirt

(globulin or vitelliu) were observed in the aleurone grains of many

Fig. 337.— DialyBer iiwde of a tube
of parchment pa|>er, 8U8i>eli(le<l

in a vesHel tlin>ugh which water
is kept flriwing.
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seeds, and in the somewhat similar granules occurring in the

egg-yolk of sonje fishes and amphibians. By appropriate methods

these have been separated and re-crystallised. Further, egg-

albumin itself has been rystallised. If a solution of white of

egg is diluted with an equal volume of saturated solution of

ammonium sulphate, the globulin present is precipitated and is

removed by filtration. The filtrate is now allowed to remain some

days at the temperature of the air, and as it becomes more con-

centrated from evaporation, minute spheroidal globules and

finally minute needles, either aggregated or separate, make their

appearance (Hofmeister). Crystallisation is more rapid if a little

acetic or sulphuric acid is added (Hopkins). Serum albumin

(from horse and rabbit) has also been similarly cr>'stalli8ed

(GUrber).

Action on Polarised Light.—All proteids are levo-rotatory,

the amount of rotation varying with individual proteids.

Coloiir Beaotions.—The principal colour reactions by which

proteids are recognised are the following :

—

(i) The xantho-proteie re-ction ; if a few drops of nitric

acid are added to a solution of a proteid like white of egg,

the result is a white precipitate ; this and the surrounding

liquid become yellow on boiling and are turned orange by

ammonia. The preliminary white precipitate is not given by

some proteids like peptones ; but the colours are the same.

(2) Millon's reaction. Millon's reagent is a mixture of mercuric

and mer'i ;ou8 nitrate with excess of nitric acid. This gives a

white precipitate -ith proteids which is turned brick-red on

boiling. This reaction and the preceding (xanthroproteic) depend

on the presence in proteids of aromatic ludicles.

(3) Copper sulphate, or Piotrowski's teat. A trace of copper

sulphate and excess of strong cauntic potash give with most

proteids a violet solution. Proteoses and peptones, however, give

a rose-red colour instead ; this same colour is given by the

substance called biuret; hence the test is generally called the

biuret reaction. This name does not imply that biuret is present

in proteid ; but both proteid and biuret give the reaction because

they possess a common radicle, probably CONH.
Biuret is formed by heating solid urea ; ammonia passes off and leaves

biuret, thus :—
2C0N,H4 - NHg = CaOjNgHs
[Uf'l [Ammonia] [Biuret]

4. Adamkiewicz reaction (Hopkins' modification). When a solu-

tion of proteid is added to a dilute solution of glye-vlic acid,

and then excess of sulphuric acid is added, an intense violet colour

is obtained.
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Preolpitanta of Prot«ida.—Solutions of most proteids are

precipitated by :

—

I . Strong acida like nitric acid.

3. Picric acid.

3. Acetic acid and potaasiMm ferrocynnide.

4. Acetic acid and excem of a neutral salt like sodium Hiiiphate

;

when these are boiled with the proteid solution.

5. Salts of the heavy metals like copper sulphate, mercuric

chloride, lead acetate, silver nitrate, dec.

6. Tannin.

7. Alcohol.

8. Saturation with certain neutral salts such as ammonium
sulphate.

It is necessary that the words coaffulatian and prtcipitatum

should in connection with proteids bo carefully distinguished.

The term coagvlation is used when an insoluble proteid (coagulated

proteid) is formed from a soluble one. This nmy occur

:

1. When a proteid is heated

—

heat coaffviation

;

2. Under the influence of a ferment ; for instance, when a curd
is formed in milk by rennet or a clot in shed blood by the fibrin

ferment

—

ferment coagulation ;

3. When an insoluble precipitate is produced by the addition

of certain reagents ^nitric acid, picric acid, tannin, «fec.).

There are, however, other precipiiants of proteids in which the
precipitate formed is readily soluble in suitable reagents like

saline solutions, and the proteid continues to show its typical

reactions. Such precipitation is not coagulation. Such a preci-

pitate is produced by saturation with ammonium sulphate.

Certain proteids, called glohulins, are more readily precipitated

by such means than others. Thus, serum globulin is precipitated

by half-saturation with ammonium sulphate. Full saturation

with ammonium sulphate precipitates all proteids but peptone.
The glolmlins are precipitated by certain salts, like sodium
chloride and magnesium sulphate, which do not precipitate the
albumins.

The precipitation produced by alcohol is peculiar in that after

a time it becomes a coagulation. Proteid freshly precipitated by
alcohol is readily soluble in water or saline media : but after it

has been allowed to stand some weeks under alcohol it becomes
more and more insoluble. Albumins and globulins are most
readily rendered insoluble by this method

; proteoses and
peptones are never rendered insoluble by the action of

alcohol. This fact is of value in the separation of these proteids

from others.
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ClMslfloatlon of Proteids.

lfc>th anini . vegetable proteids tun ' o divi(le«l into the

foUowiiiK elnt We ahall, however, be chiefly concenietl with

the ;ii' 1 I protcids :

—

If we UHi V, term protcid in the widest sense, the first m liii

sukliviHion of these substances w into

—

A. The Simple I'roteids.

B. The Conjugated or Compound i'roteids.

C. The Albuminoids.

D. The Protamines.

We will take these classes oue by one.

A. The Simple I'noTEiDa.

Class 1. Albumins.—These are soluble in water, in dilute

saline solutions, and in saturated solutions of sodium chloride and

magnesium sulphate. They are, however, pi-ecipitatetl by satu-

rating their solutions with ammonium sulphate. ,Thcir solutions

are coagulated by heat, usually at 70-73'^ C Henun albumin,

egg albumin, and lact-albumin are instances.

Class II. Qlobulins.—These are insoluble in water, soluble

in dilute saline solutions, and insolubl*' in concentrated solutions

of neutral salts like sodium chloride, magnesium sulphate, and

ammonium sulphate. A globulin dissolved in a dilute saline

solution may therefore be precipitated

—

1

.

By removing the salt—by dialysis (see p. 394).

2. By increasing the amount of salt. The best salts to employ

are ammonium sulphate (half-saturation) or magnesium sulphate

(complete saturation). This methoil is often called "salting out."

The globulins are coagulated by heat ; the temperature of heat

coagulation varies considerably. The following are instances :

—

(a) Fibrinogen
,,,.,'- in blood-plasma.

{fj) Serum globuhn (paraglobuhn)
)

(c) Myosinogen in muscle.

{(I) Crystallin in the crystalline lens.

If we compare together these two classes of proteids, tiie most

important of the native proteids, we find that they all give the

same general tests, that all are coagulated by heat, but that they
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differ iu their solubilities. This difference iu solubility may be
stated in tabular form as follows :

—

B«Mgent Albumin. Globulin.

, Water
: Dilute saline solution ....
:

Saturated solution of magnesium sul-
phate or sodium chloride .

Half-saturated solution of ammonium
sulphate

Saturatetl solution of ammonium sul-

phate

soluble

soluble

soluble

soluble

insoluble

insoluble

soluble

insoluble

insoluble

insoluble
|

1

Class III. Proteosea f'^***'^®
products of digestion will be

Class IV. Peptones 1
^*'"<^'^ "' connection with that

( subject.

Class V. Coagulated Froteids. — There are two sub-
divisions of these :

—

(a) Proteids in which coagulation has been produced by heat

;

they are insoluble in water, saline solutions, weak acids, and weak
alkalis ; they are soluble after prolonged boiling in concentrated
mineral acids; dissolved by gastric and pancreatic juices, they
give rise to peptones.

(b) Proteids in which coagulation has been produced by
ferments:—i. Fibrin (see Blood), ii. Myosin (see Muscle).
iii. Casein (see Milk).

Appendix to the class of simple proteids. Albuminates
arc compounds of proteid with mineral substances. Thus, if a
solution of copper sulphate is added to a solution of albumin
a precipitate of copper albuminate is obtained. Similarly, by
the addition of other salts of the heavy metals other metallic
albuminates are obtainable.

The albuminates which are obtained by the action of dilute
acids and alkalis on either albumins or globulins are, however, of
greater physiological interest, and it is to these we shall conline
our attention. The general properties of the acul-albumin or
syntonin, and the alkali-allmmin, which are thereby respectively
formed, are as follows : they are insoluble in pure water, but
are soluble in either acid or alkali, and are precipiUited by
neutralisation unless certain salts like sodium phosphate are
present. Like globulins, they are precipitated by saturation with
such neutral salts as sodium chloride and magnesium sulphate.
They are not coagulated by heat.

A variety of alkali-albumin (probably a compound containing a
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large quantity of alkali) may be formed by adding strong potash

to imdiluted white of egg. The resulting jelly is called Lieber-

kiihn's jelly. A similar jelly is formed by adding strong acetic

acid to undiluted egg-white.

The halogens (chlorine, bromine, and iodine) also form albumin-

ates, and may be used for the precipitation of proteids.

B. The Conjugated Pkoteids.

These complex substances are compounds of albuminous sub-

stances with other organic materials, which are, as a rule, also

of complex nature. They may be divided into the following

groups :

—

1. H^HUGLOBiN and its allies. These are compounds of

proteid with an iron-containing pigment. All will be fully

discussed under Blood.

2. Gluco-froteids. These are compounds of proteid with

members of the carbohydrate group. This class includes the

mucins and substances allied to mucins called mucoids.

Mucin.—This is a widely distributed subbtance, occurring in

epithelial cells or shed out by them (mucus, mucous glands,

goblet cells), and in connective-tissue, where it forms the chief

constituent of the ground substance or intercellular material.

There are several varieties of mucin, but all agree in the

following points :

—

(a) Physical character. Viscid and tenacious.

(6) Precipitability from solutions by acetic acid. They are

soluble in dilute alkalis, like lime water.

(c) Tiiey are all compounds of a proteid with a carbohydrate

called animal gum, which by treatment with dilute mineral acid

can be hydrated into a reducing but non-fermentable sugar.

The name animal gum is only a provisional name for the carbohydrate
radicle of the mucins. It is probable that the carbohydrate radicle may
differ in different mucins ; in some cases it is certainly the case that the
so-called sugar derived from it is not sugar, but a nitrogenous derivative of

sugar called glucosamine

—

i.e., glucose in which HO is replaced by NHj
(C.HuO,.NH0.

The Mucoids differ from the mucins either in not being precipit-

able from alkaline solutions by acetic acid, or in being readily

soluble in excess of that acid. One of these (ovo-mucoid) is

found in white of egg, and others (pseudo-mucin and paramucin)

are occasionally found in dropsical effusions.

Dr. Pavy haa shown that a ama ^ quantity of a similar carbo-

hydrate can be split off from various other proteids, which we
have already classified as simple proteids.
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3. NucLBiNS AND NucLEo-PROTKiDa. These are compounds of

proteid with a complex organic acid called nucleic acid, which

contains phosphorus.

Nuoleo-proteidfl.—Compounds of proteids with nuclein.

They are found in the nuclei and protoplasm of cells. Casei-

nogen of milk and vitellin of egg-yolk are similar substances.

In physical characters they often closely simulate mucin ; in fact,

the substance called mucin in the bile is in some animals a

nucleo-proteid. They may be distinguished from mucin by the

fact that they yield on gastric digestion not only peptone but

also an insoluble rt^sidue of nuclein which is soluble in alkalis,

is precipitable by acetic acid from such a solution, and contains a

high percentage ( i o- 1 1 ) of phosphorus.

Some of the nucleo-proteids also contain iron, and it is probable

that the normal supply of iron to the body is contained in the

nucleo-proteids, or htematogens (Bunge), of plant and animal cells.

The relationship of nucleo-proteids to the coagulation of the

blood is described in the next chapter.

Nucleo-proteids may be prepared from cellular structures like

testis, thymus, kidney, «fec., by two methods :

—

1. Wooldridge's method.—The organ is minced and soaked in

water for twenty-four hours. Acetic acid added to the aqueous

extract precipitates the nucleo-proteid, or, as Wooldridge called

it, tissue fibrinogen.

2. Sodium chloride method.—Tlie minced organ is ground up
in a mortar with solid sodiimi chloride ; the resulting viscous

mass is poured into excess of distilled water, and the nucleo-

proteid rises in strings to the top of the water.

The solvent usually employed for a nucleo-proteid, whichever

method it is prepared by, is a i per cent, solution of scJium

carbonate.

Nuclein is the chief constituent of cell-nuclei. Its physical

characters are somewhat like those of mucin, but it differs

chemically in its high percentage of phosphorus. It is identical

with the chromatin of histologists (see p. 11). On decomposi-

tion, it yields an organic acid called nucleic acid, together with

a variable amount of proteid. In the nucleus which composes

the head of a spermatozoon proteid is practically absent. Nucleic

acid on decomposition yields phosphoric acid and various bases

of the xanthine group. Some forms of nuclein, called pseudo-

mullein, such as are obtained from casein and vitellin, differ

from the true iiucleins in not vieldinj' these xantliine com-

pounds, or, as they are sometimes termed, alloxuric or purine

bases. The purine bases are closely allied chemically to uric
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acid, and we shall have to consider them again in relation to

that substance.

The following diagrammatie way of representing the decom-
position of nucleo-proteid will jissist the student in remembering
the inter-relationships of these substances.

Nucleo-proteid

Proteid Nuclein

Proteid Nucleic acid

Phosphoric acid Purine bases

C. Albuminoids.

OtI.cr imperfectly

known substances.

The albuminoids are a group of substances which, though
similar to the proteids in many particulars, differ from them in

certain other points. The principal members of the group are

the following :

—

Collagen, the substance of which the white fibres of connective-

tissue are composed. Some observers regard it as the anhydride

of gelatin. In bone it is often called ossein.

Gelatin.—This substance is produced by boiling collagen with

water. It possesses the peculiar property of setting into a jelly

when a solution made with hot water cools. It gives most of

the proteid colour tests. Many observers state, however, that it

contains no sulphur. On digestion it is like proteid converted

into peptone-like substances, and is readily absorbed. Though it

will replace in diet a certain quantity of proteid, acting as what
is called a ' proteid-sparing ' food, it cannot altogether take the

place of proteid as a food. Animals fed on gelatin instead of

proteid waste rapidly.

Chondrin, the very similar substance obtained from hyaline

cartilage, is a mixture of gelatin with mucinoid materials.

Elastin.—This is the substance of which the yellow or elastic

fibres of ct>nnective-tissue are composed.. It is a very insoluble

material. The sarcolemma of muscular fibres and certain base-

ment membranes are very similar.

Keratin, or horny material, is the substance found in the

surface layers of the epidermis, in hairs, nails, hoofs, and horns.

K.P. D D
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It is very insoluble, and chiefly diflFei-s from proteids in its high
percentage of sulphur. A similar substance, called neurokeratin,
is found in neuroglia and nerve fibres. In this connection it is

interesting to note that the epidermis and the nervous sy.stem are
both formed from the same layer of the embryo—the epiblast.

Chitin and similar substances found in the cxoskeleton of
many invertebrates.

D. The Protamines.

Protamines.—These are basic substances which are combined
with naclein in the heads of the spermatozoa of certain fishes
(salmon, sturgeon, .fee). They resemble proteids in many of
their characters ; e.g., they give Piotrowski's reaction and some of
the other tests for proteids. They are regarded by Kossel as
the simplest proteids. By decomposition in various ways they
yield bases containing six atoms of carbon, and called in con-
sequence the hexoHc bases ; the bases are named lysine, arginine,
and histidine. The following equation represents the decom-
position of the protamine prepared from salmon roe :

CaoH67Xi70e + 4HaO = CeHgNgOa + sCeHjiN^Oa + CgHiiNA
[Protamine] [HisUdinel [Ai^inine] [Lysine]

The more complex proteids and albuminoids yield these bases
also

;
therefore Kossel considers that all these substances contain

a protamine nucleus. The more complex proteids, however,
yield many other products of decomposition in addition to these
bases, such as leucine and tyrosine.

The Folarimeter.

This instrument is one by means of which the nction of various substances
on the plane of polarised light can be observed and measured.
Most of the carbohydrates are dextro-rotatory.
All the proteids are levo-rotatory.
There are many varieties of the instrument ; these can only be properlv

studied in a practical class, and all one can do here is to state brieflV
the principles on which they are constructed.

Suppose one is shooting arrows at a fence made up of narrow vertical
palings

:
suppose also that the arrows are flat like the laths of a Venetian

blind. If the arrows are shot vertically they will pass easily through
the gaps between the palings, but if they are shot horizontal! v they will beunable to pass through at all. This rough illustration will help us in under-
standing what IS meant by iK)lari8ed light. Ordinary light is produced bv
the undulations of a;ther occurring in all directions at right angles to the
path of propagation of the wave. Polarised light is produce.1 by undulations
in one plane only

; we may compare it to our flat arrows
In a polarimetf-r there is at one end of the instrument .1 NicolV prism,

f^^ kI"?.*'!'
of Iceland spar. This pohrises the light which passed

through It
;

it is called the polariser. At the other end of the instrument
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i8 another called the analyser. Between the two is a tube which can
be filled with fluid. If the analyser is parallel to the jwlariser the li>:ht will
pass through to the eye of the observer. But if the analyser is at ripht
angles to the polariser it is like the flat arrows hitting horizontally the
vertical palings of the fence, and there is darkness. At intei mediate angles
there will be iniermediate degrees of illumination.

If the analyser aid polariser are parallel and the intermediate tube filled
with water, the light will pass as usual, because water has no action on the
plane of polarised light. But if the water contains sugar or some ' optically
active ' substance in solution the plane is twisted in one direction or the
other according as the substance is dextro- or levo-rotatory. The nniount
of rotation is measured by the number of angles through which the anaylser
has to be turnetl in order to obtain the full illumination. This will vary
with the length of the tube and the .strength of the solution.

Fig. 338.—fells of the
yeast plant in process
of budding.

Ferments.

The woi-d fermentation was first applied to the change of

sugar into alcohol and c-rbonic acid by means of yeast. The
evolution of carbonic acid causes frothing

and bubbling ; hence the term ' fermenta-

tion.' The agent, yeast, which produces this,

is called the ferment. Microscopic investiga-

tion shows that yeast is composed of minute
rapidly-growingunicellularorganism8(torul8e)

belonging to the fungus group of plants.

The souring of milk, the transformation of

urea into ammonium carbonate in decompos-
ing urine, and the formation of vinegar (acetic

acid) from alcohol are brought about by
very sin)ilar organism/. The complex scries

of changes known as putrefaction, which are accompanied by the
formation of malodorous gases, and which are produced by the
various forms of bacteria, also come into the same category.

That the change or fermentation is produced by tliese

organisms is shown by the fact that it occurs only when the
organisms are present, and stops when they are removed or
killed by a high temperature or by certain substances (carlx)lic

acid, mercuric chloride, «fec.) called antiseptics.

The 'germ theory' of d\ea8e explains the infectious diseases

by considering that ti»e change in the system is of the nature of

fermentation, and, like the others we have mentioned, produced
by microbes; the transference of the bacteria or their sports

from one person to another constitutes infection. The poisons
produced by the growing bacteria appear to be either alkaloidal

(ptomaines) or proteid in nature. The existence of poisonous
proteids is a veryN^markable thing, as 110 chemical differences

can be shown to ex)st between them and those which are not

D D 2
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poisonous, but which are useful as foods. The most virulent
poison in existence, namely snake poison, is a proteid of the
proteose class.

There is another class of chemical transformations which differ
very considerably from all of these. They, however, resemble
these fermentations in the fact that they occur independently of
any apparent change in the agents that produce them. The
agents that produce them are not living organisms, but chemical
substances, the result of the activity of living cells. The
change of starch into sugar by the ptyalin of the saliva is an
instance.

Ferments may therefore be divided into two classes :—
1. The organised ferments—toruloe, bacteria, ic.
2. The unorganised ferments, or enzymes—like ptyuliu.

«»i.o«»'
,000

«*^

"^^
fl

^^'iV'^<rJ^^^ °' micro-orgMiimiiB. o, microoocci arranged wngly ; in twoB, dinlococci-

and in foun<, imrcinH.
; b, niiProc<K.ci in chain*, streptooocci ; r and ,/, bat^li of^^ii.

Each may be again subdivided according to the nature of the
chemical change produced.

In digestion, the study of which we shall soon be commencing,
it is the nnorganised ferments with the action of which we have
chiefly to deal.

The unorganised ferments may be classified as follows :—
(rt) Amylolytic—those which change amyloses (starch, glvco-

gen) into sugars. Examples : ptyalin, diastase, amylopsin. '

(4) Proteolytic—those which change proteids into proteoses
and peptones. Examples : pepsin, trypsin.

(c) Steatolytic—those which split fats into fatty acids and
glycerin. An example, steapsin, is found in pancreatic juice.

(d) Inversive—those which convert saccharoses (cane sugar,
maltose, lactose) into glucose. Examples : invertin of intestinal
juice and of yeast cells.
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{f) Coagulative—those which convert sohible into insohible

proteida. Examples : rennet, fibrin ferment, myosin ferment.

Moat ferment actions are hydrolytic

—

i.e., water is added to

the material acted on, which then splits into new materials.

This ia seen by the following e.\amplea :

—

1. Conversion of cellulose into carbonic acid and marsh gas

(methane) by putrefactive organisms

—

(C„H,o05)n+ nHjO = 3UCO,+ 3nCH,
[CellulwH!) [AVater] [Carbuiiiv [MethaiieJ

acid]

2. luveiwlon of cane sugar by the unorganised ferment

invertin

—

CjjHjjOj, + HjO = CgHijOg-f CflHjjOg
[Cane sugar] [Water] [CiextroMe] [LevuKxH;]

A remarkable fact concerning the ferments is that the sub-

stances they produce in time put a stop to their activity ; thus,

in the case of the organised ferments, the alcohol produced by
yeast, the phenol, cresol, &c., produced by putrefactive organisms

from proteids, first stop the growth of and ultimately kill the

organisms which produce them. In the case of the enzymes
also the products of their activity hinder and finally stop

their action, but on the removal of these products the ferments

resume work.

This fact suggested to Croft Hill the question whether ferments

will act in the reverse manner to their usual action ; and in the

case of one ferment, at any rate, he finds this to be the case.

Inverting ferments, as we have just seen, usually convert a
disaccharide into monosaccharides. One of these inverting

ferments, called maltase, converts maltose into dextrose. If,

however, the ferment is allowed to act on strong solutions of

dextrose, it converts a small proportion of that sugar back into

maltose again.

Ferments act best at a temperature of about 40° C. Their
activity is stopped, but the ferments are not destroyed, by cold

;

it is stopped and the ferments killed by too great heat. A
certain amount of moisture and oxygen is also necessary ; there

are, however, certtiin micro-organisms that act without free

oxygen, and are called anaerobic in contradistinction to those

which require oxygen, and are called aerobic.

The chemical nature of the enzymes, or unorganised ferments,

is very difficult to investigate; they are substances that elude

the grasp of the chemist to a great extent. So far, however,
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rrrrw^*"
t^-gnt «« that they are either proteid i,. nature orare substances closely allied to the proteids.

The distinction between organis^l ferments and enzymes is

SnTeT.; *'""/rli.
'"" '""^ --—ganisn. exer't tLlraction by enzymes that they secrete. By crushing yeast cells

orates rrrr^"^ •" "'^'"""'' fn>n. thema„e,fzymeZproduces alcoholic fermentation.

CHAPTER XXVI.

THE BH . .

tiss^eJ T1J"^^"
fluid medium by means of which all thetissues of the body are directly or indirectly nourished • bvmeans of it also such of the materials resulting from themetabolism of the tissues which are of no further'use hi the

Z'Z^ ^"V""''^
"^ '*'" '''''''^'y "'•^'''"^ ^« be removed fromthe body It 18 a somewhat viscid fluid, and in man and in all

Z^L fl tr f^t "^"""^ '' ^*"^^^«' '^''' taken fmm the

vems IS of a bright scarlet hue ; that obtained from the systemic
veins, from the right side of the heart, and from the pulmoryartery is of a much darker colour. At fi«t sight the red coloSappears to belong to the whole mass of blood, but on furtherexamination this is found not to be the case. In reality blo^

ZTJ '"
'l'"?'

^°'""^^" «"'^' -»«d plasma riiq^
!?1T^ V'" .T

'*' ^'^ suspended numerous blood corpuscles,

in hP T-Jl *,^! "'««^P*rt' ««lo"red, and it is to their presentm the fluid that the red colour of the blood is due

account of the different refractive powers possessed by its two

.Tetter;.?' ''7'rr ^"' '""^ ^^••P"^^- ^>» '-'-e^t^th ether, water, and other reagents, however, it becomes trans-

ZZr '"f.r''"''^
^'*^" '°'°"''' •" ««"««l"^"ee of the colouringnutter of the corpuscles having been discharged int.. the plasmaI he avemge spea^c gravity of blood at 15° J. (60° F) variesrom ,055 to 1062. A rapid and useful method^f estinmt n

'

^h^^Pe^^6^g«>-^^ by Roy. Drops of blood

• The amphwrut and the U-jftoi'iphaluii.

IV-**-.
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are taken and allowed to fall into fluids of known apecifio gravity.

When the drop neither rises nor sinks in the fluid it is taken to

be of the same specific gravity as that of the standard fluid. The
reaction of blood is faintly alkaline and the taste saltish. Its

temperature varies slightly, the average being 37*8° C. (100° F.).

The blood stream is warmed by passing through the muscles,

nerve centres, and glands, but is somewhat cooled on traversing

the capillaries of the skin. Recently drawn blood has a distinct

odour, which in many cases is characteristic of the animal from
which it has been taken. It may be further developed by adding

to blood a mixture of equal parts of sulphuric acid and water.

Quantity of the Blood.—The quantity of blood in any
animal under normal conditions bears a fairly constant relation to

the body-weight. The methods employed for estimatin'' it are

not so simple as might at first sight have been thought. For
example, it would not be possible to get any accurate information

on the point: from the amount obtained by rapidly bleeding an
animal to death, for then an indefinite quantity would remain in

the vessels; nor, on the other hand, would it be possible to

obtain a correct estimate by less rapid bleeding, as, since life

would be more prolonged, time would be allowed for the passage

into the blood of lymph from the lymphatic vessels and from
the tissues. In the former case, therefore, we should under-

estimate, and in the latter over-estimate, the total amount of the

blood.

Of the several methods which have been employed the most
accurate is the following. A small quantity of blood is taken

from an animal by venesection ; it is defibriuated and measured,

and used to make standard solutions of blood. The animal is

then rapidly bled to death, and the blood which escapes is

collected. The blood-vessels are next washed out with saline

solution until the washings are no longer coloured, and these are

added to the previously withdrawn blood ; lastly the whole

animal is finely minced with saline solution. The fluid obtained

from the mincings is carefully filtered and added to the diluted

blood previously obtained, and the whole is measurer'. The next

step in the process is the comparison of the colour of the diluted

blood with that of standard solutions of blood and water of a
known strength, until it is discovered to what standard solution

the diluted blood corresponds. As the amount of blood in the

corresponding standard solution is known, as well as the total

quantity of diluted blood obtained from the animal, it is easy to

calculate the absolute amount of blood which the latter contained,

and to this is added the small amount which was withdrawn to
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»olutionB. ThiH give, the total amount of

blood which the auimal contained. It in contn«ted with the
weight of the animal, previously known.
The result of many experiments shows that the quantity of blood

•u various animals averages tV to ^r of the total body-weight
An estimate o. the (juantity in man which corresiwnded nearly

wi h this proportion has been more than once made from the
fo lowing data A criminal was weighed before and after decapi-
totion

;
the difference in the weight represented the .luantity ofblood which escaped. The blood-vessels of the head and trunk

wore then washed out by the injection of water until the fluidwhich escaped had only a pale red or straw colour. This fluidwas then also weighed
; and the amount of bloo.1 which it repre-

sented was calculated by comparing the proportion of solid mafter
contained in it with that of the first blood which escaped on
decapitation Two experiments of this kind gr .

- the^me
results. (Weber and Lehmann.)

Haldane and Lorrain Smith have recently i-. «tigated the
question by another method. A man breathes a cc.tain measured
volume of carbonic oxide ; the percent^vge satumtion of the h»mo-
globin IS then determined in a drop of blood colorimetrically

;

from this, the total capacity of the subject's blood for absorbing
carbonic oxide can easily be calculated; this is the same as theoxygen capacity.' The total volume of the blood is then
calculated from the total and percentage oxygen capacities, andthe total wei-ht obtamed by multiplying the volume by the
specific gtavit (about 1-055). These experiments show that thecommon y accepted estimate of the mass of the blood is toohigh; the average in fourteen healthy adults was J*, of thebody weight. ^"

Coagulation of the Blood.

One of the most characteristic properties which the blood
possesses IS that of clotting or coaffulatiuff. This phenomenonmay be observed under the most favourable conditions ia bloodwhich has been drawn into an open vessel. In al»out two or threeminutes at the ordinarj- te^iperature of the air, the surface ofthe fluid 18 seen to become semi-solid or jelly-like, and this chanc?c
takes place „i a minute or two afterwards at the sides of the
vessel in which it is contained, and then extenH« throughout the
entire mass. The time which is occupied in these chan-es isabout eight or nine minutes. The solid laass is of exactfy thesame volume as the previously liquid blood, and adheres so closely
to the sides of the containing vessel that if the latter is inverted

,11
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none of its contents escape. The solid mass is the cmt$amfntum,

or elot. If the clot is watched for a few niiiuitcs, drops of a

light straw-coloured fluid, the $erum, may be seen to make their

appearance on the surface, and, as they become more and more
numerous, to run together, forming a complete superiiciul stratum

above the solid clot. At the same time the fluid Iwgins to

transude at the sides and at the undcr-surfacc of the clot, which in

the coiirse of an hour or two floats in the liquid. The flrst drops

of serum ap{)ear on the surface al>out eleven or twelve minutes

after the blood has been drawn ; and the fluid continues to

transude for from thirty-six to forty-eight hours.

The clotting of blood is due to the development in it of u sub-

stance called ^^t'n, which appears as a meshwork (tig. 340) of

^Iff- 340.—Beticulum of flbrin, from a drop of human blood, after treatment with
Toaanilin. The entangled corpiucleM are not seen. (Ranvier.)

fine fibrils. This meshwork entangles and encloses within itself

the blood corpuscles. The first clot formed, therefore, includes

the whole of the constituents of the blood in an apparently solid

mass, but soon the fibrinous meshwork begins to contract, and the

serum which does not belong to the clot is squeezed out. When
the whole of the serum has transuded the clot is found to be
smaller, but firmer and harder, as it is now made up chiefly of

fibrin and blood corpuscles. Thus coagulation re-arranges the

constituents of the blood ; liquid blood is made up of plasma

and blood corpuscles, and clotted blood of serum and clot.

Fibrin is formed from the plasma, and may bo obtuincd free

from corpuscles when blood-plasma is allowed Lo elot, the corpuscles

having previously been removed. It ma} ue also obtained from
blood by whipping it with a bunch of twigs ; the fibrin adheres
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to tho twijj^ .ml »•. tai,>r!..M i.ii ow corpuscles. Then*? may l«
removed bv .jwliifi^^ vit!. -wUer. Serum is plasnu m,nu» fibrin.
The reiatini. n- ,.i\i,iini < urn, and clot can Ik- Neen at a glance in
tho following xilieme u< ibe couHtituentH (»f tho bhx^ :—

fSenun
I

Pl.wma
(Fibrin,

BICMXI j

(•I<.t

Corpu8clo8

Tt may be roughly Btato<i that in 100 parts by weight of blood
60-65 P^rt* consiHt of plasma and 35-40 of corpuscles.
The /mfy eotit is seen when bl<x)d c(.ii!j;uluteH slowly, as in

horse's blotKl. The reel corpuscles sink more rapidly than tho
white, and the upjH-r Htratnm of the clot (bufty coat) consists
mainly of fibrin and white cori)U8cle8,

Coagulation is hastened by

—

1. A temfwrature a little over that of the body.
2. Contjict with foreign matter.

3. Injury to the vessel walls,

4. Agitation.

5. Addition of calcium sjilts.

Coagulation is hindered or prevented by
1. A low temperature. In a vessel cooled by ice, cojigidation

may be prevented for an hour or more.
2. The addition of a large (juantity of neutral salts like sudium

sulphate or magnesium sulphate.

3. Contact with the living vascular walls.

4. Contact with oil.

5. Addition of o.xalates. These precipitate the calcium uecssary
for coagulation is insoluble calcium oxalate.

6. Injection
. ommercial peptone (which consist.- chu -ly of

proteoses) nito the circulation of the living aniniHl.

7. Adflition of leech extract. This acta in virtue of a proteose
it contains.

The theory generally received which ac .unt- best for ti..;

coagulation of the blood is that of I'mmiarsren, . nd it may b-
briefly stated as follows :

—
W/ifH hlofMf is in the vtMds one of the nmtituentn or 'he plamin, a

/'T-yfeyf of the <i!nf.min ri.ias oiiM fihrinwjni, ^rixts in <o(uhle form.
When the hinul is xht>l the Ji'f/nnogen mo/milr is .-.Jit into tteo

parts
.
fme jmrt is a ffMmliv. which remains iu soluti<m , the other

is the insoluble material fibrin.
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Thi* cAin'/f is hnmiiht af^mt hy the activity of a npetial

UH(/rf/ani$e(l Jermenf called the Jiltrtn-t'erment or thromhin.

Thi» ferment (lom not exint in hmlthy f'lnmt rontaineil in healthy

hloofl-veMch, but it one of the prinlucta of the 'iiii>'tei/ration of the

white eorjtuvlf!' ami f>f •<"/ tahlris tluit occurs *ihrn the hlw^l lea*>es

the vetnels or ctjuiei ^/»^ contact lith foreiijn vi" '< r.

To th s it may be inKled, an Mio result of recent rcHenrch. that

a soluMe calciiiiii Halt is cssennal for the fornmtioii «" the

ferment ; that the fibrin-ferment iKjlonjr" to tin' cIhhk of uucleo-

j.roteids: that other nuclef^I)roteid8 (>\ ..oMrid^'e's tisstu 'ilirino-

genn) obtained from most of the cellular orfrans of tl l«jdy

proiluce intravascular clotting when injected into the circulaf'on

uf a living animal.

The 8ub«tiince which is converted into fil.t i fennent or thrombin

bv the action of a calcium ^ It may lie i otivenicntly I'.med

prothi't/nifiiH.

The pntc-esH of fibrin formation ma v therefon represented in

the following tabular way :

—

In the ^>la^ m a |ir<' "nl substance

existN, called

—

FiBUlNOOEN.

Fi 1 ihe coi .iilesw corjiuseles a

MK .'o-proti il if. ^lu-il our, calUnl

—

1 iOTHK'tMBIN.

!,» the action ..f cah^iuin salts

othroiiibin is (.'(mverlitl into

,ii>riti-fi'rnient. or

Thkombin.

Thitmibii acts on tit>iinogtn ii sm u a way 'hat two t»«w suli-tant-es are

formetl.

One of Ih -L' is uriimpoi'taii!

agli'hiiliii Wi.ioli ri'iiiains in solii ...i

itsumount is ver\ small.

The other is iniporiuiit. \ i/..

FiBRlx. wliioh eiitaiiirles the cor-

lU.-cles and so forms tin; Clot.

The Plasma and Eerum.

The liquid iu which tite corpuscles floHf may l>e obtained by

empl' ving one or otlior o* the methods already described for

prc\ iiting the blmnl fiu. coagulating. The ••orpuscles, being

hea' , sink, and the siiperuatant plasma can tb' i 1 *• removed by

a piitetteor siphon, or more tlioroughly by the use ot a centritugai

macliine (see tig. 341)-

On counteracting the influence which has prevented the blood

from coagulating the plasma then itself coagulates. Thus plasma
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obteincd by the use of cold clots on warming j,'ently
; plasma

which has been decalcified by the action of a soluble oxalate clots
on the addition of a calcium salt

; plasma obtained by the use of
a strong solution of salt coagulates when this is diluted by the
addition of water, the addition of fibrin-ferment being necessjiry

fixed bv elam^ .T- ,r a Ullev flx«l tT^" T ^"^i?' " '"
f'"''^''

^^'^ ^i-st tub^s ire

the rotatiuK turntable. (Garagw

)

^ ^ "^ "*"* '" " ""'^"ce view of

in most cases; where coagulation occurs without the addition
of hbrm-ferment no doubt some is present from the partial
dismtegmtion of the corpuscles which has already occurred
Pericardial and hydn)cele fluids resemble pure plasma very closelym composition. As a rule, however, thev contain few or no white
corpuscles, and do not clot spontaueouslV, but after the addition
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of fibrin-ferment, or liquids like serum that contain fibrin-ferment,

they always yield fibrin.

Pure plasma may be obtained from horse's veins by what is

known as the ' living test-tube ' experiment. If the jugular vein

is ligatured in two places so as to include a quantity of blood

within it, then removed from the animal and hung in a cool place,

the blood will not clot for many hours. The corpuscles settle,

and the supernatant plasma can be removed with a pipette.

The plasma is alkaline, yellowish in tint, and its specific gravity

is about 1026 to 1029. 1000 prts of plasma contain :

—

Water
Solids .

I'rotciils 1, yield of fibrin

2, other j)roteid8 .

Extractives (including fat)

Inorganic salts .

902*90

9710
40s
7884
S-66

8-5S

In roimd numbers, plasma contains 10 per cent, of solids, of

which 8 are proteid in nature. Note, however, the comparatively

small yield of fibrin.

Serum contains the same three classes of constituents—pro-

teids, extractives, and salts. The extractives and salts are the

same in both liquids. The proteids are different, as is shown in

the following table :—

-

Pn>ti-id» of Pla»ma. Proteid* of Serum.

Fibrinogen. Serum globulin.

Serum globulin. Serum albumin.

Serum albumin. Fibrin-ferment.

The gases of plasma and serum are small quantities of oxygen,

nitrogen, and carbonic acid. The greater part of the oxygen of

the blood is combined in the red corpuscles with heemoglobin
;

the carbonic acid is chiefly combined as carbonates. The gases

of the blood have already been considered under Respiration (see

P- 377)-
We may now study one by one the various constituents of the

plasma and serum.

A. Proteids.

—

Fihrinogen. This is the substance acted on by

fibrin-ferment. It yields, under this action, an insoluble product

called liMn and a soluble proteid of the globulin class.

Fibrinogen is a globulin. It differs from serum globulin, and

may be separated from it, by making use of the fact that half-

saturation with sodium chloride precipitates it. It coagulates by

heat at the low temperature of 56° C.

Seruvi globulin and serum albumin.—These substances exhibit

thetisual differences already described between albumins and globti-

lins (p. 397). Both are coagulated by heat at a little over 70° C.
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They may be separated by dialysis or the use of neutral salts *
The readiest way to separate them is to add to the serum an
equal volume of saturated solution of ammonium sulphate. This
18 equivalent to semi-saturation, and it precipitates the globulin.
If magnesium sulphate is used as a precipitant of the globulin
It must be added in the form of crystals, and the mixture well
shaken to ensure complete saturation.
Sorum globulin was formerly called fibrinoplastin, because it

was believed to take some share in fibrin formation. It is also
called paraglolmlin. It may be imperfectly precipitated by
diluting serum with twenty times its volume of water and then
adding a trace of acetic acid, or passing a stream of carbonic acid
gas through the diluted serum.

Fibrin-ferment.—^hmiAVs method of preparing it is to take
serum and add excess of alcohol. This precipitates all thf
proteids, fibrin-ferment included. After some weeks the alcohol
18 poured off; the serum globulin and serum albumin have been
by this means rendered insoluble in water; an aqueous extract is
however, found to contain fibrin-ferment, which is not so easily
coagulated by alcohol as the other proteids are.

B. Extractives.—These arc non-nitrogenous and nitrogenous
The non-nitrogenous are fats, soaps, cholesterin, and sugar the
nitrogenous are urea (o-o2 to 004 per cent.) and still smaller
quantities of uric acid, creatine, creatinine, xanthine, and hypo-
xanthine.

'^

C. Salts.—The most abundant salt is sodium chloride ; it con-
stitutes between 60 and 90 per cent, of the total mineral matter
Potassium chloride is present in much smaller amount. It consti-
tutes about 4 per cent, of the total ash. The other salts are
phosphates and sulphates.

Schmidt gives the following table :

—

1000 ]>nits of plasma yield

—

Mi'ifial nmtfer . . . 8"«o
«;'""ne

. . . .
'

. . : yl\o

rotassmin 0-21
SfHliuni ^."^-1
Calcium phosphate . .... o^ii
Magnesium phosi)hate . . . . . 0-222

The Blood-Corpusoles.
There are two principal forms of corpuscles, the red and the

wkde, or, as they are now frequently named, the coloured and the
colourless. In the moist state the red corpuscles form about 40 per

• The globulin of the serum precipitated by 'salting out " really consistsof two protcis, one of which is precipitated by' dialysis and the otK" not!
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cent, by weight of the whole »..a88 of 'he blood. The proportion

of colourless corpuscles is only as i to 500 or 600 of the coloured.

Bed or Coloured Corpuscles.—Human red blood corpuscles

are circular biconcave discs with rounded edges, ti^Vtt "^"^^^ ^^

diameter (7/* to 8/a) and xa^jnr "'*'''> o*" about 2/*, in thickness.

When viewed singly they appear of a pale yellowish tinge ; the

deep red colour which they give to the blood is observable in

them only when they are seen en masse. They are composed

of a colourless, structureless, and transparent filmy framework,

or ttroma, infiltrated in all parts by a red colouring matter

Fig. 542. — Bed corpusdea in rouleaux.
The white oorpuacles are uncoloured.

Fig. 54 u— Corpuscles of the frog. The
central matw coDHiHtH of nucleated
coloured corpuscleH. The other cor-
puccles are two varietieM of Uie
oolourlean form.

termed hcBmoglobin. The stroma is elastic, so that as the cor-

puscles circulate they aciiuit of changes of form, in adaptation

to the vessels, and recover their natural shape as soon as they

escape from compression. The colouring matter uniformly per-

vades the stroma. The consistency of the peripheral part of the

stromu is greater than that of tiie more central portions ; this

plays the part of a membrane in the processes of osmosis that

occur when water or salt solution are added to the f'orpuscles.

The red corpuscles have no nuclei : the unequal refraction of

transmitted liglit gives the appearance of a central spot, darker

or brighter than the border, according as* it is viewed in or out
of focus. Their specific gravity is about 1088.

The corpuscles of all mammals, with the exoeptinn nf the

camel tribe, are circular and biconcave. Tliey are generally very
nearly the size of human red corpuscles. Tlifiy are smallest in
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the deer tribe and largest in the elephant. In the camehdro

they are biconvex. In all mammals the corpuscles are non-

nucleated, and in all other vertebrates (birds, reptiles, araphibij^

and fishes) the corpuscles are oval, biconvex, and nucleated

'

main divwions of the VertebraU. ^y '™^"", ",.
,

" i_ the lonn diameter is here
tl.e averase diameter. I" ^^^ X„ 'h the »ize of t« bl^^e^l. varies so much

than the red corpuscles.

(fig. 344) and larger than in mammals. They are largest of all

in certain amphibians (nmphiuma, proteus).

The red corpuscles are nut all alike, for in almost every speci-

men of blood may be also observed a certain number of corpuscles

smaller than the rest. They are termed microcyte», or hmmto-

hlmU. and are probably immature corpuscles.
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A property of the red corpuscles, which is exaggerated in

inflammatory blood, is a tendency to adhere together in rolls

or columns (rouleaux), like piles of coins. These rolls quickly

fasten together by their ends, and cluster; so that, when the

blood is spread out thinly on a glass, they form an irregular

network (fig. 342).

Kg- 345 -—Effect
of saline so-
lution (ciena-
tion).

Action of BeasentB.—Considerable light has been thrown on the
physical and chemical constitution of red blood-cells by studying the effects

producetl by mechanical means and by various reagents ; the following is a
brief summary of these reactions :

—

Water. — When water is added gradually to frog's blood, the oval
disc-shaped corpuscles become spherical, and gradually discharge their
hemoglobin, a pale, transparent stroma being left behind : human r^ blood-
cells swell, change from a discoidal to a spheroidal form, and discharge
their pigment, becoming quite transparent and all but
invisible.

Phyguilogical mline solution causes no effect on the red
corpuscles beyond preventing them running into rouleaux.
If a stronger salt solution is used, the corpuscles shrink and
become crenated (fig. 345).

Dilute acetic acid causes the nucleus of the red blood-cells
in the frog to become more clearly defined ; if the action is

prolonged, the nucleus becomes strongly granulated, and all

the colouring matter seems to be concentrated in it, the surroundi cell-

substance and outline of the cell becoming almost invisible ; after time
the cells lose their colour altogether. The cells in the figure

(fig. 346) represent the successive stages of the change. A
similar loss of colour occurs in the re(l corpuscles of human
blood, which, however, from the absence of nuclei, seem to
disappear entirely.

Dilute alkalis cause the red blood-cells to dissolve slowly,
and finally to disapi)ear.

Chlorv/orm addf;d to the red blood-cells of the frog causes
them to part with their haemoglobin ; the stroma of the cells

becomes gradually broken up. A similar effect is produced
en the human red blood-corpuscles.

Tannic acid.—When a 2 jier cent, fresh solution of tannic acid is applied
to frog's blood it causes tb- ppearance of a sharply-
defined little knob, projectmg from the free surface
(_Roberts' macula') : the colouring matter becomes at
the same time concentratetl in the nucleus, which grows
more distinct (fig. 347). A somewhat similar effect is

produced on the human red blood-corpuscle, the colour-
ing matter being discharged and coagulated as a little

knob of haematin on the surface of the stroma.
Boric acid.—A 2 per cent, solution applied to

nucleated red blood-cells (frog) will cause the concentration of all the
colouring matter in the nucleus ; the colouretl Ixnly thus
forme<l gradually quits its central position, and comes to be
partly, sometimes entirely, protruded from the surface of
the now colourless cell (fig. 348). The result of this exjMjri-

ment letl Briicke to distinguish the cnlouvc*! cnnti-nts nf tlsp

cell (zooid) from its colourless stroma (jBcoiii). When applied
to the non-nucleated mammalian corpuscle its effect merely resembles that
of other dilute acids.

(^
, 346.—Effect
acetic acid.

3o

Fig. 347.—Effect of
tanbin.

^0.
Fig. 348.—Effect
of Doric acid.

K.P. K >
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/

Heat.—The effect of heat up to 50'—60" C. (120"—140' F.) is to cause the

formation of a namber of bud-like processes (6g. 349).
Electricity causes the red blood-corpuscles to become

crenated, and at length mulberry-like. Finally they re-

cover their round form and become quite pale.

Fig. 340.—Effect of
hMt.

The Colourless Corpuscles.—In human blood

the white or colourlefls corpuscles or leucocytes

(when at rest) are nearly spherical masses of granu-

lar protoplasm. In all cases one or more nuclei exist in each

corpuscle. The size of the corpuscles varies considerably, but

averages -g-lW ^^ ^" '"^^^ ('<^m) ^^ diameter.

In health, the proportion of white to red corpuscles, which,

taking an average, is about i to 500 or 600, varies considerably

even in the course of the same day. The variations appear to

depend chiefly on the amount and probably also on the kind of

food taken ; the number of leucocytes is generally increased by a

meal, and diminished by fasting. Also in young persons, during

pregnancy, and after great loss of blood, there is a larger pro-

portion of colourless blood-corpuscles. In old age, on the other

hand, their proportion is diminished.

Varieties.—The colourless corpuscles present greater diversities

of form than the red ones. Two chief varietiesOare to be seen in human blood ; one of which

contains a considerable number of coarse gran-

ules, and the other, which is paler and less

granular, contains several nuclei united by fine

threads of chromatin.

The granules of these cells have an affinity

for acid, aniline dyes like eosin. They are there-

fore spoken of as oxyphile or eoainophile. The

large granules of the coarsely granular cells are

much more deeply stained by eosin than the

granules of the finely granular cells. The latter

cells are by far the most numerous ; the coarsely

granular cells only comprise about 5 per cent,

of the total number of leucocytes. In size the

variations are great, for in most specimens of

blood it is possible to make out, in addition to

the full-sized varieties, a number of smaller cor-

puscles, consisting of a large spherical nucleus

surrounded by a variable amount of more or

less granular p,-otophisin. These small corpus-

cle are the undeveloped forms of the others, and are derived

from the cells of the lymphatic glands ; they are called lympho-

(P

Fig. 350-—A. Three
coiouml blood-
corpuscles. B.
Three colourless
biood • corpuscles
acted on by acetic

acid ; the nuclei
are rery clearly
visible Human
blood. X 900.
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eytet. A fourth variety of leucocyte is the hyaline corpuacle, in

the protoplasm of which there are no granules. They have a single

nucleus. Very rarely batophVe cells (i.e., cells whose granules

have au affinity for basic aniline dyes like methylene blue) are

found. The nucleus of all these varieties of cells is basophile.

AmoBboid Movement.—The remarkable property of the
colourless corpuscles of spontaneously changing their shape was
first demonstrated by Wharton Jones in the blood of the skate.

If a drop of blood is examined with a high power of the micro-

HMlthy bMiUiu.

Healthy bscilliu

Healthy bacillus

Pui'tiuUy digeoted bacillua

III

PaitiuJy digested leucocjrte—.
Nuclei vacuolated—

.. Nuvleus

..Bacillus in leucocyte

Partially digested leucoc}te

s«i^_.Foreign matter

i

Foreign matter —

.

Leucocytes \ r™ll".V."T^cy

Fai'ticle* of foreign matter

Particles of foreign matter

Particles of foreign matter

Fig. 351.—Macrophages containing bacilli and other structures supposed to be under-
going digestion. (Buifer.)

scope, under conditions by which loss of moisture is prevented,

and at the same time the temperature is maintained by a warm
stage at about that of the body, 37° C. (98*5° F.), the colourless

corpuscles will be observed slowly to alter their shapes, and to

send out processes at various parts of their circumference. The
amoeboid movement, which can be demonstrated in human colour-

less blood-corpuscles, can be more readily seen in newt's blood.

The full consideration of amoeboid movement is given on p. 13.

An interesting variety of amoeboid movement is that which leads

to the ingestion of foreign particles. This gives to the leucocytes

their power of taking in and digesting bacilli {phugocytosis). The

E E 2
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multi-nucleated, finely granular corpuscles are the most vigorous
phagocytes. The accompanying figure illustrates this; the cells

represented, however, are not leucocytes, but the large amceboid
cells found in connective tissues, especially in inflamed parts.
(See also p. 275.)
The process of emigration of the leucocytes is described on

p. 274.

Action of Beoffentt on the eolourleu eorputcU$.— Water c&wtea
the corpuscles to swell and their nuclei to become apparent
Acetic acid (i per cent.) has a similar action; it also causes the
granules to aggregate round the nucleus (fig. 350). Dilute
alkalis produce swelling and bursting of the corpuscles.

The Blood-Flatelets.

Besides the two principal varieties of blood-corpuscles, a third
kind has been described under the name blood-platelets (Blut-
platchen). These are colourless disc-shaped or irregular bodies,
much smaller than red corpuscles. Different v'ews are held as to
their origin. At first they were regarded as immature red cor-
puscles ; but this view is discarded. They may be disintegrative
products of white corpuscles ; some state that they are merely a
precipitate of nucleo-proteid whirh occurs when the plasma dies
or is cooled. There is, however, no doubt that they do occur in
living blood.

Entuneratlon of the Blood-Oorpnaolas.

Several methods are employed for ooantin^ the blood-corpuscl' ; most of
them deper : upon the same principle, i.e., the dilution of a minute volume
of blood with a given volume of a colourless saline solution similar in
specific gravity to blood plasma, so that the size and shape of the cor-
puscles is altered as little as possible. A minute quantity of the well-
mixed solution is then taken, examined under the microscope, either
in a flattened capillary tube (Malassei) or in a cell (Hayem &
Nachet, Gowers) of known capacity, and the number of corpuscles in a
measured length of the tube, or in a given area of the cell, is counted.
The length of the tube and the area of the cell are ascertained by means of
a micrometer scale in the microscope ocular; or in the case of Gowers'
modification, by the division of the cell area into squares of known size.
Having ascertained the number of corpuscles in the diluted blood, it is
easy to find out the number in a given volume of normal blood.

Gowers' H^maeytomrter consists of a small pipette (A), which, when
filled up to ti mark on its stem, holds 995 cubic millimetres. It is
furnished with an india-rubber tube and glass mouth-piece to facilitate
filling and emptying; a capillary tube (B) marked to hold c cubic
millimetres, and also furnished with an india-rubber tube and mouth-
piece ; a small glass jar (d) in which the dilution of the blood is performed

;

a glass stirrer fE) for mixing the blood and salt solution thoroughly
; (F) a

needle, the length of which can be regulated by a screw ; a brass stage
plate (c) carrying a glass slide, on which is a cell' one-fifth of a millimetre
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deep, and the bottom of which is divided into one-tenth millimetre rquatee.
On the top of the cell the coTer-glaw rests. A standard saline solution
of aodinm sulphate, or similar salt, of specific gravity 1035, is made, and
^5 onbic millimetres are measured by means of the pipette into the glass
jar, and with this five cubic millimetres of blood, obtained bj pricking
the finger with the needle, and measured in the capillary pipette (b), are
thoroughly mixed by the glass stirring-rod. A drop of this diluted blood is

then placed in the cell and covered with a cover-glass, which is lixed in
position by means of the two lateral springs. The layer of diluted blood
between ttie slide and cover-glass is | millimetre thick. The jireparation is

then examined under a microscope with a power of about 400 diameters,
and focussed nntil the lines dividing the cell into squares are visible.

After a short delay, the red corpuscles which have sunk to the bottom of

Fig. 352.—Hsemacytometer. (Gowers.)

the cell, and are resting on the squares, are counted in ten squares, and the
number of white corpuscles noted. By adding together the numbers cotinted
in ten (one-tenth millimetre) squares, and, as the blood has been diluted,
multiplying by f » n thousand, the number of corpuscles in one cubic milli-
metre of blood is obtained. The average number of corpuscles per cubic
millimetre of healthy blood, according to Vierordt and Welcker, is 5,000,000
in adult men, and 4,500,000 in women ; this corresponds to an average of
50 and 45 corpuscles respectively per square of Cowers' instrument.
A hsemacytometer of another form, and one that is much used at the

present time, is known as the Thoma-Zeiss hsemacytometer. It consists of a
carefully graduated pipette, in which the dilution of the blood is done ; this
is so formed that the capillary stem has a capacity equalling one-hundredth
of the bulb above it. If the blood is drawn up in the capillary tube to the
line marked 1 (6g. 354) the saline solution may afterwaids be drawn up
the stem to the line 101 ; in this way we have loi parts, of which the blood
forms I. As the contents of the stem can be displaced unmixed we shal
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h«Te in the mixtare the i«oner dilation. The blood and the saline tolation
ue well mixed by shalcinK the pipette, in the balb of which it contained a
mail glaaa bead for the purpose of aidinK the mixing. The vther part of
the instrument consists of a glass slide (flg. 353) upon whi I' s mounted

Kf. 353.

a corered disc, m, accuratelj ruled so as to present one square millimetre
divided into 400 squares of one-twentieth of a millimetre each. The micro-
meter thus made is surrounded by another nnn ilar cell, r, which has such a

height as to make the cell project exactly one-tenth
p,, „, millimetre beyond in. If a drop of the diluted blood

is placetl upon m, and c is covered with a perfectly flat

cuvcr-glasfl, the volume of the diluted blood above each
of the squares of the micrometer, t.^., above each ^,
will be i^ of a cubic millimetre. An average of ten
or more squares are then taken, and this numl^r multi-
plied by 4cx» X 100 gives the number of corpuscles in
a cubic millimetre of undiluted blood.

Dr. George Oliver's Hiemacytometer is a much easier
instrument to use, and the results obtained are accurate

;

it does not enable one, however, to ascertain the pro-
portion of red and white corpuscles. A small measured
quantity of blood is taken up into a pipette and washed
out into a graduated flattened test-tube with Hayem's
fluid (sodium chloride 0*5 gramme, sodium sulphate
0-25 gr., corrosive sublimate 0-25 gr., distilled water
100 C.C.). The graduations of the tube arc so adjusted
that with normal bhHxl {i.e., blood containing 5,000,000
I'ed corpuscles per cubic millimetre) the light of a small
wax candle placeil three yards from the eye in a dark
room, is just visible as a thin bright line when looked
at through the tube held edgeways between the fingers,
and lilled up to the 100 mark with Hayem's fluid. If the
number of corpuscles is less than normal, less of the
diluting solution is retjuired before the light is trans-
mitted; if more than normal, more of the solution is

necessary. The graduations of the tube correspond to
percentages of the normal standard which is taken as 100,

Figs. 353 and ,)54.—
Thoma-Zeuw

Htemacytometer.

Devolopment of the Blood-Corpiuoles.

The first formed blood-corpuscles of the human
embryo differ much in their general characters

from those which belong to the later periods of

iutra-uterine, and tt> all pTicnls of extra-uterine life. Their
manner of origin is at first very simiile.

Surrounding the early embryo is a circular area, called the
vascular area, in which the first rudiments of the blood-vessels

and blood-corpuscles are developed. Here the nucleated embryonic
cells of the mesoblast, from which the blood-vessels and corpuscles
are to be formed, send out processes in various directions, and
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these, joining together, form an irregular meshwork.' The

nuclei irtcrease in number, and collect chiefly in the larger

masses of protoplaMm, but partly also in the processes. These

nuclei gather around them a certain amount of the protoplasm,

and, becoming coloured, form the red blood corpuscles. The

protoplasm of the cells and their branched network in which

the." corpuscles lie then beconie hollowed out into a system of

cant .» enclosing fluid, in which the red nucleated corpuscles

float. TLc corpuscles at first are from about Tr^arrr to i?\nr°'
an inch {lOfi to i6f*) in diameter, mostly spherical, and with

granular contents, and a well-marked nucleus. Their nuclei,

»/W^ ^"

Fig. -,55.—Part of the network of developing blo<iJ-ve«i»!l« in the vaiicular are* of a

griilnea-pifr. hi, blood-corpunclen becoming free in an enlarged and hollowed-ont part

of the network ; n, proeeiw of protoplaHni. (E. A. Schiifer.)

which arc about y^Vr o^ *" '"''^' (Sm) >" diameter, are central

and circular.

The corpuscles then strongly resemble the colourless corpuscles

of the fully developed blood, but are coloured. They are capable

of amoeboid movement and multiply by division.

When, in the progress of embryonic development, the liver

begins to be formed, the multiplication of blood-cells in the whole

mass of blood ceases, and new blood-cells are produced by this

organ, and also by the lymphatic glands, thymus and spleen.

These are at first colourless and nucleated, but afterwards acquire

the ordinar}' blood-tinge, and resemble very much those of the

first set. They also multiply by division. In whichever way

produced, however, whether from the original formative cells of

the embryo, or by the liver and the other organs mentioned

above, these coloured nucleated cells begin very early in foetal life

to be mingled with coloured non-nucleated corpuscles resembling
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thoM of the adult, and at about the fourth or fifth month of
embryonic existence are completely replnced by tlieni.

Orlfln of the Matured Coloured Corpuscles The non-
nudeated red corpuscles may possibly be derived from the nude
ated, but in all probability are an entirely new formation. Their
chief origin is :

—

Frotn t/u medulla of hone.—\% has been shown that coloured
ooipuscies are to a very large extent derived during adult life
from the large pale cells in the red marrow of bones, especially of
Uie nbs. These cells become coloured from the formation of
haemoglobin chiefly in one part of their protoplasm. This coloure<l
part becomes separated from the rest of the cell and forms a red
corpuscle, being at first cup shaped, but soon taking on the normal
appearance of the mnture corpuscle. Mingled with the amoeboid
colourless marrow cells (p. 59) are a number of other smaller

Kjf. 35«. -D^velopmpnt of red corpuiwK* in ponn^itlve tiwue cellM. From the nubcuUnK.iu.^ue .,1 a new-bom r»t. A. a cell oonUinin,? hH-moglobin inaditfuH^S ta t«
KS^^te""*!'"^* ^'"'."V"" ™1<""-''*J Klobules of vaningHizeand^cuo^- A" «

amoeboid cells called trythrohlait* (fig. 358) ; these are tinted with
hjemoglobin

; they divide and multiply, lose their nucleus, and
are thus transformed into discoid blood-corpuscles.
From thf. timie of the spleen.—It is probable that coloured as

well as colourless corpuscles may be produced in the spleen from
cells similar to the erythroblasts of red marrow.

The belief which formerly prevailed that the red corpuscles are
derived from the white or from the platelets has now been discarded.

During foetal life and possibly in some animals,
e.ff. the rat,

which are bom in an immature condition, for some little time
after birth, the blood discs have been stated by Schafer to arise in
the connective tissue cells in the following way. Small globules,
of varying size, of colotiring matter arise in the protoplasm of
the cells (fig. 356), and the cells themselves become branched,
their branches joining the branches of similar cells. The cells
next become vacuolated, and the red -

i ics are free in a cavity
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vowels mm!

filled with flui' (fig. 357); by the extension of the cavity of the

tells into their proc<'"^'«'« aimstoini .sing veasela are pro<luced,

««-hich ultimately join v. ith the previuimly eximtin);

the globules, now Imviug the

»ize and appetirauce of the

ordinary red corf) isclcs, arc

IMHtHd into til. v'UKjrai cir-

culation. This iiictho'i of

fornmtion iu culled infr,",/.

fnlar. Without doubt, sne

red corpuBcles have, like :>11

other partH of the organism,

a tolerably definite term of

existence, and ii: a like

manner die and waste away
when the portion cf work

allotted to them has Luen per-

formed. Neither the length

of their life, however, nor the

fashion of their deca} has

been yet clearly made out.

It is generally believed that

a certain munbor of the

coloured corpuscles undergo
disintegration in the spleen

;

and indeed corpuscles in vari-

ous degrees of degeneration

have been observed in that

organ.

Origin of the White
Corpuscles.—The hyaline corpuscles are derived from the

lymphocytes which are formed in the lymphatic glands, and
enter the bkwl-stream by the thoracic duct.

Fig. 357—Further development of blood-cor-
puacle* in connective tiwue cell* and tranfi-

formation of the Utter into capillary bluod-
vetwc'x. o, an elonfrated 'ell with a cavity ia
the pi'> 'toplaiini occupied ) >y fluid andbyblood-
corpum Irm which are Htill globular; b, a hol-
low cell, the nucleuM of which hsH multiplied.
The n<:w nuclei are arrani;<Hl around the
wall of the cavity, the corpimeles in which
have now btt'onie diitcoid ; e, hHowh the mode
of union of a "hirniapoietic" cell, which,
in thiH inHtani«, eontainx only imc corpuscle,
with the prolongation fhl) of a previously
exixtinjr veiwel ; » and r, from the new-bom
rat ; 2>, from the fuctal sheep. (E. A. 8chikfer.)

Fig. 358.—Coloured nucleated corpuscles, from the red marrow of the guinea-pig.
(K. A. Schiifer.)

The finely granular leucocytes which are the most numerous
white corpuscles in the blood originate either in the same way, or

by cell division in the blood-stream itself.

The coarsely granular eosinophile corpuscles, which form about

5 per cent, of the total leucocytes in normal blood, are found in

larger numbers in the connective tissue in various parts of the
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body; they are found iu special abundance in red marrow, in
which at one time they were supposed to originate. But they do
not seem to be exclusively formed here. Some look upon each
eosinophile corpuscle as a little unicellular gland, and the mass
of corpuscles as a migratory glandular tissue.

Chemistry of the Blood-Corpuscles.

The white blood corpuscles.—Our chemical knowledge of
the white corpuscles is small. Their nucleus consists of nuclein,
their cell-protoplasm yields proteids belonging to the globulin and
nucleo-protekl groujw. The nucleo-pi-oteid obtained from them is

not qiiite the mmc thing as fibrin-ferment {thromlnn); it is probably
the zymogen or precursor of the ferment {inothromhin); the action
of the calcium salts of the ])lasma in shed blood is to convert pro-
thrombin into thrombin (see i. 411). The protoplasm of these
cells often contains small (juantities of fat and glycogen.
The red blood corpuscles.— 1000 parts of red corpuscles

contain :

—

^^""t^r 688 parts.

Solids -f?'*-"*"''^.
30388 ..

^Inoixaiiic ..... 812 ,,

One hinidred parts of the dry orgunic matter contahi

—

P''^'t<'''' 5 I" 12 i)arts.
Ha;iiiowlobiii 86 to 94 ..

I^'citliiii
. r8 ..

Cliolcsteriii 0"i ..

The proteid present is identical with the nuchxi-proteid of white
corpuscles. Tlic mineral matter consists chiefly of chlorides of
potiissium and sodium, and phosphates of calcium and magnesium.
In man ix)tH.ssium chloride is more abundant than sodium
chloride ; t'.iis, however, does not hold good for all animals.

Oxygen is contained in combination with the ha-moglobin to
form oxyh}eni()glol»in. The corpuscles also contain a certain
amomit of carlKHiic acid.

Hemoglobin and Ozyheemoglobin. —The pigment is by far
the most abundant and important of the constituents of the red
corpuscles. It is a substance which gives the reactions of a
proteid, but differs from other proteids in containing tb<' element
iron, and in being readily crystallisable.

It exists ill tlie bloo^l in two conditions : in arterial blood it is

combine<l loos-jjy with oxygen, is of a bright red colour, and is

calle.1 oxyluenioglobin
; the other condition is the deoxygenated

or reduced liienioglobiii (iMitter calied simply hremoglobii;). This
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is found in the blood after asphyxia. It also occurs in all Tenons

blood—that is, blood which is returning to tho heart after it has

supplied the tissues with oxygen. Venous blood, however, always

contains a considerable quantity of oxyheemoglobin also. Hasmo-

globin is the oxygen-carrier of the body, and '.t may be called a

respiratory pigment*
Crystals of oxyhsemoglobin + may be obtained with readiness

from the blood of such animals as the rat, guinea-pig, or dog

;

with difficulty from other

animals such as man, ape,

and most of the common
mammals. The following

methods are the best :

—

1. Mix a drop of de-

fibrinated blood of the rat

on a slide with a drop of

water
;

put on a cover-

glass ; in a few minutes

the corpuscles are rendered

colourless, and then the

oxyhiLinoglobin crystal-

lises out from the solu-

tion 80 formed.

2. Microscopical speci-
pj^ ,5^._crjHt«l« «f oxyhw^moelobin-prfamaUc.

mens may also be made from hunum Wood.

by Stein's mctho<l, which

consists in using Canada balsam instead of water in the foregoing

experiment.

3. On a larger scale, crystals may be obtained by mixing the

blood with one-sixteenth of its volume of ether ; the corpuscles

dissolve and the blood asHUUies a laky appeanince. After a period

varying from a few uiinutes to days, abundant crystals are

deposited.

Ill nearly all animals the crystals t'.re rhombic prisms (fig. 359);

but ill the guinea-pig they arc rhombic tetraliedra, or four-sided

pyramids (fig. 360) ; in the squirrel and hamster, hexagonal

plates (Hg. 361).

The crystals contain a varying amount of water of crystalli-

* In the blo()(l of inverfebratc aiiiniiils liicmoplobin is sometimes found,

but usually in the jdiisma. not in sitccial corpuscles. Sometimes it is rcplace<l

by other respiratory pigments, •^uch as the green one. chlorocmorin. fouinl

in certain w>)rms. and the blue one. liBemmyanin, found in many molluscs

and Crustacea. Chlorocruoriu contains iron ; hicmocyauin contains copper.

+ < 'rystals of ha-nioj-dobin can also Ihj obtained by carryiiii,' out the crystal-

lisation in an atmosphere free from oxygen.
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Fig. 360.—OxvliH'niciglobin crysUlu— tetiahedial,

fi'om bloud of the guinea-pig.

sation; this probably explains their diflferent crystalline form and

solubilities. Different observers have analysed hiemoglobm. They

find carbon, hvdrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, sulphur and iron. The
percentage of iron is o"4.

Theamounts of the other

elements are variously

given, but roughly they

are the same as in the

proteids. On adding an

acid or alkali to haemo-

globin, it is broken up
into two parts—a brown

pigment called haematin,

which contains all the

irrm of the original sub-

stance, and a proteid

called ijiobin.

HsBinatin is not crys-

tallisable ; it has the

fornmla CjuHgsNiFeOs

(Hopi)e-Seyler), or

CaaHaoNiFeOg (Nencki

and Sieber) ; its consti-

tutional fonuula is,

however, not known.

Hteuiatin presents dif-

ferent 8{)ectroscopic ap-

peamnces in acid and

alkaline solutions (see

accompanying plate).

Qlobin is a suiaew hat

curious proteid ; it i*

coiiguliiblc by heat, solu-

ble in dilute acids, and

precipitable from such

solutions by ammonia.

It closely resembles a

substance previously

separated from red corpuscles by Kossel, and termed by him

histone. (Schiilz.;

HeBmociiromogen is sometimes called reduced liannatin ;
it

may be forinetl \ ' adding a reducing agent like anunonium

sulphide to an alkaline solution of haimatin. Its absorption

npectrum sliown on tiie accompiuiying plate (No. 8), forms the-

Kg. 361 —B .'Xaitonal oxyliH-moL'lubiii crvMtaU, fnim

blu k1 of wiuiitvi, (MUX Fuuko.)



( To fact p. 429.

BLOOD-SPECTRA COMPARED WITH SOLAR SPECTRUM.

1. 8ol«r Spectrum.

2. Spet-trum of dilute tolution of oxyhtemoBlobin.

3. ,, ,, htemoglobin.

4. „ „ carbonic oxide haemoglobin.

S. acid haemattn in ethereal solution

6. alkaline hamatin.

T. „ „ meth«moglobin.

a. „ ,. haemochromogen.

«. „ „ acid haematoporphyrin.
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best spectroscopic test for blood pigment; the suspected pigment

is dissolved in potash and ammonium sulphide added. Very

dilute specimens show the absorption bands, especially the one

midway between D and E.

Hssmin is of great importance, os -he obtaining of this sub-

stance forms the best chemical test for blood. Hsemin crystals,

flometimes called after their discoverer Teichmann's crystals, are

composed of hydrochloride of hsematin. They may be prepared

for microscopical examination by boiling a fragment of dried

blood with a drop of glacial acetic acid on a slide ; on cooling

triclinic plates and prisms of a dark brown colour, often in star-

shaped clusters and with rounded angles (fig. 362), separate

out.

In the case of an old blood stain it is necessary to add a

Fig. 362.—Hwmin crystals. (Frey.) FiK- 163.—Hwrnatoidin crygtals.

(Frey.)

crystal of sodium chloride. Fresh blood contains sufficient sodi en

chloride in itself.

The action of the acetic acid is, (i) to split the hsemoglobin

into hjematin and globin ; and (2) to evolve hydrochloric acid

from the sodium chloride. The hajmatin unites with the hydro-

chloric acid and thus hsemin is formed. The formula for hroniin, like

that of hscmatir,, is variously given. Momer gives C35H35N4FeCl04.

Hsematoporphyrin is iron-free hecmatin ; it may be prepared

by mixing blood with strong sulphuric acid ; the iron is taken

out as ferrous sulphate. This substance is also found sometimes

in nature ; it occurs in certain invertebrate pigments, and may

also be found in certain forms of pathological urine. Even

normal urine contains traces of it. It presents different spectro-

scopic appeaninces acuording iis it is dissolved in acid, neutral or

alkaline media. The absorption spectrum figured (No. 9) is that

of acid luematoporphyrin.

HeBmatoidin.—This substance is found in tlie form of

yellowish red crystals (fig. 363) in old blood extravasations, and

is derived from the hwmoglobiu. Its crystalline form and the
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reaction it gives with fuming nitric acid shows it to be closely
allied to Biliruftin, the chief colouring matter of the Bile, and on
analysis it is foiuid to be identical with it.

Like hajmatoporphyrin, hajmatoidin is free from iron. These
two substances are not identical {e.ff., htematoidin shows no
spectroscopic bands) ; they are probably isomeric.

I 111

II
I

H

ComponndB of HsBmoglobin.

Htemoglobin forms at least four compounds with gases :-

With oxygen

With carbonic oxide

.

With nitric oxitle .

' 1. Oxyhffimoglobin.
2. Methaemo^Iobin.

3. Carbonic oxide haBmoglobiu.
4. Nitric oxide haemoglobin.

These compounds have similar crystalline forms; they each
probably consist of a molecule of luemoglobin combined with one
of the gas in question. They part with the combined gas
somewhat readily

; they are arranged in order of stability in the
above liat, the least stable first.

OxyheBinoglobin is the compound that exists in arterial
blood. Many of its properties have been already mentioned
The oxygen linked to the hjemoglobiu, which is removed by the
tissues through which the blood circulates, may be called the
respiratory ojri/f/cn of hemoglobin. The processes that occur in
the lungs and tissues, resulting in the o.xygenation and de-oxy-
genation respectively of the haemoglobin, may be imitated outside
the body using either blood or pure solutions of hajmoglobin.
The respiratory oxygen can be removed, for example, in the
Torricellian vacuiuu of a mercurial air-pump, or by pa.ssing a
neutral gas like liydrogen through the blood, or by the use of
reducing agents like ammonium sulphide or Stokes" reagent.*
I gramme of hwmogiobin will combine with 1-34 c.c. of oxygen.

If any of these methods for reducing oxyhemoglobin is used,
the bright red (arterial) colour of oxyhjemo-rlobin cUauges to the
purplish (venous) tint of hajmoglobin. On once more allowing
oxygen to come into contact with t»>e hajmoglobin, as by shaking
the solution with the air, the bright arterial colour returns.

These colour-changes may be more accurately studied with the
spectroscope, and the constant position of the absorption bands

III

• Stokes reagent must always be freshly prepan-.l ; it is a s.iluti.,n of
fcrnius sulplialc to which a little tartaric acid has been added and then
ammonia till the reaction is alkaline.
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seen constitutes an important test for blood pigment. It will be

first necessary to describe briefly the instrument tised.

The Speotrosoope.—When a ray of white light is passed

through a prism, it is refracted or bent at each surface of the

prism ; the whole ray is, however, not equally bent, but it is split

into its constituent colours, which may be allowed to fall on a

screen. The band of colours beginning with the red, passing

through orange, yellow, green, blue, and ending with violet, is

called a spectrum : this is seen in nature in the rainbow. It may
be obtained artificially by the glass prism or prisms of a spectro-

scope.

The spectnmi of sunlight is interrupted by numerous dark lines

crossing it vertically, called Frauenhofer's lines. These are per-

fectly constant in position and serve as landmarks in the spectrum.

The more prominent are A, B, and C, in the red ; D, in the

yellow ; E, 0, and F, in the green ; G and H, in the violet.

These lines are due to certain volatile substances in the solar

atmosphere. If the light from burning sodium or its compounds

is examined spectroscopically, it will be found to give a bright

yellow line, or, rather, two bright yellow lines very close together.

Potassium gives two b)'ight red lines and one violet line ; and the

other elements, when incandescent, give characteristic lines, but

none so simple as sodium. If now the flame of a lamp is

examined, it will he found to give a continuous spectrum like

that of sunligh m the arrangement of its colours, but unlike it

in the absence of dark lines ; but if the light from the lamp is

made to pass through sodium vapour before it reaches the

spectroscope, the bright yellow light will be found absent, and in

its place a dark line, or, rather, two dark lines very close together,

occupying the same position as the two bright lines of the

sodium spectrum. The sodium vapour thus absorbs tlie same

rays as those which it itself produces at a higiier temperature.

Thus the D line, as we term it in the solar spectrum, is due to

the presence of sodium vapour in the solar atmosphere. The
other dark lines are similarly accounted for by other elements.

The large form of spectroscope (fig. 364) consists of a tube A,

called the collimator, with a slit at the end S, and a convex lens

at the end L. The latter makes the rays of light passing through

the slit from the source of light, parallel : they fall on the prism

P, and then the sjxjctriun so formed is focussed by the telescope T.

A third tube, not shown in the figure, canies a small trans-

parent scale of wave-lengths, as in accunite observations the

position of any point in the spectrum is given in the terms of the

corresponding wavelengths.
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If we now iuterpow between the source of light and the slit S
a piece of coloured glass (H in fig. 364), or a solution of a coloured
substance contained in a vessel with parallel sides (tlie hajmato-
scope of Herrmann), the spectrum is found to be no longer
contmuous, but is interrupted by a number of dark shadows, or
absorption bamls corresponding to the light absorbed by the
coloured medium. Thus a solution of oxyhemoglobin of a certain
strength gives two bands between the D and E lines; hromoglobin
gives only one

; and other red solutions, though to the naked eye
similar to oxyhsemoglobin, will give characteristic bands in other
positions.

A convenient form of small spectroscope is the direct vision

^>g- 364-—Duignun o( Bpectruocope.

spectroscope, in which, by an arrangement of alternating prisms of
crown and flint glass, the spectrum is observed by the eye in the
same line as the tube furnished with the slit—indeed slit and
pnsms are both contained in the same tube.

In the examination of the spectrum of small coloured obiects
a combination of the niicroscope and direct vision spectroscope,
called the micro-spectroscope, is used.

The next figure illustrates a method of representiufj absorption
spectra diagrammatieally. The solution was examined in a layer
I centimetre thick. The base lino has on it at the promr dis-
tances the chief Frauenhofer lines, and along the right-hand
edges are percentages of the amount of oxyhicmoglobin present
in I of hiemoglobin in II. The width of the shadings at each
level represents the position and amount of absorption corre-
sponding to the j>ercentages.

The characteristic spectrum of oxyhaemoj^lobin, a^ it actually
appears through the .spectroscope, is seen in the accompanying
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coloured plate (spectrum 2). There are two diHiinct alworption
bands between the D and K lines ; the one nearest to I) (the a
band) is narrower, darker, and has V)etter-defined edges tiian the
other (the fi band). As will be seen on looking at fig. 365, a
solution of oxyhtemo^ bin of concentration greater than o*6e

per cent, and less than 0-85 per cent, (examined in a cell of

the usual thickness of i centimetre) gives one thick L>and over-

lapping both D and E, and a stronger solution only lets the red

light through between C and D. A solution which gives the

two characteristic bands must therefore be a dilute one. The
one band (y band) of hremoglobin (spectrum 3) is not so well

Fig. 365.—Graphic reprewntutioiw of the amount of absorption of light by Holution of \'0

oxyha-moglobin, lij of h»-moglobin, of ditfercnt Ktrfnjitli-i. TTie shiiding indicate
the amount of abmrption of the Hpectium ; the tigures on the right border expretut
percentages. (Rollett.)

defined as the a or /3 bands. On dilution it fades rapidly, so that
in a solution of such strength that both bands of oxyhaeraoglobin
would be quite distinct the single band of luemoglobin has dis-

appeared from view. The oxyhemoglobin bands can be dis-

tiiiguished in a solution which contains only one part of the
pigment to 10,000 of water, and even in more dilute solutions

which seem to be colourless the a band is still visible.

Hremoglobin and its compounds also show absorption bands in

the ultra-violet portion of the spectrum. This portion of the
spectrum is not visible to the eye, but can be rendered visible

by allowing the spectrum to fall on a tiuoresceut screen, or on a
seuoitive photograpliie i>laie. In urd«M- to sli'jw ubsorptiou bands
in this part of the .-.'icctium very dilute soiuiions of the pig-

ment must be usetl.

m

;
i
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Oxyhicinoglobiu showa a band (Soret's band) between the

linca G and H. In lucnioglobin, curbonic oxide hwiuuglobiu, and

I'*

f

^ .

111

3
ta

Fi;. j66.—The phot»gTaphic pectrum of tuemoglobin and oxylupmoglobin. ;Uaingee.

HK LM NO

K
c

Fig. 367.—The photographic xpei'tnim of oxj-hrpmoglobin and metheemoglobin.
i,Uamgee.)

nitric oxide ha'uioglobin this liand in rather nearer G. Metha;-

mojrlobin and htematojwrphyriii show siniihir bands.

We owe most of our knowledge of the "photographic spec-
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i

tnim " to Prof. Gatngee, through whoHC kindncM I am enabled
to present reproductioua of two of hiH niuucrous photographs
(figs. 366 and 367).

MethMmoglobin.—This may be produced artificially in various
ways, as by a'ding potassium ferncyanide or amyl nitrite to blood,
and as it also may occur in certain diseased conditions in the
urine, it is of considerable practical importance. It can be
crystallised, and is found to contain the same amount of oxygen
as oxyhemoglobin, only combined in a different way. The oxygen
is not removable by the air-pump, nor by a stream of neutral gas
like hydrogen. It can, however, by reducing agents like am-
monium sulphide, be made to yield haimoglobiji. Metliocmoglobin
is of a brownish-red colour, and jjives a characteristic absorption
band in the red between the (; and D lines (spectrum 7 in

coloured plate). In dilute solutions other bands can be seen.

I'otassium ferricvanide is the most convonient re-fl);eiit fi)r makinf;
metliaemnglobin. It is, however, necefsa.-y to nitntion that it prcHluces
another effect as well, namely, it caimes an evolution of gas. if the bloo<l
has lieen pieviou8ly laked by the atldition of an equal (luiuitiiy of water.
This gas is oxyjjeii : in fact, all the oxygen conibiiicil as oxyluenioglobin is
discharged, ami this may be collected and measureil ; the addition of a
small amount of sodium carbonate or ammonia to the bloo<l is necesfiary
to prevent the evolution of any carl)onic acid. This discharge of oxygeii
from uxyhiemoglobin is at first sight puzzling, because, as just stated,
mclliaemoglobin contains the same amount of oxygen that is present in
oxyhicmoglobin. What ixicurs is that after the oxygen is dischargeil from
ox\ hit'moglobin, an wjual quantity of oxygen, due" to the oxidising action
of the re-agents added, takes its place ; this new oxvgen. however, is coni-
bine<l in some way -iifferent from that which wjis previously united to the
hicmoglobin. (Haldane.)

Carbonic oxide heBmoglobin may be readily prepared by
passing a stream of carbonic oxide or coal ga-s ' lirougjj blood or
through a solution of oxyha;nio<;lobiii. It has a peculiar cherry-
red colour. Its absorption spectnini is vcr)- like tliat of oxy-
hemoglobin, but the two bands are slightly nearer tlie violet end
of the spectrum (spectnim 4 in coloured plate). Reducing
agents, like ammonium sulphide, do not change it ; the pis is

more firmly combined than tlie oxygen in oxyha;moglobin.
CO-hromojjlobin forms crystals like those of oxylia-moglobin. It
resists putrefaction for a very long time.

Carbonic oxide is given off during the imperfect combustion of
carbon such as occurs in charcoal stoves or during the explosions
that occur in coal mines: it acts as a powerful poison by
combining with the hsemoglobin of the blood, and thus inter-
feres with normal respiratory processes. The bright colour of the

p e 2
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blood in both arteries and veins and its resistance to reducing-

agents are in such cases characteristic.

Nitric Oxide Heemoglobin.—When ammonia is added to

blood, and then a stream of nitric oxide passed through it, this

compound is formed. It may be obtained in crystals isomorphou

with oxy- and CO-liasmoglobin. It also has a similar spectrum.

1 r 'it

Tig. 368.—Heemoglobinometer of Dr. Oowen

It is even more stable than CO-hoemoglobin ; it has no practical

interest, but is of theoretical impor Ance as completing the series.

Bohr has advanced a theory that hsemoglobin forms a compound with
carbonic acid, and that there are numerous oxyhaemoglobins containing
different amounts of oxygen, but his views have not been accepted.

Estimation of Haemoglobin.—The most exact method is by the estima-

tion of the amount of iron (dry hsemoglobin containing "42 per cent, of iron)

in the ash of a given specimen of blood, but as this is a somewhat complicated

process, various colorimetric methods have been proposed which, though not
so exact, have the advantage of simplicity.

Oowers'a Hnmoglobinometer.—The apparatus (fig. 368) consists of two
glass tubes of the same size. One contains glycerine jelly tinted with carmine
to a standard colour—viz. that of normal blood diluted 100 times with
distilled water. The finger is pricked and 20 cubic millimetres of blood are

measured out by the capillary pipette, B. This is blown out into the other

tube and dilutetl with distilled water, added drop by drop from tlie pipette

stopper of the bottle. A, until the tint of the diluted blood reaches the

standard colour. This tube is graduated into 100 parts. If the tint of the

diluted blood is the same as the standard when the tube is filled up to the

graduation 100, the quantity of oxyhaemoglobin in the blood is normal. If

it has to be diluted more largely, the oxyhaBmoglobin is in excess ; if to a
smaller extent, it is less than normal. If the blood has, for instance, to be
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dilutee! up to the graduation 50. the amount of ha?moglobin is only half what
it ought to be—50 per cent, of tlie norniul—and so for other percentages.

Von Fleiachl's Hsemometer.—'I'he apparatus (fig. 369) consists of a

stand bearing a white reflecting surface (S) and a platform. Under the

platform is a slot carrying a glass wedge stained red (K) and moved by a

wheel (R). On the platform is a small cylindrical vessel divide<l vertically

into two compartments, a and «'.

Fill with a pipette the compartment n'over the wedge with di8tille<l water.

Fill about a quarter of the other compartment (n) with distilled water.

Fig. 369.—Fleischl's Hiemoglobinometer.

Prick t!ie finger and fill the short capillary pipette provided with the

instrument with bloo<l. Dissolve this in the water in compartment a, and
fill it up with distilled water.

Having arranged the reflector (!*) to throw urtijicinl light vertically through
both compartments, look down through them, and move the wedge of glass

by the milled head (T) until the colour of the two is identical. Read off the

scale, which is so constructed as to give the percentajre of ha;moglobin.

Dr. Gtoorge Oliver's Method consists in comparing a specimen of blood

suitably diluted in a shallow wliite palette witii a number of standard tests

very carefully prepared by the use of Lovibond's coloured glasses. These
standards arc much better matches for blood in various degrees of dilution

than in the other colorimctric methotls. The yellow tint of diluted hsemo-
globin is very successfully imitated.

Tests for Blood.—These may be gathered from preceding

descriptions. Briefly, they are microscopic, spectroscopic, and

chemical. The best chemical test is the formation of hromin

crystals. The old test with tincture of guaiacum and hydrogen

peroxide, the blood causing the red tincture to become green,
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is very untrustworthy, as it is also given by many other organic

substances.

In medico-legal cases it is often necessary to ascertain whether
or not a red fluid or stain upon clothing is or ia not blood. In
any such case it is advisable not to rely upon one test only, but
to try every means of detection at one's disposal. To discover

whether it is blood or not '

i by no means a difficult problem,
but to distinguish human blood from that of the common mam-
mals is practically impossible.

CHAPTER XXVII.

r. THE AT,1.MENTARY CANAL.

The alimentary canal consists of a long muscular tube lined

by mucous membrane beginning at the mouth, and terminating

at the aiuis. It comprises the mouth, pharynx, oesophagus,

stomach, small intestine and large intestine. Opening into it are

numerous glands which pour juices into it ; these bring about
the digestion of the food as it passes along. Some of the glands,

like the gastric and intestinal glands, are situated in the lining

mucous membrane of the canal ; others like the salivary glands,

liver, and pancreas, are situated at a distance from the main
canal, and pour their secretion into it by means of side tubes or

ducts.

The events that take place in the alimentary canal are, (i)

digestion, that is the conversion of the food into soluble sub-

stances; and (2) absorption, that is the passage of these soluble

materials into the blood or lymph in the vessels of the wall of

the canal.

Digestion is a series of chemical actions produced by the
digestive juices on the food. We shall therefore have to study
the composition of the food as a preliminary to the consideration

of their digestion. In addition to chemical processes, there are a
number of mechanical actions such as mastication, deglutition,

penstalsis, which we shall reserve for a separate chapter.

In the present chapter we shall take the structure of the

alimentary canal, reserving, however, a detailed study of the

glands until we consider the action of their secretions.
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Thb Mouth.

This cavity is lined by a mucous membrane consisting of a

corium of fibrous tissue with numerous patches of lymphoid

tissue in it, especially in the posterior regions ; and an epithelium

of the stratified variety closely resembling the epidermis. The

surface layers, like those of the epidermis, are made of homy

scales. Opening into the mouth are a large number of little

mucous glands, and the salivary glands pour their secretion into

the mouth also. Tlie teeth (p. 70) have been previously studied.

The tongue will be considered later in connection with taste.

The Phahynx.

That portion of the alimentary canal which intervenes between

the mouth and the oesophagus is termed the Pharynx. It

is constructed of a series of three mus-

<jle8 with striated fibres {constrictors),

which are covered by a thin fascia ex-

ternally, and are lined internally by a

strong fascia (pharyngeal aponeurosis),

on the inner aspect of which is areolar

(submucous) tissue and mucous mem-

brane, continuous with tliat of the mouth,

and, as regards the part concerned in

swallowing, is identical with it in general

structure. The epithelium of this part

of the pharynx, like that of the mouth,

is stratified. The upper portion of the

pharynx into which the nares open is

lined with ciliated epithelium.

The pharynx is well supplied with mucous glands.

Between the anterior and posterior arches of the soft palate are

situated the Tonsils, one on each side. A tonsil consists of an

elevation of the mucous membrane presenting 1 2 to 1 5 orifices,

which lead into crypts or recesses, in the walls of wliich are

placed nodules of lymphoid tissue (fig. 371). These noduits are

enveloped in a less dense adenoid tissue which reaches the luucous

surface. The surface is covered with stratified epithelium, and

the corium may present rudimentary papillse formed of adenoid

tissue. The tonsil is bounded beneath by a fibrous capsule

(fig. 371,4). Into the crypts open the ducts of numerous mucous

glands.

Fig. 370.—Lingiial follHe or

crypt, o, involution of

mucous membrane with
its papillre ; '', lymphoid
tissue, with neveral lym-
phoid nodules. (Frey.)

.1 I
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The ffisoPHAGus or Gullet.

The Oilsophagus or Gullet, the narrowest portion of the ali-

a >tary canal, is a muscular tube, nine or ten inches in length,
which extends from the lower end of the pharjnx to the cardiac
orifice of the stomach.

Structure.—The oesophagus is made up of three coats—viz.,

the outer, muscular; the middle, submucous; and the inner.

Si%».,
;^

^EpUhel.

Tunica
' propria.

^fS- J7I-—Vertical section through a crypt of the human tonsil, i, entrance to the crypt •

2 and 3, the framework of adenoid tiHsue; 4, the enclosing fibrous tissue: a and ft!
lymphoid nodules; 5 and 6, blood-vessels. (Stohr.)

i«»uc
,

u »uu o,

mucous. The muscular coa*, is covered externally by a varying
amount of loose fibrous tissue. It is composed of two layers
of fibres, the outer being arranged longitudinally, and the
inner circularly. At the upper part of the oesophagus this coat
is made up princi[)ally of striated muscle fibres ; they are con-
tinuous with the constrictor muscles of the pharynx ; but lower
down the unstriated fibres become more and more numerous, and
towards the end of the tube form the entire coat. The muscular
coat is connected with the mucous coat by a more or less
developed layer of areolar tissue, which forms the submucous coat,
in which are contained in the lower half or third of the tube many
mucous gland.'- the ducts of which, passing through the mucous
membrane, ope - on its surface (fig. 372). Separating this coat
from the mucous membrane proper is a well-developed layer of
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longituditmlly arranged unstriated muscle, called the muKulnrit

mucosoB. The corium of the mucous membrane is composed of

fine connective tissue, which, towards the surface, is elevated into

papillte. It is covered with a stratified epithelium, of which the

iM' '/if

Fig. 372.—Section of the mucous membrane and submucous coat of the atsopUagu:*.

most superficial layers are squamous. The epithelium is arranged

upon a basement membrane.

In newly-bom children the corium e>li"'oits, in many i-arts, the

structure of lymphoid tissue (Klein).

The Stomach.

In man and those Mammalia Avhich are provided with a single

stomach, it consists of a dilatation of the alimentary canal

placed between and continuous with tue oesophagus, which enters

its larger or cardiac end on the one hand, and the small intes-

tiue, which commences at its narrowed end or j>ylorus, on the

other. It varies in shape and size according m its state of

distension.
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^

Structure.—The stomach is composed of four coats, called
respectively—(i) an external or peritoneal, (a) muscular, (3) sub-

mucous, and (4) mucous
coat; with blood-vessels,

T>,,^ lymphatics, and nerves

distributed in and be-

tween them.

( I ) The peritoneal coat

has the structure of serous

membranes in general.

(2) The muscular coat

consists of three sepa-

rate layers or sets of

fibres, which, according

to their several directions,

are named the longitu-

dinal, circular, and ob-

lique. The longitudinal

set are the most super-

ficial: they are continuous
with the longitudinal

fibres of the oesophagus

and spread out in a di-

verging manner over the
cardiac end and sides of

the stomach. They ex-

tend as far as the pylorus,

being especially distinct

at the lesser or upper
curvature of the stomach,
along which they pass in

several strong bands. The
next set, the circular or
transverse fibres, are most
abundant at the middle
and in the pyloric portion

of the organ, and form
the chief part of the thick

projecting ring of the
pylorus. They are con-

tinuous with the circular
layer of the intestine. The deepest set of fibres are the oblique,

continuous with the circular muscular fibres of the oesophagus:
they are comparatively few in number, and are found only at the

^

^W- Tiii.—Trom a vertical section through the mu-
cous membrane of the cardiac end of stomach.
Two glands are shown with a duct common to
both, a, duct with columnar epithelium be-
coming shcrter as the cells are traced down-
ward ; n, neck of gland tubes, with central and
parietal cells ; b, fundus with curved csecal ex-
tremity—the parietal cells are not so nionerous
here. (Klein and Noble Smith.)
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cardiac portion of the stomach ; they form a sphincter around the

cardiac orifice. Tlic muscular fibres of the stomach and of the

intestinal canal are unstriated, being composed of elongated,

fipindle-shaped fibre-cells.

(3) The sultmucout coat consists of loose areolar tissue, which

connects the muscular coat to the mucous membrane. It con-

tains blood-vessels and nen'es ; in the contracted state of the

stomach it is thrown into numerous, chiefly longitudinal, folds

or rugfc, which disappear when the organ is distended.

(4) The mucous vieml/rane is composed of a corium of tine

connective tissue, which approaches closely in structure to adenoid

tissue ; this tissue supports the tubular glands of which the

superficial and chief part of the

mucous membr»ine is composed,

and passing un between them
assists in bi. i. .

' ''•« together.

The glandH .-ated from

the rest of t < " membrane
by a very fiL

' j^encf s base-

ment membrane. The >• rium is

covered with a layer of columnar

epithelium, which passes down
into the mouths of the glands.

At the deepest part of the

mucous membrane are two thin

layers (circular and longitudinal)

of unstriped muscular fibres, called the muscularis niucosoe,

which separate the nuicous membrane from the scanty submucous

tissue.

When examined with a lens, the internal or free surface of the

fitomach presents a peculiar honeycomb appearance, produced by

shallow polygonal depressions, the diameter of which varies

generally from o^th to ^jlg^th of an inch (about 125/ii); but near

the pylorus is as much as -roTT*^ °^ *" '"*'^ (^So/x)- In the

bottom of these little pits, and to some extent between them,

minute openings are visible, which are the orifices of the ducts of

perpendicularly arranged tubular glands (fig. 373), imbedded side

by side in sets or bundles, on the surface of the mucous
membrane, and composing nearly the whole structure.

The glands of the m oous membrane are of two varieties,

{a) Cardiac, (i) Pyloi-ic.

(a) Cardiac glands are found throughout the whole of the

cardiac half and fundus of the stomach. They are arranged in

groups of four or five, which are separated by a fine connective

F\g. 374.—Transverse section through
lower part iif cardiac glands of a cat.

1, parietal cells; b, central cells;

c. transverse section of capillaries.

(Frey.)
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ti»8ue. Two or three tubes open into one duct, which forniH about
a tlurd of the whole length of the tube and ojwnH on the 8urft.ce.
The ducts are lined with colunuiar epithelium. Of the glund-
tuj)e proper, i.e. the part of the gland below tlie duct, the upfier
third is the neck and the rest the Ao</y. The neck is narrower
than the body, and is lined with coiir8'Iy granidiir polyiiedral

cells which are continuous ' ith the
columnar cells of the duct. Between
these cells and the basement mem-
brane of the tubes, are large oval
or spherical cells, opa(]Ut' or granular
in appearance, with clear oval nuclei,

bulging out the basement membrane;
these cells are called jxirietal cells.

They do not fornj a continuous
layer. Tlie body, which is broader
than the neck and terminatos in a
blind extremity or fundus near the
muscularis mucosa;, is lined by cells

continuous with the central cells of

the neck, but longer, more columnar
and more transparent. In this

part are a few parietal cells of the
same kind as in the neck (fig.

373).
(A) Pyloric Glands.—These glands

e^'J?- 375) '""ve much longer ducts
than the cardiac glands. Into each
duct two or three tubes open by
very short and narrow necks, and
the body of each tube is branched,
wavy, and convoluted. The lumen
is large. The ducts are lined with

columnar epithelium, and the neck and body with shorter and
finely granular cubical cells, which correspond with the central
colls of the cardiac glands. As they approach the duodenum the
pyloric glands become larger, more convoluted and more deeply
situated. Tliey are directly continuous with Brunner's glands
in the duodeiuim.

Lymphatics.—Lymphatic vessels surround the gland tubes to
a greater or less extent. Towards the fundus of the cardiac
glands are found masses of lymphoid tissue, which may appear as
distinct follicles, somewhat like the solitary glands of the small
intestine.

13HI:

T\g. i75.—Swtion Nhowinf; the pyloric
glHiidH. », free surface ; d, ducta
of pyloiie (rlnndK ; n, neck of
same

; w, tlie gland alveoli
;

mni.niUNciiliirixmucoiw. (Klein
uud Noble Siiiitli.)
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Hlood-veBtfU.—Tlie blood-vesseU of the Htoiimcii, which fimt

break up in the sub-mucous tissue, send branchi-H upward iHJtween

the closely packed ghmdular tubes, anastomosing around them by

means of a fine capillary network, with oblonj^ meshes. Coti-

tinuous with this deeper plexus, or prolonged upwnrds from it, is

a more superficial network of larger capillaries, which branch

densely around the orifices of the tubes, and form the framework

on which are moulded the

small elevated ridgeti of mu-
cous membrane bounding the

minute, polygonal pits before

referred to. From this mper-

ficial network the veins chiefly

take their origin. Thence pass-

ing down between he tubes,

with no very free mection

with the deeper int. .'-'^hular

Civpillary plexus, they open

finally into the venous network

in the sub-mucous tissue (tig.

376).
Xerves.—The nerves of the

stomach are derivetl fiom the

pneumogastric and sympa-

thetic, and form two plexuses,

one in the sulvmucous and the

other between the muscular

layers.

These plexuses are con-

tinuous with those which occur

in the same situations in the

intestine, and which we shall again refer to there,

f^K* 576.—Flan of the blood-veasela of the
Htoroach, oa they would be Heen in a
TOtical section, a, arterieii, pamin); up
from the yemeU of ubmui'ous coat:

0, capillariea branching between and
around the tubes ; c, superficial plexuH
of capiUarieH occupying the rid^ of

the mi ''OUH me.abrane ; </, vein iurmed
by th union of veins which, having
collected the blood of the Hupertlcial

capillary plexus, are seen pasBing down
between the tubes. (Brinton.)

The Intestines.

The Intestinal Canal is divided into two chief portions, named,

from their differences in diameter, the amall and large intestine.

These are continuous with each other, and communicate by

means of an opening guarded by a valve, the ileo-ccecal valve,

which allows the passage of the products of di<. -tion from the

small into the large bowel, but not, under ordinary circumstances,

in the opposite direction.

The Small Intestine.—The Small Inte'^ ..e, the average
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length of which in an adult in about twenty feet, Ium been
divided, for convenience of description, into tl -ee portions, viz.,

the duodenum, which extends for eight or ton inches Iwyond the
pylorus; the jejunum, which forms two-fifths, and the ileum,
which forms three-fifths of the rest of the cantil.

Structure.-—iLhewav'" intestine, like the stonmch, is coti8tnicte«l

I: ;:

Fig- 377.

of four coats, viz, the serous, muscular, sub-mucous, and
mucous.

(i.) The serous coat is formed by the visceral layer of the
peritoneum, and has the structure of serous membranes in

general.

(2.) The muscular coat "onsi ^f an internal circular and an
extenial longitudinal layer : ti.c former is usually considerably
the thicker. Both alike consist of bundles of unstriped muscle
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supported by connective tissue. They arc well provided with

lymphatic vcHaelH, which forni a set distinct from those of the

mucous niemliranf.

Between the two nuisculur coutN iN ." nerve-plexus (Auerbach's

Fig. n^-—Horizfinttil iiectioD of a mnHll fragment i>t the mucoiu membnne/ii.i .. djr.^

une entire er)'i>t of LieberkUhn and parta of M^erul other*. The gla.' ' \'^
tejaratcd by loone adenuitl tiwtue.

^%- 379-—Auerbach's nerve-plexus in small intestine. Oanglion-cells are imbf ided in
Uie plexus, the whole of which is enclosed in a nucleated sheath. (Klein.)

plexus) (fig. 379), similar in structure to Meissner's (in the sub-

mucous coat), but coarser and with more numerous ganglia.

(3.) Between the mucous ai.i muscular coats is the submucous

coat, which consists of connective tissue in which numerous blood-

i'\ la
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vessels and lymphatics ramify. A fine plexus, consisting mainly
of non-medullated nerve-fibres, Meiasner'g plexus, with ganglion
cells at its nodes, occurs in the submucous tissue from the stomach
to the anus.

(4.) The mucoug membrane is the most important coat in

relation to the function of digestion. The following structures,

which enter into its composition, may now be successively

described :—the valvulae conniventes ; the villi ; and the glands.

The general structure of the mucous membrane of the intestines

resembles that of the stomach, and,

like it, is lined on its inner surface by
columnar epithelium. Adenoid tissue

(fig- 378) enters largely into its construc-

tion ; and on its deep surface is the mus-
cularis mucosae (m, fig. 381), the fibres

of which are arranged in two layers : the
outer longitudinal and the inner circular.

ValvulcB Conniventes. — The valvulte

conniventes (fig. 380) commence in the
duodenum, about one or two inches

beyond the pylorus, and becoming larger

and more numerous immediately beyond
the entrance of the bile duct, continue
thickly aiTanged and well developed
throughout the jejunum ; then, gradually
diminishing in size and number, thsy
cease near the middle of the ileum.

They are formed by a doubling inwards
of the mucous membrane ; the cres-

centic, nearly circular, folds thus formed
are arranged transversely to the axis of the intestine, but each
individual fold seldom extends around more than ^ or f of
the bowel's circumference. Unlike the rugse in the oesophagus
and stomach, they do not disappear on distension of the canal.
Their function is to afford a largely increased surface for secretion
and absorption. They are covered with villi.

Villi.—The Villi (figs. 381, 382, and 383) are confined exclu-
sively to the mucous membrane of the small intestine. They
are minute vascular processes, from ^jig^ to ^ of an inch (-5 to

3 mm.) in length, covering the surface of the mucous membrane,
and giving it a peculiar velvety, fleecy appearance. Krause
estimates them at fifty to ninety in number in a square line at
the upper part of the small intestine, and at forty to seventy in
the same area at the lower part. They vary in form even in the

Figr. 380.—Piece of small in-
testine (previously di«-
tended and hardened by
alcohol ),laidopentoshow
the normal position of
the valvulce conniventes.
Natural size.
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same animal, and differ according as the lymphatic vessels or
laeteaU which they contain are empty or full ; being usually, in
the former case, flat and pointed at their summits, in the latter
cylindrical.

Each villus consists of a small projection of mucous mem-
brane ; its interior consists of

fine adenoid tissue, which forms
the framework in which the
other constituents are con-

tained.

The surface of the villus is

clothed by columnar epithelium,

which rests on a fine basement
membrane; while within this are
found, reckoning from without
inwards, blood-vessels, fibres of

Big. 381.—Vertical section of duode-
num, shuwingr a, villi ; ft, crypts
of lieberkUhn, and e, Brunno'H
fflanda in the submncosa «, irith
aucti, d ; muscnlariamucome, m

;

and circular muscular coat /.
(Behofleld.)

Fig. 382.—Vertical section of a villus of
the small intestine of a cat. a,
striated border of the epithdium

;

ft, columnar epithelium; e, goblet
cells ; d, central Ivmph-veisd ; e,

smooth muscular fibres
; /, adenoid

stroma of the villus in which lymph
corpuscles lie. (Klein.)

the mvMularis mucosal, and a single lymphatic or lacteal vessel
sometimes looped or branched (fig. 383).

The epithelium is continuous with that lining the other parts
of the mucous membrane. The cells are arranged with their long
axis radiating from the surface of the villus (fig. 382), and their
smaller ends resting on the basement membrane. The free

surface of the epithelial cells of the villi, like that of the cells

K.P. o o
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which cover the general surface of the mucouH membrane, is sur-

mounted by a bright border which exhibits very delicate striations,

whence it derives its name, ttriated border (see pp. 27— 29).
Immediately beneath the basement nlembrane there is a rich

supply of bloodvessels. Two or more minute arteries are distri-

buted within each villus ; and from their capillaries, which form

H». 383.—A. ruiui 0/ theep. B. ruiio/man. fBlightiy altered from Teichmann.)

a dense network, proceed one or two small veins, which pass out
at the base of the villus.

The layer of the muscularis mucosce in the villus forms a kind
of thin hollow cone immediately around the central lacteal, and
is, therefore, situated beneath the blood-vessels. It is instrumental
in the propulsion of chyle along the lacteal.

The lactecU vessel in each villus is the form of commencement
of the lymphatic system of vessels in the intestines. It begins
almost at the tip of the villus commonly by a dilated extremity.
In the larger villi there may be two small lacteal vessels which
join, or the lacteals may form a network in the villus (fig. 383).
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Glands.—The glands are of two kinds :—viz., those of Lieber-

kiihn and of Brunner. Peyer's patches and the solitary follicles

are composed of lymphoid nodules. Though sometimes called

glands, they form no external secretion.

The glands or crypts of Lieberkiihn are tubular depressions

of the intestinal mucous membrane, thickly distributed over

the whole surfacs both of the large and small intestines. In

the small intestine they are visible only with the aid of a lens

;

and their orifices appear as mintite dots scattered between the

villi. They are larger in the large intestine, and increase in size

Fig. 584.—TraoMverse sevtinn thruus-h

four crypts "f I^ieberkUlin from the
large intestine of the pig. They are
lined by columnar epithelial cells, the
nuclei being placed in the outer part
of the cells. The divisions between
the cells are seen as lines radiating
from L, the lumen of the crypt; o.

epithelial cells, which have become
transformed into goblet cells, x 350.

(Klein and Noble Smith.)

Fig. 38? -A ghmd
of Lieberkiihn in
longitudinal sec-
tion. (Brinton.)

the nearer they approach the anal end of the Intestinal tube

;

and in the rectum their orifices may be visible to the naked eye.

In length they vary from j|^ to -^j^ of an inch. Each tubule

(fig. 385) is constructed of a fine basement membrane, lined by a

layer of columnar epithelium, many of the cells of which are

goblet cells.

Brunner's glands (fig. 381) are confined to the duodenum; they

are most abundant and thickly set at its commencement, and

diminish gradually as the duodenum advances. They are situated

beneath the u.iiscularis mucosae, imbedded in the submucous

tissue ; each gland is a branched and convoluted tube, lined with

columnar epithelium. In structure they are very similar to the

pyloric glands of the stomach, but they arc more branched and

convoluted and their ducts are longer. The duct of each gland

o » 2
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passes through the muscularis mucosa;, and opens on the surface
of the mucous membrane.

Peyei^t patches are found in greatest abundance in the lower
part of the ileum near to the ileo-csecal valve. They consist of
aggregated groups of lymphoid nodules; they vary from one
to three inches in length, and are about half-an-inch in width,
chiefly of an oval form, their long axes being parallel with tliat
of the intestine. They are almost always placed opposite the
attachment of the mesentery.

When the lymphoid nodules occur singly, as they often do

m

Fig. 386.—Ajnninftte foUidea, or Peyer's patch, in a state of distenaion. X 5. (Boehm.)

both in small and large intestines, they are called solitary glands,
or follicles.

The Large Intestine.—The Large Intestine, which in an
adult is *rom about 4 to 6 feet long, is subdivided for descriptive
purposes into three portions, viz. :—the coBcum, a short wide
pouch, communicating with the lower end of the small intes-

tine through an opening, guarded by the ileo-ccecal valve; the
colon, continuous with the ciecum, which forms the principal part
of the large intestine, and is divided into ascending, transverse,
and descending poitions ; and the rectum, which, after dilating
at its lower part, again contracts, and immediately afterwards
opens externally through the anus. Attached to the csecum is the
small appendix vermiformis.

Structure.—Like the small intestine, the large intestine is con-
structed of four coats, viz., the serous, muscular, sub-mucous,
and mucous. The serous coat has connected with it the small
processes of peritoneum containing fat, called appendices epiploicce.

The fibres of the muscular coat, like those of the small
intestine, are arranged in two layers—the outer longitudinal,
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the inuer circular. In the ceecum and colon, the longitudinal

fibres, instead of being, as in the small intestine, thinly disposed in

all parts of the wall of the bowel, are coll'-cted, for the most part,

into three strong bands, which, being shorter, from end to end,

than the other coats of the intestine, hold the canal i. folds,

bounding intermediate sacculi. On the division of these baudb, the

intestine can be drawn out to its full length, and it then assumes
an uniformly cylindrical form. In the rectum, the fasciculi

Fig. jg?.—Transverse Bection of injected Peycr's patch (from KiiUiker). The drawing was
taken frnm a preparation made by Frey from the intestine of the rabbit : it represents
the fine capillary-looped network <<preadiug from the surrounding blood-vessels into
the interior of tntve of the lymphoid nodules.

of these longitudinal bands spread out and mingle with the other
longitudinal fibres, forming with them a thicker layer of fibres than
exists in any other part of tiie intestinal canal. The circular mus-
cular fibres are spread over the whole surface of the bowel, but
are somewhat more marked in the intervals between the sacculi.

Toward-^ the lower end of the rectum they become more numerous,
and at the anus they form a strong ring called the internal

sphincter muscle.

The mucous viembrane -f the large, like that of the small
intestine, is lined throughu..c by columnar epithelium, but, unlike

it, is quite destitute of villi, and is not projected in the form of

valvulce conniventes. Its general microscopic structure otherwise

I: il
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resembles that of the small intestine : and it id bounded below
by the mtueularis viucosoe.

The arrangement of ganglia and nerve-fibres in the lai^e
resembles that in the small intestine.

Olandt.—The glands with which the large intestine is provided
are simple tubular glands, or glands of Lieberkuhn ; they re-

semble those of the small intestine, but are somewhat larger and
more numerous, and contain a very great number of goblet cells

j

nodules of adenoid or lymphoid tissue are most numerous in the
caecum and vermiform appendix. They resemble in shape and
structure the solitaiy glands of the small intestine. Peyer'o
patches are not found in the large intestine.

Heo-ccecal Valve.—The ileo-ceecal valve is situated at the place
of junction of the small with the large intestine, and guards
against any reflux of the contents of the latter into the ileum.
It is composed of two semilunar folds of mucous membra.^3.
Each fold is formed by a doubling inwards of the mucous mem-
brane, and is strengthened on the outside by some of the
circular muscular fibres of the intestine, which are contained
between the outer surfaces of the two layers of whi^h each fold
is composed. While the circular muscular fibres, however, at the
junction of the ileum with the cujcrm are contained between
the outer opposed surfaces of the folds of mucous membrane
which form the valve, the longitudinal muscular fibres and
the peritoneum of the small and large intestine respectively
are continuous with each other, without dipping in to follow the
circular fibres and the mucous membrane. In this manner,
therefore, the folding inwards of these two lastrnamed structures
is preserved, while on the other hand, by dividing the longitu-
dinal muscular fibres and the peritoneum, the valve can be
made to disappear, just as the constrictions between the sacculi

of the large intestine can be made to disappear by performing
a similar operation. The mucous membrane of the ileum is

continuous with that of the csecuni. That surface of each
fold of the ileo-ca'cal valve, which looks towards the small in-

testine is covered with villi, while that which looks to the crecum
has none. When the caecum is distended, the margins of the
folds are stretched, and thus are brought into finn apposition one
with the other.
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CHAPTER XXVllI.

FOOD.

The chief chemical compounds or proximate prip nplet in food

are :

—

1. Proteids )
2. Carbohydrates ) yrganic.

3. Fats j

d. Water

.

. . 1 •

S. Salts . . . . .

.}'°orgamc.

In milk and in eggs, which form the exclusive foods of

young animals, all varieties of these proximate principles are

present in suitable proportions. Hence they are spoken of as

perfect foods. Eggs, though a perfect food for the developing

bird, contain too little carbohydrate for a mammal. In most

vegetable foods carbohydrates are in excess, while in animal

food, like meat, the proteids are predomin-.at. In a suitable

diet these should be mixed in proper proportions, which must

vary for herbivorous and carnivorous animals.

A healthy and suitable diet must possess the following cha-

racters:

—

1. It must contain the proper amount and proportion of the

various proximate principles.

2. It must be adapted to the climate; to the age of the

individual and to the amoi i of work done by him.

3. The food must contain not only the necessary amount of

proximate principles, but these must be present in a digestible

form. As an instance of this, many vegetables (peas, beans,

lentils) contain even more proteid than beef or mutton, but are

aot so nutritious, as they are less digestible, much passing off

in the feeces unused.

The nutritive value of a diet depends chiefly on the amount

of carbon and nitrogen it contains. A man doing a moderate

amount of work will eliminate, chiefly from the lungs, in the

form of carbonic acid, from 250 to 280 grammes of caxhaa per

diem. During the same time he will eliminate, chiefly in the

form of urea in the urine, about 15 to 18 grammes of nitrogen.

These substances are derived from the metabolism of the tissues,

and various forms of energy, mechanical motion and heat beiag

!
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the chief, are simultaneously liberated. During muscular exercise
the output of carbon greatly increases ; the increased excretion
of nitrogen is not nearly so marked. Taking, then, the state of
moderate exercise, it is necessary that the waste of the tissues
should be replaced by fresh material in the form of foodj and the
proportion of carbon to nitrogen should bo the same as in the
excretions: 250 to 15, or 166 to i. The proportion of carbon
to nitrogen in proteid is, however, 53 to 15, or 35 to i. The
extra supply of carbon must come from non-nitrogenous food—
viz. fat and carbohydrate.

Moleschott gives the following daily diet :

—

J"^''^
laogrm^

'« go ..

Carbohydrate
333 I!

Ranke's diet closely resembles Moleschott's ; it is

—

S"**'^ 100 gnni.
l^at iQQ
Carbohydrate 250 "^

Such typical diets as these must not be considered as more
than rough averages of what is necessary for a man in the
course of the day. Actual experience shows that in the diets
of different nations there are considerable variations from this
standard without the production of ill effects. Age, and the
amount of work done also influence the amount of food neces-
sary

;
growing children, for instance, require a relatively rich

diet
;
thus, milk, the diet of the infant, is proportionally twice

as rich in proteids, and half as rich again in fats, as the normal
diet given above. During work more food is necessary than
during inactivity.

Ranke's and Moleschott's diets just given are by no means
generous ones ; most English people take more proteid. From
the composition of the more comniouly-used foods, G. N. Stewart
calculates that 500 grammes of bread and 250 grammes of lean
meat constitute a fair quantity for a man fit for hard work.
Adding 500 grammes of milk, 75 grammes of oatmeal porridge,
30 grammes of butter, and 450 grammes of potatoes, we get,
approximately, 20 grammes of nitrogen and 300 grammes of
carbon contained in 135 grammes of proteid, 97 grammes of fat,
and about 400 grammes of carbohydrate. This diet is thus a
more liberal one than the "adequate" diets just given.
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In tabular form the facts just given may be more succinctly !

stated :—

Foud-atnff. QiiMtitjr.

OrMiunaa of

Nitro- C»r- Pro- i..i. Cari"- ' 0-1*-
gen. boa. tMa. '""••

hydmte-i
°~"-

Metric Engliidi
j

nyiitein. weightii. •

Lean meat 350 grammes 90Z. 8 33 55 85 4
Bread . . 500 18 „ 6 113 40 75 »45 65 ;

Milk

.

500 J pint 3 35 20 20 '5 35
Butter . . 30 I oz. 20 27 05
Fat with

•^

meat . 30 1 „ 23 30 i

Potatoes . 450 16 „ »S 47 10 95 45
Oatmeal . 75 .. 3 ,. 17

20-2

30

299

10

'35

4 48 3

31

!

97 413

W3 shall have to return to the composition of diets again in

our study of metabolism ; and no* we will proceed to consider
:ihe principa1 foods.

«L i

Milk.

Hilk, which we have already spoken of as a perfect food, is

only so for young children. For those who are older, it is so

voluminous that unpleas-

antly large quantities of it

would have to be taken in

the course of the day to

ensure the proper supply

of nitrogen and carbon.

. oreover, it is relatively

too rich in proteid and fat.

It also contains too little

iron (Bunge): hence chil-

dren weaned late become
anaemic.

The microscope reveals

that it consists of two
parts : a clear fluid and a

number of minute particles

that float in it. These consist of minute oil globules, varying in

diameter from 0*0015 to 0*005 millimetre (fig. 388).
The milk secreted during the first few days of lactation is

called cohatrvm. It contains very little caseinogen, but large

Fig. j88. —Globules of cow's milk, x 400.
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quantitiM of globulin instead. MioitxKopically, cells from the
acini of the mammary gland are seen, which contain fat
globules in their interior ; they are called colottrum cmjiiucUi.

Be«otion and Speoiflo Oravity.—The reaction of fresh
cow's milk and of human milk is generally neutral or slightly
alkaline. In camivora the milk is acid. All milk readily turns
acid or sour as the result of fermentative change, part of its
lactose being transformed into lactic acid. The specific gravity of
milk is usually ascertained with the hydrometer. That of normal
oow's milk varies from loaS to 1034. When the milk is skimmed
the specific gravity rises, owing to the removal of the light con-
stituent, the fat, to 1033 to 1037. In all cases the specific
gravity of water, with which other substances are compared, is
taken as 1000.

Oompoaiticn.— Frankland gives the following table, con-
trasting the milk of woman, ass, and cow :

—

I

Protelds (chiefly caseinogcn)

,

Batter (fat) . . . .

Lactrse ....
Saltii ....

Woman.

Percent.

27
35
SO
0'3

Am. Cow.

Percent Per cent. >

17 4-3
1

1-3 3-8

45 3-8

OS 07

Hence, in feeding infants on cow's milk, it is necessary to dilute
it, and add sugar to make it approximately equal to natural
human milk.

The Froteida of Milk.—The principal proteid in milk is

called caseinogen ; it is precipitnble by acids such as acetic acid,
and also by saturation with magnesium sulphate, or half satura-
tion with ammonium sulphate, so resembling globulins ; it is

coagulated by rennet to form casein. Cheese consists of casein
with the entangled fat. The other proteid in milk is an albumin.
It is present in small quantities only ; it differs in some of
its properties (specific rotation, coagulation temperature, and
solubilities) from serum-albumin ; it is called lact-albumin.
The Coagulation of Milk.—Rennet is the agent usually em-

ployed for this purpose : it is a ferment secreted by the stomach,
especially in sucking animals, and" is generally obtained from the
calf.

The curd consists of the casein and entangled fat : the liquid
residue called whey contains the sugar, salts, and albumin of the
milk. There is also a small quantity of a new proteid called
v>hey-proteid, which differs from caseinogen by not being con-
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Tertible into casein ; thia ia produced by the decomposition of the

CMeinogen molecule during the process of curdling.

The curd formed in human milk ia more finely divided iban that

in cow'a milk ; and it is more digestible. In feeding children and

invalids on cow's milk, the lumpy condition of the curd may Iw ob-

viated by the addition of lime water or barley water to the milk.

The addition of rennet produces coagulation in milk, provided

that a sufticient amount of (»ilcium salts is present. If the calcium

salts are precipitated by the addition of potassium oxalate, reiuiet

causes no formation of casein. The process of curdling in milk is a

double one ; the first action due to reiniet is to produce a change

in caseinogen ; the second action is that of the calcium Htiti which

precipitates the altered caseiuogen as casein. In blood also, cal-

cium salts are necessary for coagulation, but there they act in

a different way, namely, in the production of fibrin ferment (see

p. 411).

Caseinogen is often compared to alkali-ulbumin. The latter,

however, does not clot with rennet, and is, unlike caseinogen,

readily soluble in acids. Caseinogen is not a globulin, though it

is, like "lobulins, readily precipitated by neutral salts. It differs

from a globulin in nc . being coagulated by heat. It is a nucleo-

proteid ; that is, a compound of a proteid, with the proteid-liko

but phosphorous rich material called nuclein (see p. 400).

The Fats of Milk.—The chemical composition of the fat of

milk (butter) is very like that of adipose tissue. It consists

chiefly of pnlmitin, stearin, and olein. There are, however, smaller

quantities of fats derived from fatty acids lower in the series,

especially butyrin and caproin. The relation between these

varies somewhat, but the proportion iis roughly as follows :

—

Olein, 4 ;
palmitin, ^ ; stearin, ^ ; butyrin, caproin, and

capryliu, ^^. The old statement that each fat globule is sur-

rounded by a film of caseinogen is not now regar*' -ue by

most authorities. Milk also contains small quanti' ecithin,

a phosphorised fat ; of cholesterin, an alcohol which . oembles fat

in its solubilities, and a yellow fatty pigment or lipochrome.

Milk Sugar, or Lactose.—This is a saccharose (Cj^H^jO,,).

Its properties have already been described in Chap. XXV., p, 388.

Soiiring of Milk.—When milk is allowed to stand, the chief

change which it is apt to undergo is a conversion of a part of

its lactose into lactic acid. This is due to the action of micro-

organisms, and would not occur if the milk were contained in

closed sterilised vessels. Equations showing the change pro-

duced are given on p. 388. When souring occurs, the acid

formed precipitates a portion of the caseinogen. This must not

I li
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be oonfoundsd with tLo formAtion of cueiii from oaMinogen
which ia produced by rennet Theru are, however, aoroe bacterial
growthe which, lilce rennet, produce true coagulation.

Alooholio 7«rmeiitetion in MUk—When yeaHt ia added to
milk, the sugar '.oea not readily undergo the alcoholic fermenta-
tion. Other soiuewhnt aimilar fungoid Rrowtha are, however, able
to produce the changes, aa in the preimration of koumiss ; the milk
•ugar la fint inverted, that is dextroae and galactoae are formed
from It (aee p. 388), and it is these augara from which alcohol
and carbonic acid originate.

Th« Salta of Milk.—The chief aalt preaent ia calcium phoa-
phate

;
a small quantity of magneaium phoaphate is also preaent.

The other aalta a"
. chiefly ohloridea of aodium and potaaaium.

The Olaada.

li

f

.J .-r?!T*f7J "^'l*
*."',<'""'P«»d of large divisiona or lobes, and thew

^..r^ «H ''!'*,'"'L**^'?''*'
the lobule, are comnoaed rf the con!

nit^^«?^ '*'i?'"*
subdivisioM of the main dacti hefd together by con-

TZnZu ,?°;*"°«J''« ??°*'™' •"'^ »' the gUnd, wi.hthe exception

^Li ^w^*^ ' .* «'n»«lenible quantity of fai, it«elf lobulated by hnthi
f^nt'^ISn^„ "J "T^K 'T"* i^«-

3«9) connected both with the skin in

S^^ fK a" ^^'^ ^^'""^ '• *•'«' '«'°« *»°*1 o' connection extends alKt

^t !l^ 7 "''^ °' *?? ?^"^ ^ *h« Bheathing connective-tissue of the

STwJ^v^^' "°^'^
""n'L^'fu^ **. """• r''" '°»*'» ^'''^ »' the gland, fifteen

S r« ™^Jw ri^f' 'f
"«d/he Uu,tifer,^, duct., are formed by the union

2hon!nT^^A^'°.K"'"^*'.°*'^.'^"** °P*° ^y ""«" ""P^^te oriflTOs through

^nn^J^^^A -^1 ^^, P^'^u' °^ J^^ction of lobular duVu to form Uctiferow

dll2^*«J"i"* •*^'?r'
*he« enter the base of the nipple, the duct, are

foSfij^l-
'*""°» ^he period of active Hecretion by the gland, the dilatation.

S^-^Tr* 'f'
the milk which collect, in and distends them. The wall,

^rf a,f^i^il ."
^"^ '»™«1 of areolar with some unsiripcl muscular tiwue,

S^UheUum Th.ir„Li^
^^ '^T f'T"" *°'* "*'" the nipple by flattene,!

fin~? kIT*„ ^"^ *'''~'' *^?^?' "' " barement membrane ol flattened oelUilined by low columnar epithelium.

fihiif "fc'" '»™P*'^ ?' "eolar tissue, and contains un8tri|«.l muwular

.t™SnJ^ n^T'^'' "^
"^'^ ''"^'y '"PP"*^ ^° **' «" «> •<» »*ve it an erectile•tructure. On it. suriace are very sensitive papilla: ; and around it i. aS n^J- '"7^ 1?.*°'' ?' dark-tinted skhl. on ;hich are to be ^S"^llprojections formed by minute sec. . .mg glands

m.»n^;IT'^ "T'"'' fu'
•^"'Phatics are plentifully supplied to the

S^X^^.S"'*'
'' "** "'1'"^ °^ *''" blood-vessels, as well as 'he size of the

n^™7JT^i^7*-^^"ju°°'^*' '*'"'*'° conditions, especially those of

Hnl^t^K^" "'u^'l® ^J*°*^'
•'"""» *he secreting periods are found to be

rSflr^ J:*?h'''°''n
?'""^"

""l^^
""''^ °"«=1«' «'tukted towards the centr^The edge, of the cells towards the lumen may be irregular and iaeeed and

Dnri^h^t'.
°' t,'»«^^''«'J"«

J"
filled up with the mtoriaU of thfmirk

S^^JtZ^""fl'^''"^''^^'"^"',°^ discharge, the cell, of the alveol

SS.f fho 1

^^^
^°n '°'. *^^"- """'*^' '^'"'Je- «°d in the part of the cell.towMd. the lumen a collection of oil globule, and of other materials take.

The next .tage i. that the cell, divide and the part of each toward, the
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lanen oontftining a nuoknu mxI the iraiteri«b of the leoKtion, ditintegntM
ud goM to form the loHd part of the milk. The celln iiIm Mcrete water,

Fig. 389.—DiMectioi, of the lower half of the femmle mamm*, durint the period of
loctetion. I- In the left-hmd dde of the dioected put the vUndulw lobe* ue
expoeed and partiallr wuraTellcd ; and on the rtehtiJiand aide, the (rlandnlar mibitane*
haa been removed to alurtr the retioulai loenU of the eonneotiVe-^iamie in whleh
the glandolar lobule* are plaeed: i, opper part of the mauilU or nipple ; t,ai«ola:
3. lubeutaneona inawwa of fat; 4, n^fanlar locnll of the connectiTe-tiamM which
upport the glandular mibetanee and contain the fatty maa*e* ; 5, one of three ladl-
ferona docta ihown pawing towarda the mamilla where ther open ; 6, one of the 1

'

Uctei or reaerrdn; 7, aonte of the glandular lobule* whiiih have been nnrmrc:
T', othen mamed together. (Luachka.)

nnnrclUf'.

Fig. 390-—Bcetion ofmammaryc^d oi bitch, ihowing acini, lined with epithelial cell* of
a ihort columnar form, x 200. (V. D. Harria.)

salts, and milk sugar. The fat, &c., of milk are not simply picked out from
the blocxi by the secreting cells; but these materials are formed by metabolic
processes withir the protoplasm of the cells.

m
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In the earlier days of lactation, epithelial cells only partially transformed
are discharged in the secretion : these are termed coloHrum corjmtclei. It
is stated that colostrum (josscsses a pur^tive action.

Daring pregnancy the mammary glands undergo changes (evoluthm) which
are readily observable. They enlarge, become harder, an»l more distinctly
lobulated : the veins on the surface become more prominent. The areola
becomes enlarged and dusky, with projecting papillse ; the nipple too be-
comes more prominent, and milk can be squeezeit from the orifices of the
ducts. This is a very gradual process, which commences about the time of
conception, and progresses steadily during the whole perio<l of gestation. In
the gland itself solid columns of cells bud oflE from the old alveoli to form
new alveoli. But these solid columns after a while are converted into tubes
by the central cells becoming fatty and being discharged as the colostrum
corpuscles above mentioned.

After the end of lactation, the mamma gradually returns to its original
size {involution). The acini, in the early stages of involution, are lined with
cells in all degrees of vacuolation. As involution proceeds the acini diminish
considerably in size, and at length, instead of a mosaic of lining epithelial
cells (twenty to thirty in each acinus), we have five or six nuclei (some with
no surrounding protoplasm) lying in an irregular heap within the acinus.
During the later stages of involution, large yellow granular cells are to be seen.
As the acini diminish in size, the connective-tissue and fatty matter between
them increase, and in some animals, when the gland is completely inactive
it is foB'd to consist of a thin film of glandular tissue overlying a thick
cushion of fat. Many of the products of waste are carried off by the
lymphatics.

Eggs.

In this country the eggs of hens and ducks are those particu-

larly selected as foods. The chief constituent of the shell is

calcium carbonate. The wiiite is composed of a richly albuminous
fluid euclosed in a network of firmer and more fibrous material.

The amount of solids is 13-3 percent.; of this i2'2 is proteid

in nature (egg-albumin, witli smaller quantities of egg-globulin,

and of a mucinoid substance called ovomucoid), and the re-

mainder is made up of sugar (0*5 per cent.), traces of fats,

lecithin and cholesterin, and 0*6 per cent, of inorganic salts.

The yolk is rich in food materials for the development of the
future embryo. In it there are two varieties of yolk-spherules,
one kind yellow and opaque (due to admixture with fat and a
yellow lipochrome), and the other smaller, transparent and
almost colourless : these are proteid in nature, consisting of

the nucleo-proteid called vitellin. Small quantities of sugar,

lecithin, cholesterin and inorganic salts are also present.

The nutritive valu jf eggs is high, as they are so readily

digestible ; but the more an egg is cooked the more insoluble do
its proteid constituents become.

Meat.

This is composed of the muscular and connective (including

adipose) tissues of certain animals. The flesh of some animals is
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not eaten ; in some cases this is a matter of fashion, in others,

owing to an unpleasant taste, such as the flesh of camivora is

said to have ; and in other cases {e.g. the horse) because it is more
lucrative to use the animal as a beast of burden.

Meat is the most concentrated and most easily assimilable
of nitrogenous foods. It is our chief source of nitrogen. Its

chief solid constituent is proteid, and the principal proteid is

myosin. In addition to the extractives and salts contained
in muscle, there is always a certain percentage of fat, even
though all visible adipose tissue is dissected oflF. The fat-cells

are placed between the muscular fibres, and the amount of fat so
situated varies in different animals; it is particularly abundant
in pork ; hence the indigestibility of this form of flesh : toe fat

prevents the gastric juice from obtaining ready access to the
muscular fibres.

The following table gives the chief substances in some of the
principal meats used as food :

—

Conititnenta. Oz.

Water .

Solids

Proteids and gelatin*
Fat .

Carbohydrate
Salte

767
233
20'0

IS
06
1*2

Calf. Kgr.

1Sf>

244
194
29
0-8

••3

726
274
19-9
6-2

06
I'l

Hone. Fowl. Pike.

74-3 708 793
257 29-2 207
21-6 227 183
2-5 41 07
06 '•3 09
10 I-I 08

The large percentage of water in meat should be particularly
noted

; if a man wished to take his daily minimum of 100
grammes of proteid entirely in the form of meat, it would be
necessary for him to consume about 500 grammes {i.e., a little

more than ilb.) of meat jtw diem.

Flour.

The best wheat flour is made from the interior of wheat grains,
and contains the greater proportion of the starch of the grain and
most of the proteid. Whole flour is made from the whole grain
minus the husk, and thus contains not only the white interior but
also the harder and browner outer portion of the grain. This
outer region contains a somewhat larger proportion of the proteids
of the grain. Whole flour contains i to 2 per cent, more proteid

• The flesh of young animals is richer in gelatin than that of old : thus
1000 parts of beef yield 6, of real 50, parts of gelatin.

i

n
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than the best white flour, but it has the disadvantage of being
less readily digested. Brown flour contains a certain amount of

bran in addition : it is still less digestible, but is useful as a
mild laxative, the insoluble cellulose mechanically irritating the
intestinal canal as it passes along.

The best flour contains very little suga?-. The presence of

sugar indicates that germination has commenced in the grains.

In the manufacture of malt from barley this is purposely allowed
to go on.

When mixed with water, wheat flour forms a sticky, adhesive
mass called dough. This is due to the formation of gluten, and
the forms of grain poor in gluten cannot be made into dough
(oats, rice, 4c.). Gluten does not exist in the flour as such, but
is formed on the addition of water from the pre-existing globulins
in the flour.

The following table contrasts the composition of some of the
more important vegetable foods :

—

Conititaeiita.

Water
Proteid .

Fat .

Starch .

Cellnloee .

Mineral salts

,

Wheat. Barley. Oats. Bice.

' 13-6 13-8 12-4 »3I
124 ii'i 10-4 7-9

14 2-2 52 09
67-9 64-9 S7-8 76-5

*§ S-3 11-2 o«
1-8 27 30 ro

Lentils. Peas. Potatoes.

I2-S 14-8 760
24-8 237 20
1-9 16 0"2

54-8 493 20-6

3<> 75 07
2-4 31 I'O

We see from this table

—

1. The great quantity of starch always present.

2. The small quantity of fat ; that bread is generally eaten
with butter is a popular recognition of this fact.

3. Proteid, except in potatoes, is pretty abundant, and espe-

cially so in the pulses (lentils, peas, <fec.). The proteid in the
pulses is not gluten, but consists of vitellin and globulin-like

substances.

In the mineral matters in vegetables, salts of potassium and
magnesium are, as a rule, more abundant than those of sodium
and calcium.

r -1

Bread.

Bread is made by cooking the dough of wheat flour mixed
with yeast, salt, and flavouring materials. A ferment in the flour

acts at the commencement of the process, when the temperature
is kept a little over that of the body, and forms dextrin and

E -I

It .!•

H
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sugar from the starch, and then the alcoholic fermeiaation, due
to the action of the yeast, begins. The bubbles of carbonic acid,
burrowing passages through the bread, make it light and spongy.
This enables the digestive juices subsequently to soak into it

readily and affect all parts of it. In the later stages, viz., baking,
the temperature is raised, the gas and alcohol are expelled from
the bread, the yeast is killed, and a crust forms from the drying
of the outer portions of the dough.

White bread contains, in 100 parts, 7 to 10 of proteid, 55 of
carbohydrates, i of fat, 2 of salts, and the rest water.

Cooking of Food.

The cooking of foods is a development of civilisation and serves
many useful ends :

—

1. It destroys all parasites and danger of infection. This
relates not only to bacterial growths, but also to larger parasites,
such as tapeworms and trichinee.

2. In the case of vegetable foods it breaks up the starch
grains, bursting tl • f;ellulose and allowing the digestive juices to
come into contact with the granulose.

3. In the case of animal foods it converts the insoluble collagen
of the universally distributed connective tissues into the soluble
gelatin. The loosening of the fibres is assisted by the formation
of steam between them. By thus loosening the binding material,
the more important elements of the food, such as muscular fibres,

are rendered accessible to the gastric and other juices. Meat
before it is cooked is generally kept a certain length of time to
allow rigtyr mortis to pass off.

Of the two chief metliods of cooking, roasting and boiling, the
former is the more economical, as by its means the meat is first

surrounded with a coat of coagulated proteid on its exterior,
which keeps in the juices to a great extent, letting little else
escape but the dripping (fat). Whereas in boiling, unless both
bouillon and bouilli are used, there is considerable waste. Cooking,
especially boiling, renders the proteids more insoluble than they
are in the raw state ; but this is counterbalanced by the other
advantages that cooking possesses.

In making beef tea and simildr extracts of meat it is necessary
that the meat should be placed in cold water, and this is gradually
and carefully warmed. In boiling a joint it is usual to put the
meat into boiling water at once, so that the outer part is coagu-
lated, and the loss of material minimised.

An extremely important point in this connection is that
K.P. „ J,

I
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beef tea and similar meat extracts should not be regarded
as foods. They are valuable as pleasant stimulating drinks
for invalids, but they contain very little of the nutritive

material of the meat, their chief constituents, next to water,

being the salts and extractives (creatine, creatinine, lactic acid,

&o.) of flesh.

.Soup contains the extractives of meat, a small proportion of

the proteids, and the principal part of the gelatin. Tlie gelatin

is usually increased by adding bones and fibrous tissue to the
stock. It is the presence of this substance which causes the soup
when cold to p^elatinise.

Aooessories to Food.

Among these must be placed alcohol, the value of which within

moderate limits is not as a food but as a stimulant ; condiments

(mustard, pepper, ginger, curry powder, &c.) which are

stomachic stimulants, the abuse of which is followed by dyspep-
tic troubles ; and tea, coffee, cocoa, and similar drinks. These
are stimulants chiefly to the nervous system ; tea, coffee,

mate (Paraguay), guarana (Brazil), cola nut (Central Africa),

bush tea (South Aliica) and a fev other plants used in various

countries all owe their chief property to an alkaloid called theine

or caffeine (C„ H,o N^ O^) ; cocoa to the closely related alkaloid,

theobromine (C7 H^ N^ 0,) ; coca to cocaine. These alkaloids

are all poisonous, and used in excess, even in the form of in-

fusions of tea and coffee, produce over-excitement, loss of digestive

power, and other disorders well known to physicians. Coffee

differs from tea in being rich in aromatic matters ; tea contains a

bitter principle, tannin ; to avoid the injurious solution of too

much tannin, tea should only be allowed to infuse (draw) for a
few minutes. Cocoa is not only a stimulant, '.at a food in

addition; it contains about 50 per cent, of fat, and 12 per cent,

of proteid. Still, as (jrdinarily prepared as an infusion, the

quantity taken does not contain much of these food materials.

Green vegetables are taken as a palatable adjunct to other foods,

rather than for their nutritive properties. Their potassium salts

are, however, abundant. Cabbage, turnips, and asparagus contain

80 to 92 water, i to 2 proteid, 2 to 4 carbohydrates, and i to

1 -5 V ellulose per cent. The small amount of nutriment in most
green foods accounts for the large meals inad3 by, and the vast

capacity of the alimentary canal of, herbivorous animals.
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CHAPTER XXIX.

SECUKTIN'G GLANDS.

Befoiie i)assing 011 to the action of the digestive secretions ou

foods, it will be well to discuss some of the general aspects of the

question, and the varieties of glands by means of whicli these

substances are formed.

It is the function of gland cells to produce by the metabolism

of their protoplasm certain substances called secretions. These

materials are of two kinds ; viz., those which are employed for

the purpose of serving some ulterior office in the economy, and

those V hich are discharged from the body as useless or injurious.

In the lormer case the separated materials are termed sea-etions

;

in the latter they are termed excretimis.

The secretions, as a rule, consist of substances whi* ' 1 do not pre-

exist in the same form in the blood, but rcijuire s' ' cells and

a process of elaboration for their formation, e.n., tb v cells for

the formation of bile, the mammary gland- cells for formation

of milk. The excretions, on the other hand, commonly consist of

substances which exist ready-formed in the blood, and are merely

abstracted therefrom. 11^ from any cause, such as extensive

disease or extirpation of an excretory organ, the separation of an

excretion is prevented, and an accumulation of it in the blood

ensues, it frequently escapes through other organs, and may be

detected in various fluids of the body. }n instance of this is seen

after the kidneys have been removed. Urea then accumulates in

the blood. But this is never the case with secretijns ; for after

the removal of the- \\ organ by which each c' them is manu-

factured, the secrt iiO longer f- 'laed.

The circumstancv >,.' their format.ju, and their final destina-

tion, are, however, the only particulars in which secretions and

excretions can be distinguished ; for, in general, the structure of

the parts engaged in eliminating excretions is as complex as that

of the parts concerned in tiie formation of secretions. And since

the ditterences of the two processes of separation, corresponding

with those in the several purposes and destinations of the fluids,

are not yet ascertained, it will be sufficient to speak in general

terms of the process.

Every secreting apparatus consists essentially of a layer of

secreting cells arranged round a central cavity ; they take from

H H 2

h
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Ilii I

the lymph wlnchbathes tlien> the necessary material and trans-
form it into the secretion which they pour into the cavity.

The principal secreting organs are the following :—(i) the
serous and synovial membranes

; (2) the mucous membranes with
tlicir special glands, e.g., the buccal, gastric and intestinal glands

j

(3) the salivary glands and pancreas
; (4) the mammary glands

;

(S) the livtr; (6) the lacrimal gland; (7) the kidney'and skin
;

and (8) the testes.

Serous membranes—We have already discussed the struc-

F'S- 39i.-Section of sj-novial membrane, a, epithelial covering of the elevations of themembrane
; A, underlying tissue containinK fat and blood-vessels; c, ligament coveredby the synovial membrane. (Cadiat.) - > » ~

ture of ie^-mis membranes (p. 204), and also the question whether
the lymph is a true secretion (pp. 317—320).
The synovial membranes line the joints and the sheaths of

tendons and ligaments with which we may include the synovial
bursae. The contents of these sacs is called synofm; it lubricates
the surfaces of the joint and so ensures an easy movement.
Synovia is a rich lymph j>lus a mucinoid material ; and it is this
latter constituent which gives the secretion its viscidity. It is

thus a true secretion ; and is formed by the epithelial cells which
form an imperfect lining to the sac, and which are especially accu-
mulated on the processes of the synovial fringes (fig. 391).

t ,'4
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A muoouB membrane consiuts of two parts ; the epithelium

on its surface, and the eorium of connective tissue beneath. The

epitlieiium generally rests on a luvsement membrane which is

usually composed of clear flattened cells placed edge to edge.

The name tmtcous is derived from the fact that these membranes

all secrete vntcin, the chief constituent of mttcus ; this may be

formed from the surface epithelium cells breaking down into

goblet cells (see p. 29), or an analogous process may occur in

the cells of little glands called mucous glands, situated more or

less deeply under the epithelium, and opening on the surface by

ducts. Many mucous membranes (ej)., that of the stomach) form

other secretions as '.-ell.

Mucous membranes line all those passages by which internal

parts communicate with the exterior, and by which either mutters

are eliminated from the body or foreign substances taken into

it. The principal tracts are Gastro-piUmonary and Genito-uriiuiry

:

the former is sub-divided into the Digestive and Respiratory

tracts.

Secreting glands may be classified according to certain types,

which ai'e the following :— i. The simple tubular gland (a, fig. 392),

examples of which are furnished by the crypts of Lieberkiihn,

in the intestinal wall. They are simple tubular depressions of

the mucous membrane, the wall of which is formed of a basement

membrane and is lined with secreting cells arranged as an

epithelium. To the same class may be referred the elongated

and tortuous stuloriferous glands.

2. The compound tubidar glands (d, fig. 392) form another

division. These consist of main gland-tubes, which divide and

sub-divide. Each gland may be made up of the subdivisions of

one or more main tubes. The ultimate subdivisions of the tubes

are generally highly convoluted. They are formed of a basement-

membrane, lined by epithelium of various forms. Tiie larger

tubes may have an outside coating of fibrous, areolar, or

muscular tissue. The kidneys and testes are examples of this

type.

3. The racemose glands are those in which a number of vesicles

or acini are arranged in groups or lobules (c, fig. 392). The Meibo-

mian follicles are examples of this kind of gland. Some glands like

the pancreas are of a mixed character, combining some of the cha-

racters of the tubular with others of the racemose type ; these are

called tubulo-racemose or tubulo-acinous glands. These glands differ

from each other only in secondary points of structure, but all have

the same essential character in consisting of rounded groups of

vesicles containing gland-cells, and opening by a common central
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cavity into minute ducts, which ducts in the large glands con-
verge and unite to form larger and larger tubes, and at length

^'^*"Lr^'"^? "f t}T)«> of socretinp phmdn. a, mmple gland.-., viz 7 HtraiirLt tuhp •

open by one comhir.n tnuik on a free surface. The la-ger
racemose glands like the salivary glands are called compound race-
mo.i^ glands. On internal secretions, sec p. 321.
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The BiUiva is formed by three pairs of salivary glands, called

the parotid, submaxillary, and sublingual glands.

The Salivary Olands.

These are typical secreting glands. They are made up of

lohules united by connective tissue. Each lobule is made of a

group of tubulo-saccular al - oli or acini, from which a duct

passes; this unites wi*h other ducts to form larger and larger tubes,

the main duct opening into the mouth.

Each alveolus is surrojuided by a plexus of capillaries; the

Fig. 39J. —From a Bection through a salivAry gland, n, serous or albuminous alveoli j

h, intralobular duct cut tranBversely. (Klein and Noble Smith.)

lymph whicli exudes from these is in direct contact with the

basement incmbnuie that encloses the alveolus. The basement

membrane is lined by secreting cells which surround the central

cavity or lumen. The basement membrane is thin in majiy

places to allow the lymph more ready access to the secreting

cells ; it is continued along tlie ducts.

The secreting epithelium is composed of a layer of polyhedral

cells.

The epithelium of the ducts is columnar, except where it passtw

into an alveolus ; at this point it is flattened. The columnar

epithelium cells of the ducts exhibit striations in their outer part

(see fig. 393) ; the inner zone of each cell is made of granular proto-

n
it.n

iU
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plasm. The largest ducts have a wall of connective tissue outside
the basement-membrane, and a few uuHfriated muscular fibres.

The secreting cells differ according to the substance they
secrete.

Wsr. 394.-8ection of Hub-mxilU^ Kland of do,,. ShowinK Kland-<*11.. b, and a duct. ,, ».

submaxillarj, and some of the alveoli in the human submaxillary),
the cells after treatment with water or alcohol are clear and
swollen (fig. 395); tins is the appearance they usually present in

^*Jl?i?iI.''^*'°"
through a mucoui, gland hardened in alcohol Tlie ali«,li ««. M^^with transparent mucous celN, and Outside these are ?he de^luni! (HeldlnhSn

)

sections of the organ. But if examined in their natural state bv
teasuig a portion of the fresh gland in serum, they are seen to be
occupied by large granules composed of a substance known as
muctffen or mudnogeri. When the glaud is active, mucigen is
transformed into mucin and discharged as a clear droplet of that
substance into the lumen of the alveolus. Outside these are
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smaller, hiphly granular cells contHiiiing no niuoigen ; these mar-

ginal cells stain darkly, and gcnendly form crcscuntic groups

(ere*cent$ or ilemilurun of (liHiiuzxi) next to the Ijasemcnt mom-
bmno. They do not secrete nr.icin, but are albiiniiuous cells.

After secretion their gmnules are lessencJ.

In those alveoli which do not secrete mucin, but a watery

Fig. 396.—A part of a RMtinn throutfh a muouuit inland after prulnnvt-d electricat Htimula-
tion. The alvpoli are lined with Dmall Kinnulur cellii. (lAvJ<iv»ki.)

non-viscid saliva (parotid, and some of the alveoli of the human
submaxillary), the cells are filled with small granules of

albuminous nature. Such alveoli are called serous or <il/juiniwms,

Fig- 397.—Alveoli of ,'arotid gland. A, before Hecretion ; B, in the flrtt stage of Hwretion
;

C, af*; - prolonged secretion. (I^ngley.l

to distinguish them from the mucous alveoli we have just de-

scribed.

These yield to the secretion its ferment, ptyalin. The
granular substance within the cell is the mother substance of

the ferment {zymogen), not the ferment itself. It is converted

into the ferment in the act of secretion. We shall study the

question of zymogens more fully in connection with tiie gastric

glands and the pancreas where they have been separated from

the ferments by chemical methods. In the case of saliva we may
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term the lyi oBen, ptyalinoffen provislMuUIy, but It Iim never
been aatiafoctorily neparoted chemically from ptyaliii.

After aocretion, due to the admiuMtration of food or of such a
dniK nil pilocarpine, the celU shrink, they stain more readily, their
nuclei beconje more conspicuous, and the outer part of each cell
becomes clear and free from granules (fig. 397).

The Secretory Nerves of Saliyary Olanda.

The nerve-fibres which are derived from cranial and sym-
pathetic nerves ramify between the gland cells, but have never
actually been traced into them.

These nerves control and regulate the secretion of saliva.
The general truth concerning the existence of secretory nerves,

we have already become acquainted with (p. 164). The subject has
been worked out most thoroughly in connection with the wilivary
glands, particularly the submaxillary gland in dog, rabbit, Jtc,
which we will take first.

The SubmaxiUary and Sublingual Olands.— These glands
receive two sets of nerve-fibres ; namely, from the chorda tympani
and the sympathct'

The chorda ti/mpu off from the seventh cranial nerve
in the region of the t^ » After quitting the temporal
bone it passes downwards u..v. forwards, and joins the lingual
nerve, with which it is bound up for a short distance. On leaving
thi. lingual nerve it traverses the mhtnaxillary ganglitm ; it then
runs parallel to the duct of the gland, gives off a branch to the
sublingual gland, and others to the tongue. The main nerve
enters the hilus of the submaxillary gland, where it traverses a
second ganglion concealed within the substance of the gland, and
which may be called after its discoverer, Langley's (jnnglion.

The aymimthetic branches to these two glands are derived from
the pl*> us around the facial artery, and accompany the arteries
which supply the glands.

Section of the nerves produces no immediate result ; but after
a few days an abundant secretion of thin watery saliva takes
place

;
this is called paralytic secretion, and is produced either by

the activity of the local nervous mechanisni, which is then uncon-
trolled by impulses from the central nervous system; or else,
it is a degenerative effect analogous to the fibrillar contractions

Though the chorda tympani is usually spoken of as a branch of the
seventh or facial nerve, it is probable that its fibres are derive* 1 from the
Rlosso-pharyngeal, which communicates with the facial in the tympanum.
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which occur in deffeuemting luuacles after •everance of their

norvcM. If the o|>cration in performed on one side, the glands

of the oppoHite Hide also hIiow a Himilar cculition, and the thin

saliva secreted there is called the antilyt^' xsretion.

Stimulation of the peripheral end Ci the divided chorda

tynipnni produces an abundant secretion of saliva, which is

accompanied by vaso-dilatation (see p. 308).

Stimulation of the peripheral end of the divided sympathetic

causes a scanty secretion of thick viscid saliva, accompanied by
vaso-constriction.

The abiuidant secretion of saliva, which follows stimulation of

the chorda tympani, is not merely the result of a filtration of fluid

from the blood-vesaeli, in consequence of the largely increased

circulation through them. This is proved by the fact that, when
the main duct is obstructed, the preisure within it may consider-

ably exceed the blood pressure in the arteries,* end ulao that when
into the veins of the animal experimented upon, some atropine has

been previously injected, stimulation of the peripheral end of the

divided chorda produces all the vascular effects as before, without

any secretion of saliva accompanying them. Again, if an animal's

head is cut off, and the chorda be rapidly exposed and stimulated

with an interrupted current, a secretion of saliva ensues for a

short time, although the blood flow is necessarily absent.

These experiments serve to prove that the chorda contains two
sets of nerve fibres, one set (vaso-dilatator) which, when stimu-

lated, cause the vessels to dilate ; while another set, which are

paralysed by atropine, directly stimulate the cells themselves to

activity, whereby they secrete and discharge the constituents of

the saliva which they produce. On the other hand, the sym-
pathetic fibres are also of two kinds, vaso-conatrictor and
secretory, the latter being paralysed by atropine. The chorda

tympani nerve is, however, the principal nerve through which

efferent impulses proceed from the central nervous system to

excite the secretion of these glands.

The function of the ganglia has been made out by I^angley by
the nicotine method (bce p. 301). At one time the submaxillary

ganglion was supposed to be the seat of reflex "ction for the

secretion. This, however, is not the case. The ganglia are cell-

stations on the course of he fibres to the submaxillary and

• The ?tB-l- lit should not ffill into the error of supfiosing tii.it the saliva
is normally secreted at such liigh pressure. If it were so the saliv.i wouUl
spurt from the salivary iluct with greater force than the bkxid would spurt
from the arteries when they are cut. The high pressure allude<l to in the
text only occurs when the duct is obstructed.
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sublingual glands. Nicotine applied locally has the power of
paralysing nerve-cells, but not nerve-fibres. If the submaxillary
ganglion is painted with nicotine, and the nerve stimulated on the
central side of the ganglion, secretion from the submaxillary
gland continues, but that from the sublingual gland ceases. The
paralysed nerve-cells in the ganglion act as blocks to the propaga-
tion of the impulse, not to the submaxillary, but to the sublingual
gland. The cell station for the submaxillary fibres is in Langley's
ganglion.

Parotid Qland.—This gland also receives two sets of nerve-

Fig. 398—Diagrammatic representation of the mibmaxillary gUnd of the doir with its

rdatioM of the«eyeral rtructureg.) «n. ^ut., the submaxillary gland intotiheduot
fcf'."' ^^^^ ' cannuU has been tied. The sublingrial' gland and durt andWley'sjpuighon are not shown, n^l., „ l.; the iS^ual or gustatoi? nei^e

;

<n5n;i i,/i.\?'®i-'""^?
tympani proceedmg from the facial nerve, beconing conijomed with the Imgual at n. /.', and afterwards diverging and pasang to the irl^d

Si°J^n^L£2f*= r-.^F'-l '"''"»«""»«T SangUon with its* rooto^T^f.thrim^
r^ f^^""* *" ^^^ *^?^^^'' \ "?'•' t*"* «*"«•* "tery, two branches of whlch^a sm a. and r. .m. j,. pass to the anterior and posterior parts of the gland : t,. ra" theantenor and posterior veins from the gland ending in vVj., the jugiaiTvein T>ym
twn^S^hl^'?^^.''°^.•*,'y'°?"*'•*"^*™"'""

''«'• »-.the'superio?l^^?^gCn
two branches of which forming a plexus, a. /., over the facS artery are diiteButed

ih„X;r'TK''"* '"^ two glandular arteries to the anterior and posterior portionlrf

i^flex 5f^,.U«n)fr"7'fil"'^'f*'^ \Hf
'^''"=""? ^^^ ^y the nervouVimpulHeS; duri^

bfthe fhTrS^t'^S'p^.V%e*?.f "*""«» *° '""^ ''"^ "^ *"« '^^' and'desceS!

fibres analogous to those we have studied in connection with the
submaxillary gland. The principal secretory nerve-fibres are
glossopharyngeal in origin; the sympathetic is mainly vaso-
constrictor, but in some animals does contain a few secretory
fibres also.
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When secretory nerves are stimwiulei!, the main result is

secretion leading to a diminution of the granules in the cells.

The accompanying vivscular condition determines the quantity of

saliva secreted. Electrical changes also accompany secretory

activity. A rise of temperature is stated by some to occur, but

if this is the case it is very slight, so that some observera have

not been able to detect it.

Beflez Secretion.—Under ordinary circumstances the secre-

tion of saliva is a reflex action. Tiie principal afferent nerves are

those of taste; but the smell or sight of food will also cause "the

mouth to water ;

" and under certain circumstances, as before

vomiting, irritation of the stomach has a similar effect. These

sensory nerves stimulate a centre in the medulla from which

efferent secretory impulses are reflected along the secretory nerves

(chorda tympani, «fec.) to the glands.

Extirpation of the Salivary Glands.—These may be

removed without any harmful effects in the lower animals.

The Saliva.

The saliva is the first digestive juice to come in contact with

the food. The secretions from the different sjilivary glands differ

somewhat in composition, but they are mixed in the mouth ; the

secretion of the minute mucous glands of the mouth and a certain

luimber of epithelial cells and debris are added to it. The so-

called ' salivary corpuscles ' are derived from the glands them-

selves or from the tonsils.

On microscopic examination of mixed saliva a few epithelial

scales from the mouth and salivary corpuscles from the salivary

glands are seen. The liquid is transparent, slightly opalescent,

of slimy consistency, and may contain lumps of nearly pure

mucin. On standing it becomes cloudy owing to the precipitation

of calcium carbonate, the carbonic acid, which held it in solution

as bicarbonate, escaping.

Of the three forms of saliva which contribute to the mixture

found in the mouth the sublingual is richest in solids (2-75 per

cent.). The submaxillary saliva comes next (2*1 to 2*5 per cent.).

When artificially obtained by stimulation of nerves in the dog the

saliva obtained by stimulation of the sympathetic is richer in

solids than that obtained by stimulation of the chorda tympani.

The jKirotid saliva is poorest in total solids (o"3 to 0*5 per cent.),

and contains no mucin. Mixed saliva contains in man an average

of about o'5 per cent, of solids : it is alkaline in reaction, due to

the salts in it; and has a specific gravity of i:002 to 1,006.
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The solid constituents dissolved in saliva may be classified thus

:

Orffanio

Znorvanio

!a. Mucin : this may be precipitated by acetic acid.
*. Ptyalin : an amyiolytic ferment.
c. Proteid : of the nature of a globulin.
d. Potassium sulphncyanide.

i e. Sodium chloride : the most abundant salt.
'/. Other salts: sodium carbonate, calcium phosphate and
( carbonate

; magnesium phosphate
; potassium chloride.

The action of saUva is twofold, physical and chemical.
The physical use of saliva consists in moistening the mucous

membrane of the mouth, assisting the solution of soluble sub-
stances in the food, and in virtue of its mucin, lubricating the
bolus of food to facilitate swallowin'-

The chemical action of saliva h due to its active principle,
ptyalin. This substance belongs t the class of unorganised
ferments, and to that special class cf \norgani8ed ferments which
are called amyiolytic (starch splitting) or diaatatic (resembling
diastase, the similar ferment in germinating barley and other
grains).

The starch is first split into dextrin and maltose ; the dextrin
is subsequently converted into maltose also : this occurs more
quickly with erythnvdextrin, which gives a red colour with
iodine, than with the other variety of dextrin called achroo-dextrin,
which gives no colour with iodine. Brown and Morris give the
following equation :

—

io(CeH,„05)„+4nH,0
(starch] [water]

= 4nC„H^0 + (C,H,oO,)„+ (C,H.oO,)„
[maltoae] [achroo-dextrin] [erythro-dextrin]

Ptyalin acts in a similar way, but more slowly on glycogen : it
has no action on cellulose ; hence it is inoperative on uncooked
starch grains, for in them the cellulose layers are intact.

Ptyalin acts best at about the temperature of the body (35-
40° C). It acts best in a neutral medium ; a small amount of
alkali makes but little difference ; a very small amount of acid
stops its activity. The conversion of starch into sugar by saliva
in the stomach continues for a short time (15 to 30 minutes). It
then ceases owing to the hydrochloric acid secreted by the glands
of the stomach. The acid which is first potired out neutralises
the saliva, and combines with the proteids of the food, but when
free acid appears ptyalin is destroyed, and so it cannot resume
work when the acid is neutralised in the duodenum. Another
amyiolytic ferment contained in pancreatic juice (to be considered
later), however, digests starch in the intestine.
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CHAPTER XXXI.

THE GASTRIC JUICE.

Thk juice secreted by the glands in the mucous membrane of

the stomach variess in composition in the ditterent regions, but the

mixed gastric juice, as it may be termed, is a sohition of a proteo-

lytic ferment called pepsin in a saline solution, which also contains

a little free hydrochloric acid.

The givstric juice can be obtained during the life of an animal

by means of a gastric fistula.* Gastric tistulae have also been

made in human beings, eit' - by accidentJil injury or by surgical

operations. The most < "ed case is that of Alexis St.

Martin, a young Canadiai., received a musket wound in the

abdomen in 1822. ObserNations made on him by Dr. Beaumont
formed the starting-point for our correct knowledge of the physio-

logy of the stomach and its secretion.

We now make aitificial gastric juice by mixing weak hydro-

chloric acid (o'2 per cent.) with the glycerine extract of the

stomach of a recently-killed animal. This artificial juice acts

like the normal juice.

Two kinds of glands are distinguished in the stomach, which

diiFer from each other in their position, in the character of their

epithelium, and in their secretion. Their structure will be found

described on pp. 443, 444. We may, however, repeat that the

cardiac glands are those situated in the cardiac part of the

stomach : their ducts are short, their tubules long in proportion.

The latter are filled with polyhedral cells, only a small lumen
being left ; they are more coarsely granular than the corresponding

cells in the pyloric glands. They are called principal or central

cells. Between them and the basement membrane of the tubule

are other cells which stain readilv with aniline dyes. They are

called parietal or oxyntic cells. The pyloric glands, in the

pyloric part of the stomach, have long ducts and short tubules

lined witli cubical granular cells. There are no parietal cells.

'I'hfc central cells of the cardiac glands and the cells of the

* Agastric fistula is made by cutting through the abdominal wall so as
to expose the stomach. The sumach is then attached to the edges of the

abdominal wound, and a small oritice is tinally made through the wall of

the stomach. When the wound heals there is then a free communication
between the stomach and the exterior.

!^
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pyloric glands are loaded with granules. During secretion they
discharge their granules, those that remain being chiefly situated
near the lumen, leaving in each cell a clear outer zone. These
are the cells that secrete the pepsin. Like secreting cells gener-
ally, they select certain materials from the lymph that bathes
them; these materials are worked up by the protoplasmic
activity of the cells into the secretion, which is then discharged
mto the lumen of the gland. The most important substance in
a digestive secretion is the ferment. In the case of the gastric
juice this is pepsin. We can trace an intermediate step in this
process by the presence of the granules. The granules are not,
however, composed of pepsin, but of a mother-substance which is
readily conve' ed into pepsin. We shall find a similar ferment
precursor ,.. the cells of the pancreas, and the term zymogen is
applied to these f -nent precursors. The zymogen in the gastric
cells is called pei-iinogen. The rennet-ferment or rennin that
causes the curdling of milk is distinct from pepsin, but is formed
by the same cells.

The parietal cells undergo merely a change of size during
secretion, being at first somewhat enlarged and after secretion they
are somewhat shrunken. They are also called oxyntic (acid form-
mg) cells, "ecause they secrete the hydrochloric acid of the juice.
Heidenhain succeeded in making in one dog a cul-de-mc of the
fundus, i.. another of the pyloric region of the stomach; the
former secreted a juice containing both acid and pepsin; the
latter, parietal cells being absent, secreted a viscid alkaline juice
containing pepsin. The formation of a free acid from the alkaline
blood and lymph is an important problem. There is no doubt
that it is formed from the chlorides of the blood and lymph, and
of the many theories advanced as to how this is done, Maly's
is, on the whole, the most satisfactory. He considers that it
originates by the interaction of tiie calcium chloride with the
di-sodium hydrogen piiosphate of the blood, thus :

2Xa,HP0»+ 3CaCl = Ca:,(PO,)..+ 4NaCl + 2HC1
[ili-Ko,Iiiiin [cRl..iiiiii (calcimii [,s<«limii fhv.lro-
li.vdio(jeii eliloridel plio-iphate] cliloride] cliloric
pliosplmtej

^^ijj

or more simply by the interaction of sodium chloride and sodium
di-hydrogen phosphate, as is shown in the following equation :

NailJ'O,+ NaCl = Xa,H PO,+ HCl
[soiliiun ili- (sfHiiiim [(li-»oiliiiiii [livUro-
liydroKen cliloride] IivdroKen clilorio
phosi)h.iie] pliosiiimtej acid]

The sodium di-hydrogen phosphate in the above equation is
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derived from the interaction of the di-sodium hydrogen phosphate
and the carbonic acid of the blood, thus :

—

Na^HPO,+ CO,+ H,0 = NaHCO^+ NaHjPO,.

But, as Professor Gamgee has pointed out, these reactions >3an

hardly be considered to occur in the blood generally, but rather
in the oxyntic cells, which possess the necessary selective powers
in reference to the saline constituenls of the blood, and the hydro-
chloric acid, as soon as it is formed, passes into the secretion of

the gland in consequence of its high power of diffusion.

Composition of Gastric Juioe.

The following table gives the percentage composition of the
gastric juice of man and the dog :

—

Constituents.

Water
Organic sabstances (chiefly

pepsin)
HCl
CaCl, .

NaCl .

KCl
NH.Ol .

Ca,(PO,).
Mg,(PO.).
FePO. .

Human.

\

9944

032
0-20

0006
0'i4

005

O'OI

Dog.

9730

171
030
0-06

025
O'lt

005
017
002
0008

One sees from this how much richer in all constituents the
gastric juice of the dog is than that of man. Carnivorous
animals have always a more powerful gastric juice than other
animals

; they have more work for it io do ; but the great contrast
seen in the table is, no doubt, partly due to the fact that the
persons from whom it has been possible to collect gastric juice
have been invalids. In the foregoing table one also sees the
great preponderance of chlorides over other salts : apportioning
the total chlorine to the various metals present, that which
remains over must be combined with hydrogen to form the free

hydrochloric acid of the juice.

Pepsin stands apart from nearly all other ferments by requiring
an acid medium in order that it may act. Probably a compound
of the two substances, called pfpsin-hydrocklmic add, is the
really active agent. Other acids may take the place of hydro-
chloric acid, but none act so well. Lactic acid is often found in

-

K.P. I I

( i
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gastrio juice : this is derived by fermentative processes from the
food.

Hydrochloric acid is absent in some diseases of the stomach ; the best
colour tests for it are the following :

—

(,a) Gunsberg's reagent consists of 2 parts of phloroglucinol, i part of
vanillin, and 30 parts of rectified spirit. A drop of filtered gastric juice is
evaporated with an equal quantity of the reagent. Red crystals form, or if
much peptone is present, there will be a reii paste. The reaction takes
place with i part of hydrochloric acid in 10,000. The organic acids do not
give the reaction.

(4) TropaBolin test. Drops of a saturated solution of tropaeolin -00 in
94 per cent, methylated spirit are allowed to dry on a porcelain slab at 40° C.A drop of the fluid to be tested is placed on the tropaeolin drop, still at
40 C.; and if hydrochloric acid is present, a violet spot is left when the
fluid has evaporated. A drop of o-oo6 per cent, hydrochloric acid leaves a
distinct mark.

Lactic acid is soluble in ether, and is generally detected by making an
ethereal extract of the stomach contents, and evaporating the ether. If lactic
acid is present in the residue it mav be identified by the following way :—
A solution of dilute ferric chloride and carbolic acid is made as follows :—
10 c.c. of a 4-per-cent. solution of carbolic acid.
20 c.c. of distilled water.
I drop of the liquor ferri perchloridi of the British Pharmacopoeia.
On mixing a solution containing a mere trace (up to i part in 10,000) of

lactic acid with this violet solution, it is instantly turne<l yellow. Larger
percentages of other acids (for instance, more than 02 per cent, of hydro-
chloric acid) are necessary to decolorise the test solution.

The Innervation of the Gastric Qlands.

As long ago as 1852 Bidder and Schmidt showed in a dog
with a gastric fistula that the sight of food caused a secretion of
gastric juice; and in 1878 Richet observed that in a man with
complete occlusion of the gullet, the act of mastication caused a
copious flow of gastric juice. There can therefore have been no
doubt that the glands are under the control of the nervous
system, but until quite recently all attempts to discover the
secretory nerves of the stomach proved unsuccessful. Pawlow
solved tue problem by experiments on dogs: he first made a
gastric fistula; and a few days later exposed the oesophagus,
divided it, and sewed the two cut ends to the two corners of the
wound in the neck. The animal was fed by means of the lower
piece of the oesophagus ; but any food taken by the mouth or
any saliva secreted into the mouth was never allowed to enter the
stomach, but fell out of the opening of the oesophagus in the
neck. These animals were kept alive for months and soon
accommodated themselves to their new conditions of life.

If one of them was kept without food for a few hours, and
then given a meal of meat, it devoured it with avidity though
none ever reached the stomach. The effect of this sham feeding
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was a reflex and abuudant flow of gastric juice, which commenced
five minutes after the beginning of the meal. If water, milli, or

soup was given instead of meat no such secretion occurred.

The same phenomena occurred when both splanchnics were

divided. It is therefore evident that the splanchnics are not the

secretory nerves. But after division of both vagi (below the point

of origin of the recurrent laryngeal nerves to avoid paralysis of the

larynx), the reflex secretion ceased, though the dog went through

the process of sham feeding with the same avidity as before.

The vagi therefore contain the secretory fibres ; this conclusion

was confirmed by the experiment of stimulation. If the peri-

pheral end of a divided vagus is stimulated, however, the usual

result is stoppage of the heart ; this difficulty was overcome by
letting a few days elapse between the division of the nerves and
the experiment of stimulating them. During this time the cardio-

inhibitory fibres degenerated, and then stimulation of the nerve

by induction shocks at intervals of one second called forth a flow

of gastric juice, after a latent period of about five minutes.

Pawlow'8 method enabled him to obtain a gastric juice free from any
admixture with saliva or food. The main facts in relation to this pure
juice are as follows :—It is clear and colourless ; it has a specific gravity of

1003 to 1006. It is feebly dextro-rotatory, gives no biuret reaction, but
gives the ordinary proteid reactions. It contains from 0*4 to o'6 per cent,

of hydrochloric acid. It is strongly proteolytic and inverts cane sugar.

When cooled to 0° C. it deposits a fine precipitate of pepsin ; this settles in

layers, and the layers first deposited contain most of the acid, which is

loosely combined with and carried down by the pepsin. Pepsin is also

precipitable by ammonium sulphate (Etlhne). Elementary analysis gave
the following results :

—

Pepsin precipitatetl by cold

—

I

Carbon .... 5073 per cent.
|

Hydrogen .... 7-23 „ i

Chlorine . . loi to I'l; „
j

Sulphur .... 0*98 „
I

N'trogeii . . . not estimated
|

Oxygen . . . the remainder.
|

Precipitated by Am^SO^-
50-37
6-88

089
i'34

i4-£j to 150
the remainder.

Since these experiments were performed, I'awlow has continued his work
on gastric secretion. He has by a very ingenious surgical operation suc-

ceeded in the dog in separating oflE from the stomach a diverticulum which
pours its secretion through an opening in the abdominal wall. The follow-

ing are his main results :

—

1. Increase in the quantity of food given causes an increase in the amount
of gastric juice secreted.

2. The juice is most abundant in the early periods of digestion, but
it continues to be secreted in declining quantity as long as any food remains
to be dealt with. When there is no food given there is no juice. But sham
feeding or chewing will cause it to flow.

3. The amount of pepsin secreted is similarly pro|)orlionBl to the needs of

tho animal.

4. The larger the proportion of proteid in the diet, the more abundant
and active i.- the juice secreted.

I I 2
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i

Action of OMtric Juice.

The principal action of the gastric juice consists in converting
the proteids of the food into the diffusible peptones. In the case
of milk this is preceded by the curdling due to rennet (see p. 458)

There is a still further action— that is, the gastric juice is
antiseptic

; putrefactive processes do not normally occur in the
stomach, and the organisms that produce such processes, many
of which are swallowed with the food, are in great ir.easure
destroyed, and thus the body is protected from them. The acid
is the agent in the juice that possesses this power.

The formation of peptones is a process of hydration
; peptones

may be formed by other hydrating agencies like super-heated
steam and heating with -dilute mineral acids. There are certain
intermediate steps in this process : the intermediate substances
are called pro-peptones or proteoses. The word ' proteose '

is the
best

:
it includes the albumoses (from albumin), globuloses (from

globulin), vitelloses (from vitellin), «fec. Similar substances are
also formed from gelatin (gelatinoses) and elastin (elastoses).

Another intermediate step in gastric digestion is called paro-
peptone

: this is acid albumin or syntonin. The products of
digestion may be classified, accoi-ding to the order in which
they are formed, as follows :

—

Parapeiitdne or acid albumin.

(a) Proto-albumose
2. Propeptone

3. Peptone.

(6) H( fero-albumose

l.(c) Deutero albumose
}

The primary albumoses, i.e.,

those which are formed
fii-st.

It is doubtful whether all the proteid present passes through
the acid-albumin stage.

The primary albumoses are precipitated by saturation with
magnesium sulphate or sodium chloride. Deutero-albumose is
not

;
it is, however, precipitated by saturation with ammonium

sulphate. Proto- and deutero albumose are soluble in water-
hetero-albumose is not ; it requires salt to hold it in solution.
Peptones.—These are the final products of the action of

gastric juice on native proteids.

They are soluble in water, are not coagulated by heat, and are
not precipitated by nitric acid, copper sulphate, ammonium sul-
phate, and a number of other precipitants of proteids. They are
precipit4it*d but not ccagiilated by alcohol. They are also
precipitated by tannin, picric acid, potassio-mercuric iodide,
phospho-molybdic acid, and phospho-tungstic acid.
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They giv( the biuret reaction (rose-red solution with a trace of

copper sulphate and caustic potash or soda).

Peptf)ne is readily diffusible through animal membranes. The
utility of the formation of diffusible substances during digestion

is obvious.

Proteoses.—These are the intermediate products in the

hydration of native proteids into peptones.

They are not coagulated by heat; they are precipitated but

not coagulated by alcohol : like peptone they give the biuret

i

Variety of
: proteld

1

CHobulin

ProteoMi
(albu-

moMs)

Peptones

Action of
heat

Action of
alcohol

Action of
nitric acid

Action of
ammonium
sulphate

Action of
copper
sulphate

and caustic
potash

DilTuai-
bility.

Coagulated

Ditto.

Not coagu-
lated

Notcoagu-
Uted

Precipitated,
then ooagn-
Uted

Ditto.

Precipiteted,
but not co-
agulated

Precipitated,
but not co-
agulated

Precipitated
in the cold

;

not leadUy
oluble on
heating

Ditto.

Precipitated
in the cold

;

readily solu-
ble on heat-
ing ; the pre-
cipitate re-

appears on
cooling*

Notpredpi.

Precipiteted
by complete
saturation

Ptedpiteted
by half satu-
ration; alao
precipiteted
byMSsO.

Precipitated
by saturation

Not precipi-
tated

Violet
colour

Ditto.

Bose-red
colour
(biuret
reaction)

Bose-red
colour
(biuret
reaction)

m

Ditto.

Slight

Great

reaction. They are precipitated by nitric acid, the precipitate

being soluble on heating, and reappearing when the liquid cools.

This last is a distinctive property of proteoses. They are slightly

diffusible.

The above table will give us at a glance the chief characters

of peptones and proteoses in contrast with those of the native

proteids, albumins, and globulins.

We see that the main action of the gastric juice is upon the

proteids of the food, converting them into more soluble and

* In the case of deutero-albumose this reaction only occurs in the presence
of excess of salt.
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diffusible products. The fats are not chemicallj altered in the
stomach

; their proteid envelopes are, however, dissolved, and
the solid fats are melted. Starch is unaffected ; but cane sugar
is inverted. The inversion of cane sugar is \tkrge\y due to the
hydrochloric acid of the juice, and is frequently assisted by
inverting ferments contained in the vegetable food swallowed.

OHAPTLa XXXII.

DIGESTION IN THE INTESTINES.

Herb we have to consider the action of pancreatic juice, of bile,

and of the succus entericus.

The Panoreas.

This is a tubulo-racemose
gland closely resembling the
salivary glands in structure.

The principal differences are
that the alveoli or acini are
more tubular in character

;

the connective tissue be-
tween them is looser, and
in it are small groups of

epithelium-like cells, which
are supplied by a close net-

work of capillaries (fig. 400).
The secreting cells of

'^•d^^^o^' '^:, ^^TiiSld'^?g tl P*"*''""*' "' polyhedml.

2f"!.'irtii?l ""**!' '<"l«°*'rw?'> ".^'eu When examined in the fresh

condition, or in preparations
preserved 'oy osmic acid,

, _,, their protoplasm is seen to
be tilled m the mner two-thirds with small granules; but
the outer third is left clear, and stains readily with reagents
(fig. 399)-

During secretion the granules are discharged ; the clear zone
consequently becomes wider, and the granular zone narrower.

These granules indicate the presence of a zymogen which is

--—-., „— ^/^« w«.^« Auut; ui WIJIUU IB well
™""ed w«tl» hsematoxyliii ; d, duct lined
wiUi ihort cubical oell>. x no. — "

and Noble Smith.)
^* (Klein
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called tryptinogen ; that is, the precursor of trypsin, the most

important ferment of the pancreatic juice.

^1^4<

\ \

Fig. 400.—Section oi the panereaii <if amudillG, Hhowinjr alveoli and mn iilet of epithelium

in the connective tiiwue. (V. D. nuTiM.)

In the centre of the acini, spindle-shaped cells (centro-acinar

cells) are often seen ; their function and origin are unknown.

Composition and Action of Pancreatic Juice.

The pancreatic juice may be obtained by a fistula in animals,

a cannula being inserted into the main pancreatic duct ; but as

in the case of gastric juice, experiments on the pancreatic secretion

are usually performed with an artificial juice made by mixing a weak

alkaline solution (i per cent lium carbonate) with a glycerin

extract of pancreas. The pancreas shoald be treated with dilute

acid for a few hours before the glycerin is added. This ensures

a conversion of the trypsinogen into trvpsin.

Quantitative analysis of human pancreatic juice gives the

following results :

—

Water . . . 976 per cent.

Organic solids . . i "8 „

Inorganic salts . 0*6 „

In the dog the amount of solids is much greater.

The organic substances in pancreatic juice are

—

(a) Ferments. These are the most important both quantita-

tively and functionally. They are four in number :

—

i. Trypsin, a proteolytic ferment.

ii. Amylopsin or pancreatic diastase, an amylolytic ferment,

iii. Steapsin, a fat-splitting or lipolytic ferment,

iv. A milk-curdling ferment.
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(6) A amall amount of proteid matter, cougulable by heat,
(c) Traces of leucine, tyrosine, xanthine, and soaps.
The inorganic substances in pancreatic juice are-
Sodium chloride, which is the most abundant, and Bnmller

quantities of potassium chloride, and phosphates of Hodium
oalcniro, and magnesium. The alkalinity of the juice in due t<!
plioHphates and carbonates, especially of uodiiim.

The action of pancreatic juice, which is the most powerful and
mportont of all the digestive juices, may be descrilml nnder the
lieadmgs of its four ferments.

I. Action of Tryptln.—Trypsin acts like pepsin, but with
certain differences, which are as follows :

(a) It acts in an alkaline, pepsin in an acid medium.
(A) It acts more rapidly than pepsin; deutero-proteows

cau be detected as intermediate products in the formation ox
peptone

;
the primary proteoses have not l)€en detected.

(c) An albuminate of the nature of alkali-albumin is formed
in place of the acid-albumin of gastric digestion.

(d) It acts more powerfully on certain albuminoids (such as
elastin) which ar« difficult of digestion in gastric juice. It does
not, however, digest collagen.

(e) Acting on solid protoids like fibrin, it eats them away
from the surface to the interior ; there is no preliminary svv ellini
as lu gastnc digestion.

**

(/) Trypsin acts further than pepsin, on prolonged action
partly decomposing some of the peptone which has left the
stomach mto simpler products, of which the most unportant arc
leucine, tyrosine, arginine (see p. 402), aspartic acid, and ammonia

The peptones are diffusible because their nmlecules are smaller
than those of proteid. Peptone by the prolonged activity of
pancreatic juice is split into substances of still smaller mole-
cular weight. Antipeptone was so called because it resists this
action. It 18 however, not a true peptone at all, but a substance
of extremely low niolecular weight. Siegfrierl states it is a single
substance «-luch he calls camic acid (C.oH„N30,), because he firet
separated it from muscle. Kutscher finds, however, that it is a
mixture of several comparatively simple materials, l.istidine
arginme, a.spartic acid, etc.

2 Action of Amylopsin.—The conversion of starch into
,,

maltose is the most powerful and rapid of all the actions of the
I»nci-eatic juice. It is much more powerful than saliva, and will

,.

act even on unboiled starch. The absence of this ferment in the
/

pancreatic jmce of infants is an indication that milk, and not
^ starch, is their natural diet.
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3. Action on Fata.—Tho action uf pancruatio juice on fata

ia a double 0110 : it forma au emuliifM, and it dec*oin|H)He8 tho futa

into fntty ucidd uud glycerin by mouna of ita fiit-apiittiii^ ferment

ateapsin. Tho futty ucida unite with tho alkuline baaca to form
' of thia ia deacrilHKl on

ncroatic juioo cannot bo

<ttca|)aiii ia not aohible iu

wutory extract of pancreas

•oapa (aaponification). The miPii

p. 393. The fataplitting power

studied with a glycerin ext act,

glycerin: either the frebi* j.:::e < '

muat be used.

The fonnation of an emulaion may bo studied in thia way.

Shako up olive oil and water together, and allow the mixture to

atand ; tho finely divided oil globules aoon separate from and
float on the surface of tho water ; but if a colloid mutter like

albumin or gum ia first mixed with the water, the oil aoparates

more slowly. A mote permanent emulaion ia formed by an
alkaline fluid, and especially when a small amount of free fatty

acid is being continually liberated ; tho acid combines with the

alkali to form a soap. Tancreatic fluid possesses all the necessary

qualifications for forming an emulsion :

—

i. It is alkaline.

ii. It is viscous from the presence of proteid.

iii. It has the power of liberating free acids.

4. Milk-curdling Ferment.—The addition of pancreatic

extracts or pancreatic juice to milk causes clotting; but this

action (which differs in some particulars from the clotting caused

by rennet) can hardly ever be called into play, as the milk upon
which the juice has to act has been already curdled by the rennin

of the stomach.

Intestinal Digestion.

The pancreatic juice does not act alone on the food in the

intestines. There are, in addition, the bile, the succub entericus

(secreted by the crypts of Lieberkiihn), and bacterial action to be
considered.

The bile, as we shall find, has little or no digestive action by
itself, but combined with pancreatic juice it assists the latter in

all its actions. This is true for the digestion of starch and of proteid,

but most markedly so for the digestion of fat. Occlusion of the

bile-duct by a gall-stone or by inflammation prevents bile entering

the duodenum. Under these circumstances the fseces contain a

large amount of undigested fat.

The suocus entericus appears to have to some extent the

power of converting starch into sugar ; whether it acts on proteids
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or fata is very doubtful ; its most important action is due to a
ferment it contains called invertin, which inverts saccharoses—
that is, it converts cane sugar and maltose into glucose.
The original use of the term " inversion " has bern explained

on p 387. It may be extended to include the similar hydrolysis
of other saccharoses, although there may bo uo formation of
levo-rotatory substances. There are probably numerous inverting
ferments, each of which acts on a different saccharose.

Succus entericus has been obtained free from other secretions by means ofa hstula. Thiry s metho<l is to cut the intestine across in two nlaces • the
loop so cut out IS still supplied with blood and nerves, as its mcsenteVy is

'^.'CJ~?**P*°J.°'J°^*"*^^ flgtula. I., Thiry's method; H., Vella'g method. A.
!SST5*' ^ ' *• *nte«*me with meeenteiy ; C, wparated loop of intestine, withiiwciicu meseiit6iy.

intact
I

this loop is emptied, one end is sewn up, and the other stitched to
the abdominal wound, and so B ^•>/Z.</<'.*fl<- from which the secretion can be
collectwl IS matle. The continuity of the remainder of the intestine is
restored by fastening together the upper and lower iwrtions of the bowel
from which the loop has been removed. Vella's method resembles Thiry's
except that both ends of the loop are sutural to the wound in the abdomen,
rig. 401 illustrates the two methods.

Bacterial action.—The gastric juice is an antiseptic; the
pancreatic juice is not. A feebly-alkaline fluid like pancreatic
juice is just the most suitable medium for bacteria to flourish in.

Even in an artificial digestion the fluid is very soon putrid, unless
special precautions to exclude or kill bacteria are taken. It is

often difficult to say where pancreatic action ends and bacterial
action begins, as many of the bacteria that grow in the intestinal
contents, having reached that situation in spite of the gjvstric
juice, act in the same way as the pancreatic juice. Some form sugar
from starch, others peptone, leucine, and tyrosine from proteids.
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while others, again, break up fats. There are, however, certain

actions that are entirely due to these putrefactive organisms.

i. On carbohydrates. The most frequent fermentation they

set up is the lactic acid fermentation : this may go further and

result in the formation of carbonic acid, hydrogen, and butyric

acid (see p. 388). Cellulose is broken up into carbonic acid and

methane. This is the chief cause of the gases in the intestine,

the amount of which is increased by vegetable food.

ii. On fats. In addition to acting like steapsin, they pro-

duce lower acids (valeric, butyric, Ac). The formation of acid

products from fats and carbohydrates gives to the intestinal

contents an acid reaction. Recent researches show that the

contents of the intestine become acid much higher up than was

formerly supposed. Organic acids do not, however, hinder pan-

creatic digestion.

iii. On proteids. Fatty acids and araido-acids, especially leu-

cine and tyrosine, are produced ; but these putrefactive organisms

have a special action in addition, producing substances having an

evil odour, like indole (CgH^N), skatole (C9H9N), and phenol

(CjHjO). There are also gaseous products in some cases.

If excessive, putrefactive processes are harmful ; if within

normal limits, they are useful, helping the pancreatic juice and,

further, preventing the entrance into the body of poisonous

products. It is possible that, in digestion, poisonous alkaloids

are formed. Certainly this is so in one well-known case. Leci-

thin, a material contained in small quantities in many foods, and

in large quantities in egg-yolk and brain, is broken up by the

pancreatic juice into glycerine, phosphoric acid, stearic acid, and

an alkaloid called choline. We are, however, protected from the

poisonous action of choline by the bacteria, which break it up

into carbonic acid, methane, and ammonia.

Leucine and Tyrosine.

These two substances have been frequently mentioned in the

preceding pages. As types of the decomposition products of

proteids they are important, though probably only small quanti-

ties are normally formed during digestion.

They belong to the group of amido-acids. On p. 391 we have

given a list of the fatty acids ; if we replace one of the hydrogen

atoms in a fatty acid by amidogen (NHj), we obtain what is called

an amido-acid. Take acetic acid : its formula is CHj,.COOH
;

replace one H by NH„, and we get CHj.NHj.COO", which is

amido-acetic acid or glycocine. If we take caproic acid—a toiun
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a little higher in the series—its formula is C,Hn.COOH : amido-
caproic w.d u C^HacNH^COOH, which is also called leucine

According to the way in which the amidogeu is linked, a lareenumber of isomenc amido^proic acids, all with the same em-pmcal forinula, are theoretically possible. Some of these have
been actually prepared in the laboratory

; and chemical research
has shown that the amidoKJaproic acid called leucine formeddunng digestion should be more accurately named a-amido-
isobuty^acetic acid (CH,),CH.CH,.CH(NHj)COOH.
^aine IS a little more complicated, as it is not only an

!^-5k'.k /'"**,*'°"^°' *" *«"»*^'« '*di«J«- Propionic
acid has the formula CaHe.COOH; amido.propionic acid is

Fig. 40a.—Crystals of leucine and tyrosine, x 216.

C,H,.NH COOH, and is called alanhu. If another H in this isreplaced by oxyphenyl (C.H,.OH), we getC,H,.NH,.C,H.OH.COOH
which IS oxyphenyl-amido-propionic acid, or tyrosine. Leucine

tLir'T *'! ^?' crystalline; the former crystallises in theform of spheroidal clumps of crystals, the latter in collections ofnne silken needles (fig. 402).

Secretory Nerves of the Pancreas.
It has been known since the work of Claude Beniard in i8s6that the introduction of ether into the stomach produces a reflex

flow of pancreatic juice, but all attempts to discover the path ofthe nerve impulses failed until the recent work of Pawlow The
reason of the failure of previous workei-s is that the pancreas isremarkably sensitive to external conditions. If the pancreas iscooled or wounded during the process of making the fistula or ifsensory nerves are excited, or if auwsthesia is deep, the gland
refuses to secrete. e*""**
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Pawlow discovered that the vagus contains the secretory nerves

of the pancreas ; he took care to avoid the sources of error just

referred to. In the first place he stimulated the vagi below the

origin of their cardiac branches ; in the %cond, the spinal cord

was divided high up to prevent reflexes occurring from sensory

nerves, and lastly, the operation of stimulating the nerve was
done without an anfesthetic.

In another series of experiments, he cut through one vagus in

the neck, and stimulated the peripheral end two or three days

later, when the cardio- inhibitory fibres had degenerated : 'n this

way he got rid of the heart stoppage which would have interfered

with the normal condition of tlie animal^

In all cases, the stimulation of the vagus produced an abundant
flow of pancreatic juice, after a latent period of from fifteen

seconds to two minutes. The stimulation applied to the nerve

consisted of a slow series of shocks (either induction currents or

mechanical blows) about once a second. By tnis means stimula-

tion of vaso-coustrictor nerves to the pancreas contained in the

vagus is avoided. If the blood supply is diminished by stimula-

tion of vasohconstrictor nerves, the secretion i stopped.

Extirpation of the Pancreas.

( u .ij))(- removal of the pancreas in animals and diseases of

the ^a). "as in man produce a condition of diabetes, in addition

to tl . ^ .^ of pancreatic action in the intestines. Grafting the

pancreas from another animal into the abdomen of the animal

from which the pancreas has been removed relieves the diabetic

condition.

How the pancreas acts other than in producing the pancreatic

juice is not known. It must, however, have other functions

related to the general metabolic phenomena of the body, which

are disturbed by removal or disease of the gland. This is an
illustration of a universal truth—viz., that each part of the

body does not merely do its own special work, but is concerned

in the great cycle of changes which is called general metabolism.

Interference with any organ upsets not only its specific function,

but causes disturbances through the body generally. The inter-

dependence of the circulatory and respiratory systems is ' well-

known instance. Removal of the thyroid gland upsets the whole

body, producing widespread changes known as myxoedema.

Removal of the testis produces not only a loss of the spermatic

secretion, but changes the whole growth and appearance of the

animal. Removal of the greater part of the kidneys produces
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rapid wasting and the breaking down of the tissues to form an
increased quantity of Jirea. The precise way in which these
glands are related to the general body processes is, however, a
subject of which we^know as yet very little. The theory at
present most in favour is that certain glands produce an internal
secretion, which leaves them vid the lymph, and is then dis-
tributed to minister to parts elsewhere. The question of the
internal secretions of the thyroid and suprarenal capsules is
discussed in Chap. XXIII. In the case of the pancreas, Professor
Schafer has propounded the theory that its internal secretion
stoppage of which in some way leads to diabetes, is produced in
the islets of epif helium-like cells scattered through the connective
tissue of the organ (see fig. 400, p. 487).

CHAPTER yXXIII.

THE I.IVER.

The Liver, the largest gland in the body, situated in the
abdomen on the right side chiefly, is an extremely vascular

^^'«°\~'^t^^*\'^*^ °' ^'^^
""f- °- "•• 8»11-Wadder

: h. o.. common bUe-duot •

organ, and receives its supply of blood from two distinct sources,
VIZ., from the portal vein and from the hepatic artery, while the
blood is returned from it into the vena cava inferior by the
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hepatic vein*. Its secretion, the hile, is conveyed from it by the

hepatic diict, either directly into the. intestine, or, when digestion

is not going on, into the cyttic duct, and thence into the gall-

bladder, where it accumulate)! until required. The portal vein,

Fig. 404.—A. liver-celU. B. Ditto, containing varioas-sized particlen of fat.

hepatic artery, and he))atib. duct bninch together throughout

the liver, while the hepatic veins and their tributaries run by
themselves.

Fig. 40.s.~I.«nj^tudinai section of a portal canal, containing a portal vein, hepatic artery
and hepatic duct, from the pig. p, branch of yena port^e, oituated in a portal
canal amnngxt the lobulex of the liver ; /, /, and giving off vaginal branches ; there
are al.so seen within the large portal vein numerous orifices of the smallest inter-
lobular veins ariHing directly from it ; a, hepatic artery ; d, bile duct, x 5.
(Kieman.)

On the outside, the liver has an incomplete covering of peri-

toneum, and beneath this is a very fine coat of areolar tissue,

continuous over the whole surface of the organ. It is thickest

where the peritoneum is absent, and iS continuons on the general

surface of the liver with the fine and, in the human subject,

almost imperceptible areolar tissue investing the lobules. At the

; ''M
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centre of the lobulee. The iSS^hiillT «rt iJi^t^K' i**"*'"^ "i*"" """PJing the
radiating capillaries, x 4"! ^KOiaS!)

"»t™l°»>ular ve«elg are connected by

^^•fe'^ii.'I'irSm'ihr^™ «h:^tir^J"^^Vy'^'^-?\- considerable
lobules {1} are applied • h A A mlMohnT!? wT^"* »«»"»t which the sides of the
lobules f^t, and IhrouBh the',Cte ^f'wh?Tt^" '*""• °° '''«'» ^^e bases of the
.. mouth uf'th. ntSular veinToJii^/^^tht'L.'w K^^^ «. polygonal figure;
veins shown nass)„„ un th^ nI-*~' "F""^ '?*".l'>f

«ublobular veins ; 1', intralobular
liver; c, .T^Ss JthrheD^e Ilno„rJSLfT'^'^J''^"*"? = '• (•

"^"t '^««« °' <*^
lobules. X 5 (Kiemkn.r ' '' *•* polygonal bases of the
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transverse fissure it is merged in the areolar iuvestment called

Glissoii's capsule, which, surrounding the portal vein, h»*patio

artery and hepatic duct, accompanies them in their branchings

through the substance of the liver.

Structure.—The liver is in origin a tubular gland, but as

development prt^resses it soon loses all resemblance to the

tubular glands found elsewhere. It is made up of small roundish

or oval portions called lobules, each of which is about -5^ of *"

inch (about 1 mm.) in diameter, and composed of the liver cells,

between which the blood-vessels and bile-vessels ramify. The

hepatic cells (fig. 404), which form the glandular or secreting

Fig. 4o8.-Portion of a lobule of Utw. a, bfle capilUtieB between Uvej^lls, the network

in which is well seen ; i, blood capUUries. x 350. (Klein and Noble Smith.)

part of the liver, are of a spheroidal form, somewhat polygonal

from mutual pressure, about ^^ to xoW '"''^ (about -^ to

^ mm.) in diameter, possessing a nucleus, sometimes two. The

cell-substance, composed of protoplasm, contains numerous fatty

particles, as well as a variable amount of glycogen. The cells

sometimes exhibit slow amoeboid movements. They are held

together by a very delicate sustentacular tissue, continuous with

the interlobular connective tissue.

To understand the distribution of the blood-vessels in the liver,

it will be well to trace, first, the two blood-vessels and the duct

which enter the organ on the under surface at the transverse

fissure, viz., the portal vein, hepatic artery, and hepatic duct. As

before remarked, all three run in company, and their appearance

on longitudinal section is shown in fig. 405. Running together

K.P. K K

,
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through the substance of the liver, they are contained in small
channels called portal canals, their immediate investment being a
sheath of areolar tissue continuous with Glisson's capsule.

To take the distribution of the portal vein first :—In its

course through the liver this vesst. gives off small branches
which divide and subdivide between the lobules surrounding them
and limiting them, and from this circumstance called tn<«r-lobular
veins. From these vessels a dense capillary network is prolonged
into the substance of the lobule, and this network converges to a
single small vein, occupying the centre of the lobule, and hence

^•J°2-—^"^**'^ **"* "^ '*''* <»P»UarieB, from the Uver of a child three months old.Both fiffureH reprewnt fnwmeato of a section carried through the periphery of a lobule.The red corpuscles of the blood are recognised by their circular contour; ««. corresponds
to an mterlobiUar vein in immediate proximity wtth which are the epifiielial cells of

11 "'57 1 '^' *° ^'^i'l*^ ^"^'^ P»rt "^ the %ures, the much lareer hepaUc
cells suddmly auoceed. (B. Hertog.)

•«!»»">.

called tnero-lobular. This arrangement is well seen in iig.

406, which represents a section of a email piece of an injected
liver.

The small t»i<ra-lobular veins discharge their contents into
veins called «tt6-lobular (h h h, fig. 407) ; while these again, by
their union, form the main branches of the hepatic veins, which
leave the posterior border of the liver to end by two or three
principal trunks in the inferior vena cava, just before its passage
through the diaphragm. The sub-lobular and hepatic veins,
unlike the portal vein and its companions, have little or no
areolar tissue around them, and their coats are very thin ; they
form little more than mere channels in the liver substance which
closely surrounds them.

The hepatic artery, the chief function of which is to distribute
Tjlood for nutrition to Glisson's capsule, the walls of the ducts and
blood-vessels, and other parts of the liver, is distributed in a very
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similar manner to the portal vein, its blood being returned by

small branches which pass into the capillary plexus of the lobules

which connects the inter- and tntra-lobular veins.

The hepatic duct divides and subdivides in a manner very like

that of the portal vein and hepatic artery, the larger branches

being lined by columnar, and the smaller by small polygonal

epithelium.

The bile-capillaries commence between the hepatic cells, and

are bounded by a dcHcate membranous wall of their own. They
are always bounded by hepatic cells on all sides, and are thus

Fig. 410.—BketchesiUuatratiog the mode of commencement of the bile-canalictili within

tte liver-celU (Heidenhain, after Kupffer) . A, rabbit's liver, injected from hepatic duct

with Berlin blue. The intercellular canaliculi give olf minute twigs which penetrate

into the liver-cella, and there terminate in vacuole-like enlargements. B, frog's liver

naturally injected witib sulph-indigotate of soda. A similar appearance is obtained,

but the communicating twigs are runifled.

separated from the nearest blood-capillary by at least the breadth

of one cell (figs. 408 and 409).

To demonstrate the intercellular network of bile-capillaries,

Chrzonszezewaky employed a method of natural injection. A
saturated aqueous solution of sulph-indigotate of soda is introduced

into the circulation of dogs and pigs by the jugular vein. The

animals are killed an hour and a half afterwards, and the blood-

vessels washed free from blood, or injected with gelatin stained

with carmine. The bile-ducts are then seen filled with blue, and

the blood-vessels with red material. If the animals are killed

sooner than this, the pigment is found within the hepatic cells,

thus demonstrating it was through their agency that the canals

were filled.

Pfliiger and Kupflfer have since this shown that the relation

K K 2
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between the hepatic oehs and the bile-oanalioali ia eren mora
intimate, for they have demonstrated the existence of vacuoles in

the cells communicating by minute intracellular channels with the
adjoining bile-canaliculi (fig. 410). It is important to notice that
the bile-canaliculi ara always separated by at least a portion of a
cell from the nearest blood-capillaries, and that the formation of
bile is no men transudation from the blood or lymph. The liver-

cells take certain materials from the lymph and elaborate the
constituents of the bile, the bile^alts and the bile pigments.
There can be no doubt that these substances are formed by the
hepatic cells, for they aro not found in the blood nor in any other
organ or tissue ; and after extirpation of the liver they do not
accumulate in the blood.

Intracellular oanaliculi in the liver-cells are not unique. Recent
research by Golgi's method has shown that in the salivary and
gastric glapds, and in the pancreas, there is a similar condition of
affairs.

The Oall.bladder (o., b., fig. 403) is a pyriform bag, attached
to the under surface of the liver, and supported also by the
peritoneum, which passes below it. The larger end, or fundiu,
projects beyond the front margin of the liver ; while the smaller
end contracts into the cystic duct.

StrtKture.—The walls of the gall-bladder are constructed of
three principal coats. (1) Externally (excepting that part which
is in contact with the liver) is the terout coat, which has the same
structure as the peritoneum with which it is continuous. Within
this is (2) the fibrcm or areolar coat, with which is mingled a
considerable number of plain uscular fibres, both longitudinal
and circular. (3) Internally i..j gall-bladder is lined by mucous
membrane, and a layer of columnar epithelium. The surface of
the mucous membrane presents to the naked eye a minutely
honeycombed appearance from a number of tiny polygonal
depressions with intervening ridges, by which its surface is

mapped out. In the cystic duct the mucous membrane is raised
up in the form of crescentic folds, which together appear like

a spiral valve, and which assist the gall-bladder in retaining the
bile during the intervals of digestion.

The gall-bladder and all the main biliary duct« are provided
with mucous glands, which open on the intenial surface.

Functions of the Liver.

The functions of the liver are connected with the general
metabolism of the body ; these are especially in connectioE with
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the metabolism of oarbohydratea (glyoogenio function); and in

connection with the metabolism of nitrogenous material

(formation of urea and uric acid). Thia Hecond function we

shall discuHs with the urine. The third function is the forma-

tion of bile, which must very largely be regarded as a subsidiary

one, bile containing the waste products of the liver, the results

of its other activities. This, however, it will be convenient to

take first.

BUe.

Bile is the secretion of the liver which is poured into the

duodenum ; it has been collected in living animals by means of a

biliary fistula ; the same operation has occasionally been performed

in human beings. After death the gall-bladder yields a good

supply of bile which is more concentrated than that obtained

from a fistula.

Bile is being continuously poured into t!i«> intestine, but there

is an increased discharge immediately on the arrival of food in

the duodenum ; there is a second increase in secretion a few

hours later.

Though the chief blood supply of the liver is by a vein (the

portal vein), the amount of blood in the liver varies with its needs,

being increased during the periods of digestion. This is due to

the fact that in the area from which the portal vein collects blood

—stomach, intestine, spleen, and pancreas—the arterioles are all

dilated, and the capillaries are thus gorged with blood. Further,

the active peristalsis of the intestine and the pumping action of

the spleen are additional factors in driving more blood onwards to

the liver.

The bile being secreted from the portal blood is secreted at

much lower pressure than one finds in glands such as the salivary

glands, the blood supply of which is arterial. Heidenhain found

that the pressure in the bile duct of the d(^ averaged 1 5 mm. of

mercury, which is nearly double that in the portal vein. Thin

fact is of considerable importance, as it illustrates the general

truth that secretion is not mere process of passive filtration, but

that the cells exercise secretory force.

The second increase in the flow of bile—that which occurs

some hours after the arrival of the semi-digested food (chyme) in

the intestine—appears to be due to the effect of the digestive

products carried by the blood to the liver, stimulating the hepatic

cells to activity : this is supported by the fact that proteid food

increases the quantity of bile secreted, whereas fatty food which
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is alworbed, not by the portal \ei:i. b '
, y the lacteala, han oo

auch eflieet.

The chemical prooeu by wl., 'i the conHUta-^'in^ of the bile
are formed in obscure. We, Inwovcr 1 now that the biliary

piKment is produced by the detoiLi>o,iti u i • haemoglobin. Bili-

rubin is, in fact, identical with th< iron-tr* o Privative of hemo-
globin called hsematoidiji, which \i fouirl i liio form of cryatala
in oid blood-clots such as occur in the brain after cerebral
hemorrhage (sec [). 429).
An injection of hsemoglobin into the portal vein or of substances

like water which liberate hremoglobin from the red blood corpuscles
produces an increase of bile pigment. If the spleen takes any
part in the elaboration of bile pigment, it does not proceed
0 far as to liberat*. hiemoglobin from the corpuscles. No free
hajmoglobin is dijcoverable in the blood plasma in the splenic
vein.

The amount of bile secreted is differently estimated by different
ob8er>er8

; the amount secreted daily in man varies from 500 c.e.

to a litre (1,000 c.c).

The oonatituentfl of the bile are the bile salts proper
(taurocholatc and glvcocholatc of soda), the bile pigments (bili-

rubin, biliveiiiu), a mucinoid substancp, small quantities of
fats, soaps, cholesterin, lecithin, urea, and mineral salts, of
which sodium chloride and the phosphates of iron, calcium, and
magnesium are the most important.

Bile is a yellowish, reddish-brown, or green fluid, according to
the relative preponderance of its two chief pigments. It has a
musk-like odour, u bitter-sweet taste, and a neutral or faintly
alkaline reaction.

The specific gravity of human bile from the gall-bladder is

1026 to 1032 ; that from a fistula, loio to loii. The ureater
concentration of gall-bladder bile is partly but not wholly
explained by the addition to it from the walls of that cavity
of the mucinoid material it secreto'-

The amount of solids in bladd« bile is from 9 to 14 per
cent., in fistiila bile from 1-5 to 3 per cent. The following table
shows that this low percentage of solids is almoHt entirely
due to want of bile salts. This can 1 - accounted for in the way
first suggested by Schiff—that there is normally a bile ciren
lation going on in the bfidy, a large quantity of he bik-

salts that pass into the intestine "'leing first split wi; then
reabsorbed and again secreted. Such a circulation would
obviously be impossible in cases where all the bile is discharsed
to the exterior.
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The following table givea tome iioportant analyaea of hunmii

bile :—

CoaatituniU.

Hcxlium glycocholato

Modiam taurocholate

Cholesterin. lecillnii, fat

Mncinoid material .

Pigment .

Inorganic oalu

I Total Holids

I
Water (by difference)

FiatulabUe
(kMklthy woo
CoMinaaMi
WiiMtan).

FliHtuU Mle (OM*
of 'jaacer. Yco
mn<l Hertuan)

.

XormalbO*
(flwielM).

1-4330

98-5570

loo-oooo

Bile Mucin.—Tliere has been considerable diversity of opinion

OS to whether bile mucin la reallv mucin. The n»o8t recent wo k

in Hamnmrsten's laboratory si ws t! a differences cccu in

•iifferent animals. Thus in the ox there is very lii de tni i.iucin,

but a great auiount of nucleoproteid ; in human bile n the

other hand, thure is very little if any nucleo-protenl ; 'he uciuoid

material present there i^ really mucin.

The Bile Salts.— I'lie bile contains the sod n salts of

coniplex amido-acidn ealle*! the bile acids. '! two acids most

frequently found are jrlycocbolic and taun>olioiie sn kIh The

former is the more uliundant ui the bile of man an., herbivora ;

the latter in caniivorous animals, like tl dog.

important dift'erfnee intwecn the two acids is that

iicid contains suli-liur, and glycd liolic acid does \ t.

Glycocholic acid (t'.^eH^sN' ,) is by the acti

and alkalis, aiid also in the intestitn , hydrolyseti an

glycocine or amido-acetic aci<' and cholalie acid.

[glyc;cli<pllr iir ij iKljcopiiiPi Icholalic acid

!

The glycocholate of soda has the formula r.j8H4.2NaN06.

Taurocholic bc i (fy^hi^^h-) sim'birly s> !its into taurine

or amido-isethionic acid a I cholalie acid.

The most

I rncholic

I i lute acids

split into

{ '.^H4.,N07S -I- .^aO = C.2H7NO3S+ ra4H4o<lo
lUiiirocholic ai^id] [taurine] (cholalie aiul]

i !

i ,:

m
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The taurocholato of soda has the formula C96H44NaN07S.
The colour reaction called Fettenkofer's reaction, is due to

the presence of cholalic acid. Small quantities of cane sugar and
strong Bulphiu-ic acid are added to the bile. The sulphuric acid
acting on sugar forms a small quantity of a substance called

furfuthidfhyde, in addition to other products. The furfuraldehyde
gives a brilliant purple colour with cholalic acid.

The Bile Figments.—The two chief bile pigments are
bilirubin and biliverdin. Bile which contains chiefly the former
(such as dog's bile) is of a golden or orange-yellow colour, while
the bile of many herbivora, which contains chiefly biliverdin, is

either green or bluish-green. Human bile is generally described
as containing chiefly bilirubin, but there have been some cases
described in which biliverdin was in excess. The bile pigments
show no absorption bands with the spectroscope; their origin

from the blood pigment has already been stated.

Bilirubin has the formula CieHigNaOs : it is thus an iron-free

derivative of haemoglobin. The iron is apparently stored up in

the liver cells, perhap- for future use in the manufacture of new
haemoglobin. The bile contains only a trace of iron.

Biliverdin has the formula CieHigNjOi (i.e. one atom of oxygen
more than in bilirubin) : it may occur as such in bile ; it may be
formed by simply exposing red bile to the oxidising action of the
atmosphere ; or it may be formed as in Grmelin's test by the more
vigorous oxidation produced by fuming nitric acid.

Omelin's test consists in h play of colours—green, blue,
red, and finally yellow, produced by the oxidising action
of fuming nitric acid (that is, nitric acid containing nitrous
acid in solution). The end or yellow product is called choletdin,

CiaHigNaOj.

Hydrobilirubin.—If a solution of bilirubin or biliverdin in

dilute alkali is treated with sodium amalgam or allowed to
putrefy, a brownish pigment, which is a reduction product, is

formed called hydrobilirubin, C82H40N4O7. With the spectroscope
it shows a dark absorption band between b and F, and a fainter
band in the region of the D line.

This substance is interesting because a similar substance is

formed from the bile pigment by reduction processes in the
intestine, and constitutes ttercobilin, the pigment of the faeces.

Some of this is absorbed and ultimately leaves the body in the
urine as one of its pigments called urobilin. A small quantity of
urobilin is sometimes found preformed in the bile. The identity
of urobilin and stercobilin has been frequently disputed, but the
recent work of Garrod and Hopkins has confirmed the old
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statement that they are the same substance with different

names. Hjdrobilin differs from urobilin in containing much

more nitrogen in its molecule (9*2 instead of 4*1 per cent.).

Cholesterin.—This substance is contained not only in bile, but

very largely in nervous tissues. Like lecithin, it is an abundant

constituent of the white substance of Schwann. It is found also

in blood corpuscles. In bile it is normally present in small

quantities only, but it may occur in excess, and form the concre-

tions known as gall-stones, which are usually more or less tinged

with bilirubin.

Though its solubilities remind one of a fat, cholesterin is not a

fat. It is, in fact, chemically speaking, a monatomic aLohol. Its

formula is C^H45.HO.

From alcohol or ether cont lining water it crystallises in the

form of rhombic tables, which contain one molecule of water of

crystallisation : these arc easily

recognised under the microscope

(see fig. 411 ).

It gives the following colour

tests :

—

1. With iodine and concen-

trated sulphuric acid the crystals

give a play of red, blue, and

green.

2. Heated with sulphuric acid

and water (5 : 1) the edges of the

crystals turn red.

3. A solution of cholesterin

in chloroform, shaken with an

equal amount of concentrated sulphuric acid, turns red, and ulti-

mately purple, the subjacent acid acquiring a green fluorescence.

(Salkowski's reaction.)

" The mode of origin of cholesterin in the body has not been

clearly made out. Whether it is form#d in the tissues generally,

in the blood, or in the liver, is not known; nor has it been

determined conclusively that it is derived from albuminous or

nervous matter. It is also doubtful if we are to regard it as a

waste substance of no use to the body, as its presence in the

blood-corpuscles, in nervous matter, in the egg, and in vegetable

grains, points to a possible function of a histogeuetic or tissue-

forming character." (McKendrick.)

A substance called iso-cfiolesterin, isomeric with ordinary chole-

sterin, is found in the fatty secretion of the skin (sebum) ; it is

largely contained in the preparation called lanoline made from

Fig. 411.—CrystallineBcalegofcholesterin.

' i

} i

! i
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sheep's-wool fat It does not give Salkowski's reaction with
chloroform and sulphuric acid just described.

mie Uses of Bile.—One of the most remarkable facts con-
cerning the bile is its apparently small use in the digestion of
food. It is doubtless, to a large extent, excretory. Some state
that it has a slight action on fats and carbohydrates, but it

appears to be rather a coadjutor to the pancreatic juice (especially
in the digestion of fat) than to have any independent digestive
activity. In some animals it has a feeble diastatic power.

Bile is said to be a natural antiseptic, lessening the putrefactive
processes in the intestine. Thii. is also very doubtful. Though
the bile salts are weak antiseptics, the bile itself is readily
putrescible, and the power it has of diminishing putrescence in
the intestine is due chiefly to the fact that by increasing absorp-
tion it lessens the amount of putrescible matter in the bowel.
When the bile meets the chyme the turbidity of the latter is

increased owing to the precipitation of unpeptonised proteid.
This is an action due to the bile salts, and it has been surmised
that this conversion of the chyme into a more viscid mass is to
hinder somewhat its progress through the intestines ; it clings to
the intestinal wall, thus allowing absorption to take place.

Bile is alkaline; it therefore assists the pancreatic juice in
neutralising the acid mixture that leaves the stomach.

Bile assists the absoi-ption of fats, as we shall see in studying
that subject. It is also a solvent of fatty acids.

We have seen that fistula bile is poor in solids as compared
with normal bile, and that this is explained on the supposition
that the normal bile circulation is not occurring—the liver cannot
excrete what it does not receive back from the intestine. SchifF
was the first to show that if the bile is led back into the
duodenum, or even if the animal is fed on bile, the percentage
of solids in the bile excreted is at once raised. It is on these
experiments that the theory of a bile circulation is mainly founded.
The bile circulation relates, however, chiefly, if not entirely, to
the bile salts : they are found hnt sparingly in the fseces ; they
are only represented to a slight extent in the urine : hence it is

calculated that seven-eighths of them are re-absorbed from the
intestine. Small quantities of cholalic acid, taurine, and glycocine
are found in the fseces ; the greater part of these products' of the
decomposition of the bile salts is taken by the portal vein to the
liver, where they are once more synthetised into the bile salts.

Some of the taurine is absorbed and excreted as tauro-carbamic
acid in the urine. Some of the .absorbed glycocine may be
excreted as urea or uric acid. The cholesterin and mucus are found
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in the fseces ; the pigment is changed into stercobilin, a substance

like hydrobilirubin. Some of the stercobilin is aVaorbed, and

leaves the body as the urinary pigment, urobilin ( .0 p. 504).

The bile-expelling meohaniBm must be carefully distin-

guished from the bile-secreting action of the liver-cells. The bile

is forced into the ducts, and ultimately into the duodenum, by

the pressure of newly-formed bile pressing on that previously in

the ducts, and this is assisted by the contraction of the plain

muscular fibres of the larger ducts and gall-bladder, which occurs

reflexly when the food enters the duodenum. In cases of obstruc-

tion, as by a gall-stone, in the ducts, this action becomes excessive,

and gives rise to the intense pain known as hepatic colic.

Many so-called cholagogues (bile-drivers), like calomel, act on the

bile expelling mechanism and increase the peristalsis of the mus-

cular tissue ; they do not really cause an increased formation of bile.

Jaundice.—The commonest form of jaundice is produced by

obstruction in the bile ducts preventing the bile entering the

intestine. A very small amount of obstruction, for instance, a

plug of mucus produced in excess owing to inflammatory processes,

will often be sufficient, as the bile is secreted at such low pressure.

Under these circumstances, the fteces are whitish or clay coloured,

and the bile passing backwards into the lymph,* enters the blood

and is thus distributed over the body, causing a yellow tint in the

skin and mucous membranes, and colouring the urine deeply.

In some cases of jaundice, however {e.g. produced by various

poisons), there is no obvious obstruction ; the causes of non-

obstructive, or blood-jaundice, form a pathological problem of

some interest. A few years ago it was believed that the bile

pigment was actually produced in the blood. But all recent work

shows that the liver is the only place where production of bile

occurs, and that in all cases of so-called non-obstructive jaundice,

the bile is absorbed from the liver. There may be obstruction

present in the smaller ducts, or the functions of the liver may be

so upset that the bile passes into the lympii even when there is

no obstruction.

The Glycogenic Function of the Liver.

The important fact that the liver normally forms sugar, or a

substance readily convertible into it, was discovered by Claiide

Bernard in the following way : he fed a dog for seven days with

• The absorption is bv the lymph, because if jaundice '» produced in

.^n animal l.y lif,'ature of the bile duct, it will cease when the thoracic

duct is tied.

1
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food containing a large quantity of sugar and starch ; and, as
might be expected, found sugar in both the portal and hepatic
blood. But when this dog was fed with meat only, to his sur-
prise, sugar was still found in the blood of the hepatic veins.
Repeated experiments gave invariably the same result ; no sugar
was found, under a meat diet, in the portal vein, if care were
taken, by applying a ligature on it at the transverse fissure, to
prevent eflux of blood from the hepatic venous system. Bernard
found sugar also in the substance of the liver. It thus seemed
certain that the liver formed sugar, even when, from the absence
of saccharine and amyloid matters in the food, none could have
been brought directly to it from the stomach or intestines.

Beniard found, subsequently to the before-mentioned experi-
ments, that a liver, removed from the body, and from which all
sugar had been completely washed away by injecting a stream of
water through its blood-vessels, contained sugar in abundance
after the lapse of a few ho rs. This post-mortem production of
sugar was a fact which could only be explained on the supposition
that the liver contained a substance readily convertible into sugar;
and this theory was proved correct by the discovery of a substancem the liver allied to starch, and now termed glycogen.
We are thus led to the conclusion that glycogen is formed

first and stored in the liver cells, and that the sugar, when
present, is the result of its transformation.

Source of Glycogen.—klthongYv the greatest amount of glycogen
IS produced by the liver upon a diet of starch or sugar, a certain
quantity is produced upon a proteid diet. It must, then, be pro-
duced by protoplasmic activity within the cells. The glycogen
when stored in the liver cells may readily be demonstrated in
sections of liver containing it by its reaction (red or port-wine
colour) with iodine, and moreover, wheu the hardened sections are
soaked in water in order to dissolve out the glycogen, the proto-
plasm of the cell is so vacuolated as to appear little more than a
framework. In the liver of a hibernating frog the amount of
glycogen stored up in the outer parts of the liver cells is very
considerable.

Average Amount of Glycogen in the liver of Dogs under various
Diets (Pavy).

Amount of Glycogen in Liver.
Diet.

Animal food j'lg percent.
Animal food with sugar (about

;J
lb. of sugar daily) 14-5

Vegetable diet(potatoes,with bread or barley-meal) 17-23 ,"

The dependence of the formation of glycogen on the kind of
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food taken is also well shown by the following results, obtained

by the same experimenter :

—

Average Quantity of Glycogen found in the Liver of Rabbits after

Fasting, and after a Diet of Starch and Sugar respectively.

Avcrnge amount of Glycogen in Liver.

After fasting for three days . Practically absent.

„ diet of starch and grape-sugar 15-4 per cent.

„ „ cane-sugar . . i6"9 „

The diet most favourable to the production of a large amount

of glycogen is a mixed diet containing a large amount of carbo-

hydrate, but with some proteld. Fats taken in as food do not

increase the amount of glycogen in the cells. Glycerin injected

into the alimentary canal may increase the glycogen of the liver,

probably because it hinders the conversion of glycogen into sugar

and other substances; the glycogen therefore is allowed to

accumulate in the liver.

Destination of Glycogen.—There are two chief theories as to

the destination of hepatic glycogen, (i.) That the glycogen is

converted into sugar during life by the agency of a ferment (liver

diastase) also formed in the liver ; and that the sugar is conveyed

away by the blood of the hepatic veins, to undergo combustion in

the tissues. (2.) That the conversion into sugar only occurs

after death, and that during life no sugar exists in healthy livers,

glycogen not undergoing this transformation.

The first view is that of Claude Bernard, and has been adopted

by the majority of physiologists. The second view is that of

Dr. Pavy : he denies that the liver is a sugar-forming organ, he

regards it as a sugar-destroying organ; the sugar is stored as

animal starch, but never again leaves the liver as sugar during

life. He has been unable to find more sugar in the hepatic blood

than in the portal blood. Other observers have found an increase

in the sugar of the blood leaving the liv.^- but the estimation

of sugar in a fluid rich in proteids, as is the blood, is a matter

of great difficulty. Even if the increase is so small as hardly to

be detected, it must be remembered that the whole blood of the

body passes through the liver about twice a minute, so that a

very small increase each time would mount up to a large total.

Pavy further denies that the post-mortem formation of sugar

from glycogen that occurs in an excised liver is a true picture

of what occurs during life, but is due to a ferment which is only

formed after death. During life, he regards the glycogen as a

^source of other substances, like fat and proteid. It is certainly
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a fact that increase of carbohydrate food leads to the formation
of fat in the body and in the liver-cells. In support of the theory
that glycogen may also lead to the formation of proteids, he has
shown that many proteids contain a carbohydrate radicle.
The whole question is in a very unsettled state, and is under

keen discussion at present. We may state, however, that the
prevalent opinion is that the liver-cells may be able to convert
part of the store of glycogen into fat, but that most of the
glycogen leaves the liver as sugar, so justifying the name (literally,
mother substance of sugar) given to it by Bernard.

Carbohydrate metabolism is thus a series of hydrations and
dehydrations before combustion finally occurs. Starch is first
hydrated in the alimentary canal to form sugar. This passes to
the liver, where it is dehydrated to form glycogen, or animal
starch

; and finally hydrated once more to pass to the tissues as
sugar, where it undergoes combustion.

Diabetes.—In certain disorders of hepatic metabolism, the
glycogenic function is upset, and excess of sugar passes into the
blood, leaving the body in the urine {glycomria). This may be
due to an increased formation of sugar from glycogen, or to a
diminished formation of glycogen from the sugar of the portal
blood, according as either Bernard's or Pavy's view of the liver
function is adopted. In many cases the diabetic condition may
be removed by a close attention to diet ; starchy and saccharine
food must be rigidly abstained from.

In other cases, which are much more serious, diet makes little
or no diflference. Under these circumstances the sugar must come
from the metabolism of the proteid constituents of protoplasm.

The disease diabetes is not a single one; the term includes
many pathological conditions, which all possess in common the
symptom of excess of sugar in the blood and urine.
A diabetic condition may be produced in animals artificially in

several ways :

—

« ,

(i) By diabetic puncture.—Claude Bernard was the first to
show that injury to the floor of the fourth ventricle in the region
of the vaso-motor centre leads to glycosuria. The injury produces
a disturbance of the vaso-motor mechanism, but diabetes cannot
be regarded as purely vaso-motor in origin.

This condition is of interest, because brain disease in man,
especially in the region of the bulb, is frequently associated with
glycosuria.

(2) By extirpation of the pancreas.—This is alluded to on
P- 493-

(3) By administration of phloridzin.—Many poisons produce
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temporary glycosuria, but the most interesting and powerful

of these is phloridzin. The diabetes produced is very intense.

Phloridzin is a glucoside, but the sugar passed in the urine is too

great to be accounted for by the small amount of sugar derivable

from the drug. Besides that, phloretin, a derivative of phloridzin,

free from sugar, produces the same results.

Phloridzin produces diabetes in starved animals, or in those in

which any carbohydrate store must have been got rid of by the

previous administration of the same drug. Phloridzin-diabetes is

therefore analogous to those intense forms of diabetes in man in

which the sugar must be derived from protoplasmic metabolism.

AoetonsBinia.—Death in diabetic patients is usually preceded

by deep coma, or unconsciousness. Some poison must be pro-

duced that acts soporifically upon the brain. The breath and

urine of these patients smell strongly of acetone ; hence the

term acetonaemia. This apple-like smell should always suggest

the possible onset of coma and death, but it is exceedingly

doubtful whether acetone (which can certainly be detected in the

urine) is the true poison ; ethyl-diacetic acid, which accompanies,

and it the source of the acetone, was regarded by some as the

actual poison, but these substances, when inti-oduced into the

circulation artificially, do not cause serious symptoms. The

actual poison is a matter of doubt ; the idea most in vogue at

present is that it is amido-hydroxybutyric acid, which is dis-

coverable in the blood and urine of the patients who die from

so-called acetoneemia.

The Nerves of the Liver.

Claude Bernard observed that an increase of sugar in the blood

is brought about by stimulation of the central and peripheral

ends of the divided vagus, and that on the section of both vagi

sugar disappears from the blood, and glycogen from the liver and

tissues generally. These results have been confirmed in recent

experiments, and it has been in addition found that stimulation

of the coeliac plexus also leads to a loss of glycogen in the liver,

with a corresponding production of glucose that passes into the

blood. The disappearance of glycogen from the liver cells after

the stimulation of these nerves can also be seen histologically

(Cavazzani). These results are due to a direct influence of the

nerves on the liver cells, for they are obtained while the circula-

tion is intact, or when it is stopped by a ligature of the aorta

and portal vein (Morat and Dufourt).

Vam-motw nerves.—The vaso-constrictor fibres for the portal
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vein leave the spinal cord in the third to the eleventh thoracic
nerves inclusive (Baylisa and Starling). The nerves of the hepatic
artery are constrictors contained in the splanchnic, and dilatators
in both splanchnic and vagus.

CHAPTER XXXIV.

THE ABSORPTION OF FOOD.

Food is digested in order that it may be absorbed. It is

absorbed in order that it may be assimilated, that is, become an
integral part of the living material of the body.

The digested food thus diminishes in quantity as it passes
along the alimentary canal, and the faeces contain the undigested
or indigestible residue.

In the mouth and ODSophagus the thickness of the epithelium
and the quick passage of the food through these parts reduce
absorption to a minimum. Absorption takes place more rapidly
in the stomach : the small intestine with its folds and villi to

increase its surface is, however, the great place for absorption ; and
although the villi are absent from the large intestine, absorption
occurs there also, but to a less extent.

Foods such as water and soluble salts like sodium chloride are

absorbed unchanged. The organic foods are, however, consider-

ably changed, colloid materials like starch and proteid being
converted respectively into the diffusible materials sugar and
peptone.

There are two channels of absorption, the blood-vessels (portal

capillaries) and the lymphatic vessels or lacteals.

Absorption, however, is no mere physical process of osmosis
and filtration. We must alSo take into account the fact that the
cells through which the absorbed substances pass are living, and
in virtue of their vital activity not only select materials for

absorption, but also change those substances while iu contact
with them. These cells are of two kinds—(i) the columnar
epithelium that covers the surface; and (2) the lymph cells in

the lymphoid tissue beneath. It is now generally accepted that
of the two the former, the columnar epithelium, is the more
important.

Absoiption of Carbohydrates.—Though the sugar formed
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I

from starch by ptyalin and amylopsin ia maltose, that found in

the blood is glucose. Under normal circumstances little if any

is absorbed by the lacteals. The glucose is formed from the

maltose by the succus entericus, aided by the action of the

epithelial cells through which it passes. Cane sugar and milk

sugar are also converted into glucose before absorption.

The carbohydrate food which enters the blood as glucose is

taken to the liver, and there stored up in the form of glycogen—

a reserve store of carbohydrate material for the future needs of

the body. Glycogen, however, is found in animals who take no

carbohydrate food. It must, then, be formed by the proto-

plasmic activity of the liver cells from their proteid constituents.

The glycogenic function of the liver is discussed in the chapter

preceding this. Glucose is the only sugar from which the liver

is capable of forming glycogen. If other carbohydrates like cane

sugar or lactose are injected into the blood-stream direct, they are

unaltered by the liver, and finally leave the body by the urine.

Absorption of Proteids.—A certain amount of soluble

proteid is absorbed unchanged. Thus, after taking a lai^e

number of eggs, egg albumin is found in the urine. Patients

fed per rectum derive nourishment from proteid food, though

proteolytic ferments are not present in this part of the intestine.

Most proteid, however, is normally absorbed as peptone and

proteose (albumose). Peptones and proteoses are absent from

the blood under all .circumstances, even from the |K)rtal blood

during the moat active digestion. In other words during absorp-

tion the epithelial cells change the products of proteolysis

(peptones and proteoses) back once mt)re into native proteids

(albumin and globulin).

The greater part of the proteid absorbed passes into the blood;

a little into the lymph vessels also ; but this undergoes the same

change.

When peptone (using the word to include the proteoses also)

is injected into the blood-stream, poisonous effects are produced,

the coagulability of the blood is lessened, the blood pressure falls,

secretion ceases, and in the dog 0-3 gramme of " peptone " per

kilogramme of body weight is sufficient to kill the animal.

The epithelial cells of the alimentary canal thus protect us

from those poisonous effects by converting the harmful peptone

into the usei'ul albumin.

Absorption of Pats.—The fats undergo in the intestine two

changes : one a physical change (emulsification), the other a

chemical change (saponification). The lymphatic vessels are the

great channels for fat absorption, and their name lacteals, is

K.P. L L
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derived from the milk-like appearance of their content* {chyle)

during the absorption of fat.

The way in which the minute fat globules pass from the

intestine into the lacteals has been the subject of much contro-

versy. The course they take may be studied by killing animals

at varying periods after a meal of fat and making «)9mic acid

microscopic preparations of the villi. Figs. 4 1 2 and 413 illustrate

the appearances observed by Professor Schafer.

The columnar epithelium cells become first filled with fatty

P ttf

Tig. 412.—Section "f the >illuN of a rat killetl durin)r fat absorptiun. ep, epithelium;

»tr, Htriated borilor ; c. lymph-celU ; c', Ijinph-cellM in the epithelium ; I, central lacteal

containing dieint' .crating l)•^lph-colpul^cle^ . E. A. Schafer. j

globules 01 varying size, which are generally larger near the free

border. The globules pass down the cells, the larger ones

breakiiig up into smaller ones during the journey ; they are then

transferred to the amoeboid cells of the lymphoid tissue beneath :

these ultimately penetmte into the central lacteal, where they

either disintegrate or discliarge their cargo into the lymph

stream. The globules ate by this time divided into iuiiucaaurably

small ones, the molecular basis of chyle. The chyle enters the

blood-stream by the thoracic duct, and after an abundant fatty

meal the blood-plasma is quite milky ; the fat droplets are so
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small that they uirculate without hhulrance through the capillarieH.

The fat in the blood after a lueal is eventually Mtonxl up in the

connective-tiHSue ccUm of adipiivte tiHsuc. It niuHt, however, be

borne in mind that the fat of the b(Kly in not excliiHively derived

from the fat of the fo«jd, but it may originate also both from

proteid and from carlwhyilrate.

The great ditticulty in fat absorption was to explain how the tat

first gets into the colunuit epithelium : these eclls will not take

up other particles, and it appears certain that the epithelial cells

do not in the higher animals protrude psetidopodia from their

borders (this, however, does occur in the endoderm of some of the

lower invertebrates) ; more-

over fat particles have never

been seen in the striated

border of the cells.

Recent research has shown

that particles may be present

in the epithelium and lym-

phoid cells while no fat is

being absorbed. These par-

ticles are apparently proto-

plasmic in nature, as they stain

with reagents that stain proto-

plasmic granules ; they how-

ever also stain darkly with

osmic acid, and su arc apt to

be mistaken for fat. There is, however, no doubt that the particles

found during fat absorption are composed of fat. There is no

doubt that the epithelial cells have the power of forming fat out of

the fatty acids and glycerin into which fats have been broken up

in the intestine. Munk, who has performed a large number of

experiments on the subject, showed that the splitting of fat.s into

glycerine and fatty acids occurs to a much greater extent than

was formerly supposed ; these substances being soluble pass

readily into the epithelium cells; and these cells perform the

synthetic act of building them into fat once more, the fat so

formed appearing in the form of small globules, surrounding or

becoming mixed with the protoplasmic granules that are ordinarily

present. Another remarkable fact which he made out is that

after feeding an animal on fatty acids the chyle contains fat.

The necessary glycerin must have been formed by proto-

plasmic activity daring absorption. The more recent work of

Moore and Rockwood has shown that fat is absorbed entirely

as fatty acid or soap ; and that preliminary emulsification,

L L 2

Fig. ^ij.—MucouB membrane of frog'» int«;§-

tiiii' duiint; fat abHDiption. ep, t-pithe-

lium; »tr, iitriatcd burder; C, hmpb
corpiucleH ;/, lacteal. (E. A. Sukiifer.)
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though advantagoouB for the formatirm of these subetauceis it

not cHsential.

We thuH see how with incrcave of knowledge duo to improved

methodH of research, a ctmipleto change has conic in the ideas

phvHioiogists hold regarding this subject. It is not so many
3'ear8 ngo, that the physical change—emulsification— which fats

undergo in the intestine was considered to l>e more im]Mirtant

than the chemical changes—fat-splitting and saponification. In

fact, the small amount of chemical change which was supposed

to occur was regarded as (piitc siiliordinate, and of value merely

in assisting the process of emulsification. Wc now know that the

exact converse \^ the truth ; the chemical cliange is the important

process, and emidsification the subonlinate one.

Bile aids the digestion of fat, in virtue of its toeing a solvent of

fatty acids, and it probably assists fat abtnorption by reducing the

surface tension of the intestinal contents; membranes moistened

with bile allow fatty materials to pass through them mo^-o

readily than would otherwise be the case. In cases uf disease in

which bile is absent from the intestines, a large proportion of tic

fat in the food passes into the ficces.

Since the daj's of Liebi>rkiihn it liax been tlio dewire of physlolojriKts to

prove thnt the aljsorption of solutions from the intestines cnn be expiHinoi

ujwn some simple physical basis. Thus tlie pi-occsses of Hltnition. osmtwis.

and imbibition, either nloue or in combiniitioii, have bi-en in turns calletl

u|»on as affonlinj/ the requisite explanation. Such theories have alternate*!

with others in which the i>hysical cause has been either wholly or in part

rejerte<l as inaile'|Uatc. ami the iefieiencies of the i>hysical cause supple-

mented by the |>hysiolu|;ical notion of the epithelial lining.' of the alimentary

tract. The teinis " vital selection ' or •' physiological action of living cells
"

are ndniitttilly unsatisfactory. They aflFord no real explanation of the

intimate nature of the process ; they are provisional names for what cannot

yet be brought into line with precise (ihysical and clicniicnl data, but that

such processes tlo exist is undeniable, and so we must be content for the

present with the way in which they are labclle<l.

The difficulty of the problem does not, however, entiivly de|icnd on the

iiu|M>ssibility of defining the wt)rd vital, but also on the cumplicatefl nature

of the physical processes to which we have allude«l. Since the days when
Fischer and but rochet inaugiimte:! our elementary knowledge of osmotic

phenomena, a great amount of research has l)een expende<I in making that

knowledge m«>re accurate, and at the i)resent ilay it inquires almost a

s|)ecialist in this branch of physics to thoroughly understand it. Even so

eminent a man as the late Frrrfessor Heidenhain did not fully comprehend
the nature of osmotic processes, and his ei>och-marking w(uk on absorption

conse<iuently suffers. The subject has more recently been taken up by
Waymouth Keid, who lias made a life-study of such phenomena, and whose
work must be reganleil as authoritative.

The animals he esperimented <m were dogs, and the matorial selected for

absorption was the scrum or plasma of the bloo<l from the same animals.

The substances to be al»sorbe<l were thus of the same kind as those iu the

blood and lymph on the other side of the absorptive epithelium. The
serum or plasma wasaualysetl, introilucetl iutoan isolatetl loop of the gut, and
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nt the CII.I of a ijlveii l.iiic the conten- <»f the l.«i|. wcw BK.*in •rmlynwl.

The prfuwure in tlif Uwy ami in the nir-mterif vem* wu> eMiinatwl matui-

nielrifftUv iluriii); the i»rnirirs»4 of the ox|«Tim.-nt : altowin •• was mmle 't

thf fteerffion of intc»tiiml juUt>, and other pn-eautlo - 'ukoii !>• nia-^oiach

experiment an ciiin|>U'ti! n* |"^-*iliie.

It waH fimml iliui the i\l>~,.i [.tion by iiu atiimal of it>* . mi seiiju' or
|
-ma

raken |>lace iiml. i- (•oiiilitl..iiH in whieh tilinition oi .uniosi iiitn .UvxX

isipillarieM or lai-tcnU and al»o a<l>»«.rj(ti(iii fur inil>ihiiii>n) arc exclii.U^I.

The aetive for.e niu^t therefore l.v « i»n>e» " of . xclii-ion rciile In ''le

phvwiologu'iil activity i)f the Hiiinif epilheljnvi!. Thi' xame , ,i. iiwion v%;i-«

niichwl hy anorlur methtxl. tiameiy, that wh. u »'"• q.itheliiiin is rem .v. 1.

injimnl or poinoned. the aJxori.ion eitlier as, oi i. luarkMllv Icswiifl.

and t hilt m .|.ite "f the fact thai removal i.i iin ipul • hum u\ t inerei.M;

the faeilit ie« f ir oHniimiM ami tillrution.

Thi> aetivit\ of the <tUs ii dmi-ncteriscd hy a slower u] 'iKiof tii' i.rmnic

fwlids of the s. luni than of water. .umI a .|ui»k.'r uptaU. ilic «ulty t\u,i\ «>f

the water; l)ui the alwolutt lunterit al uilations Miriet n. -lilT. r. ii e.'ioii*

of the inte-Mi.c. The state ,if nutrition of the eclls is i! • main r.ietor in

their activiiv : i.<-<iHc absorptive nerv.^-tilircswere sought for iml not found.

The a»>son)ti>«u .f water from the k»» dc|K-nds j.artly <>n the physi-al

relation of i Me osnu'tir pressure of the soluticii in the intt-tiiu lo that of

the blo.Hl pl.i-itia ; hut even the absorption of v ter is intlu. iicc.1 liy the

phy»iolo):ical t> ilation of this differenee hy the dirceting i . as it may be

termeil. uricntiiu nurhaniain of the cells. Such ori.iitinj,' a. lion was first

in.t'il in conneetion with salts by (Mr.. Cohnheini 1' show.. I
that, in an

intestinal l<K>p with injurwl <ells, sodium chloride t la. rs its lumen from the

bloml thou^'h the same salt is King actively alR-orUd from a normal loop in

the same animal nt the same time. In all prolMil.ility the cell activity which

ciuws the orjraiiic constituentsof serum to pass into the Mood is of the sfinie

nature as that involveil in the orientinjf aciiim of tie cdN uinin salts in

solution.
. ,

Professor Keid's conclusions with revmrtl to the absorption of peptoi.o an<l

su^ar arc as follows :—The chief factor in the a»>sorption of peptone is an

assimilation (or adsorption) by the cells, wliili in the al>sorptiuii of .-'ucoBC

diflfusion variable bv the iK-rmeability .if the cells (aii.i so probably lelate.l

to their phvsiol.>pi("al contlition) is the main factor. Hy removal of the

epithelium "the noriual ratio of p.pt.nie to jjlucose absorpti.m is upset, an.l

the valtie tends t.> approach that of difiFusi..ii of these substances tlirough

parchment paper i ito serum. Diff. r.nces are also iDtcl in .lifTercnt parts

of the intestinal ca .al.
. .

The still nioic \.i.ii.ieiful synthetic |)Ower which the cells exercise in

relation to proteids and fat- lias been alrea.ly nieutiont'-l in tlu main text.

The faeces arc alkaline in reaction, and contain the following

stibstances :

—

1. Water: in health from 68 to 82 per cent. ; in diarrhoea it

is more abundant still.

2. Undigested food : that is, if Toou is taken in excess, some

escapes the action of the digestive juices. On a moderate diet

unaltered proteid is never found.

3. Indigestible constituents of the food : cellulose, keratin,

mucin, chlorophyll, gums, resins, cholesterin.

4. Constituents digestible with difficulty : uncooked starch,

tendons, elastin, various phosphates, and other salts of the alkaline

earths.
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5. Products of decomposition of the food : indole, skatele,

phenol, acids siielj as fattj acids, lactic acid, «kc. ; htcmatin from
ha;moglobin ; insoluble soaps like those of calcium and magnesium.

6. Bacteria of all sorts and delma from the intestinal wall

;

cells, nuclei, mucus, tS;c.

7. Bile residues : mucus, cholesterin, traces of bile acids and
their products of decomposition, stercobilin from the bile pigment.

The average quantity of solid fiecal matter piissed by the

human adult per diem is 6 to 8 ounces.

Meoonitun is the name given to the greenish-black contents

of the intestine of ne\v-l)oni children. It is chiefly concentrated

bile, with ilelirii from the intestinal wall. The pigment is a

mixture of bilirubin and biliverdiu, not stercobilin.

CHAPTER XXXV.

THE MECHANICAL PUOCESSES OF DIC.ESTfON.

Under this head we shall .study the muscular movements of

the alimentary canal, which have for their object the onward
movements of the food, an<l its thorough nduiixture with the

digestive juices. We shall therefcre have to consider mastication,

deglutition, the movements of the stomach and intestines, and

the acts of deficcation, and vomiting.

Mahticatiox.

The act of chewing, or mastication, is performed by the biting

and grinding movement of the lower range of teeth against the

upper. The simultaneous movements of the tongue and cheeks

assist partly by crushing the softer portions of the focnl against

the hard palate and gums, and thus supplement the action of

the teeth, and partly by returning the inoisels of food to the

•iction of the teeth, again and again, as they are s(iU'.'ezed out

fmm between them, until they have been sufficiently chewed.

The act of mastication is much assisted by the saliva, and the

intimate incorixjration of this secretion with the foo<l is called

liimlivatiun.

.Mastication is much more thoroiighly performed by some
animals than by others. Thus, dogs hardly chew their food at all,

but the M'sophagus is protectetl from abmsion by a thick coating

of very viscid saliva .vhich lubricates the pieces of rough food.
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In vegetable feeders, on the other hand, insalivation is a much

more important process. This is especially so in the ruminants ;

in these animals, the grass, Ac. taken, is hurriedly swallowed,

and passes into the first compartment of their four-chambered

stomach. Later on, it is returned to the mouth in small instal-

ments for thorough mastication and insalivation ; it is then once

more swallowed and passes on to the digestive regions of the

stomach. This is the act of rumination or " chewing the cud.'

In man, mastication is also an important process, and in people

who have lost their teeth severe dyspepsia is often pnxluced,

which can be cured by a new set of teeth.

Deglutition.

When properly masticated, the food is transmitted in successive

portions to the stomach by the act of deglutition or swallowing.

This, for the purpose of description, may be divided into three

acts. In the first, particles of food collected as a bolus are

made to glide between the surface of the tongue and the palatine

arch, till they have passed the anterior arch of the fauces : in the

second, the morsel is carried through the pharynx ;
and in the

third, it reaches the stomach through the iHsophagus. Theso

three acts follow each other rapidly. (i.) The first act is

voluntarjs alttiough it is usually performed unconsciously ;
the

morsel of food when sufliciently masticated, is pressed beuveen

the tongue and palate, by the agency of the muscles of the former,

in such a manner as to force it back to the entrance of the

pharynx. (2.) The second act is the most complicated, because

the food must go past the posterior orifice of the nose and the

upper opening of the larynx withotit entering them. When it

has been brought, by the first act, between the anterior arches of

the palate, it is moved onwards l)y the movement of the tongue

backwards, and by the nuiscles of the anterior arches contmcting

on it and then behind it. The root of the tongue being retracted,

and the larynx Ix-intr raised with the pharynx and carried for-

wards under the base of the tongue, the epiglottis is pressed over

the upper opening of the larynx, and the morsel glides past it

;

the closure of the glottis is additionally secured by the simul-

taneous contraction of its uwn muscles : so that, even when the

epiglottis is destroyed, there is little danger of foot! passing

into the larynx so long as its muscles can act freely. In man,

and some other animals, the epiglottis is not drawn aa a lid

over the larynx during swallowing. At the sivme time, the raising

of the soft palate, so that its iHstorior edge touches the back

part of the pharynx, and the approximation of the sides of
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the posterior palatine arch, which move quickly inwards like

Hide curtains, close the passage into the upper part of the

pharynx and the posterior narcs, and form an inclined plane,

along the under surface of which the morsel descends ; then the

pharynx, raised up to receive it, in its turn contracts, and forces

it onwards into the (esophagus. The {tassage of the bolus of food

through the three constrictors of the pharynx is the last step in

this stage. (3.) In the third act, in which the food passes

through the oesophagus, every part of that tube, as it receives the

morsel and is dilated by it, is stimulated to contract: hence an

undulatory or peristaltic contraction of the oesophagus occurs,

which is easily observable through the skin in long-necked animals

like the swan. If we suppose the bolus to be at one particular

place in the tube, it acts stimulatingly on the circular muscular
fibres behind it, and inhibitingly on those in front ; the contraction

therefore scpieezes it into the diiatcd portion of the tube in front,

where the same process is repeated, and this travels along the

whole length of the tube. The second and third parts of the act

of deglutition are involuntary. The action of these parts is more
rapid than peristalsis usually is. This seems to be due to the

large amount of striated muscular tissue present. It serves the

useful purpose of getting the bolus as quickly as possible past

the opening of the respiratory tract.

Neriyous Mechnnitni.—The nerves engaged in the reflex act of

deglutition are :

—

senM/ry, branches of the fifth cranial nerve sup-

plying the soft (lalate and tongue; glosso-pharyngeal, supplying

the tongue and pharynx ; the superior laryngeal branch of the

^ agus, supplyii',; the epiglottis and the glottis ; while the moUrr

fibres fonconied are:—branches of the fifth, supplying part of the

'ligostric arid mylohyoid muscles, and the muscles of mastication;

the bulbar purt of the spinal accessory through the pharyngeal

plexus, supplying the levator palati, probably by r(X)tlets which are

glosHO pharyngeal in origin ; the i»lohso-pharyngeal and vagus, and
po:..silily the bulbar part of the spinal accessory, supplying the

muscles of the pharynx tlm)Ugh the pharyngeal pK xus ; the vagus,

in virtue of its spinal acccNSory roots, supplying the nniscles of

the larynx thmugh the inferior laryngeal branch ; and the hyjM)-

glossal, the muscles of the tr)ngu< . The nerve centre by which the

muscles are harmonised in their action, is situated in the medulla
oblongata. Stinuilation of the vagi gives rise to peristiilsis of the

ii'sophagus. The c-'l stations of these fibres are in the ganglion

trunci vagi. Division of both pneumo-gastric nerves gives rise to

paralysis of the cesophagus and stomach, and firm contraction of

the canliac orifice. These nerves therefore normally supply the

^
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(BBophagus with motor, and the cardiac sphincter with inhibitoiy

fibres. If food is swallowed after these nerves are divided, it

accumulates in the gullet and never reaches the stomach.

In discussing peristalsis c 1 a previous occasion (p. i6t), we

arrived at the conclusion that it is an inherent property of

muscle rather than of nerve ; though normally it is controlled

and influenced by nervous agency. This nervous control is

especially marked in the oesophagus ; for if that tube is divided

across, leavinu the nerve branches intact, a wave of contraction

will travel from one end to the other across the cut.

SwUlowing of Fluids.—We must next note that the swallow-

ing both of food and drink is a muscular act, and can, therefore,

take place in opposition to the force of gravity. Thus, horses

and many other animals habitaally drink up-hill, and the same

feat can be performed by jugglers.

Under ordinary circumstances, however, the swallowing of fluids

is diff"erently produced from what we have already described

:

the division of the act of deglutition into three stages is true

for the swallowing of solids only. This has been shown by

Kioneckcr.

In swallowing liquids the two mylo-hyoid muscles form a

diaphragm which pulls the i-oot of the tongue upwards and back-

wards ; the two hyo-glossi act with these, pulling the tongue

backwunls and downwards. The action of these four muscles

resembles that of a force-pump projecting the mass of fluid down

into the (esophagus; it rejiches the cai-diac orifice with great

speed, and the pharyngeal and oisophageal muscles do not contract

on it at all, but are inhibited during the passage of the fluid

through them.

This is proved in a striking way in cases of poisoning by

corrosive sul«tances like oil of vitriol ; the mouth and tongue are

Hcarre*! and burnt, but the pharynx and a^sophiigus csciiiw' seriims

injury, so rapidly dots the fluid i)ass along them ;
the cardiac

orifice of the stomach is the next place to show the etTects of the

corrosive.

There is, however, no hard-and-fivst line betweou the swallowing

of solids and fluids : the more liciuiil the food is, the more does

the force-pump action just described nianifest itself.

MoVKMENTS OF THE SToMACH.

T'l.o gastric fluid is assisted in accomplishing its share in

digestion by the inovenunits of the stomach. In graniv.irous

birds, for example, ti»e contraction of the strong nuiscular gizzard

att'ords a necessary aid to digestion, by grinding and triturating
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the hard seeds which constitute their food. But iu the stomachs
of man and other Mammalia the movements of the muscular coat

are too feeble to exercise any such mechanical force on the food

;

neither are they needed, for mastication has already done the

mechanical work of a gizzard ; and experiments have demonstrated
that substances are digested even enclosed in perforated tubes,

and consequently protected from mechanical influence.

The normal actions of the muscular fibres of the human
stomach appear to have a three-fold purpose : (

i
) to adapt the

stomach to the quantity of food in it, so that its walls may be in

contact with the food on all sides, and, at the same time, may
exercise a certain amount of compression upon it

; (2) to keep
the orifices of the stomach closed until the food is digested ; and
(3) to perform certain peristaltic movements, whereby the food,

as it becomes chymified, is gradually propelled towards, and
ultimately through, the pyloms. In accomplishing this latter

end, the movements without doubt materially contribute towards
effecting k thorough intermingling of the food and the gastric juice.

When digostion is not going on, the stomach is uniformly con-

tracted, its orifices not more firmly than the rest of its walls ; but,

if examined sliortly after the introduction of food, it is found
closely encircling its contents, and its orifices are firmly closed

like sphincters. Tlie cardiac orifice, every time food is swallowed,
opens to admit its passage to the stomach, and immediately \^ain

closes. The pyloric orifice, during the first part of gastric diges-

tion, i,: -sually so completely closed, that even when the stomach
is separated from the intestines, none of its contents escape.

But towards the termination of the digestive process, the
pylorus offers less resistance to the passage of su!)stances from
the stomach

;
first it yields to allow the successively digestefl

jxjrtions to go through it ; and then it allows the transit even of

undigested s.ibstunces. It appears that food, so s(K)n as it enters
the stomach, is subjcctei to a kind of peristaltio action of the
muscular coat, whereby the digested |)<>rtiousare gradually moved
towards the pylorus. The movements are observed to increase

in rapidity as the process of chymification advances, and are

continued until it is con^pleted.

The contraction of the fil)res situated towards the pyloric end
of the stomach seems to i>e more energetic and more dccidediv
/peristaltic than tliose of the cardiac portion. Thus, it was found
in the case of St. Martin, that when the bull) of a thermometer
was placed about tliree inches from the pyiorus, through the
ga.stric fistula, it was tightly embraced from time to time, and
drawn towards the pyloric orifice for a distance of three or four
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inches. The object of this movement appears to be, as just said,

to carry the food towards the pylorus as fast as it is formed

into chyme, and to propel the chyme into the duodenum; the

undigested portions of food are kept back until they are also

reduced into chyme, or until all that is digestible has passed out.

The action of these fibres is often seen in the contracted stJite of

Ret.

(.^„ .,, —Very diairrammatic representation of the nervcH of the alimentary canal.

Oe to R«t, the various parts of the alimentary canal from nesophapis to rectum :

L V left vaguH, ending on front of stomach ; rl. recurrent laryngeal ner^•e, supplying

upper part o? a'sophagus ; R. V, right vagus, joining left vagus moe8.)phageal plexus,

oe pi , supplying the posterior part of stomach, and continuoM as R V to lom the solar

plexus, here represented by a single ganglion, and connected with the inferior mt^en-

teric ganglion m.gl. ; a, branches from the solar plexus to stomach and small intestine,

and from the mesenteric ganglia to the large intestine; Spl.maj., large splanchnic

nerve, arising from the thoracic ganglia and rami communicantes, r.c. belonging to

dorsal nerves from the 6th to the oth or loth) ; Spl.min.. small splanchnic nerve simi-

lariy fn)m the loth and nth dorsal nerves. These both join the sohir plexus, and

thence make their way to the alimentary canal ; c.r., nerves from the ganglia, &c.,

belonging to nth end 12th dorsal and istand 2nd lumbar nerves, proceeding to the

inferior mesenteric ganglia lor plexus), m.gl., ard thence by the hj-pogastnc nerve,

n h\x , and the hypogastric plexus, pi .hyp., t<) the circular muscles of the rectum

;

1 r .nerves from tlic iud and 3rd sacral nervt i, 8. 2, 8. i inen-i erigentes. pr(M>ee«ling

by the hjTXjgastric plexus to the longitudinal muscles of the rectum. (M. Foster.)

the pyloric portion of the stomach after death, when it alone is

contracted and firm, while the cardiac portion forms a dilated

Site. Sometimes, by a predominant action of strong circular fibres

placed between the cardia and pylorus, the two portions, or ends

as they are called, of the stomach, are partially separated from

each other by a kind of hour-glass contraction. By means of

the peristaltic action of the muscular coats of the stomach, not

merely is chymified food gradually propelled through the pylorus,
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hut a kind of double current ia continually kept up among the

contents of the stomach, the circumferential parts of the mass
being gradually moved onward toward the pylorus by the con-

traction of the muscular fibres, while the central portions are

propelled in the opposite direction, namely towards the cardiac

orifice ; in this way is kept up a coni^tant circulation of the con-

tents of the viscus, highly conducive to their thorough admixture

with the gastric fluid and to their ready digestion.

Under ordinary circumstances, thiee or four hours may be

taken as the average time occupied by the digestion of a meal in

the 8tom.ach. But the digestibility and quantity of the meal, and
the state of body and mind of the individual, are important

causes of variation. The pylorus usually opens for the first time

about twenty minutes after digestion begins ; it, however, quickly

closes again. The intervals between its openings diminish, and
the periods during which it remains open increase, until towards

the end of the time it is permanently open, and the chyme can

pass freely into the duodenum.

The results which have just been state<l were made out previous to the
ilisoovery of the Rontgen rays. The subject has recently been taken up
.iiraiii by Cannon. He gave an animal fooil mixe<l with bismuth siibnitrate,

and obtained shadow photographs of the stomach, because the bismuth salt

renders its contents <)i)a^|ue. His results mainly contirm those of the earlier

investigators: the ]>iincipal peristalsis occurs in the pyloric portion of the
stomach. The cardiac portion presses steadily on its contents, and as they
Ijecome chymified urge them onwanis towards the pyloric |x>rtioii ; the latter

empties itself gradually through the pylorus into the dmxic num. and in the
later stages of digestiim the cardiac part also is constricte!l into a tulw.

Influence of the Nervous System.—The normal move-
ments of the stomach during gastric digestion do not appear to

be go closely connected with the plexuses of nerves tiv.d ganglia

contained in its walls as was formerly supiwsed. The action,

however, appears to be set up by the presence of food within it.

The stomach is, however, directly ct)nnected with the higiier

nerve-centres by means of branches of the vagi and of the

splanchnic nerves through the solar plexus.

The vagi (especially the left) contain the accelerator nerves of

the stomach ; when tliey are stimulated the result is peristaltic

movement. The sympathetic fibres are inhibitory ; when tlioy

are stimulated peristalsis ceases. The cell stations on the course

of the vagus fibres pre in the ganglion tnuici vagi ; the ix)st-

ganglionic fibres that issue from this ganglion are non-medullated.

The sympathetic fibres leave the spinal cord by the anterior

roots of the spinal nerves from the fifth to the eighth thoracic.

They pass into the sympathetic system, have cell stations in the

fimoM
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cojliac ganglion, and ultimately pass to the stomach by the

splanchnic nerves.

It seems probable that automatic peristoltic contraction is

inherent in the muscular coat of the stomach, and that the

central nervous system is only employed to regulate it by impulscH

passing down by the vagi or splanchnic nerves.

The secretory nerves of the gastric glands are treated on p. 482.

Vomiting.

The expulsion of the contents of the stomach in vomiting, like

that of mucus or other matter from the lungs in eovghiny, is

preceded by an inspiration ; the glottis is then closbd; and

immediately afterwards the abdominal muscles strongly act
;
but

here occurs the difference in the two actions. Instead of \ he vocal

cords yielding to the action of the abdominal muscles, they

remain tightly closed. Thus the diaphragm being unable to go

up, forms an "unyielding surface against which the stomach can

be pressed. At the same time the cardiac sphincter-muscle being

relaxed, and the orifice which it naturally guards being dilated,

while the pt/lcyrus is closed, and the stomach itself also con

tracting, the action of the abdominal muscles expels the contents

of the organ through the ujsophagus, pharynx, and mouth. The

reversed peristaltic action of the oesophagus possibly increases

the effect.
, . ,, •

It has been frequently stated that the stomach itself is quite

passive during vomiting, and that the expulsion of its contents is

effected solely by the pressure ext ud upon it when the capacity

of the abdomen is diminished by the contraction of the diaphragm,

and subsequently of the abdominal muscles. The experiments

and observations, however, which are supposed to confirm this

statement, only show that the contraction of the abdominal

muscles alone is sufficient to expel matters from an unresisting

bag through the oesophagus ; and that, under very abnormal

circumstances, the stomach, by itself, cannot expel its contents.

They by no means show that in ordinary vomiting the stomach is

passive, for there are good reasons for believing the contrary. In

some cases of violent vomiting the contents of the duodenum arc

passed by anti-pei-istalsis into the stomach, and are then vomited.

Where there if^bstruction to the intestine, as iii strangulated

hernia, the contents of all the small intestine may be vomited.

Nervous mechanism.—Some few persons possess the power

of vomiting at will, or the power may be acquired by effort and

practice. But normally the action is a reflex one.

theaferent nerves are principally the fifth, and glossopharyngea
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(r8 in vomiting produced by ticitlinsr the fauces), and the vagus
(as in vomiting produced by gastric irritants) ; but vomiting
may occur from stimulution of other sensory nerves, e.g. those
from the icidney, uterus, testicle, ic. The centre may also hi;

stinuilatcd by impressions from the cerebrum and cerebellum,

prtiducing so-called central vomiting occurring in diseaseg of those
parts.

The centre for vomiting is in the medulla oblongata, and coin-

cides with the centres of the nerves concerned.

The efferent (motor) impulses are carried by the vagi to the

stomach, by the phrenics to the dinphragm, and by various other
spinal nerves to the abdominal muscles.

Emetics.—Some emetics produce vomiting by irritating ihc

stomach ; others, like tartar emetic, apomorpliine, itc, by stimu-
lating the vomiting centre.

Movements ok the Ixtesti.nes.

The movement of the intestines is jierii-taltic or venuicu/tir, and
is effected by the alternate contractions ;ind dilatations of successive

portions of the muscular coats. The contractions, which njay

commence at any point of the intestine, extend in a wave-
like maimer alojig the tube. They are similar to what we
have dcscribeci in the a>sophagus. In any given pjrtion, the

longitudinal muscular fibres contract first, or more than the

circular; they draw a jjortion of the intestine upwards, over
the substance to be pupelled, and then the circidar fibres of the

same portion contracting in succession from above downwards,
press the su>)stance into the portion, next i»el.)w, in which at once
the same succession of actions next eiisues. These movements
tj;ke place slowly, and, in health, conuiionly ^ive rise to no sensa-

tion ; i)ut they are perceptible when they arc .icceleraled under
the iiilliience of any irritant.

The movements of the intestines are sometimes retrograde : and
there is no hindrance to the bnckwanl movement of the eoiiteiu-

of the small intestine, as in cjises of violent vomiting just referred

to. But almost con»plete security is afforded against thi' passage

of the contents of the large into the small intestine by the iieo-

cjecal valve, liesides,—the orifice of eomnnuiication lielween the

ileum and eaviun (at the Itorders of whicli orifice are the folds

of mucous men>brane which form the valve) is encircled with

muscular fibres, the contraction of which prevents the undue
dilatation f>f the orifice.

Proceeding from abo^e downwards, the nniscid.ir fibres of the

large intestine become, on the whole, stronger in direct proportion
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to the greater strength required for tiie oiiwiini moving of the

fieces. which arc gmdually, owing to the absorption »< water,

becoming firmer. The greatest strength is in le rectum, at tlie

termination of wliich the circuhir unstriped mur,cular til)ios form

a strong band called the Intn-mtl sphincter: while an ,.,-tn;ial

sphincter nuiscle with striped fibres is placed rather lower down,

antl more externally, and holds the orifice close by a c(»ustant

slight tonic contraction.

Nervous meohaniBm.— Kxj»erimental irritation of the bniiu

or cord produces no evident or constanl ell'ect on the movements

of the intestines during life : yet in consciuence of certain mental

conditions the movements are accelerated or retarded; and in

paraplegia the intestines appear after a time much weakened m

their power, and costiveness, with a tynipanitic condition, ensues.

As in the case of the esophagus and stomach, the peristaltic

movements of the intestines may be directly sot up in the

muscular fibres by the presence of food or chyme acting as tiie

stimulus. Few or no movements occur when the intestines are

empty.

The small intestines are connected with the centra! nervous

system by the vagi and by the splanchnic nerves. The fibres

which leave the medulla in the vagal rootlets are fine medulliited

ones : they are coimectetl with cells in the ganglion trunei. and

then conthine as non-meduUated fibres to the intestinal walls ;

thev pass through the solar plexus, but are not connecte<l with

nerVe-cells in that plexus. In animals stimulation of the pnemno-

gastric nerves induces peristaltic movements of the intestines. If

the intestines are contracting i)eristaltically before the stimulus

is applied, the movements are iidiibited for a brief period, after

which thev are greatly augmented. The sympathetic fibr-s leave

the cord as fine meduUated fibres by the anterior roots from the

sixth thoracic to the first lumbar, pass through the lateral chain,

but do not reach their cell stations ui\til they arrive at the sujjerior

mesenteric ganglia : thence they i)ass as non-meduUated fibres to

the muscular coat.-,. Stimulation of tlicse fibres causes inhibition

of any peristaltic movements that ;uay be present. These nerves

also Contain vasomotor fibres, and section of these leads to vaso-

.lilatation .and a great increase of very watery succus enteri.us.

Peristalsis in the small intestine can be excited artiU>ially

even when all nerves ruiming to it from the central nervous

system have been cut througii. .Vfter i)in.liing .my i)artieular

spot a wave of inhibition travels <lown viuds, and a wave of

t.'ontraction upwards. (Starling.)

in the case of the large interline there is no .supply fr-.ui the
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vfHixw. The inferior mesenteric nerven are inhibitory in fmiction,

Hnd the pelvic uervcH take the place of the \m>.'ii1 Hbns iih

excitJitory : tliis refers to both coats of the muHcuIar wall. If

one pinches any particular spot, the upwanl wave of contraction

is not so marke<l as in the small intestine, but the <lownwar«l

travellinjr wave of inhibition is well seen.

Dumtu/n of Intrgtitutl Di<]f*tion.—The time occupie<l by the

jonrnev of a jrivcn portion of food from the stomach to the anus,

varies considerably even in health, and on this account jirolMibly

it is that such different opinions have been expressed in regard

to the subject. AboiJt twelve hours are occupitnl by the journey

of an ordinary meal through the stiiaU intestine, and twenty-four

to thirty-six houi-s by the piissagc timmgh tlu- lanjt \m\\c\.

Drwjn given for relief of diarrha-a or constipation act in various

wavs ; some influence the amount of secretion and thus increase or

(liiiiinish tl»e fluidity of the intesthial contents : others acting on

the muscidar tissue or its nerves increase or diniinisii poristalsi.s.

Defeeoation.—The act of the expulsion of fa-ces is in part dui'

to an increased reflex peristaltic action of the lower part of the

large intestine, namely of the sigmoid flexure and rectum, and in

part to the action of the abdominal nniscles. In the case of active

voluntary i-ff<»rts, there is usually, first an inspiration, as in the case

of coughhig, sneezing, and vomiting ; the glottis is then closed, and

the diaphragm fixed. The alxlominal nmscles are contracted as

in expiration; but as the glottis is closed, the whole of their

pressure is exercised on the alKlomiinl contents. Tlie sphincter

of the rectum being relaxed, the evacuation of its contents takes

plaie lucordingly, the effect being increase<l by the i)eri8tidtic

action of the intestine.

.\Vri'o«« MechdnUm.—The anal sphincter nniscle is normally

in u stnte of tonic contraction. The nervous centre which

< iverns this contraction is situated in the bnubar region of

Hie spinal cord, ina.snnich as ni ciuses of division of the cord al)ove

tins region t'c: spliin<ter regains, after a time, to some extent the

tonicity whicli is lost munediately after the oiwrntion. By an

effort of the will, acting on the centre, the contraction may be

relaxed or increase 1. Such voluntary control over the act is

obviously impossible when the cord is divided. In ordinary

cast, the apjwratus is set in action by the gradual accinnula-

tion of fffices in the sigmoid flexure and rectimi, pressing by

the peristaltic action of these i)arts of the large intestine against

the sphincter, luid causing by reflex action its relaxation ;
this

scnsorv impulse acts n{K)n the biain and reflexly through

the spinal centre. At the same time that the sphincter is
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"Soil; inhibitory and n.otor fibren fur the '"-^ l-;^'*;^,,^';,';
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in number from about 8 to 1 2, called calyces. Each of these

little calcyes or cups receives the pointed extremity or papilla of

a pyramid. The number of pyramids varies in different animals
;

in some there is only one.

The kidney is a compound tubular gland, and both its cortical

and medullary portions are composed of tubes, the tuhuli uriniferi,

which, by one extremity, in the cortical portion, commence around

tufts of capillary blood-vessels,

called Malpighian bixlies, and,

by the other, open through

the papilla; into the pelvis of

the kidney, and thus dis-

charge the urine which flows

Fig. 415.- Plan of a longitudinal section

throuKh the pelvia and subntanw of the

right kidney,! : a, the cortical substance

;

J, b, broad part of the pj-ramids of Mal-
pighi; c, c, the divisions of the pelvis

named calyces, laid open ; r, one of those

unopened ; d. summit of the p}Tamids

of papillfe projecting into calyces ; e, e,

section of the narrow part of two pyra-

mids near the calyces ; ;>, pelvis or en-

larged portion of the ureter within the

kidney; «, the ureter; s, the sinus;

h, the hilus.

*S'

Fig. 416.— A. Portion of a secreting

tubule from the cortical sub-

stance of the kidney. B. The
epithelial or gland-cells, x 700

times.

through them. They are bound together by connective-tissue.

In the pyramids the tubes are straight—uniting to form larger

tubes as they descend through these from the cortical portion

;

while in the latter region they spread out more irregularly, and

become much convoluted. But in the boundary zone between

cortex and medulla, small collections of straight tubes called

vfclidlary rays project into the cortical region.

Tuhuli Uriniferi.—The tubuli uriniferi (fig. 420) are composed

of a basement membrane, lined internally by epithelium. They

vary considerably in siz«. in different parts of their course, but

are, on an average, about «^„ of an inch (-,Smm.) in diameter,
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and are found to be made np of several distinct portions^j^^
from one another very markedly, both in situation and strnctuie.

^ cap«xae
; 3- fl™*

,'=°r±n1r
" tWei ptrtT he^JndingS ; 8. fpiml part

i;;^;i}|y'th'e''mair~f'.t t«i^^^^^ »» the boundary layer, .5. duet

of Bellini. (Klein.!
^ M M 2
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Each bcfrins in the cortex as a dilatation called the Cajmile

if Itowman ; this encloses a tuft or glomerulus of capillaries culled

a Malpi<jhian corjmscle. The tubule leaves the capsule by a necf.;

aud then becomes convoluted (Jirst convoluted tuhule), but soon

after becomes nearly straight o-

slightly spiral {spiral tubule)
;

then rapidly narrowing it passes

down into the rnodulla as the

descendinff tubule of Henle ; this

Fig. 418.—TiaoRveree section of a deve-

loping Malpighian capsule and tuft

(human), x 300. From a foetus at

about the fourth month ; a, flattened

cells growing to foim the capsule ;

b, more rounded cells ; continuouH with

the above, reflected round e and finally

enveloping it ; c, mass of embryonic
cells Which will later become developed
into blood-vessels. (W. Pye.)

Fig. 419.—Epithelial elements of a Malpi-
ghian cap«ule and tuft, with the com-
mencement of a urinary tubule showing
the afferent and efferent vessel ; o. layer

of flat epithelium forming the capsuli'

;

b, similar, but rather larger epithelial

cells, placed in the walls of the tube ;

e, cells, covering the vessels of the capil-

lary tuft; d, commencement of the

tubule, somewhat narrower than the

rest of it. (W. Pye.)

M
I,

!

I: I

turns round, forming a loop {loop of Henle), and passes up to the

cortex again as the ascending tubule of Henle. It then becomes

larger and irregularly zigzag {zigzag tubxde) and again convoluted

{second convoluted tubule). Eventually it narrows into & junctional

tubule, which joins a straight or collecting tubule. This passes

straight through the medulla, where it joins with others to form

one of the dricts of Bellini that open at the apex of the pyramid.

Thes-' parts are all shown in fig. 417.

The character of the epithelium that lines these several parts

.. the tubules is as follows :

—

In the capsule, the epithelium is flattened and reflected over

the glomerulus.

The way in which this takes place in process of development

is shown in figs. 418 and 419.
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f>7H^7'-

v^>i0'i
k'<a^

.W ,T-:.'-r-?£;«r;y^,,.„.^-

<7

^t-:-v.^

epitheliuui. (CaiUat.)
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In the 7ieck the epithelium is still flattened, but in sonic animals,

likf frogs, where the neck is long?r, the epithelium is ciliated.

In the first convoluted

and spiral tubules, it is

thick and the cells show

a fibrillatcd structure, ex-

cept around the nucleus,

where tli> protoplasm is

grinular. The cells inter-

lock laterally and are dilti-

cult to isolate. In some

animals thcv are described

as ciliated. In the mirrow

(hsctmlintj tubule of Ilenle

and in the loop itself, the

cells are clear and flattened

and leave a considerable

lumen ; in the asienJing

liinh they again become

striated and nearly fill the

tubule. In the zigzag and

second convoluted tubules

the fibrillations become

even more marked. The

junctional tubule has a

large lumen, and is lined

by clear flattened cells

;

the collecting tubules and

ducts of Bellini are lined

by clear cubical or col-

umnar cells.

Blood - vessels of

Kidney.— The renal

artery entei-s the kidney

at the hilus, and divides

into bi-anches that pass

towards the cortex, then

turn over and form incom-

plete arches in the region

between cortex and me-

dulla. From these arches

ves.sels pass to the surface which are called the interlobular arteries

:

they give off vessels at right angles, which are the afferent

vessels of the glomeruli ; a glomerulus is made up of capillaries as

Fii?. 422. -Vascular -supply of kidney, a, part of

arterial arch ; '>, interlobular artery ; e, glomeru-

lus ; d, efferent vessel passing to the medulla as

false arteria recta ; e, capillaries of cortex ; A
capillaries of moduUa ; g, venous arch ; h, straight

veins of medu! a; 1, interlobular vein; j, ven;.

Btellula. (Cadi: .)
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previously stated. From each, a smaller vessel {the ^i^^ent ve^^lof

SL gloJrulu^) parses out. and like a portal vessel on a small scale,

an
.
,».-Dia^tn -bowing the ..lation "' the Malj«K|:>- ^-^^^^^^^^^^
and WoodTveB-elH. «, one "^

i'^l'''^'}^^}Z.n^2y^l"A «>« tonnin»tion. of and

ccntlnuouH with l, the »nnifer..u« tube
.

'
^'3- ^'^^.^ate in tho branch of the

fom a plexus, p, Burroundinjt the tube, ana nnauy vt

renal Tern e. (After Bowman.)

CAOIAT

Fig
1 .„;.,. tn.1 fhroMith the renal .rterj- with eok-nred gelatin ;

break, up occ more It.to eapillanes .l.ich ramify Letwcc,, the

cro3 t .\.ule». These uuUe to form vei„» (,nte,-M,ular v.,n.)

Xht»>mpany the inter'obukr artcne. ;
they pa». to venous
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arches, parallel to, but more complete than the corresponding

arterial arches ; they ultimately unite to form the renal vein that

leaves the hihis. These veins receive also others which have a

stellate arranfremcnt near the capsule {vetue ttelluUp).

The inalullu is supplied by pencils of fine straight arterioles

which arise from the arterial arches. Tiicy are called arteria-

rectce. The efterent vessels of the glomeruli nearest the medulla

may also break up into similar vessels which are called faUe

arteri<r rectce. The veins {vewe recta') take a similar course and

empty themselves into the venous arches. In the boundary zone

groups of va»a recta alternate with groups of tubules, and give

a striated appearance to this portion of the medulla.

The Ureters.—The duct of each kidney, or ureter, is a tube

about the size of a goose-quill, and from twelve to sixteen inches

in length, which, continuous above with the pelvis, ends below

by perforating obliquely the walls of the bladder, and opening

on its internal surface.

It is constructed of three coats : («) an outer filn-ous coat

;

(b) a middle muscular coat, of which the fibres arc unstriped, and

arranged in three layers—the fibres of the central layer being

circular, and those of the other two longitudinal in direction ;

the outermost longitudinal layer is, however, present only in the

lower part of the ureter ; and (c) a mucmis membrane continuous

with that of the pelvis above, and of the urinary bladder below.

It is composed of areolar tissue lined by transitional epithelium.

The Urinary Bladder, which forms a receptacle foi- the

temporary lodgment of the urine in the intervals of its expulsion

from the body, is pyriform, its widest part, which is situate above

and behind is termed the furu/us ; and the narrow constricted

portion in front and below, by which it becomes continuous with

the i^rethra, is called its cervix or neck.

It is constructed of four coats,

—

serous, muscular, areolar

or submucous, and mucous, (a.) The serous coat, which covers

only the posterior and upper part of the bladder, has the

same structure as the peritoneum, with which it is continuous.

(b.) The fibres of the muscular coat, which are unstriped, are

arranged in three layers, of which the external and internal have

a general longitudinal, and the middle layer a circular direction.

The latter are especially developed around the cervvr of the organ

and form the sphincter vesicae, (c.) The areolar or submucous coat

is constructed of connective-tissue with a large portion of elastic

fibres, (d.) The mucous membrane is like that of the ureters.

It is provided with mucous glands, which are most numerous

near the neck of the bladder.
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The bladder is well provided with hlmd- ami lf/m}>hKei^»eU, and

with nervfs. The latter are both medidlated and iioii-medidlatcil

fibres, and consist of branches from the sacral plexns and hyp«»-

gahtric plexus. Ganglion cells are found, here and there, on the

course of the nerve-fibres.

The Urethra.—This occupies the centre of the corpus

spongiosum in the male. As it passes through the prostate it

is lined by tnvnsitionul, but elsewhere by columnar epithelium,

except near the orifice, where it is stratified like the epidermis

with which it becomes continuous. The female urethra has

stratified epithelium throughout. The epithelium rests on a

vx-

Rg. 42s -Section of a small portion of the prostate, a, gland duct cut acres obUqucly ;

^
6, gland structure ; c, prostatic calculus. (Cadiat.)

vascular corium, and this is covered by submucous tissue con-

taining an inner longitudinal and an outer circular muscular

layer. Outside this a plexus of veins passes insensibly into the

surrounding erectile tissue.

Into the urethra open a number of oblique recesses or lacnn(P,

a number of small mucous glands (glands of Littre), two com-

pound racemose glands (Cowper's glands), the glands of the

prosUtc, and the vas deferens. The prostate, which surrounds th

commencement of the male urethra, is a muscular and glandulur

ma.s8. Its glands arc tubular and lined V)y columnar epithelium.

The Functions ok the Kidneys.

The main function of the kidneys is to separate the urine from

the blood. The true secreting part of the kidney is the glandular

epithelium that lines the convoluted portions of the tubules;
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there is in addition to this what is nsually termed the hltorn«

appamtus : we have alremly Hcon that the tufta of capillary I.I.kkI-

ve89cl9 called the Malpighian Klon.eruli are Hupphed with afferent

vcHBclH from the renal artery ; the efferent ve«HelH that leave

thcHC have a Hnmller calihro. and thuH here is h.jjh presnurc m

the MalpiK'hian capillaries. Certain constituent- of th blo<Hj,

es^cially water and HaltH, pass through the tlun walls of these

vessels into the 8urro.nidin>j Hown.an's capsule which forn.s the

commencement of each renal tubule. Thouwh the prcKcss which

occur* here is generally siioken of as a filtration, yet it is no

purely mechanical process, Lvit the cells cxerc.se
;^

««'«;«t»ve

influence, and prevent the aUmminous constituents of the I.UkkI

from escaping. During the passage of the ^.^ter which leaves the

blood at the glomerulus through the rest of the renal tubule, it

gains the constituents urea, urates, \-c., which are poured int., it

by the secreting cells of the convoluted tubules.

The term excretion is better than ^ecretUm as applio<l to the

kidnev, for the constituents of the urine are not actually formed

in tl,; kidney itself (as, for instance, the bile is fonned in the

liver), but they are foi-med elsewhere; the kidney is simply the

place where they are picked out from the blo<xl and el.mmuted

from the iKxJy.

The Nerves of the Kidney.

y.rres —The nerves of the kidney are derived from the renal

plc'xus of each side. This consists of b„th medullatod aiul i.on-

mcdullated nerve-fibres, the former of varying size, and "^ "^rve-

cells Fibres from the anterior root< of the eleventh, twelftli, and

thirteenth doi-sal nerves (in the dog) pjvss into this plexus. Ihey

are both vaso-constrictor and vasodilatator in function. Ihe

nerve-cells on the course of the constrictor fibres are situated m

the celiac, mesenteric, and renal ganglia; the cells on the course

of the dilatator fibres are placed in the solar plexus and renal

gansrlia. . u *

These nerves are thus vaso-motor in function ;
we have at

present no knowledge of true secretory nerves to the kidney
;
the

amount of urine varies directly with the blood-pressure m its

capillaries.
, , , . ,

Incieasc in the quantity of urine is caused by a rise of mtra-

capillary pressure. This may be produced by increasing the

general blood-pressure ; and this in tuni may be produced in the

following ways :

—

r u u * i *

(i.) By increase in the force or frequency of the heart beat

(2.) By constriction of the arterioles of areas other than that
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of the kidney, an in cold weather, when the cutaneouB capiU mcu

an^ coHHtricted.*

(3.) By iucreaue in the total contents of the vascular system,

as after drinking large quantities of fluid.

The blood-pressure in the renal capillaries may also be

increased locally by anything which leads to relaxation of the

renal arterioles.

Decrease in the quantity of urine is produce<i by the opposites

in each case.
, ,

If the renal nerves are divided, the renal arterioles are relaxe«l,

and pressure in the renal capillaries is raised, so there is an

increased flow of urine. This is accompanied by an mcreasc m

the volume of the kidney, as can be seen by the oncometer.

Stimulation of the divided nerves produces a dmunution m

the amomit r -ine, and a shrinkage of the kidney due to a

constriction of . blood-vessels.!
, , .1

If the splanchnic nerves are experimented with instead of the

reniil, the effects are not so marked, as these nerves have a wide

distribution, and section leads to vascular dilatation m the whole

splanchnic area; hence the increase in pressure m the renal

ca{)illaric8 is not so noticeable.

Pmuture of the floor of the fourth ventricle in the neigblnni-

hood of the vasomotor centre (close to the »p<Jt, puncture of

which produces glycosuria) leads to a relaxation of the renal

arterioles and a consequent Urge increase of urine (polyuria).

Section of the spinal cc i just below the medulla causes a

cessation of secretion of urine, because of the great fall of general

blood-pressure which occurs. If the animal is kept alive,

however, blood-pressure goes up after a time, owing to the action

of subsidiary vaso-motor centres in the cord. When this has

occurred stimulation of the peripheral end of the cut spinal cord

a.nvin causes urinpry secretion to stop, because the rena artery

(like the other arteries of the lx)dy) is so constricted that the

pressure in the renal capillaries becomes too low for secretion to

We thus sec that the amount of urme varies with blood-

pressure. But such a statement does not give the whole trixth^

Increase of blood-pressure and an increased amount of blood

flowing through the kidney go together when the blood is

circulating normally, and it is really the i'.v rease in the amount^f

"
» T1.77eci,.im-al action between skin an.l kidneys will be discussed .i.orc

fiillv in the cl>ai>tcr on the skin. . , ,

t The nerves also contain yaso-dilatator fih .., which are excae<l when a

low rate of stimulation is used (see p. 309).
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blotxl which cnuHCM the rine in the amount «)f u ino Kocreted. If

the blood-prcHsiirc is increased without allowing the hlood to flow

the unjount of urine fonne<l in not niirted Thin can \h- done by

ligaturing the renal vein ; tlie blo«Kl-pre»«ure within the kidney

then riHCH enorniouHly, -t the flow of urine Htojm.

Pig. 426.-Oncoinete™ for kidney* of different «ixM.

Another effect of ligaturing the blowl-vcosels of the kidney

must be here mentioned. If the vessels ar ..porarily ligatured,

and then the ligature is releivse<l, the urine which is then formed

is for a time albuminous. This is because the temiwrary anicmui

of the kidney produced by the ligature has lessened the vitality

Fiir 127 —Carve Uken by ren»l oncometer compared with that of ordinary blood-

piorare. 0, Kidney curve : 6, blood-premure curve. (Roy.)

of the renal epithelium in such a way that it is no longer able to

prevent the escape of albumin from the blood.

The Oncometer is an inp' oent constructed on plethysmo-

graphic principles, by mean^ ... which the volume of the kidney

is registered. The general characters o^ this instrument are

described in the diagrams on pp. 310, 311. The special form

adapted for the kidney is shown in fig. 426. An air aicometer
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connected with Marey'H tamlmur givcB c«iually jjood or even better

'''Tt 1» foun.1 that tin- elfect on the volunu- of the orpui of

dividinij or Htiinuhitn.g nervcH <• ,/ csiwn.U to hl.Kj<l-preHHiire. A

riHC ..f bl.MKl-i>reHHiirc in the ruiul artery in pnHliiceil hy con-

Htriction ..I the renal arterioles ; this in acc..n.imnie»l hy a fall of

prehKure in the real capillarieK, and a shrinkage of the kidney.

Increane in the vohune of the kidney is produced by the opposite

tircuMistances. ...

The accnnpanying tmcing (fig. 42?) »h«W8 that ni a kidnej

cui^c one gets a rise of volume due to each heart beat, and larger

waves wiiich accon.puny resi.iration. In umny cases larger sweeping

waves (TraulH.-Hering curves) are often shown as w.ll. If a

kidney curve is compared w=th a tracing of arterial pressure, it

will be seen th>it the rise of arterial pressure co.. n.les with Ul

of the oncograph lever due to constriction of the renal vesse.

DiuretiOB are drugs which produce an increase flu.v of mine ;

they act in various ways, some by increasing the g.
.
er d blocxl-

nrcssuro, others by acting locally upon tL Viduoy (. -v-aHnig its

'

volume as measured by the oncometer) ;
ler thiH I ater head

are doubtless to be included some also which act on the renal

epithelium rather than on the blood-vessels.

Activity of the Benal Epithelium,

The epithelium of the convoluted tubules has a structure

winch Kulrgests from its resemblance to other forms of secreting

epitheliums, that its function here also is secreting. 1 his is

conHrmed bv the manner ia which the bl.H.d-vesscl8 break up into

capillaries arouii.l these tubules ; and is furthc conhrmed by

experiments. „..i„u

Heidenhain has shown that if a substance (sodmm sulph-

mdigotate), which ordinarily produces blue urine, is injected

into the blood (after section of the medulla oblongata, which

causes lowering of the blood-pressure in the renal glomeni 1),

when the kidney is examined, the cells of the convoluted tubues

(and of these alone) are stained with the substance, which is also

found in the lumen of the tubules. This shows thnt the pigment

at any rate is eliminated by the cells of the ««"^'°l'^f%\"^"/,^^^;

and that when by diminishing the blood-pressure, .he filtration

of urine is stopped, the pigment remains in the convoluted tubes

and is not, as would be under ordinary circumstances, swept

away from them by the flushing of them by the watery part

of urine derived from the glomeruli. It therefore is. probable
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that the cells, if they excrete the pigment, excrete urea and other

substances also.

But the proof is not absolute, for the pigment is a foreign

substance. Urea is a very difficu"i substance to trace in this

way because it does not leave any coloured trail behind it. In

birds the place of urea is taken by uric acid, and the urates can

be actually traced, because they are deposited as crystals, and

can be seen in the cells and convoluted tubes much in the same

way as Heidenhain's blue pigment.

Other experiments, however, have been undertaken to prove

the point for the case of urea.

If the part of the cortex of the kidney which contains the

glomeruli is removed, urea still continues to be formed. This is

an additional proof that the excretion is performed by the portions

of the convoluted tubules that remain.

By using the kidney of the frog or newt, which has two distinct

vascular supplies, one from the renal artery to the glomeruli, and

the other from the renal-portal vein to the convoluted tubes,

Nussbaum has shown that certain foreign substances, e.g. peptones

and sugar, when injected into the blood, are eliminated by the

glomeruli, and so are not got rid of when the renal arteries are

tied; whereas certain other substances, e.g. urea, when injected

into the blood, are eliminated by the convoluted tubes, even

when the renal arteries have been tied. These experimants

have, however, been subjected to considerable criticism, and

some observers have failed to obtain the same result. It is

a subject of so great importance that it demands complete

re-investigation.

The Work done by the Kidney.

Recent work by Starling, Hamburger, Dreser, and others has

shown the great importance a proper study of osmosis in the

body has in the understanding of many physiological facts.

The subject is by no means a simple one, but the following

account of its bearing on urinary secretion (abstracted from

Starling) will not lead us into anything very abstruse.

We have already seen that the urine is separated from the

blood by a process which is not the simple one called filtration.

This is further supported by the fact that it is possible to

measure the work of the kidney, and it is found to be vastly

greater than could be carried out by the intracapillary blood-

pressure. The following facts will also teach us that reabsorption

of water cannot, as Ludwig held, take place in the tubules.
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The measurement of the work done by the kidney depends

upon a determination of the respective osmotic pre»sure» of the

urine and blood plasma.
, , . i

If a bladder containing strong salt solution is placed ni a vessel

of distilled water, water passes into the bladder by osmosis, so that

the bladder is swollen, and a manometer connected with its interior

will show a rise of pressure (osmotic pressure). But the total nse

of pressure cannot be measured in this way for two reasons :

(i) because the salt diffuses out as the

water diffuses in ; and (2) because the

membrane of the bladder leaks ; that

is, permits of filtration when the pres-

sure within it has attained a certain

height.

It is therefore necessary to use a

membrane which will not allow salt to

pass out either by dialysis or filtration,

though it will let the water pass in.

Such membranes are called semi-

permeable membranes, and one of the

best of these is lerrocyanide of copper.

This may be made by taking a cell of

porous earthenware and washing it out

first with copper sulphate and then

with potassium ferrocyanide. An in-

soluble precipitate of copper ferro-

cyanide is- thus deposited in the pores

of the earthenware.

If such a cell is arranged as in

fig. 428, and filled with a i per cent,

sr.liition of sodium chloride, water

diffuses in, till the pressure registered

by the manometer reaches the enormous

height of 5000 millim. of mercury.

If the pressure in the cell is in-

creased beyond this artificially, water

will be pressed through the semi-permeable walls of the cell and

the solution will become more concentrated.

In other words, in order to make a solution of sodium

chloride of greater concentration than i per cent., a pressure

greater than 5000 mm. of mercury must be employed. The

osmotic pressure exerted by a 2 per cent, solution would be twice

as great.

It is, moreover, found that the osmotic pressures of various

Fig. 428.—A, outer vessel, con-

taining distilled water; B,

inner semi-permeable vessel

containing i per cent. «alt

solution ; M, mercurial

manometer. (After Star-

ling.)
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solutions depend merely on the number of molecules of any sub-

stance present ; the nature of the substance makes no difference.

The osmotic pressure is, in fact, equal to that which the dissolved

substance would exert if it occupied the same space in the form

of a gas. The osmotic pressure, however, of substances like sodium

chloride which are electrolytes, is double what one would expect

;

this is because each molecule in solution is split into its constituent

ions, sodium and chlorine.

Hence, if the osmotic pressures of blood plasma and unne are

determined, the work done by the kidney cells in order to separate

from the blood plasma a fluid with the osmotic pressure of the

urine, can be estimated.
, u i

We may take some examples from Dreser s work. He took

the case in which 200 c.c. of urine were excreted during a night;

the blood plasma in this case had an osmotic pressure = 0-92

per cent, solution ; while that of the urine was = 4"o per cent,

solution of sodium chloride. In this case the kidney had per-

formed 37 kilogramme-metres of work. In another case of more

concentrated urine obtained from a cat previously deprived of

water for three days, the numbers were respectively 11 and S'o.

The difference was equal to a pressure of 498 metres of water

;

so that the kidney had separated urine from the blood against

a pressure of 49,80° grammes per square centimetre, a force

about six times greater than the maximum force of muscle.

The actual methcnl of estimating osmotic pressure
f

"0* ^y '"'^^."^ °*
^

niiiiometer as in the diagram, but by ceriain indirect methods 1 he one

uuXemproT^ depends on the fact that the f.-eezing point of a solution

of any substance in water is lower than that of water ;
the lowx-ring of he

freez"n? noint is proportional to the molecular concentration of the dissolvecl

suSfcrind that L we have seen is proportional to the osmo ic pressure

The Vamme-molecule is the number of grammes corresponding to the

molecS weight. Thus the gramme-molecular weight o sodium chloride

^ cSj-? trrimmes fNa= 23 ; Cl = 35-37). and of grape sugar (CoHwOb) I/9 5»

Lra^mmef^"en a gramme-molecule of any substance is dissolvecl in a litre

of waa^' the frizzing point is lowere.1 by v8f C and the osmotic pressure

?s 16063 mm. of mercuVy. From this we can calculate the osmotic pressure

of anv solution if we know the lowering of its freezing point.

Osmotic pressure
lowering of freezing point

^ jg^g^
1-87

For example, a i per cent, solution of sugar would freeze at - 0052° C.

Its osmotic pressure is thereto,
e-^^-i^^-J = 472 m™. of mercury.

The osmotic pressure of solutions may also be compare.1 by observing their

effect onTedb/^ corpuscles, or on vegetable cells such a.s those in Trades-

cantia If the solutionis k.u>'rto»>^, '>• »'-
a ^''-Zr^lfr^r:":^^^

the cell contents, the piotoplasni shrinks, and loses water, or it rc<( enrpuscie

are u2d hey become crenated : if the solution is hypoton,e ».. h^ a less

^motic presJure than the material within the cell-wall, no shrinking of the
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nrotoLlasm in the vegetable cell takes place, and if red corpuscles are use«l

fhel Sand liberate their pi-inent. Monk- solutions pro<luce neither o

t£e eirUcau^ they 'ha^e the same molecular concentration and

osmotic pressure as the material within the cell-wall.

Extirpation of the Kidneys.

Extirpaticm of me kidney for various diseases (stone, &c.), is a

by no means uncommoti operation. It is not followed by any

nntoward result. The remaining kidney enlarges and does the

work previously shared between the two.

Extirpation of hath kidneys is fatal ; the urea, kc, accumulate

in the vJood, and the animal dies in a condition of deep coma

preceded by convulsions (ursemia). Seep. 552.

Limture of both renal arteries practically amounts to the same

thin- as extirpation of the kidneys, and leads to the same resiilt

If the ligature is released the kidney once more sets to work but

the urine secreted is then albuminous, owing to the epithehum

having been impaired by being deprived for a time of ita normal

blood supply.
, . , , , .^j

Removal of <ym kidney, followed at a later period h r^^oval

of a half 07-' two-thirds of the other, leads in dogs, m which the

operation has been performed by Bradford, to a surprismg result

After the second operation the urine is increased in amount, and

the quantity of urea is much greater than normal. This comes

from a disintegration of the nitrogenous tissues; the auima

wastes rapidly and dies in a few weeks. It is thus evident that

the kidneys play an important part in nitrogenous nietabobsm

apart from merely excreting waste substances. The exact

explanation has still to be found, but it is possible that the

kidney, like the pancreas and liver, and many ductless glands,

forms an internal secretion (see p. 493)-

The Passage of Urine into the Bladder.

As each portion of urine is secreted it propels that which is

already in the uriniferous tubes onwards into the pelvis of the

kidney Thence through the ureter the urine passes into the

bladder, into which its rate and mode of entrance has been

watched in cases of ectopia vesiccB, v.e. of such fissures m the

anterior and lower part of the walls of the ^^omen and of the

front wall of the bladder, as expose to view its hinder wall

together with the orifices of the ureters. The unne does not

enter the bladder at any regular rate, nor is there a synchroni^.u

in its movement through the two ureters. During fasting, two

or three drops enter the bladder every minute ;
each drop as it

K.P.
N N
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^" r Sri J"i~r c::J;
urine collect, tor a 1'™= "° » '" '

,h,„ ,„ , „ream till they

"".""''Id i^i"e^=S in d4 ln.?rratlon, or by straining, and
ureters, and » """"f^ '° °

J ^/twenty minute, after a meal.

"rby'tJit-tTorCtwrb^r^^^^^^^^

interior of the bladder.

Mioturition.

«f +l,o trmscular walls of the bladder may
Thft contraction of the rauscuiar wauo

V. L^lf Pxnel the urine with little or no help from ottier

by Itself e^Pel t»r ""
as it is a voluntary act, it is

*"T;d bv means of the aMominal and other expiratory

P'tr which in the^ contraction press on the abdominal

7^^:'^et^r.U being fixed, and cause the expulsion

Tf^ contents of those whose sphincter muscles are at the

of the co«*«"^; °'

The muscular coat of the bladder co-operates,

r:.Z-^lt^y r^^^^oZtary action, with the aMominal
ni m ctuntion, oy rc

„„„ieted bv the accelerat(yr urtnat,

dTrLtTby vo *n i. ""der the control of a nen-ou.
.™<J.

m

TT^fht:: :; ton the Sre S mict„'n>te i. e.cited by over
which calls into »°n°" ™=

.
, ^^p, „( urfne passing

S"rn°rHh; lie'impur pLse. up t^'the lumbar centre

Hp^u.^ o^the one hand inhibition of the sphincter and on

^e SIherTand contraction of the necessary muscles for the

*puU^of the content, of the bladder The tonic action of

the lumbar centre can also be inhibited by the will.

The bWder receive, nerve, from two 80urc«:-(i) from he

low^ d^^r and upper lumbar nerve., the» fibre. pa» to the
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sympathetic chain, from here to the inferior mesenteric gang-

lion, and ultimately reach the bladder by the hypogastric nerves.

Stimulation of these nerves causes contraction of the circular

fibres of the bladder, including tUo sphincter; (
from the

second and third sacral nerves; these run to the bla ..ler by the

nervi erigentes. Stimulation of these nerves causes relaxation

of the sphincter and contraction of the detrusor urinre. (Zeissl.)

Langlev and Anderson find however that stimulation of both sets

of nerA-es causes contraction of both longitudinally and circularly

arranged muscle bundles.

CHAPTER XXXVII.

THE URINE.

Quantity.—A man of average weight and height passes from

1,400 to 1,600 c.c, or about 50 oz. daily. This contains about

SO .mimmes (li o:.) of solids. For analytical purposes it should

be collected in' a tall glass vessel capable of holding 3,000 cc,

which should have a smooth-edged neck accurately covered by a

ground-glass plate to exclude dust and prevent evaporation. Ihe

vessel, moreover, should be graduated so that the amount may

be easily read off. From the total quantity thus collected in the

twenty-four hours, samples should be drawn off for examination.

Colour.—This is some shide of yellow which varies consider-

ably in health with the concentration of the urine. It is due to

a mixture of pigments ; of these urobilin is the one of which .ve

have the most accurate knowledge. Urobilin has a reddish tint

and is idoubtedly derived from the blood pigment, and, like

bile pigment, is an iron-free derivative of haemoglobin. The

theory usually accepted concernins its mode of origin is that bile

pigment is in the intestines converted into stercobilin ;
th'

'
most

of the stercobilin leaves the body with the fseces ;
that some .s

reabsorbed and is excreted with the urine as urobilin. Both

^ercobilin and urobilin are very like the artificial reduction pro-

duct of bilirubin called hydrobilirubin (see p. 504). Normal

urine, however, contains very little urobilin. The actual body

present is a chrom .^en or mother substance called urobilinogen,

which by oxidation., for instance standing exposed to the air, is

converted into the pigment proper. In certain diseased conditions

the amount of urobilin is considerably increased.

The most abundant urinary pigment is a yellow one, named

K S 2
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„^W.. It .how. no .b»rption W. U» prob.bly .n

It aiKanne. lum
fnr instance before breakfast.

the acid tide, occurs after a fast—for instance, ^eio

2 In herbivorous animals and vegetonans. The food here

"";;S' oJiX^TM.rS'i.e .aU„ . . .a.p.e „r the

r/7or« a;->e—-7'^tX^^^^^^^^

hours :

—

Total quantity of u

Water
Solids .

Urea
Uric acid

Sodium chloride

Phosphoric acid .

Sulphuric acid.

Ammonia
Creatinine
Chlorine
Potassium
Sodium
Calcium .

Magnesium

ne

The most abundant constituents of

and sodium chloride. In the forego:

1 500'oo grammes.

1440*00
6000
3500
075
i6-5

3'S
TO
065
09
iro
2-5

^\
0'20

0*21

1'

the urine are water, urea,

ing table one must not be
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misled by seeing the names of the acids and metals separated.

The acids and the bases are combined to form salts, such as

urates, chlorides, sulohates, phosphates, Ac.

Urea.

Urea, or Carbamide, COCNHa)^, i» isomeric (that is, has the

same empirical, but not the same

structural formula) with ammo-

nium cyanate (NH4) CNO, from

which it was first prepared syn-

thetically by Wiihler in 1828.

Since then it has been prepared

synthetically in other ways.

Wohler's observation derives in-

terest from the fact that this

was the first organic substance

"'hich was prepared synthetically

by chemists.

When trystallised out from

the urine it is fo".nd to be readily

soluble both in water and alcohol

:

it has a saltish taste, and is neutral to litmus paper.

of its crystals is shown in fig. 429- ,,^ . v

When treated with nitric acid, mtmte of urea (CONaHi-H JU3)

is formed; this crystallises in octahedra, lozenge-shaped tablets

•Fig. 429.-Cr3nital» of Urea.

The form

Fig. 430.—Crystals of Urea nitrate. j.jg_ 431.—Crjstals of Urea oxalate.

or hexagons (fig. 430). When treated with oxalic acid flat or

prismatic crystals of urea oxalate (CON.2H4.H.,C2()4+ H2U) are

^"""^These crvstils may be readily obtained by adding excess of the

respective acids to urine which has been concentrated to a third

or a quarter of its bulk.

Under the influence of an organised ferment, the torula or

microc ecus urea), which grows readily in stale uruie urea

takes up water, and is converted into ammonium carbonate
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[CON,H«+ aHjO= (NH4)9C08].

^"sfmtuB of nitrouB acid, urea in broken up into carbonic acid

wale'r Tnd nitrogen, CON,H,+ 2HNO,^CO,+ sHj + .N^^

evolution of gas bubbles which takes place on the addit on of

fuming nitric acid may be used as a test for urea.
,, •

Hypobromite of soda decomposes urea in the followmg

''cON,H, + 3NaBrO = 00., + N. + .^H O + jNaBr

ruiwl [fkmvaa [Cwbomc >itr)gen. .Water,
^^^i^g

* hypwbromite; adj

This reaction is important, for on it one of the readiest methods

for estimating urea depends. There have been vanous pieces o

apparatus invented for rendering the anu.yH.« easy ;^«^ ^^^^^
dLcribed below is the best. If the e.penment is Vf^^^tZ
directed, nitrogen is the only gas that comes off, the carlionic

aSlbei^g absorbed by excess of soda. The amount ol nitrogen

is a measure of the amount of urea.

of bromine with 23 c.c. of a 40 per cent. '^"'"
. ,„. j j ^ j^ care-

bcttle A. Measure 5 c.c of """'^ '»»« *
™''"ctee the Ctle securely with

fully, so that no «""? «l''"tI« t^,£ SI dass tX (the bulb blown hn this

a stopper perforatal by a glass
^'']^-J}y^ f^^^^JXhelmnratm) is connectwl

tube prevents froth from passing into the rest 0Yni?PP"*^'"2.L
,hir.l limb

15 CO. of the filtrate (this corresponds to lo c.c. of unne) m a oeaker.
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UHcd from the burette can be read off, and

the nercentajye of urea calculatwl In another

gpecimen of the same urine, the chlorides

arc then estimated, and i gramme of urea

uubtractwl for every 13 p-amme of wKlium

chloriilc forme<l.
. . .. 1 •

.

The hvpobromite and LiebiRH mctho< give

practically identical rcHults ; the former is the

Usier to perform and the results arc sufficiently

accurate for ordinary purposes.

A more accurate determination can be best

made by the metho<l iiitroducctl by Morner an.l

Hiiiqnist. The following reagents, &c., are

wanted :—(i.) A saturated solution of banum

chloride containing 5 l'^'
c*;nt. of barium

hydrate ;
(i' ) A mixture of alwhol and ether

in the proportion 2 : i •. (iii.) The apparatus

&c., necessary for carrying out Kjeldahls

method of estimating iiitn)gen. 5 c.c. of urine

are mixed with 5 c.c. of the banuin mixture,

and 100 C.C. of the ether-alcohol mixture.

By this means all nitrogenous substances ex-

cept urea are urecipitate.!. Twenty-four hou,.«

later this is filtered off, and the precipitate is

washeclwith 50 c.c. of •l''^, fh^f'*™ ,'";^;

tare. The washings are ad.le.1 o the filtrate,

and a little magnesia is added to drive ott

ammonia. The fiuid is then evai)Oiated down

at ?<;° ('. until its volume i? about 10 c.c., and

the nitrogen in this estimaie.1 by Kjeldahls

methml. The nitrogen foun.l is multiplie<l

by 2143, and the result is the amount of the

urea.
Kieldahl's method of estimating nitrogen

consists in boiling the material umler invcstiga-

tion with strong sulphuric acid. 1 he nitrogen

present is by this means converter! into

ammonia. Excess of soda is then addeil, and

the ammonia distilled over into a known

volume ot standard acid. The amount of

diminution of acidity in the standard enables

one to calculate the amount of ammonia,

nitrogen

432.—Dupri's
appantus.

and thei.ce the amount of

The quantity of urea is somewhat variable the chief cause

of variation being the amount of proteid food mgested In a

man in a state of equihbrinm the quantity of urea secreted daily

Sal,ut 33 to 35 grammes (500 grains). The normal percentage m

human "ne i'%%er cent. ; but this also vanes, be-use the co„

centration of the urine varies considerably m health. In <to s it

may be 10 per cent. The excretion of urea is usually at a
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maximum three honni after a meal, cHpeciaUy after a meal nchin

proteidB. The urea does not come, however, direct from the food ;

the food must be fimt awimilated, and become part of the bo»ly,

before it can break down to form urea. An exception to thm rule

18 to be found in the case of the amido-acids, especially leucuie

and arginine (see p. 488), which are formed in the intestnial canal

from proteids during digestion. These substances are carried t«

the liver, and there converted into urea ; but only a very small

fraction of the urea in the urine is formed in this way. l-ood

increases the elimination of urea because it stimulates the tissues

to increased activity ; their waste nitrogenous products are con-

verted into urea, which, passing into the blood, is direct y excreted

by the kidnevs. The greater the amount of proteid food given,

the more waste products do the tissues discharge from their

protoplasm, in order to make room for the new proteid which »

built into its substance.

Muscular exercise has little immediate effect on the amount of

urea discharged. In very intense muscular work there is a slight

immediate increase of urea, but this is quite Insignificant when

compared to the increase of work. This is strikingly different

from what occurs in the case of carlwnic acid ;
the more the

muscles work, the more carbonic acid do they send into the

venous blood, which is rapidly discharged by the expired air.

Kecent careful research has, however, shown that an increase of

nitrogenous waste does occur on muscular exertion, but appears

as urea in the urine to only a slight extent on the day of the

work : the major part is excreted during the next day.

Where is Urea formed P—The older authors considered

that it was formed in the kidneys, just as they also erroneously

thought that carbonic acid was formed in the lungs. Prevost

and Dumad were the first to show that after complete extirpation

of the kidneys the formation of urea goes on, and that it accu-

mulates in the blood and tissues. Similarly, in those cases of

disease in which the kidneys cease work, urea is still formed and

accumulates. This condition is called uro'tma (or urea in the

blood), and unless the urea be discharged from the body the

patient dies. There is no doubt, however, that it is not urea

but some antecedent of urea that acts most poisonously, and is

the cause of death.

Where, then, is the seat of urea formation? Nitrogenous

waste occurs in all the living tissues, and the principal final

result of this proteid metabolism is urea, Tt may not Ije that

the formation of urea is perfected in each tissue, for n we look to

the most abundant tissue, the muscular tissue, urea is absent, or
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learly so. Yet there can Imj no doubi tliat the chief place from

which urea ultimately comes in the muscular tissue. Some inter-

mediate step occurs in the muscles ; the finiil stejw cccur elsewhere.

In muscles we find a siibsuuice called crratine in fairly large

quantities. If creatine is injected into the blood it is discharged

as creatinine. But there is very little creatinine in normal

urine ; what little there is can be nearly all accounted for by the

creatine in the food ; th« muscular creatine is discharged as iirea
;

moreover, urea can be aitificially obUvined from creatine in the

laboratory.
. • i j

Similarly, other cellular organs, spleen, lymphatic glands,

secreting glands, participate in the formation of urea
;
but the

most important appears to be the liver : this is the organ where

the final changes uke place. The urea is then carried by the

blood to the kidney, and is there excreted.

The facts of experiment and of pathology point very strongly

in support of the theory that urea is formed in the liver. The

principal are the following :

—

1. After removal of the liver in such animals as frogs, urea

fc-mation alm'^st ceases, and ammonia is found in the urine

instead.

2. In maramais, the extirpation of the liver is such a severe

operation that the animals do not live. But the liver of

mammals can be very largely thrown out of gear by connectmg

the portal vein directly to the inferior vena cava (Eck's fistula).

This experiment has been done successfully in dogs ;
the amount

of urea in the urine is lessened, aud its place is taken by

ammonia.
, r

3. When degenerative changes occur in the liver, as m
cirrhosis of that organ, the urea formed is much lessened, and

its place is taken by ammonia. In acute yellow atrophy urea is

almost absent in the urine, and, again, >' considerable

increase in the ammonia. In this disease ; and tyrosine

are also found in the urine ; undue stress shou.d not be laid upon

this latter fact, for the leucine and tyrosine doubtless originate

in the intestine, and, escaping further decomposition in the

degenerated liver, pass as such into the urine.

We have to consider next the intermediate stages between

proteid and urea. A few years ago Drechsel succeeded in arti-

ficially producing urea from casein. More recent work has shown

that this is true for other proteids also. If a proteid is decom-

posed by hydrochloric acid, a little stannous chloride being added

to prevent oxidation, a number of products are obtained, such as

ammonium salts, leucine, tyrosine, aspartic, and glutamiuic acids.
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Thi« WM known before, bo the chief interest centre* round two

new .ubstwice*. precipiuble by phosphotungetic acid. One of

the«) iH culled Ipnne (CgHuNA. probably di-amido^»proic

acid) ; the other wan firnt called Ipiatinint. Hedin then »howed

that lysatinine is a mixture of lysine with another baae called

arqinine (CeHuNA) ; it is from the arginine that the urea cornea

in* the experiment to bo ne c described. Arguing from some

resemblances between this substance and creatinuie, Drechsel

expected to l»e able to obtain urea from it. and his expectation

wa4 confinaed by experiment. He took a silver compound of

the base, boiled it with barium carbonate, and after twenty-five

nmutes' boilint obtoined urea.
,^ . , j

It is, however, extremely doubtful whei her the chemical decom-

positions produced in laboratory experiments on proteids are

comparable to those occurring in the body. Many physiologists

C(«isider that the amido-acids are intermediate stages m the meta-

»K>lic processes that lead to the formation of urea from proteids.

We have already alluded to this question in relation to the creatine

of mtiscle, and we are confronted with the difficulty that injection

of creatine into the blood leads to an increase not of urea, but of

creatinine in the urine. If creatine is an intermediate step, it must

undergo some further change before it leaves the muscle. Other

amido-acids, such bh glycocine (amido-acetic acid), leucine (amido-

caproic acid) and arginine are probably to be included in the

same category ; there is, however, no evidence that tyrosine acts

in this way. The facts upon which such a theory depends are

(i) that the introduction of glycocine or leucine into the bowel,

or into the circxilation, leads to an increase of urea in the urine

;

and (2) tliat amido-acids appear in the urine of patients suffering

from acute yellow atrophy of the liver. Then, again, it is per-

fectly true that, in the laboratory, urea can be obtained from

creatine, and also from uric .id, but such experiments do not

prove that creatine or uric acid are normally intermediate pro-

ducts of urea formation in the body. Still, if we admit for the

sake of argument that amido-acids are normally intermediate

stages in proteid metabolism, and glance at their formula

—

Glycocine, C2H5NO2,

Leucine, CeHi3N0.2,

('reatine, C^HgNsO^

—we see that the carbon atoms are more numerous than the

nitrogen atoms. In urea, CONgH*, the reverse is the case. The

amido-acids must therefore be split into simpler compounds,

which unite with one another to form urea. Urea formation
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i» thu., in part, *v.Uhotic. There have been varioiw' theonw

advanced an to what thene simpler comp«nindB are. Jsome have

connidered that oyanate, othere that carUnwto, and others HtiU

that carlxmate of ammonium \n foni.ed. Schroder » work, which

haH been confinncd hy HMlme(,..ent ii.vet.tigatorH, proven that

ammonium carbonate in one of the urea precurBons »f not the

principal one. Tiio c<iuation which repreueuts the reaction in

Alt f jlloWS!*^

(NH4)aC08 - 2HaO = CON'aH*
[Ammonium (WaterJ [Ure*].

Schnider's principal experiment wa» this : a mixtui.of blood aiid

nmmouium carbonate was injected into the liver by the porta

T6in • the blood leaving the liver by the hepatic vein was found

to contain uroa in great abundance. Thin doea not occur when

the Bame experiment is performed with any other organ of t a body,

m that Schroder's experiments also prove the great in^ ^rtanoe

of the liver in urea formation.

There is, however, no necessity to supi)08e that the formaUon

of amide acids is a necessary preliminary to urea formation. 1 he

conversion of the leucine and arginine formed m the intestine

into ammonium salts and then into urea does certainly occur, but

this only accounts for quite an insignificant fraction of the urea

in the urine. If this also occurs in tissue metabolism, we ought

to find considerable quantities of leucine, glycocine, creatine,

arginine, and such substances in the blood, leaving the various

tissues and entering the liver ; but we do not. W e do ».o'vever,

constantly find ammonia «nich, after pwsing into tl-.e blood or

Ivmpli, has united with carbonic acid to form either carbonate

or carbamate of ammonium. It is quite probable that the uitr(>

eenous waste that leaves the muscles and other tissues is split ott

from them as ammonia, and not in the shape of large molecules

of amido-acid, which are subsequently converted into ammonia.

The experiments outside the body which most c osely imitate

those occurring within the body are those of Drcchse, in which

he passed strong alternating currents through solutions of

proteid-like materials. Such alternating currents are certainly

absent in the body, but their effect, which is a rapidly changing

scries of small oxdations and reductions, are analogous to meta-

bolic processes ; under such circumstances the carbon atoms are

burnt off as carbon dioxide, and the nitrogen is split oft in the

form of ammonia ; by the union of these two substances ammonium

carbonate is formed.

he foUpwing structural formulae exhibit the relationship
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between •ammonium carbonate, ammonium carbamate and urea

The loss of one molecule of water from ammonium carbonate

produces ammonium carbamate ; the loss of a second molecule of

water produces urea

—

[Ammonium carbonate] [Ammonium carbamate] [Urea or carbamide]

.

! i:

Uric Acid.

Uric Acid (C5N4H4O3) is in mammals, the medium by which

a verv small quantity of nitro-en is excreted from the body. It

is however, in birds and reptiles the principal nitrogenous con-
'

stituent of their urine. It is not

present in the free state, but is

combined with bases to form

urates.

It may be obtained from human

urine by adding 5 c.c. of hydro-

chloric acid to 100 c.c. of the

urine, and allowing the mixture to

stand for twelve to twenty-four

hours. The crystals which form

are deeply tinged with urinary

pigment, and though by repeated

solution in caustic soda or potash,

and precipitation by hydrochloric

acid, they may be obtained fairly

free from pigment, pure uric acid is more readily obtained from

the solid urine of a serpent or bird, which consists principally

of the acid ammonium urate. This is dissolved in soda, and

then the addition of hydrochloric acid produces as before the

crvstallisation of uric acid from the solution.

'The pure acid ' -stallises in colourless rectangular plates or

prisms In striki. ^ contrast to urea it is a most insoluble sub-

stance, requiring for its solution 1,900 parts of hot and 15,000

parts of cold water. The forms which uric acid assumes when

precipitated from human urine, either by the addition of hydro-

chloric acid or in certain pathological processes, are very various,

the most frequent being the whetstone shape; there are also

bundles of crystals resembling sheaves, barrels, and dumb-l.ells

^^^l\!nmrelide test is the principal test for uric acid The test

has received the name on account of the resemblance of the colour

Pig. 43J.—Various formg of uric acid

ciystals.
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to the purple of the ancients, which was obtained from certain

to the P"yP'« °
J ig erformed as follows : place a little

"^t^^^Z^^^ capsl; add a little dihite nitric acj

"
J ,.„ .„ Arvneaa A vellowish-red residue is left. Ada

:1t:LTritSy, anJ the residue turns^i^et; this .s

due to the formation of purpurate of ammonia. On the addition

of potash the colour becomes bluer
,.Un„„h it is not

Ar,nt>,pr reaction that uric acid undergoes (though it is nox
Another "action tn

treatment with certain oxidising

S?'^howeve°! donWul .Uh'er a similar oxidation occu« m the

"X; rlTdil^ -d l**"'^re t.o c>a,». of ,™t..-

STydrogen is thus replaced. The formula, would be-

C6H4N403=uric acid.

CBH8NaN403=acid sodium urate.

C5H2Na2N403= normal sodium urate.

The acid sodium urate is the chief --tituent of the pi^^^^^^

deposit of urates, which often occurs m urine, and is called the

^"tltu^X'of uric acid excreted by an adult varies from 7
to

'\ti:nX^''or%':Z!Ae quantity of uric a^m
the urine! that of Hopkins. Ammonmm ch oride m erysU^ is

AA.A tn the urine until no more will dissolve. Ihis saturauou

tIS "id t-pS^^ . -Sng ...K l,dr^.^r.

'r"Th:p.cgtatej,;;ricac^^

the»lut.on.
. j^_,;ri„ ^id u not mode by the ifidneys.

.VhtTeU^ alrLoved uHe acid eo..i.u« t„
;«

.o^ea
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hardlv formed at all, its place being taken by amuionia and lactic

acid. ' It is therefore probable that ammonia and lactic acid are

normally synthesised in the liver to form uric acid.

The chief conditions which lead to an increa-so of uric acid are :—

1. Increase of meat diet and diminution of oxidation processes,

such « occur in people with sedentary habits.

2. Pathological conditions allied to gout.

I Increase of white corpuscles in the blood, especially in the

disease known as leucocytkmmia. This latter fact is of great

interest, as leucocytes contain large quantities of nuclein. Nuclcm

yields nitrogenous (purine) bases (adenine, hypoxanthine, Ac),

which are closely related to uric acid.

The close relationship of the purine bases to uric acid has been clearly

demon'trXl by the work of Emil Fischer, for they are all denv-at. ves of the

Sance called y;«/-./»^. The names and formuUe of these .substances are as

'°""""~
p . . . r,H.N«
Purnie s • «

Purine bases

Hypoxanthine (monoxy-purine)

Xanthine (dioxy-purine)

I
Adenine (ainino-i)urine)

louauine (aniino-oxy purine) .

Uric acid (trioxy-purine) .

C8H4S4O
C^HiNiOj
C5H4N4.NH
CsHiN^O.NH
CsH^NiOa

Leaving aside other possible ways in which unc acul is undoubtedly forra«l

inlhe orlinism, we have here a way in which uric acid may ar'f bj'
«^''

f
"

tTon from the nuclein bases and thus ultimately from the nuclei of cells.

CertaiHorms of diet increase uric acid forn.ation by leading to an increase

of feucocvt^ and consequently increase in the metabolism of their nuclei

;

some iSTgators think! however, that the increase is chiefly due to nuclein

in the foo»l. The question is not yet settled.

Hippuric Acid.

Hipptiric Acid (C9H9NO3), combined with bases to form

hippnrates, is present in small quantities in human urine, but in

lar^e quantities in the urine of herbivora. This is due to the

fo(5 of herbivora containing substances belonging to the aromatic

,,roup—the benzoic acid series. If benzoic acid is given to a

man, it unites with glycocine with the elimination of a molecule

of water, and is excreted as hippuric acid

—

CH2.NH2 CHaNH.CO.CeHs

C6H5.C00H+

1

==; +"2'^

COOH COOH
[Benzoic acidj [Glycocine] [Hippuric acid] [Water].

This is a well-marked instance of synthesis carried out ia the
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Fig. 434.—Crystals of hippuric acid.

animal body, and experimental investigation shows that it is

^rmpli«l»ed by the living cells of the kidney itself, for if a

mixture of glycocine, benzoic acid,

and blood is injected through the

kidney (« c mixed with a minced

kidney just removed from the

body of an animal), their place

is found to have been taken by

hippuric acid.

Creatinine.

The creatinine in the urine

is nearly all derived from the

creatine contained in the meat

of the food. There is, however, a

small amount in the urine even
, pi-centaBC

during starvation: this possibly represents a smal. .
eicentagc

of creatine from the muscles. . .

The u.rmation of creatinine from creatine is represented m the

following equation :
—

C4H9N3O2 - H2O = C4H,N30
[Cr^tine] [WaterJ [Creatinine].

Creatine and creatinine are of considerable «^ef-» j"^^^!^^;;'.

because urea can be obtained from them as one of their decern

pSon products in the laboratory ; the equation which represents

the formation of urea from creatine is as follows :—

C.HoNaOa+ H2O = CON2H4 + C3H7NO2

[C^ti^e]' [Wair] [TJrea] [Sarcosme].

The second substance formed is sarcosine Sarco«ine is meUiyl-

alycocine-that is, amido-acetic acid m which one H is replaced

by methyl (CHs)
^^^^^

It is, however, doubtful whether decompositions of this kind

"^i^t':^; zinc chloride gives a charactfistic crystalline

precipitate (groups of fine needles) with composition

C4H7N3O.ZUCI2.

According to the recent researches of G. S. Johnson, uri»'^'-y

creaini^e though isomeric with the creatinine obtained arU^

Sly fr^m thf creatine of flesh, differs fron. it m some of
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iil.^ i

unne is due to sugar, wiieic«>
„,„„*jr.;„p from urine is the

The
-^'-V::,y,lre^r:ftiero?^^^^^^^ ^ a satu^t^

volume of a saturated solution <>^ "^^'^"^j'''^^^^^^^^ ^^iphates,

duces an in.mediate abundant
PJ^P'^^^^^J J^^^^^ fiuVate is

and phosT^^.aes, which is

"^^^^.^y^f^^^en the precipitation

then all . od to stand for twenty-four ^^^^^'^^jj^^" ^^^^ ,H,0
of a mercury salt of creatinine (C.HaHgNsOHC^^^H.

^oscopic

examination This^ompo
^^^^^ ^^^ ^.^^^^^^ j

'''%fTorthe weight' found is creatinine. Creatinine may be

one-fifth of the
^/^'^^^

^jj, jt !„ water, decomposing it

obtained from »t ^^^/"^P®"^ 7nu^rin„ The filtrate deposits

with sulphuretted hydrogen, ^"^
J!^ ^""f^,/ ^rate liberates

creatinine hydrr hlonde, f":""^.

^]"^^J'f'eB i« that all t^^

creatinine. An imiK,rtant pom m Johnson s F^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^^^.^^

The Inorganic Constituents of Urine.

The inorganic or mineral -stit-its ;f
^"^^^

chlorides, phosphates, ^^^^P^.^^^
Velirn^Tot^^^ ammonium,

which these are in
--^-^^"/[^^f^^^^^^^^^^^ salts varies

calcium, and magnesium The tot^J '^^^^
^^,^^„^^„, j, .^dium

from 19 to 25 grammes daily. Ihe mo
^^^^^^ per diem,

chloride, which averages m amount
\l^ "^^^^^^^^^.^om the

These substances are derived ^^0™
J-^ ^^iTc processes. The

food, and secondly as the
'.^^^^^J^^^"^;^^^^^^ the food ; the

chlorides and most of the phoBph^tes come fro«
^^^^^^.^^^

sulphates and some of t^^ P^;^^^
^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^̂ ^he same, with

The salts of the blood and of the urine

^ ^^^^^.^^^ ^^^j

.races of sulphates, uie ui
chances that occur in the

The sulphates are derived -- ^^^^^^'^^
f^^^,, i,,ves the body

proteids of the body ; the >" ^o^eu ot p ^.^.^^^ ^^

as urea and uric ^^^^ ; the sulphur c^f the pro ei

^^^^^

form sulphuric acid, which passes in o the "r nc

of sulphates. The excretion ul sulphates, morco^er, run i

to that ( f urea.
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Chlorides.—The chief chloride is that of sodium. The inges-

tion of sodium chloride is followed by its appearance in the urine,

some on the same day, some on the next day. Some is decom

posed to form the hydrochloric acid of the gastric juice. The

salt, in passing through the body, fulfils the useful office of

stimulating metabolism and secretion.

Sulphates.—The sulphates in the urine are principally those

of potassium and sodium. They are derived from the metabolism

of proteids in the body. Only the smallest trace enters the body

with the food. Sulphates have an unpleasant bitter taste (for

instance, Epsom salts) : hence we do not tuke food that containa

them. The sulphates vary in amount from i '5 to 3 grammes daily.

In addition to these sulphates there is « small quantity, about

one-tenth of the total sulphates, that are combined with organic

radicles : these are known as ethereal sulphates, and they originate

from putrefactive processes occurring in the intestine. The chief

of these ethereal sulphates are phenyl sulphate of potassium and

indoxyl sulphate of potassium. The latter origina s from the

indole formed in the intestine, and as ityiel. indigo when treated

with certain reagents it is sometimes caT ndkan. It is very

important to remember that the indioan c ne is not the same

thing as the indican of plants, which is a ^ acoside. Both yield

indigo, but there the resemblance ocuHea.

The formation of these sulphates is somewhat important
;
the

aromatic substances liberated by putrefactive processes in ^'-^

intestine are poisonous, but their conversion into ethereal

sulphates renders them harmless.

The equation representing the formation of potassium phenyl-sulphate is

as follows :—

C„H,OH 4- SO..<gS = ««^<Sk'^ + "'^0

rhtnol] [Potaiwium [Potatwium [Water]

hydrogen phenyl-ttJphate]

gulpV'i!'?)

Indole (C-t.,,.-) on absorption .^ converted into indoxyl—

The equation representing the formation of potassium indoxyl-sulphate is

as follows :

—

n n n vr

[Indoxyl] IPotaswium [Potaiwium iWat^r].[Potaiwium
hydnigen
sulphate]

(Potaswium
indoxyl-nulphate]

Carbonates.—Carbonates and bicarbonates of sodium, calcium,

macrnesium, and ammonium are only present in alkaline urine.

They arise from the carbonates of the food, or from vegetable

K.P.
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5^2 ^^ ^yg^ therefore,

acids (malic, Urtaric, &c)
t, lndCgetarian«, who«e urine is

,,u. reudered^l^^^^^^^^^^^ ^,^ p,,,ipitate cons.tmg

1 1) Alkaline phosphates

dant) and magnesium (scanty).

•
, Fig 436 -Mucu« deposited from urine.

F« .;,. -Urinary '«d«°«"L"crylteW

"''°"'"""'
• .u liable to variation.

T„c oo„,r<.*-„ o, *e ,..:»PV;-
X--ri These a.e

1„ acid urine the acidity i» an

-'^l>:,,.Hv.«..e..P-P-e.>-*''°"--'""-'"''''"""
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-s

(i) Triple phosphate «>r amraonio-magnesium phosphate

(NH4MgP04+ 6H20). This crystallises in "coffin-lid" crystals

(see fig. 435) or feathery stars.

(2) Stellar phosphate, or calcium phosphate ; this crystallises

in star-like clustei-s of prisms. .111
As a rule normal urine gives no precipitate when it is Iwiled ;

but sometimes neutral, alkaline, and occasionally faintly acid

urines give a precipitate of calcium phosphate when l)oiled
:
this

precipitate is amorphous, and is liable to be mistaken for albumin.

It may be distinguished readily from albumin, as it is solu\)le

in a few drups of acetic acid, whereas coagulated proteid docs not

dissolve.
. ,

The phosphoric acid in the urine chiefly originates fron^ the

phosphates of the food, but is partly a decomposition product of

the phosphorised organic materials in the body, such as leci' .la

and nuclein. The amount of PaOg in the twenty-four hours' urine

varies from 2-5 to 3-5 grammes, of wh^h the earthy phosi)hatc8

contain about half (i to 15 gr.).

Testa for the lnor»anio Salt* of Urine.

Chloride*.—Acidulate with nitrio acid and a. Id silver nitrate : a white

i.recipitate of silvet chloiide. aolubic in ammonia, is prm uced. Iho object

of acHlulating with nitric acid is to prevent phosphates beiny preci,.itated

*''^?/«/T«J.t'-Addulate with hydrochloric acid, and add barium cldori.le.

A white precipitate of barium sulphate is j.roduced. Hy,lro::hlonc aci.l is

aijainaddedtirst. to prevent precipitation of phosphates.

PhoHutuite>,.-\. Add ammonia: a white crystalline precipitate of eaithy

(that is calcium and magnesium) phosphates is proiluced. Ih.s »jeconies

more apparent on st.inding. The alkaline (that is. so<l,um and !'»«««» "i)

phospha'tcs remain in solution, ii. Mix another portion of urm- with 1 df

ts vol.me of nitric acid : add ammonium inolybdate, and boi . A jcliow

erv>talline precipitate falls. This test is given by both clashes of phospluites.

OmuititatUr estimation of the salts is accomplished by the use of solutions

of standard strength, which are run into the urine till the foi-mation of a

precipitate ceases. The stamlards are made of silver nitrate, barium chloi ide.

ind uranium nitrate or acetate for chlorides, sulphates an.) phosi.hates

respectively.

Urinary Deposits.

The different substances that may occur in urinary deposits are

formed elements and chemical substances.

The formed or anatomical elements may consist of blood

corpuscles, pus, muctis, epithelium cells, spermatozoa, casts of the

urinary tubules, fungi, and entozoa. All of tnese, with the

exception of a small quantity of mucus, which forms a flocculent

cloud in the urine, are pathological, and the microscope is chiefly

employed in their detection.

002
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'^
A ..niti>H calcium oxalate,

Theohemlcal.ub.tance.arexmcac.d^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^

calcium carbonate, and P^-f
"^^^

^.u, however here on^^

tvrmine, xanthine, and cyaUn-
^^.^ identification the

..on»ider the commoner deposits, ana i
, j.

r<^topeandch^ncalte^«--^^^^^^^^^ ^.^dish deposit

Deposit of Urlo ^°^'^-'
^j^*, be recognised by it» cryHtal-

resemUing cayenne peppenU may
^;„^^^,J^ ^^^^^ The

line forn. (tig- 433. ^ SSfM^V,^^!^,,,,, ^„ increased forma-

,-r .-alculi in the bladder,
gtuncs or caicuu i«» *

Tig.^i7.-Crystei>olC^\cv^0x^<^^

Pig^jg._Cry»tal.of Cystin.

urine is con.-ntrated, occur m """^ ""'^
^j jevers ; and there

TneraUy found in the concentrated u.m^
^^^ ,,i,Hermentation,

fppea'/tobeakindof fermentat.on.^c^^^^^^^^^^^^^
^^^, ^^

Xh occu.. in the -^-^^ ^JJZ^i^tnS of the dei>os.t .s

leads to the same result \he chie^
^.^^^ ^^_^^ ^,^^ ^^^mal

the acid sodium Y^ate, !heJormatim|^^^^^^^^^^
^^ ^^^ equation-

= ^C^HB^aN^Os + WO3
[Acid sodium

earbonatel.
unite 1

urai'-i

Thi. deposit n,ay bo
"f«f''^ "°,'?m™" Uled «^n."'"» '»

the acm suui""- — .

sodium urate of the unne may I

.C,H,N.v,N4()3 + H2O + CO,

iNorma' ««d-.uni l^vate^I ^.^^
uraWj
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Crystals of calcium oxalate may be mixed with this deposit

^"1)el5oiit^of Calcium Oxalate.- This occurs in envelope

crvstttls (octtthedra) or dumb-bells.

\ is insoluble in ammonia, and in acetic ac.d. It is soluble

with difficulty in hydrochloric acid.

Deio.it of Cy»tin.-Cystin (CeH,,N^,0,) is recognised by its

colourless six-sided crystals (fig. 438)- These are rare: they

^cur only in acid urine, and they may form concretions or

calculi. Cystinnria (cystin in the urine) is hereditary.

Deposit of Phosphates—These occur m alkaline urine The

urine may be alkaline when passed, due to fermentative changes

^curring in the bladder. All urine, however, if exposed to the

T"ZL the air :. perfectly pure, as on the top of a snow

mountain), will in time become alkaline, owing to the growth of the

miavcoccL urece. This forms ammonium carbonate from the urea.

CON2H4 + 2HaO = (NH4)aC08
I Ureal [Water] [Ammonjum

The ammonia renders the urine alkaline and precipitates the

earthy phosphates. The chief forms of phosphates that occur in

urinarv deposits are

—

(,) 'Calcium phosphate, Ch{^0^\,; amorphous

(2) Triple or ammonio-magnesium phosphate, Mg^HifU^,

coffin-lids and feathery stars (tig. 435)- ^
(3) Crystalline phosphate of calcium, CaHPO^, m rosettes ot

nrisms ill suherulcs, or in dumb-bells.
'
(TMag-^^ Pl-Phate, Mg3(PCM. + .aH,0, occui^ occa-

sionallv. and crystallises in long plates.
. •

,

In ihese phosphates are dissolved by acids, such as acetic ac.d,

without eti'ervesccuce.
. e f *!,«.. ,«niint

They do not dissolve on heating the urine ; in fact the amount

of precipitate may be increased by heating. \ ery often neutral

or alkaline urine'wiU become cloudy when boiled; tlus may be

due to aU)umin or to phosphates. It is very "«P«''^'^"^^^ *« .^'

"

tinguish between these two, as albuminuria is a serious conditioiu

Thty may be distinguished by the use of acetic acid, which

dissolves phosphates but not albumin.

\ solution of ammouium carl)onate (i-in-5) eats magnesium

ph;sphate away at the edges; it has no effect - ^^e triple

phosphate. A phosphate of calcium (CaHPOi-f- 2H2O) maj

occasionally be deposited in acid urine. P«is m unne is apt to

be mistaken for phosphates, but can be distinguished by the

microscope.
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tf;

IJiS-r1

Depo.lt of oiaoium oarbonato, CuCO,, appears but rarely a.

whitiHh balls or biHCuit-Bhaped bodies. It « commoner .n the

uriae of herbivora. It dissolves in acetic or hydrochloric acid,

with effervescence.
. , j- * *K„f

The following is a summary of the ci.emical scdmients that

may occur in urine :

—

CHEMICAL SEDIMENTS IN URINE.

In Alkalinb Ubine.

Phtupl «^'*.—Calcium jihosphate,

CanC P0«' t.
Amorphous.

Triple phosphate.

MkNH41'04 + 6H,0. Coffin-lid» or

feathery stars.

Calcium hy.lrogen phoHphate.

CaHPO,. Rosettes, spherules, or

dumb-Veils.
Magnesium phosphate,

Mg«(P04),+ 22H,0. Long plates.

AUfoluble in acetic acid without

effervf wence.
Ciihium Carbonate, CaCOg.—

Biscuit-shaped crystals. Soluble in

acetic acid with effervescence.

Aiiinutniiim Urate,

C5H,(NH«)8.N40,.-" Thorn-apple

spherules.

lA-veiw and Tyrosine.—Very rare.

In Acid Ubink.

Uric .Arirf.—Whetstone, dumb-

bell, or sheaf-like aggregations of

crystals deeplv tinged by pigment.

Urates. — uenerally amorphous.

The acid urate of sodium and of

ammonium may sometimes occur in

fttar-shaped clusters of needles or

spheroidal clumi>8 with projecting

spines. Tinged brick-red. Soluble

on warming.
Calriiim Oj'alate.—Octa.heara, so-

calle<l envelope crystals. Insoluble

in acetic acid.

/^'i/*^«.—Hexagonal plates. Rare.

I^iiriiif and Ttjrasine.—Rare.

Calcium Phosphate,
CaHPOi + 2H4O.—Rare.

pATHOliOGICAI. UbINK.

Under this head we shall briefly consider only those abnormal

constituents which are most frequently met with.

Proteids.—There is no proteid matter in normal urnie, and

the most common cattse of the appearance of albumin m the

urine is disease of the kidney (Bright's disease). The term

"albumin" is the one used by clinical observers. Properly

speakine, it is a mixture of serun albumin and serum globulin.

The best methods of testing for and estimating the albumin are

the following :

—

(a^ Boil the toM <.f a long column of urine in a test-tijlK;. If the urine is

•? ii^l „ih,min is coagulated If the nuantitv of albumin is small the

with a little dilute acetic acid.

• This al,solute statement is true for all practical purposes. Morner

howeve' lm.s° "cently stated that a tmce nf proteid matter (s.rumaun^m

nZ^ the I roteid constituent of mucin) does occur in normal urine :
but the

{race !!» negt^bS many hundreds of litres of urine having to be used to

obtain an appreciable quantity.
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(ft) llrller't Xitrie-aifid Tett.—I'onr uomo of the urine Rently on to the

surface of some nitric acitl in a tiMt>tul*u. A ring uf white precipitate o<%unt

at the junction of the two liquiilM. Thi» tent \» umbiI for Hniall t|uantitio!4 of

albumin.
(c) EUimation of Alhumin hy Efhiu'h'n Alhiiminometfr. — F^lMicli'it

reagent for precipitr'ing the albumin ix matte hy iliNMolviuK 10 );ranimeH of

picric acid anil 30 iimmnieii of oitrio acid in 800 or 900 c.c. of lM>ilinK water

and then aildiiiK sufficient water to make up to a litre (1000 c.c).

The albuminometer iit a test-tulie gradutitol afi nhown in tig. 439.
Pour the urine into the tube up to the mark U ; then tlic reagent up to

the mark R. Cloi«e the tube with a cork, and to ensure complete mixture,

tilt it to and fro a dozen times without shaking. Allow the corketl tulte to

stand upright twenty-four hours ; then read oH on the scale the hciglit of

the coagnlum. The figures indicate grammes of dried albumin in a litre of

urine. The |)ercentage is obtainol by dividing by 10. Thus, if the coagulum
stands at 3, the amount of albumin is 3 grammes (ler litre, or 03 gr. in

100 c.c. If the sediment falls between any two figures, the distance \, 4, or

f from the upper or lower figure can be read off with sutficient accuracy.

Thus, the surfatj of the sediment being midway between 3 an<l 4 would be

read as 3'S. When the albumin is so abundant that the sediment is a>>ove

4, a more accurate result is obtained by first diluting the urine with one or

two volumes of water, and then multiplying the resulting figure by 2 or 3,

as the case may be. If the amount of albumin is less than 05 per cent., it

cannot be accurately estimated by this method.

A condition called "peptonuria," or peptone in the urine,

is observed in certain pathological states,

especially in diseases where there is a forma-

tion of pus, and particularly if the pus is

decompobcd owing to the action of a bac-

terial growth called aphylococcus; one of the

products of disintegration of pus cells api)ears

to be peptone ; and this leaves the body by

the urine. The terra "peptone," however,

is in the strict sense of the word incorrect ; the

proteid present is deutero-proleose. In the

disease called " osteomalacia " a proteose is also

usua?'y foiUK' in the urine. This more nearly

resembles he ^ro-proteose in its properties.

Sugar.—Normal urine contains no sugar,

or so little that for clinical purposes it may
be considered absent. It occurs in the disease

called diabetes mellitus, which can be artificially

produced by puncture of the medulla oblongata,

or by extirpation of the pancreas. The disease

as it occurs in mi:'i may be due to disordered

metalx)lism of the liver, to disease of the pancreas, and to other

not fully understood causes (seo p. 510).

The sugar present is dextrose. Lactose may occur in the urine

of nursing mothers. Diabetic urine also contains hydroxybutyric

<!

Fig. 4.19.—Esbach's
albuminometer.
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aoid, and may contain or yield on diatillation acetone, and ethyl-

diacetio acid. The method« usually adopted for detecting and

estimating the sugar arc as follows :

—

(a) The urine hiw generally a ht>{h M)ecifio gravity.

(*) The prenencoof tuKBr in .hown by the rcluctlon (rellow precli. tate

of ciiproui oxwle) that occur» on boiling with Fehllng'ii "olotion. feh''"!? •

Holuti.m !• an alkaline •elation of cop|>er nalphate to which Rochelle hhU

ha« been aade.1. The Rochelle mlt (d.Hible tartrate of potanh an.l ioda)

holdit the cnpric hydrate in wlution. Fehlingn solution should alway* be

frcthlv prepared, ai. on •tamling. racemic aci.l is formeil fn)in the tartaric

acid, anil this subttance itaelf reiluces the cunric to cuprouj oxide, h ehling i

solution shoul.1, therefote. always be teHte.1 by boiling before it is usetJ. II

it remains clear on boiling, it is in goal condition.
, „ ^ , u

(e) Picric Aeid TMf.—The work of 8ir Ueorge Johnson and (IS. Johnson

haii shown the ralue of this reagent in detecting both albumin and ""iPy ''•

the urine. The same reagent may be emnloyeil for the .letectum of both

subaunces. The method of testing for albumin has been already studied

with Eslwch's tube. To test for sugar do the following experiment. Take

a drachm (about 4 c.c.) of diabetic urine ; add to it an equal volume of

saturate*! aoueous solution of picric acid, and half the volume ((.«., 2 c.c.) of

the liquo- v^itMm of the British Pharmacopojia. Boil the mixture for about

a minute and it Iwomes so intensely «lark re<l a« to be opa<iue. Now do

the came exi)er'

even in the ccl

and so the urine .

This reduction of

•h normal urine. An orange-red colour appears

t»ened by boiling, but it never becomes opaque,

nurpoaes may be considereil f i-ee from sugar.

by normal urine is tine to creatinine (see

1'- 559)-
(d)(dS'dnantitatire DffiTuiiHation 0/ Sugar in t/riai-.—Fohlings solution

is pieparei as follows :—34639 grammes of copiwr sulphate are dissolvejl in

about 200 c.c. of distiUetl water ; 173 grammes of Rochelle salt are dissolvetl

in 600 c c. of a 14 per cent, solution of caustic soda. The two solutions are

mixe<l and diluttil to a litre. Ten c.c. of this solution are Kpuvnlent to

o-os grammes of dextrose. Dilute 10 c.c. of this solution with al)Out 40 c.c.

of water, and boil it in a porcelain basin. Run into this from a burette the urine

(which shouhl be i>reviou»ly diluted with nine tim&s its volume of dustiUeii

water) until the blue colour of the copper solution disnpiwars—that is. till all

the cupric livdratc is reducetl. The mixture in the Iwsin should be boiled after

every addition. The quantitv of dilute*! urine usetl from the burette contains

rot giamme of sugar. Ca'lculate the percentage from this, renicmbenng

,mt the urine has lx.-en (lilute<l to ten times its orif-Hnal volume

I'avy's modification of Feliling's solution is sometimes used. Here nm-

monia holds the copper in solution. an<l no precipitate forms on boiling with

sugar, as ammonia holds the cuprous oxi.le in solution. The reiuction is

complete when the blue colour disaj.pearB : 10 c.c. of Pavy's. solution = i c.c.

of Fohling's solution *= 0005 frrammes of dextrose.

In some c:.ses of diabetic urine where there is excess of ammonio-magncsic

phosphate, the full re«luction is not obtained with Felilin<.'s solution, ami

when the quantity of siifrar is small it may be missed. In such a case excess

of swla or potash shouu! l>e first a<lde<!. the precii)itated phosphates hltere.1

oflF. and tie filtrate after it has Ijcen well boiled miiy then be titrated with

Fehlinsr's solution.

Fchling's test is not absolutely trustworthy. Often a normal urine will

decolorise Fchling's solution, though seldom a red precipitate la formed^

This is due to excess of urates and creatinine. Another substance called

glvcurouic acid (rnHjoO,) is, however, very likely to be confuse<l with sugar

bv Fehlin '' test ; t he cause of its appearance is sometimes the administration

of drugs (cnloral. camphor. &c.) ; but sometimes it appears independently
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of titug treatment. The caune of thin in not known, but the oomlition hw
not the iteriuux ineniiing one nttmrhe* t«> aiaiwle* : hence, for life aiwiiranee

parpoMK, It it most ncce««nr.v to conH- the prwcnce of iugnr by other

tentii.

Then, too. In the rnrc coinUtion callwl a.cn|itonuria. confiwion may •iniiliirly

arinc. Alenpton ii a (»ul>t*tatice which prolwbly i>ri«inuten from tyrosine bv

an unuKUal form of metaJiolism. It jfive* the urine a brown tint, which

darkenM on oxfionure t4» the air. It in a.i aromatic itutMtance. ami the recent

researches of Baumnnn ami Wolkow have identlftetl it with homogeutitinic

acicl(C.H,.(OH),CH^COOH).
, ^, ^ ,

(<•) The »je*it conflrinatory test for sugar is the firmftUation te*t, which is

performe<l as follows :—
Half rtll a test tube with the urine and atkl a little German yeast, rill

up the tube with mercury ; invert it in a basin of mercury, and leave it in a

warm place for twenty-four hours. The sugar will undergo fermentation :

carbonic acid gas accumulates in the tube. an«l the liquiil no longer gives the

tests for sugar, or only faintly, but u'ives those for alcohol iiwteail. A
control experiment should be ma«le with yeast ami water in another test-

tube, as a small jiulil of carbonic acid is sometimes obtainetl from irai.uritles

in the veost.

(/) The phfHijlhijdraziiu! test (p. 389) may also be applie«l.

Bile.—This occurs in jaundice. The urine is durk-brown,

gttauish, or in extreme cases almost black in colour. The most

readily applied test is Gmelin's test for the bile pigments.

Pettenkofer's test for the bile acids seldom succeeds in urine

if the test is done in the ordinary way. The best method is to

warm a thin film of urine and cane sugar solution in a flat

porcelain dish. Then dip a glass rod in strong sulphtiric acid,

and draw it across the film. Its track is marked by a purplish

line. Excess of urobilin should not be mistaken for bile

pigment.

Blood.—When hffimorrhage occurs in any part of the urinary

tract, blood api)ears in the urine. It is found in the acute stage

of Bright's disease. If a large quantity is present, the urine is

deep red. Microscopic examination then reveals the presence of

blood corpuscles, and on spectroscopic examination the bands of

oxyhaemoglobin arc seen.

If only a small quantity of blood is present, the secretion

—

especially if acid—has a characteristic reddish-brown colour,

which physicians term "smoky."

The blood pigment may, under certain circumstances, appear

in the urine without the presence of any blood corpuscles at all.

Thi.x IS produced by a disintegmtion of the corpuscles occurring

in the circulation, and the most frequent cause of this is a disease

allied to agtte, which is called paroxygmal hcemogloUnuria. The

pigment is in the condition of methaimoglobin mixed with more

or less oxyhsemoglo'^tin, and the spectroscope is the means used

for identifying these substances.
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Pus occurs in the urine as the result of suppuration in any

part of the urinary tract. It forms a white sediment resembling

that of phosphates, and, indeed, is always mixed with phosphates.

The pus corpuscles may, however, be seen with the microscope

;

their nuclei are rendered evident by treatment with i per cent,

acetic acid, and the pus corpuscles are seen to resemble white

blood corpuscles, which, in fact, they are in origin.

Some of the proteid constituente of the pus cells—and the

same is true for blood—pass into solution in the urine, so that

the urine pipetted off from the surface of the deposit gives the

tests for albumin.

On the addition of liquor potassse to the deposit of pus cells, a

ropy gelatinous mass is obtained. This is distinctive. Mucus

treated in the same way is dissolved.

CHAPTER XXXVIIl.

THE SKIN.

The skin is composed of two parts, epidermis, or cuticle, and

dermis, or cutis vera. In connection with the skin we shall also

have to consider the nails, the hairs with their sebaceous glands,

and the sweat glands.
, , , »

The Epidermis is composed of a large number of layers of

cells ; it is a very thick stratified epithelium. The deeper layers

are protoplasmic, and form the rete mw:osum, or Malpighian layer;

the surface layers are hard and homy ; this horny layer is the

thickest part of the epidermis, and is specially thick on the palms

and soles, where it is subjected to most friction. The cells of the

deepest layers of the Malpighian layer are columnar in shape

;

the layers next to these are comi^sed of polyhedral cells, which

become flatter as they approach the horny layers. Between

these cells are fine intercellular passages, bridged across by fine

protoplasmic processes, which pass from cell to cell ;
the channels

between the cells serve for the passage of lymph. It is m the

cells of the Malpighian layer that pigment granules are deposited

in the coloured races.

Between the horny layer and the Malpighian layer are two

intoriuediate strata, in which the transformation of protoplasm
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into homy material {keratin) is taking place. In the first "f

these—that is, the one next to the Malpighian layer, the cells

are flattene<l, and filled with large granules of eleidin, an inter-

mediate substance in the formation of horn. This layer is called

the stratum granulosum.

Above this are several layers of clear, more rounded cells,

which constitute the stratum lucidum ; and above this the homy

Pig. 440.—Vertical section of the epidennis of the prepuce, a, stratum comeum, of very

few lavers, the stratum lucidum and stratum gi'anulosum not being distinctly repre-

sented"; ft, c, d, and c. the layers of the stratum Malpighii, a certain number of the

cells in layers d and f showing signs of segmentation ; it consistti chiefly of pnckle

cells ; g, cells in cutis vera. (Cadiat.)

layer proper, many strata deep, begins. The cells become more

and more scaly as they approach the surface, where they lose

their nuclei and eventually become detached.

The epidermis grows by a multiplication of the deepest layer

of cells (fig. 440, e) ; the newly-formed cells push towards the

surface those previously formed, in their progress undergoing the

transformation into keratin.

The epidermis has no blood-vessels ; nerve-fibrils pass into its

deepest layers, and ramify between the cells.

The Dermis is composed of dense fibrous tiss'.e, which becomes
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I

looser and more reticular in its deeper part, where it passes by

insensible degrees into the areolar and adipose tissue of the sub-

cutaneous region. The denser superficial layer is very vascular,

and is covered with minute papilla!; the epidermis is moulded

- {>'

over these, and in the palms

and soles, where the papillae

are largest and are disposed

in rows, their presence is

indicated by the well-known

ridges on the surface.

The papillaj contain loops of capil-

laries, and in some cases, especially

in the palm of the hand and fingers,

they contain tactile corpuscles (which

will be more fully described in connec-

tion with the sense of touch). Special

capillary networks are distributed to

the sweat-glands, sebaceous glands,

* and hair follicles.

The deeper portions of the dermis in the scrotum, penis and

nipple, contain involuntary muscular tissue; there is also a bundle

of muscular tissue attached to each hair follicle.

The Nails are thickenings of the' stratum luoidum. Each

Fig. 441.—Vertical section of akin.

A. SebaceoiM irland opening
into hair follicle. B. Muscu-
lar tibre«. C. Sudoriferous or
sweat-gland. ''). Subcutaneous
fat. £. Fundus of hair-follicle,

with hair-pai>illii . (Klein.

)
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lies in a depression called the bed of the nail, the posterior part

of which is overlapped by epidermis, and called the nail-(/rooue.

The dermis beneath is beset with longitudinal ridges instead of

papillee ; these are very vascular ; but in the lunula, the crescent

at the base of the nail, there are papilloi, and this part is not so

vascular.

Fi(f. 44*.— Surfitce of a Wi. , uuiKnifled i6o diameters. The wav>- linrs maik the

uppsr or free edges of tt . uortical soues. B, seimiated scales, magnitled 330 diameters.

(KoUiker.)

The Hairs are epidermal growths, contained in pits called hair

follicles. The jwrt within the follicle is called the root of the hair.

The main substance of the hair is composed of pigmented

tie tt'

Fig. 443.—I/mgitudinal section of a hair follicle, a and b, external root-sheath ; e, internal

root-sheath ; d, flbruus layer of the hair ; «, medulla ; /, hair papilla ; g, blood-yeasels

of the hair-papilla ; h. dermic coat. (Cadiat.)

horny fibrous material, in reality long fibrillated cells. It is

covered by a layer of scales imbricated upwards {hair cuticle).

In many hairs the centre is occupied by a medulla, formed of

rounded cells containing eleidin granules. Minute air-bubbles
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may he preeont in both medulla and fibrous layer, and cause the

hair to look white by reflected light. The grey hair of old age,

however, is produced by a loss of pigment.

The root is enlai^ed at its extremity into a knob, into which

projects a vascular papilla from the true skin.

The hair follicle consists of two parts, one continuous with the

epidermis, called the root-sheath, the other continuous with the

fig. 444.—Ti-ansveree aection of a ttiir and hair-follicle made below the opening of the
cbaceouB K^and. a, medulla or pith of the hair; 6, flbraus luyer; c, cuticle; d,

Uuxley'g layer ; e, Henle's layer of internal root-«heath ; / and ,'/, layere of external
root-sheath, outside of ^ is the basement membrane or hyaline layer; A, dermic
(fibrous) coat of hair follicle; i, vessels. (Cadiat.)

dermis, called the dermic coat. The two are separated by a

basement membrane called the hyaline layer of the follicle. The
root-sheath consists of an outer layer of cells like the Malpighian

layer of the epidermis, with which it is directly continuous {outer

root-sheath), and of an inner horny layer {inner root-sheath),

continuous with the homy layer of the epidermis. The inner

root-sheath consists of three layers, the outermost being com-

posed of long, non-nucleated cells (^Henle's layer), the next of

squarish nucleated cells {Huxley^s layer), and the third is a cuticle

of scales, imbricated downwards, which fit over the scales of the

cuticle of the hair itself.

A small bundle of plain muscular fibres is attached to each
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follicle (fig. 44 1 ). When it oontracts, as under the influence of

cold, or of certain emotions such as fear, the hair is erected and the
whole skin is roughened ("goose skin"). The nerves I'.upplv ig

these muscles are called pilo-rnotof nerves. The distribution of

these nerves closely follows those of the vaso-constrictor nerves
of the skin ; their cell stations are in the lateral sympathetic chain.

The sebaceous glands (figs. 441 and 445) are small saccular

Fig. 445.—Sebaceous gland from hnm«n skin. (Klein and Noble Smith.)

glands, with ducts opening into the upper portion of the hair

follicles. The secreting cells become charged with fatty matter,

which is discharged into the lumen of the saccules owing to

the disintegration of the cells. The secretion, sebum, contains

isocholesterin (see p. 505) in addition to fatty matter. It acts

as a lubricant to the hairs.

The sweat-glands are abundant over the whole human skin,

but are most numerous where hairs are absent, on the palms and
soles. Each consists of a coiled tube in the deepest part of

the dermis
; the duct from which passes up through the dermis,

and by - corkscrew-like canal through the epiaermis to the

surface.

-|
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The secreting tube is liued by one or two layers of cubical or

columnar cells ; outside this is a layer of longitudinally arranged

muscular fibres, and then a basement-membrane.

The duct is of similar structure, except that there is usually

but one layer of cubical cells, and muscular fibres are absent

;

Kg. 446.-TenDm.l tubule, of .udoriferou. or •w^H^l'^jLif* *° '»"'«'' di™=ti»°»

* *^
(nun the skin of the pig's ear. (v. D. HMrrii.)

the passage through the epidermis has no proper wall
;

it is

merely a channel excavated between the epidermal cells.

The ceruminous glands of the ear are modified sweat-glands.

Thb Functions of the Skin.

Protection.—The skin acts as a protective organ, not only by

mechanically covering and so defending internal structures from

external violence, but more particularly in virtue of its being an

organ of sensation (see later in the chapter on Touch).

Heat jaegulation.—See Chapter XL.

Respiration.—A small amount of respiratory interchange of

gases occurs through the skin, but in thick-skinned animals this

is very small. In man, the carbonic acid exhaled by the skin is

about Tio to i^ of that which passes from the lungs. But in

thin-skinned animals, like frogs, cutaneous respiration is very

important; after the removal of the lungs of a frog, the

respiratory interchange through the skin is sufficient to keep the

animal alive, the amount of carbonic acid formed being about

half as much as when the lungs are present (Bischoft).

Absorption.—This also is an unimportant function ;
but the

skin will in a small measure absorb oily materials placed in contact
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with it ; thus in some cases infants who will not take cod-liver

oil by the mouth, can yet be dosed with it by rubbing it into the

skin. Many ointments also are absorbed, and thus general effects

produced by local inunction.

Secretion.—The secretions of the skin are two in number.

The sebum is the natural lubricant of the hairs. The tweat is an

excretion. The secretion of sweat is an important function of

the skin, and we will therefore discuss it at greater length.

The Sweat.

Physiology of the Secretion of Sweat.—We have seen that

the sweat-glands are most abundant in man on the palms and

soles, and here the greatest amount of perspiration occurs.

Different animals vary a good deal in the amount of sweat they

secrete, and in the place where the secretion is most abundant.

Thus the ox perspires less than the horse and sheep
;
perspiration

is absent from rats, rabbits, and goats
;
pigs perspire mostly on

the snout ; dogs and cats on the pads of the feet.

As long as the secretion is small in amount, it is evaporated

from the surface at once ; this is called insensihle perspiration.

As soon as the secretion is increased or evaporation prevented,

drops appear on the surface of the skin. This is known as

sensible perspiration. The relation of these two varies with the

temperature of the air, the drier and hotter the air, the greater

being the proportion of insensible to sensible perspiration. In

round numbers the total amount of sweat secreted by a man is

two pounds in the twenty-four hours.

The amount of secretion is influenced by the vaso-motor

nerves ; an increase in the size of the skin-vessels leads to

increased, a constriction of the vessels to diminished, perspira-

tion. There are also special secretory fibres, stimulation of

which causes a secretion even when the circulation is suspended,

as in a recently amputated limb. These fibres are paralysed

by atropine. They are contained in the same nerve-trunks as

the vaso-motor nerves, as are also the nerve-fibres which supply

the plain muscular fibres of the sweat-glands which act during the

expulsion of the secretion. The secretory nerves for the lower

limbs issue from the spinal cord by the last two or three dorsal

and first two or four lumbar nerves (in the cat) ; they have cell

staHons in the lower ganglia of the lateral chain, and pass to the

abdominal sympathetic and thence to the sciatic nerve. They

are controlled by a centre in the upper lumbar region of the cord ;

K.l'. p p
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those for the upper limbs leave the cord by the sixth seventh, and

5h anterior't^on«.ic roots, have cell stationB -^« «-«-
stellatum and ultimately pass to the ulnar and median nerves

rev arcontrolled by a c^tre in the cervical enlargement of the

coSUr secretory^ fibres for the head pass in the cerv.cal

BvmpatheUc, and in some branches of the fifth cramal nerves.

Sr svSdiary centres are dominated by one m t^e ™e^"»;

oblongata (Adamkiewicz). These facts have been obtamed by

Thtra::entTmi;tS^ directly by venous bl^, as

ia asphyria or by over-heated blood (over 45° ^) ' ^^ ^.y certam

dr.t^ (Le furtljer") ; or reflexly by stimulation of afferent nerves

auch as the crural and peroneal.
, ,. j j *

Wus diseases are often accompanied with disordered sweat-

ing ; thus unilateral perspiration is seen m Bome cases of

lemiplegia; degeneratioST of the anterior nerve-cells of the cord

ITcause ^top^ge of the secretion. It is 8ometm.es mcreased

'ThT'chlg^'^hat occur in the secreting cells have been

inves'igatrby Renaut in the horse. When charged they ar.

dear and swollen, the nucleus being situated near their attach^

ends; when discharged they are smaller, granular, and their

niioleus is more central. .

The sweat, like the urine, must be regarded as an excretion,

the secreting cells eliminating substances formed elsewhere.

'
C^mposSi^n of the Sweat.-Sweat may be obtamed in

abundant quantities by placing the animal or man m a closed

hot-air bath, or fron. a limb by enclosing it in a vessel made air^

tiiht with an elastic bandage. Thus obtained it is nuxed with

epidermal scales and a small quantity of fatty matter trom the

sebac^us glands. The continual shedding of epidermal scales is

f reality an excretion. Keratin, of which they are chiefly

<^mLed^ is rich in sulphur, and, consequently, this is one means

hv which sulphur is removed from the body.

^The reSn of sweat acid, and the acidity, a« in the unne, is

due to acid sodium phosphate. In profuse sweating, however

the secretion usually becomes alkaline or neutraL It has a

peculiar and characteristic odour, which varies m different parts

of tbeldy. and is due to volatile fatty acids ; its taste is saltish,

its specific gravity about 1005.
v,v.u „.»

In round numbei-s the percentage of solids is V2, of which 08

is inorganic matter. The following table is a compilation from

several analyses :

—
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Water
SolidB.

Salts .

NaCl .

Other salts

Fats .

Epithelium

.

Urea .

9888
ria
o'57
0-33 to 0'33
o-i8

0-41

THK SWEAT,

per onnt.

579

017
0-08

(alkaline sulphates, phosphates,
lactates, and potassium chlo-
ride)

(including fatty acids and iso-

cholesterin)

The salts are in kind and relative quantity very like those of
the urine. Kunke was unable to find any urea, but most other
observers agree on the presence of a minute quantity. It appears
to become quickly transformed into ammonium carbonate. The
proteid which is present, is probably derived from the epithelial
cells of the epidermis, sweat-glands, and sebaceous glands, which
are suspended in the excretion ; but in the horse there is albumin
actually in solution in the sweat.

Abnormal, Unusupl, or Pathological Conditions of the
Sweat.—Drugt.— Certain drugs (sudorifics) favour sweating,
e.g. pilocarpine, Calabaj bean, strychnine, picrotoxine, muscarine,
nicotine, camphor, ammonia. Others diminish the secretion,
e.g. atropine and morphine in large doses.

Large quantities of water, by raising the blood-pressure,
increase the perspiration.

Some substances introduced into the body reappear in the
sweat, e.g. benzoic, tartaric, and succinic acids readily, quinine
and iodine with more difficulty. Compounds of arsenic and
mercury behave similarly.

Diseases.—Cystin has been foimd in some cases of cystinuria
;

dextrose in diabetic patients ; bile-pigment in those with jaundice
(as evidenced by the staining of the clothes) ; indigo in a jeculiar
condition known as chromidi-osis ; blood or heematin deriva-
tives in red sweat ; albumin in the sweat of acute rheumatism,
which is often very acid ; urates and calcium oxalate in go it

;

lactic acid in puerperal fever, and occasionally in rickets and
scrofula.

Kidney Diseases.—The relation of the secretion of the skin to that
of the kidneys is a very close one. Thus copious secretions of urine,
or watery evacuations irom the alimentary canal, coincide with dry-
ness of the skin ; abundant perspiration and scanty urine generally
go together. In the condition known as uraemia (see p. 552), when
the kidneys secrete little or no urine, the percentage of urea rises
in the sweat ; the sputum and the saliva also contain urea under
those circimutances. The clear indication for the physician in

p p 2
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Buch cases is to stimulate the skin to action by hot-air baths and

pilocarpine, and the alimentary canal by means of Purgatives

In some of these cases the skin secretes urea so abundantly that

when the sweat dries on the body, the patient is covered with a

coating of urea crystals. ... •
i

VarniMng the Skin.—By covering the skui of such an animal

as a rabbit with an impemieable vaniish, the temperature is

reduced, a peculiar train of symptoms set up, and u timately the

animal dies. If, howevr - cooling be prevented by keeping siich

an animal in warm cctU ool, it lives longer. Varnishing the

human skin does not seem to be dangerous. Many explanations

have been offered to explain the peculiar condition observed in

animals ; retention of the sweat would hardly do it
;
the blood is

not found post mortem to contain any abnormal suDstance, nor »

it poisonous when transfused into another animal. Cutaneous

respiration is so slight in mammals that stoppage of this function

canrot be supposed to cause death. The animal, in fact, dies of

cold ; the normal function of the skin in regulating temperature

is interfered with, and it is animals with delicate skins which are

most readily affected.

CHAPTER XXXIX.

GENERAL METABOLISM.

The word metabolism has been often employed in the preceding

chapters, and, as there explained, it is used to express the sum

total of the chemical exchanges that occur in living tissues. 1 he

chemical changes have been considered separately under the

headings Alimentation, Excretion, Respiration, &c. -NV e have now

to put our knowledge together, and consider these subjects in

their relation to one another.

The living body is always giving off by the lungs, kidneys, and

skin the products of its combustion, and is thus always tending

to lose weight. This loss is compensated for by the intake of

food and of oxygen. For the material it loses, it receives m

exchange fresh substance- If, as in a normal adult, the income

is exactly equal to the expenditure, the body-weight remains

constant. If, as in a growing? child, the income exceeds the
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expenditure, the body gains weight ; and if, as in febrile

conditions, or during starvation, the ex|)enditure exceeds the

incorae, the body wastes.

The first act in the many steps wKich constitute nutrition is

the taking of food, the next digestion of that food, th<) third

absorption, and the fourth assimilation. In connection with

these subjects, it is important to note the necessity for a mixed

diet, and the relative and absolute quantities of the various

proximate principles which are most advantageous. Assimilation

is a subject which is exceedingly difficult to describe ; it is the

act of the livi .g tissues in selecting, appropriating, and making
part of themselves the substances brought to them by the nutrient

blood-stream from the lungs on the one hand, and the alimentary

canal on the other. I'he chemical processes involved in some of

these transactions have been already dwelt on in connection with

the functions of the liver and other secreting organs, but even

there our information on the subject is limited ; much more is

this the case in connection with other tissues. Assimilation, or

the building up of the living tissues, may, to use Gaskell's

expression, be spoken of as anabolic.

Supposing the body to remain in the condition produced by
these anabolic processes, what is its composition 1 A glance

through the chapters on the cell, the blood, the tissues, and the

organs will convince the inquirer that different parts of the body

have very different compositions ; still, speaking of the body as a

whole, Volckmann and - .ichoff state that it contains 64 per cent,

of water, 16 of proteids (including gelatin), 14 of fat, 5 of salt,

and I of carbohydrates. The carbohydrates are thus the

smallest constituent of the bOv'.y ; they are the glycogen of the

liver and muscles, and small quantities of dextrose in various

parts.

The most important, because the most abundant of the tissues

of the body, is the muscular tissue. Muscle forms about 42 per

cent, of the body-weight,* and contains, in round numbers, 75
per cent, of water and 2 1 per cent, of proteids ; thus about half

the proteid material and of the water of the body exist in its

muscles.

The body, however, does not remain in this stable condition

;

even while nutrition is occurring, destructive changes are taking

place simultaneously ; each cell ma^ be considered to be in a

* The foUowintr is in round numbers the percentage proportion of the
different structural elements of the body : skeleton, 16 ; muscles, 42 ; fat,

18 ; viscera, 9 ; skin, 8 ; brain, 2 ; blood, 5.
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tate of unstable equilibrium, undergoing anabolic, or constructive

processes, on the one hand, and destructive, or katabolic, processes

on the other. The katabolio series of phenomena commences'with

combustion ; the union of oxygon with carbon to form carbonic

acid, with hydrogen to form water, v.ith nitrogen, carbon, a. d

hydrogen to form urea, uric acid, creatinine, and other less

important substances of the same nature. The formation of these

last-mentioucd substances, the nitrogenous metabolites, is, how-

ever, as previously pointe<l out, partly synthetical. The discharge

of these products of destructive metabolism by the expired air,

the urine, the sweat, and fteces is what constitutes excretion ; excre-

tion is the final act in the mvtultolic roimd, and the composition

of the various excretions has already been considered.

An examination of the intake (food and oxygen) and of the

output (excretion) of the body can be readily made ; h.uch more

readily, it need hardly bo said, than an examination of the inter-

mediate steps in the process. A contrast between the two can be

made by means of a lialauce-sheet. A familiar comparison may
be drawn between the affairs df the animal body and those of a

commercial company. At the end of the year the company
presents a report in which its income and its expenditure are

contrasted on two sides of a balance-sheet. This sheet is a

sunmiaryof the monetary afairsof the undertaking; it gives few

details, it gives none of the intermediate steps of the manner in

which the property has been employed. This is given in the

preliminary parts of the report, or may be entered into by still

further examining the books of the company.

In the parts of this book that precede this chapter I have

endeavoured to give an account of various transactions that

occur in the body. I now propose to present a balance-sheet.

Those who wish still further to investigate the affairs of the

body may do so by the careful study of works on physiology

;

still, text-books and monographs, however good, will teach one

only a small amount ; the rest is to be learnt by practical

study and research ; and we may compare physiologists to the

accountants of a commercial enterprise, who examine into the

details of its working. Sometimes, in business undertakings, a

deficit or some other error is discovered, and it may be that the

source of the mistake is only found after careful search. Under
these conditions, the accountants should be compared to

physicians, who discover that something is wrong in the working

of the animal body ; and their object bhoiikl be to discover where,

in the metabolic cycle, the mistake has occurred, and subsequently

endeavour to- rectify it.
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The construction of balauce-shects for the human and animal

body may be Butuniod up in the (ierman word Stoffwechntl^ or

"ejccfuinge of mdferial." A large number of invoHtigatom have

applied themitelvcH to ihin

material publiiihetl, it is '

examples. The «•'' ' •* ha

Munich school, uuatt th<-

The neceusary diita foi

and from the large moM of

(KMHiblu to select a few typical

ijeeu worked out specially by the

'1 of Pottenkofer and V'oit.

cuustruction of such tables are :

—

(i) The weight of the animal before, during, and after the

experiment.

(2) The quantity and composition of its food.

(3) The amount of oxygen absorlied during respiration.

(4) The quantity and composition of urine, feoces, sweat, and

expired air.

(5) The amount of work done, and the amount of heat

developed. (Thr subject uf animal heat will be considered in the

next chapter.)

^Vatfr is determined by subtracting the amount of water

ingested as food from tho quantity lost by bowels, urine, lungs,

and skin. The differeii'-e is a measure of the katabolism of

hydrogen.

Nitrogen.—The nitrogen is derived from proteids and albumi-

noids, and appears chiefly in the urine as urea and uric acid.

Minute quantities are eliminated as similar compounds in sweat

and fsDces. From the amount of nitrogen so found, the amotmt

of proteids which have undergone katabolism is calculated.

Proteids contain, roughly, 1 6 per cent, of nitrogen ; so i part of

nitrogen is equivalent to 6'3 parts of proteid ; or 1 gramme of

nitrogen to 30 grammes of flesh.

Fat and carbohydrate.—Subtract the carbon in the metabolised

proteid (proteid contains 54 per cent, of carV)oii) from the total

carbon eliminated by lungs, skin, bowels, and kidneys, and the

difference represents fat and carbohydrate that have undergone

metabolism.

The Discharge of Carbon.

The influence of food on the rate of discharge of carbonic acid

is immediate. The increase after each meal, which may amount
to 20 per cent., reaches its maximum in about one or two hours.

This effect is most marked when the diet consists largely of

carbohydrates.

About 95 per cent, of the carbon discharged leaves the organism
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I,

as carbonic acid. The total insensible loss ( = carbonic acid +
water given off -oxygen absorbed) amounts in man to about 25

grammes per hour. Of the total hourly discharge of carbonic

acid, less than 0*5 per cent, is cutaneous. The hourly discharge

of carbonic acid in a man at rest is about 32 grammes, the

weight of oxygen absorbed being 25 to 28 grammes in the same

time. The hourly discharge of watery vapour is about 20

grammes.
As a volxmie of carbonic acid (COg) contains the same weight ot

oxygen as an equal volume of oxygen (Oj), it is obvious that, if

all the absorbed oxygen were discharged as carbonic acid, the

CO2 expired
"respiratory quotient" (by volume) =x- , v^ would be equal

to I. This, however, is not the case, the volume of oxygen

absorbed being in excess of the carbonic acid discharged. In

animals red exclusively on carbohydrates (this would only be

possible for a short time) equality is approached. The excess of

oxygen is greatest when the diet consists largely of fats.

On a mixed diet, comprising 100 grammes of proteid, 100 of

fat, and 250 of carbohydrates, with a carbonic acid discharge of

770 grammes daily, and a daily assumption of 666 grammes of

oxygen, 560 grammes of the oxygen are discharged in the carbonic

acid, about 9 in urea, and 97 grammes in the form of water (of

which 78 grammes are formed from the hydrogen of the fat)

;

the respiratory quotient is then o"84. In hibernation the

respiratory quotient sinks lower than in any other known con-

dition (often less than 0*5), for the animal then lives almost

entirely on its own fat. The discharge of carbonic acid is

increased by muscular work, and the respiratory quotient also

rises. Diminution of the siuTOunding temperature causes increased

discharge of carbonic acid. (These points are all discussed more

fully in Chapter XXIV.)

The Discharge of Nitrogen.

In man the minimum daily allowance of nitrogen is r5

grammes, or 0*02 per cent, of the body-weight ; in the camivora

about OT per cent. ; in the ox, as an instance of a herbivorous

animal, 0*005 per cent. In certain races of mankind {e.g. coolies)

the nitrogen requirement is less than in Europeans. The reason

why this is so is not understood.

Some recent experiments by Hirschfeld have shown that for a

short time nitrogenous equilibrium can be maintained on a

smaller daily supply of nitrogen than 15 grammes. But
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experiments extended over a longer time have shown that sooner

or later the body begins to waste if the 1 5 grammes daily are

not supplied in the food.

In an animal fed exclusively on flesh, the discharge of nitrogen

at first increases pari passu with the absorption of proteid, the

absorption of oxygen being proportionately increased at the same

time. The animal, however, gains weight from increase of fat,

the proteid being split into what is called a nitrogenous moiety,

which is burnt off, and a non-nitrogenous moiety which is converted

into fat.

The discharge of nitrogen is not immediately or markedly

influenced by muscular work (see p. 552) ; the increased com-

bustion that occurs in working as compared with resting muscles

falls chiefly on their non-nitrogenous constituents.

Balance of Income and Discharge in Health.

In Chapter XXVIII. tables are given of adequate diets ; these

will in our balance-sheets represent the source of income ; the

other side of the balance-sheet, the expenditure, consists of the

excretions.

ExcuANOB OF Material on an Adequate Diet
(Ranke's table).*

Income. Expenditure.

Foods.

Proteid . 100 gr.

Fat . 100 „
Carbohy-

drates . 250 „

Nitrogen.

15-5 gr.

00 .,

o-o ,,

155 .•

Carbon.

53-ogr.

790 „

930 «

2250 „

Ezctetions. NitrDgen.
1

Carbon.

Urea .3iSgr.
Dricacid 05 .,

Fseces

Respiration(CO,)

1
I4'4

ri
00

15-5

i

j

616

10-84
i

20800

225-00

In man the discharge of nitrogen per kilo, of body-weight

is 0-2I gramme, and of carbon 3-03 grammes, the quotient

C
^ = 14-5. In carnivorous animals, which, according to Bidder

* The above table was constructed from data derived from the observations
of Prof. Ranke on himself. Though made many years ago, Ranke's tables
still serve as typical and standard examples of metabolic ^Lance-sheets.
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u
and Schmidt, use 1-4 N and 6*2 C per kilo, per diem, ^ = 4-4.

Q
In the human being on a flesh diet ^^r = 5*2 ; the exchange thus

approaches the condition of the camivora. This is illustrated by

the following balance-sheet (Ranke) :

—

Inoome, Expendituie.

- Nitrogen. Carbon.

2796

459

3255

— Nitrogen. Carbon.

Food .

Disintegration

of tissues . .

623 gr.

62-3

Discharged by
excretion

Retained in stoic
440
183

623

2630
62s

3250

The details of the above experiment may be given as illus-

trating the method of working out a problem in exchange of

material: 1832 grammes of meat used as food yielded 3*4 per

cent, of nitrogen, i.e. 62*3 gr., and 12*5 per cent, of carbon, i.e.

229*3 gr.
; 70 g""- o^ ^** added to the food yielded 72 per cent, of

carbon, i.e. 50*3 gr. : 2 29*3+ 50*3 = 2 79*6 = total carbon in

food. During the same period 86*3 gr. of urea were discharged,

containing 46"6 per cent., i.e. 40*4 gr. of nitrogen, and 20 per

cent., i.e. 17-3 gr. of carbon, to which must be added 2 gr. of

uric acid, containing 33 per cent., i.e. o"66 gr. of nitrogen, and

35 per cent., i.e. 07 gr. of carbon. Further, 2*9 gr. of nitrogen

and 14 gr. of carbon were discharged in the fseces, and 231 gr.

of carbon as carbonic acid in the expired air. Hence the total

discharge of nitrogen = 40*4-»-o-66-(- 2-9 — 44 gr., and the total

discharge of carbon = 1 7-3 -f- 07 -I- 14 + 231 = 263 gr. Deducting

the quantity of nitrogen discharged from that taken in, 18-3 gr.

must have been retained in the body, as 108 gr. of proteid, and

consequently 53 per cent, of that weight= 62*5 gr. of carbon,

were also retained. Comparing the quantity of carbon disposed

of in the twenty-four hours with the quantity introduced as food,

we find the latter is in excess by 45*9 gr., which must have been

derived from the disintegration of the fat of the body.

Another table of exchange of material on adequate diet may
be quoted from the work of Pettenkofer and Voit. This takes

into account the elimination of water as well as of carbon and

nitrogen. T' ihe first experiment the man did no work.
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1

Expenditote.

Food. Nitrogen.
1

Carbon. Excre-
tions.

Nitrogen. Carbon. Water.

Proteid. 137 gr.

Fat . 117 „
Carbohy-
drate , 352 „

Water ,2016 „

[ 195

)

315s

Urine .

Faeces .

Expired
air .

174
2-1

19-5

12-7

145

248-6

275-«<

1279
83

828

2190

Here the body was in nitrogenous equilibrium, and it elimi-

nated more water than it took in by 174 grammes, this being
derived from oxidation of hydrogen. It stored 39-7 grammes of
carbon, which is equivalent to 52 grammes of fat.

The next table gives the results of an orperiment on the same
man on the same diet, but who did active muscular work during
the day :

—

Enenditnie.
tlrine ....
Faeces ....
Expired air .

»9*S 3363 2700

I' A important to notice that the discharge of nitrogen was
V nr red while that of both carbon and hydrogen was increased.

trogen. Carbon. Water.

174 12-6 1194
2-1 «4S 94— 3092 1412

Inanition or Starvation.

The income from without is, under these circumstances, nil:

expenditure still goes on, as a result of the disintegration of the
tissues ; the amount of disintegration is measured by the dis-

charges in the manner already described. The following table
from Ranke's experiment on himself represents the exchange for

a period of twenty-four hours, twenty-four hours having elapsed
since the last meal.

Disintegration of tissue. Expenditure. '

— Nitrogen. Carbon.

26-S 1

157-5
i

1840

— Nitrogen. Carbon.

Proteid. 50 gr.

Fat .199-6 „

7-8

0-0

7-8

Urea .17 gr. \ „
Uric acid 0-2 ,.

j
j '

Respiration (C0,1 ' 0-0

7-8

3-4

180-6

1840
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The discharge of nitrogen per kilo, of body-weight was reduced

to o-i, ^ being 23-5. In carnivorous animals, in prolonged

C
inanition, the discharge of nitrogen per kilo, is 0-9 and

j^
= 6'6.

During starvation the man or animal gradually loses weight

;

the temperature, after a preliminary rise, sinks ; the functions

get weaker by degrees, and ultimately death ensues, the total

weight lost being from 0-3 to 0-5 of the original body-weight.

The age of th? animal influences the time at which death

occurs, old tmimim withstanding the effects of hunger better than

young ones. This statement was originally made by Hippocrates,

and was borne out by the experiments of Martigny and Chossat.

Young animals lose weight more quickly, and die after a smaller

loss of weight, than old ones.

The excretion of nitrogen falls quickly at the commencement

of an experiment ; it reaches a minimi m w'.iich remains constant

for several days ; it then rises when the fat of the animal has

been used up, and then quickly falls with the onset of symptoms

of approaching death.

The sulphates and phosphates in the urine show approximately

the same series of changes.

The discharge of carbonic acid and the intake o.' oxygen fall,

but not so quickly aa the body loses weight ; it is not until

quite the last stages that these are small in proportion to one

another. ...
The fffices become smaller and smaller in quantity until no

discharge from the rectum occurs at all.

The amount of bile secreted also falls ; but bile is found m
the gall-bladder and intestine after death.

Taking the total loss of weight as 100, the loss due to that of

individual organs may be stated as follows (Voit) :

—

Bone . 54 Pancreas

Muscle . 422 Lungs

Liver .
4-8 Heart .

Kidneys . 06 Testes

Spleen . 06 Intestine

0! Brain and cord o-i

03 Skin and hair .
8-8

o-o Fat 262
01 Blood 37
2*0 Other parts . 50

Some organs, such as heart and brain, thus lose but little

weight ; the loss of weight is greatest in the muscles, fat, skin,

liver, and blood. Of the muscles, the great pectoral muscles

waste most. Death may be delayed somewhat by artificial

warmth, but ultimately occurs from asthenia, sometimes accom-

panied by convulsions.
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Bxohanva of Material with varlons Diata.

The reasons why a mixed diet is necessary have been already explained
(Chap. XXVIII). Numerous experiments have, however, been made in the

study of metabolism on abnormal diets.

Feeding with meat.—As the chief solid in meat is proteid, one must take

either too much nitrogen or too little carbon. The principle that underlies

Banting's method of treating obesity is to give meat almost exclusively : the

individual fh.:ii derives the additional supply of carbon necessary for com-
bustion from his own adipose tissue. We have already seen that this may
be and often is counteracted by tlie laying on of fat which comes from the

non-nitrogenous moiety of the proteid.

Feeding with fat.—If an animal receives fat only, the nitrogenous excreta

are derived from the disintegration of tissue without any corresponding
supply of nitrogen being supplied in exchange in the food. When fat only
is given, or a large excess of fat exists in the food, the inspiratory quotient

falls. F. Hofmann fed a dog on a mixture of a large amount of fat and a

small amount of proteid. After death thi quantity of fat found in the body
was such that only a small part could have been derived from the proteid,

the greater amount being directly derived from the fat of the food. The
animal, moreover, lays on fat in which pain..tin, stearin, and olein are

mixed in a definite proportion : this proportion is often different in the fat

of the food. In addition to this an animal will fatten (laying on fat with
its usual composition) on fatty food, such as spermaceti, which contains no
glycerides.

Feeding with earhohydrateg.—The respiratory quotient approaches unity

when carbohydrates alone are taken. So far as regards nitrogen the animal
is in a state of inanition, as when fat alone is taken. If given in combina-
tion with other foods, both carbohydrates and fat act as proteid-sparing

foods.

The following table is from Pettenkofer and Voit, and illustrates what
happens in a dog on a mixed diet of flesh and carbohydrates.

Food.

I

o
o

400
400
400
500

1500
1800
2500

379
608

344
167

379
172

379

227

182

17
22
10

6
6

14

4
10

Changes in the body.

211

193

436
393
413
530
537
608

1475

2512

-193
- 36
+ 7
- >3
- 30
- 37
+ 192

+ 2S
+331
+ 12

111
III

379
608
210
227

344
1'

182

379
172

379
o

Fat.

+17
-t-22

+10

+ 6

+ 6

+ 14

+ 4
+ 10

u

- 8

-2S

11

it"

^ a1

«4
22

^1

16

55
43
112

57

Even when the diet consists wholly of carbohydrates, fai is laid on : the

fat laid un whuu meat aiul starch are both piesci.c in the food comes partly

from the proteid and partly from the carbohydrate of the food. When no

carbohydrate is given at all, as in the last experiment, the nitrogenous

;
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metobolism ib raised. Carbohydrate food is thus when given with other

foods both fat-sparing and proteid-sparing. The formation of fat from

carbohydrates was first observed in pigs by Lawes andiOilbert, and has since

been confirmed by numeroiis investigators.

One of the most important instances of the carbohydrate origin of lat is

the formation of bees'-wax.
, . .^ , • <

Instonces of the formation of fat from proteids are (i) the laying on of

fat in carnivorous animals ; (2) the formation of adipocere, a wax-like

material which forms in the muscles of corpses buried in damp soil, or

allowed to remain in water ; (3) the gradually increasing quantity of fat in

old cheeses. . . ^ n 1

The most striking examples of the formation of fat by intracellular

metabolic processes is seen in fatty degeneration, and in that special form

of this degeneration that occurs in the formation of milk. The blood con-

tains a mere trace of fat, so milk formation is no mere filtration process.

The food may, as in the case of cows, contain little or no fat.

Feeding with gelatin.—A diet containing gelatin alone will not support

life. This fact is somewhat remarkable when one considers the closely allied

chemical nature of gelatin and proteids. When gelatin alone is given the

body wastes, and the urea excreted is diminished as in inanition. If an

enormous amount of gelatin is given the urea increases. Gelatin, however,

like carbohydrates and fats, appears to be a " proteid-sparing " food, and if

given mixed with proteids seems to protect the proteids from oxidation.

Gelatin can thus be substituted for a part of the proteid in the food.

Feeding toUk ''peptones."—In the present day, when artificially digested

foods are so much employed, it is of great importance that their nutritive

value should be known. Here experimental and clinical evidence coincide

in a most favourable way in relation to their nutritive value. Albumoses

and the preparations called peptone in commerce, which are m reality

mainly albumoses, have the same nutritive value as meat.

Artificially digested foods of this kind (Witte's peptone, plasmon,

somatose, &c.) must naturally be distinguished from beef-tea and extracts

of meat of which there are so many in the market, but which are mere

stimulants and are valueless for nutrition (see p. 466).

Efbot of Varying External Conditiona on EzohanB« of Material.

Effect of atmospheric temperature.—In warm-blooded animals the effect

of a low surrounding temperature is to increase katabolism,. or combiwtion

in the body ; the body loses more heat, and therefore more must be produced

to keep the animal's temperature within normal limits. The effect of a rise

of atmospheric temperature is the reverse. In cold-blooded animals, i.e.,

animals whose temperature varies with that of the surrounding atmosphere,

a rise or fall of the latter is accompanied respectively with a rise or fall of

combustion in the body. Pembrey has shown that warm-blooded animals

in an embryonic condition are practically cold-blooded; that is, their

metabolism, body temperature, and the external temperature vary directly

the one with the others.

Alterations of hody-temperature.-U the changes of the external tempera-

ture are so great as to cause a rise (as in steam-baths) or a fall (as m
hibernation) of body-temperature, the metabolic changes are increased and

decreased respectively as in cold-blooded animals.

Effect of rem. al of blood from tlie ftt«iy.—The chief effect of a removal

of blood from tlie body is the speedy formation of new blood-corpuscles.

The intake of oxygen and discharge of carbonic acid are lessened, and the

output of urea is increased. The menstrual flow and epistaxis in strong,

healthy people cause no alteration in exchange of material.
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Exchange of Material in Diseases.

Fever.—Fever is a condition in which the temperature of the
body is raised above the normal, and tlie degree to which it is

raised is a measure of the intensity of the febrile condition. A
rise of temperature may be produced either by increased produc-
tion of heat, due to the increase of katabolic processes in the
body, or to a diminished loss of heat from the body. A mere
increase in the production of heat does not necessarily produce
fever. By administering an p-^cess of food, combustion is increased

in the body ; but in the hea 'iiy individual this does not produce
a rise of temperature, because pari passu with the increased pro-

duction, there is increased loss of heat. Similarly, diminution in

the loss of heat, such as occurs on a hot as compared with a cold

day, does not produce fever,* because the production of heat
within the body is correspondingly diminished. In fever there is

increased production of heat, as is seen by the study of exchange
of material ; the intake of food is, as a rule, very small ; the
discharge of nitrogen and carbon results from the disintegration

of tissues, which, as compared with that in simple inanition, is

large ; the tissues are said to be in a labile condition, that is,

they are easily broken down. In most febrile states, the skin is

dry, the sweat-glands, like most of the secreting organs of the
body, being comparatively inactive, and so the discharge of heat
is lessened. The skin may, however, sometimes be bathed in

perspiration, and yet high fever be present. The essential cause
of the high temperature is neither increased formation nor
diminished discharge of heat, but an interference with the reflc \

mechanism, which in health operates so as to equalise the two.

Increased nitrogenous metabolism in fever has been observed
in pneumonia, in pyaemia and in other febrile conditions. Ringer
showed the correspondence in temperature and output of nitrogen
very clearly in intermittent fever (ague).

What is known as the epicritical increase of urea is the greatly
increased secretion of urea that occurs at the commencement
of the defervescence of a fever. It is probably not due to an
increased formation of urea, but to the removal of urea which has
accumulated, owing to the fact that the kidneys have been acting
sluggishly during the height of the fever.

* A febrile condition does occur on undue exposure to a tropical sun, for
instance in soldiera iv India ; this is mainly due to their tight fitting and
otherwise ursuitable clothing, which interferes with the proper action of
the skin.
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Increased output of carbonic asid also occurs in fever.

Other changes noted in fever are a rapid loss of the liver

glycogen, a lessening of chlorides in the urine, and often au

increase of the urobilin in the urine.

The following table illustrates exchange of material in fever,

no food being taken :

—

Inoane.

Dbdnte^tionof Nitrogen.

Proteid, 120 gr.

Fat, 2057 gr.

i8-6

00

i8-6

Carbon.

636
157-4

231-0

EzpenditiiTc

Excretiona.

Ut-ea and uric

acid, 40 gr.

Respiration

(60,), 780 gr.

Nitrogen. ' Carbon.

186 ! 83

O'O ;
2127

li 221 O

l>)mpare this table with that at the bottom of p. 587.

Diabetes mellitut.—In addition to the presence of sugar in the

urine in this disease, the most marked symptoms are intense

thirst and ravenous hunger. As a rule diabetic patients digest

their food well. The thirst is an indication of the necessity of

replacing the large quantities of water lost by the kidneys ;
the

hunger, that of replacing the great waste of tissues that occurs.

For not only does the urine contain sugar, but, in addition, a

great excess of urea and uric acid. The carbonic acid output is

somewhat smaller than in health. In health the carbohydrates,

after assimilation, give rise, by oxidation, to carbonic acid ;
in

diabetes, all the carbohydrates do not undergo this change, but

pass as sugar into the urine. Not that all the sugar of the urine

is derived from carbohydrates, for many diabetics continue to pass

large quantities when all carbohydrate food is withheld ; under

these circumstances, it must be derived from the destruction of

proteid matter (see also pp. 510, 567).

LuxuB Conaumption.

In former portions of this book we have insisted on the fact

that the food does not undergo combustion, or katabolic changes,

until after it is assimilated, that is, until after it has become an

integral part of the tissues. Formerly the blood was supposed

to be the scat of oxidation ; but the reasons why this view is not

held now have been already given. When a student is first con-

fronted with balance-sheets, representing metabolic exchanges, it
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is at fint a Uttle diiKcult for him to graap the fact, that although

the amount of nitrogen and carbon ingested is equal to the

amount of the same elements which are eliminated, yet the

eliminated carbon and hydrogen are not derived from the food

direct, but from the tissues already formed ; the food becomes
assimilated and takes the place of the tissues thus disintegrated.

Let us suppose we have a tube open at both ends and filled with

a row of marbles ; if an extra marble is pushed in at one end, a

marble falls out at the other ; if two marbles are introduced

instead of one, there is an output of two at the other end; if

a dozen, or any larger number be substituted, there is always a
corresponding exit of the same number at the other end of the

tube. This very rough illustration may perhaps assist in the

comprehension of the metabolic exchanges.

The di£5culty just alluded to, which a student feels, was also

felt by the physiologists who first studied metabolism ; and Yoit

formulated a theory, of which the following is the gist : All pro-

teid taken into the alimentary canal appears to affect proteid

metabolism in two ways ; on the one hand, it excites rapid dis-

integration of proteids, giving rise to an immediate increase of

urea ; on the other hand, it serves to maintain the more regular

proteid metabolism continually taking place in the body, and so

contributes to the normal regular discharge of ure \ It has been,

therefore, supposed that the prtiteid which plays the first of these

two parts is not really built up into the tissues, does not become
living tissue, but undergoes the changes that give rise to urea,

somewhere outside the actual living substance. The proteids are

therefore divided into " tissue-proteids," which are actually built

up into living substance, and "floating or circulating proteids,"

which are not thus built up, but by their metabolism outside the

living substance set free energy in the form of heat only. It was
at this time erroneously supposed that the exclusive use of proteid

food was to supply proteid tissue elements, and that vital mani-

festations other than heat had their origin in proteid metabolism,

the metabolism of fats and carbohydrates giving rise to heat only.

Hence, when it was first surmised that a certain proportion of

proteids underwent metabolism, which gave rise to heat only, this

appeared to be a wasteful expenditure of precious material, and

the metabolism of this portion of food was spoken of as a " luxus

consumption," a wasteful consumption. There were many deduc-

tions from this general theory to explain particular points: of

these two may be mentioned; (i) In inanition, the urea dis-

charged for the first few days is much greater than it is subse-

quently : this was supposed to be due to the fact that in the first

K.P. Q Q
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few days all the floating capital was oonaumed ; (a) the effeot

of feeding with a mixture of gelatin and proteid waa Hupposed to

be due to the fact that gelatin waa able to replace "floating

proteid," but not " tissue proteid."

This theory of Voit's, ingenious and plausible at first sight,

has met with but little general acceptance, because so many

observed facts are incompatible with it.

Sir Michael Foster writes as follows: "The evidence we

have tends to show that in muscle (taking it as an instance of

a tissue) there exists a framework of what we may call more

distinctly living substance, whose metabolism, though high in

qtiality, does not give rise to massive discharges of energy, and

that the interstices, so to speak, of this framework are occupied

by various kinds of material related in different degrees to this

framework, and therefore deserving to be spoken of as more or

less living, the chief part of the energy set free coming directly

from the metabolism of some or other of this material. Both

framework and intercalated material undergo metabolism, and

have in different degrees their anabolic and katabolic changes

;

both are concerned in the life of the organism, but one more

directly than the other. We can, moreover, recognise no sharp

break between the intercalated material and the lymph which

bathes it ; hence such phrases as ' tissue proteid ' and * floating

proteid ' are undesirable if they are understood to imply a sharp

line of demarcation between the •tissue' and the blood or

lymph, though useful as indicating two different lines or degrees

of metabolism."

Sir John Burdon-Sanderson , rites as follows :
" The production

of urea and other nitrogenous metabolites is exclusively a func-

tion of * living material
'

; and this process is carried on in the

organism with an activity which is dependent on the activity

of the living substance itself, and on the quantity of material

supplied to it. No evidence at present exists in favour of a

* luxus consumption ' of proteid."

Professor Hoppe-Seyler, after stating that he can make out no

clear distinction between the two varieties of proteid from Voit's

own writings, proceeds as follows :
" Voit states that the circu-

lating proteid is no other than that which is dissolved in the tissue

juice, which is derived from the lymph-stream, and ultimately

from the circulating blood. He (Voit) further says :
' As soon as

the proteid of the blood-plasma weaves the blood-vessels, and circu-

lates among the tissue elements themselves, it is then the proteid

of the nutrient fluid or circulating proteid. It is no longer proteid

of the blood-plasma, nor yet is it the proteid of the lymph-stream.'
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The place where Voit iutuate« hig circulating proteid is beyond
the ken of the anatomist; it is in a mysterious space between
tissue-elements, blood-vessels, and lymph-vessels; the chemist
meets with equal difficulties, as there is apparently no chemical
difference between tissue proteid and circulating proteid. I can,
therefore, arrive at no other conclusion than that these terms
are not only useless, but unscientific, and are the outcome ol
speculations in a region where there is as yet no positive know-
ledge. These criticisms on Voit's theories do not, however,
by any means, lessen the importance and high value of the
immense amount of practical research carried on by Voit and
his pupils."

I have placed Sir Michael Foster's view first because it takes
into account certain facts which tend to show that there are degrees
in metabolism. The most important of these is the formation
of amido-acids in the intestine. It is an undoubted fact that
by feeding an animal on leucine anl other amido-acids, the
urea is increased. This transformation of leucine into urea
occurs in the liver. It can hardly be supposed that leucine
becomes to any great extent an integral part of the living frame-
work of the liver cells, but like other extractives, and like
aromatic compounds absorbed from the alimentary canal, it

becomes a part of what Foster terms the intercalated material.
Here it undergoes the final change, and is ultimately and
apparently very rapidly discharged in the urine. Dr. Sheridan
Lea discussing the probable role of the amido-acids in the animal
economy, compares it to the part played by the salts of the food.
Neither salts nor extractives simply pass into the urine without
fulfilling a useful purpose on their way ; but the exact and
specific use of each, whether on the synthetic or analytic side of
metabolic phenomenn, m»ist be the subject of renewed research.

CHAPTER XL.

ANIMAL HEAT.

Among the most important results of the chemical processes
we sum up under the term metabolism, is the production of heat.
Heat, like mechanical motion, is the result of the kataboHo side
of metabolic processes ; the result, or accompaniment, that is to
say, of the formation of carbonic acid, water, urea, and other
excreted products.

Q q 2
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Miimiil la V be divided into two

,< ihoM which

class includeii

As regards temperature,

great classes :

—

(i) Warm-blooded or homoiott ertivil Hiii-.uul'^

have an almost constant ter )>* '^' '"*"-• '1' *•

mammals and birds.

(3) Cold-blooded or poiktlothei mI aiin u >», or those whose

temperature varies with that of the juirrouiifiiii!,' niwlium, being,

always, however, a degree, or a traction of a degree, above that

of the medium. This class includes reptiles, amphibians, fish,

embryonic birds and mammals, and probably moHt invertebrates.

The temperature of a man in health varies but slightly, being

between 365° and 37 5° 0. (98° to 99° F.). Most mammals

have approximrttely ilie same temperature : horse, donkey, ox,

37T to 39° ; sheep, rabbit, 38° toto 38°; dog, cat, 385^
39-5" ; mouse, 375° ; rat, 37*9°. Birds have a hijjher tempera-

ture, about 42° C. The temperature varicH a little in different

parts of the body, that of the interior being greater than that of the

surface ; the blood coming from the liver where chemical changes

are very active is warmer than that of the general circulation

;

the blood becomes rather cooler in its passage through the lungs.

The temperature also shows slight diurnal variations, reaching a

maximum about 4 or 5 r.u. (37 5° C.) and a ininimum about 3 A.a.

(36*8° C.) ; that is, at a time when the functions of the body

are least active. If, however, the habits of a man are altered, and

he sleeps in the day, working during the night, the times of the

maximum and minimum temperatures are also inverted. Inani-

tion causes the temperature to fall, and just at the onset of death

it may be below 30° C. Active muscular exercise raises the tem-

perature temporarily by about 05° to 1° C. Diseases may cause

the temperature to vary considerably, especially those which we

term febrile (see p. 591).

Although certain mechanical actions, such as friction, due to

movements of various kinds, may contribute a minute share in

the production of heat in the boo vet we have no knowledge

as to the actual amount thus generated. The great source of

heat is, as already stated, chemical action, especially oxidation.

Any given oxidation will always pn-duce the same amount of

heat. Thus, if we oxidise a gramme of carbon, a known amount

of heat is produced, whether the element be free or in a chemi> al

compound. The following figures show the approximat number

of heat-units produced by the combustion of one gramnte of the

following substances. A heat-unit, or calorie, is the amount

of heat necessary to raise the temperature of one gramme of

water 1" C. :

—
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Hydrofren .... ujp F«t
Carbon ..... 8100 Cane tagtue

Uraa aao5 Starch
Albumin ... 499)^

It is, however, most important to remember that the " physio-

logical heat-valut " of a food may be differeut from the " physicil

heat-vahie," i.e., the amount of Iseat pr <luced by combustion in

the body may be different from that produced when the same
amount of tliu snine food is burnt in a calori ncter. This is

theca*** witli the proteids, becausi- they do not um^ergo complete
combustion in th<< body, for each gramme of proteid yields a

third uf a gramme .>f urea, which has a considerable heat-vuiue of

its own. Thus albumin, which, by complete combustion, yields

4998 heat-units, has a physiological heat-value = 4998 minus
one-third of the heat value of urea (2305)34998— r3S = 4'T3.

Rubner 1 is recently shown that this figure must be redui^ u to

4000, as some of the imperfectly burnt products < decmnpoHitiun

of proteids escape us uric acid, creatinine, »kc., in the iriuc, and
there is a small miautity or Bimilar substances in the fu les.

Of the heat produce*! in the body, it is estiuiated by Heln holtz

that alMjut 7 per cent, is t presented by external m« h aiical

work, and that of the remainucr a 1 tout four-fi ths an i| acharj: d

by radiation, conduction, and evaporation from th< ^kin, and
the remaining fifth by the lunt^ and excreta.

The following table exhibiu the relatiifii bet ee-. Jie protluc-

tion and discharge if heat in twenty-four houi < the human
organism at rest, estimated in "•alories.* '''li-^ table conveniently

takes the form of a bniance-sheet in which jnuu ictioi and discharge

of heat are compared ; to koep the b(xiy-temptM at re normal these

must be equal. The basis of the table in "he lett-hand (income)
side is the same as Uanke's diet (see p. 555) :

—
Product' I' of heat.

Coosoniption of Calun .

I'roteiti 100 gr.) 100 x 4000 = 400,0 <3

Fat (100 gr.) . lO) / To6<' ^ 906.900
Carbohydrates

(250 gr.) . 250x3898 = 974,500

DUr ,'g, >f UltC.

Calurics.

281.403

Warming wa t
2'6 kilos. X i C. = 65,000

Warm 'iijairinrespii 'ion,

10 kilos. X 25" x(. 24= 96.000
Evaporation in 'iin^,

630 gr X582= 3r .660

Radiation, evapomtion,
etc., at .surface . =1.753740

2,281.400

• The ailorie we are t;. ing is sometiaies called the stnall calorie ; by
some the word calorie is used to denote the amount oi heat nc essary to
raise one kilogramme of water 1° C.
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The figures under the heading Production are obtained by

multiplying the weight of food by its physiological heat-value.

The figures on the other side of the balance-sheet are obtained as

follows : The water in the food is reckoned as weighing 2*6 kilos.

This is supposed to be at the temperature of the air taken as

12° C. ; it has to be raised to the temperature of the body, 37° C,

that is, through 25° C. Hence the weight of water multiplied by

25 gives the number of calories expended in heating it. The

weight of air is taken as weighing 16 kilos. ; this also has to be

raised 25° C, and so to be multiplied by 25 ; it has further

to be multiplied by the relative heat of air (0*24). The 630
grammes of water evaporated in the lungs must be multiplied

by the potential or latent heat of steam at 37° C. (582) ; the

portion of heat lost by radiation, conduction, and evaporation

•from the skin constitutes about four-fifths of the whole, and is

obtained by deducting the three previous amounts from the total.

This table does not take into account the smell quantities of heat

lost with urine and f.jces.

It need hardly be remarked that the above is a mere illustra-

tive experiment. Changes in the diet, in the atmospheric tem-

perature, in the temperature of the food taken, in the activity

of the sweat-glands, in the amount of moisture in the atmosphere,

and in the amount of work done would considerably alter the

above figures.

Calorimetry.—Calorimeters employed in chemical operations

are not suitable for experiments 0:1 living animals. An animal

surrounded by ice or mercury, the melting and expansion of which

respectively are measures of the amount of heat evolved, would be

under such abnormal conditions that the results would be valueless.

Lavoisier, however, used an ice calorimeter in his experiments on

animals.

The apparatus often employed is the water calorimeter. This

was first used by Crawford ( 1 788). Dulong's instrument is shown

in fig. 447. The animal is placed in a metal chamber, surrounded

by a water-jacket. There are also tubes for the entrance and

exit of the inspired and expired gases respectively. The heat

given out by the animal warms the water in the jacket, and is

measured by the rise of temperature obser\'ed in the water, of

which the volume is also known. The air which passes out from

the chamber goes through a long spiral tube, passing through the

water-jacket, and thus the heat is abstracted from it and not lost.

Air-calorimeters are now, however, generally used. Fig. 448
is an outline sketch of the one which has been most used in this

country.
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It consists of two precisely similar chambers made of thin

sheet copper. E^h chamber has two walla between which is an
air space ; and the outer is covered by a thick casing of felt (F)

to prevent fluctuations in the temperature of the surroundings

-

C

IT"-'—=-•

Fig. 447.—Dulong'g calorimeter: C, calorimetei , consiHtiog of a vemel of cold water in

which the chamber holding the animal is placed ; O', (manometer from which air in ex-
pelled by a stream of water. The air enters the respiratory chamber. 6, gasometer
receiving the gases of expiration and the excess of air. t, t', thermometers ; n, a
wheel for agitating the water. ObBcrve the deliveiy-tube on the left is much twisted
in the water-chamber, so as to give off its heat to the surrounding water. (From
McKendrick's " Physiology.")

from affecting the air in the air-space. The chambers are

made perfectly air-tight, except for the ventilating tubes AA, A'A'.

By means of these, the chambers are filled with perfectly dry air

Fig. 448.—Air calorimeter of Haldaiie, Hale White and Washbourn. C, raRe for animal.

In order to inak« the conilltioiis in both chaiuliers a:* much alilce as possible, an empty
cage sliduld be placed in the other chamber.

before the experiment is commenced. Leading from each air-

space is a tube ; the two tubes are connected to the two limbs of

a manometer (M) shaped as in the figure, and containing oil of

engeron.

The action of the calorimeter is as follows :- -In one chamber,
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the animal, the heat production of which is to be ascertained, is

placed within the cage C. In the other, hydrogen it. burnt (H).

Both chambers are shut, the tubes AA, A'A' being clamped.

The heat given off from the animal warms its chamber, and thus

increases the pressure of the air in the air-space between the two

copper walls of the chamber. This would lead to movement of

the fluid in the manometer btit that the heat given off by the

burning of the hydrogen increases at the same time the pressure

in the air-space between the "'alls of its chamber. This latter

increase of pressure tends to make the fluid in the manometer

move in the other direction. If the fluid in the manometer

remains stationary, the amount of heat given off by the animal is

equal to that produced by the burning hydrogen; and during

an experiment the fluid in the manometer is kept stationary

"by turning the hydrogen flame up and down. The amount of

hydrogen burnt is estimated by the amount of water formed, and

the heat of combustion of hydrogen being known, it is perfectly

easy to calculate the calories produced, which equal those given

off by the animal.

Regulation of the Temperature
Animals.

of Warm-blooded

We have seen that heat is produced by combustion processes,

and lost in various ways. In order to maintain a normal

temperature, both sides of the balance-sheet must be equal. This

equalisation may be produced by the production of heat adapting

itself to variations in discharge, or by the discharge of heat

adapting itself to variations in production, or lastly, and more

probably, both sets of processes may adapt themselves mutually

to one another. We have, therefore, to consider (i) regulation

by variations in loss and (2) by variations in production.

Regulation by Variationf in Lms.—The two means of loss

susceptible of any amount of variation are the lungs and the skin.

The more air that passes in and out of the lungs, the greater will

be the loss in warming the expired air and in evaporating the

water of respiration. In such animals as the dog, which perspire

but little, respiration is a most important means of regulating the

temperature ; and in these animals a close connection is observed

between the production of heat and the respiratory activity. The

panting of a dog when overheated is a familiar instance of this.

A dog also, under the same circumstances, puts out its tongue,

and loses heat from the evaporation that occurs from its surface.

The great regulator, however, is undoubtedly the skin, and this
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has a double action. In the first place, it regu'^.tes the loss of

heat by its vaso-motor mechanism ; the nr .-e blood passing

through the skin, the greater will be the loss of heat by con-

duction, radiation, and evaporation. Conversely, the loss of heat
is diminished by anything that lessens the amount of blood in the
skin, such as constriction of the cutaneous vessels, or dilatation of

the splanchnic vascular area. In the second place, the special nerves

of the sweat-glands are called into action. Familiar instances

of the action of these two sets of nerves are the reddening of the

skin and sweating that occurs after exercise, on a hot day, or in a
hot-air or vapour bath, and the pallor of the skin and absence
of sensible perspiration on the application of cold to the body.

HefftUation by Variatioru in Production.—The rate of produc-
tion of heat in a living body, as determined by calorimetry,

depends on a variety of circumstances. It varies in different

kinds of animals. The general rate of katabolism of a man is

greater than that of a dog, and of a dog greater than that of a
rabbit Probably every species has a specific coefficient, and
every individual a personal coefficient of heat production, which
is the expression of the inborn qualities proper to the living

substance of the species and individual. Another factor is the

proportion of the bulk of the animal to its surface area, the

struggle for existence raising the specific coefficient of the animals

in which the ratio is high. Other important considerations are

the relation of the intake of food to metabolic processes, and the

amount of muscular work which is performed. These various

influences are themselves regulated by the nervous system, and
physiologists have long suspected that afferent impulses arising in

the skin or elsewhere may, through the central nervous system,

originate efferent impulses, the effect of which would be to

increase or diminish the metabolism of the muscles and other

organs, and by that means increase or diminish respectively the

amount of heat there generated. That such a metabolic or

thermogenic nervous mechanism does exist in warm-blooded
animals is supported by the following experimental evidence :

—

(i) Though in cold-blooded animals a rise or fall of the

surrounding temperature causes respectively a rise and fall of their

metabolic activity, in a warm-blooded animal the effect is just the

reverse. Warmth from the exterior demands a diminished pro-

duction of heat in the interior, and vice versd. For exceptions,

see p. 590.

(2) That this is due to a reflex nervous impulse is supported
by the fact that a warm-blooded animal, when poisoned by curare,

no longer manifests its normal behaviour to external heat and cold.
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but is affected in the same way as a cold-blooded animal. Section

of the medulla produces the same effects, as the nerve-channels,

by which the impulses travel, are severed. When curare is given,

the reflex chain is broken at its muscular end, the poison exerting

its influence on the end-plates, and causing a diminution of the

chemical tonus of the muscles. The centre of this thermotaxic

reflex ^aechanism must be situated somewhere above the spinal

cord ; according to some observers, in the optic thalamus.

(3) The reflex mechanism is well exemplified in shivering, here

the muscles are thrown into involuntary contraction, and so pro-

duce more heat, as the result of the stimulation of the skin by cold.

(4) Various injuries caused by accident, or purposely produced

by puncture, or cautery, or electrical stimulation of limited

portions of the more central portions of the brain, may give rise

to great increase of temperature, not accompanied by other

marked symptoms.

We thus see that the nervous system is intimately associated

with the regulation of the temperature of the body. There is at

least one—there may be several centres associated in this action.

The centres receive afferent impulses from without; they send out

efferent impulses by at least three sets of nerves : (i) the vaso-

motor nerves, (2) the secretory nerves of the swea'^glands, (3)
trophic or nutritional nerves. The first two sets of nerves, the

vaso-motor and the secretory, affect the regulation of temperature

on tlie side of discharge ; the third set on the side of production.

The foregoinw account of heat retfulaf ion does not take into account what
after all is, at any rate in man, a very important factor, namely, the voluntary
and artificial means which he employs, such as various kinds of clothing
suitable to the climate, heating of rooms, and voluntary muscular exercise.

CHAPTER XLI.

THE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM.

We already know sufliclent from our preliminary study of

nerve-centres to be aware that the central nervous system is

divided into the two main parts called the brain and spinal cord.

We now return to the subject, and must enter into the somewhat
complicated details of the construction and mode of action of

these parts.

Fig. 449 shows the general arrangement of the cerebro-spinal

axis, and some anatomical details concerning the membranes that

envelope the brain and cord may here conveniently be added.
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Xn&braneK of the Brain and Spinal Oord.—The Brain and Spinal

Cord are enveloped in three membranes— (i) the Dora Mater, (2) the

Arachi.oid, (3) the Pia

Mater.

(1) The Dura Mater,
or external covering, is

a tough membrane com-
posed of bundles of

connective tissue which
cross at various angles,

and in whose interstices

branched connective-
tissue corpuscles lie : it

is lined by a thin clastic

membrane, on the inner
surface of which is a
layer of endothelial cells.

(2) The Arachnoid is

a much more delicate

membrane, very similar

in structure to the dura
mater, and lined on its

outer or free surface by
an endothelial mem-
brane.

(3) The Pia Mati-r of

the colli consists of two
layers between which
numerous blood-vessels

ramify. In that of the

brain only the innerof the

two layers is represented.

Between the arachnoid
and pia mater is a net-

work of fibrous tissue

trabeculae sheathed with
endothelial cells : these

8nl)-araclinoid trabeculae

divide up the sub-arach
noid space into a num-
ber of irregular sinuses.

There are some similar

trabeculae, but much
fewer in number, tra-

versing the sub-dural

space, i.e., the space
between the dura matei
and arachnoid.

Fig. 449.—View of the cere-
liru-Kpinal axis of the
nenous ByBt«m. The
ri(rht half of the cranium
and trunk of the bndy
has been removed by a
vertical section ; the
membranes of the brain
and sj>inal roitl have .i!sn beer, rommrf!, ami tVip roots and flrst r-ait of tbp fifth Hnd
ninth cranial, and of all the Kpinal nerves of the right side, have been difsected out
and laid separately on the wall of the skull and on the several vertebra oppomte to
the place of their natural exit from the cranio-spinal cavity. (After Bourgery.)

.
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PattekioHian bodies are growthi from the sab-arachnoid network of
connectiTe-tinue trabeculse which project through small holes in the inner
layers of the dura mater into the venous sinuses of that membrane. The
Tenoos sinuses of the dura mater have been injected from the sub-arach-
noidal space through the intermediation of these villous outgrowths.

In the chapters preceding this one we have seen how all per-

vading nenrous action is ; in connection with circulation, respira-

tion, secretion, peristalsis, etc., the way in which such functions

are regulated by nervous activity has taken up a considerable

amount of space. Some of the facts there described will be
better understood, or bo seen in a clearer light if the student
turns back to them and studies them once more after he has
grasped what we are going to consider in the chapters that
follow this on the physiology of the central nervous system.

It would also be advisable before he begins this subject, that
he should once more read Chap. XVII. on nerve-centres, in order
to refresh his memory concerning the elementary and funda-
mental problems in relation to nervous activity in these regions.

CHAFTER XLII.

STRUCTURE OF THE SPINAL CORD.

Thi spinal cord is a column of nerve-substance connected
above with the brain through the medium of the bulb, and
situated in the spinal canal. In transverse section it is approxi-
mately circular, but the cord is not of the same size throughout
its course. It exhibits two enlargements, one in the cervical,

the other in the lumbar region. These are the situations whence
the large nerves for the supply of the limbs issue. The cord
terminates below, about the lower border of the first lumbar
vertebra, in a slender filament of grey substance, the JUum
termitude, which lies in the midst of the roots of many nerves
forming the cauda equina^

It is composed of grey and white matter ; the white matter is

situated externally, and constitutes its chief portion ; the grey
matter is in the interior, and is so arranged that in a t-ansverse
section of the cord it appears like two crescentic masses (the
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horns of each of which are called respectively the anterior and
posterior comua) connected together by a narrower portion or

isthmus, called the posterior commissure (fig. 450). Passing

through the centre of this isthmus in a longitudinal direction is

a minute canal ; in a transverse section it appears as a hole ; this

central canal of thp spinal cord is continued throughout its entire

length, and opens above into the space at the back of the

medulla oblongata and pons Varolii, called the fourth ventricle.

Fig. 4So-~Differeiit views of a portion of the spinal cord from the ccrrical region, with th
roots of the nenres (slightly enlarged). In a, the anterior surface of tbd specimen is
shown

J
the anterior nerve-root of its right eide is divided ; in b, i view of the

right side is given ; in o, the upper surface is shown ; in d, the nerve roots and
ganglion are shown from below, i, the anterior median fissure ; 2, posterior median
nscure ; 3, anterior lateral depression, over which the anterior nerve-roots are seen to
spread ; 4, posterior lateral groove, into which the posterior roots are seen to sink

;

5, anterior roots passing the gwnglion ; s', in a, the anterior root divided ; 6, the
posterior roots, the fibres of which pass into the ganglion 6'

; 7, the united ur com-
pound nerve ; 7', the posterior primary branch, seen in a and d to be derived in part
from the anterior and in part from the posterior root. (Allen Thomson.)

It is lined by a layer of columnar ciliated epithelium, and
contains a fluid called cerebrospinal fluid.

The spinal cord consists of two symmetrical halves, separated

anteriorly and posteriorly by vertical fissures (the posterior

fissure being deeper, but less wide and distinct than the

anterior), and united in the middle by nervous matter which is

usually described as forming two commissures—an anterior com-
missure in front of the central canal, consisting of medullated
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nerve-fibres, and u posterior commissure behind the central canal

consisting also of medullated nerve-fibres, but with more neuroglia,

which gives the grey aspect to this commissure (fig. 450, b).

Each half of the spinal cord is marked on the sides (obscurely at

the lower part, but distinctly above) by two longitudinal furrows,

which divide it into three portions, columns, or tracts, an anterior,

lateral, and potterior. From the groove between the anterior and

lateral columns spring the anterior roots of the spinal nerves

(fig. 450, B and c, 5) ; and just in front of the groove between the

lateral and posterior column arise the posterior roots of the same

(b, 6) : a pair of roots on each side corresponds to each vertebra.

White matter.—The white matter of the cord is made up

of medullated nerve-fibres, of different sizes, arranged longitudi-

nally, and of a supporting material of two kinds, viz. :

—

(a) ordi-

nary fibrous connective-tissue with elastic fibres, which is con-

nected with septa from the pia mater which pass into the cord

to carry the blood-vessels. (6) Neuroglia ; the processes of the

neuroglia-cells are arranged so as to support the nerve-fibres

which are without the usual external nerve sheaths.

The general rule respecting the size of different parts of the

cord is, that each part is in direct proportion to the size and

number of nerve-roots given off from it. Thus the cord is very

large in the middle and lower part of its cervical portion, whence

arise the large nerve-roots for the formation of tlis brachial

plexuses and the supply of the upper extremities; it again

enlarges at the lowest part of its dorsal portion and the upper

part of its lumbar, at the origins of the large nenes which,

after forming the lumbar and sacral plexuses, arc distributed to

the lower extremities. The cl.ief cause of the greater size at

these parts of the spinal cord is increase in the quantity of grey

matter ; the white part of the cord (especially the lateral columns)

becomes gradually and progressively smaller from above down-

wards, because a certain number of fibres coming down from the

brain pass into the spinal grey matter at different levels.

Grey matter.—The grey matter of the cord consists of nerve-

fibres, most of which are very fine and delicate, of nerve-cells

with branching processes, and of an extremely delicate network

of the primitive fibrillse of axis- cylinders and of dendrites. This

fine plexus is called Gerlach's netioork, and is mingled with the

meshes of neuroglia. The neuroglia of the grey matter resembles

that of the white, but instead of everywhere forming a close net-

work to support the nerve-fibres, here and there it is in the form

of a more open sponge-work to support the nerve-cells. It is

especially developcii around the central canal, which is lined with
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columnar ciliated epithelium, the cells of which at their outer end
terminate in fine processes, which join the neuroglia network
surrounding the caual, and form the sub$tantia gelatino$a centralU.
It ia also developed at the tip of the posterior comu of grey
matter, forming what is known as the »vh»tantia gelatinota
lateralis of Rolando, which is much enlarged in the upper cervical
region.

Groups of c'lla in grey matter.—The multipolar cells are either

scattered singly or arranged in groups, of which the following are
to be distinguished on either side—certain of the groups being

^8f-at5'~5*"^"° °' ^"y matter of anterior comu of a calf's gpinal coid; d, nerve-
flbres of white matter in tran«veree section, showing axig-cylinder iu centre of each :

a, large stellate nerve-cells with their nuclei and prolongrations. (Cadiat.)

more or less marked in all of the regions of the cord, viz.,

those (a) in the anterior comu aud (/•) those in the posterior
comu.

(o) The cells in the anterior comu are large and branching,
and each gives rise to an axis-cylinder process which passes out
in the anterior nerve-root. These cells are everywhere con-
spicuous, but are particularly n-iraerous in the cervical and lumbar
enlargements. In these districts they may be divided into several
grcmps—(i.) a group of large cells close to the tip of the inner
part of the anterior comu—most of the cells of the anterior
flomu in the dorsal or thoracic region are said to belong to this
group

;
(ii.) several lateral groups (2a, 26, and 2c, fig. 452) on the

outer side of the grey matter, and (iii.) a certain number of cells
at the base of the inner part of the anterior comu particularly
well marked in the thoracic region.
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(b) Cells of the posterior oomu—these wre not numerous
;
they

are small and branched, and each has an axis-cylinder process

passins off; but these processes do not pass into the posterior

Wve-roots. The groups are two at least in number, v«.,0.) in

connection with the edge of the grey matter externa ly, where it

is considerably broken up by the passage of bundles of fibres

through it, and called the lateral reticular /(yrmatton ; and (11.) in

connection with a similar reticular formation, more at the tip of

*t^ of the white matter, uid »»>• <>«>« t«( ^^ t^t? Jf d^tog degeneration;

the grey matter of the posterior cornu ; this is known as the

poBterior retiidar formatum.
<;„ .,,\ «,<>

The other groups of cells (not repreiented m fig. 452) ^^e

confined to the thoracic region of the cord, and are two in num-

ber viz. : one situated at the base of the posterior cornu, formed

of large fusiform cells, constitutes the potteruyr vesicular column

ofLockhart Clarke (fig. 456, c c), and the other situated on the

outer portion of the grey matter, about n dway between the

anterior and posterior comua, constitutes the cells of the tn<«--

„,.^i^lateral\ract (fig. 456. ^ t). These cells are sma 1 and

gpVndle-shaped, and are found in the upper lumbar at* well as m

the thoracic region. .

Cdumm and tracU in the white matter of the tptnal cord.—in
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addition to the columiM of the white matter which are marked
out by the points from which the nerve-roots issue, and which
are the anterior, the lattral and the poiterior, the posterior
is further divided by a septum of the pia mater into two almost
equal parts, constituting the pottero-extemal column, or column
of Burdaeh (fig. 453, 2), and the postero-median, or column of
Goll (fig. 452, i). In addition to these columns, however, it

has been shown that le white matter can be still further sub-
divided. This subdivision has been accbrnplished by evidence
of several kinds, that the parts, or as they are called, tracts in

the white matter, perform different functions in the conduction
of impulses.

The methods of observation are the following :

(a) The embryological method. It has been found by examin-
ing the spinal cord at different stages of its development that
certain groups of the nerve-fibres put on their myelin sheath at
earlier periods than others, and that the different groups of fibres

can therefore be traced in various directions. This is also known
as the method of Flechsig.

(6) Wallerian or dtgeneration method.—This method depends
upon the fact that if a nerve-fibre is separated from its nerve-
cell, it wastes or degenerates. It consists in tracing the course of
tracts of degenerated fibres, which result from an injury to any part
of the central nervous system. When fibres degenerate below a
lesion the tract is said to be of descending degeneration, and when
the fibres degenerate in the opposite direction, the tract is one of
ascending degeneration. By the modem methods employed in
staining the central nervous system, it has proved comparatively
easy to distinguish degenerated parts in sections of the cord and
of other portions of the central nervous system. Degenerated
fibres have a different staining reaction when the sections
are stained by what are called Weigert's and Pal's methods,
which consist in subjecting them to a special solution of
hsematoxylin, and then to special differentiating solutions. The
degenerated fibres appear light yellow, whereas the healthy fibres

are a deep blue. Marchi's method is even better. After harden-
ing in Mailer's fluid Marchi's solution (a mixture of Mailer's fluid
and osmic acid) stains degenerated fibres black, and leaves the
rest of the tissue unstained. Accidents to the central nervous
system in man have given us much information upon this sub-
ject, but this has of late years been supplemented and largely
extended by experiments on animals, particularly upon monkeys

;

and considerable light has been shed upon the conduction of
impulses to and from the nervous system by the study of the
^'« B B
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molto of •ection of different parts of the oentml nervous system,

and of the spinal nerve-roots.

By thewj methods the tracts in the white matter have now

been mapped out, and the principal ones are shown in the left

half of fig. 452. But as they are there all put together, it wiU

be » better way of studying the subject to enumerate the

•Kjending and descending tracts with separate diagrams.

It wUl be convenient to begin by considering the result of

cutting through the roots of the spinal nerves.

Cutting the anterior roots produces no degeneration m the

oord ; the fibres of the anterior roots come off from the large

cells of the anterior horn, and degeneration is found only on the

distal side of the point of section, in the mo*or nerve-fibres of

the nerves.
. , ,. j *i.^

Cutting the posterior roots between the spinal ganglia and the

oord leaves the peripheral part of the ner^e healthy, and degerie-

ration occurs in the portion of the root which runs into the cord,

because the fibres are cut off from the cells of the spinal gan-bo^.

from which they grew. These degenerated nerve-fibres rnev be

traced up the cowl for a considerable distance. Each poster. )r

root-fibre when it enters the cord bifurcates, the mam branch

passing upwards, and the shorter branch downwards, so that the

degeneration is seen in a small tract called the comma tract

(fig 452. 3) immediately below the point of entrance of the cut

posterior root. The upgoi* g fibre is contained in the posterior

column of white matter, and it terminates in one or other collec-

tion of grey matter either in the cord itself, or in the medulla

oblongata. • u- u
Fig. 453 represents in a schematic way the manner in which

the fibres of the two roots of a spinal nerve are connected to the

grey matter in the cord. ^ r .

I 2, 3, 4 represent four cells of the antenor horn. Each gives

rise' to' an axis-cylinder, process A, one of which is shown

terminating in its final ramification in the end plate of a muscular

fibre M. Each of these four cells is further surrounded by an

arborisation (synapse) derived from the fibres of the pyramidal

tract P, which comes down from the brain.

According to Schafer-s recent work, the pyramidal fibres really

terminate around the cells at the base of the postenor horn

;

these cells therefore act as intermediate cell-stations on the way

to those in the anterior horn. This is not shown in the diagram.

A fibre of the posterior root is also shown; this originates from

the cell G of the spinal ganglion; the process of this cell bifurcates,

one branch (B) passing to the periphery where it o va an
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arborMoence in the akin (S); the arrow by th. nide of thi« branch
repreaenta the direction of condi ction if tin- sennoiy impulMs
from the skin. An arrow in the oj>po8ite riirection won!'; indicate
the direction of its growth. The other br:.iich ( paascs into the
ipinal cord, where it again bifurcates ; the branch E, a short one,
paases downwards and ends in an uiborisatiou around om of tne
small cells P, of the posterior ccrii' ; from which a new axis-

Kg. 453.—Course of nervc-fibrea in spinal cord. (After Milfer.)

cylinder arises, and terminates around one of the multipolar
cells (4) of the anterior horn.

The main division D travels ur in the posterior column of the
cord, and ends in grey matter v various levels. Some collaterals

(5) terminate by arborising directly around the anterior coniual
cells, principally of the same side ; others (6) do so with an inter-
mediate cell station in a posterior comual cell V^; others (7)
arborise around the cells of Clarke's column (C) in the thoracic
region of the cord, and from these cells fresh axis-cylinders carry
up the impulse to the cerebellum in what is called the direct
cerebellar tract, while the main fibre (8) may terminate in any of
these ways at a higher level in the cord, or above the cord in

B B 2
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the medulla oblongata. When we ^^'^^
'iX^^^-t t'^r^e

structure of the medulla oblongata, we shall be able to trace

these fibres further (see fig. 484)-
, ,

In ceneral terms the anterior root^fibres pass out of the grey

mattefofThe anterior horns, and after a short course leave the

^^U:ld in the anterior spinal nerve-rcK>ts ^^^e Pj;;^-;^;

on the other hand do not pass to any great extent "^ ^^« ^/
matter immediately, but into the white matter on the mner side

Tthe I^""rior ho^n ; in other words they go int. the <^mn o^

Burdach (fig. 4S2, 2) ; they pass up in this column but gradually

r™h the middle line, and are continued upwards to the

m'S in the column of GoU ; but ^ they go up they become

kS^ numerous, as some terminate in the grey matter of the cord

oon

if

mm

Fig. 454.-Degener»tion in coluam of OoU aftev Miction of posterior nerve-rooU.

on the way in the manner describe<l. A few fibres of the posterior

root however, travel for a short distan.-e m a small tract on the

Ttersideof'the posterior horn ; this ;V^>l«d the tract^f Lis^

saner (4 in fig. 452); the comma tract (3 m fig. 45 2) has been

^'^i^fppoTe'norL cuts through seven.1 posterior roots between

the spinal ganjilia an.l the conl, so that the course of degenera-

t on may be inore readily traced. Immediately below the points

of entrance of these nerve-roots, the comma tract will be found

degenerated; immediately al>ove, the degenerated hbr^-s will be

found in the column of Bur iach ; higher up in the cord hey wil

be less numerous, and have approached the nud.Ue hue; the fibres

which enter th.- rml lowest get ultimately nearest the middle

line, so that the greater part of the column of (Joll i« "'^^e up of

senJory fibres from the legs ; the fibres which enter the cord last.
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for instance those from the upper limbs and neck, pursue their

course in the inner part of the column of Burdach.

The preceding figure (fig. 454) shows the degeneration in •\

section of the spinal cord, after the division of a number Oi

nerve-roots on one side. The microscopic section is taken high

up, so that all the degenerated fibres have passed into the

column of GoU on the same side ; the inner set (i) are shaded

differently from the outer set (2), indicating that those nearest

the middle line come from the lowest nerve-roots.

We may pass from this to consider the tracts of degeneration

that occur when the spinal cord is cut right across in the thoracic

region. Some tracts will be found degenerated in the piece of

cord below the lesion ; these consist of nerve-fibres that are

Cro»t*i

Pl/nunidal

AnWo-laUral deseendinf'

Direct Pyramidal

Fig. 455.—Descending tracts of degeneration.

connected with the nerve-celL in the brain ; they are called the

pyramidal tracts. Other tracts are found degenerated in the

piece of cord above the lesion ; these consist of nerve-fibres that

are connectfld with the nerve cells of the spiual ganglia, or with

the cells of the spinal cord itself below the lesion and are passing

upwards.

The tracts which degenerate downwards are the motor tracts
;

the tracts that degenurute upwards are the sensory tracts.

If the animal is killed a few weeks after the operation, its cord

reiooved, and microscopic sections of it made and st4vined in an

appropriate manner, the ascending tracts will be found degene-

rated in the piece of cord above the lesion ; the descending tracts

degenerated in the piece of com below the lesion. These are

shown in figs. 455 and 456.

Tracts of descending degeneration (fig. 455).

(i.) The crossed pyramidal tract.—This tract is bituated in the

^.
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lateral column on the outer side of the posterior comu of grey

matter. At the lower part of the spinal cord it extends to the

margin, but higher up it becomes displaced from this position by

the interpolation of 'another tract of fibres, to be presently

described, viz., the direct cerebellar tract. The crossed pyramidal

tract is large, and may touch the grey matter at the tip of the

posterior cornu but is separated from it elsewhere. Its shape

on cross section is somewhat like a lens, but varies in diflferent

regions of the cord, and diminishes in size from the cervical

region downwards, its fibres passing off as they descend, to

arborise around the nerve-cells and their branchings in the grey

matter of the cord. The fibres of which this tract is composed

are moderately large, but are mixed with some that are smaller.

(ii.) The direct or uncrossed pyramvlal tract.—This tract is

situated in the anterior column by the side of the anterior fissure.

It is smaller than (i.), and is not present in all animals, though

conspicuous in the human cord. It can Ije traced upwards to the

brain, and downwards as far as the mid or lower thoracic region,

where it ends.

The two pyramidal tracts come down from the brain ; in the

medulla oblongata, the greater numl>cr of the pyramidal fibres

cross over to the other side of the cord which they descend; hence

the term crossed pyramidal tract ; a smaller collection of tl»e

pyramidal fii)re8 goes straight on, on the same side of the cord, and

chese cross at different levels in the anterior commissure of the

cord lower df wn; hence the disappearance of the direct pyramidal

tract in the lower part of the cord. The fact that the crossed

pyraniidul tract of one side is the fellow of the direct pyramidal

tract of the other side, is indicated in the diagram by the direc-

tion of shading

(iii.) Antero-lnti^-nl desrmdin<j tract. — An extensive tract,

elon-rated but narrow, and reaching from the crossed to the direct

pyramidal tract. It is a mixed tract, since not all of its fibres

degenente below the lesion.

(iv.) Comma tract i» a small tract of fibres which degenerate

below section or injvny of th) cord. It is only found for a few

miliimetrcs below tlie actual l-sion ; though it degenerates down-

wards it is in reality a sensory tract, being composed, as we

have already sojn, of the branches of the entering imterioi

root-fil)rc8 which pass (It)wnwards on entering the cord.

Tracts of ascending degeneration (H;:. 456).

(i.) Poxtcro-meiiian clumn.—This tract degenerates upwards on

injury or on section of the conl, as \\A\ as on section of the

posterior ncrvc-nwts. It exi^ts throu}.'h«>ut the whole of the cord
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from below up, and can be traced into the bulb. It consists of

fine fibres. The figure represents a microscopic section prepared

from a piece of cord aomt distance above the injury, so that the

degenerated fibres which begin in the column of Burdach have

passed into the column of GoU.

(ii.) Dortal or direct cerebellar tract.—This tract is situated on

the outer part of the cord between the crossed pyramidal tract

and the margin. It is found in the cervical, thoracic, and upper

lumbar regions of the cord, and increases in size from below

up vards. It degenerates on injury or section of the cord itself,

but not on section of the posterior nerve-roots. As its name

implies, it passes up into the cerebellum. Its fibres are large,

OoU

vfTnt'"

Fi«. 4s6 — Ascendingr tract* of degeneration. The diagram alHo indicates the position of

Clarke's column ;C.C.) and the intermcdio-lateiai tract ;l.T.) in the lateral horn.

and originate fi-om the cells of Clarke's colunui of the same side

of the cord.

(iii.) Ventral cerebellar tract, called also the anterolateral

nscewlhuj tract, or tract of Gowers.—This tract is situated at the

margin of the cord outside the corresponding descending tract. Its

fibres are of various sizes, and they also originate from the cells

<tf Clarke's column (Schiifer). They terminate above principally

in the cerebellum, but partly in the coi-pora (luadrigemina.

(iv.) Tract of LissaHrr, or jiosterior mar</inal zone.—A small

tract of ascending fibres (4 in tig. 452) situated at the outer side

of the tip of the posterior conm. It is made up of fibres of the

posterior nerve-roots ; they subsefjuently i)ass into the posterior

column.

Complete transverse section of the spinal cord leads to :

—

I . Loss of motion of tlic parts supplied by the nerves below

the section on both sides of the Vjody. The paralysis is not
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confined to the voluntary muscles, but includes the muscular fibres

of the blood-vessels and viscera. Hence there is fall of blood

l»re88ure, paralysis of sphincters, etc.

2. Loss of sensation in the same regions.

3, Degeneration, ascending and descending, on both sides of

the cord.

Hemiseotion.—If the operation performed is not a complete

cutting of the spinal cord across transversely, but a cutting of

half the cord across, it is termed hemisection.

This operation leads to :

—

1. Loss of motion of the parts supplied by the ner\'es below

the section on the same side of the body as the injury.

2. Loss of sensation in the same region. The loss of sensation

is not a very prominent symptom, and is limited to the sense of

localisation and the muscular sense. The animal can still feel

sensations of pain and of heat and cold.

3. Dcffcncration, ascending and descending, nearly entirely

confined to the same side of the cord as the injury. These are

shown in the photo-micrographs (fig. 45?) on the opposite page,

the small text beneath which should be carefully studied.

Difrrenri-i in different rtg'um* of the tpinal cord.—The outline of the

prey matter and the relative proportion of the white mattor varies

ill ilifferent regions of the spinal cord, and it is, therefore, poss. e to tell

approximately from what rejfion any given transverse section of the

spiniil ord has been taken. The white matter increases in amount from

below upwards. The amount of grey matter varies ; it is greatest in the

cervical and lumbar e.ilargements, viz.,at and about tlie 5th lumbar und 6th

cervical nerve, and least in the thoracic region. The greatest development

of grey matter corresponds with greatest number of nerve-fibres passing from

the cord.

/« the cirviral enlargement the grey matter occupies a large proportion

of the section, the grey commissure is short and thick, the anterior horn is

blunt, whilst the posterior is somewh.-^t tajjcring. The anterirjr and posterior

roots run some distance through the white matter bef^ire they reach the

periphery. At the extreme upi)er j)art of the cervical region, the end of the

posterior horn is swollen out by excess of neuroglia into a r )uiide«l mass

called the nvhxtantia iielathwM of Ihlando. The cervical cord is wider

from side to side than from before back ; this is owing to the great width of

the lateral columns.
In the diirtial region th • grey matter hears only a small proportion to the

white, and the posterior rootsin particular run a long couise throui/l- thp'

white matter after they ent<T the cord; the grey commissure is thinner

and narrower than in'the cervical ivgi>.n. The intermedio-lateral tract

is here most marked, ami forms a pni'iiinence often calle<l the lateral horn.

This is shown in fig. 456(1 T). t'laiKe's column is also confined to this

region of the cord ; the position of tl ° eel's whieh make up this column is

shown in the same H^'urc 'C c). The cord in this legiou is ci'eular in

transverse section (see alsii fig. 457 ('.).

In thr Ivmhar enlargemmt tlie grey matter again bears a very large pro-

portion to the whole size of the transvo-e section, hut its posterior corinia

are shorter and blunter than they are in the cervical region, Tl;e grey
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commissure is short and extremely narrow. The cord is circular on trans-

verse section.

At the vpper part of the convt medvllarit, which is the portion of the cord
immediately below the lumbar enlarf;ement, the grey substance occupies

nearly the whol<! of the transverse section, as it is only invested by a thia

Fig. 457.—The above diagrams are reproductions of photo-micro|iTaphs from the spinal
cord of a monkey in which the operation of left hemisection had been performed
Home weeks pn-nously (Mott). The aectioDN were titained by Weiifert's method, by
which the tfii'X matter is bleached, while the healthy whit* matter remains dark blue.
The deKi'nemted tracts are also bleaclied. A is a section of the cord in the thoracic
U'trion below the lesion ; the crossed pyramidal tnict is deffenerate<l . B is a section
lower down in the lumbar enlargement ; the degenerated pjTamidal tract is now
smalb'r. (,' is a section in the thoincic n^gion some little distance above the lesion.

The degeneiuted tra.t ) se<?n are in the outer part of GoU's column and in th> direct
cewlH'Uar tnii't. 1) is a section higher up in the cenical region ; the degeneration in
OoU'scolumn now occupies a nie<lian iiosition ; the degenemtinns in the direct cerebellar
tract, and in the tract of (iow.-rs are also well shown. Notice that in all cases, the
degenerated tracts are uc the same side as the injury.

layer of white substance. This thin layer is wanting in the neighbourhooil

of the posterior ntrve-i'oots. The grey commissure is extremely thick.

At till' hvil of t hi- fifth sarral iieri-e the grey matter is also ii excess,

and the central canal is eniiirped, appearing T-sliaped in section ; whilst in

the vppi r portion <\f thefhim terminal the grey matter is uniform in shape
without any central canal.
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CHAPTER XLIIl.

IT

t ¥

THE BRAIN.

A student's first glance at a brain, or at such a drawing of it

as is given in fig. 458, will be sufficient to convince him of its

complicated structure. It certainly is extremely complex, but by

studying it systematically we shall find that a knowledge of the

Fur 4^8.—Baw of the brain, i.nuperior lon^tudinal fiMure: a. i'. 2 , antenor oerebml

lobe •

i, fljiimre of Sylviun, between anterior and 4. 4', 4 . middle cenbral lobe : 5, 5 ,

potiterior lobe ; 6. m.-'ulla oblonj^ta; the flKure is in the right ant^-nor pynmid

;

;, 8, 9, 10, the cerebellum ; - . t)ie inferior vernuf.)rm proetw. The fltnireH from I. to

IX. are placed atcainKt the correHpondintf eet«bral nerv«i< ; III. in i«lac»-d on the right

crua cerebri. Vf. and VII. on the \tim-' Varolii ; X. the firBt cer\ ' "al or »uOoccipital

nene. (Allen T))'>miton.; J.

essential facts in its apatoniy will be attainable with coniimrative

ease. An acquaintance with the structure of the brain is, more-

over, essential for understaudiiijr iis functions. So we shall

devote this and a few succetxliii},' chapters to anatomical conside-

rations, befdre pjissinj^ on to the study of its physiolofrv.
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An outline diagram of its parts, such as is presented in t)ie

next figure, will indicate the various parts of the brain which we
shall have to take into consideration.

At the lowest part of the brain, continuing the spinal cord

upwards, is the medulla oblongata or bulb (D). Next comes the

pons Varolii (C), very appropriately called the bridge, because in

it are the connections between the bulb and the upper regions of

the brain, and between the cerebellum or small brain (B) and the

rest of the nervous system.

Fig. 459.— llan in outline of the lirain. an Heen from the right Hide. J. The part*

are reprwcnted hk Hepamted from one another Homewhat more than natural, no ait to

show their connections. A. cerebrum ; /, 9, A. it« anterior, middle, and podterior lobeH ;

e, flmure of Sylviun : B. cerebellum ; (', ponH Varolii; D, medulla oblongata; n,

pieduncleD of the cerebrum ; b, c, d, xupenor, middle, and inferior jiedunclei) of the
cerebellum. (From Quain.)

The mid-brain comes next {a, o), and this lends into the pedinicles

or crura of the certff/titm (A), the largest section of the brain.

Through the brain runs a cavity filled witli cerebro-spinal fluid,

and lined by ciliated epithelium ; this is continuous with the

central canal of the spinal cord. In the brain, however, it does

not romain a simple canal, but is enlarged at intervals into what

are called the ventricles. There is one ventricle in each half or

hemisphere of the cerebrum; these are called the lateral ventricles,

they open into the third mitricle, which is in the middle line :

and then a narrow canal (it<pieduct nf St/lvius) leads from this .0

the foitrth ventricle, which is placed on the back of the bulb and

pons, which form its floor ; its roof is formed partly liy the over-
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hanging cerebellum (fig. 459), partly by pia mator. This piece

of pia mater is pierced by a hole {Foravun of Magtndie), and so

the cerebro-spinal fluid in the interior

of the cerebro-spinal cavity is con-

tinuous with that which bathes the

external surface of brain and pord in

the sub-arachnoid space. The fourth

ventricle leads into the central canal

of the spinal cord. The fifth ventricle

in the central strtictures of the brain

does not communicate with the others.

The cerefj7-o-s]u'iuU fluid is a thin watery

fluid, containing a small quantity of

salts and proteids in solution, and a

substance which gives Trommer's test

for sugar ; it is, however, not sugar,

but a substance of the aromatic group,

allied to pyrocatechin.

Before passing on to describe these

portions of the brain one by one, it

will be convenient to state first a few

general facts.

(i.) In the bulb; at the lower part, the

distribution of grey matter follows

that which prevails in the cord. Higher

up the chief part is found towards the

posterior or dorsal as}>ect, surrounding

the central canal. When the central

canal opens o\it into the fourth ven-

tricle, the grey matter comes to tluit

surface chiefly, and is found to consist

more particularly, on either side, of the

nuclei of origin of the cranial nerves,

viz., the 12th, iith, loth, 9th, and

8th, and more externally of the nucleus

gracilis and nucleus cuneatus. In ad-

dition to these nia-sses of gn y matter

tliere are tlie olivary b'xlies towards

tlie ventral surface with the ac<rsx/;)y

(divts and the eutenuil arcuate luiclei,

placed at the tip of the anterior fissure on either side on

the ventral surface of the anterior pyramids.

(ii.) Jn the }x/ns Varolii.— In addition to the origins of nerAes

in the floor of the fourth ventricle on the dorsal aspect of the

Fig. 460.—Diagrammatic hori-

zontal section of a vertebrate
brain. The figures serve both
for thin and the next diagram.
Mil, mid-brain : what lieH in

front of thiK is the fore-, and
«hut li<i» behind, the hind-
brain ; /.', lamina termina-
IJH ; oil, olfactory lobes ;

Hmp, lierniHpheres ; 7'A. >.',

tbalaiuenifpnaton; /'n.pineal

gland ; J'd. pituitary body ;

/'..I/., foramen of Muniu ; et,

ci>ri)U» striatum ; 7"A, optic
thulamuH ; '

'
', crura wreDri ;

the matw lying above the
canal rt'pi'e!*nt« the corpora
r,uitdrigt>mina ; '''. cerebel-

lum ; -•/."., minlullii (iblim-

gttti : /—/A', tlie nine pairs
of eranial nerves ; i.olfaifoiy

ventricle ; 2i lateral ventriile

;

,1. third ventricle ; 4, fourth
ventricle; +, iter a tertio

ad >iuartuin ventriculum, or

a(iutdjct of Svlviu".

(Uuxley.)

-^«^^
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pons, viz., of the 7th, 6th, and sth nerves, there are several

masses of grey matter, viz., in the front part, the $uperior oltve

and in the back part tiie locus cceruleus, as well as small

amounts of the same material mixed with fibres in the more

ventral surface.

(iii.) In the mid-brain, the grey matter preponderatea in the

corpora f/tuuirigfmina, and eorjwra geniciilata. It is also found

surrounding the aqueduct of Sylvius (where it gives origin to

the third and fourth nerves) and in other parts of the crura,

notably such masses as the red nitcleus and tuhgtnntia nigra.

(iv.) In the cerebral hemispheres, the cerebral cortex is made up

of grey matter which encloses white matter ; the co^'jiora striata

and optic thalami at the base of the brain are made up chiefly of

grey matter.

(v.) In the cerebellum, the grey matter forms the encasing

Pig. 4ft I.—Longitudinal and vertical diagrammatic section of a vertebrate brain. Lettoin

aa before. fT, piiUH V'amlii. Lamina terminalig is represented by the atrc ug black

line joining Pu and Py. (Hu-xley.)

material of the white matter. In the interior too there are

masses of grey matter forming the coi-pora dentata.

Speaking generally, there are two main collections of grey

matter—that on the surface, and that in the interior bordering

on the cerebro-spinal cavity, and subdivided into various masses

(corpora striata, optic thalami, ic), whose names have been men-

tioned, but whose closer aociuaiutance we shall make presently.

The cerebral or cranial nerves, some of which have also V)eeu

mentioned, are tliosc which originate from the brain ; there are

twelve pairs of these altogether, and all of them, with the excep-

tion of the first and second, originate from nerve-cells in the grey

matter of the floor of the fourth ventricle or its immediate

neighbourhood.

In the foetus the central nervous system is formed by an in-

folding of a portion of the surface epililivt. T'ais becomes a tube

of nervous matter, which loses all counectioj*. with the siuriace *.?
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the body, though later in life this is in a seiiHc re-established by
the nerves that grow from the brain and cord to tiie .surface.

The anterior end of this tube becomes greatly thickenod, to form

the brain, its cavity becoming the cerebral ventricles ; the rest

of the tube becomes the spinal cord. The primitive brain is at

first subdivided into three parts, the primary cerebral veticleg

;

the first and third of these again subdivide, so that there are

ultimately five divisions, which have received the following

This is devtioped into

It encloses the lateral

names :

—

I. Pros-enoephalon, or fore brain.

the cerebrum with the corpora striata,

ventricles.

3. Thalam-enoephalon, or twixt brain. This is developed

into the parts including the optic thalami, which enclose the

third ventricle.

3. Mes-enoephalon, or mitf brain, consists of the parts which

enclose the aqueduct of Sylvius—namely, the cor|)ora quadri-

gemina, which form its dorsal, and the crura cerebri, wliich form

its ventral aspect.

4. Ep.enoephalon, or hind brain, which tonus the cere-

bellum and pons.

5. Met-enoephalon, or after brain, which forms the bulb or

meflulla oblongata.

Figs. 460 and 461 represent a diagrammatic view of a verte-

brate bniin ; the attachment of the pineal gland, pituitary body,

and olfactory (I) and optic (II) nerves is also shown.

CHAPTER XLIV.

SIRUCTI'RE OF THK BULB, PONS, AND MrP-BnAlN,

We may study the bulb and pons by examining first the

anterior or ventral, then the posterior or dorstil aspect, and las'

of all the interior.

Anterior Aspect.

The bulb is seen to be roughly shaped, like an inverted trun-

cated cone, larger than the spinal cord, and enlarging as it goes

up until it terminates in the still larger jx)ns (fig. 462, p). In the
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middle line is a groove, which is a continuation upwards of the

anterior median fissure of the spinal cord ; the columns of the

bulb are, speaking roughly, continuations upwards of those of the

cord, but there i» a considerable rearrangement of the fibres in

each. Thus the prominent columns in the middle line, called

the pyramid* {a a), are composed of the pyramidal fibres, which

Fig. 462.—Ventral or anterior surface of
the pons Varolii, and medulla oblon-
Kata. a, a, pjrraiuids ; A, their decuii-
Hation; c, e, olivary bodies; d, d,

restiform bodies; «, arciiuU- fibres;

/. fibres passing from the anterior
culumn of the cord to the cere-
bellum; g, anterior column of the
spinal cora ; A, lateral column ; />,

puns Varoli." i', its upper flbren

;

S ^. roots of the fifth pair uf nerves.

tig. 463.—Dorsal or posterior surface
of the pons Varolii. cori>ora quad-
rii{eniina, and medulla oblongata.
The peduncles of the cerebellum
are cut short at the sides, a, a, the
upper pair of corpora quadri-
gemina ; 6, b, the lower ; /, /, supe-
rior peduncles of the oerebellam

;

e, eminence connected wiUi the
nucleus of the hypoglossal nerve ;

«, that of the gfosso-phaiyngeal
nerve ; i, that of the vagus nore ;

d, d, restiform bodies ;
;i, p, poste-

rior columns ; v, t>, groove in the
middle of the fourth ventricle,
ending below in the calamus scrip-
torius ; 7, 7, roots of the auditory
nerves.

in the spinal cord are situated principally iu the lateral columns
of the opposite side (crossed pyramidal tracts). The decussation

or crossing of the pyramids (4) occurs at their lower part ; a

small collection of the pyramidal fibres is, however, continued down
the cord in the anterior column of the same side of the cord

(direct pyramidal tract) : these cross at different levels in the
cord.

On tiie outer side of each pyramid is an oval prominence (c c),

which is not represented in the spinal cord at all. These are

4
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called the olivary bodies or olives ; they consist of white matter
outside, with grey and white matter in their interior.

The restiform bodies at the sides {d d) are the continuation
upwards of those fibres from cord and bulb which enter the
cerebellum, and the upper part of each restiform body is called
the inferior peduncle of the cerebellum.*

Posterior Aspect.

Fig. 463 shows a surface view of the back of the bulb,

pons, and mid-brain. Again we recognise some of the parts of

the spinal cord continued upwards, though generally with new
names, and again we see certain new structures.

The posterior median fissure is continued upwards, and on each
side of it is the prolongation upwards of the posterior columns of

the cord. The column of GoU is now called the Funiculus gracilis^

and the column of Burdach the Funiculus cuneatus.

The two funiculi graciles lie at first side by side, but soon
diverge and form the two lower boundaries of a diamond-shaped
space called the floor of the fourth ventricle ; this is made of

grey matter ; the central canal of the cord gets nearer and nearer
to the dorsal surface of the bulb, till at last it opens out on the
back of the bulb, and its surrounding grey matter is spread out
to form the floor of the fourth ventricle. The two upper boun-
daries of the diamond-shaped space are made by the superior
peduncles of the cerebellum, which contain fibres coming down
through the mid-brain from the cerebrum. The middle peduncles
of the cerebellum are principally made up of fibres running from
one cerebellar hemisphere towards the other throiigh the pons.

Running down the centre of the floor of the fourth ventricle
is a shallow groove

; on each side of this is a rounded longitudinal
eminence called the funiculus tenx ; running across the middle of
the floor are a number of fibres (the strioB Q4:ustic(B), which join
the auditory nerve.

In the upper part of the diagram the mid-brain, with the
corpora quadrigemina (a a, b b), is shown. Here there is once
more a canal which penetrates the substance of the mid-brain,
and is called the aqueduct of Sylvius, or the iter a tertio ad
quartum ventriculum ; it leads, as its second name indicates, from
the third to the fourth ventricle.

• Each half of the cerebellam has three peduncles
superior.

inferior, middle, and
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Origin of the Cranial Nerves.

Each cranial nerve ai'ises from a collection or collections of

nerve-cells situated in the grey tnatter ; these collections are

called nuclei of origin. The nerve-fibres run a certain distance

through the brain substance and then pass away to their destina-

tions. The region of the brain's surface where the nerve leaves

it, is often spoko" of as the supei'Jicial origin of the nerve.

There are twelve pairs of cranial nerves altogether, and of

these ten originate from the floor of the fourth ventricle or the

neighbouring grey matter. Fig. 464 is a diagram to show the

nuclei of origin of these ten nerves (3rd to the 12th). The first

two pairs of nerves will be described more fully later. In the

following brief account of the cranial nerves, it will be noticed

that many of them are either wholly motor, or wholly sensory in

function.

1. Olfactory nerve.—This is the nerve of smell.

2. Optic nerve.—This is the nerve of sight.

3. Motor oculi.—This is wholly motor. It supplies the follow-

ing extrinsic eye-muscles : superior rectus, inferior rectus, internal

rectus, inferior oblique and levator palpebra) ; and the following

intrinsic eye-muscles (i.e., within the eyeball itself) :—the ciliary

muscle, and the sphincter fibres of the iris. Its deep origin is in

the grey matter on the side of the Sylvian aqueduct underneath

the corpora quadrigemina close to the middle line. The anterior

part of the nucleus is composed of small cells from which nerve-

fibres originate for the ciliary muscle and sphincter of the

iris ; the other muscles mentioned are supplied by fibres from
the larger cells of the posterior part of the nucleus.

4. Trochlear.—This is wholly motor too. It supplies the

superior oblique muscle of the eyeball. It takes origin from the

grey matter immediately below the centre of the third, but
slightly more lateral in position ; its centre is connected with

that of the third and sixth nerves.

6. Abducens.—It is convenient to take this next. It also is

wholly motor, supplying the external rectus of the eyeball. Its

centre is beneath the eminentia teres in the upper part of the

floor of the fourth ventricle, near the middle line. By the

posterior longitudinal bundle it is connected to the nucleus of

the third nerve of the opposite side, and thus it partially supplies

the internal rectus of the opposite side.

5. Trigeminal.—This is a mixed nerve. Its smaller motor
division supplies the muscles of mastication, the tensors of the

K.P. S 8
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palate and tympanum, the mylo-hyoid, and the anterior belly

of the digastric; its larger sensory division, the Gasserian

3rd. Ventricle

S/r.A

Asc.lX
Lateral column

Funiculus cuneatiis

Funiculus gracilis

Pit- ^6a -Diaeram to 8lio«- the position of tlie nuclei of tlie cranial nerves (after ShemnK-
^'

toni tK" luUa and iH.ns are viewed from tl.e dorsal aspect, the eerebrun. an.l I'ere-

Xnnlavmg b'lM.Tul Uay. The nuclei (sensory <-"l.nn-ed red. anJ^;;" »?; '^^^ » «

represente.1 as beiiiK seen through tr..n8,«ren material,
^^^i^"

":> °f^V.^^^iX' ^
iinadriBe.iiinum ; CO. p., posterior corpus .luadrigeniinuni ; CO., corpus geniLUlalun ,

ipiauiiBi .miiuui
,

v..»< J , 1
cuTulens ; e.t., em nentia teres str. A., stria-

Ic lit c^i 8 r A^P ^;i iVp. super^r .uld-ile a,'.d inferior cerebellar l-?<l"ncle«

nXVtWeircut tWKl . The n. iiierals III. to XII. indicate the nuclei of the

rl-sirclive^mnial ne^s, all shown on tl.e left side except the ^cceB^ory-vago-glo^sso-

pliaryngeal
"' " "'

the motor :

of the same i

the lateral 1

of the ascending!

ganglion on which corresponds to the spinal ganglion on a spinal

nerve, is the great sensory nerve of the face and head. Its
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deep origin ia also double. The viotor centre is internal to the

sensory, and from it reach a number of fibres stretching

upwards as far as the anterior corpus quadrigeminuni ; this ia

termed its descending root ; it is also conncited with the locus

coeruleus. The sensory centre or nucleus outside the motor has

connected with it a tract of fibres from the cord as low as the

second cervical nerve (ascending root).

7. Facial,—This is the great motor nerve of the face muscles.

It also supplies the platysma, the stapedius, stylo-hyoid, and
posterior belly of the digastric. When it is paralysed, the mus-
cles of the face being all powerless, the countenani^e acquires on
the paralysed side a characteristic, vacant look, from the absence

of all expression : the angle of the mouth is lower, and the para-

lysed half of the mouth looks longer than that on the other side
;

the eye has an unmeaning stare, owing to the paralysis of the

orbicularis palpebrarum. All these peculiarities are exaggerated

when at any time the muscles of the opposite side of the face

are made active in any expression, or in any of their ordinary

functions. In an attempt to blow or whistle, one side of the mouth
and cheeks acts properly, but the other side is motionless, or flaps

loosely at the impulse of the expired air ; so in trying to suck,

one side only of the mouth acts ; in feeding, the lips and cheek

are powerless, and on account of paralysis of the buccinator

muscle, food lodges between the cheek and gums.
The deep origin of this nerve is shown in the diagram below

that of the fifth, and to the outer side of that of the sixth nerve.

The chorda tympani, which is generally described as a branch
of this nerve, is probably a continuation of the pars intermedia,

which is connected with the upper part of the glosso-pharyngeal

nucleus.

8. Auditory.—This nerve leaves the hinder margin of the pons

by two roots. One winds roimd the restiform body dorsal to it,

and the other passes ventro-mesially on the other side of the

restiform body. The former is called the dorsal root. The latter

is called the vc. *ral root. The dorsal root contains a large

number of nerve-cells, which give origin to many of its fibres.

Ventml to the restiform body and between the two roots is

another mass of ganglion cells, the accessory auditory nucleus.

Higher up these two collections of cells blend to form a ventral

nucleus, for this division of the auditory nerve. Some of the

fibres of this root are superficial in position, and for die s*ria>

acusticce across the ventricular floor. This roor. becomes the

cochlear branch of the auditory nerve ; it is the auditory nerve

proper, and it is distributed to the cochlea of the internal

s s 2
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ear. The venvral root originates from a collection of ne've-celh

!«mal to the srlosso-pharyngeal nuclem, called the inner or

spiral ganglion on the cochlear division have bipolar cells anu

represent a spinal gangh .n (see Kar).
„ ,,„^.j„„ «* laree

.» iVentral to the inner anditory nucleus is a
««"«f^'°"J.^

nerve cells formerly called the outer aud'tory nucleus, but now

known as the nucleL of Deiters. Its cells are connected with those

of the cerebellum.
^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ,^ ,,,

?Sis7ra:r^i^=r^t^^
JmU ot the Boor of the fourth ventricle down into the spmal

^ „ 1„. as the oriKin ot the »Uth or seventh cervical nervea.

Tht'n" W oTthe th'ee nerves are closely connected wth each

°*i'n' addition to this ,o«Un,d mchu,, which is composed ot

.Jjlcds there ani certain lateral contributions, namely :-

1 *.g in trt^reme lateral margin ot the antenor comj.

Sis is the orisin ot the spinal «=ce8Sory ;
it corresponds to

Te ante*ia^-' >-"" °' "" ''*r%fJ^'^leSla
the irrev matter of the spinal cord. The Shres of the spmal

^n^n t^ nerve pass from these cells through the lateral

"'Cflt*°f:f1-13'-^. e»'e,y t..m the ^^.
,„rt pT to aTntral and lateral direction through the reticular

rm.S:.S,en ventral to or '>--«•;
*;,^,'tr S^^^^^^

the strand of fibres connected with the hfth nerve, to wie

"**

?he\"undle8 of fibres of the fasciculus soUtarius start in ^be

latl.^1 grermatter of the cervical coni and higher m the reticukr

elation of the bulb ; they run longitudinally forwards to pas.

^"^Thrgrsst^Ltg^ I-ions of the combined
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nucleus are sensory ; the spinal accessory portion of the combined

nucleus, the nucleus ambiguus and fasciculus solitarius are motor.

The glotio-pharyngeal nerve gives filaments through its tympanic

branch (Jacobsen's nerve), to the fenestra ovalis and fenestra

rotunda, and the Eustachian tube, parts of the middle ear

;

also, to the carotid plexus, and throi.gh the great superficial

petrosal nerve, to the spheno-palatine (Meckel's) ganglion. The

small superficial petrosal (Jacobsen's nerve) asses to the otic

ganglion and thus controls the parotid sect m. The carotid

plexus may also connect the nerve with the Lj.ieno-palatine gang-

lion. Connections are also made with the sympathetic plexus on

the great meningeal artery by the external superficial [jctrosal.

This is important, as another possible connecting link between

the glosso-pharyngeal and the otic t'anglion is th'^s provided.

After communicatuig, either within or without ..ne cranium,

with the vagus, it leaves the cranium, divides into the two

principal divisions indicated by its name, and supplies the mucous

membrane of the posterior and lateral walls of the upper part

of the pharynx, the Eustachian tube, the arches of the palate,

the tonsils and their mucous membrane, and the tongue us far

forwards as the foramen caecum in the middle line, and to near

the tip at the sides and inferior part.

Functions.—The glosso-pharyr- ^ ' roots contain motor fibres

to the stylo-pharyngeus, middl- crictor of pharynx, and crico-

thyroid muscles, and probably to the levator paiati and other

muscles of the palate, except the tonsor which is supplied by the

fifth nerve, and the other constrictors of the i)harynx which are

sapplied from the nucleus ambiguus by cranial rootlets of both

ninth and tenth nerves. The nerve also contains fibres conce.'ned

in common sensation, and the sense ©f taste, and secretory fibres

for the salivary glands.

The vag%.f or pneumogastric nerve has most varied functions,

giving branches to the pharynx, larynx, oesophagus, stomach,

lungs, heart, intestines, liver, and spleen. Some fibres are

afferent and some efferent. Most of these functions we ha.e

already studied in connection with the organs just named. It

should be particularly noted that the principal origin of this

nerve is rt the lower end of the ventricular floor below the

level of the ninth, and, like it, beneath the inferior foves.

.

The spinal accessory nerve arises by two distinct origins—one

from a centio in the ^oor of the fourth ventricle, and connected

with the glosso-pharyngeal-vagus-nucleus ; the other, from the

outer side of the anterior conni of the spinal cord as low down as

the fifth or sixth cervical nerve. The fibres f-om the two origins
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come together at the jugular foramen, but separate again into two

branches, the inner of which, arising from the medulla, jouis the

vagus, to which it supplies its motor and some of its cardio-

inhibitory fibres, which are of the small medullated variety, whilst

the outer, consisting of large medullated fibres, supplies the

trapezius and steruo-mastoid muscles. The external branch,

which is the larger of the two, is composed almost exclusively of

motor fibres. The internal branch of the accessory nerve supplies

chiefly viscero-motor filaments to the vagus. The muscles of the

tUP. PtO' Of CWIMLLUM
MICfOLC I. ..

INF. „ „

CEREBELLAR
4

HEMISPHERE

Fig. 465.- Diagrammatic repre»entation of dorsal wpect of medulla, ponB, and mid-brain.

larynx, all of which are supplied by branches of the vagus, derive

their motor nerves from the accessory; and (which is a very

significant fact) Vrolik states that in the chimpanzee the internal

branch of the accessory does not join thr vagus at all, but goes

direct to the larjnx. The crico-thyroid, owever, receives fibres

which leave the bulb by glosso-pharyngeal rootlets; whether

it receives special accessory fibres as well is uncertain.

I - The hyi>oglossal nerve arises from a large celled and long

nucleus in the bulb, close to the middle line, inside the combined
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nucleus of the ninth, tenth, and eleventh nen'cs. Fibres from

this nucleus run from the ventral surface through the reticular

formation in a series of bundles, and it emerges from a groove

between the anterior pyramid and olivary body. It is connected

with the vagus, with the suiHjrior cervical ganglion of the sympa-

thetic and with the upper cervical nerves.

Dittributwn.—This nerve is the motor nerve to the muscles

of the tongue (stylo-glossus, hyo-glossus, geiiio-hyo-glossus, and

linguales). The branches of this nerve to the genio-hyoid, thyro-

hyoid, stemo-thyroid, sterno-hyoid, and omo-hyoid are branches

of the first, second, and third cervical nerves carried down in its

sheath and slipped oF at various points as descendens (hypoglossi)

cervicis, <&c.

The reader should now turn once more to fig. 4 \ (p. 626)

and try to obtain a more general idea of the nuclei of origin

of all these nerves. It will be noticed that the centres of

afferent nerves (coloured red) are in the minority ; these com-

prise the sensory nucleus of the fifth, the nuclei of the eighth

nerve, and the glosso-pharyngeal and vagal portions of the com-

bined nucleus of the ninth, tenth and eleventh nerves. The

remaining nuclei (coloured I lue) are efferent, and may be princi-

pally arranged into two groups:

—

(i) the nuclei of the third,

fourth, sixth and twelfth nerves which are close to the middle

line, and (2) the motor nucleus of the fifth, seventh, and nucleus

ambiguus (motor nucleus of ninth and tenth nerves) which form

a line more lateral in position.

A mere enumeration of the destination of the nerves arising

in the bulb shows how supremely important this small area of the

brain is for carrying on the organic functions of life. It contains

centres which regulate deglutition, vomiting, the secretion of

saliva, sweat, «kc., respiration, the heart's movements, and the

vaso-motor nerves.

The Internal structure of the Bulb, Pons, and
Mid-brain.

The structure of the interior of these parts is best studied

in a series of transverse sections. We will limit ourselves to

seven, the level of which is indicated in fig 465. The cerebellum

has been bisected into two halves and turned outwards, its upper

peduncles cut through to render the parts more evident. The

position of our seven sections is indicated by the transverse lines

numbered i to 7.
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First •eotion.—Thia is taken at the lovsust level of the bulb,

through the region of the decussation of the pyramids. The

similarity to the cervical cord will be at once recognised
;
the

passage of the pyramidal fibres (P) from the anterior part *.f the

bulb to the cross, i pyramidal tract ot" the opposite side of the

cord cuts off the tip of the anterior horr (A), which in sections

higher up appears as an isolated mass of grey matter, called the

lateral nncleva (fig. 467. nl). The V formed by the two posterior

horns is opened out, and tb»is the grey matter with the centntl

canal is brought nearer to the dorsal aspect of the bulb ;
the tip

of the coruu swells out to form the suhttnntia ffelatinota of

Rolan.h (U), which Cannes a prominence on the surface called the

Kg. 466.-8ection through the bulb at the level of the decui««tion of ^^^%vrr<aai^.<..tw^-

cuius grHciliH, continuation of column of OoU ; . fumcuhu cuneatun continuation of

column of Burda.h ; a, .ub«tantia jftlatinona of KoUndo, continuation of PO-tenoj

honi of .pinal cord ; l. continuation of lat.ral column of cord ; a, "->»»'?; °'?*^ of

the anterior hom, separated from the rert of the wey matter by the p>Tamidja ttW P.

which are cn»«ii.(r from the pyramid of the medulla to the po8tenor part of the Uteral

column of the opposite aide of the cord. (After L. CUrke.)

tubercle of Rolamlo ; G and C are the funinili (/racilis and cvneatus

respectively, the continuations upwards of the columns of GoU

and Burdiich.

Second section.—This is taken through the upper part of

the decussation. Beginning in the middle line at the top of the

diagram, we see first the posterior median fisbure {p.m./.), below

which is the grey matter enclosing the central canal (cc), and

containing the nuclei of the eleventh and twelfth nerves; the funi-

culus gracilis (^f.ff.)
comes next, and then the funiculus cuneatus

(
f.c.) ; these two funiculi have now grey matter in their ulterior :

these masses of grey matter are called respectively nw/«/« ffracilis

(n.g.) and nucleus cuneatus («.c.) ; the fibres which have ascended the

posterior columns of the cord terminate by arborising around the

cells of this grey matter; the fibres from the lower part of the
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body end in the nucleus gracilis, and those from the upper part

of the body in the nucleus cuncatus. These nuclei form a mmt
important position of relay in the course of the afferent fibres

from cord to brain. The new fibres arising from the cells of

these nuclei i*as8 in a number of different directions, and break

up the rest of the grey matter into what is called the f'ormtttio

reticularis. The fibres may be divided into three main groups
;

they are termed arcuate fibres.

p.m.f. fjS- y

Fig. 467.—TraDRVdise section of the medalla oblongata in the region of the superior
decunation. a.mj., anterior median fissure ; /.a., superficial arcuate flbres emerging
from the fissure ; p.v., pyramid ; n.a.r., nuclei of arcuate fibres ; /.«', deep arcuate
fibres becoming superficial ; », "', lower i!nd of olivary nucleus ; ». /, nucleus lateralis

;

/.r., formatio reticularis; ./'.a", arcuate flb'-es proceeding Irom the formatio reticu-
laris; g, substantia gelatinosa of Rolando; a.V., ascending root of fifth nerve;
/.-., fun:'<ulu4 cuni'atuH ; n.c, nucleus cuneatus ; n.c.', external cuneate nucleus;
*.g., nucleus gracilis; f.g.. funiculus gracilis; 7>.m.y., posterior median fisHure;

e.c, central canal surrounded by grey matter, in which are n.Xl., nucleus of the spinal
acceasoiy, and ». A7/., nucleus of the hypoglossal ; <.>/., superior decussation (decussa-
tion of flUet) . (Modified from Svhwalbe )

1. The external arcuate fibres (f a, f a^) course round the ve.i

tral surface of the bulb.

2. Some of these turn round sharply (/* a') to the restifi in
body of the same side.

3. The internal ai\ late fibres are those which pass into the

formatio reticularis and cross with thei*- fellows at the median

raphe, forming what '' sometimes called the superior pyramidal

deeuisaticm, («.t/.), > u which should be more properly called the

decusmtiofi of the fillet. The fillet fibres, after having crossed to
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the other nide, become .1 longitudinal bundle, which lies just donial

to the pyramid (py), and pawes upwards to various parts of the

cerebnun, passing, however, through one or more cell stations

(positions of relay) before ultimately arriving at the cortex.

We now see that the brain has a crossed relatiouship to the body,

the left half of the brain gu\erning the right half of the body,

n.am.

71.an

Fig. 468.-8eetion of the medulla oWong«U at about the middle of tiie oUvary bodv.

/././I., anterior median flwure; n.nr., nucleus arcuatua; ;>, pyramid; All., Dunaie

of hnKwl<>««l nerve emerging from the nirface ; at b, it aeen couning between tlie

Eyramid and the olivary nucleus, o; /.a.e., external arcuate fibres; b./., nucleus

tteralia ; <i.,

stantia Relat^i

A'., bundle of .oe— .«"• ..—-.p—n , ^^ -. i: , . . .

beginning to be funned chiefly by arcuate flbrea ; superficial and deep .
«.<.. nucleus

cuneatus ; n.g., nucleus gracilU ; «, »»tachment of the litrula ; /.*., funiculus solitaniw ;

ii.A-., «. A'.', two parts of the vagus nucleus ; n.XlI., hypoglossal nucleus ;
n.t., ni^eltu*

of the funiculus ttres ; n.am., nucleus ambiguus ; r., raphi? ; A., continuation of the

anterior column of oord ; o', o", accessory olivary nucleus; ;>.o.^, pedunculuaoUvw.

(Modified from Schwalbe.)

and vice vertd, both as regards motion and sensation ; the ...otor

fibres mostly cross at the decussation of the pyramids, some few

(those in the direct pyramidal tract) crossing at lower levels in

the cord ; the sensory fibres mostly cross at the decussation of

the *^^'.

t, though some few cross at lower levels in the cord, soon

aftv -neir entrance into the cord by the posterior nerve-roots.

Other points to be noticed in the section are the substantia

gelatiiiosft of llolando {g) (remains of posterior coruu of the cord),

now separated from the surface by the ascending root of the fifth
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nerve (a V); the latcml nucleus (» /) (remains of l • ai cerior

comu of the cord); the lower part of the grey mat . of the

olivary Vxly (o, o'), and most anteriorly the pyramid (py).

Thlrc: Beotion.—This (tig. 468) is taken at about the middle

of the olivary body, and ytoM&i also through the lower part of the

floor of the fourth ventricle. The central canal has now openetl out

into the fourt h ventricle, and the grty matter on its floor contains

the nuclei of the twelfth and tenth nerves ; bundles of the fibres

of these nerves course through the substance of the bulb, leaving

it at the places indicated in the diagram.

il

vin

fig. 469.—Bection'aoroM the pom, «b it the middle of the fonrth ventricle, py., i>yTBmidal

bundle! ; p"., tranerene fibre* r .aeinK ;>o,, behind, and po„ in front of py ; r., raphe

;

o.t., supenor olive ; a. V., bnnalea of aecending root of V. nerve encloeed in a pro-

lL<nrBtion of the nibstance of Rolando ; /, trapzium ; VI., the ?'xth nerve, n.r/., ita

nadeua ; I'//., facial nerve ; Vll.a., intermediate portion, n. F//., it« nucleui ; YIII.,

auditory nerve, n. VIII., lateral nucleiu of the auditory. (After Quain.)

The nucleus gracilis, nucleus cuneatus, and tubercle of Rolando

are pushed into a more lateral positio:* ; the restiform body (C.».)

now forms a well-marked prominence, and the olivary body is

well seen with its dentate nucleus ; from the open mouth of this

corrugated layer of grey matter a large number of fibres issue,

and passing through the nif ' e, course as internal arcuate fibres

to the opposite restiform bodv, and thus to the cerebellum ; some

-pass to the restiform body of the same side; the continuation of the

direct cerebellar tract of the cord also passes into the restiform

body. Its fibres terminate by arborisations round Purkinje's cells in

the vermis of the cerebellum. The funiculus solitarius and nucleus
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ambiguut, also seen in this section, have been already alluded to

in our account of the origin of the cranial nerves (p. 628).

Fourth section.—This is taken through the middle of the

pons, and ihows much the same kind of arrangement as in the

upper part of the bulb. The general appearance of the section

is, however, modified by a number of transversely coursing

bundles of fibres, most of which are passing from the cerebellar

hemispheres to the raphe, and form the middle cerebellar

peduncles. Interminglexi with these is a considerable amount of

grey matter (nuclei pontis). The continuation upwards of the pyra-

mids (fig. 469, py) is embedded between these transverse bundles,

and separated by them from the reticular formation ; the deeper

transverse fibres, which form the trapezium (<), connect the supe-

rior olivary nucleus of one side to the accessory auditory nucleus

of the other side. The large olivary nucleus is no longer seen,

but one or two small collections of grey matter (o.«.) represent it,

and constitute the mperior olivary nucleus. The nerves taking

origin in this region of the floor of the fourth ventricle are the

sixth, seventh, and eighth. The fifth nerve originates higher

up, where the floor of the fourth ventricle is narrowing, till at

last, in the region of the mid-brain, we once more get a canal

(Sylvian aquwiuct) corresponding to the central canal of the

spinal cord.

The reticular fonnation between the grey floor of the ventricle

and the trapezium is a continuation upwards of the reticular

formation seen in previous sections. It consists of white fibres

passing transversely in different directions, between which there

are fibres running longitudinally, and a considerable amount of

grey matter. In such a complex system of intercrossing fibres, it

is extremely difficult to separate any definite tracts, but there are

at least two longitudinal tracts of fibres in it which a little higher

up in the mid-brain are separated off from the rest ; one of these

is the fillet, the origin of which in the nuclei gracilis and cuneatus

of the opposite side we have already seen ; the other is the

posterior longitudinal bundle, which is stated by some to be a

continuation upwards of some of the fibres of the an<.erior column

of the cord ; it certainly contains fibres connecting the nuclei of

the third and sixth nerves of opposite sides. These are shown

in the

Fifth and Sixth sections, which are taken through the

mid-brain, and are drawn on a smaller scale than the others we

have been examining ; they represent the actual size of the sec-

tions obtained from the human subject.

Near the middle is the Sylvian aqueduct, with its lining of
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ciliated epithelium. In the grey matter which surrounds it are

large nerve-cells, from which the fourth nerve, and higher up the

third nerve, originate; the fibres of the third nerve are seen

issuing from these in fig. 470, B III. The reticular formation of

the pons is continued up into the mid-brain, and is called the

tegmentum. Its transverse fibres include the decussating fibres of

the superior peduncles of the cerebellum. The fibres of the fillet

partly pass in an oblique manner to the side of the mid-brain,

and terminate in the grey matter of the corpora quadrigemina

(C Q); this is called the lateral fillet; the rest of the fillet

{mesial fillet) goes on through the cms, and has been traced

L.G.

Tig. 470.—Outline of two actions acrow the mid-brain : A, through the middle of the

inferior; B, through the middle of the superior corpora quadrigemma C.U.

Cr., cruBte; 8.N., gubstantis nigra-«hown only on one side; T, tegmentum;

8, Sylvian aqueduct, with its surrounding grey matter ; L. G., lateral groove

;

».«., posterior longitudinal bundle; rf. F, descending root of tte fifth nerve; S.C.Fj,

supemr cerebeUar peduncle; F, flUet; IH., thiid nerve. The dotted circle m B
represents the situation of the tegmental nucleus. In B the three divisions of the

crusta are indicated on one side. The pyramidal fibres {Pi/) are m the middle, and

the fronto-cerebeUar (F.C.) and temporo-occipital cerebeUar (T.O.C.) at the sides.

(After SchUer.)

into the optic thalamus; from here fresh nerve-fibres, forming

a new relay, continue the afferent impulses to the cortex of the

cerebrum.

The pyramidal bundles of the pons are continued upwards, and

form the middle third of the crusta {cr) or pes. The crusta and

tegmentum are separated by a layer of grey matter called the

substantia nigra (S N). There is also grey matter in the teg-

mentum itself, which is called the tegmental or red nucleus.

The corpora quadrigemina are formed mainly of grey matter ;

from each superior corpus a bundle of white fibres passes upwards

and forwards to the geniculate bodies, eventually joining the

optic tract of the same side. The white layer on the surface of

the grey matter of the C. quadrigemina is derived from the optic

tract J
these fibres come from the retina, and terminate by arbo-

rising around the cells of the grey matter of the C. quadrigemina.

.
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S.N.

The further relationships of these parts of the brain we shall

study in connection with vision.

Seyenth section.—This is through the crus. It is made up

of crusta (which contains the motor fibres),

tegmentum (which contains the sensory fibres,

especially the bundle called the mesial fillet),

and the stibstantia nigra, the grey matter

which separates them.

The destination of one of the spinal cord

tracts we have not yet mentioned ; this is

the tract of Gowers. This is continued up

through the ventral part of the pons lateral

to the pyramidal bundles ; when it reaches

the superior cerebellar peduncles the main part of the tract

takes a sharp backward turn and enters the middle lobe or

vermis of the cerebellum by the superior peduncle and superior

medullary velum. Some of the fibres of the tract are continued,

however, into the corpora quadrigemina.

Fig. 471.—Section through
cms of cerebnun. Cr,

cnuta; 8.N.,subBtantia

nigra ; T, tegmentum.

CHAPTER XLV.

STRUCTURE OF THE CEREBELLUM.

The Cerebellum is composed of an elongated central portion or

lobe, called the vermis or vermiform process, and two hemispheres.

Each hemisphere is connected with its fellow, not only by means

of the vermiform process, but also by a bundle of fibres called

the middle peduncle (the latter forming the greater part of the

transverse fibres of the pons Varolii), while the superior peduncles,

which decussate in the mid-brain, connect it with the cerebrum

(5, fig. 472), and the inferior peduncles (restiform bodies) connect

it with the medulla oblongata (3, fig. 472).

The cerebellum is composed of white and grey matter, the

latter being external, like that of the cerebrum, and like it,

infolded, so that a larger area may be contained in a given space.

The convolutions of the grey matter, however, are arranged

after a different pattern, as shown in fig. 472. The tree-like

anangement of the white matter has given rise to the name

arbor vitce. Besides the grey substance on the surface, there are,

in the centre of the white substance of each hemisphere, small
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masses of grey matter, the largest of which, called the corpus

Fig. 472.—Cerebellain in section and fonrth Tentricle, with the neighbouring parts, i,
median (ptooTe of fonrth ventride, ending below in the ealamut tcriptoriut, with the
longituduial eminences formed by the /aseieuli teretes, one on each side ; 2, the same
groove, at the plaoS where the white streaks of the auditory nerve emei^ from it to
cross the floor of the ventricle ; 3, inferior peduncle of the cerebellum, formed by
the restiform body : 4, funiculus gracilis ; above this is tihe calamus scriptorius

; 5,
superior peduncle of cerebellum ; 6, 6, fillet to the side of the crura cerebri ; 7, 7, lateral
grooves of the crura cerebri ; 8, corpora quadrigemina. (From Sappey after Hiischfeld
and Leveill^.)

dentatum (fig. 473, cd), resembles very closely the c(»'pu8 dentatum
of the olivary body of the medulla oblongata in appearance.

fig.• 473-—Outline sketch of a section of the cerebellum, showing the corpus 1

The section has been carried through the left lateral part of the pons, so ai

dentatum.
„ r r—, — astodivide

the superior peduncle and pass nearly through the middle of the left cerebellar hemi-
sphere. The olivary body has also been divided longitudinally so as to expose in
section its corpta dentatum. cr, cms cerebri ; /, fillet ; o, corpora quadrigemina

;

IP, superior peduncle of the cerebellum divided ; m p, middle peduncle or lateral part
of the pons varolii, with fibres passing from it into the white stem ; a v, continuaoon
of the white stem radiating towards the arbor yiti< )f the folia ; d, corpus den-
tatum ; 0, olivary body with its corpus dentatum ; p, pyramid. (Allen Thomson.) ).

If a section is taken through the cortical portion of the
cerebellum, the following distinct layers can be seen (fig. 474) by
microscopic examination.
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Underneath the pia mater is the extemai layer of grey matter ;

it is formed chiefly of fine nerve-fibrea with amall nerve-cells

p m

tKhtte external " molecule Uy«r " towM^tathe tt^'^'^^i^^^S^^.

SS.^2Sitiik^fft«1!u^ (jr in «.d Noble Snuth.)

scattered through it Into ita outer part, processes of pia mater

pass vertically ; these convey blood-vessels. There are also here

numerous long tapering neuroglia-cells. The internal or granular
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layer of grey matter is made up of a large number of small nerve-

coUa vaixec* with a few larger ones, and some neuroglia-cellB.

Between the two layers is an incomplete stratum of large flask-

shaped cells, called the cei of Pvrkinjt. Each of these gives

oiT from its base a fine process which becomes the axis-cylinder

of one of the medullated fibres of the white matter ; he neck of

the flask passing in the opposite direction breaks up into dendrites

which pass into the external layer of grey matter. By Golgi's

method (fig. 475) these dendrons have been shovn to spread out
in planes transverse to the direction of the lamellte of the organ.

I.

^9- 475.—Section of oerebeUar cortex, stained by Oolgi's method ; i. taken across the
lamina; 11. inthedirectiouof the lamina: a, oute-. or molecoltu layer; b, inner or
gnmulur lajer ; c, whjte matter, a. Cell of Pnrldnje ; b, small cells of inner layer ; c
dendrons of these cells ; d, axis^linder process of one of these cells becominfr longitu-
dinal in the onter layer ; «, biforcation of one of these

; g, a similar cell lying in the
white matter. (Ramon y Cajal.)

Each cell of Purkinje is further invested by arborisations of

two sets <^f nerve-fibres. One of thtse (originating from the fibres

of the white matter which are not jontinuous as axis-cylinders

from the cells of Purkinje) forms a basket-work round the

dendrons ; the other (originating as axis-cylinder processes from

the nerve-cells of the external layer) forms a felt-work of fibrils

round the body of the cell.

The cells of tlie internal layer of grey matter are small ; their

dendrites intermingle with those of neighbouring cells ; their axons

penetrate into the external layer, but their final destination is

uncertain. Ramifying among these cells are fibres characterised

by possessing bunches of short branches at intervals (moss-fibres

of Cajal).

X.V. T T
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CHAPTER XLVI.

STRUCTURM OF THE CBRBBRUM.

Thb large size and complexity of the cerebrum distinguishes

the brain of man from that of the lower animals ;
the amount of

the corpus caUoBum tewed lor <>^^,S^?^^^S,^'^^^^<a>giX;aAiB»l
I, the uVperiurfaoe of the oorpn.<»"<*^i4i?t^^rSSJ^^di « Qiey pa-
rtri» boikding the furrow

; 4. "J^f '""J^^J.^f^.'J^JfSuo^ ; 6, portS^
into the cerebrum ; 5. •"tTfJ^S^^^e ma^ d?Xwproceedii«fem the

r«!5^o^?Te'p^e£a\^r'T^Sir^-^^°^'-"-- '(^I^T.-iter

Foville.)

convolution of its surface corresponds roughly with the degree of

'"t"? cerebrum consists of two halves called cerebral hemtspfures,

separated by a deep longitudinal Bssure and connected by a large
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band of transverae oommissural fibres known as the corpiu callotutn.
The interior of each hemisphere contains a cavity of complicated
shape called the lateral ventricle ; the lateral ventricles open into
the third ventricle. The corpus callosum is shown in ig. 476.

^i/tiTiH^S^^-?'^^'^ abow, Mpodag the Uteial, fourth, a&d fifth ventrides

]2S*?™ f™>"ndmK part^ J.-0, antw&rjiMt, or genu of coipiu caUomim ; b, corpus
striatum

; 6 ,
the corpua rtnatum of left aide, diasected ao as to expose ita grey aub-

itaaoe
; «, pointa by a une to the ttenia aemidmdaria ; d, optic thalamua ; e,axtmor

pflJara of fonui divided
j below they are seen descending in front of the thid ventricle,

Si SlflTS?'i^*^«».'**^*£^ °J ^^ antwior coicaiiaaure
; in front of the letter e issem the aUt-like fifth ventricle, between the two lamins of the septum luddum : /.soft or middle commissure

; g is placed in the posterior part of the third ventride
immediately bebmd the latter are the posterior commiaanie (jnat visible) and thepm«»lglana,the two crura of which extend forwards along the innw aiiduppeTmargiM of the optic thi^ami ; » and i, the corpora qnadrige^ ; fc au^riSTcrSfof
2S!!^f^ V *^2!f

*°
JJ*, *^*, X?'^ «>' Viensiena. ^whTSabUn OS^^ toexpose the fourth ventride ; I, hippocampus maior and oorpna flmbriatum, or taenia

hippocampi; m, hippocampua mmor ; n, emiaentU collateralis ; 0, fourth ventride

:

fiJv?°'i.'°"??"'' J^S**"* °^'°'¥^*»
!

r, section of oerebeUum
J », upper part of

The next figure (fig. 477) represents a dissected brain in which
the corpus callosum has been removed ; the ventricles are thus
exposed.

Each hemisphere is covered with grey matter, which passes
down into the fissutes that abound on it« exterior. This surface

T T 2

I
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I is

grey matter ia called the cerebral cortex. The aram.nt of th«

frey matter varies directly with the amount of convolut.on of

J^
surface. Under it white matter is situated ;

and at the base

there are masses of grey matter ;
part of t^eseW wj^ are

seenforminK part of the wall of the ventricles. The anterior

W gTnS^^called the crpu, Hriatum ; M i^ divided into

^ pfrts^called the lenticular or extraventnadar n^Uu^ and

the nivdate or intraventricular nvcleu. It ha^ received the

latter name because it is seen in the interior of the ventricle.

The posterior basal ganglion is called the optic thalamus.

oommiamire ; «.<•, wlan* oi KeU. (BchwalDe.)

Passing up between the basal ganglia are the white fibres

which enter the cerebral hemisphere from the crus ;
these consti-

tute the internal capsule. This passes in front between the two

subdivisions of the corpus striatum, and behmd between the

optic thalamus and the lenticular nucleus of the corpus striatum.

The relationship of these parts is best seen in a vertical section
;

such as is represented m the next diagram (fig. 478)-

One hemisphere is seen, with portions of the other. The sur-

face darkly shaded indicates the grey matter of the cortex, which

passes down into the fissures; one very extensive set of convolu-

dons (cot ) passes deeply into the substance of the hemisphere ;

this is called the Island of Beil ; the lowest stratum of grey
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matter is separated from this to form a narrow isolated strip of

grey matter called the cUttutrum (cL). In the middle line from
above down are seen the great longitudinal fissure extending as

far OS (c.c.) the corpus callosum, the band of white matter that

forms the great commissure between the uso hemispheres ; be-

neath this are the lateral vert - jles which communicate by the

foramen of Monro with the third ventricle : the fornix is indicated

by the letter /.
( 'ontributing to the floor of the lateral ven-

tricle, one next sees the optic thalamus (th.), and the tail end of

the nucleus caudatus {n.c.) ; the section being taken somewhat
posteriorly. The nucleus lenticularis is marked nl. ; and the

band of white fibres passing up between it and the thalamus is

called the interned captule (c.t.) ; the narrow piece of white matter
between the claustrum and the lenticular nucleus is called the

external capnUe.

For tho student of medicine the internal capsule is one of the

most important parts of the brain. Into it are continued up the

fibres which we have previously traced as far as the cms cerebri

;

the motor-fibres of the crusta are continued into the anterior two-

thirds of its posterior limb (i.e. behind the genu * in fig. 479)

;

the sensory fibres of the tegmentum into the posterior third of

this limb. When these fibres get beyond the narrow pass between
the basal ganglia, they spread out in a fan-like manner and are

distributed to the grey cortex; the motor-fibres going to the motor
convolutions around the fissure of Rolando; the sensory fibres to the

same convolutions and also to others behind these which are asso-

ciated with special sensations. The name corona radiata is applied

to the fan-like spreading of the fibres ; the fibres as they pass

through the handle of the fan, or internal capsule, communicate
with the nerve-cells of the grey matter of the basal ganglia ; the

pyramidal fibres on their way down to the medulla and cord from
the motor areas of the brain send off collaterals or side branches
which arborise around the cells of the corpus striatum, and to

a lesser degree around those of the optic thalamus ; the axis-

cylinder processes of these cells pass out to join the pyramidal
tract on its downward course. The sensory fibres on their way
up may pass straight on to the cortex, but the majority, especially

those in the fillet, terminate by arborising round the cells of the

optic thalamus, and in the subthalamic area. This, in fact, is

another cell-station or position of relay : the fibres passing out from
the cells of the thalamus continue the impulse on to the cortex

The importance of the internal capsule is rendered evident
when one considers the blood supply of these parts; at the
anterior and posterior perforated spots, numerous small blood-vessels
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enter for the supply of the basal ganglia, and these are liable to

become diseased, and if they rupture, a condition called apoplexy

is the result ; if the hsomorrhage is excessive, death may occur

almost immediately ; but if the paUent recovers, a condition of

more or less permanent paralysis remains behind; and a ve^

large amount of paralysis results from a comparatively limited

lesion, because so many fibres are congregated together iu this

narrow isthmus of white matter. If the hwmorrhage is in the

. . AhrM fT«wn tiM» mndate nucleoft to the pons. */•., irontai looe, i/c.,ucaMw

ta SS;?th2 *^.^s^^^^.ysh^^^'S^ '*°;!?'SwW.^^^ct°own thiM *\ npiratdi into the hemtohere jntt <

I at the medajlla in the oyiMiidal decuMation.

apt, direct pyrunidal tract. (Qowen.)
/p^

anterior part of one internal capsule, motor paralysis of the

opposite side of the body (hemiplegia) will be the most marked

symptom. If the hemorrhage occurs in the posterior part, sen-

8ory paralysis of the opposite side of the l)ody will be the most

marked symptom. If the n. otor-fibres are affected, degeneration

will occur in the pyramidal tract and can be trace. .rough the

pes of the cms and mid-brain to the pyramid of ti.e pons and

bulb, and then in the crossed pyramidal tract of the opposite side

and in the direct pyramidal tract of the same side of the cord.

mufA
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Figure 479 repreaenti. a horisontal view through the hemi-

iphere. The internal capeule (e) at the point * makes a bend
Mlled the jwhm or knee, behind which the motor-fibrei, and more
posteriorly still the sensory-fibres,

pass. The connection between
cerebrum and cerebellum is also

indicated ; one cerebral hemisphere

is cuiinected with the opposite cere-

bellar hemisphere by the superior

cerebellar peduncle which decus-

sates with its fellow in the mid-

brain.

The remainder of the white

matter consiats of aiwociatiou fibres

which run from convolution to

convolution.

Histologloal Struotnre of the
Oerebrfd Cortex.

The cortex consists of the follow-

ing five layers (Meynert) :

—

I. Superficial layer with abun-

dance of neuroglia and a few small

multipolar nerve-cells. 3. A thin

layer of a large number of closely

packed small nerve-cells of pyra-

midal shape. 3. The most import-

ant layer, and the thickest of all

:

it contains many large pyramidal

nerve-cells, each wit^ ss run-

ning off from the i \ crtically

towards the free uarface, and
lateral processes at the base which

are always branched. There is also

a median process from the base

of each cell which becomes con-

tinuous with the axis-cylinder of

a nerve-fibre. The bundles of

fibres spread out in this layer.

4. Numerous nerve-cells, some
large and others small, forming the grtmvlar fcrmatUm of Meynert.

5. Spindle-shaped and branched nerve-cells of moderate size

arranged chiefly parallel to the free surface (fig. 480). This layer

i» "»

«

Rg.

mrr:?

480.—The larers of the cortical
grey matter ofthe cerebruip

(Meynert.)
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is romwUble in being broken up bj fibre, arranged in group.

PMeinst to the outer Uyerk

It i. a noticeable fact that the different layer, do not bear the

same relation to one another in thickne* in different region.. In

the area about the fiiaure of Rolando, which we .hall presently we

U ailed the j«»ior»-»iotor arta, the large pyramidal cell, of the

Fig. 48i.-Prindii«l tjrp«» of ceUi in tke cerebral rortex.

medittitt-rised pjnmmidd odl of tiM Moond U7W.
B,' Uiye prrwndidd oeU of third Uyer.

C, polymorirtiou* cell of fourth Uyer.

D, cell of which the »«iMylinder proceM ia Meendiiig.

1; SWtte ftJit. or mol«>«l*r. layer, fonmng» »temedlate ceU^-tation bet*e«

^wwwy flbiwand motor celli. Notice the t<tngeni:i' direction of the nerve-nbrei..

0, lenaory fibre from the white matter.

H, white matter. _
, ,

.

1, coUateral of the white matter. (Bamoo y Cajal.)

third layer are conspicuous in size and number, and numeroiit.

large cells are found in the fourth layer. These latter attain

their greatest development in the pre-central and post-central

convolutions. The granular layer is very marked in the occipital

region, forming a distinct and broad division of the fourth layer.

The large cells are scarce. In the frontal region, the pyramidal

and fourth layers are well marked but the cells are less
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immeroiM ; the nuclear layer ii very diitinot. The pyramidal

Tit. 4ta.—Hummn cerebral cortex : Gk>l^'s sethod. (Mott.)

Fig. 483.-Hnnuui cerebral cortex : Golgi'K method. (Mott.)

cells aro those from which the motor or efferent fibres originate.
The separation of the fifth layer from the rest to form the
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clauBtrum in the region of the Island of Reil has been already

alluded to (p. 645). „ , .

By Golgi's method the arrangement of these cells has been re-

cently made out much better. The diagram on p. 648 (fig- 48 »)
»8

taken from Ramon y Cajal's Croonian Lecture, and the follovjmg

two (figs. 482 and 483) are from photo-micrographs kindly lent

me by Dr. Mott. Fig. 482 represents a section through the motor

cortex of the human brain, and shows very beautifully the large

pyramidal cells with dendrons passing off from their corners, and

fhe axis-cylinder process passing from the base of each towards

the white matter, giving off collaterals on the way. Neurogba-

cells are also seen.
. ^. 1 . ™,^

Fie. 483 is a high-power view of the same; in the lower part

of the diagram some of the neuioglia-cells are seen in the sheath

of a small blood-vessel. „«u«.„t
The cells of the cortex thus give nse to the motor or efferent

fibres; these pass into the white matter of the interior of the

brain. Some^either directly or by collaterals, (i ^ the cortex

of more or less distant convolutions. These are called Association

fibres. (2) Others pass to the corpus callosum,and so reach the cortex

of the opposite hemisphere. These are called CommismrcU fibres.

In each case they terminate by arborisations (synapses) around

the cells of the grey matter of the cortex; while others again,

especially those of the largest pyramidal cells, extend downward

through the corona radiata and internal capsule and become,

(3) fibres of the pyramidal tract. These are called Projection

fibres. As they pass down they give off collaterals to the ad-

jacent grey matter, to the opposite hemisphere vid the corpus

callosum, to the corpus striatum and the optic thalamus, which

terminate there by arborisations: the main fibres terminate in

synapses round the multipolar cells of the anterior horn of the

opposite side of the spinal cord.

The cells of the cortex are, in addition to all this, surrounded

by the arborising terminations of the sensory nerve-fabres,

which, after relays at various cell-stations, ultimately reach the

cortex. / £. \ A
We are now in a position to complete diagram 453 (P- «" ;>

»°°

obtain an idea of the relations of the principal cells and fibres of

the cerebro-spinal ner^-ous system to one another.

Pvr Ida aSa.-) is a cell of the Rolandic orea of the cerebral cortex
;
AX is its

axrs'.cvfnVr?r^4s which passes down in the P^.^^<i-Vff'Sla'Sarre
t" middle line AB at the pyramidal decussation t gives off colk^^^^^

of which (ra«) is shown passing m the '-"FP^^'^^i^^'"" ^iS^^S dmscs
«rhnrt«fttion in the cortex of the opposite hemisphere ;

pnother (««r) passes

"to t~Xus striaTum In the ^collaterals pass oU a: 1 end in arbori-
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sationB round cells of the anterior horn of the spinal cord (see also fig. 453) ;

the main fibre has a similar termination.' The motor ncrre-fibre passes from
the anterior comnal cell to muscnlar fibres where it ends in the terminal
arborisations called end-plates.
Coming now to the sensory fibres, a cell of one of the spinal ganglia is

A.C.N

m

\Skli>

Fig. 484.—Scheme of relationship of cells and fibres of brain and cord. (In the preparation
of this diagram I have received conciderable assistance from Dr. Mott.)

shown. Its axis-cylinder process bifurcates, and one branch passes to the
periphery ending in arborisations in skin and tendon. The other (central)
branch bifurcates on entering the cord, and its divisions pass upwards and
downwards, the latter for a short distance only ; the terminations of this
descending branch and of collaterals of the ascending branch round the cells

• The intermediate cell station in the pt)sterior horn between the pvramidal
fibre and the anterior cornual cell (Schafer) is not shown in the'diagram
(see also p. 610).
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m
i- IV.

E II.
3 r ;;

ft ? is

r. I •;

t lit
11 I

become, longittdlol !» o.e °' ''iJ^^JL'^tSfm w!U . ni'« .^-

mm^mmm
SSn around a ceU in the vemi8 of the cerebe""^

J^a^r^ he c^^bi^-
Purkinie, the axis-cylinder process of which ^^ P^^°, 7J"ei,„ of the

of its collaterals pass up to the cerebrum.
, j^ jn the

The oriRin and destination of the tract of Gowers are °o' ^^°;° '"
-it„

TS'ilKeTm°a&r which is continuous from spinal coid to the optic

th3'lus!!lfthrough this certain afferent impulses, such as those of pain,

'XuSlttention should be paid to the following point :
when an

ssrsss=i;a iss
The second set passes through an intermediate <?e."-«tf'^ XeS;e tL m.rtor

rherbranchJ, all these nervous circles are deranged, and the result ,8 loss

of reflex action, and incoordination of muscular movements.

The Convolutions of the Cerebrum.

The surface of the brain is marked by a great number of de-

pressions which are called yw«.m or sulci, and it is this folding
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of the surface that enables a very large amount of the precious
material called the grey matter of the cortex to be packed \rithin

the narrow compass of the cranium. In the lowest vertebrates
the surface of the brain is smooth, but going higher in the animal
scale the fissures make their appearance, reaching their greatest
degree of complexity in the higher apes and in man.

In an early embryonic stage of the human foetus the brain is

also smooth, but as development progresses the sulci appear,
until the climax is reocbed in the brain of the adult.

The sulci, which make their appearance first, both in the
animal scale and in the development of the human foetus, are the
same. They remain in the adult as the deepest and best marked
sulci ; they are called the primary Jitmres or sulci, and they divide
the brain into thbea ; the remaining sulci, called the secondary
fissures or sula, further subdivide each lobe into convolutionsct gyri.

B

Fig. 485.

A. Bntin of adult Macacque monkey.
B. Brain of child shortly before birth.

The two brains are very much alike, but the growth forwards ot the frontal lobes eren
at this early stage of deyelopment of the human brain is quite well seen. 8, flssui* of
Sylvius ; B, Assure of Bolando.

A first glance at an adult human brain reveals what appears
to be a hopeless puzzle ; this, however, is reduced to order
when one studies the brain in different stages of development,
or compares the brain of man with that of the lower animals.

The monkey's brain in particular has given the key to the
puzzle, because there the primary fissures are not obscured by
the complexity and contorted arrangement of secondary fissures.

The preceding figure, comparing the brain of one of the lower
monkeys with that of the child shortly before birth, shows the
close family likeness in the two cases.

Fig. 486 gives a representation of the '.rain of one of the
higher monkeys, the orang-outang, where there is an inter-

mediate condition of complexity by which w^ are led lastly to the
human brain.

Let us take first the outer surface of the human hemisphere
;

the primary fissures are

—

I. The fissure of Sylvius ; this divides into two limbs, the pos-
terior of which is the larger, and i-uns backwards and upwards.
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and the anterior limb, which passing into the substance of the

hemisphere, forms tlie hland of Reil.

a. Thefismre of Rolando, running from about the middle of

the top of the diagram (fig. 487) downwards and forwards.

3. The external parieto-occipitalfiamre (Pah. oc. f) parallel to the

fissure of Rolando but more posterior and much shorter ;
n. .

)me

monkeys it is longer (see fig. 486).

ne^lani'o^ eiSSal p«teto-occipital d-ure very weU marked. (Oratiolet.)

These three fissures dr '.de the brain into five lobes :—

I The frontal lobe ; in front of the fissure of Rolando.

2. The parietal lobe ; between the fissure of Rolando and the

external parietooccipital fissure.
. . , c

3. The occipital lobe; behind the external parieto-occipjtal fissure.

4. The temporal or temparo-tphenoidal lobe ; below the fissure of

Sylvius.

5. The Ifland of Seil.

It will be noticed that the names of the lobes correspond to

those of the bones of the cranial vault which cover them. There

is no exact correspondence between the bones and the lobes, but

the precise position of the various convolutions in relation to the

surface of the skull is a matter of anatomy, which, in these days

of brain-surgery, is of overwhelming importance to thf surgeon.

The position of a localised disease in the brain can be aetermmed
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very accurately, as we shall see later, by the symptoms exhibited
by the patient, and it would be obviously inconvenient to the
patient if the surgeon was unable to trephine over the exact spot
under which the diseased convolution lies, but had to make a
number of exploratory holes to find out where he was.

Each lobe is divided into convolutions by secondary fissures.
1. The flrontal lobe is divided by the central frontal or pre-

frontal iulcus which runs upwards parallel to the fissure of Rolando,
and two trantverte frontal sulci, upper and lower, into Tour convo-
lutions

; namely, the ascending frontal convolution in front of the
fissure of Rolando, and three transverse frontal convolutions, upper,
middle, and lower, which run outwa/ds and forwards from it.

2. The parietal lobe has one important secondary sulcus, at
first running parallel to the fissure of Rolando and then turning
back parallel to the margin of the brain. It is called the

f B OWTA I.

LOOE

Fig.^487.—Bigrht cerebral hemisphere, outer surface.

intra-parietal sulcus. The lobe is thus divided into the ascending
parietal convolution behind the fissure of Rolando, the supra-
marginal convolution between the intra-parietal sulcus, and the
fissure of Sylvius

; the angular convolution which turns round the
end of . Sylvian fissure, and the superior parietal convolution or
parietal lobule, in frout of the external parietoKHScipital fissure

3. The occipital lobe is divided into upper, middle, and lower
occipital convolutvms by two secondary fissures running across it

4. The temporal lobe is similarly divided into upper, middle,
and lower temporal convolutions by two fissures running parallel
to the fissure of Sylvius; the upper of these fissures is called the
parallel fissure.

5. The Island of EeU is divided into convolutions by the
breakuig up of the anterior limb of the Sylvian fissure.

Coming now to the mesial surface of the hemisphere (fig. 488)
Its subdivisions are made evident by cutting through the corpus

;?}!
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rill

calloBum which unites the hemiapheie to its fellow. The aub-

division into lobes is not so apparent here as on the external

surface of the hemisphere, so we may pass at once to the convo-

lutions into which it is broken up by fissures.

OBt

O.S.

Fig. 488.—Bight oerebral hemisphere, mesial surface.

In the middle the corpus callosum is seen cut across ;
above

it and parallel to its upper border is a fissure called the calloto-

marginal fisture which turns up and ends on the surface near

the upper end of the fissure of Rolando. The convolution above

this is called the marginal convolution, and the one below it the

calloml canvolutum or gyrus fomicatus. The deep fissure below

the corpus callosum running from its posterior end forwards and

downwards is called the dentate

Jumre; this forms a projection

seen in the interior of the lateral

ventricle and called there the

hippocampus major; it is some-

times called the hippocampal con-

volution which, together with the

gyrus fomicatus above the corpus

callosum, constitutes the limbic

lobe. Below the dentate fissure

is another called, the collateral

fissure, above which is the uncvnate

convolution, and below which is

the inferior temporal convolution

which we have previously seen on

the external surface of the hemisphere (see fig. 487)- !« ^he

occipital region the internal parieto-occipital fisswre, which is a con-

tinuation of the external pariet<Mx;cipita! fissure, passes downwards

and forwards till it meets the calcarine fissure ; these two enclose

betvoen them a wedge-shaped piece of brain called the cwnev* or

A.P.S

Fig. 489.—Orbitia surface of frontal lobe.

M, marginal oonyolution.

0, olfactory sulcus.

O.8., orbital sulcus.

1, island of Reil.

S.a, anterior limb of Sylvian fissure.

S.p, posterior limb of Sylvian flssure.

A.P.B., anterior perforated spot.
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euneate lobule ; the square piece above it is called the precunena
or quadrilateral lobule.

The only coDvolutions now left are those which are placed on
the surface of the frontal lobe that rests on the orbital plate of
the frontal bone; they are shown in fig. 458, 2 2' 2"

(p. 618),
and may be seen diagrammatically in fig, 489, the end of the
temporal lobe being cut off to expose the convolutions of the
central lobe or Island of Reil.

Along the edge is the continuation of the marginal convolution
(m) ; next comes the olfactory sulcus (o) in which the olfactory
tract and bulb lie ; then the triradiate orbital sulcus (0.8.) which
divides the rest of this surface into three convolutions.

CHAPTER XLVII.

FUNCTIONS OF THE SPINAL CORD.

The functions of the spinal cord fall into two categories

:

functions of the grey matter, which consist in the reflection of

afferent impulses, and their conversion into efferent impulses

{reflex action) ; and functions of the white matter, which are

those of conduction.

The Cord as an Organ of Conduction.

We have studied at some length the various paths in the white
matter, and so we have the materials at hand for recapitulating

the main facts in connection with the physiological aspect of the
problem.

Complete section of the spinal cord in animals, and diseases or

injuries of the cord or spinal canal in man, which practically cut
the cord in two, lead to certain histological changes of a degene-
rative nature, which we have already studied, and to physiological

results, which are briefly

—

(i) paralysis, both motor and
sensory, of the parts of tLs body supplied by spinal nerves
which originate below the point of injury; and (2) increased

reflex irritability of the same parts, the reason for which we shall

study immediately.

Hemisection of the cord leads to degenerative changes on the

II

K.P. u u
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aame aide of the cord, and low of motion and sensation on the

game side of the body below the lesion (see p. 616).

The motor path in the cord from the brain is the pyramidal

tract; the anatomy of this tract is described in Chapters

XLII. to XLVL, and we need do no more here than remind the

reader that it originates from the pyramidal cells of the cortex of

the opposite cerebral hemisphere, and that the principal decussa-

tion occurs at the lower part of the bulb.

The sensory tracts are more complex, on account of the nume-

rous cell-stations on their course. The path for tactile and mus-

cular sense impressions is up the posterior columns to the'nucleus

gracilis and nucleus cuneatus ; thence by the internal arcuate fibres

and fillet to the optic thalamus of the opposite side, and thence

by the posterior part of the internal capsule to Jie Rolandic area of

the hemisphere ; the decussation of the fillet occurs in the bulb.

Schiff, one of the earliest to work at the subject of con-

ducting paths in the cord, arrived at the conclusion that painful

impressions travelled to the brain by the grey matter of the

cord. This conclusion was regarded as paradoxical, for white

matter is conducting, grey matter is central or reflecting. But

the conclusion is not so paradoxical as it appears at first

sight, for we now know the grey matter is made up of nerve-

units, communicating physiologically by their interlacement of

dendrons ; and it is quite easy to understand that impulses may

travel up grey matter through a vast series of cell stations or

positions of relay. The more exact methods of modem research

have gone far to justify SchiflF's conclusions, and it is now gene-

rally held that the impulses due to painful impressions, and also

those produced by heat and cold, travel up to the optic thalamus

by the loopings of fibres from cell to cell through the tract of

grey matter, which is continuous from oord to optic thalamus

(fig. 484, o.M.) ; from the optic thalamus the fibres of the corona

radiata carry on the impulse to the cortex. These conclusions are

confirmed by ecent experiments on hemisection (see p. 616), and

by the phenomena seen in certain diseases. One of the most

instructive of these from the physiological standpoint is known

as locomotor ataxy. This disease is an affection of the afferent

channels, and the most marked and constant change in the spinal

cord is a de{jenerative one in the posterior columns. In such a

case muscular and tactile sense are abolished, particularly in the

lower limbs, but painful and thermal sensations are felt. On the

other hand, in the disease of the grey matter of the cord called

syringomyelia, sensations of heat, cold and pain are lost, and

tactile sensations remain.

V -I

( i!
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Some afferent impulses reach the cerebellum via the cells of

Clarke's column and the direct or dorsal cerebellar tract to the

restifomi body and inferior peduncle of the cerebellum. It

terminates in the vermis or middle lobe of the cerebellum ; the

fibres of the tract of Gowers originate in the same cells, and those

of its fibres which enter the cerebellum do so by its superior

peduncle, and these also end in the vermis.

This leaves us still one more set of fibres to consider ; these

are the fibres that leave the cerebellum and travel up to the bruin

and down the cord. They, like most of the other tracts, have been

investigated by the degeneration method. Their exact course is,

however, uncertain, though probably they ultimately terminate by
arborising round the multipolar cells of the cerebrum and of the

anterior horn of the cord (see fig. 484, p. 651 ; see also under
Cerebellum, Chapter XLIX).

Beflex Aotion of the Spinal Cord.

There are two theories of a speculative nature regarding the

relationship of reflex and voluntary actions : one is, that all

actions are in essence reflex, and that the so-called voluntary

actions are modified reflexes, in which the afferent impulse to act,

though often obscure, is nevertheless by seeking always to be
found. Put in popular language, this theory implies that we
have really no such thing as a will of our own, but our actions

are simply the result of external circumstances.

The other theory is the exact opposite—namely, that all

actions are in the beginning voluntary, and become reflex by
practice in the lifetime of the individual, or the lifetime of his

ancestors, who transmit this character to their descendants.

This is not the place to discuss a philosophical question of

this kind, and still less the debated question whether acquired

characters are transmissible by inheritixncc. The distinction be-

tween voluntary and reflex actions is a useful practical one, and
certainly it cannot be doubted that many practised actions

become reflex in the lifetime of every one of us. Take walking as

an example : at first the act of locomotion is one in which the

brain is concerned ; it is an action demanding the concentration

of the attention ; but later on the action is largely carried out by
the spinal cord, the afferent impulses to the cord from the feet

directing the efferent impulses to the muscles concerned.

The reflex actions of the spinal cord may first be studied in a

brainless frog, as in this animal the spinal cord possesses a great

power of controlling very complex reflex actions.

r u 2
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BeflezM in a BrainlMa Vrog.

After destruction of the brain the shock of the operation ren-

ders the animal for a short time motionless and irresponsive to

stimuli, but in a few minutes it gradually assumes a position

which differs but little from that of a living conscii is frog. If

thrown into water it will swim ; if placed on a slant ng board it

will crawl up it (Golta) ; if stroked on the flanks it will croak

(Ooltz) ; if it is laid on its back, and a small piece of blotting

paper moistened with acid be placed on the skin, it will generally

succeed in kicking it off ; if a foot is pinched it will draw the

foot away ; if left perfectly quiet it remains motionless.

The muscular response that follows an excitation of the sur-

face is purposive and constant, the path along which the impulse

is propagated being definite.

Under certain abnormal conditions, however, the propagation

of the impulse in the cord is widespread, the normal paths being,

as it were, broken down. This is seen in the convulsions that

occur on slight excitation in animals or men who have suffered

from profuse hsemorrhage, or in the disease called lockja.w or

tetanus. Such a condition is easily demonstrable in a brainless

frog under the influence of strychnine : after the injection of a

few drops of a i per cent, solution under the skin, cutaneous

exciUtiou no longer produces co-ordinated muscular responses, but

paroxysms of convulsions, in which the frog assumes a charac-

teristic attitude, with arms flexed and legs extended.

Spreading of refiexe*.—If one lower limb is excited, it is that

limb which responds: if the excitation is a 8-«)ng one it will

spread to the limb of the opposite side, and if stronger still to

the upper limbs also.

Cumulation of reflexa.—Th\s is well illustrated by Turck's

method. If a number of beakers of water are prepared, acidulated

with I, 2, .. &c. parts of sulphuric acid per 1,000, and the tips

of the frog's toes are immersed in the weakest, the frog at first

takes no notice of the fact, but in time the cumulation or sum-

mation of the sensory impulses causes the animal to withdraw its

feet. If this is repeated with the stronger liquids in succession,

the time that intervenes before the muscles respond becomes less

and less. This method also serves to test reflex irritability when

the frog is under the influence of various drugs.

Inhihition of reflexes.—If, instead of the whole brain, vhe cere-

brum only is destroyed, and the optic lobes are left intact, response

to excitation is much slower, the influence of the remaining part

of the brain inhibiting the reflex action of the cord. Or if in
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doing the experiment with acid just described the toe* of the

other foot are being simultaneously pinched, the response to the

aci'i is delayed. Inhibition, or delay of reflex time is thtis pro-

duced by other sensations, which, as it were, take up the attention

of the cord.

This influence of the brain on the cord is also illustrated in

man, by the fact that a strong effort of the will can contn>l many

reflex actions. It is, for instance, possible to subdue the tendency

to sneeze ; if one accidentally puts one's hand in a flame, the

yet it is well known
stake, held his hand m

that

the
natural reflex is to withdraw it

:

Cranmer, when being 1)umt at the

flames till it was consumed.

After the spinal cord has been divided by injury or disease in

the thoracic region, the brain can no longer exert this controlling

action ; hence the part of the cord below the injury having it,

as it were, all its own way, has its reflex irritability increased.*

The increase of reflex irritability is also seen in the disease callea

lateral sclerona ; here the lateral columns, including the pyra-

midal tract, become degenerated, and so the path from the brain

to the cells of the cord is in great measure destroyed. In these

patients the increase of reflex irritability may become a very

distressing symptom, slight excitations, like a movement of the

bed-clothes, arousing powerful convulsive spasms of the legs.

Jteflex time.-—In the frog, deducting the time taken in the

transmission of impulses along nerves, the time consumed in the

cord (reflex time) varies from 0*008 to o"oi5 second; if the

reflex crosses to the other side it is one-third longer. It is

lessened by heat, and under the influence of a strong stimulus.

Beflex Action in Man.

The reflexes obtainable in man form a most important factor

in diagnosis of diseases of the nervous system ; each action is

effected through an afierent sensory nerve, a system of nerve-cells

in the cord termed the reflex centre, and an efferent motor nerve
;

the whole constitutes what is called the rejlex arc. The absence

of certain reflexes may determine the position in the spinal cord,

which is the seat of disease.

Two forms of reflex action must be distinguished :

—

I. Superficial reflexes. These are true reflex actions, and are

excited by stimulation of the skin.

• In some injuries to the nonl pro<luced by crushine, there is a loss of re-

flexes below the injury. Theiie, however, are not simple transverse lesions ; the

loss of reflex action is due to extensive injury to grey matter by hsemorrhage.

I
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a. Deep reflexefl or tendon reflexes. This ii a most undesii-ublp

twme, as they are not true reflex actions.

Buperfloial B«fl«z«i.—These are obtained hy a gentle stimu-

lation, such as a touch on the skin ; the muscles beneath are

usually affected, but muscles at a distance may be affected aUn.

Thus a prick near the knee will cause a reflex flexici of the hip.

The moat important of these reflexes are :

—

a. Plantar reflex : withdrawal of the feet when the soles are

tickled.

b. Gluteal reflex : a contraction in the gluteus when the skin

over it is stimulated.

c. Crenuuterie reflex: a retraction of the testicle when the

skin on the inner side of the thigh is stimulated.

d. Abdominal reflex in the muscles oi ' ac abdoiniiial wall when
the skin over the side of the abdomen is stroked ; the upper part

of this reflex is a veiy definite contraction at the epigastrium, and

has been termed the epigastric refljtx.

e. A series of similar reflex actions may be obtained in the

muscles of the back, the highest being in the muscles of the scapula.

f. In the region of the cranial nerves the most important

-eflexes are those of the eye—(i) the conjunctival reflex, the

tvemcnt of the eyelids when the front of the eyeball is touched
;

..lid (ii) the contraction of the iris on exposure of the eye to light,

and its dilatation on stimulation of the skin of the neck.

Tendon Reflexes.—When the muscles are in a state of alight

tension, a tap on their tendons will cause them to contract. The
two so-called tendon reflexes which are generally examined are

the patella tendon reflex or knee-jerk, and the foot phenomenon or

ankle-clonut.

The knee-jerk.—The quadriceps muscle is slightly stretched by
putting one knee over the other ; a slight blow on the patella

tendon causes a movement of the foot forwards, as indicated in

the dotted line of fig. 490. This phenomenon is present in health.

Ankle-clonus.—This is elicited as depicted in the next figure :

the hand is pressed against the sole of the foot, the calf muscles

arc thus put on the stretch and they contract, and if the pressure

is kept up a quick succession or clonic series of contractions is

obtained. This, however, is not readily obtained in health.

These phenomena are not true reflexes ; the time that inter-

venes lietween the tap and the response is so short that they must
be due to direct stimulation of the muscles or of their tendons.

Nevertheless, the idea that they are reflex is supported by the

following facts :

—

I. There are nerves in tendon.
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a. The phenoroeiut depend for their oocurrenoe on the integrity

of the reflex «ra Dieeaae or injury to the afferent nerve, efferent

nerve, or > Jk\ grey matter, abolishee them. Thus they cannot

Fif. 490.—The Knee-jerk. (Oowen.)

be obtained in locomotor ataxy (damage to the posterior nerve-

roots), or in infantile paralysis (damage to the anterior horns of

grey matter).

€)

Fij{. 491.—AnUe-donni, (Oowen.)

3. They are excessive in those conditions that inirease the true

reScx irritability, such as severance of brain from cord, and in

lateral sclerosis.

How, then, is it possible to reconcile these two sets of facts t
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The explanation advanced by Sir William Gowers does so best

it is briefly as follows :

—

(i) The tendon reflexes are not reflexes, but are due to direct

stimulation of the muscle itself.

(ii) In order that the muscle may respond it is necessary that

it be in an irritable condition ; this is accomplished by putting it

slightly on the stretch, and so calling forth the condition called

tonus (see p. 136), a readiness to contract on slight provocation.

(iii) Muscular tonus depends on the integrity of the reflex

arc. The sensory stimulus for this reflex muscular tone arises

either in the muscle itself, or more probably in the condi-

tion of the antagonistic muscles. (See more fully, next para-

graph but one.)

(iv) Hence injury to any part of the reflex arc, by abolishing

the healthy tone of a muscle, deprives it of that irritable condition

necessary for the production of these so-called reflex actions.

Beoiprocal Action of Antagonistic Muscles.—This is an

interesting branch of muscle physiology related to the question

of tendon reflexes, which we owe to the researches of Sherrington.

In brief, he shows that the inhibition of the tonus of a voluntary

muscle may be brought about by excitation of its antagonist.

Movement at a joint in any direction involves the shortening

of one set of muscles and the elongation of another (antagonistic)

set. The stretching of a muscle produced by the contraction of

its antagonist may excite (mechanically) the sensorial organs

(probably the muscle-spindles, see p. 93) in the muscle that is

under extension ; in this way a reflex of pure muscular initiation

may be started. Experiments show that electrical excitation of

the central end of an exclusively muscular nerve produces inhibi-

tion of the tonus of its antagonist. For instance, the central eqd
of the severed hamstring nerve is faradised. This nerve contains

in the &at 4510 nerve-fibres, and of these about 18 10 are sensory

in function*; these come from the flexor muscles of the knee, not

from the skin. The effect of the stimulation of the nerve on the

tonus of the extensor muscles of the knee is seen (a) in elongation

of those muscles, (h) in temporary diminution of the knee-jerk.

The experiment may be varied as follows : the exposed flexor

muscles detached from the ktiee, and therefore incapable of

mechanically aflfecting the position of the joint, are stretched or

kneaded. This produces a reflex elongation of the extensor

muscles of the knee and a temporary diminution of the knee-jerk.

* The number of sensory nerve-fibres is determined by counting the
degenerated fibres in the nprves after section of the posterior nerve-roots.

\iim»^
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The effects are in fact the same as thoh produced by faradisa-

tion of the central end of the nerve supplying them. It may
therefore be that reciprocal innervation, which is a common form
of co-ordination of antagonistic muscles, is secured by a simple
reflex mechanism, an important factor in its execution being the
tendency for the action of a muscle to produce its own inhibition

reflexly by mechanical stimulation of the sensory apparatus in its

antagonist.

On p. 652 we have drawn attention to the three "nervous
circles " by which an afferent impulse may affect the motor dis-

charge from the anterior horn-cells of the cord ; there is the short

path by the collaterals of the entering fibre which pass directly

to these cells, and there are the two longer paths, vid the cerebel-

lum and cerebrum respectively. In the execution of a voluntary
action all three circles are in activity to produce the co-ordination

and due contraction and elongation of antagonistic muscles which
characterise an effective muscular act. Section of the posterior

roots produces not only an inability to carry out reflex actions, but
also leads to an inability to carry out effectively those more compli-

cated reflex actions which are called voluntary and in which the
brain participates. Locomotor ataxy, or tabes dorsalis, is a slowly
progressive disease, the anatomical basis of which is a degeneration
of the nerve-units of the spinal ganglia. It is, therefore, analogous
to a physiological experiment in which the posterior roots are
divided, and although fibres may remain which still allow of the
passage of nervous impulses, the action of the three circles is

greatly interfered with ; the spinal reflex arc is at fault ; this

is shown by the loss of reflex action, the disappearance of the
tendon reflexes, and the want of tonus in antagonistic muscles

;

the main symptom of the disease is want of muscular co-ordina-

tion, and this is produced not only by the lesion in the spinal

cord, but is accentuated by the want of continuity in the other
two circles, so that the brain is unable to effectively control the
motor discharge from the anterior comual cells.

Beaotlon Time in Kan.—The term reaction time is applied to the time
occupied in the centre in that complex response to a pre-arranged stimulus in
which the brain as well as the cord comes into play. It is sometimes called
the personal equation. It may be most readily measured by the electrical
method, and the accompanying diagram (fig. 492) will illustrate one of the
numerous arrangements which have been proposed for the purpose.

In the primary circuit two keys A and B are included, and a chrwio-
graph (i), arranged to write on a revolving cylinder (fast rate). Another
chronograph (2), marking i-iooths of a second, is placed below thi^. The
experiment is performed by two persons 6' and I). The key A . ^p.t the
control of C is opened. The kev B, under the control of Z) is c' The
electrodes £ are applied to some part of Z>'s body. C closi a. The
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primary circuit is made, and the chronograph moves. As soon as D feels

the shock he opens B, the current is thus broken, and the chronograph lever

returns to rest. Measure the time between the two moveuents of the
chronograph (l), by means of the time tracing written by chronogntph (a).

From this, the time occupied by transmission along the nerves has to be
deducted, and the remainder is the reaction time. It usually varies from
0*15 to 0'2 second, but is increased in :

—

Tlu DiXemiM,.—The primary circuit is arranged as before. Lead the

-z:^

Figr- 492.—B««etioa tinM.

wires from the secondary coil to the middle screws of a reverser without
cross wires. To each pair of end screws, attach a pair of electrodes E and
E, applied to diflferent parts of 2)'s body (Fig. 492).
Arrange previously that 2) is to open B, when one part is stimulated, but

not the other, C adjusting the reverser unknown to B. Under these cir-

cumstances the reaction time is longer.

The reaction time in response to various kinds of stimuli, sound, light.

1;

II

Fig. 493.—The DUenmui.

pain, etc., varies a good deal ; the condition of the subject of the experiment
is also an important factor. This, however, is really a practical branch of

psychology, and has recently been much worked at by students of that
science.

SpeolAl Oentrea in the Oord.—In addition to the general function of

reflex action, the grey matter also exercises control over cert n i n special actions.

(Mio-npinal centre ; this centre controlling the dilatat^ >n of the pupil is

situated in the lower cervical region, reaching as far down as the origin of

the first to the third thoracic nerve.

Centres for de/cecation, micturition, erection, a,nd parturition, are situated

in the lumbar enlargement of the cord.

Subsidiary vato-nwtor centret are scattered through the grey matter, the
principal vaso-motor centre being situated in the bulb.

[|Lg=:=
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CHAPTER XLVIII.

FUNCTIONS OF THE CEREBRUM.

Thb brain is the seat of those psychical or mental processes which
are called volition and feeling ; volition is the starting point in

motor activity ; feeling is the final phase of sensory impressions.
In the days of the ancients very curious ideas prevailed as to

the use of the brain. It is true that Alkmaon as early as 5S0 b.c.

placed the seat of consciousness in the brain, but this view was
f^f the nature of a guess, and did not meet with general accept-

•e ; and two hundred years later Aristotle considered that the
icipal use of the brain was to cool the hot vapours rising from

one heart. At this time the seat of mental processes, especially

those of an emotional kind, was supposed to be in the heart, an
idea now confined to poets, or in the bowels, as those acquainted
with such ancient writings as the Bible will know.

As time went on truer notions regarding the brain came to the
fore ; thus Herophilus (300 B.c.) was aware of the danger attend-
ing injury to the medulla j Arcteeus and Cassius (97 a.d.) knew
that injury to one side of the brain produced paralysis of the
opposite side of the body; and Galen (13 1—203A.D.) was acquainted
with the main motor and sensory tracts in brain and cord. Be-
tween that time and this, most of the celebrated anatomists have
contributed something to our knowledge, and one may particularly

mention Vesalius, Sylvius, Rolando, Gall, Carus, Willis, and
Burdach; many of these names are familiar because certain
structures in the brain to which they called attention have been
christened after them. The erroneous notion that the brain was
not excitable by stimuli lasted even to the days of Flourens and
Magendie. In modem times, new methods of research in the
micro copic and experimental direction have produced results

which perhaps in no other branch of physiology have been of

such immediate benefit to the human race.

Effects of Bemoval of the Cerebrum.

When the cerebral hemispheres are removed in a frog, it is de-
prived of volition and of feeling ; it remains perfectly quiescent
unless stimulated ; it is entirely devoid of initiatory power, but
as we have already seen, it will execute reflex actions many of

which are of a complex nature (see p. 660).
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A pigeon treated in the same way remains perfectly motionless

and unconscious unless it is disturbed (see fig. 494)* When
disturbed in any way it will move, for instance, when thrown into

the air it will fly ; but these movements are, as in the frc^, purely

reflex in character.

In mammals the operation of extirpation of the brain is attended

with such severe hsemorrhage that the animal dies very rapidly,

but in some few cases where the animals have been kept alive, the

phenomena they exhibit are precisely similar to those shown by a

frog or pigeon. In the case of the dog portions of the cortex

have been removed piecemeal by Ooltz of Strasburg, until at last

the whole of the cortex has been extirpated. Such animals carry

out co-ordinated movements of a complicated character very well,

Fig. 4q(.—Pigeon after rKOioval of the hemispheres. (Dalton.)

but they manifest no intelligence, and have complete lack of

memory. They are in a condition analogous to that of the frogs

and pigeons just mentioned.

Localisation of Cerebral Ftinctions.

When the main function of the cerebrum was understood,

physiologists were divided into two schools ; those who thought

that the brain acted as a whole, and those who thought that

different parts of the brain had different functions to perform.

One of the most prominent of the first school was Flourens, and

Goltz, whose work has been done chiefly on dogs, is about the

only prominent living survivor of this set of physiologists.

OnwJually, as better methods have come in, and especially since

monkeys have been used for experiment, those who believe in the

localisation of funct' m have multiplied ; and now, localisation of

in

I
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cerebral function is more than a theory, it is an accepted fact.

Perhaps the best practical evidence of this la the fact that experi-

ments on monkeys have been taken is the basis for surgical

operations on the human brain, and with perfect success.

The earliest to wojrk in the direction of localisation were
Hitzig and Fritsch. The subject was then taken up by Ferrier

and feo, and later by Schafer, Horsley, etc., in this country, and
by Munk and many others in Germany. In addition to those
who have studied the matter from the experimental standpoint,

must also be reckoned the pathologists, who in the post-mortem
room have examined the brains of patients dying from cerebral

disease, and carefully compared the position of the disease with
the symptoms exhibited by the patients during life. In this way
two series of independent investigations have led to the same
results ; both metuods are essential, as many minor details dis-

covered by the one method correct the erroneous conclusions which
are apt to be drawn by those who devote their entire attention to

the other.

The main point which these researches have brought out is the
overwhelming importance of the cortex ; it contains the highest

cerebral centres. Before Hitzig began his work, the corpus
striatum was r^arded as the great motor centre, and the optic

thalamus as the chief centre of sensation ; very little note was
taken of the cortex ; it appears to have been almost regarded as a
kind of ornamental finish to the brain. The idea that the basal

ganglia were so ipiportai)^ arose from the examination of the

brains of people who had died from, or at least suffered from,

cerebral haemorrhage.

The most common situation for cerebral heemorrhage, is either

in the region of the corpus striatum or optic thalamus ; it was
noticed that motor paralysis was the most marked symptom if

the corpus striatum was injured, and sensory paralysis if the

optic thalamus was injured. The paralysis, however, is due, not to

injury of the basal ganglia, but of the neighbouring internal capsule.

The internal capsule consists in front of the motor-fibres passing

down from the cortex to the cord, and behind of the sensory fibres

passing up from cord to the cortex (see p. 645). Hence, if these

fibres are ploughed up by the escaping blood, paralysis naturally

is the result. If a haemorrhage or injury is so limited as to affect

the basal ganglia only, and not the fibres that pass between them,
the resulting paralysis is slight or absent

The question will next be asked : What, then, is the function

of the basal ganglia 1 They ar? what we may teim subsidiary

centres; the corpus striatum, piincipally in connection with
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moTemeut, and the optic thalamus, in connection with sensation,

and especially with the sense of vision as its name indicates.

A subsidiary centre may be compared to a subordinate oiBcial

in an army. The principal centre may be compared to the

commander-in-chief. This highest officer gives a general order

for the movement of a body of troops in a certain direction ; we

may compare this to the principal motor-ceiltre of the cortex

sending out an impulse for a certain movement in a limb. But

the general does not give the order himself to each individual

soldier, any more than the cerebral cortex does to each individual

muscle; but the order is first given to subordinate officers,

who arrange exactly how the movement shall be executed, and

their orders are in the end distributed to the individual men,

who must move in harmony with their fellows with regard to

both time and space. So the subsidiary nerve-centres or positions

of relay iehable the icdpulse to be widely distributed by collaterals

to numerous muscles which contract in a similar orderly, har-

monious, and co-ordinate manner. The subject of muscular co-

oixiination we shall consider at greater length in the next chapter,

oil the functions of the cerebellum.

Tiicre is just the same sort of thing in the reverse direction in

the mutter of sensory impulses. Just as a private in the army,

wlien he wishes to communicate with the general, does so through

one or several subordinate officers, so the sensory impulse passes

through many cell-stations or subsidiary centres on the way to

th4 highest centre where the mental ptocess called sensation, that

is, the appreciation of the impulse, takes place.

There are two great experimental methods used for determining

the function of any part of the cerebrum. The first is stimnla-

tion; the second is extirpation. These words almost explain

themselves ; in stimulation a weak interrupted induction current

is applied by means of electrodes to the convolution under investi-

gation, and the resulting movement of the muscles of the body,

if any occurs, is noticed. In extirpation the piece of brain is

removed, and the resulting paralysis, if any, is observed.

It is essential when the experiment of stimulating the cortex of the

brain is being performed that the animal should be anaesthetised, other-

wise voluntary or reflex actions will occur which mask those produced by

stimulation. . If, however, the animal is too deeply under the influence of a

narcotic the brain is inexcitable.

On p. 378 Ehrlich's experiments with methylene blue are described. In

an antesthetised animal the brain is inactive, and if the pigmeut is iujectetl

into the blood, the brain is seen to be of a blue colour, if, however, a spot

of the cerebral surface is stimulaled, that part of the brain is thrown

into action, oxygen is used up, and the methylene blue is reduced, and in
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conaeqaence that area of the brain loees its blue tint. If the animal in ho

deeply narcotised that the brain does not discharge an impulse, the part
stimulated remains blue.

By such means the cortex has been mapped out into what we
may provisionally term motor areas, antl sensory areas.

Motor areas.—These areas are also termed sensori-motor or

kinaesthetic, for reasons which will be explained more fully later.

The name Rolandic area which they have also received is derived

from their anatomical position.

Stimulation of them produces movement of some part of the

INTERNAL CAPSULE

fi.Af-

Filltt

CORD

WtO. BRAIN

Ilg. 495.—Degeneration after destruction of the Kdlandic area of the ti^t hemisphere.
(After Oowers.)

opposite side of the body ; excitation of the same spot is always

followed by the same movement in the same animal. In different

animals excitation of anatomically corresponding spots produces

similar or corresponding results. It is this which has enabled one

to apply the results of stimulating areas of the monkey's brain

to the elucidation of the function of the similar brain of man.

Extirpation, or removal, of these areas produces paralysis of the

same muscles which are thrown into action by stimulation.

The degeneration tracts after destruction of the Rolandic area

are shown in fig, 495.
The shaded area in each case represents the injured or de-

generated material ; a in the cortex, b in the anterior part of the

posterior limb of the internal capsule, c in the middle of the

crusta of crus and mid-brain, d in the pyramidal bundles of

I
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the pons, in the pyramid of the bulb, and F in the orowed and

direct pyramidal tracts of the cord.

Sensory areas.—Stimulation of these produces no direct

movements, but doubtless sets up a seiisatiou called a tubjective

sensation ; that is, one produced in the animal's own brain, and

this indirectly leads to movements which are reflex ; thus on

stimulating the auditory area there is a pricking up of the ears ; on

stimulating the vitual area there is a turning of the head and eyes

in the direction of the supposed visual impulse. Tliat such move-

mente are reflex and not direct is shown by the long period of

delay intervening between the stimulation and the movement.

Extirpation of a sensory area leads to loss of the sense iu question.

The rougher experiments performed by nature in the shape of

diseases of the brain produce corresponding results.

Some diseases are of the nature of extirpation.

An instance of this is cerebral haemorrhage. If the heemorrhage

is in the region of the internal capsule, it cuts through flbres to

the muscles of the whole of the opposite side of the body, as they

are all collected together in a narrow compass, and the condition

obtained is called hemiplegia. The varieties of hemiplegia are

numerous, according as motor or sensory fibres are most affected,

and in one variety of hemi^ 'egia, called crossed hemiplegia^ the face

is paralysed on one side of the body, the limbs on the other ; this

is due to injury of the nerve-tracts in the bulb subsequent to the

crossing of the fibres to the nucleus of the seventh nerve, but above

the crossing of the pyramids (just below the asterisk in fig. 505).

If now the haemorrhage occurs on the surface of the brain, a

much more limited paralysis, called monoplegia^ is the result ; if

the arm area is affected, there will be paralysis of the opposite

arm ; if the leg area, of the oppc»ite leg ; if a sensory area, there

will be loss of the corresponding sense.

Some diseases, on the other hand, act as the induction currents

do in artificial stimulation ; they irritate the surface of the brain

;

such a disease is a tumour growing in the membranes of the

brain j if the tumour irritates a piece of the motor area, there will

b( avoluntary movements in the corresponding region of the

body ; these movements may culminate in the production of

epileptiform convulsions commencing in the arm, leg, or other

part of the body which corresponds to the brain area irrittvted.

It is these cases of " Ja/:ksonian Epilepsy " which have given the

best results in surgery ; the movement produced is an indication

of the area of the brain which is being irritated, and the surgeon

after trephining is able to remove the source of the .mischief.

If the area of the brain which is irritated is a sensory area, the
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reHult produced is a subjective sensation, similar to what we
imagine is produced in animals with an electric oirrent.

We may now proceed from these general considerations to

Fig. 496

Fig. 497.

Figs. 496 and 497.—Brain of dog, viewed from above and in profile. F, frontal fissure
sometimes termed crucial sulcus, corresponding to the fissure of Rolando in man.
S, fissure of Sylvius, around which the four longitudinal convolutions are concentricallv
arranged ; i, fiezion of head on the neck, in the median line ; 2, fiexion of head on the
neck, with rotation towards the side of the stimulus; 3, 4, flexion and extension of
anterior limb ; 5, 6, flexion and extension of posterior limb ; 7, 8, 9, contraction of
orbicularis oculi, and the facial muscles in general. The unshaded part is that exposed
by opening the aknll. (Dalton.)

t.P. X X
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»l»«9«.

particular points, and give noaps of the brain to show the areas

we have been speaking of.

Figs. 496 and 497 are viewH of the dog's brain. It is convenient

to tal(e this first

because it was the

starting-point of

the experimental

workon thesubject

in the bands of

Hitzigand Fritsch.

(f the textbeneath

the figure is con-

sulted, it will be

seen that the mo-
tor areas, mapped
out by the method
of stimulation, are

situated in the

neighbourhood of

the crucial siUcus, which

corresponds to the fissure

of Rolando in man.

Coming next to the brain

of the monkey, figures 498
and 499 are reproductions

from Ferrier. He marked
out the surface into a num-
ber of circles, stimulation

of each of which produced

movements of various sets

of muscles, face, arm, and

leg from below upwards

;

extirpation of these same
areas produced the corre-

sponding paralysis. It wil!

be further noticed that

these areas are all grouped

aroiuid the fissure of Ri>-

lando, particularly in the

ascending frontal and as-

cending parietal convolu-

tions ; hence the term Rolandic area which is often applied to

this .egion of the brain.

These facts, however, are of principal interest because of their

Fig. 490.

Fitjs. 498 and 499.—DiagramH of raonkev's brain
l<i show the effect* of oleotrie Htimulation of
certain apota. (According to Ferrier.)
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application to the human brain, to which we now pam. The
following maps of the human brain were prepare<i from data

partly derived fr .n the examination of the monkey'H brain, and
partly from the /lott-mortftn examination of human braina in cases

of brain disease. Fig. 50c shows the outer surface of the right

»W ONTA L

Fig. joo.—Right cenbnl beminpheie, outer lurface.

cerebral hemisphere with the names of the principal convolu-

tions and tissures inserted. Fig. 501 gives the corresponding

surface of the left hemisphere with the principal motor ard

Fig. 501.—Left cerebral hemisphere, outer surface.

sensory areas marked. Fig. 502 shows the mesial surface of the

right hemisphere with the names of the convolutions and fissures.

Fig. 503 gives the corresponding surface of the left hemisphere

with the funct.^nal areas marked.

Motor areas of the Human Brain.—Roughly, these occupy

the cuuvulutiuns uruuiid the Baaure uf Rulatiuu, and tiiru over the

edge of the hemisphere into the marginal convolution of the mesial

surface ; from below, up and backwards, we have the areas for

X X 2
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the head, arm, and leg in the order named. More accurately the
areas are as foUowa :

—

lletul, neei, and face : lower two-thirds of the ascending frontal,

bases of the lower and middle transverse frontal, a small piece

>9»r
»OLill0«

"tOBC

Fiir. joa.—Right ecnbnl hemiiphere, medal lutfMe.

reaching the front of the motor region in the marginal convolution

of the mesial surface.

Uppfr limb : upper thin! of the ascending frontal, the base of

the upper transverse frontal, the ascending parietal (where the

Fig- 503.—Left cerebral hemitipbere, menal iurfaoe.

centres of hand and wrist are situated), and the piece of the
marginal behind the head-centre.

Lower limb : the parietal lobule, and the posterior part of the
marginal.

Trunk : the marginal between the leg and arm areas.

The next diagram (tig. 504) shows the relative |)Osition of the
several motor-tracts in their course from cortex to cms, according
to Sir William Gowers.
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The folloMring diagram (fig. 505) showB a vertical section through

the brain, and enables one to trace the motor-tracts to the nucleus

of

be

'ij- 5o(.— Diapam to show the relative poBitium* of the aeveral motor tract* in their

(X)iinie from the cortex to the crui. The section through the convolutiona is vertical

;

•liBt Uiniugh the internal cupsule, I, C, horizontal ; that through the crus also

horizontal. C. N., caudate nucleus ; O. TH., optic thalamus ; La and Li, middle and
outer part of lenticular nucleus ; /, a, /, face, arm, and leg ttbres. The words in

italics mdicate corresponding oortioal centres; F.8., Hwnire of Hylvius. (Oower«.J

C.P.T.- D.P.T.

Fig. 50V— Fibrt'S are seen passinsr from the cortex of the Rolandic areu throuK'i the corona
rediata to the intmial capsule (I.e.) ; a few collaterals to the corpus callosum (C.C.)

are also put in. I.R., island of Reil: CI., daustrum: O.T., optic thalamus;
C.N., caudate nucleus ; L.N., lenticular nucleus. The asterisk indicates the place of

decussation of the face fibres to VII., the nucleus of the seventh nei-ve. C.P.T.,
erofaed pyramidal tract ; D.P.T., direct pyramidal tract.

of the seventh or facial nerve of the opposite side, and to the

pyramidal tracts of the spinal cord. In this and in the
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preceding figure the letterpress underneath them should be carefiillv
consulted. '

The marginal con- olution was first investigated by Schafer and
ttorsley, and to them belongs the credit of discovering the centre
for the trunk muscles. If one marginal convolution is removed
in an animal, there is much more marked paralysis of the opposite
limbs than of the trunk ; if the two marginal convolutions are
removed, there is veiy complete paralysis of the trunk as well as of
the limbs. In cases of hemiplegia in man, there is usually very little
paralysis of the trunk muscles. It is the muscles which act nor-
mally unilaterally that are most paralysed. The muscles of the
.runk always normally move bilaterally ; thus we use both sides of
our chest in breathing; both sets of back muscles in maintaining
an erect position, and so on. The spinal centres of the muscles
of the two sides are, no doubt, connected by commissural fibres.
and therefore can be aflTected from both sides of the brain

The Speech <•«»««.—This is surrounded by a dotted circle in

r5' ^x^' J^®™*™ ot^^e*" centres concerned in speech besides
this, but this 18 the centre for the muscular actions concerned in
cpeech. The discovery of this centre was the earliest feat in
the direction of cerebral localisation. It was discovered by a
French physician named Broca ; he noticed that patients who died
after haemorrhage in the brain, but who previous to death exhi-
bited a cunous disorder of speech called aphasia, were found, after
death to have the seat of the haemorrhage in this convolution. The
convolution is generally called Broca'» convolution. Experiments on
animals are obviously useless in discovering the centre for speech.

Ihe most curious fact about the speech-centre is that it is

""ir^^ '.'V'
"'"*^ °°^y °" **»« ^«'^ "de of the brain, except

in left-handed people, where it is on the right. We are thus
left-brained m !ar as the finer movements of the hand-muscles
are concerned, and we are also left-brained in regard to speech, an
action which is apparently bilateral. (See also p 738 )The Sensory areas of the Human Brain.—These are much
less accurately mapped out than the motor areas. They are in
part coincident with the so-called motor areas, and in part situated
behind these.

^

The visual area is situated in the occipital lobe, and the angular

^f?u*\
Extirpation of one occipital lobe in an animal, or disease

of that lobe m man, produces blindness of the same side of each -

retina
;

this condition is called hemianopsia.
If. for instance, the right occipital lobe is removed, the result

IS W-ndness of the temporal half of the right retina, and the nasal
half of the left retina, leading to an inability to see things in the
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left half Oi the field of vision ; the animal turns its head and eyes

to the same side as the lesion, or in technical language there is

conjugate deviation of head and eyes to the right.

Stimulation of the visual area (and this is true for both the

occipital lobe and the angular gyrus) leads, no doubt, to a sub-

jective visual sensation of the corresponding halves of the two

retinae. Suppose the right visual area is stimulated, the subjec-

tive sensation will appear to come from the right halves of the

retinae ; the animal therefore imagines light is falling on its eyes

from the left, and so there is conjugate deviation of the head and

eyes to the left ; that is, the opposite side to that stimulated.

The auditory area was localised by Ferrier in the superior

temporo-sphenoidal convolution. But there is considerable doubt

whether this is correct ; it is so much more difficult to tell when

an animal is deaf than when it is blind. Similar uncertainty

exists as to the situations for ta*te and smell. No doubt they are

closely connected, and they have been placed provisionally in the

uncinate convolution, and tip of the temporo-sphenoidal lobe.

The large size of these parts in animals with a keen sense of smell

lends support to this idea.

Tactile sensibility was localised by Schafer in the limbic lobe,

but there is so much doubt about this, that a query is placed after

the words " tactile sense," in the gyrus fomicatus in fig. 503.

Munk's view, supported in this country by Bastian, Mott, and

numerous others, is that the sensory fibres from the skin and

muscles terminate in the Rolandic area ; and the histological

researches of Golgi and Ramon y Cajal (see figs. 481 and 484)

point to the same conclusion. This is, in fact, what one would

expect; volition and feeling are associated together so closely

physiologically, that anatomically we should expect to find the

commencement of the volitional fibres contiguous to the tennina-

tions of the sensory fibres. That this is really the caae has been

shown by a careful examination of the sensation in animals in

which the Rolandic area has been removed, and in cases of hemi-

plegia in man. A delicate test is to place a clip on the fingers

or toes, taking care the animal does not see the clip put on. If

there is loss of tactile sensibility the monkey either takes no notice

at all of the clip or removes it after a long delay. Whereas if sensa-

tion is perfect the monkey at once seizes the clip and flings it away.

It is found that the intensity of both the motor and sensory para-

lysis are directly proportional to each other. Hence the term motor

area, which we have been provip'onally employing for the Rolandic

area, should be replaced, by the more correct term seusori-motor

or kineBSthetic area. These new terms indicate that what really
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occurs in the Rolandic area is a sense of movement, and this acts
as a stimulus via the pyramidal tracts to the true motor centres
which are m the opposite anterior horn of the spinal cord. If the
posterior roots of the spinal nerves are divided there is a loss of
sensation, and so the sense of movement cannot reach the brain
from the muscles, and consequently the muscles are not called
into action

; when all the posterior roots coming from a limb in
a monkey are cut, the muscles, so far as voluntary movements
are concerned, are in fact as effectually paralysed as if the
anterior roots of the spinal nerves had been cut The muscles,
however, do not degenerate as they would if the anterior roots
had be«n cut. They merely undergo a small amount of wastinjr
due t'; want of use (" disuse atrophy ").

The question will then be asked, what is the function of the gyrus
fornicatus? On removal of this convolution there is some loss of
sensation

;
this has been explained by the fact that on removing

this area of grey matter it is almost impossible to avoid injury to
the white matter beneath it, and thus there will be loss of function
due to division of the fibres on the way to the marginal convolu-
tion, which IS like the Rolandic area, sensori-motor in function.

Prof. Schafer is one prominent worker who has not accept -^

Munks views on this subject. He still regards the Rr\ .

area as essentially motor in function. Naturally, he do - n .^

deny that it has connections with sensory fibres, but he con id •

It incorrect to speak of the area as a sensory one. He has
produced injuries of the area without obtaining any loss of
sensation, and in testing the sensations of his nionkevs employs
the method of stroking the skin, which he regards as more trust-
worthy than Schiff-s clip test. The sensoiy disturbances observed
by other investigators he regards sis due to general disturbance of
the whole brain produced by the severity of thp operation The
exact localisation of the tactile areas must be left to the future
as in his most recent experiments Schafer has failed to confirm'
his earlier ones on the gyrus fornicatus.
On referring once more to the maps of the brain, it will be

seen that there is a large blank in the anterior part of the frontal
region. This is left blank because its function is absolutely un-
known. Extirpation or stimulation of this part of the brain in
animals produces no appreciable result. It has also been removed
accidentally in man, as in the celebrated American crowbar acci-
dent

;
owing to the premature explosion of a chaise of dynamitem one of the American mines, a crowbar was sent through the

frontal region of the foreman's head, removing the anterior part
of bis bram. He, however, recovered, and no noteworthy
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He,symptoms were observed in him during the rest of his life,

indeed, returned to his work as overseer of the mine.

The large size of this portion of the brain is very distinctive of

the human brain, and it has therefore been supposed that here

is the seat of the intellectual faculties. This may be so, but
experimental physiology lends no support to this view, as the

sensory centres (and sensations are the materials for intellect) are

situated behind or within, and not in front of, the Rolandic area.

A very large amount o' the white matter of the brain is

composed of association fibres which link convolution to con-

volution. In the development of the brain these are the last

fibres to become myelinated ; white fibres do not become
functional until they receive their medullary sheath. This

coincides with the well-known fact that association uf ideas is the

last phase in thf psychical development of the child.

CHAPTER XLIX.

FUNCTIONS OF THE CEREBELLUM.

In past times there have been several views held as to the

functions of the cerebellum. 0ne of the oldest of these was the

idea that the cerebellum was associated with the function of

generation ; another view, first promulgated by Willis, was that

the cerebellum contained the centres which regulate the functions

of organic life ; this arose from the circumstance *^hat diseases

of the cerebellum are often associated with nausea and vomiting

;

it is a familiar fact that in displacements of equilibrium such as

occur on board ship in a rough sea, or in the disease called

Meniere's disease, sickness is a frequent result ; it appears from
this that the cerebellum does receive from or send to the viscera

certain impulses. The third and last of these older theories was
that the cerebellum was the centre for sensation. This arose

from the fact that certain of the afferent channels of the spinal cord

were traced into the cerebellum. The impulses that travel along

these, however, though afi'erent, are not truly sensory, and their

reception in the cerebellum is not associated with consciousness.

The true function of the cerebellum was first pointed out by
Flourens, and our knowledge about it has not advanced much
from the condition in which Flourens left it. He showed that

the cerebellum is the great centre for the co-ordination of muscu-
lar movement, and especially for that variety of co-ordination

which is called equilibration—that is, the harmoniou; adjustment
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of the working of the muscles which maintain the body in a
position of equilibrium.

It must not be supposed from this that the cerebellum is the
sole centre for coordination. We have already seen that all the
machinery necessary for carrying out very complicated locomotive
movements is present in the spinal cord. The higher centres set
this machinery going, and the work of arranging what muscles
are to act, and in what order, is carried out by the whole of the
grey matter from the corpora striata to the end of the spinal
cord, including such outgrowths as the corpora quadrigemina and
cerebellum. An instance of a complex co-oi-dinatcd movement is
seen in what we learnt to call in the last chapter conjugate
deviation of head and eyes. The higher cortical centre gives the
general word of command to turn the head and eyes to the right

:

the subsidiary centres or subordinate officials arrange that this
is to be accomplished by the external rectus of the right eye
8uppl-ed ty the right sixth nerve, the internal rectus of the left
eye supplied by the left third nerve, and numerous muscles of
neck and back of both sides supplied by numerous nerves. We
thus see how the complicated intercrossing of fibres and connec-
tions of the centres of the various nerves are brought into play.
The functions of the cerebellum are investigated by the same

two methods of experiment {stimulation and extirpation) that are
employed in similar researches on the cerebrum. The anatomical
connections of the cerebellum with other parts of the cerebro-
spinal axis have been chiefly elucidated by the degeneration
method. Each side of the cerebellum has three peduncles ; the
superior peduncle connecting it to the opposite hemisphere of the
cerebrum, the inferior peduncle connecting it to the same side of
the spinal cord, and the middU peduncle contains fibres which
hnk the two halves of the cerebellum together in a physiological
though not in an anatomical sense. The inferior peduncle termi-
nates in the vermis

; in some of the low. ; animals the vermis
IS practically the only part of the cerebellum which is present,
and it is this part of the cerebellum which is principally con-
cerned in the co-ordination of the bodily movements. The cere-
bellar hemispheres are especially connected with the opposite
cerebral hemispheres

; and possibly just as the different regions
of the body have corresponding areas in the cerebrum, so also
they are similarly represented in the cerebellum

; but localisation
of function in the cerebellum has not gone sufficiently far yet to
make this a certainty.

.iH'l'^Ii?*°'*'**!lf*'J*°"'''^^"^™*'°° o^<="'''' in t^ic peduncles of the same
sine

,
there are. therefore, no commissural fibres that nctually pass from

•^^
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one hemisphere to the other. In the mperior peduncle, the degenerated
fibres pass chiefly to the tegmental nucleus of the opposite side, but partly

to that of the same side ; in other words, the decussation of these pednneles
in the mid-brain is not complete. Some fibres are traceable to the optic

thalamus. The middle peduncle is completely degenerated as far as the

raphe, where its fibres intermingle with tnose from the opposite side. The
inferior peduncle was slated by Lnciatii and March! to be also degenerated,
and these observers traced the fibres down into the cord. Itat their state-

ments have not been confirmc<l by the moat recent and careful work of

Ferrier and Risien Russell. If such fibres do exist, their exact course has
yet to be discovered (hence the use of a dotted line in fig. 484, p. 651).
Some degenerated fibres in the inferior peduncle hare been traced to the

opposite lower olivary body which completely atrophies, and also to the nucleus
of Deiters (see p. 628), the cells of which are probably cell stations on the
course of the fibres that emerge from the cerebellum.

If the cerebellum is removed iu an animal, or if it is the seat

of disease in man, the result is a condition of slight muscular

Fig. 506.—Pigeon a(t<>r removal of tlie cerebellum. (Dalton.)

weakness ; but the principal symptom obsen'cd is inco ordina-

tion, chiefly evidenced by a staggering gait similar to that seen

in a drunken man. It is called cerebellar ataxy.

This condition is well illustrated in the above figure (fig. 506)

;

the disturbed condition of the animal contrasts very forcibly with

the sleepy state p'-oduced by removal of the cerebrum (see fig. 494).
In order that the cerebellum may duly execute its function of

equilibration it is necessary that it should send out impulses ; this

it docs by fibres that leave its cells and pass out through its

peduncles ; they pass out to the opposite cerebral hemisphere, and

so influence the discharge of the impulses from the cortex of the

cerebrum. It is »Iho probable that impulses pass out to the cord

(see dotted line in fig. 484), but the exact course of these fibres,

if they do exibt, has still to be worked out. The only way of
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which we have any certain knowledge by meang of which the
cerebellum influences the motor discharge is as an elaborate cell
station on the course of sensory impulses to the cerebrum.

The cerebellum thus acts upon the muscles of the same side
of the body in conjunction with the cerebral hemisphere of the
opposite side. The close inter-relation of one cerebral with the
opposite cerebellar hemisphere is shown in cases of brain disease,
in which atrophy of one cerebellar hemisphere follows that of the
opposite cerebral hemisphere (see fig. 507).

In order that the cerebellum may send out impulses in this
way, it is necessary that it receive impulses which guide it by
keeping it informed of the position of the body in space. These
afferent impulses are of four kinds, namely :

1. Tactile.

2. Muscular.
3. Visual.

4. Labyrinthine.

We will take these one by one :

—

1. Tactile impressiont.—The importance of impulses from the
skin is shown in those diseases of the sensory tracts (especially

locomotor ataxy) where there is

diminution in the tactile sense
in the soles of the feet. In such
cases the patient caunct stand
with his eyes shut. The same
effect may be produced experi-

mentally by freezing the soles of
the feet.

Again, if the skin is stripped
from the hind limbs of a brain-
less frog, it is unable to execute
such reflex actions as climbing
an inclined plane, which it can
do quite well when the skin is

uninjured.
2. MvMular impressions.— Quit^ as important as the tactile

sense from the skin is the muscular sense, the sense which
enables us to know what we are doing with our muscles. We
have hitherto chiefly spoken of the muscular nerves as being
motor; they also contain sensory fibres; these pass from the
muscles, and their tendons to the posterior roots of the spinal
nerves, and the impulses ascend the sensory tracts through cord
and brain to reach the cerebellum and the Rolandic area. In
some cases of locomotor ataxy there is but little loss of tactile

Fig. 507.—This is a reproduction of a
photograph of a lunatic's brain lent
me by Dr. Fricke. One cerebral and
the opposite cerebellar hemisphere
are atrophied.
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sensibility, and the condition of inco-ordination is then chiefly

due to the loss of the muscular sense.

3. Vitual imprestiona.—The use of visual impressions in guid-

ing the nervous centres for the maintenance of equilibrium is

seen in those cases of locomotor ataxy where there is loss of

equilibrium when the patient closes his eyes. Destruction of the

eyes in animals often causes them to spin round and lose their

balance. The giddinms experienced by many people on looking

at moving water, or after the onset of a squint, or when objects

are viewed under unusual cir-

cumstances, as in the ascent of

a ' lountain railway, is due to

the same thing. The importance

of keeping one's eyes open is

brought home to one very

forcibly when one is walking in a

perilous position, as along theedge

of a precipice, where an upset

of the equilibrium would be at-

tended with serious consequences.

4. Labyrinthine impressions.—
These are the most important

of all ; they are the impressions

that reach the central nervous

system from that part of the

internal ear ciilled the labyrinth.

Here, however, we must pause

to consider first some anatomical

facts in connection with the semi-

circular canals that make up the

labyrinth. Fig. 508 is an ex-

ternal view of the internal ear

;

it is enclosed within the petrous

portion of the temporal bone

;

and consists of three parts—the vestibule (i), the three semi-

circular canals (3, 4, 5) which open into the vestibule, and the

tube, coiled like a snail's shell, called the cochlea (6, 7, 8). The
cochlea is the part of the apparatus which is concerned in the

reception of auditory impressions ; it is supplied by the cochlear

division of the eighth c r auditory nerve. The remainder of tiie

internal ear is concerned not in hearing, but in the reception of

the impressions we are now studyuig. Within the vestibule are

two chambers made of membrane, called the utricle and the

saccule ; these communicate with one another and with the canal

Fig. S08.—Right bony labyrinth, viewed
(romtheoaterside. Theipecimen here
represented waa pr«>ared bT Bepa^
rating piecemeal the looeer miMtance
of tibe petrous bone from the dense
walla wnidi immediately enclose the
labyrinth, i, the yeetibule ; 2, fen-
estra ovalis ; 3, superior semicircular
canal; 4, horizontal or externalcanal;

3, posterior canal ; *, ampullse of the
semicircular canals ; 6, first turn of
the cochlea ; 7, second turn ; 8, apex

;

9, fenestra rotunda. The smaller
figure in outline below shows the

-i
natural size.

"
I

(Summering.)
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of the cochlea. Within each bony semicircular canal is a niem-
branoua semicircular canal of similar shape. Each canal is filled
with a watery fluid called endolymph, and separated from the

1 bone- ,%:4S?i;;f^^''iw"'^"^"'"^'*^- (After ROdinger.l

HhJETSST^/u^'-'' "v""" bands connecting the periosteum to 4, the outerniwwu OMt of the membnuwus ceud ; 5, tunica propria ; 6, epithelium.

bony canal by another fluid called perUymph. Each canal has a
swelling atone end called the ampulla. The membranous canals
open into the utricle ; the horizorltal canal by each of its ends

;

^1^.7^^°° ttrough tfce waU of the ampulU of a «emi<iruular cau»l, pa*ua«through the cmta acoustica. i, epitheUum; 2. tunica propria; 5, flbmus lireTo?

^je<^t. (Aftefl^hftfe?!^ ' ^'
""'*"'*' '°*° "'''''*' ^'" °^ *""* '""'^"»

the superior and posterior vertical canals by three openings, these
two canals being connected at their non ampullary ends.

Fig. 509 shows in transverse section the way in which the
membranous is contained within the bony canal ; the membranous
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canal consists of three layers, the cuter of which is fibrous and
continuous with the periosteum that lines the bony canal ; then
comes the tunica profirta, composed of homogeneous material, and
thrown into papillee except just where the attachment of the
membranous to the bony canal is closest; and the inuermoiit
layer is u somewhat flattened epithelium.

At the ampulla there is a different appearance ; the tunica
propria is raised into a hillock called the cri$ta acomtica (see

%• 5*0) ; tbe cells of the epithelium become columnar in shape,
and to some of them fibres of the auditory nerve pass, arborising
round them ; these cells are

provided with stiff hairs, which
project into what is called the

cupula, a mass of mucus-like

material containing otoliths or

crystals of calcium carbonate.

Between the hair-cells are fibre-

cells which act as supports (fig.

511). When the endolymph in

the interior of the canals is

thrown into vibration, the hairs

of the hair-cells are affectf i, and
a nervous impulse is set up
in the contiguous nerve-fibres,

which carry it to the central

nervous system.

The walls of the saccule and
utricle are similar in composi-

tion, and each has a similar

hillock, called a macula, to

the hair-cells on which nerve-

fibres are distributed.

The macula of the utricle and the cristse of the superior and
horizontal canals are supplied by the vestibular division of the
eighth or auditory nerve. The macula of the saccule and the
crista of the posterior canal are supplied by a branch of the
cochlear division of the same nerve (see p. 719).
When these canals are diseased in man, as in Meniere's disease,

there are disturbances of equilibrium : a feeling of giddiness, which
may lead to the patient's falling down, is associated with nausea
and vomiting. In animals similar results are produced by injury,
and the subject has been chiefly worked out on birds by Flourens,
where the canals are large and readily exposed, and more recently
in fishes, by Lee.

Fig. 311.—i,hair-«eU; j.ludr-oelLahow-
ing the hair broken, and the baae of
the hair, n>Ut into its oonatitnent
flbrils; 2, flbre-ceU; N, bundle of
nenre-flbrea which have lost their
medullary sheath, and terminate by
arboriainir round the baae of the hair-
cella; A.B., surface of tunica propria.
(After Eetrius.)
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Thus if the horiionUl canal is divided in a pigeon, the head is
thrown into a aeries of oscillations :.. a horizontal plane, which
are increased by section of the corresponding canal of the opposite
side. After section of the vertical canals, the forced movements
are in a vertical plane, and the animal tends to turn somersaults.

" When the whole of the canals are destroyed on both sides
the disturlmnces of equilibrium are of t'le most pronounced
character. Ooltz describes a pigeon so treated which always
kept its head with the occiput touching the breast, the vertex
directed downwards, with the right eye looking to the left and
the left looking to the right, the head being incessantly swungm a pendulum-like manner. Cyon says it is almost impoissible to
give an idea of the perpetual movements to which the animal is
subject. It can neither stand, nor lie still, nor fly, nor maintain

Kg. sia.—pimirimm of aemicircuUr ranali, to rtow their positions in three dUuim >t riahtMffle-toewhoOior. ItwiU be seen th.t the two Cxontal caSSuW He in toi
"w* yl!?"J-!Si"'?Lft« roreriorTertical of one dde (8) lie.^TpUw n«^UeItoJmt of the poctojor ertioia (!•) of the other. (After EvrWd.

)

P«rauel to

any fixed attitude. It executes violent somersaults, now forwards,
now backwards, rolls round and round, or springs in the air and
falls back to recommence anew. It is necessary to envelope the
animals in some soft covering to prevent them dashing themselves
to pieces by the violence of their movements, and even then not
always with success. The extreme agitation is manifest only
during the first few days following the operation, and the animal
may then be set free without danger ; but it is still unable to
stand or walk, 'nd tumultuous movements come on from the
slightest disturbance. But after the lapse of a fortnight it is
able to maintain its upright position with some 8U]sport. At this
stage it resembles an animal painfully learning to stand and walk.
In mis it relies mainly on its vision,' and it is only necessary to
cover the eyes with a hood to dispel all the fruits of this new
education, and cause the reappearance of all the motor disorders.'
(Ferrier.)
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It is these canaU which enable all of us to know in which
direction we are being moved, even though our eyes nre bandaged,
and the feet are not allowed to touch the ground. On being
whirled round, such a person knows in which direction he is

being moved, and when the whirling stops he sccnm, especially if

he opens his eyes, to be whirling in the opfjosite direction, owing
to the rebound of the fluid in the canals. The forced movements
just described in animals are due either to the absence of the
normal sensations from the canals, or to delusive sensations
arising from their irritation, and the animal makes efforts to
correct the movement which it iumgines it is being subjected to.

It will be noticed that the canals of each side are in three
planes at right angles to each other, and we learn the movements
of our body with regard to the three dimensions of space by
means of impressions from the ampullary endings of the auditory
nerve

; these i iipressions are set up by the varying pressure of
the endolymph in the ampullee.

Thus a sudden turning of the head from right to left will cause
movement of the endolymph towards, and therefore increased
pressure on, the ampullary nerve-endings of the right horizontal
canal, and diminished pressure on the corresponding nerve-endings
of the left side.

" One canal can be affected by, and transmit the sensation of
rotation about one axis in one direction only j and for complete
perception of rotation in any direction about any axis, six canals
are required in three pairs, each pair being in the same or parallel
planes, and their ampulla) turned opposite ways. Each pair
would thus be sensitive *Ji any rotation about a line at right
angles to its plane or planes, the one canal being influenced by
rotation in one direction, the other by rotation in the opposite
direction." (Cnim-Brown.)

The two horizontal canals are in the same plane ; the posterioi
vert.ical of one side is in a plane parallel to that of the superior
vertical of the other side (see fig. 512).

These four sets of impressions (tactile, muscular, visual, and
labyrinthine) reach the cerebellum by its peduncles; from the
eyes through the superior peduncle, from the semicircular canals
through the middle and inferior peduncles, and from the body
generally through the restiform body or inferior peduncle. Section
and stimulation of the peduncles cause incoordination, chiefly
evidenced by rotatory and circus moveujeuts similar to those that
occur when the nerve-endings in the semicircular canals are
destroyed or stimulated. Stimul" ion of the cerebellum itself—and this has been done through the skull in man—causes

K.P. Y Y
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;.'M'?iuo8s, md 'oiMeoaetit muscular etfbrts to correct it. The
r-jult« of gtimalntio!,, indeed, are prt'dHely analogou* to tlKMe of
oKtirrwtic'i , oiuy in the reverse dirootion.

CHAPTER L.

SENSATION.

Bbfore passing to the study of the various special senses,
there are a number of general considerations in connection with
the subject of sensation that demand our attention.

The psychologist divides the mental phenomena, which the
physiologist localises in the brain, itito three main categories :

—

1. Intellectual : perceiving, remembering, reasoning, Ac.
2. Emotional : joy, love, hate, anger, Ac.

3. Volitional : purposing, deliberating, doing.

These are all closely connected together, an i are all present in

each healthy brain ; but according as one or other may predomi-
nate, we speak of intellectual, emotional, or strong willed indi-

viduals. The connection is especially close between intellect and
will, which represent as it were the two Nide.s of what we may
call a conscious reflex action ; the intellect gives the reason or
stimulus for the exercise of the volitional power. The emotions
are more complex, and we shall not discuss them ; they are
elaborate mental processes, in which sensatiouss predominate.

The intellectual faculties are derived from the senses ; sensa-
tions form the materials for intellect ; in other words, we know
and learn from what we ste, feel, hear, taste, and smell. People
born blind or deaf thus labour under the j^rea' disad mage of
haviuur one or the other chanuel ot knowlcdgt ose 1 ; iliey can,
however, make up for this in some measure by n education, and
consequent increased sensibility of th. channels tia main open.

The simplest meiiUil operation is a sensation - hat is, the
conscii 18 reception on the inind of an impression f; the external
world. For this the following tlings .ire necessitrv —

1. A stimulus.

2. A nerve-ending to rt eive it.

3. A path to the brain.

4. A part of the brain to receive th( npulse.

The brain refers the sensation t(^ he nerve-ending which
received the stimulus; thus pair, in the tinyer is referred to the
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finger, the wght of au object to the eyes, kc. If the ulnar nerve

ii atimulatttd by a knock on the olbow, the sensation is referred

to the ftngi^rs wliere the nerve is distribntcd ; il the stump of n

recently amputated leg be Htiniulate«l, the iorain not having got

used tu the new condition of things, '^fors the sensation to the

toes, which st '1 seero tu Imj present.

Ferceptioii is a m< '•e complicated . .untal procon- ; it consists

iu the grouping of ses nations, and the imagining )f the object

from winch they arist, and which is called tlu' "ercept. The

smell, the taste, the colour, Ac, of an '^range ar. all sensations ;

the grouping of these together constitutes the j
a-eptiou of an

orange. Each mental process leaves an ilnpre8^ on the mind :

these impressions build up memory, or representntw*' imaffinatim :

this may be reproductivr as in -ecttUing a frii Ts face; or

constructive, as in picturing the th of an historical iierson.

During the whole oj ration, mort'.r, there musi be attention

;

it is quite poasible, for mstai «:e, iu a dr*' my person, that he may

look at a thing without se- m^ it, 01 present at a lecture

without hearing it.

''he more complex intellecti d )pera m consist in the forma-

tion of nmcepts, and reasoum- -he groupuj^' and discrimination of

conceptions. Just a.s pe; eption • builr up of sousations, so

conoeptioix is built up of .crceptions. Thus the orange of our

previous txamp'e is 1 im to be one of similar substances called

truita; fruits to be m ucts of the vegetable, as distinguished

from the anima' w orlu, and so on.

This is seei .. the Kiucation of a child; at first scattered

sensations only are perceived, and education consists in learning

what these sei ^attons correspond to in the e ternal world, and

how they ma\ Oe cla.v "led. The other menti! faculties are in

the same way bull' if r material ; the volitional operations

ar at first simple h| uses to external conditions; later on they

become more com, .o.\ id representative, culmitiating in speech,

the most complicated u vement of all. The emotions, too, are

at first simple, and mei -ly exaggerated sensations ;
the higher

ones are complex an 1 representative.

The nerve-endings tisat receive the impression from the extiiu;*'.

world are of various kinds. Thcv may he simpi ramifyit.ir and

interlacing plexuses of nerve-fibr;is, as in the cornea, par ;s of

the skin, and m iie interior of the body ; this kind of nerve

ending is chietiy associated with '/m*-/ t/ '<rimbilit_i/, that vague

kind of sensation which cannot be put under any of the special

headings—taste, siglit, hear.ug, touch, and smell. The nerve-

endings of the nerves of special sense are usually end-organs of a

Y Y 2
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specialised kind. The most frequent kind of sensory end-organ is
naade of what is called nerve^thdiwn ; certain epithelial cells of
the surface of the body become peculiarly modified, and groupedm special ways to receive the impressions from the outer world •

these send an impulse into the arborisations at the termination of
the axis-cylinders of the nerves which envelop the cells. One
of these varieties of nerve-epithelium we have already made the
acquaintance of, in the hair-cells of the semicircular canals: we
shall find other kinds in the hair-cells of the cochlea, in the rods
and cones of the retina, dtc.

Pain is due to an excessive stimulation of the other sensory
nerves, but there is some evidence that it may be a distinct sen-
sation. Thus in some cases of diseases of sensory channels, tactile
sensation may be intact, but sensitiveness to pain absent, and
vice vend; see also p. 658.

The other essential anatomical necessities for a sensation, the
channels to the brain with their numerous cell-stations on the
road, and the parts of the brain to which these tracts pass, we
have already dwelt upon. Some of these points we shall, how-
ever be obliged to return to, especially in connection with vision.
But here it is sufficient to insist on the necessity of the presence
not only of the end-organ, but also of the nervous tracts and
centres. Blindness, for instance, may not only be due to disease
of the eye, but also to disease of the optic nerve, or of the parts
of the brain to which the optic nerve passes.
A small stimulus, or a small increase or decrease in a big

stimulus, will have no effect; a light touch, a feeble light, a
gentle sound, may be so slight as to produce no effect on the
brain The smallest stimulus that produces an effect is called
the loum- limit of excitation or the liminal (from limm, a
threshold) intensity of the tenaatim. The height of sensibility or
n>arimum of excitation is a stimulus, so strong that the brain
18 incapable of recognising any increase in it; a bright light,
for instance, may be so intense that any increase in its brightness
IS not perceptible. Between these two extremes we have what
IS called the range of sensibility. Most of our ordinaiy sensations
fall somewhere about the middle of the range, and Weber's or
J'echner's law is a law that regulates the proportion between the
stimulus and the sensation, and which is operative for this region
of the range of sensibility. In general terms it may be stated
that sensations increase as the logarithm of the stimuli ; or, in
order that the intensity of a sensation mav increase in arith-
metical progression, the stimulus must incre'ase in a geometrical
progression.
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A definite example will help us to understand these mathe-

matical terms a little better. We will select our example from

the sense of vision, because the inte. aity of the cause of visual

sensations, light, is easily measurable. Suppose a room lighted

by 100 candles, and one candle more is brought in, the increase

of light produced by the extra candle is quite perceptible te the

eye ; or if a candle were removed, the decrease in light would be

perfectly appreciable. Next suppose the room lighted by 1,000

candles, and one extra was brought in, no difference would be

seen in the amount of illumination ; in order to notice increivse or

decrease in the light it would be necessary to bring in ten extra

candles, or take away ten of the candles, as the case might be.

In each case an increment or decrease of one-hundredth of the

original light is necessary to cause a corresponding increase or

diminution in the sensation.

This is after all a perfectly familiar fact ; a farthing rushlight

will increase the illumination in a dimly-lighted cellar, but it

makes no apparent difference in the bright sunshine.

The magnitude of the fraction representing the increment of

stimulus necessary to produce an increase of sensation determines

what is called the discriminative sensibility. This fraction differs

considerably for different sense-organs ; thus :

—

For light it is rho-

For sound it is \.

For weight it is yy.

For temperature it is \.

For tactile pressure i to I in different parts of the body.

Another general consideration in connection with sensation is

that the sensation lasts longar than the stimulus; a familiar

instance of this is the sting after a blow. The after-sensations, as

they are called, have been specially studied in connection with the

eye (see After-images).

Subjective sensations are those which are not produced by

stimuli in the external world, but arise in one's own inner con-

sciousness ; they are illustrated by the sensations experienced

during sleep (dreams), and in the illusions to which mad and

delirious people are subject.

Homologous stimuli.—Each kind of peripheral end-organ is

specially suited to respond to a cert»\in kind of stimulus. The

homologous stimuli of the organs of special sense may be divided

into:

—

1. Vibrations set up at a distance without actual contact with

the object ; for instance, light and radiant heat.

2. Changes produced by actual contact with the object ; for
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instance, m the production of sensationa of taste, touch, weijrht
and alteration of temperature by conduction ; in the case of the
olfactory end-organs, the sensation is also excited by material
particles given off by the odoriferous body, and borne by the air
to the nostrils In sound also, though there is no actual contact
of the ^r with the vibrating body which emits the sound, the
organ of hearing is excited by waves of material substance, first
of air, then of bones, then of endolymph, and these excite the
nerve-endings of the internal ear.

When the eye is excited by any other kind of stimulus than by
light, which 18 its adequate or homologous stimulus, the sensation
experienced IS light all the same ; for instance, one sees sparks when
the eyeball is struck

; singing in the eai-s, the result of an accumula-
tion of wax against the mcmbrana tympaiii, is a similar example.

Ihis brings us to the conclusion of this chapter by leading to
the question. Is there such a thing as specific r^ve-energy ? It isan old question, but the answer has still to be found. Sight is a
different thing from hearing, and both are different from tasteand smell. What is the difference really due to 1 Can it be
explained by supposing that the nervous impulse along the optic
nerve is a different kind of molecular change from that which
accompanies gustatory or auditory impulses? Or can it be
explained by supposhrg that the main difference is in the end-
organ, or m the psychical process which interprets the impulse
from the end-organ ? Until «e know more about the nat.ire of
the molecular change which constitutes a nervous impulse, it is
merely a matter of speculation whether specific nei-ve-enei^y exists,
(bee Langley's experiments, p. 303.)

CHAPTER LI.

TOUCH.

Under the general heading Touch wc shall include the various
kinds of sensory impressions that start; from the skin and muscles.

Tactile End-organs.

First, however, it is necessary to study the varieties of end-
organs concerned in the reception of the impre.s.sions. They are
of numerous kinds, but the following are the principal ones:—

Pacinian Corpuscles.—These are named after their discoverer
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Pacini. They are litt' oval bodies, situated on some of the cerebro-

spinal and sympatLuc nerves, especially the cutaneous nerves

of the hands and feet, where they lie deeply placed in the true

skin. They also occur on the nerves

of the mesentery of some animals like

the cat. They have been observed

also in the pancreas, lymphatic glands

and thyroid glands, as well as in the

penis. They are about ^ inch long.

Each corpuscle is attached by a narrow

pedicle to the nerve on which it is

situated, and is formed of several

concentric layers of membrane, con-

sisting of a hyaline ground-membrane

with connective-tissue fibres, each layer

being lined by endothelium (rigs. 514,

515); through its pedicle passes a single

nerve-fibre, which, after traversing the

several concentric layers and their in-

termediate spaces, loses its medullary

sheath and enters a central core, at or

near the distal end of which it termi-

nates in an arborisation. Some of these

layers are continuous with those of

the perineurium, but some are super-

added. In some cases two nerve-fibres

have been seen entering one Pacinian

body, and in others a nerve-fibre after passing unaltered through

one has been observed to terminate in a second Pacinian corpuscle.

The corpuscles of Herbst (fig. 516) are closely allied to

Pacinian corpuscles, except that they are smaller and longer with

a row of nuclei around the central termination of the nerve in the

—core:^—

T

hey have been found chiefly in the tongues and bills of

ducks. The capsules are nearer together, and towards the centre

the endothelial sheath appears to be absent.

End-bulbs are found in the conjunctiva (where in man they

are spheroidal, but in most animals oblong), in the glans penis

and clitoris, in the skin, in the lips, in the epineurium of nerve-

trunks, and in tendon ; each is about ^^o inch in diameter, oval

or spheroidal, and is composed of a medullated ner\e-fibre, which

terminates among cells of various shapes. Its capsule contains

H transparent or striated core, in the centre of which terminates

the axis-cylinder of the nerve-fibre, the ending of which is

somewhat clubbed (fig. 517).

Kg. 513.—Extremities of a nerve
of the finger with Pacinian
corpuscles attached, about
the natural size. (Adapted
from Henle and KuUiker.)
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Of Th^-;^ ^"^^^^ ^^^ 518. 520) are found in the papillathe 8km of the fingers au<l toes. They a,^ small obWm^es about ^ inch long, and ^*, inch broad, composed of

more orI^'' surrounded by elastic fibres and a 4sule ofmore or less numerous nucleated cells. They do not occur in aH

are crmtinuous with the outer -heath Of tfie^IV "^f; "/
""e Pacinian corpuiKje

hook-»haped term nation ,'T) is wwi in ffcT^iz^ ^ *"* "'«" central core. A
the Pacinian corpu^le7,Sid apprS« th^ln^iJ JS!"^'

^ ^ood-vewel (V) enteS
continuation of the p^pher^T caSL , f fTf 'i..

'^'^^* » •heath which U the
and Noble Smith.)

•*"P°^™' capsule, of the Pacinun corpuacle. x 100. (Kl^

the papilte of the parts where they are found, and, as a rule inthe papilla m which they are present ther. ar^ no blL ve lisThe peculiar way in which the medullated nerve winds mmd
It loses Its sheath before it enters into the interior, and then
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itB axis cylinder branuhos, and the branches after either a straight

or convoluted course terminate Avithin the corpuscle.

Fig. 515.—Summit uf a Pacinian corpoacle of the human finger, sb'

membranes Ining the capsule!!, x 220. (Klein and N0I
ing the endothelial
Smith.)

The corpuscles of Grandry (fig. 5 1 9) form another variety,

and have been noticed in the beaks and tongues of birds. They

Fig. 516.—A coniuscle of Herbst, from
the tongue of a duck, a, medullat«d
nerve cut away. (Klein.)

Fig. 517.—End-bulb of Krause. a, me-
dullated nerve-fibre; b, capsule of
corpuscle.

consist of oval or spherical cells, two or more of which compressed

vertically are contained within a delicate nucleated sheath. The
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cells are granular and transparent, with a nucleus. The nerre
enters on one side and, laying aside its medullary sheath, terminates
between the cells in flattened expansions.

B

wiS wtading flbrefc SJ^' ^l-ISflU SSSfd'S^h"^*"" !'°'P»«=le rT nerve,
with cells aSd fine elwUc fllamenff?* ^^ !?* '^*"'

?.l"^ ' "' «»'*'<»1 !«?"
<;. entering nerve- d^i r^^^v.^*^/i corpusck with transverse nuclei:
(KoUtt™) •

''"^*'»'«» winding rounS the corpuscle, x 350:

Sensory nerve-endings in muscle.—Nerve terminations,
sensory m function, are found in tendon. These appear verymuch like end-plates, and are represented in figs. 521 and 522

^S' 5'9-—A corpuscle of
Orandry, from the
tongue of a duck.

Kg. 520.—A touch-corpuscle from the skin of thehuman hand, stained with gold chloride.

The neuro-muscular spindles, which are described on p. 07 and
v^-hich are principally found in muscles in the neighbourhood
of tendons and aponeuroses, are believed bv the majority of
observers to be sensory end-organs. One of these spindles is
shown m the accompanying drawing (fig. 523).
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The principal grounds for believing the neuro-muscular gpindlee

to be sensory, are first, that the nerve-fibres that supply them do

not degenerate when the anterior roots of the spinal nerves are

cut, and secondly, that they do degenerate when the posterior

Fig. 521.— Termination of medulUted
nerve-flb'-fK in tendon near the mus-
cular insertion. (Golgi.)

Tig. ,sa2.—One of the reticulated endJplaten

oir flr. 521, more highly magnified, n.

meaullated nerve-fibre; A, reticulated

end-plate. (Golgi.)

roots are divided (Sherrington). They also undergo degenerative

changes in locomotor ataxy, which is a disease of the sensory

nerve-units, and remain healthy in infantile paralysis, which is a

jilhA

Tig <2v—Neuro-muacular apindle. c, capsule; n.tr., nerve trunk; m.n 6., motor nerve

bundle; pl.e., plate-endmg ;
pr.e., primarj- nerve-ending ; «.«., secondary ending.

(After Ruffini.)

disease of the motor cells of the anterior horn of the cord

(Batten).

In addition to the special end-organs, sensory fibres may ter-

minate in plexuses, as in the sub-epithelial and the intra-epithelial

plexus of the cornea (fig. 524).

We may now proceed to the consideration of the sense of touch

itself ; it may be taken under three heads :

—

I. Localisation of sensations.
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i:

2. The senae of pressure.

3. The sense of temperature.

When any object rests on the
skin, it is possible by tactile sense
to ascertain its shape and the part
of the skin which it touches (localisa-

tion); to estimate its weight even if

it is not lifted (sense of pressure);
if it is lifted the muscular sense is

called into play; and, thirdly, by
the temperature sense we determine
whether it is hot or cold. The end-
organs in the skin are numerous, and
it is quite possible that these sensations
are received by different kinds of end-
oi^ns, though we are not acquainted
with which conesponds to which. It
is also not possible to draw a hard-
and-fast line l)etween touch proper on
the one hand and general sensibility
and pain on the other. Tlio facts
of disease, especially in that disease
of the sensory tracts called loco-

motor ataxy, jH)int to the conclu-
sion that these \arieties of sensation
are transmitted 1 ^he central nervous
system by diflfen., tracts (see p. 658),
and it may be thr - they are received
and interpreted there by different areas.

•FfyBnTriiTmB rf

i^;5a4-—Vertical secdon ofnb-
bit'i opmea, stained with mid
cnlonde. The nenres n, ter-
minate in a plezua under and
Mithin the epithelial layer, «.

Localisation of Tactile Sensations.

The ability to localise tactile sensations on different parts of the
surface is proportioned to the power which such parts possess
of distinguishing and isolating the sensations produced by two
points placed close together. This power depends in part on the
number of nerve-fibres distributed to the part; for the fewer -.he
fibres which any part receives, the more likelv is it that seveml
impre^ions on different contiguous points will act on only one
nerve-fibre, and hence produce but one sensation. Experiment,^
have been made to determine the tactile properties of different
parts of the skm, as measured by this power of distinguishing
distances. These consist in touching the skin, while the eyes are
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closed, with the points of a pair of compasses, and in ascertaining

how close the points of the compasses may be brought to each

other, and still be felt as two points.

Table of rarUtioxis in the taotlls Mnsiblllty of dUBuront parts.—

Tlie mtatMrnnent indieatet the leant dittanee at which the two

potnt* of a pair of eompaues conld be trparately dittinguiihed.

(E, H. VVeber.)

Tip of tongue & inch I mm.
Palmar surface of third phalanx of forefinger • A » ' »'

Palmar surface of seconcl phalanges of fingers . . i « 4 «

Red surface of under-lip i >' 4 "

Tip of the nose i " ° "

Middle of dorsum of tongue i » ° "

Palm of hand A " "* "

Centre of hard palate i " '* »

Dorsal surface of first phalanges of fingers . • A » '4 »

Back of hand 'i " ^5 "

Dorsum of foot near toes • i >' 37 »•

Gluteal region li ». 37 "

Sacral region li v 37 >-

Upper and lower parts of forearm ij .. 37 "

Back of neck near occiput 2 .. 5° »

Upper dorsal and mid-lumbar regions . . . . 2 ,. 50 ,,

Miadle it&H of forearm 2i ,. 62 „

Middle of thigh 2i » 62 .-

Mid-cervical region 2^ „ 62 „

Mid-dorsal region 2j „ 62 ,,

Moreover, in the case of the limbs, it was found that before

they wert recognised as two, the points of the compasses had to

be further separated when the line joining them was in the long

axis of the limb, than when in the transverse direction.

According to Weber the mind estimates the distance between

two points by the number of unexcited nerve-endings which inter-

vene between the two points touched. It would appear that

a certain number of intervening unexcited nerve-endings are

necessary before the points touched can be recognised as separate,

and the greater this number the more clearly are the points of

contact distinguished as separate. But the number of nerve-

endiiigs is not the only factor in the case, for by practice the

delicacy of a sense of touch may be veiy much increased. A
familiar illustration occurs in the case of the blind, who, by con-

stant practice, can acquire the power of reading raised letters the

forms of which are almost if not quite undistinguishable by the

sense of touch to an ordinary person.

The power of correctly localising sensations of touch is gradually

derived from experience. Thus, infants when in pain simply cry

but make no effort to remove the cause of irritation, as an older

child or adult would, doubtless on account of their imperfect
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knowledge of its exact «ituation. As education prooeetis tlie
bniin gets to know more and more accurately the surface of tiie
body, and the map of the surface in the h. 'in is most accurately
known where there is most practice of the Mse of touch. The
great delicacy of the tongue as a touch organ in judging the
form and size of objects can bo explained by the fact that this
organ has to rely upon the sense of touch alone. Usually, in
ascertaming the shape of an object on the part of the skin it
touches, we use our eyes as well. In the case of the interior of
the mouth this is impossible.

The different degrees of sensitiveness possessed by different
parts may give rise to errors of judgment in estimating the
distance between two points where the skin is touched. Thus,
if the blunted points of a pair of compasses (maintained at a
constant distance apart) are slowly drawn over the skin of the
cheek towards the lips, it is almost impossible to resist the con-
clusion that the distance between the points is gradually increas-
ing. When they reach the lips they seem to be considerably
further apart than on the cheek. Thus, too, our estimate of the
size of a cavity in a tooth is usually exaggerated when based upon
sensation derived from the tongue alone. Another curious
illusion may here be mentioned. If we close the eyes, and place
a marble between the crossed fore and middle fingers, we seem
to be touching two marbles. This illusion is due to an error
of judgment. The marble is touched by two surfaces which
under ordinary circumstances, could only be touched by two
separate marbles, hence, the mind, taking no cognizance of the
fact that the fingers are crossed, forms the conclusion that the
two sensations are due to two marbles.

The Sense of Pressure.

The sense of pressure may be estimated by the ability of theskm to distinguish different weights placed upon it. There must
be no ifting ol the weight, or the muscular sense is brought into
play also. The acutcness of the pressure sense is differently
distribute from that of ability to localise sensations ; the
forearm, for instance, is as sensitive in this direction as the skin
of the palm. The tip of the tongue is the most discriminative
portion of the body for locality, but it is not so for pressure •

one cannot, for instance, feel one's radial pulse with the tongue
The fraction which by Weber's law represents the discriiuinadve
sensibility varies from i at the finger tip to i at the shoulder
blade (see p. 693).
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Fig. 535.—Heat and cold ipotii. (Waller,
after Ooldftcheiaer).

The Sense of Temperature.

Here again the diiitribution of acuteness is different ; the tip

of the finger ia not nearly so sensitive as the forearm or

the cheek, to which a washerwoman generally holds her iron

when forming a judgment of its

temperature. The fraction which

repiesents the discriminative

sensibility is approximately \.

It has been further shown that

there are two kinds of nerve-

endings for temperature in the

skin which are respectively ex-

cited by heat and cold. Thus,

if a small metallic pencil kept

warm by a stream of water inside

it, is Uioved over the surface,

there are some points where the

sensation is merely tactile, and

at others the pencil will feel

uncomfortably hot ; these spots are called heat spots. Cold spots

may be similarly mapped out by the use of a cold pencil. The

accompanying figure (fig. 525) indicates a small piece of the skin

of the thigh with the heat spots horizontally, and the cold spots

vertically shaded.

The MuBOular Sense.

The muscular sense has been much discussed ; some have even

denied its existence, and supposed that it is merely a variety of

the tactile sense ; when the muscles contract they press upon

the skin over them and the joints. No doubt the tactile sense

of pressure helps us to know what we are doing with our muscles,

but there are two sets of facts which show that the muscular sense

proper is different from the tactile sense. One of these is that the

muscular sense estimated by the lifting of weights, or by the

amount of convergence of the axes of the eyes in looking at objects

at different distances, is much more sensitive than the tactile

sense of pressure ; the fraction representing the discriminative

sensibility being only y\ instead of | or J, which is the fmction

for the pressure sense. The other set of facts are obtained from

the study of disease ; locomotor ataxy is a selective disease ; it

may pick out certain sensory tracts and leave others for a time
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intact
;
in this way the muaoular sense may be destroyed without

the tactile sense being much affected.

Tho«> who believe in the muscular sense are 4jwin divided
mto two sets

;
some believe that the muscular sense i« an accom-

paniment of the efferent impulse and it is variously spoken of as
an estimation of will force, or a sense of expended energy ; others,
and among these the majority of physiologists must be included,
look upon the sense as due to efferent impulses from the mus/'let.
to the brain. The " estimation of will force " doctrine is put out
of court by the fact that people know when their muscles are
contracting, and whether they are contracting much or littl*
when there is no expenditure of will force at all, as when the
muscles are mr de to contract artificially under the influence cf
electrical stimulation. There are now many anatomical fact^
which point to the correctness of the view that the muscular
sense is a true sense. Many ^ears ago it was shown that out
Of the nerve-Bbres which go *o the frog's sartorius some few
degenerate after section of tin posterior nerve-roots. This has
been more recently demonstracd to be also the case in the muscles
of mammals by Sherrington, ihe discovery of sensory ner^'e-
endings m muscle and tendon points in the same direction

CHAPTER Lll.

TASTE AND SMELL.

THK8K two senses are very closely allied to one another, and it
will therefore be convenient to consider them in one chapter.

Taste.

Certain anatomical facts must be studied first in connection
with the tongue, the upper surface of which is concerned in the
reception of taste stimuli.

The tonffue is a muscular organ covered by mucous membrane.
Ihe muscles, which form the greater part of the substance of
the tongue {intnnsic muscles) are termed linguales ; and by
these, which arc attached t/> the mucous membrane, its smaller
and more delicate movem" ,. re performed.
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By other mupjclen (^rtrituie mii^cles), like the genio-hvogloMUs,

the stylo ^'lo«u8, ic, the toujfue in fixed to suinmndiug pam

;

and by theue it* larger inoveiiuuts arc performed.

The mucous membrane of the tongue resembles other mucous

membranes in essential points of structure, but contams /><e;>i«a?,

peculiar to itself. The tongue is also beset with numerous

mucous glands (fig. 52?) and lymphoid nodules.

K.P.
zx
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The larger papiltce of the-<(ongue are thickly set over the
anterior two-thirds of its upper surface, or dorsum (fig. 526), and
give to it its characteristic roughness. In carnivorous animals,
especially those of the cat tribe, the papillae attain a large size,

and are developed into sharp re-

curved homjr spines. Smsh papillae

cannot be regarded as sensitive, but
they enable the tongue to play the
part of a rasp, as in sorapiug bones,

or of a comb in cleaning fur. The
papillsB of the tongue present several

diversities of form ; three principal

varieties may be distinguished,

namely, the (i) eircumvallate, the

(2) fungiform, and the (3) conical

and filiform papilla). They are all

formed by a projection of the corium
of the mucous membrane, covered
by stratified epithelium ; they contain
special branches of blood-vessels and
nerves.

The corium in each kind is

studded by minute conical processes

or microscopic papillae.

(i.) eircumvallate.— These pa-

pillae (fig. 528), eight or ten in

number, are situate in a V-shaped
line at the base of the tongue (1, i,

fig. 526). They are circular eleva-

tions, from ^th to y^th of an inch
wide (i to 2 nmi.), each with a
slight central depression, and sur-

rounded by a circular moat, at the
outside of which again is a slightly

elevated ring or rampart; their

walls contain taste-buds. Into the
moat that sumjuiids the central tower, a few little glands open.
They form a thin watery secretion.

(2.) /'M«y;>w/«.—The funjfiform papilla* (3, fig. 526) are
scHttcred ciiiefly over the sides and tip, and sparingly over the
middle of the dorsum, of the tonjfue ; their name is derived from
their being wliaptHl like a puff-ball fungus. (See fig. 529B.)

(3.) Conical and /i7//J»-»t.—These, which are the most abun-
dant papilhe, are scattered over the whole upper surface of the

Kr- 527.—Secticn of a mnoooa i^Und
from tht" tongiie. A. openinf^ of
the duct on the free muface

;

C, baHemcnt menibrane with nu-
clei ; ii, flattent-d epithelial odU
liuinif durt. The duct dividM
into several branchen, which are
convoluted and end blindly, being
lined throufrhout by columnar
epithelium. I), lumen of one of
the tubuli of the Kland.
(Klein and Noble Smith.)

X JO.
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toneue, but especially over the middle of the domum. They vary

in shape, some being conical (simple or compound) and others

filiform ; they are covered by a thick la. .ir of epithelium, which is

either arranged over them, in an imbricated manner, or is pro-

longed from their surface in the form of fine stiff projections

(Engelmann.)

/fiir CIO.) From their structure, it is likely that these papilla

"

have a mechanical and tactile function, rather than that of taste

;

the latter sense is seated especially in the other two varieties

of papillte, the circumt'allate and the fungiform.

'/,P/^.,

FiK 529.-8urface and »ecUon of the funKiform papUl*. A, ^'j.'jnf'f^^i^t^SSS'T
lifnillii MirtiaUv denuded of its epithel um ; p, secondary papillae ;

e, epitnelium. jj,

Sion ffa h^niriW^pUU ^th the blood-ve»eU inj^ected; n, f^tery ; «. vem.

• r<^;m.nrU^?fSlfr Dapilto in the neighbouring f™=ture ri the ^ngue^
ok^ftaiT loops of the wecon&rj papUla. ; r, epithelium. (From KoUiker, alt« looa

and Bowman.

)

Ip the circumvallate papillte of the tongue of man peculiar

structures known as trnte-bwh have been discovered. They are

of an oval sha{)e, and consist of a number of closely packed,

very narrow and fusiform, cells {gustatory cells). This central

Z Z 2
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core of gustatory cells is enclosed in a single layer of broader

fusiform cells {encanng eellt). The gustatory cells terminate in

fine stiflf spikes which project on the free surface (fig. 531, a).

These bodies also occur side by side in considerable numbers

in the epithelium of the

papilla foliata, which is

situated near the root of

the tongue in the rabbit,

and is composed cf a

number of closely packed

papill» very similar in

structure to the circum-

Tallate pupMlee of man.

Taste-buds have alio

been observed scattered

over the posterior third

of the tongue and the

pharynx, as low as the

posterior (laryngeal) sur-

face of the epiglottis.

The gustatory cells in

the interior of the taste-

buds are surrounded by
arborisations of the ter-

minations of the glosso-

pharyngeal nerve.

The middle of the

dorsum of the tongue is

not endowed to any great

degree with the sense of

taste ; the tip and mar-

gins, and especially the

jjosterior third of the

doi'sum(t.^., in the region

of the taste-buds), pos-

sess this faculty. The
anterior [)art of the

tongue is supplied by the lingual bmnch of the fifth nerve and the

chorda tympani, and the {wsterior third by the glosso-phury..f,'oal

nerve. Considemblo discussion has arisen whether there is nmre

than one nerve of taste. The view genemlly helil by physiologists

is that ti'e gloaso-pharyngeal nerve is the nerve of taste, and the

lingual tiie nerve of tactile sensation. Nevertheless, the lingual

and the chorda tym[>ani do contain taste-fibres, which may be,

Fig. S30-—Fili'onn papOlse, one with ppiUieliuin,

tie other wlthont. *f.—p, the subHtance of the

papill«B dividinv at their upper extr>>niJtie« into

necondary papilTie ; n, artery, and >', vein, dividing

into capillary loopn ; ', epithelial coveiintf, lami-

nated between the papillte, but extended into

hair-like priK-enses. /', from the extrpmitieH of the

econdary papiUir. (From KiUliker, after Todd
and Bowman.)

'idntaai^^i^imismiamifi^
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however ultimately derived from the gloBSO-pharyngeal by its

'omZnicItion .1 the chorda tympani in tj^e
ty^Tthftr"ue

Sir William Gowers, on the other hand, holds that the true

goblet; ^"'t^«j«'^Jl'liSa'(SS^to.^f^S ?hf^ Si^cial nuclei belon«

the encMiiig oelU. x 400. (Bchofleld.)

nerve of taste is the fifth, and that the taste-fibres in the glosso-

pharyngeal come ultimately from the fifth.

Tastes may be classified into

—

I. Sweet. 2. Bitter.

. Acid 4- Saline.

Sweet is antagonised' by acid as well as by bitter tastes. Acids

and salines apparently affect nerves of tactile sense as -ell as

those of taste proper. Sweet tastes are best appreciated by the

trp acW by the side, and bitter tastes by the back of the tongue.

Flavours are really odours.
. , , .1 • „

The substance to be tasted must be dissolved ;
here there is a

striking contrast to the sense of smell, lu testing the sense of

taste in a patient, the tongue should be protruded, and drops

of the"uLLce t; bo tastecl applied with a camel's hair brush o

the ("irtoront parts ; the subject of the experiment must signify

i! H^nsations'by signs, for if he withdraws the tongue to speak

the material gets wKl.ly spread. The more concentrated the

It";: -uid tSle larger L Lrfaco acted on, the more intej^^^^^^

the Uste ; some tastes are perceived more mpidlj than others,

aline tas es the most rapidly of all. The best temperature o

the substance to be tasted is from lo^ to 35^^ ^- Very high or

very low tempemtures deaden the sense.

U is possible by chewing the leaves oi an Indian plant

l®«5^#^gS7C^ *&^vvv '«e^w
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(Gymnema sylvestre) to do away with the power of tasting

bitten and sweets, while the taste for acids and salts remains.

The delicacy of the sense of taste is sufficient to discern i part
of sulphuric acid in i,ooo of water. The sense may be improved
by practice, as in professional tea-tasters.

Smell.

Here again we shall take anatomical considerations before
studying the physiology of the sense of smell.

The nasal cavities are divided into three districts :

—

(a) Regio vestibularis ; this

is the entrance to the cavity

;

it is lined with a mucous mefai-

brane closely resembling the

skin, and contains hairs (vt-

brissoe) with sebaceous glauds.

(6) Regio refpiratoria in-

cludes the lower meatus of the

nose, and all the rest of the

nasal passages except (c) 3 its

mucous membrane is covered

by ciliated epithelium. The
corium is thick and consists

of fibrous connective-tibsue ; it

contains a certain number of

tubular mucous and serous

glands,
(c) Regio olfactoria, includes the anterior twc-thirds of the

superior meatus, the middle meatus, and the upper half of the
Meptum nasi. It is considerably larger in animals like the dog,
with a keener sense of smell than we possess. It consists of
a thicker mucous membrane than in (i), made up of loose areolar
connective-tissue covered by epithelium of a special variety,
resting upon a basement membrane. The cells of the epithelium
are of several kinds :—first, columnar cells not ciliated (fig. 532, st),

with the broad end at the surface, and below tapering into an
irregular branched process or processes, the terminations of which
pass into the next layer : the second kind of cell (fig. 532, r) consists
of a small cell body with large spherical nucleus, situated between
tae ends of the first kind of cell, and sending upwanls a process to
the surface between the cells of the first kind, and from the other
pole of the nucleus a process towards the corium. The latter pro-
cess ib very delicate and ni«y be varicose. The upper process
is prolonged beyond the btirface, where it becomes stiflF, and in

Kg. {31.—Cells from the olfactorr region of
tlie nbhit. tl, mipporting cells; r, r',

olfactorial cells ; r, cilimted cell ; t,

dlia-Uke processeH ; b, cells from Bow-
man's gland. (Sttihr.)
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«,me auimalB, like the frog, is provided with hairs These cells

which are caUed ol/actorial cells, are numerous, and the uuclei of

the cells not being on the same level, a comparatively tine .c nuclear

layer is the result (fig. 53A,'')- In the corium are a number of serous

glands called Powman's glands. They

open upon the surface by fine ducts

passing up between the epithelium

cells.

The distribution of the olfactory

nerves which penetrate the cribri-

form plate of the ethmoid bone and

pass to this region of the nasal mu-

cous membrane is shown in fig. 533-

The netve-fibres are continuous with

the iiiuer processes of the cells we

have termed olfactorial ; the colunuiar

cells between these act as supports to

them.

T/ie olfactor!/ tract is an outgrowth

of the brain which was originally hol-

low, and remains so in many animals,

in man the cavity is obliterated, and

the centre is occupied by neuroglia

:

outside this the white fibres lie, and

a th^i superficial layer of neuroglia covers these. The three "rooU

of the olfactory tract have been traced to the uncnmte gyrus nmn>ly

FiK. su- -St'ini-iliagrainmatic sec-

tlon through the olfactory mu-
couii membrane of thenew-lwm
child, n. aon-nudenr ; and /•,

nucleated portions of the epi-

thelium ; c, nerve* ; M Bow-
man'g plands. (M. Schultie.)
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of the same side of the brain. This is the region of the brain experi-
mentally found to be associated with the sense of smell (see p. 679).

The olfactory bulb has a more complicated structure; above there
is first a continuation of the olfactory tract (white fibres enclosing
neuroglia)

; below this four layers are distinguishable ; they are
shown in the accompanying diagram from Ramon y Cajal's work,
the histological method used being Golgi's.

^*B 535.—NcrvouB inechani»m of thf olfactory apparatuH. a, bipolar cdU of the olfactory
apparatuH (Max Schultze'g olfactorial cpIIh) ; b, olfactory glomeruli ; r, mitral celln ;

t W"""^^ °* white layer ; k, external root of tte olfactory tract ; r, grey matter of
the Rphenoidal re^on of the cortex ; a. aroall cell of the mitral layer ; //, banket of a
^omeruliu ; c, spinv basket of a grannie ; «, collateral of the axis-cylinUer proceM of
a mitral cell ; /, colIateraU terminating in the molecular layer of the frontal and
sphenoidal convolntiona ; y, Kuperilciul triangular celN of the cortex ; A, supportinff
epithelium cells of the olfactory mucous membrane. Ramon y Cajal.)

(i) A layer of white fibres containing nnmerouH anmll cells, or

"ffrannlfs " (n).

(2) A layer of large nerve-colls called " mitral cellx " (a), with
smaller cells (a) mixed with thoni. The axis-cylinder processes of

these cells pass up into the layer al»ove and eventually become fibres

of the olfactory tract E, which passes to the grey matter of the base
of the brain K. They give off tiunierou.s collaterals on the way (e, f).

(3) 'The layer of olfuctory ;/lo7nniili (it). Kach glomerulus is a
basket-work of fibrils derived on the one haiul from the terminal
arl)orisations of the mitral cells, and on the other from similar
arborisations of the iion-i.iedullated fibres which form the next layer.

(4) ^'''f Int/er of ol/ttctmy nn-rf-0>rf.i.—These are iion-

medullated
; they continue upwards the hif^»hir olfactf/ry cdh,

or as we have already temied them, the olfactorial cells of the
mucous niembmne.

In testing a iwtient's sense of smell, substances like musk or
assiifoetida should be employed

;
pungent substances like ammonia
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affect the nerve, of tactile sense (fifth nerve) more than the

olfactory nerves. » ,

The sense of'smell is excited either by gaseous or very finelj-

divided solid particles; these affect the terminations of the

olfactorial or bipolar cells and the path to the brain of the

nervous impulse so set up we have already mdicated. Liquids,

unless they are volatile (that is, give off vapours), do not, as a

rule, excite the sense ; thus Weber could not smell the slightest

odour when his nostrils were completely filled with w*ter con-

taining eau-de-Cologne. It is matter of common experience that

odours and flavours (which are reall, odours) cannot be perceived

readily when the amount of moisture in the nose is increased, as

when one has a bad cold.
^ * u„ *^

On the other hand, the mucous membrane must not be too

dry ; this also impairs the delicacy of the sense. The delicacy

of the sense is most remarkable; thus, Valentin calculates that

s of a grain of musk can be distinctly smelt ;
and even

ihisr/be" improved by practice, as in certain tribes of Indians^

We cannot at present give a scientific classification of odours ,

the onlv possible classification into pleasant and unpleasant is a

matter of individual education and taste to a great extent.

CHAPTER LIII.

HEARING.

Anatomy of the Ear.

Thk Organ of Hearing is divided into three parts, (i) the

external, (2) the middle, and (3) the internal ear The two fii-st

are onlv accessory to the third or internal ear, which contains the

08scnti:a parts of the organ of hearing. The accompanying figure

shows the relation of these divisions, one to the others (hg. 530)-

External Ear.—The external ear consists of the pinrui and

the external auditory meatus.
. .

The principal parts of the pinrui are two prominent rims

enclosed one within the other (/Wi> and antihelU\ and enclosing

a central hollow named the concha; in front of the concha

is a prominence directed backwards, the tragus, and opposite

to this one directed forwards, the antitrmfus. From the concha,

the auditory canal, with a slight 5 rch directed upwards, passes

inwards and a little forwards to the membrana tynipani, to

which it thus serves to convey the vibrating air. Its outer
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part oonsists of fibro-cartilage continued from the concha, its

inner part of bone. Both ore lined hy skin continuouti with that
of the pinna ; the skin also extends over the outer part of the
memhrtina tympani. Towards the outer part of the canal are fine

huini and sebaceous glaudti, while deeper in the canal are small

*%• 536;—DiMrtmmatic view from before of the puis composing the organ of hearing of
uie left side. The temporal bone of the left side, with the accompanving soft parts,
has been detached fron the head, and a Hectiun has been carried through it trans-
versely, MO as to remove the front of the uieatus exterr.UK, half the tympanic mem-
bri.ne, the upper and anterior wall of the tympHntim awl Euistachian tube. The
m>«tii8 intemus has also been opened, and the bony liibjninth exposed by the removal
of the surrounding parts of the petrous bono, i, the pinua and lof)p; 2. meatus
extemus

;
»', membrana tympani ; \, cavity of the tTninunum ; i', its opening back-

wards into the mastoid cells ; betwe«i j and j', the chain ot small bones : j, Ensta-
chian tube ; 5, meatus intemus, containing the facial (uppermost; and the auditory
nerves

; 6, placed on the vextibule of the labyrinth above tlio fenestra ovalis ; a, apex
'<f the petrous bone ; t, internal carotid artery ; c, styloid process ; d, facial nerve
issuing from the stylo-mastoid foramen : «, mastoid process ; /, squamous psirt of the
bone covered by integument, iic. (Arnold.)

glands, resembling.' the sweat-glands in structuie, which secretf^ the
cerumen or wax of the ear.

Middle Ear or Tympanum.—The middle ear, or tympanum
or drum (3, fig. 536), i.s seiwirated by the mevUiraua tympttni horn
the external auditory meatus. It is a cavity in the temjioral bone,

opening through its anterior hikI uiner wall into the Kustachian
tube, a cylindriform flattened canal, dilated at both ends, com-
poHcd partly of bone and partly of elastic cartilau'e, and lined with
mucous membrane, . which forms a communication between the
tympanum and the pharynx. It opon.s into the (uvity of the
pharynx just behind the posterior ajierture of the nostrils.

B-
ri i
aw
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The cavity of the tyni{)nnnn> cominuiuciitcn ixwteriorly with air-

cavities, the mastoid eelU in the mastnd process of the temporal

boue ; but ito only opening to the external air is throngh the

Eustachian tube (4, fig. 53^'). The walls of the tynipmium are

osseous, except whore apertures in them are oloaed with nieai

brane, as at th fenentro rotunda, and fmettra ovalin, atxi at the

outer part where the bone it. replnced by the mcnii)riina tyiapani.

The cavity of the tympaniim is lined with mucous incmbriue,

the epithelium of whicli is ciliated and coutinuoui throng] i the

Kustachian tube witli that of the pharynx. It conUviuH a eiiain

of small bones which extends from the mcmbrana tympani to the

fenestra ovalis.

Fig. i\7.—The hammer-
bone or malleus, seen

from the front, i, the

head; 2, neck; 3i

nhort process ; 4,

handle. (Schwalbe.)

Fig. Sit*. Tlio inrus, or anvil- unnp.

I. "body ; J. ridged arUnulation

for the muUeus; (, prorotwUH

breviH. «ith i. ii>uprh articular

Burfa<« for I'.^ainent of incus

;

6, proeesKUs niiipiu«, H'th articu-

lating Kurfuce tor stapes ; 7, nu-
trient fortimen. ;.Schwalbe.)

Fig. 539 The »tap«», of

Btirrup-bone. i, baae

;

2 and J, arch ; 4, iieaA

of ' "If. whicl. articu-

laten with orbicular

proctna of th- incus;

5, conatricted part of

heck ; 6, one of the

crura, '"/hwalbe.;

The nteinbrana tympani is placed in a sliiiitiug direction at the

bottom of the external auditory canal, its plane being at an angle

of about 45^ with the lower wall of the canal. It is formed

of tough and tense tibros, some nuuiing radially, some circu-

larly ; its margin is set in a Ujuv groove ;
its outer surface is

covered with a continuation of the cutaneous lining of the

auditory canal, its inner surface with the mucous membrane of

the tympanum.
,, j

Tiic M«*c/f« are three in number ; named malleus, incus, and

stupes. The malleus, or hammer-ljone, has a long slightly-

curved process, called its handle, which is inserted between

the lavei-s of the membraua tvmp.uii ;
tlie line of attiichment

is vertical, including the whole length of the handle, and

extending trotn the upper border to the centre of the membrane.

The head of the n.alleiw is irregularly rounded; its neck, or the

line of buundarv betwo.n the head :uid the handle, supports two

fir'

>^?

:^i
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0^k
fig. 540.—Interior t1«w at the tympMitan, with

membimiw tympMii and boDw in nataral
poniUon. I, Herabrana tTm^ani ; 2, Buits-
chian tube ; s, tenaor tymimni munele ; 4, Ug.
mallei exter. ; j, lig. iiuilli-i Huptr. ; 6, chotda-
tjnnpani nerve; n. h, and e, sinuaee about
tweiclea. (Bchwalbe . /

processes : a «Aort conical one, which receives the insertion of the

tentor tynipani, and a deiu1>'r one, prveeanu graeitis, which extends

forwards, and is attached

^t I to the wall of the cavity
*-'.;' at the Olascrian fissure.

!,;' The incut, or anvil-bone,

shaped like a bicuspid

molar tooth, is articulated

by its broiider part, corre-

sponding with the surface

of the crown of the tooth,

to the niallouH. Of its two
fang-like processes, one,

directed backwards, has u
free end lodged ui a de-

pression in the mastoid

bone ; the other, curved

downwards, lunger and

more pointed, articulates

by means of a roundish

tubercle, formerly called ot orbiculare, with the stapes, a little

bone shaped exactly like a stimip, of which the base or bar fits

into the membrane of the fenestra ovalis. To the neck of the

stapes, a short process, corresponding with the loop of the stirrup,

is attached the ttapf^lint muscle.

The bones of the ear are covered with mucous membrane
reflectiKl over them from the wall of the tympanum ; and are

movable both altogether and slightly one upon the other. The
malleus moves and vibrates with every movement and vibration of

the membrana tyinpani, and its movements are communicated
through the incus to the stap*.' , and through it to the membrane
dosing the fenestra ovalis.

The muscles of the tympanum ai( two in number. The tens(/r

tymfiani arises from the cartilaginous end of t\w. Kustachian

tube and the adjoining surface of the splienoid and from the

sides of tlie canal in which the muscle lies ; the tendon of tiie

muscle bonds at nearly a right angle over the end of the j)r(>

cessus cochleariformis and is insened in 10 the iiuier part of the

handle of the malleus. The Stnjiedtus is conceal. \1 witliin a canal

in the bone in front of the aqueductus Fallopii. The tendon
issues from the aperture of this canal and is inserttxl into tlie

neck of the stapes posteriorly.

The Internal Ear.—The proper oi-gan of hearing is formed
by the distribution of the auditory nerve within the internal
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«ir, or labyrinth, a net of oavltie. within the P*'"**" ,I^»°" °[

Z temVral bone. The bone which form, the ^al • ^f th««

cavitie. U den«.r than that around it. and form. th«J.^
labin-inth; th« membrane within the caviieH form, the mem-

ZZu.laby.nnih. The membranon. labyrinth c-'tauui a^ d

called c idJymph; while o«t.ide it, between .t and the o.neo«.

Fig. 542.-View of the interior of the left

lifcyrinth. The bony w»U of the Uby-
rinth i* removed raprajwlr »nd exter-

niOly. i.foveahemieUlptfc*; a. fovea

heminiherica ; j, common opeiUng of

the luperior and porterior eemiclrcular

oanaU ; 4, opening of the aqueduct of

the Tertibule; 5, the «uperior: 6, the

posterior, and 7. the external "emicir-

ralar canalu; 8, spiral tube of the

cochlea (icala tympani) ; 9, opening of

the aqueduct of the oochlea ; 10. pUced

on the lamina spiraliii in the MHla veii-

tiboU. '^. (Summering.)
I

Fig. S4I.—Right bony labyrinth, viewed

from the outer ride. The unecimen

here represented ia prepared by aepa-

latint? piet«mt»l the looeer lubHtance

of the petrouH bone from the dense

wallH which immediately encloae the

labyrinth, i, the vestibule ; i, fen-

estra ovalis ; ,. superior nemiutrcular

canal; 4,horiz»nUl or external canal;

5, posterior canal ; •. ampulla of the

emicireular canaU 6, Unit turn of

thecochlea; 7, second turn ; 8, apex;

Q, fenestra rotunda. The smaller

figure in outline below shows the

natural stee. ^. (Summering.)
1

labyrinth, is a fluid called perilymph. This fluid i. not pure

lymph, as it contains mucin.
. • , *

Tne osseous labyrinth consists of three princip.il pivrts,

ijamely the vestibule, the cochlea, and the ^vdcircular cnnah

The ve>,tihuk is the middle cavity of the labyrinth, and the

central organ of the whole auditory appamtus. It presents, in its

inner wall, several openings for the entrance of the divisions of the

auditory ner^'e ; in its outer wall, i\xe fenestra ow./r« (2, hg. 541),

an opening filled by membrane in vhich is inserted the base o

the stap^'s; in its posterior and superior walls, five openings bj

which the sfmnciTcdar canals communicate with it :
in its anterior

wall, an opening Iciding into the cocMca. The structure of the

semicircular canals is described m Chapter XLIX.

The cochlea (6, 7, 8, fig. 54i, and 8, fig. 542), a small organ.
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shaped like a snail-shell, is situated in front of the vestibule, its
base resting on the bottom of the internal meatus, where some
apertures transmit to it the cochlear filaments of the auditory
nerve. In its axis, the cochlea is traversed by a conical column,
the modiolug, around which a spiral canal winds with two turns
and a half from the base to the apex. At the apex of the cochlea
the canal is closed ; at the base it presents three openings, of
which one, already mentioned, communicates with the vestibule

;

another, called fenestra rotunda, is separated by a membrane from
the cavity of the tympanum; the third is the orifice of the
aquceductus cochlea, a canal leading to the jugular fossa of the
petrous bone. The spiral canal is divided into two passages, or
scalce (staircases), by a partition formed partly of bone, the
lamina spiralis, connected with the modiolus, and partly of a
membrane called the /xisilar membrane.

The Membranous Labyrinth.—The membranous labyrinth

*'Jl^i~ f*""* "f
**"-' "»''* memonmona labyrinth. U, utride, into which the thw»aemicrcuJar canal, open ; 8, saccule, commuiicatins with the c^S^ra bycTthe canalw reumens, and with the utricle bv a canal fiaviiw on it an e^riwinent Vh»

oftte'.'Sd.t';??.^^'^
(8.E.)..The black«WrepAIXS.epl^ oflSSlt^Snor tae auditory nerve, namely, m the macula ofthe utricle and mccule • the criate* in

^^^'^^^t:'\'^^^^'^r^' '^' and.inth^orele^^ni?

corresponds generally with the form of the osseous labyrinth, so far
as regards the vestibule and semicircular canals, but is separated
from the walls of these parts by perilymph, except where the nerves
enter mto connection within it. The labyrinth is a closed membrane
containing endolymph, which is of much the same composition as
perilymph, but contains less solid matter. It is somewhat viscid,
as IS the perilymph, and it is secreted by the epithelium lining its
cavity

;
all the sonorous vibrations impressing the auditory nerves

in these parts of the internal ear, are conducted through fluid to
a membrane suspended in and containing fluid. In the cochlea,
the membranous labyrinth completes the septum between the
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two scala, and encloses a spiral canal, previously mentioned,

called the canalii cochlece (fig. 543)- The fluid in the scalo! of

the cochlea is continuous with the perilymph in the vestibule and

semicircular canals. The vestibular portion of the membranous

labyrinth comprises two communicating cavities, of which the

larger and upper is named the utricle ; the lower, the tMcide. They

are lodged in depressions in the bony labyrinth, termed respectively

fovea hemielliptica andfovea hemispherica. The membranous semi-

circular canals open into the utricle ; the canal of the cochlea

opens by the canalis reuniens into the saccule. The accompanying

diagi-am (fig. 543) gives the relationship of all these parts to one

another.
, ., , -j j

Auditory Nerve.—All the organs now described are provided

for the appropriate exposure of the filaments of the auditory

nerve to vibrations. It enters the bony canal (the meatua

auditorius intemut), with the facial nerve and the nervus inter-

medius, and, traversing the bone, enters the labyrinth at the

aucrle between the base of the cochlea and the vestibule, in two

divisions ; one for the vestibule and semicircular canals, and the

other for the cochlea.

There are two branches for the vestibule, one, superior, dis-

tributed to the utricle and to the superior and horizontal semi-

circular canals, and the other, inferior, which arises from the

cochlear nerve, ends in the saccule and posterior semicircular

canal. There can, however, be little doubt that the inferior

nerve, although it is contained for some distance in the sheath of

the cochlear nerve, is really composed of vestibular fibres.

Where the nerve comes in connection with the utricle and

saccule, the structure of the membrane is modified and the

places are called 7naculcB acoustical. At the ampuU* of the semi-

circular canals, too, the structure is altered, becoming elevated into

a ridge, which projects into the interior of the cavity, forming the

crista acoustica. The distribution of the true cochlear nerve

occurs along the whole length of the canal of the cochlea.

The structure of the membranous canals has been given in

Chapter XLIX., so we can pass at once to the cochlea.

This is best seen in vertical section ; the cavity is divided into

two scalffi, partlv by l)one (the spiral lamina), partly by mem-

brane (the basilar membrane); the other end of the basilar

membrane is attached to the bone by a ligament (the spiral

ligament), formerly supposed to be a muscle (Bowman's muscle)

;

the two spiral staircases or scalse are named scala vestibuh and

scala tympani (fig. 544)- At the apex of the cochlea, the spiral

lamina ends in a small hamulus, the inner and concave part of

I
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cochlea
i.cen-

Fig. 544.—View of the OHseoua
divided through the middle,
tial canal of the modiolus ; 2, lamina
Bpiralis ofwea

j
3, acala tympani ; 4,

iicala veatibuli; s, poroua gubatance
of the modiolus near one of the sec-

tiona of the canalia xpiialis modioli,

f. (Arnold.)

which being detached from the summit of the modiolus, leaves a

small aperture named the helicotrema, by which the two scalse,

separated in all the rest of their length, communicate.

Besides the scala vestibuli and scala tympani, there is a third

space between them, called acala

Titedia or canal of the cochlea

(CC, fig. 545). In section it is

triangular, its external wall being

formed by the wall of the co-

chlea, its upper wall (separating

it from the scala vestibuli) by

the membrane of Ilcissner, and
its lower wall (separating it from

the scala tympani) by the basilar

membrane, these two meeting at

the outer edge of the bony
lamina spiralis. Following the

turns of the cochlea to its apex,

the scala media there terminates blindly ; while towards the base

of the cochlea it is also closed with the exception of a very

narrow passage (canalis reuniens) uniting it with tlie saccule.

The scala media (like

the rest of the mem-
branous labyrinth)

contains endolymph.

Organ of Corti.—
Upon thebasilarmem-

brane are arranged

cells of various shapes.

About midway be-

tween the outer edge

of the lamina spiralis

and the outer wall of

the cochlea are situ-

ated the rods of Corti.

Viewed sideways,they

are seen to consist of

an external and in-

ternal pillar, each ris-

ing from an expanded

foot or base attached

to the basilar membrane (0, n, fig. 546). They slant inwards

towards each other, and each ends in a swelling termed the head

;

the head of the inner pillar overlies that of the outer (fig. 546).

Fig , ^45.—Section through one of the coQr of the cochlea
(diagrammatic). ST, scala tympani ; SV, scala ves-
tibuli ; CC, canalis cochleee or canalia membranaceus

;

R, membrane of Reissner ; l»o, lamina spiralis oesea

;

lis, limbus laminae spiralis ; n, sulcus spiralis ; nc,

cochlear nerve ; g», ganglion spirale ; (, membrana
tectoria (below the membrana tectoria is the lamina
reticularis) ; b, membrana basilaris ; Co, rods of Corti

;

Itp, ligamentum spirale. (Quain.)
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Each pair of pillars forms a pointed roof arching over a space, and

by a succession of them a tunnel is formed.

There are about 3.000 of these pairs of pillars, in proceedmg

from the base of the cochlea towards its apex. They are found

progressively to increase in length, and become more obli<,ue
;

n,

other words the tunnel becomes wider, but dimm.shcs m height

as we approach the apex of the co.hlea. Lcanin.. agamst thc^e

external and internal pillars are certain other cells, called /utn-

cells, which ternunate in small hair-like pnxjesses I here are

several rows of these on the outer and one row on the nmer su e

Between them are cerUiin supporting cells called cells of Deltas.

X Boo. (Waldeyer.)

Most of the above details are shown in the accompanying figure

(fi" «;46) This structure rests upon the basilar membrane
;

it

is roofed in by a fenestrated membrane or lamina reticularis into

the fenestra of which the tops of the various rod. and cells arc

leceived. When viewed from above, the organ 01 Corti shows a

remarkable resemblance to the key-board of a piano. The op of

the organ is roofed by the membrana tectoria (fig. 545, t) thai

extends from the end of the limbus {Us, fig. 545). * connective-

tissue structure on the spiral lamina. In close relation with the

hair-cells which form the auditory nerve epithelium, ire filaments

3 A
K.P.

I'm
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of the auditory nerve. These are derived from the cochlear
division already mentioned. This passes up the axis of the
cochlea, and in its course gives off fibres to the lamina spiralis.
These fibres are thick at their origin, but thin out peripherally
and containing bipolar ganglion cells form the <tan.,Uon spirale.
Beyond the ganglion at the edge of the lamina the fibres p.vss up
and become connected with the organ of Corti, arborising around
the hair-cells.

Physiology of Hearing.

Sounds are caused by vibrations
; when a bell or a piaro-string

IS struck, it is thrown into a series of rapid regular vibrations

;

the more rapidly the vibrations occur the higher is the pitch of
the musical note, that is, it is shriller. The vibrations are trans-
mitted as waves through the air, and ultimately affect the
hair-cells at the extremities of the auditory nerve in the cochlea.
The semicircular canals are not concerned in the sense of hearing

;

their function in connection with equilibration is described hi'

Chapter XLIX. The external and middle cars are conducting

;

' the internal ear is conducting and receptive. In the external ear
the vibrations travel through air; In the middle ear through
solid structures—membranes and bones ; and in the internal ear
through fluid, first through the perilymph on the far side of the
fenestra ovalis

; and then the vibrations pass through the basilar
membrane, and membrane of Reissuer, and set the endolymph of
the canal of the cochlea in motion.

This is the normal way in which the vibrations pass, but the.
endolymph may be affected in other ways, for instance through
the other bones of the head

; one can, for example, hear the ticking
of one's watch when it is placed between the teeth, even when the
ears are stoppcu. From this fact is derived a valuable practical
method of distinguishing in a deaf person what part of the organ
of hearing is at fault. The patient may not be able to hear a
watch or a tuning-fork when it k held close to the ear ; but if he
can hear it when it is placed between his teeth or on his forehead,
the malady is localised in either the external or middle ear ; if he
can hear it in neither situation it is a much more serious case,
for then the internal ear or the nervous mechanism of hearintr is
at fault.

*

In connection with the external ear there is not much more to
be s.ud

;
the pinna in many animals is large and acts as a kind of

natu il ear-trumpet to collect the vibrations of the air; in man
this mnctiun is to a very great extent lost, and though there are
muscles present to move it into appropriate postures, they are not
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under the control of the will in the majority of people, and are

fuactionless, ancestral vestiges.

in the middb ear, however, there are several points to be

considered, namely, the action of the membrana tympani, of the

ossicles, of the tympanic muscles, and of the Eustachian tube.

The Membrana Tympani.—This membrane, unlike that of

ordinary drums, can take up and vibrate in response to, not only

its own fundamental tone, but to an immense range of tone?

differing from each other by as much as seven octaves. Tb'

would clearly be impossible if it were an evenly stretch*-

membrane. It is not evenly nor very tightly stretched, but c ving

to its attachment to the chain of ossicles it is slightly funnel-

shaped : the ossicles also damp the continuance of the vibrations.

When the membrane gets too tightly stretched, by increase or

decrease of the pressure of the air in the tympanum, -hen the

sense of hearing is dulled. The pressure in the tympanic cavity

18 kept the same as that of the atmosphere by the Eustachian

ivhe, which leads from the cavity to the ^jharynx and so to the

external air. The Eustachian tube is not, however, always open;

it is opened by the action of the <en«M- palati during swallowing.

Suppose it were closed owing to swelling of its mucous membrane

—

this often happens in inflammation of the throat—the result

would be what is called Eustachian or throat deafness, and this is

relieved by passing a catheter so as to open the ' When the

tube is closed, the blood in the vessels of the tyu^t-.-.c wall takes

up oxygen from the imprisoned air, and gives off carbonic acid in

exchange ; but the amount of carbonic acid given out is less than

the amount of oxygen removed, so that the total quantity of gases

within the tympanum is reduced, and its pressure consequently

becomes less than that of the atmosphere, so the membrane is

cupped inwards ; it is this increased tighter, ing of the membrane

that produces deafness. There is »^lbO an accumulation of mucus.

When one makes a violent e ^iratiou, as in sneezing, some air is

often forced through the Eustachian tube into the tympanum.

The ears feel as though they were bulged out, as indeed the

membrana tympani is, and there is a^ain partial deafness, which

sensations are at once relieved by swallowing so as to open the

Eustachian tube and so re-establish equality of pressure once more.

The ossicles communicate the vibrations of the membrana

tympani (to which the handle of the malleus is fixed) to the

membrane which closes the fenestra ovalis (to which the foot of

the stapes is attached). Thus the vibiations are communicated

to the fluid of the internal ear which is situated on the other side

of the oval window.

8 a2

P
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The following diagram will assist us in understanding how this
is brought about. The bones all vibrate as if they were one, the
slight movements between the individual bones being inappre-
ciable. The utility of there being several bones is seen when the
vibrations are excessive; the small ai.iount of "give" at the
articulations is really protective and tends to prevent fractures.

The handle of the malleus is inserted between the layers of the
tympanic membrane ; the processus gracilis (p. g.) has its end A
attached to the tympanic wall on the inner aspect of the Glaserian

fissure ; the end li of the

short process («. p.) of the

incus is fastened by a
ligament to the opposite

wall of the tympanic cavity

;

the end D of the long pro-

cess of the incus articulates

with the stirrup, the base

of which is turned towards

the reader. The handle
vibrates with the mem-
brana tympani ; and the

vibrations of the whole
chain take place round the

axis of rotation kK Every
time C comes forwards D comes forwards, but by drawing jjer-

pendiculars from C and D to the axis of rotation, it is found that
D is about | of the distance from the axis that C is. So in the
transmission of the vibrations from membrane to membrane
across the bony chain, the amplitude of the vibration is decreased
ly about i, and the force is correspondingly increased. The
final movement of the stapes is, however, always very small ; it

varies from ^ to less than toW of a millimetre.

The action of the tensor tympani by pulling in the handle of
the malleus increases the tension of the membrana tympani. It

is supplied by the fifth nerve. It is opposed by the strong
external ligament of the malleus. The stapedius attached to the
neck of the stapes tilts it backwards. It is supplied by the
seventh nerve.

We have still to consider the use of the fenestra rotunda ; this

is closed by a membrane, and its action is to act as a v nt for

the vibrations of the perilymph. The next very simple di, -?ram
(fig. 548) will explain how this happens.

The cochlea is supposed to be uncoiled ; the scala vestibuli

leads from the fenestra ovalis, to the other side of which the

Foot of
8tape»

Fig. 547.—Diagnmnutic view of e«r omIcIm.
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stapes is attached ; the scala tyinpaiii leads to the fenestra

rotunda ; the two scilse communicate at the helicotrema, and are

separated from the canal of the cochlea by the basilar membrane,

and the membrane of Roissner. C.R. is the canalis reuniens

leading to the saccule. The two scalw contain perilymph ;
the

canal of the cochlea contains endolymph which is set in vibration

by the perilymph through the membranes. Every time the

membrane of t'le oval window is bulged in by the 8tirru|), the

membrane of the round window is bulged out, and vice ver»d.

If there were no vent in this way the propagation of vibrations

through the fluid would be impossible.

The theories in connection with the cochlea are two in number:

F.Ovalla

St-- !

Scata VeatibuU (Perilymph)
vanai at aie»iu tnaaimBiii

Scala Tympani (Perilymph) Htlicotrema

f.HotUHtli.

Fig. 548.—Diagram to illuitxkte the use of the fene«tra rotunda.

one is Helmholtz' piano theory ; the other is the telephone theory

of Rutherford and Waller.

The Piano Theory.—If one sings a note in front of a piano,

the string of the piano that emits that note will take up the

vibration and answer ; another note will elicit an answer from

another string. It was supposed by Helmholtz that there is an

analogous arrangement in the cochlea. Different parts of the

organ of Corti will respond to different notes as do the strings

of a piano. At first he thought it was the rods of Corti which

acted in this way, but when it was shown that in birds there are

no rods, he referred it to the different fibres of the basilar

membrane. This is supported by the fact that this membrane

increases in breadth from below upwards ; low notes will set in

sympathetic vibration the long fibres of the upper part, and high

notes the short fibres of the lower part of the organ.

These responsive vibrations extend to the hair-cells resting

on these partict-^ar portions of the membrane, and give rise to

excitations whicn, conducted along the nerve-fibres to the brain,

produce different auditory sensations. This theory therefore

localises the analysis of sounds in the cochlea. The memWana
teetoria acts as a damping mechanism.

The Telephone Theory.—Just as in a telephone one membrane
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vibrates in response to a sound but at different rates for iifferent

sounds, so in this theory it is supjKNied that the basilar inembrauo
vibrates as a whole, the hair-cells on it are affected, the nerve
impulse travels to the brain, and the analysis of the sound occurs
there. In other words, the bac'lar membrane acts vary much like

the membrana tympani. " It ia the internal dr m-head, repeating
the complex vibrations of the membrana tympani, and vibrating

in its entire area to all sounds—although more in some parts than
in others—giving what we may designate as acoustic presoure
patterns between the membrana tectoria and the subjacent field

of hair-cells. In place of an analysis by sympathetic vibration

of particular radial fibres, it may be imagined that varying com-
binations of sound give varying pressure patterns, comparable
to the varying retinal images of external objects," (Waller.)

The Range of hearing is more extensive than that of voice.

Sounds can be heard that are produced by 30 vibrations per
Hecond, up to those caused by 30,000 to 40,000 vibrations per
second ; and in this range as many as 6,000 variations of pitch
can be perceived, or about twice as many as the pairs of arches
of Corti. Two sounds can be recognised as distinct if the interval

between them is less than o-i second, a fact that shows us the
perfection of the damping as well as of the vibrating mechanism.

The distinction between musical notes is not equally obvious
to all obser\-er8. People differ a good deal in the musical element
in their nature. But in all there is a limit to the perception of

high-pitched notes. In Galton's whistle, one has an instrument
by which the rate of vibration of the air which produces the
sound can be increased ; it gets shriller and shriller, and at last

when the vibration frequency exceeds 30,000 or 40,000, the
sound becomes inaudible. Probably many animals, however, are

able to hear much higher notes than we can detect.

A judgment, by the sense of hearing alone, of the direction in

which a sound comes, is always most imperfect.
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CHAPTER LIV.

VOK'K AND Sl'RECH.

The fundamental tones of the voice are produced l>y the

current of expired air causing the vibration of tlie vocal cords,

two elastic bands contained in a cartilaginous Im)x placed at the

top of the wind-pipe or trachea. This box is called the Inrpir.

The sounds produced here are modified by other parts like the

tongixe, teeth, and lips, as will be explained later on.

Anatomy of the I<aryiuc.

The oartilaffM of the larynx are the thyroid, the cricoiil, the two ary-

tenoifls These are the most important for voice priMhiction ; they are made

of hvaline cartilage. Then there are the epiglottis, two i-ornicular. and two

cuneiform eartilaj,'e8. These are maile of yellow flbro-cartilape.

Coinu min
Comu mnj.—

Oomu aup

. StfTno-hyoideuB.

"•HI. Th>To-hyoideui<.

ni. Stfmo-hyoideus.

TO. Crico-th}Toideu».

Lig. crico-thyr. tatA. -

Cart, cri'joidea —

Liff. crico-tracheee

Cart, tracheale ^j-

Fig. S49 -The larynx, as seen from the front, showing the cartilages and li|»m«t«- T»>e

muscles, with the exceiJtion of one crico-thyroid, are cut off short. (Stoerk.)

The fin/roid cartilage (fig. 550. i to 4) .Iocs not form a complete ring

around the larynx, but only covers the front portion. It fore- the pro-

miueaee in front of the throat known ?- Adam's apr.c. («) Ihe eneoid

cartilasre (fig. 550, 5- 6), on the other ^ a, is a complete nng
;
the back

part of the ring is much broader uan the front. On the top of this
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brnwl {x.rtion of the cricoid nr»> (») the uxit^miid cartilaK.'H (Hk. ««o. 7).
the mtinection U'twrn. Ihi- cricoi.l »«low ., >.! arytenoi.l cart I la»rcm abovem a joint with nytiovinl membrane ami iii/iimentii, the latter |H»rmittlng

lllil

of the ritht ride
; 5.0. cricoid cartiUffe; 5. imide of the pchiior litTT antSoSMTow pwt of the ring ; 7, arytenoid oartila»«». x J.

pw». o, aniwior

tolerably free inotion Jjctween them. But olthouffh the nrvtenoid cartiiaKe*

tk"
^"''*^."" ''"^ cricoi.! they accompany the latter in all its movementa.

The base by means vi which each arytenoid cartllajre sits on the cricoid

IJg. sr)--epiglott.^.

fart. Wriaberpii

Csrt .-tentorini.

fart, aryten.

Proc. muacul.

JAg. i'ri(;i>-ar> ten.

Li^. cemto-erico. po«t. Hup.

womu infer.

lAg. cerato-crico. post, inf.

Cart, trachese, Pars membmn.

J'W- S5I.—The larynx as Men from behind after removal of the muadea. The carUlMres
and ligamentH only remain. (Stoerit.)

^^

i.s trianguL-ir
; the anterior ' j is often ealle.1 the vocal process : to if the

posterior ends of the true .. cords are attache<l. The outer angle is thick
and cixllfHl the niuwular proeeiw.
The cornicuiar cartilages, or cartilages of Santorini. are perched on the

top of the arytenoids
; the cuneiform cartilages, or cartilages of WrisVierg,
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art! in a foUl of mucoun inemhrnne ; the cpiKlottta Iwks like a ll<l to the

^T^tKrou/cartilaiw m conneote<» with the criwi.l, ».y the crico-thyroid

membrnm', rn.l al.o by joint* with Mvnoviol niembmne* ;
fb.- 1«'«

«/ f"''''''''

of the thvrwi.l cln»|. the •• . Ul Ix-.twct-n them, yet not *> tijfhtly but

that the thynml i«n revoi 0. within a eertain raii«f, aroun.i «n axu

paHHinif transvei^lv through thu two joint, at which the cncoid ii claii)etl.

The vocal corU« lire attathe.1 l)ehin.l to the front |K>rtion of the base

(vocal proceoM) <>f the arytenoid .ni tilaKi-«, and in front to the re-entering

angle at the back of the thyroid ; it i» evi.lent. therefore. tUat all move

H.

R.a.

T.A.

T.C.M.

Fte. S5>.-Vertical iection through the larynx. pa«8mg from .ide to side. H. ^»'^^«
T. thyroid cartilage ; T.C.M., thyro-cricoid membrane ; C, cricoid <»rttlf«e ;

Tr. tet

riw SwheaTrlA., thyro-krytenoid muscle ; K.O.. rimaglottidu ; V.C. vocal cord

;

vTventride ; F.V.C., faUw vocal cord. (After Allen Thomson.

)

ments of either of these cartilages must pro.luce an effect on thetn ol

some kind or other. Inasmuch, too, as the arytenoid c^rtilaces rest 011

the top of the back portion of the cricoid c:ivtilage, and nre coniiectec

with it by capsular and other ligaments, all movements of the cncoi.i

cartilage must move the arytenoid cartilages, and also protluce an effect on

the vocal cords. .. , . , _i ^
XuooTW membrane.—The larynx is lined with a mucous membrane

continuous with that of the trachea : this is covered ^ th ciliated epithelium

except over the vocal cords and epiglottis, where it is strati tied, ine

vocal cords are thickened bands of elastic tissue in this mucous mem-

brane which run f-om before back. They are attached bohind to the vocal

processes of the H.yleuoid cartilages, and in frent to the angle where the

two wings of the thvroid meet. The cnink between them is called the

rinui glottidit (see fig. 552). Two ridges of mucous membrane above and

j
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parallel to these are called the falte rocal eordt ; between the true and
false vocal cord on each side is a recess called the rentricle.
XqmIm.—The mascles of the larynx are divided into intrinsic and

extrinsic. The intrinsic are named from their attachments to the various
cartilages ; the extrinsic are those which connect the larjmx to other parts
like the hyoid bone.
The intrinsic muscles of the h.rjnx are as follows :

—

1. Crico-thyroid.

2. Posterior crico-arytenoid.

3. Lateral crico-arytenoid.

4. Thyro-arytenoid.

5. Arytenoid.
All these muscles except the arytenoid are in pairs.
Their attachmeni:8 and actions are as follows :

—

1. Crico-tkyroid.—This is a short, thick triangular muscle, attnchetl below
to the cricoid cartilage : this attachment extends from the middle line
backwards. The fibres pass upwards and outwards, diverging slightly tc be
attached above to the inferior border of the thyroid cartilage, and to the
anterior border of its lower comu. In the latter portion of the muscle, the
fibres are nearly horizontal. Some of the superficial fibres are continuous
with those of the inferior constrictor of the pharynx.
The thyroid cartilage being fixed by extrinsic muscles, the contraction

of this muscle draws upwards the anterior part of the cricoid cartih^, and
depresses the posterior part, and with it the arytenoid cartilages, so that the
vocal cords are stretched. Paralysis of these muscles therefore causes an
inability to proiiuce high-pitched tones.

2. Potterior (Tiro-arytemnd.—Thia arises from the broad depression on
the corresponding half of the posterior surface of the cricoid cartilage

:

its fibres converge upwards and outwards and are inserted into the outer
angle of the base of the arytenoid cartilage behind the attachment of the
lateral crico-arytenoid muscle. Near their insertion the upper fibres are
blended with the lower fibres of the arytenoid muscle.
These muscles draw the outer angles of the arytenoid cartilages backwards

and inwards, and thus rotate the anterior or vocal processes outwards, and
widen the rima glottidis. They come into action during deep inspiration.
If they are paralysed, the lips of the glottis approach the middle line and
come in contact during each inspiration, so that dyspnoea is produced.

3. Lateral criro-arytemid.—Thia arises from the sloping upper border of
the cricoid cartilage, and is inserted into the muscular process of the aryte-
noid cartilage and the adjacent part of its anterior surface. Its upper part
is more or less blended with the thyro-arytenoid, and a few of its fibres are
continuous round the outer side of the arytenoid cartilage with the arytenoid
muscle.

These muscles draw the muscular processes of the arytenoid cartilages
forwards and downwards, and thus approximate the vocal cords. They are
antagonistic to the posterior crico-arytenoids.

4. Thyro-arytenoid.—This consists' of two portions, inner and outer. The
inner portion arises in the lower half of the angle formed by the alte of the
thyroid cartilage, and passing backwards are attached behind to the vocal
process and to the adjacent parts of the outer surface of the arytenoid cartilage.
They are joined internally by short fibres which are attached in front to the
vocal cord, and behind to the vocal process. Some oblique fibres pass from
the sloping portion of the crico-thyroid membrane below the vocal cord,
upwards, outwards, and somewhat backwards, to end in the tissue of the
false vocal cord. The fibres of the ovter portion arise in front from the
thyroid cartilage close to the origin of the inner portion and from the crico-
thyroid membrane. They pass backwards to be inserted in part into the
lateral border and muscular process of the arytenoid cartilage, and in part
they pass obliquely upwards towards the aryteno-epiglottidean fold, ending
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in the false vocal cord. The portion of this muscle which extends towards

iheeniSottrs^ often descried as a separate muscle ithyro-epfottidean^;

frre^mSes the crico-arytenoid in that «ome of it. fibres are oontmuous with

*Xlntrc:Se"rtr fibT^U tend to d^w forward the arytenoid carU-

laire and withit the posterior part of the cricoid cartiUige, rotating the

Eer upwTnls and antagonizing the action of the crico-thyroid ""Ufcle^he

?ffS bdng to relax the local cSrds. But if the latter are kept stretched

?KS of the inner portion of the muscle which we inserted into the

vS cordmay serve to mUify its elasticity, tightening the par^s of the «,rd

rSt of3 relaxing those behind, its attachment. The vertical fibres of

the muscle which extend from the crico-thyroid membrane across the base

of the vocal fold and over the ventricle into the false vocal cord, render the

free^^i^f the former more prominent. Then the tibre^ which are ii^rted

i^rtil muscular process and outer surface of the arytenoid cartilage will

tend to draw the aryte-

noid cartilage forwards

and rotate it inwards

;

finally, the fibreswhich

pass into the aryteno- .„.^m^
epiglottidean fold may Ug. arynspiglott.

assist in depressing the

epiglottis.

If these muscles are Cart. WriBbergii-

paralysed, the lips of
Santorini

the glottis areno longer
<^»t

•
santonm

parallel, but are curved

with the concavity in- »«• Aryten.obUqu.

wards, and a much
stronger blast of air is

required for the pro- Crioo-arytenold. post.

.

duction of the voice. c<nitu inferior .

5- Arytenoid. —
ijg, cemto-cric. -

When the mucous "^

membrane is removed

from the back of the pa„ port. inf. membnuii.
arytenoid cartilages, a

band of transverse PMsoarblag..

fibres is exposed, on

the dorsal surface of

which are two slender ^ig. 553.—The larynx as seen from behind. To show the

decussating oblique intrinric musdes posteriorly. (Stoerk.)

bundles. These are

^pamte'^^8dS(a"tenoid and aryteno-epiglottidean), but they are inti-

mately bonded to^tber. The ventral fibres (arytenoid proper) pass straight

Ss from the ^ter half of the concave surface on the back of one

amSioid^artilage to the corresponding surface of the other. The dorsal

fibrr^n be foUowed to the lateral walls of the larynx, the uppermost ones

?o the cartilage of Santorini, the intermediate ones run with the uppermost

fibres of the thyro-arytenoid muscle forming the so-called aryteno-epi-

Slottidean muscle, and the lowest fibres blend at the level of the true vocal

cords with the thyro-arytenoid and lateral crico-arytenoid muscl^.

The arytenoid muscle draws the arytenoid cartilages together If it

is paralysed, the intercartiliiginous part of the glottis remains opcT-., although

the membranous lips can still be approximated during yo^hsation.

It has been gen^aUy supposed that the epiglottis is depressed as a Id

over the glottis during swallowing. This may be so m some animals but in

man it is not the case ; the epiglottis projects upwards m close contact with

_
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the base of the tongue. The necessary closure of the glottis during swallow-
ing 18 brought about by the contraction of the arytenoid and thyro-arytenoid
muscles

;
by this means the arytenoid cartilages are drawn towards each

other, and also forwards into contact with the posterior surface of the
epiglottis (Anderson Stuart). Henle remarks that -'the muscles which lie
in the space enclosed by the laminae of the thyroid cartilage and above the
cricoid may be regarded in their totality as a kind of sphincter such as
IS found in its simplest form embracing the entrance of the larynx in
reptiles (Qiiain's Anatomy).
Nenrea.—The larynx is supplied by two branches of the vagus ; the

Kg. 55t.—The parts of the Laryngoscope.

tuperior laryngeal is the sensory nerve ; by its external branch, it sunnliesone muscle, namely, the crico-thyroid. These fibres, however, probably
arise from glosso-pharyngeal rootlets (see p. 629). The rest of the muscles
are supplied by the tn/erior laryngeal nerve, the fibres of which come from
the spinal accessory, not the vagus proper.

i«^?u"
*"y?»o«ooP« is an instrument employed in investigating during

life the condition of the pharynx, larynx, and trachea. It consists of a lareeconcave mirror with perforated centre, and of a smaller mirror fixed in aong handle. It is thus used : the patient is placed in a chair, a good light
(argand burner, or electric lamp) is arranged ou one side of. an<l a little above
nis head. The operator fixes the large mirror round his head in such a mannerthat he looks through the central aperture with one eve. He then <;eatshimself opposite the patient, and so alters the position of the mirror, which
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i8 for this purpose provided with a ball-and-socket joint, that a beam of

light is reflected on the lips of the patient.
^ ,. . „ , , ,. „„j *„

The patient is now directed to t&row his head slightly backwards, and to

open his mouth ; the reflection from the mirror lighu up the cavity of the

mouth, and by a little alteration of the distance between the operator and

Te pa ient the point at which the greatest amount of l.gh is reflate. I by

the mirror-in other words, its focal length-is readily discovered. The

smaU mirror fixed in the handle is then warmed, either by holdmgit over

the lamp or by putting it into a vessel of warm water ; this is necessary to

pr^vShe condensation of breath upon its surface. The ^legr^ of heat is

reguUted by applying the back of the mirror to the hand or cheek, when it

^'Tflt^lrTreH—e'fX'^^^^^^^^^ is cUrecte.1 to put out his tongue,

which'is hew ^th^left hand ge'ntly but firmly
-^^^^^X^^^t^Se

means of a handkerchief. The warm mirror is passed to the back of the

3h, unUl it rests upon and slightly raises the base of the uvula and at

the same time the lig^t is directed upon it : an inverted image of the

Wnx and trachea will be seen in the mirror. If the doreum of the tongue

Kne seen, the handle of the mirror must be slightly lowered until the

Fig. sss-To show the position of the operator and patient when u«ng the Laryngo«»pe.

larynx comes into view ; care should be taken however, not to move the

Sor upon the uvula, as it excites retching. The observation should not

be Droloneed, but should rather be repeated at short intervals.

tC strSres seen will vary somewhat according to the condu^^^^^^^

Darts as to inspiration, expiration, phonation, &c. ;
they are (fig. 556) first,

and am>arently at the posterior part, the base 0/ the tongue, immediately

beSiw whkh is ?he arcuate outline of the epiglottis, with its cushion or

Sell Then are seen in the central line the twe roeal
"f.'-'^-

^^.te and

shS in their normal condition. The cord. *PP'-°^''°*t\Qf/^Viah^
imaeef Dosteriorly ; between them is left a chink, narrow whilst a high note

i^l^L sung wfde during a deep inspiration. On each side of he true

vocVcorSand S\ highfr level,'are tL p«nk/«;*a vocal
-'f-

^t'll more

externallv than the false vocal cords is the aryteno-epiglottidear fold, m
whfch are situated upon each side three small elevations ;

these ^ne mo t

Sw is the cartilage ofWri.herg, the intermediate ,s the r«r^'^«i7«
'J

^^^torini, whilst the summit of the arytenotd oartdage is •« fron^ and

Swhat below the preceding, being only seen during deep inspiration.
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The Hngs of the trachea, and even the bifurcation of the trachea itaelf, if the

patient be directed to draw a deep breath, may be seen in the interval

between the true vocal cords.

MoTementa of the Vocal Cords.

In Respiration.—The position of the vocal cords in ordinary

tranquil breathing is so adapted by the muscles, that the opening

of the glottis is wide and triangular (fig. 556, b). For all practical

purposes, the glottis remains unaltered during ordinary quiet

breathing, though in a small proportion of people it becomes a

little wider at each inspiration, and a little narrower at each

expiration. In the cadaveric position the glottis has about half

the width it has during ordinary breathing; during life, there-

fore, except during vocalisation, the abductors of the vocal cords

(posterior crico-arytanoids) are in constant action. (F. Semon.)

On making a rapid and deep inspiration the opening of the

glottis is widely dilated (fig. 556, c), and somewhat lozenge-

shaped.

In Vocalitation.—At the moment of the emission of a note,

the chink is narrowed, the margins of the arytenoid cartilages

being brought into contact and the edges of the vocal cords

approximated and made parallel ; at the same time their tension

is much increased. The higher the note produced, the tenser do

the cords become (fig. 556, a) ; and the range of a voice depends,

in the main, on the extent to which the degree of tension of the

vocal cords can be thus altered. In the production of a high

note the vocal cords are brought well within sight, so as to be

plainly visible with the help of the laryngoscope. In the utter-

ance of low-pitched tones, on the other hand, the epiglottis is

depressed and brought over them, and the arytenoid cartilages

look as if they were trying to hide themselves under it (fig. 557).

The epiglottis, by being somewhat pressed down so as to cover

the superior cavity of the larynx, serves to render the notes

deeper in tone and at the same time somewhat duller.

The degree of approximation of the vocal cords also usually

corresponds with the height of the note produced; but the width

of the aperture has no essential influence on the pitch of the

note, as long as the vocal cords have the same tension: only

with a wide aperture the tone is more difficult to produce and

is less perfect, the rushing of the air through the aperture being

heard at the same time

No true vocal sound is produced at the posterior part of thv,

aperture of the glottis, that, viz., which is formed by the space

between the arytenoid cartilages.
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The Voice.

735

The human musical instrument is often compared to a reed

organ-pipe: certainly the notes produced by ch pipes in the

vox humana stop of organs is very like the human voice. Here

Fig i6.-Three laryngoBCopic views of the superior aperture of^l^^_ b'1'^'^4mi Tiartu A the fflottis durinB the emimon of a high note in suiting ,
B, in mot aci

indicate ?he parte as follows, vii. : I, Ui.e hase of th« tongw
; «,t^

of tKtSior
theepirlottiir«'.thetnhercle or cushion of tte «P'8^<*'V*£?'?SL?i,SdSM^
waU of the phaiVnx behind the larynx

;
^^e

n^'SglSLTof^?^^- i ftafS
fold. K, the swelling of the membrane cauned or the oartalagea <>« wnsb^ », »"»» ™
the ^.Silages of BStorini ,

a, the tip or m^unit <>' ^^ •.T^Si^l^'ffiSikl c^*
frnn vncalcoidB or lins of the rima giottadwi ; e w », the superior or lalse vocai cotos ,

^wlS^h^^heSde of the1^ ;
iA C. tr « Pl-^-^^'i^o'b'^^MJ^ thi

rroedinir trachea, and 6 indicates the commencfiment of tte two orowW beymd tte

btfSSfion which may be brought into view in this state of extreme dilatation.

(Quain, after Cjtermak.)

there is not only the vibration of a column of air, but also of a

reed, which corresponds to the vocal cords in the air-chamber

composed of the trachea and the bronchial system beneath it.

The pharynx, mouth, and nasal cavities above the glottis are
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resonating cavities, which by alterationa in their shape and

size, are able to pick out and emphasize certain component

parts of the fundamental tones produced m the larynx, ihe

natural voice is often called the che>t voice. The faisf > voice is

differently explained by different observers; on laryngoscopic

examination, the glottis is found to be widely open, so that there

is an absence of chest resonance ; some have supposed that the

attachment of the thyro-arytenoid muscle to the vocal cord

renders it capable of acting like the finger on a v.ohn string

part of the cord being allowed to vibrate while the rest is held
*^

still. Such a shortening of a

vibrating string would produce

a higher pitched note than is

natural.

Musical sounds diifer from one

another in three ways :

—

I. In pitch. This depends on

the rate of vibration ; and in the

case of a string, the pitch in-

creases with the tension, and

diminishes with the length of

the string. The vocal cords of

a woman arc shorter than those

of a man, hence the higher

pitched voice of women. The average length of the female cord

is II -5 millimetres; this can be stretched to 14; the male cord

averages 155 and can be stretched to 195 millimetres.

2 In /ourfn€««.—This depends on the amplitude of the vibra-

tions, and is increased by the force of the expiratory blast which

sets the cords in motion.

3. In "fimire."—This is the difference of character which

distinguishes one voice, or one musical instrument, from another.

It is due to admixture of the primary vibrations with secondary

vibrations or overtones. If one tiikes a tracing of a tunmg-fork

on a revolving cylinder, it writes a simple series of up and down

waves corresponding in rate to the note of the fork. Other

musical instruments do not lend themselves to this form of

graphic record, but their vibrations can be rendered visible by

allowing them to act on a small sensitive gas-flame ;
this bobs

up and down, and if the reflection of this flame is allowed to fall

on a series of mirrors, the top of the continuous image formed is

seen to present waves. The mirrors are usually arranged on the

four lateral sides of a cube which is rapidly rotated. If one

sings a note on to the membrane in the side of the gas-chamber

Fig. 557.—View of the upper part of the

laryu* "een bymeaiia of the <sitii-

goecope during the atteranct: of a

ban note. «, epiglottis ; », tubercl<iii

of the cartihiges of Santorini; a,

orrtenoid cartilagee ; «, baae of the

tongue; ;i*, the posterior wall of the

pharynx. (Csennak.)
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with which the flame is in connection, "^he waves seen are not

simple np and down ones, but the primary large waves are com-

plicated by smaller onei* on their surface, at twice, thrice, Ac,

the rate of the primary vibration. The richer a voice, the richer

the sound of a musical instrument, the more numerous are these

overtones or harmonics.

The i-ange of the voice is seldom, except in celebrated singers,

more than two-aud-a-half octaves, and for different voices this is

in different parts of the musical scale.

Although the voice is usually produced by the expiratory

blast, by practice one can employ tVe inspiratory blast this con-

Fig. ssS.-KOnig's apparatua for obtaining flame pictures of miuieal notes.

stitutes the form of speech known as ventriloquism. The voice

does not appear to come out of the speaker's mouth; and as

we never readily distinguish the direction in which the sounds

reach our ear, the ventriloquist, by directing the attention of the

audience to various parts of the room, is able to make them

imagine the voice is proceeding from those parts.

Speech.

This is due to the modification produced in the fundamental

laryngeal notes, by the resonating cavities above the vocal cords.

By -noflifying the size and shape of the pharynx, mouch, and nose,

certain overtones or harmonics are picked out and exaggerated

;

K.P. ^ •*
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this gives us the vowel sounds ; the -nsonauts a- P-J-^^^
interruptions, more or less comp^te^ o t^ejutflo g ^^^
different situatidns. The soft palate "

'^'^/^^i.i,, ^^^ue

When the larynx is i)as8ive, and the resonating cavivie

come into play, then we get whispering.

The pitch of the YowU ha« been. -timat^ ST^^e^ma" ^vVaTw'
pitch, tU 0, « (a« in father) « »

^°,?^f
^V^g

in pronooLing vowel

examples of the "hape of the rewnating o^v^
.^^ funding a (in

sounds, and P'«^uc.ng their charactens.c«n, ^^^ .^ ^^^^ . ^ ^^

fefJ^ S:rfJfS ^utWbe^- wide open ;
the soft palate is

"tl^Suif^JSthfSJy^^^^^^
KU^SetipfSngTrnid^^^^^^
and the root of the t^^^PPJI^fflit is shorter and wider, the lips being

In pronouncing o, the neck ."' jpe hmk >»
sounding oo.

nearer the teeth ;
the l"J°t'^ L'lJi/ll one with a ong narrow neck. The

the flask. j „.wi >,» a more or less complete closure of

The OoMonantii are P«>^'i'=^,^y .l^Cbl^t. If the'closure is corn-

certain doors on the co"!« «' 5,^„f*^'a^J the result is an ej-plo»ire

;

plete, and the blast
«"f«J,ly "H^^.f!i,™hes Juh a hiss through it,

"'S'doo™ .re lou, 1. »umbe,; Bracke criled them .he .,*«!«<»•

jHuition*. They are—

I. Between the lips.
, . , i „

a Between the tongue and hard palate.

3. Between the tongue and soft palate.

4 Between the vocal cords.

The following table classifies the principal consonants according to this

plan :

—

Articulation

position.

I

2

3
4

Explosives.

B,P.
T, D.
K, G.

Aspirates.

... F,V,W. ..

...S,Z,L,Sch,Th...

J, Ch.

H.

Vibratives. Resonants.

Palatal R

M.
N.
Ng.

,.R of lower Saxon... —

Defects of Speech.

speech „ » «.»» -"«nr„Slie''11h'."°-vr "cStSS'^h

study of disease.
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Speech may be absent in certain forms of lunacy, and temporarily in

that defect of will callwl hynteria.
, , _

It may Iw absent owing to conKenital defectH. Cliildren born ileal are

«lumb aUo. This is IjecauHC we think with reniembeie<l souniU, and in

a person bom <leaf the auditory centres are Tievt' set into activity. By

educating the child by the visual inlet, it can be taught to think with the

remembere*! shajies of the mouth and expressions of the face proiluceil n

the act of siieaking, and so can itfielf speak in time.

If a child becomes <leaf before it is six or seven
.

ars old, there

is a liability it will forget the speech it has learnt, and so become

In congenital hemiplegia there may be speechlessness, esiwcially if the

injury is due to meningeal h«morrhagc affecting the grey cortex of the left

hemisphere. These children generally talk late, the right side of the brain

taking on the function of the left.
- ,. , i «

Disonlers of siwech and voice occur from affections of the larynx, and ol

the nerves which supply the larynx. Stammering is a want of co-ordination

between the various muscles employed in the act of speaking.

Perhaps the most interesting of the disonlers of speech, however, arc

those due to brain disease in adults. These fall into three principal

'^^

i^lphemia.—K difficulty or inability to utter or articulate words. It is

often Msociated with <lirticultv of swallowing, and occurs in lesions of the

base of the brain, especially of {xms and bulb. The blurring of 8|)cech

noticed in most cases of apoplexy may also be included under this head.

3 AphiiHM.—1\\\» is a complex condition in which the will to speak

exists and also the abilitv to speak, but the connection between the two

is broken down. When "the patient speaks, the wonls which he utters

are well pronounced, but are not those he wishes to utter. This is often

associate.! with AgnnMa, a similar condition in resjiect to writing. It is

the form of disordered speech associated with disorganisation of Brocas

convolution. , , . i • l ^u
3 Amtte»ia.—This term includes a large class of cases in which the main

symptom is loss of memory for words, or a defect of the association of ulcas

of things with ideas of .vords, not as in aphasia with ideas of verbal action.

Amnesia is associatetl with lesions of the intellectual, i.e., the sensory

centres of the cortex behind the Rolandic area. We have seen that in this

region of the brain there are two important centres, the visual and the

auditory, and the parts of these which are associated with words may be

called the rUunl word-centre and the auditory xoord-rentre. They have

not however, been anatomically localised. In amnesia, either these

centres themselves, or the tracts that connect them, are diseased or broken

With regard to the auditory word-centre, impressions for the sounds of

words are revived in one of three ways :—

a Spontaneous or volitional ; owing to accumulated traces which constitute

memory, a man when he wants to express his thoughts m words remembers

the Bounds it is necessarv to use ; impulses pass to the motor-centre (Broca s

convolution), thence to the nerve-centres, nerves, and muscles of the larynx,

mouth, chest, &c., and the man speaks.
, , . . »u-

h. In slight diseaoe of the auditory word-centre, he is unable to do tliis,

but* if his mind is set into a certain groove he will speak
:
thus if the

alphabet or a well-known piece of poetry be started for him he will finish

it by himself. , , .. , i.n •

c. Mimetic. In more severe cases, a more powerful stimulus still is

needed ; he will rep-^at any words after another person, but forget them

immediately afterwards.
,

With regard to the visual word-centre ns tested by writing, there are also

three ways of reviving impressions for written words or letters.

o B ^

II
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S KS^'^ZhTr^i flr.t be .et going ; -, for i„.t«.c. conTerting

printed words into written chamcten.

(e.) MiTietlc ; lie c»n only write from a oopy. ... ^ .. -„,
Two operation! require the combined activity of both centrei

;
the first

of thete is reading aloud, the second is writing from dictotion.

In reading aloud, the impression of the words enters by the ejjaj,

reaches the visual word-centie. travels acrosR to the auditory word-centre,

Xre the sounds of the words are revived and the person pronounces

^'^Writing frr,m dictation is just the op|)Osite ; there the impressions of the

words enter bv the ears, reach the auditory word^ntrc. travel acro«. to

the visual word-centre, where the shape, of the words are revived and the

•^I^thrhl^lSion of any case of defective speech there are always the

following six things to be inaulred into :—
„-Hpnt of

1. Can the jwitlent undersUnd spoken words? (The patient, of

course, not being deaf.) If he cannot, the auditory word-centre is

*^T"c(!S'he r^roat words when requested? This tests the omission fibres

from the auditory word-centre which pass through the motor-centres for

sJLch in Broca's convolution. If he cannot do this, the patient has

"^jTan he write from dictation? If he cannot, either the auditory or

visual word-centre, or the fibres passing trom the one to the other, are

'"!r Itoes he underetand printed matter, and can he point out printed

letters and words? Can he read to himself? (The i»atient, of course, not

being bliml.) Thi? tests the visual word-centre. ,
,_ , , ..

c Can he copv written words? This te.ts the channels from the

visual word-centre to the motor-centres for movements of the hand m

'"e^'can he read aloud, or, what is the same thing, name objects he sees ?

This is the opposite to writing from dictation, and tests the h^lthinMs of

the word-centres or the fibres which connect the visual to the auditory

word-centre.

CHAPTER LV.

THE EYE AND VISION.

The eyeball is contained in the cavity of the skull called

the orbit'; here also are vessels and nerves for the supply of

the eveball, muscles to move it, and a quantity of adipose

tissue' In the front of the eyeball are the lids and lacrimal

apparatus.

The et/eltds consist of two movable folds of skin, each of

which is kept in shape by a thin plate of fibrous tissue called the

tarnis. Along their free edges are inserted a number of curved
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haira {0yekuhei), which, when the lids are half olowd, wrve to

protect the eye from dust and other foreigr bodies : the tactile

sensibility of the lids is very delicate. On the inner surface

of the tarsus are disposed a number of small racemose glands

{Afeibomian), the ducts of which open near the free edge of

the lid.

The orbital surface of each lid is lined by a delicate, highly

sensitive raucous membrane (cotyunetiva), which is continuous

with the skin at the free edge of each lid, and after lining the

inner surface of the eyelid is reflected on to the oyebuU, ..eing

somewhat loosely adherent to the sclerotic coat. Its opithcliiuu,

which is columnar, is continued over the cornea as its anterior

epithelium, where it becomes stratified. At the inner edge of

the eye the oonjunotiva becomes continuous with the mucous

lining of the lacrimal sac and duct, which again is con-

tinuous with th« mucous membrane of the inferior meatus of

the nose.

The lacrimal gland, composed of several lobules made up of

acini resembling the serous salivary glands, is lodged in the upper

and outei ^ngle of the orbit. Its secretion, which issuea from

several ducts on the inner surface of the upper lid, under ordinury

circumstances just sufficas to keep the conjunctiva moist. It

passes out through two small openings (puncta lacrimalia) near

the inner angle of the eye, one in each lid, into the lacrimal sac,

and thence along the nasal duct into the inferior meatus of the

nose. The excessive secretion poured out under the influence

of an irritating vapour or painful emotion overflows the lower

lid in the form of tears. The secretory ner>e8 are stated to be

contained in the lacrimal and subcutaneous molar branches of the

fifth nerve, and in the cervical sympathetic.

The eyelids are closed by the contrw*' ' a sphincter muscle

{orbiculai-ii), supplied by the facial nei J upper lid is raised

by the levator palpebral superioris, supp. oy the third nerve.

The Eyeball.

The eyeball or the organ of vision (fig. 559) consists of a

variety of structures which may be thus enumerated :
—

The sclerotic, or outermost coat, envelops about five-sixths of

the eyeball : continuous with it, in front, and occupying the

remaining sixth, is the cornea. Immediately within the sclerotic

is the choroid coat, and within the choroid is the retina. The

interior of the eyeball is filled by the aqueovs and vitreous humours

and the crystalline lens; but, also, there is suspended in the

I
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of the sclerotic and cornea it the ciliary luum-
,

(iUwy muiicle-

C'ilUry proett*

Cunh- of I-etlt-

Antrrfcir chumtxir

BoI«roU«eMt.

Choroid oMt.

-Vttrtou*
humoiir.

„,. 55,._fl«,Uon of the Mtoftor four^th. of the eyeb.U.

Of Which is to adapt the eye for seeing objects at various

stances.

Structure of

distances.
^^ ^^ ^^^^^^ Coat—The sclerotic coat is composed

ri.j^-?--!---^^^^.rt^^^6„._Vertical section of.rabWf. eomea^
the fre^"urfi^ Tpo'^tiin^^^

...apea of the cell* at vanouu depths from the free sunace
, ,

y^

of cornea. (Klein.)

of white fibrous tissue, with some elastic fibres near the inner

:irflc arm'g^ in variously disposed and interlacing layers

Miny of the bundle, of fibres cross the othen* almost at right
manj ui n".- , . „ elastic.

angles. It is strong, tough, and opaque, and not very elastic.
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It U Mpftrated from the choroid by a lymphatic space (^-
chmndal), and thin i» in connection with HmaUer .pace, hncd

with endothelium ia the nclerotic coat itnelf. There m ii

lymphatic space also outside the sclerotic sei>arating it from a

C investment of connective tissue, containmg some smooth

2 ^ul^r fibres, called the cap^e of Ten^. The innermost kycr

and Noble Smith.)

of the sclerotic is made up of loose connective tissue and pigment-

cells, and is called the lamina fuaca,

Str>'rture of the Camea.-The cornea is a transparent membrane

which forms'a segment of a smaller sphere than the/e«t of the

eyeball, and is let in, as it were, into the sclerotic, with which it is i>
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continuous all round. It is covered by stratified epithelium
(«. fig' 560), consisting of seven or eight layers of cells, of which
the superficial ones are flattened and scaly, and the deeper ones

more or less columnar. Immediately
beneath this is the anterior homogeneous
lamina of Bomman, which differs, only
in being more condensed tissue, from
the general structure of the cornea.

The corneal tissue, as well as its

epithelium, is, in the adult, completely
destitute of blood-vessels ; it consists

of an intercellular ground-substance of

rather obscurely fibrillated flattened

bundles of connective tissue, arranged
parallel to the free surface, and forming
the boundaries of branched anastomos-
ing spaces in which the corneal cor-

puscles lie. These corneal corpuscles

have been seen to execute amoeboid
movements. At its posterior surface

the cornea is limited by the posterior

homogeneous lamina, or meml/>'ane of
Descemet, which is elastic in nature,

and lastly a single stratum of cubical

epithelial cells (fig. 563, d).

Xerves.—The nerves of the cornea
are both large and numerous : they are

derived from the ciliary nerves. They
traverse the substance of the cornea, in

which some of them near the anterior

surface break up into axis cylinders,

and their primitive fibrillee. The latter

form a plexus immediately beneath the
epithelium, from whicii delicate fibrils

pass up between the cells anasto-

mosing with horizontal branches, and
forming an intra-epithelial plexus. Most
of the primitive fibrillaj have a beaded
or varicose appearance. The cornea
has no blood-vessels penetrating its

structure, nor yet lymphatic vessels proper. It is nourished by
the circulation of lymph in the spaces in which the corneal
corpuscles lie. These communicate freely and form a lymph-
canalictilar system.

i^S- 563.—Vertical section of rab-
bit'H cornea, stained with gold
chloride, f, Stnitifled antoior
epithelium. Immcdiateljr be-
neath this is the anteriorhomo-
treneouH lamina of Bowman, n,

Nervcn forming a delicate sub-
epithelial plfzua, and aending
up fine twigs between the epi-
thelial cells to end in a second
plexus un the free surface ; d,

Uescemet's membrane, consist-
ing of a fine olaxtic la^or, and
a Mingle lay' ipitheluil cells

;

the subHtan^ ,t the cornea, /,
is seen to be fibrillated. and con-
tains many layers of branched
corpuscles, arranged parallel to
the free surface, and here seen
edgewise. (Schofleld.)
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Structure of the Choroid Coat {tunica vouculoaa).—This coat is

attached to the inner layer of the

sclerotic in front at the comeo-scleral

junction and behind at the entrance of

the optic nerve ; elsewhere it is con-

nected to it only by loose connective

tissue. Its external coat is formed
chiefly of elastic fibres and large pig-

ment corpuscles loosely arranged ; it

contains lymphatic spaces lined with

endothelium. This is the lamina supra-

choroidea. More internally is a layer

of arteries and veins arranged in a
system of venous whorls, together with

elastic fibres and pigment cells. The
lymphatics, too, are well developed

around the blood-vessels, and there ai*e

besides distinct lymph spaces lined with

endothelium. Internally to this is a
layer of fine capillaries, very dense and derived from the arteries

of the outer coat and ending in veins in that coat. It contains

Fig. $64.—Section through the
uhoToid coat of the human
eye. i , membrane of Bruch

;

2, cnurio - capillaris or
tunica Rnyachiiuia; 3, pro-
per substance of the choroitl

with large vesBCls cut
through ; 4, suprachoroidea

;

5, sclerotic. (Schwalbe.)

Fig. 565.—Section through the eye carried through the ciliary procesxes. i, cornea

:

2, membrane of Descemet ; 3, sclerotic ;
3', comeo-ficleral junction

; 4, canal of
Schlemm ; 5, vein ; 6, nucleated network on inner wall of canal of Scblemm

;

7, lig. pectinatum iridis, ahc ; 8, irin
; 9, pigment of iris (uvea) ; 10, ciliary proceHseo

;

II, ciliary muscle ; 12, choroid tissue ; 13, meridional and 14, radiating fibres of ciliary
muscle ; 15, ring-muscle of Miiller ; 16, circular or angular bundles of ciliary muscle.
(Schwalbe.)

corpuscles without pigment, and lymph spaces which surround

the blood-vessels {membrana chwio<apillariii). It is separated

from the retina by a fine elastic membrane {membrane of Jiruch),

which is either structureless or finely fibrillatcd. (Fig. 564, i.)
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The choroid coat ends in front in what are called the ciliary

processes (figs. 565, 566). These consist of from 70 to 80 meridion-

ally arranged radiating plaits, which consist of blood-vessels, fibrous

connective tissue, and pigment co/puscles. They are lined by a

continuation of the membrane of Bruch. The ciliary processes

terminate abruptlyat the margin

of the lens. The ciliary muscle

(13, 14 and IS, fig. 565), takes

origin at the comeo - scleral

junction. It is a ring of muscle,

3 mm. broad and 8 mm. thick,

made up of fibresrunning in three

directions, (o) Meridional fibres

near the sclerotic and passing

to the choroid
; (6) radial fibres

passing to be inserted into the

choroid behind the ciliary pro-

cesses ; and (c) circular fibres

(muscle of Miiller), more inter-

nal ; they constitute a sphincter.

The Iris.—The iris is a con-

tinuation of the choroid inwards

beyond the ciliary processes. Tt

is a fibro-muscular membrane perforated by a central aperture,

tbe pupil. It is made up chiefly of blood-vessels and connective

tissue, with pigment-cells and unstriated muscle.

Posteriorly is a layer of pigment cells (uvea), which is a con-

tinuation forwards of the pigment layer of the retina. The

structure of the iris proper is made of connective tissue in front

with corpuscles which may or may not be pigmented, and behind

of similar tissue supporting blood-vessels enclosed in connective

tissue. The pigment cells are usually well developed here, as are

also many nerve-fibres radiating towards the pupil. Surrounding

the pupil is a layer of circular unstriped muscle, the sphincter

pupilloe. In some animals there are also muscle-fibres which

radiate from the sphincter in the substance of the iris forming

the dilatator pupillce. The iris is covered anteriorly by a layer of

epithelium continued upon it from the posterior surface of the cornea.

The Leiii,.—The lens is situated behind the iris, being enclosed

in a distinct capsule, the posterior layer of which is not so thick

as the anterior. It is supported in place by the suspensory

ligament, fused to the anterior surface of the capsule. The

suspensory ligament is derived from the hyaloid membrane,

which encloses the vitreous humour.

Fig. 566.- Ciliary procpMCH, as seen from
behind, i, posterior surface of the irw.

with the sphincter mtiocle of the pupil

;

2, anterior part of the choroid coat;

3. one of the ciliary processes, of which
•bout seventy are represented, i.
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The lens is made up of a series of concentric laminee (fig. 567),

which, when it has been hardened, can be peeled off like the coats of

an onion. The laminee consist of long ribbon-shaped fibres, which

in ^he course of development have originated from cells.

The fibres near the margin have nuclei and are smooth, those

near the centre are without nuclei

and have serrated edges. They are

hexagonal in transverse section. The
fibres are united together by a scanty

amount of cement substance. The
central portion (nvcleus) of the lens

is the hardest.

The epithelium of the lens consists

of a layer of cubical cells anteriorly,

which merges at the equator into

the lens fibres. The development

of the lens explains this transition.

Tho lens at first consists of a closed

sac composed of a single layer of

epithelium. The cells of the pos-

terior part soon elongate forwards and obliterate the uavity

;

the anterior cells do not grow, but at the edge they become con-

tinuous with the posterior cells, which are gradually developed

into fibres (fig. 568). The principal chemical constituent of tb"

lens is a proteid of the globulin class called crystallin.

Corneoscleral junction.—At this junction the relation of parts

(fig. 565) is so important as to need a short description. In this

fig. s67.-'r.ai;iinated atnicture of

the ctyi'.iJ'Jie lens. Thelaminee
aie iplii up after hardening in

alcohol, i.thedensercentral part

or nudeuH ; 2, the succeBrive ex-
ternal layers. 1. (Arnold.)

Fig. 568.—Meridional section through the lens of a rabbit, i, Lens capsule ; 2, epithelium

of lens ; 3, transition of the epitnelium into the fibres
; 4, lens fibres. (Bubuchin.)

neighbourhood, the iris and ciliaiy processes join with the cornea.

The proper substance of the cornea and the posterior el«8tic

lamina become continuous with the iris, at the angle of the iris,

and the iris sends forwards processes towards the posterior tlastic

lamina, forming the ligamentum pectinatum iridis, and these join

with fibres of the elastic lamina. The epithelial covering of the

posterior surface of the cornea is, as we have seen, continuous

over the front of the iris. At the iridic angle, the compact inner

substance of the cornea is looser, and between the bundles are
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lymph apaces filled with fluid, called the ^aaces of Fontana.

They are little developed in the human cornea.

The spaces which are present in the broken up bundles of

corneal tissue at the angle of the iris, are continuous with the

larger lymphatic space of the anterior chamber. Above the angle

at the corneo-scleral junction is a canal, which is called the canal

of Schlemm. It is a lymphatic channel.

Structure of the Betina.—The retina (fig. 569) is a delicate

membrane, concave with

the concavity directed

forwards and apparently

ending in front, near the

outer part of the ciliar}'

processes, in a finely-

notched edge,— the ora

serrata, but really repre-

sented by the uvea to the

very margin of the pupil.

It results from the expan-

sion of the optic nerve, of

whose terminal fibres, de-

prived of their external

white substance, together

with nerve-cells, it is es-

^<^^^^^^^^^^0? ' sentially composed. The
> ..^i>jir<^^i^i.-:f.v^i^.iiS)<*seimi^)^iimn

presence of nerve-cells in

the retina which come

into contact with the rods

and cones (visual nerve-

epithelium) reminds us

that the optic, like the

olfactory nerve, is not a

mere nerve, but an out-

growth of the brain.

In the centre of the

retina is a round yellowish

elevated spot, about ^V

of an inch (i ram.) in

diameter, having a depres-

sion in the centre, called

after its discoverer the

macida Jntea, or yellow spot of S(emmerim, The depression in

its centre is called the fovea centralis. About to of an inch

(a-; mm.) to the inner side of the yellow spot, is the point

Fig. 569. A Hection of the retina, choroid, and part
of tlie Bclerotic, moderately magnified ; a, mem-
brana Umitans interna; b, nerre-fibrv layer

traversed by Mailer's suiitentacular fibres

;

c. ganglion-cell layer; d, internal molecular
layer; «, internal nuclear layer; /, external
mulof'ular layer; g, external nuclear layer;
A, mt'mbtana limitans externa, running along
the lower part of i, the layer of rods and cones

;

k, pigment cell layer ; /, m, internal .md external

vascular portions of the choroid, the first

containing capillarieH, the second larger blood-

vessels, cut in transverse section ; n, sclerotic.

(W. Pye.)
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{optic ditc or white spot) at which the optic nerve enters the

eyeball, and begins to spread out its fibres into the retina.

The optic nerve passes forwards from the ventral surface of

the cerebrum towards the orbit enclosed in prolongations of the

membranes, which cover the brain. This external sheath at the

entrance of the nerve into the eyeball becomes continuous with

the sclerotic, which at this part is perforated by holes to allow

of the passage of the optic nerve fibres, the perforated part being

the lamina cribrosa. The pia mater here becomes incomplete,

and the subarachnoid and the

supcrarachuoid spaces become
continuous. The pia mater sends

in processes into the nerve to

support the fibres. The fibres

of the nerve themselves are

exceedingly fine, and are sur-

rounded by the myelin sheath,

but do not possess the ordinary

external nerve sheath. As they

pass into the retina they lose

their myelin sheaths and proceed

as axis cylinders. Neuroglia

supports the nerve fibres in the

optic nerve tnnik. In the centre

of the nerve is a small artery,

the arteria centralii, retince. The
number of fibres in the optic

nerve is said to be upwards of

500,000. The axis cylinders

pass on to the retina, turning

3dges of the pm-us

bt distribut'^i on the

...ace of the r..;,ina, as

the OTj. serrata, as the

Outer mole-
cular layer.

- Bpoogio-
blaHts,

Inner mole-
cular layer.

over

optin

inner

far as

i 'g. 570.— Diagram showing the susten-
tacular fibres of ihe retina ; f, libre-

banket above the external limiting
membrane; m, nucleus of the fibre;
r, base of the fibre. <From McKen-
drick, after Stohr.)

layer of optic ner^'e-fibres.

The retina consists of certain elements arranged in ten layers

from within outwards (figs. 569, 570, 571).

1. Memhrana limitans interna: This so-called membrane in

contact with the vitreous humour is formed by the jvmction

laterally of the bases of the mtstentacnlar or supporting fibres of
Afaller, which bear the same relation to the retina as the

neuroglia does to the brain. The character of these fibres may
be seen in fig. 570.

2. Optic nerve fibres.—This layer is of very varying thickness
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Inner limb —
of rod.

Rod fibre.

"ipoUrcell.

in different parts of the retina: it consists of non-medullated

fibres which interlace, and some of which are continuous with

processes of the large nerve-cells forming the next layer. The

fibres are supported by the sustentacular fibres. They become

less and less numerous anteriorly and end at the ora serrata.

3. Layer of ganglion cells. This consists of large multipolar

nerve-cells with large and

round nuclei, forming either

a single layer, or in some

parts of the retina, especi-

ally near the macula lutea,

where this layer is very

thick, it consists of several

strata of nerve-cella. They

are arranged with their

single axis-cylinder pro-

cesses inwards. These pass

into and are continuous

with the layer of optic

nerve - fibres. Externally

the cells send off several

branched processes which

pass into the next layer.

4. Inner molecular layer.

—This presents a finely

granulated appearance. It

consists of neuroglia tra-

versed by numerous very

fine fibrillar processes of the

nerve-cells just described,

and the minute branchings

of the processes of the bi-

polar cells of the next layer.

5. Inner nuclear layer.

—This consists chiefly of

numerous small round cells,

with a very small quantity

of protoplasm surrounding

a large ovoid nucleus; they are generally bipolar, giving off one

process outwards and another inwards. One process passes inwards

to form a synapse with the arborisation of a ganglion cell,

the other outwards to similarly arborise with the branchings of

the rod and cone fibres. Some cells, called spongioblasts, or

amacrine cells, howevt-» only sei.d off" one process, which passes

Fig. 571. — DiagT&m showing the nervous ele-

ments of retina, i, nerre fibre of ganglion

cell ; 2, processes of ganglion cell goinp ont-

wards : 3, nerve fibre passing direct to bipolar

cell in inner nuclear layer ; 4, process of gan-

glion cell towards bipolar cell ; 5, fibre from

cone-granule breakintf up into fibrils which

arbonse round the branches of bipolar cells.

(From McKendrick, after Stohr.)
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inwards (fig. 570). The large oval nuclei (fig. 5 70) belonging to

the Miillerian fibres occur in this layer.

6. Outer molecular layer.—This layer closely resembles the

inner molecular layer, but

is much thinner. It con-

tains the branchings of the

rod and cone fibres on the

one hand and of the

bipolar cells on the other.

7. External nuclear layer.

—This layer consists of

small cells resembling at

first sight those of the in-

ternal nuclear layer; they

are classed as rod and cone

granules, according as they

are connected with the

rods and cones respectively,

and will be described with

them. They are lodged in

the meshes of a frame-

work, which is formed by

the breaking up of the

Miillerian fibres.

8. Membrana limitans

externa.—A delicate well-

defined membrane, clearly

marking the internal limit of the rod and cone laye-, and made up

of the junction of the bases of the sustentacular fibres externally.

Fig. ^72.—The poHterior half of the retina of the
left eye, viewed from before ; », the cut edge
of the aderotic coat ; eh, the choroid ; r, the
retina; in the interior at the middle the
macula lutea with the depression of the fovea
centralis is represented by a slight oval shade

;

towards the left side the light spot indicates

the coUicuIuE or eminence at the entrance of

the optic nerve, from the centre of which the
artena centralis is seen spreading its branches
into the retina, leaving the part occupied by
the macula comparatively free.

(After Henle.)

^i ^ff^-^'^iMr

m.l.c

m.l.i

Fiy- 573- -Diagram of a section through half the fovea centralis. 2, ganglionic layer

;

4, inner nuclear; 6, outer nuclear layer, the cone fibres forming the so-called

external jibroM layer; 7, cones; m.(.e., membrana limitans externa ; m.l.L, membrana
limitans interna. '.8chilfer and Oolding Bird.)

Small hairlike processes project outwards between the rods and

cones to support them.
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I iLh

g layer of rod, and co««.-ThiB layer is the nerve-ep.thcamm

of theSa It consiste of two kinds of celU, rods and cones,

which a^a^nged at right angles to the external hm.tmg mem-

bmt a^dTporti by Lirlikf processes ^la^ei) proceedrng from

the latter for a short distance (fig. 57o)-

The rorf..-Each rod (fig. 571) « m«^« «P "^ ^^ ^^'S'J'^r
different in structure, called the outer and inner hmbs. The outer

It stains with htematoxylin

but not with osmic acid.

Each rod so constructed is

connected internally with a

rod fibre, very fine, but here

and there varicose; in the

middle of the fibre is a rod

granule, really the nucleus of

"the rod, striped broadly trans-

versely, and situated about

the middle of the external

nuclear layer; the internal

end of the rod fibre termi-

nates in branchings in the outer molecular layer

7'L"cl«-Each cone (fig. 57 x), Hke the rods, is made up o

two I mbT outer and inner. The outer limb is tapenng and not

cvUndri ai like he corresponding part of the rod. and about one^

th d onW of its length."^ There is, moreover, no v.sxml purple

T A T\Z cone The inner limb of the cone is broader m the

r'e ^ F^tojlic, and under the influence of light has

been seen to execute movements. In birds there is o ten a

coloured oil globule present here. Each cone is in connection by

?t] nteml end with a cone fibre, which has much the same

tni™^ the rod fibre, but is much stouter and ^^^^^^^^
Quite near to the external limiting membrane Its inner end

? abates by branchings in the external molecular layer.

'

iTthe^S and con! layer of birds, the cones i^ually P^^

dominate largely in number, whereas in man the rods are by

Vi<r t7i -PiinnentKselb from the retina, a,^^ BtiJr«)hering. .een <m their fuifaoe;

^nucleus indirtincUy •een In the otter

^lU the nucleun is concealed by the nf-
mentfrianuleg. b, two ceU» seen in proMe

;

r?he^uter or posterior part contaimng

B^n.ly any pigment, x 370- (Heme.)
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far whe more numerous, except in the fovea centralis, wlierc

cones only are present. The number of cones hait been estimated

at 3,000,000.

10. Pigment-cell layer consists of a single layer of polygonal

cells, mostly six-sided, which send down a beard-like fringe to

surround the outer ends of the rods. It is this layer which

is continuous with the uvea, where, however, the cells become

rounded, and arranged two or three deep.

The next figure (fig. 575) represents the structure of the retina

as made out by Golgi's method.

Differences in Structure of different /)ar<».—Towards the centre

of the tnacula lutea all the layers of the retina become greatly

Fig. 575.—Scheme of the retinal element*. A, cone« of the fovea centralia ; B, granules

(nuclei) of these cones ; C, Kynapae between the cones and bipolar cells in external

molecular layer ; D, itynapse between the bipolar and ganglion cells in the internal

molecular layer ; a and b, rods and cones in other regions of the retina ; c, bipolar cell

destined for the cones ; d, bipolar cell destined for the rods ; E, «, ganglion cells

;

f, spongioblast ; g, efferent fibre ( ! trophic) , originating from the cell m, in genicnUte

body ; ,h optic nerve ; t, terminal arborisations of optic nerve fibres in geniculate

body ; /, fibres from the cells of geniculate body on the way to cerebral cortex.

(R. y Cajal.)

thinned out and almost disappear, except the rod and cone layer,

and at the fovea centralis the rods disappear, and the cones,

especially their inner segments, are long and narrow. At the

margin of the fovea the layers increase in thickness, and in the

rest of the macula lutea care thicker than elsewhere. The gan-

glionic layer is especially thickened, the cells being six to eight

deep (2, fig. 573). The bipolar inner granules (cone nuclei) are

obliquely disposed (figs. 573 and 575) on the couri^ of the cone

fibres, and are situated at some distance from the membrana

limitans externa, which is cupped towards the fovea (fig. 573).

The yellow tint of the macula is due to a diffuse colouring matter

in the interstices of the four or five inner layers ; it is absent at

the centre of the fovea.

K.P. 3 c
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At the om wrmto the layers are not perfect and disappear in

this order: nerve-fibres and ganglion cells, then the rods, leavnig

only the inner limbs of the cones, next these ceaHO, then the outer

molecular layer, the inner and outer nuclear layers coalescnig,

and finally the inner molecular layer also is unreproseuted.

At the j>ar»-cilian» retina, the retina is represented by a layer

of columnar cells, derived from the fusion of the nuclear layers.

The cells externally are in contact with the pigment layer of

the retina, which is continued over the ciliary processes and back

of the iris.
,

.

At the entrance of the optic nerve the only structures present

are nerve-fibres. .

The chants of the eye.—the antertar chamber is the space

behind the cornea and in front of the iris. It is hUod with

aqueous humour, which is diluted lymph.

The posterior chamber, or that behind the ins, contains the

vitreous humour, which is a jelly-like connective tissue (see p. 52).

It is enclosed in a membrane called membrana hyaloidea, which

in front is continuous with the capsule of the lens; round

the edge of the lens the canal left is culled the Canal of Petit

(tia "559 P- 742). ^^^ membrane itself being the Zonule 0/

Zinn T]\e hyaloid membrane separates the vitreous from the

retina. ... ,.1
liUjod-vesseU of the Eyeball.-The eye is very richly supplied

with blood-vessels. In addition to the conjunctival vessels which

are derived from the palpebral and lacrimal arteries, there are

at least two other distinct sets of vessels supplying the tunics of

the eyeball. (1) The vessels of the sclerotic, choroid, and iri^

and (2) the vessels of the retina.

(I.) These are the short and long posterior ciliary arteries

which pierce the sclerotic in the posterior half of the eyeball, and

the anterior ciliary which enter near the insertions of the recti.

These vessels anastomose a-.d form a very rich choroidal plexus ;

thev also supply the iris and ciliary processes, forming a very

highly vascular circle round the outer margin of the ins and

adioininK portion of the sclerotic.
.

The distinctness of these vessels from those of the conjunctiva

is well seen in the difference between the bright red of blood-shot

eyes (conjunctival congestion), and the pink zone sun-oundmg the

cornea which indicates deep-seated ciliary congestion.

(2.) The retinal vessels (fig. 572) »« derived from the artena

centralis retince, which enters the eyeball along the centre of the

optic nerve. They ramify all over the retina, in its inner layers,

They can be seen by ophthalmoscopic examination.
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The Bye m an Optical Instrument.

The eye may be compared to a photographic camera, and the

transparent media correspond to the photographic lenH. In Huch

a camera images of external objects are thrown u[)on a grountl-

glass screen at the back of a box, the interior of which is painted

black. In the eye, the camera is represented by the eyeball with

its black pigment, the screen by the layer of nxis and cones of

the retina, and the lens by the refracting media. In the case of

the camera, the screen is enabled to receive clear images of objects

at different distances, by an apparatus for focussing. The
correspt^uding contrivance in the eye is called accommodation.

The iris, which is capable of allowing more or less light to pass

into the eye, corresponds with the diaphragms used in the photo-

graphic apparatus.

The refractive media are the coniea, aqueous humour, crystal-

line lens, and vitreous humour. The most refraction or bending

of the rays of light occurs where they pass from the air into the

cornea ; they arc again bent slightly in passing through the

crystalline lens. Alterations in the anterior curvature of the

crystalline lens lead to what we have already termed acconnno-

dation—that is, the power the eye has for adjusting itself to

objects at difft ent distances.

We may first consider the refraction through a simple trans-

parent spherical surface, separating two media of different

density.

The rays of light which fall upon the surface exactly perpcn-

dicularl)' do not suffer refraction, but pass through, cutting the

optic axis (0 A, fig. 576), a line which passes exactly through tiie

centre rf the surface, at a certain point, the nolalj^nnt (fig. 576, N),

or cei: re of curvature. Any rays which do not so strike the

curved surface are refracted towards the optic axis. Kays which

impinge upon the spherical surface parallel to the optic axis, will

meet at a point behind, ui)on the said axis which is called the

chief postmor /ocus (fig. 576, Fj) ; and again there is a point in

the optic axis in front of the surface, rays of light from which

so strike the surface that they are refracted in a line parallel

with the axl: d f" ; this point (fig. 576, F2) is called the chief

anterior focus. The optic axis cuts the surface at what is called

the jrrincipal point.

It is quite obvious that the eye is 11 much more complicated

optical apparatus than the one describe^l in the figure. It is,

3 c 2

L

(1
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howovvr, poMiblo to redi.cc the refractive t^^jtBccnrnd media to

a .implor fonu when the refractive indice. of the different media

<jMKpi .3-||

ntimctkyt mcdiuiB towioda tli* rignt.

and the cur>'ature of each surface are known.

foUo -
Thew data are as

-effaction of cornea
aqueous and vitreous

leng

Kadius of curvature of cornea
anterior surface of lcn»

„ posterior i.

Distance from anterior surface of cornea

to anterior surfiice of lens

Distance from jKwterior surface of cornea

to iKjHterior surface of leus

Distance from posterior surface of lens to

retina

= 1-37

= 134 <o 1-36

_ I 14 in outer to 145~
\ in inner part.

= 78 mm.
= 10 ,.

= 6 „

= 3-6 ..

= 72 ..

= 150 .,

With these data, it has been found conjparatively easy to

reduce by calculation the difteront hurfaces of different curva-

ture, into one n.ean curved surface of kno^ii curvature, aiid

the differently refiacting media, into one mean medium the

refractive power of which is known.

The simplest so-called schematic eye formed upon this prin-

ciple, stiggested by Listing as the reduced eye, has the following

dimensions :

—

From anterior surface of cornea to the

principal point . . • •

From the nodal point to the posterior sur-

face of lens .
• •

Posterior chief focus lies behind cornea .

Anterior chief focus in front of cornea

Uadius of curvature of ideal surface

= 2*3448 mm.

= "4764 mm.
= 22-8237 mm.
= I 2*8326 mm.
= 5-1248 mm.
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The term index of refraction moans the ratio of the sine of the

an^le of inoiilenoo to thr a' the ani<lo of refraction; this is

shown in the next figure.

•45

ji». 577.— If p F' ii a line which geparatcB two media, the l<>war one being the denaer, and

A O is A Ta> of light falling on it, it in bent at O toward* the normal or perpendicular

line N N". A O in called the incident ray, and O B the rei. .wted my ; A O N i» called

the angle of incidence (i), and N' O B the angle of refraction (r). If any distance

O X i» measured olT along O A, and an equil diita'^ce X' along O B and perpen-

dicularsdrawn to N N'; then
X Y
X'Y

= index of refraction.

to

ind

the

pin-

ing

lira.

Dm.

nm.

nm.
nm.

In this reduced or simplified eye, the principal posterior focus,

alKJUt 23 mm. behind the spherical surface, woulil correspond to

Fig. 5;8.—Diagram of the optical angle.

the position of the retina behind tlie anterior surface of cornea.

Tlie refracting surface would be situated about midway between

the posterior surface of the cornea and the anterior surface of

the lens.
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The optical axis of the eye is a line drawn through the centres

of curvature of the cornea and lens, prolonged backwards to

touch the retina between the poms opticus and fovea centralis,

aiui this differs from the visual axis which passes through the

nodal point of the reduced eye to the fovea centralis ; this forms

an angle of 5° with the optical axis. But for practical purposes

the optical axis and the visual axis may be considered to be

identical. The visual or optical angle (fig, 578) is included

between the lines drawn from the borders of any object to the

nodal point ; if the lines be prolonged backwards they include

an equal angle. It. has been shown by Helmholtz that the

smallest angular distance between two points which can be appre-

ciated = 50 seconds, the size of the retinal image being 36 5 ft.;

Fi» >i70 —Diamara of the course of the rays of light, to ghow how an image is fonned

upMi retina. The aurface C C ahould be Buppoeed to represent the ideal curvature.

this practically corresponds to the diameter of the cones at the

fovea centralis which = 3/*, the distance between the centres

of two adjacent cones being = 4^.

Any object, for example, the arrow A B (fig. 579), may be

considered as a series of points from each of which a pencil of

light diverges to the eye. Take, for instance, the rays diverging

from the tip of the arrow A; C C represents the curvature

of the schematic or reduced eye ; the ray which passes through

the centre of the circle of which C C is part is not refracted

;

this point is represented as an asterisk in fig. 579; it is near

the posterior surface of the crystalline lens ; the ray A C,

which is parallel to the optic axis O', is refracted through the

principal posterior focus P, and cuts the first ray at the point A'

on the retina. All the other rays from A meet at the same

point. Similarly the other end of the arrow B is focussed at B',

and rays from all other points have corresponding focuses.

It will thus be seen that an inverted image of external objects
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is formed on the retina. The retina is a curved sermon, but

the images fall only on a small area of the retina under normal

circumstances ; hence for practical purposes this small area may

be regarded as flat.

The question then arises, Why is it that objects do not appear

to us to be upside down] This is easily understood when we

remember that the sensation of sight occurs not in the eye, but

in the brain. By education the brain learns that the tops of

objects excite certain portions of the retina, and the lower parts

of objects other portions of the retina. That these portions of

the retina are reversed in position to

the parts of the object does not matter

at all, any more than it matters when

one's photograph arrives home from

the photographer's that it was wrong

way up in the photographer's camera

—one puts it right way up in the

photograph album.

Accommodation. Fig. s8o.—Diagiam showing three

reilectioiu of a candle. i,From
the anterior surface of cornea

;

2, from the anterior surface of

lens; i, from the posterior

surface of lens. For further

explanation, see text. The
experiment is best performed
by emplopng an instrument

• invented by Helmholtz, termed
a Phakoscopti (see flg. 582).

The power of accommodation, or

the adaptatim. of the eye to vision at

different distances, is primarily due to

an ability to vary the shape of the lens

;

its front surface becomes more or less

convex, according as the distance ofthe

object looked at is near or far. The nearer the object, the more

convex, up to a certain limit, the front surface of the lens becomes,

and vice versd ; the back surface takes no share in the production of

the effect required. The posterior surface, which during rest is

more convex than the anterior, is thus rendered the less convex of

the two during accommodation. The following simple experiment

illustrates this point : If a lighted candle be held a little to one

side of a person's eye an observer looking at the eye from the

other side sees three images of the flame (fig. 580). The first

and brightest is (i) a small erect image formed by the anterior

convex surface of the cornea; the second (2) is also erect, but larger

and less distinct than the preceding, and is formed at the anterior

convex surface of the lens ; the third (3) is smaller, inverted, and

indistinct ; it is formed at the posterior surface of the lens, which

is concave forwards, and therefore, like all concave mirrors,

gives an inverted image. If now the eye under observation is

made to look at a near object, the second image becomes smaller,
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1

Clearer, and approaches the first. If the eye is now
^^^^^^^^

a far point, the second image enlarges again, becomes less d stmct,

and recedes from the first. In both cases the first and th»d

inmges remain unaltered in size, distinctness, *"d Posit.o"; ™
proves that during accommodation for near objects the curvature

of Z cornea, and of the poste^-ior mrfac. of the lens, remam

unalterS while the anterior surface of the lens becomes more

convex and approaches the cornea. ^„„„i.„j

The experiment is more striking when two candles (repre«e"t«d

by arrows in fig. sSr^ are used, and the images of the two candles

?/om thlfrontUe X of the lens during accommodation not only

from the posterior iurface of the lena.

approach those from the cornea, but also approach one another,

3Tecome somewhat smaller. {Sans<M^s Inures.) Helmholtz s

Phakoscope (fig. 58^) i«.* triangular box with arrangements for

demonstrating this experiment. u 4.Smm 0/ accomrr^tion.-The lens having no inherent

po;W contraction, its changes of outline n-«^be Pnjduced by

Lie power from without; this power is supplied by the c liary

Tscle^ Its action is to draw forwards the choroid, and by so

doing to slacken the tension of the suspensory I'g^^"; « *»^

lens which arises from it. The anterior surface of the lens s

iTpt flattened by the action of this ligament. The ciiary muscle

during accomm^ation, by diminishing its tension, diminishes to

a national degree the flattening of which it is the cause. On

dimTnution or cesLion of the action of the ciliary muscle, the kns

rrunis to its former shape, by virtue of the elasticity of the susj^i.

ory"igament (fig. 583). From this it will appear that the eye is

usua ifSlussed for' c^stant objects. In viewing near objects he

dlLy muscle contracts; the ciliary muscle relaxes on wlthdra^^al

the Attention from near objects, and fixing it on those distant.
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Range of Distinct Vision. Near-point.—In every eye there is

a limit to the power of accommodation. If a book be brought

pjg. 582.—Fhakoaoope of Helmholti. At BB'mre two priama, br which the light of a

ruidle is concentrated on the ere of the penon experimented with, which u looking

through a hole in the third angle of the box opposite to the window C. ^ is the

aperture for the eye of tbe obsei-ver. The observer notices three double images, repre-

sented by arrows, in flg. "sSi, reflected from the eye under examination when the eye is

fixed upon a distant object, the position of the image* having been noticed, the eye

is then made to focus a near object, such as a reed pushed up at C ; the images from

thfc anterior surface of the lens will be observed to move towards each other, m
consequence of this surface of the lens becoming more convex.

nearer and nearer to the eye, the type at last becomes indistinct,

and cannot be brought into focus by any effort of accommodation.

:'

Pis. 583 —Diagram representing by dotted lines the alteration in the shape of the lens on^^ -* * Moommo(btio& for near objects. (E.I«ndolt.)
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however strong. This, which is termed the --^-';^Jj
determined by the following experiment (Schem^). T^« «™*"

ho e™re pricked in a card with a pin not more than a twelfth of

an inch (2 mm.) apart ; at any rate their distm^ce from each other

mu not exceed the diameter of the pupil. The card « held close

Tfront of the eye, and a small needle viewed through the PUiholes

At a moderate distance it can be clearly focussed, but when

bmuZ nearer beyond a certain point, the image appears double

or^^t any rate 'bluLd. This point where the needle ceases to

ppearIS is he near-point.'^Its distance from the eye can

;[ course be readily measxlred. It is usually about 5
or 6 mches

(3 a .In the'accompanying figure (fig. 584) the lens /, repre

lents the eye- ef the two pin-holes in the card, nn the retma

,

HeVcsent's the position of'the needle. When the needle .s at a

Fig. 584.- Diag^m of experiment t« .-rtain the nunimum di^nce of distinct vision.

moderate distance, the two pencils of light coming
[^^^J^(

are focussed at a single point on the retma "«•
." „^^^^ "/^^^^^^^^

hronffht nearer than the near-point, the strongest effort of accom-

StlTnot sufficient to ^o-s the t.. pencils. U.e^^

point behind the retina. The eflFect ,s the same as >ftjhe retina

Tere shifted forward to mm. Two images h.g. are formed, one

om eaHole. It is interesting to note that when two .mages

are pXed, the lower one g really appears m the po«t.o" Q

while the upper one appears in the position p. This may be

readilvverified by covering the holes in succession.

During accommodation two other changes take place m the

'^Ti ) The eye, converge owing to the action of the internal rectus

muscle of each eyeball.

Srt :tt^l:.rn;'of the -des ^^ich ha^^^o ^h
accommodation, vi«. of the ciliary muscle, of the

^^^^[''^l
muscles, and of the sphincter pnpill* is under the control of the

third nervn.
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The ftccount of accomnfiotlation as given in the preceding pages is true for

man and other mammals, birds and certain reptiles.

Beer has, however, shown that in many ao-mals low'jr in the scale, the

mechanism of accommo<iation varies a goo<l deal, and i? often cry different

from that just described, coiisistinir, in fact, in a jjower o. altering the

distance between the lens and the retina.

In bony fishes, the eye at rest is accommodated for near objects ; in

focussing for distAnt objects the lens is drawn nearer to the retina by a

special m-iscle called the retructor lentU. In cephalopoiis the same occurs,

but the retractor lentis is absent ; here the approach of the lens to the retina

is brought about by an alteration of intra-ocular tension. In Amphibia and

most snakes, the eye at rest is focussed for distant objects ; in accommotlating

for near objects the lens, by alteration of intra-ocular tension, is brought

forward, th»t is, the distance between it and the retina is increaseil. There

appear to be not a few animals in all classes which do not possess the power

of accommodation at all. Indeed, B.irrett states this is so for most mammals.

le

le

IS

th

!ti

Defkcts in the Optical Apparatus.

Under this head we may consider the defects known as

(i) Myopia, (2) Hypermetropia, (3) Astigmatism, (4) Spherical

Aberration, (5) Chromatic Aberration.

The normal {emmetropic) eye is so adjusted that parallel rays

are brought exactly to a focus on the retina without any effort of

accommodation (i, fig. 585). Hence all objects except near ones

(practically all objects more than twenty feet off) are seen w'thout

any effort of accommodation ; in other words, the far-point of the

normal eye is at an infinite distance. In viewing near objects we

are conscious of the effort (the contraction of the ciliary muscle)

by which the anterior surface of the lens is rendered more convex,

and rays which would otherwise be focussed behind the retina are

converged upon the retina (see dotted lines 2, fig. 585).

1. Myopia (shortnsight) (4, fig. 585).—This defect is due to an

abnormal elongation of the eyeball. The retina is too far from

the lens, and consequently parallel rays are focussed in front of

the retina, and, crossing, form little circles on the retina ; thus

the images of distant objects are blurred and indistinct. The eye

is, as it were, permanently adjusted for a near-point. Rays from

a point near the eye are exactly focussed on the retina. But

those whi -h issue from any object beyond a certain distance {far-

point) cannot be distinctly focussed. This defect is corrected by

concave glasses which cause the rays entering the eye to diverge

:

hence they do not come to a focus so soon. Such glasses of

course are only needed to give a clear vision of distant objects.

For near objects, except in extreme cases, they are not required.

2. Hypermetropia (3, fig. 585).—This is the reverse defect.

The eyeball is too short. Parallel rays are focussed behind the

retina : an effort of accommodation is requi' ed to focus even parallel

rays on the retina ; and when they are divergent, as in viewing
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3, Attigmatitm.—This defect, which was first discovered by

Airy, is due a greater curvature of the eye in one meridian

than in others. The eye may be even myopic in one plane and

hypermetropic in others. Thus vertical and horizontal lines

crossing each other cannot both be focussed at once ; one set stand

out clearly and the others are blurred and indistinct. This defect,

which is present in a slight degree in all eyes, is generally seated

in the cornea, but occasionally in the lens as well ; it may bo

corrected by the use of cylindrical glasses (t.e., curved only in

one direction).

4. Spherical Aberration.—The rays of a cone of light from

an object situated at the side of the field of vision do not meet

all in the same point, owing to their unequal refraction ; for the

refraction of the rays which pass through the circumference of a

lens is greater than that of those traversing its central ation.

This defect is Iniown a^i spherical aberration, and in the i mera,

telescope, microscope, and other optical instruments, it is remedied

by the interposition of a screen with a circular aperture in the

path oi the rays of light, cutting off all the marginal rays and

only allowing the passage of those near the centre. Such correc-

tion is effected in the eye by the iris, which prevents the rays

from passing through any part of the refractive apparatus but its

centre. The [Ktsterior surface of the iria is coated with pigment,

to prevent the pjiasage of rays of light through its substance.

The image of an object will be most defined and distinct when

the pupil is narrow, the object at the proper distance for vision,

and the light abundant ; so that, while a sufficient number of

rays are admitted, the narrowness of the pupil may prevent the

production of indistinctness of the image by spherical afjerration.

Distic'tness of vision is further secured by the pigment of the

outer surface of the retina, the posterior surface of the iris and

the ciliary processes, which absorbs the greater part of light

tliat may" be reflected within the eye, and prevents its being

thrown again upon the retina so as to interfere with the images

there formed.

5. Chromatic Afjerration.—In the passage of light through an

ordinary convex lens, decomposition of each ray into its elementary

coloui-8 commonly ensues, and a coloured margin appears around

the image, owing to the unequal refraction which the elementary

colours undergo. In optical instruments this, which is termed

chromatic aberration, is corrected by the use of two or more

lenses, differing in shape and density, the second of which

continues or increases the refraction of the rays produced by

the first, but by recombining the individual parts of each ray
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into ita original white light, corrects any chromatic aberration

which may have resulted from the first. It is probable that the

unequal refractive power of the transparent media in front of the

retina may be the means by which the eye is enabled to guard

against the effect of chromatic aljerration. The human eye is

achromatic, however, only so long as the image is received at its

focal distance upon the retina, or so long as the eye adapts itself

to the different distances of sight. If either of these conditions

be interfered with, a more or less distinct appearance of colours is

produced.

From the insufficient adjustment of the imago of a small white

object, it appears surrounded by a sort of halo or fringe. This

phenomenon is termed Imuliation. It is for this reason that a

white square on a black ground appears larger than a black square

of the same size on a white ground.

Defective Accommodaticn—Presbyopia,—This condition is due

to the gradual loss of the power of accommodation which is an

early sign of advancing years. In consequence the person

is obliged in reading to hold the book further and further away in

order to focus the letters, till at last the letters arc held too far for

distinct vision. The defect is remedied by weak convex glasses.

It is due chiefly to the gradual increase in density of the lens,

which if unable to swell out and become convex when near

objects are looked at, and also to a weakening of the ciliary

muscle, and a general loss of elasticity in the parts concerned in

the mechanism.

Functions of the Ibis.

The iris has three uses :

—

1. To act as a diaphragm in order to lessen spherical aberra-

tion in the manner just described.

2. To regulate the amount of light entering the eye. In a

bright light the pupil contracts ; in a dim light it enlarges.

This may be perfectly well seen m one's own iris by looking at

it in a mirror wl o one alternately turns a gas-light up and
down.

3. By its contraction during accommodation it supports the

action of the ciliary muscle.

The muscular fibres (unstriped in mammals, striped in birds)

of the iris are arranged circularly around the margin of the

pupil, and radiatingly from its margin. The radiating fibres are

best seen in the eyes of birds and otters ; some look upon them
as elastic in nature, but there is little doubt that they are con-

tractile. Those who believe they are not contractile explain

iii!*'-ii
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dilatation of the pupil as due to inhibition of the circular fibres.

But if the iris is stimulated near its outer margin at three

different points simultaneously the pupil assumes a triangular

shape, the angles of the triangle corresponding to the points

stimulated ; this must be due to contraction of three strands of

the radiating muscle ; inhibition of the circular fibres would
occur equally all round.

The iris is supplied by three sets of nerve-fibres contained in

the ciliary nerves.

(a) The third nerve supplies the circular fibres.

(A) The cervical sympathetic supplies the radiating fibres.

The cilio-spiual centre which governs them is in the cervical

region of the cord (see p. 666).

(c) Fibres of the fifth nerve which are probably sensory.

The experiments on these nerves are those of section and
stimulation of tlie peripheral ends ; the usual experiments by
which the functions of a motor-nerve are discovered.

Nerve.

Third ....
Third ....
Sympathetic
Sympathetic . . .

Both nerves together

.

Experimeut.

Section .

Stimulation
Section .

Stimulation

Stimulation

Etfect on pupil.

Dilatation.

Contraction.
Contraction. 1

I

Dilatation.
|

i

Contraction overcomes
' the dilatation.

j

Certain drugs dilate the pupil. These are called mydriaticn

;

atropine is a well-known example. Others cause the pupil to

contract. These are called myotics ; phy80stif,mine and opium
(taken internally) are instances. Different myotics and mydriatics

act in different ways, some exerting their activity on the muscular,

and others on the nervous structures of the iris.

Reflex options of the iris.—When the iris contracts under the

influence of light, the sensory nerve is the optic, and the motor

the third nerve. The central connection of the two nerves in

the region of the mid-brain we shall see later on (fig. 598, p. 786).

The iris also contracts on accommodation ; and the reflex path

concerned in this action is a different one from that concerned in

the light reflex, as this reflex often remains in cases of locomotor

ataxy, after there is an entire loss of the reflex to light (Argyll-

Robertson pupil).

On painful stimulation of any part of the body, there is reflex
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dilatation of the pupil. This in accompanied by starting of the

eS. due to cJnt^raction of the plain mu-cle in the capeule of

/en^ ^Wch, like the dilaUtor fibre of the in., « .upphed by

%rJ^Vurrptr;r[;i condition, under which the pupil

contract, and diUte. in the following toble :—

Oanaw of—

Of itr»oti''ne » PupU.

Stimulation of third nerve.

Paralysis of cervical sympathetic.

When the eye is exposed to light.

When accommodation occurs.

Under the local influence of

physostigminc.

noei

I.

2.

3-

4-

5-

6. Under the influence of opium.

7. During sleep.

Sllatatioii of tho PttpU-

Paralysis of the third nerve.

Stimulation of the cervical sympa-

thetic.

In the dark.
. ,

When the accommodation is relaxeo.

Under the local influen.;e of atro-

pine. This drug also paralyses

the ciliary muscle.

6. In the last stage of asphyxia.

7 In deep chloroform narcosis,

g. Under the influence of certain

emotions, such aa fear.

9. During pain.

There is a close connection of the centre, that govern the

acti;;:roi the two inde.. If one eye « f^^^.^^^ri'^m
BUDilwill of course dilate, but the pupil of the other eye wiu

LTd ate. The two pupil, alway. contract or delate together

unTerthe cau.e is the local injury ^^ the nerves of one Bide or

the local action of drugs.

Functions of the Rktina.

The Retina is the nervous coat of the eye ;
it contains the

lavl of nere-epithelium (rods and cones) which is capable o

Sving th7stiLlusof light, and transforming it into a nervous

impulse which passes to the brain by the optic nerve^

The baciUary layer, or layer of rods ^^^^
T^JJ^J^;;.

.ack of all the oth. .ti^i j^^ -:^tX^^Tt^r.l^:t
riulThel^rr^Ji:'^^^^^^^^^^

^f stimulation

by light are the following :— .

(i) The point of entrance -of the optic nerve into the retina

where the r!d. and cones are absent, is insensitive to light, and is

rallSthe blhu^ spot. The phenomenon itself is very readdy

dm::t^ If'^e direct one eye, the other being cl«,^.

upon a point at such a distance to the side of any object.
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that the image of the latter must fall upon the retina at
the point of entnuice of the optic nerve, this image is lost. If,

for example, we close the left sje, and direct the axis of the right

eye steadily towards the ciroitlur spot here represented, while the
page is held at a distance of about six inches from the eye, both
dot and cross are visible. On gradually increasing the distance
between the eye and the object, by removing the book farther and
farther from the face, and still keeping the right eye steadily on
the dot, it will be found that suddenly the cross disappears from
view, while on removing the l)ook still farther, it suddenly c< raes

in sight again. The cause of this phenomenon is simply that the
portion of the retina which is occupied by the entrance of the optic

nerve is quite blind ; and therefore when the images of objects
fall on it they cease to be visible. By a psychical process the
blind spot is not normally perceived.

(2) In the fovea centralis and ;nacula lutea which contain rods
and cones but no optic nerve-fibres, and in which the other layers

of the retina are thinned down to a minimum, light produces
the greatest effect. In the latter situation, cones occur in lurgo

numbers, and in the former coneo without rods are found, whereas
in the rest of the retina which is not so senpitive to light, there
are fewer cones than rods. We may conclude, therefore, that
cones are evpii lore important to vision than rods.

(3) If a small ligl.ied candle is moved to and fro at the
side of and close to one eye in a darkened room while the eyes
look steadily forward on to a dull background, a remarkable
branching figure (Purkinje's Jiffures) is seen floating before the
eye, consiscing of dark lines on a reddish ground. As the candle
moves, the figure moves in the opposite direction, and from its

whole appearance there can be no doubt that it is a reversed
picture of thu retinal vessels projected before the eye.* This
remarkable appearance is due to shadows of the retinal vessels

cast by the candle ; and it is only when they are throwu upon the
retina in an unusual slanting direction that they are perceived.

The branches of these vessels are distributed in the nerve-fibre and
ganglionic layers ; and since the light of the candle falls on the
retinal vessels from in front, he shadow is cast behind them, and
hence those elements of the retina which perceive the shadows
must also lie behind the vessels. Here, then, we have u. olear

* Pi.: "inje's figures can be much more readily seen by simply looking
steadily down a microscope, ami moving the whole instrument laackwards
and forwards, or from side to side, while so doing.

K.P. 3 D
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pJKTyMtaou. imp«-lon o„ the ««»• -
^^^Z'^^f

rS^ Th. Ob eot «ould be weu apparently lor a., eighth ol

'

tS^ °d
•

buUtSd not appear in motion
>

J^^;^"'^^
^jei^ortr:^ ert.rn';:X7ivs;j«4

n! wh ch it ^as revealcHl to the i-etina of the obnenrer. 1
e

1« fa!t is Droved in a reverne way. The spokes of a rapully

To vtr leTare no seen as distinct objects, because at every
revolving V^^^' ^^ich the revolving spokes

Ca iven in^presln has not faded before another replaces it.

& every part of the interior of the wheel appears occup.^1.
"^

The afSr'ensations are called afi^-inu^ge.. They are of two

kinds positive and negative. Positive after-images are thoseS ramble the original image in distribution of l.ght and

W^P Ind colour Negative after-images which occur a ter

sS Tnd especially after prolonged, excitation of the retina,

:nh;s:inwh^h th'e light Part^ appear dark, the dai^pa^

light and the coloured parts of the opposite or contrast

colour Hence the image of a bright object, as of the panes of

a wTndow through which the light is shining, may be perceived in

thlretra for fconsiderable period, if we have previously kept

our eves fixed for some time on it. But the image in this case is

ZgaUve. If, however, after shutting the eyes for some time we

o^n them alid look at an object for an instant, and again close

them, the after-image is positive.

The Ophthalmosuope.

Every one is i>erfectly familiar with the fact, that it is quite

im^Sle" sel the furuius or back of another person's eye by

sSS looking into it. The n.terior of the eye forms a perfectly
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hlnck buckgruuiid.* The giime remark applies to an ordinary

photo}fraphic cunieni, and muy be illiiHtruted by tlie difficulty

we experience in "^ing into a room from the Htrcot through

the window tinl a room iH lighted within. In the case

of the eye t'liu . . partly due to the fooblenesH of the light

reflects I . tJ!'! retina, most of it being absorbed by the retinal

pigment ; but more to the fact that every such ray if*

reflected struigln u> the source of light {e.g., candle), and cann«r,

therefore, be seen by the unaided eye without intercepting the

incident light from the candle, as well as the reflected rays

from the retina. This difficulty is surmounted by the use of tiie

nphthalmnscopt.

The ophthalmoscope was invental by Helmholtz ; as a mirror

for reflecting the light into the eye, ho employed a bundle of

thin ^lass plates ; this mirror was transparent, and so he was

able to l(K)k through it in the same direction as that of the rays

of the light it reflected. It is almost impossible to over-estimate

the boon this inntrument has been to mankind
;
previous to this

in the examiiMtion of cases of eye disease, the principal evidence

on which tho surgeon had to rely was that derived from the

patient's sensations ; now he can look for himself.

The instrument, however, has been greatly modified since

Helmholtz's time ; the principal mollification being the substitu-

tion of a concave mirror of silvered glass for the bundle of gloss

plates ; this is mounted on a handle, and is perforated in the

centre by a small hole through which the observer can look.

The methods of examining the eye with this instrument are—the direct

and the hulinrt: both methods of investigation should be employed. A
drop of a solution of atropine (two grains to the ounce) or of homatrupine
hydrobroraate, should be instillcil about twenty minutes before the

examination is commenced ; the ciliary muscle is thereby paralysed, the

power of accommodation is abolished, and the pupil is dilated. This will

materially facilitate the examniatioii ; but it is (juite possible to observe all

the details to be presently described without the use of such drugs. The
room being now darkene<l, the observer seats himself in front of the

person whose eye he is about to examine, placing himself upon a some-

what higher level. Let us suppose that the right eye of the patient is

being examined. A brilliant and steady liirlit is placed close to the left

ear of the patient. Taking the mirror in his right hand, and looking

through the central hole, the operator directs a beam of light into the eye

* In some animals (f.g., the cat), the pigment is absent from a portion

of the retinal epithelium ; this forms the Tapetvm Ivridum. The use of

this is supposed to be to increase the sensitiveness of the retina, the light

being reflected back through the layer of rods and cones. It is certainly

the case that these animals are able to see clearly with less light than we
can, hence the popular idea that a cat can see iu the dark. In fishes a
tapetum lucidum is often present ; here the brightness is increased by
crystals of guanine.

3 D 2
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M I
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Of the patient. A red glare, known as the re^'',^\ seen .t is due to the

illnminition of the retina. The patient is then told to look at the httle

flneer of the observer's right hand as he holds the mirror ; to effect this the

eye is routed somewhat inwards, and at the same time the reflex changes

from red to a lighter colour, owing to the reflection from the optic disc. The

observer now approximates the mirror, and with his eye to the eye of the

patient, taking care to keep the light fixed upon the pupil, so as not to lose

the reflex. At a certain point, which varies with different eya>, but is usually

reached when there is an interval of about two or three inchM between the

observed and the observing eye, the vestelt of the retina yriU become visible.

Examine carefully the fundus of the eye, i.^.,the red surface-until theoptte
'

dite is seen ; trace its circnlar outline,

and observe the small central white spot,

the porus opticus, or phynological pit :

near the centre is the central artery of

the retina breaking up upon the disc into

branches ; veins also are present, and

correspond roughly to the course of the

arteries. Trace the vessels over the disc

on to the retina. Somewhat to the outer

side, and only visible after some prac-

tice, is the yellow spot, with the smaller

lighter-coloured fotea centralU in its

centre. This constitutes the direct method

of examination ; by it the various details

of the fundus are seen as they really exist,

and it is this method which should be

adopted for ordinary use.

If the observer is myopic or hyperme-

tropic, he will be unable to employ the

direct method of examination until he

has remedied his defective vision by the

use of proper glasses.

In the indirect method the patient is

placed as before, and the operator holds

the mirror in his right hand at a distance

of twelve to eighteen inches from the

patient's right eye. At the same time he

rests his left little finger lightly upon the

right temple, and holding a convex lens be-

tween histhumb and forefinger,twoorthree

inches in front of the patient's eye, directs

the light through the lens intothe eye. The

red reflex, and subsequently the white

one, having been gained, the operator

slowly moves his mirror, and with it his

eye, towards or away from the face of the

patient, until the outline of one of the

retinal vessels becomes visible, when very slight movements on the part of

the operator will suffice to bring into view the details of the fundus above

described, but the image will be much smaller and inverted. The appear-

ances seen arc depicted in fig. 572. The lens should be kept fixed at a

distance of two or three inches, the mirror alone being moved until the disc

becomes visible : should the image of the mirror, however, obscure the disc,

the lens may be slightly tilted.
, ,. . ^

The two next figures show diagrammatically the course of the rays of light.

Fig. 587 represents what occurs when employing the direct methotl. S is

the source of light, and M M the concave mirror with its central aperture,

which reflects the rays ; these are focHsse<l by the eye E, which is being

Pig. 586.—The ophtbalmoHoope. The
nnan upper mirror is for direct,

the larger for indirect illumina-

tion.
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examined, to a point in the vitreous humour, and this produces a diffuse

lighting of the interior of the eyeball. Rays of light issuing from the point

p emerge from the eye parallel to one another, and enter the observer's eye
E' ; they are brought to a focus p^ on the retina as the eye is accommodated
for distant vision. Similarly the point m and n will give rise to images at
/«' and «' respectively.

Fig. 588 represents what occurs in examining the eye by the indirect method.

Fig. 587.—The course of the light in examiniag the eye by the direct method,
(T. G. Brodie.)

S is the source of light, M M the mirror, E the observed, and E' the

observing eye as before. The rays of light are reflected from the mirror
and form an image at »' ; they then diverge and are again made convergent
by the lens L held in front of the eye by the observer ; by this means a

Fig. 588.—The course of the light in examining the eye by the indirect method.
^T. G. Brodie.)

second image is focu-sscd just behind the crystalline lens of the eye E. They
then again diverge and diffusely light up the interior of tlie eyeball. The
rays of light reflected from two jwints / and m on the retina diverging
from the eye are refractetl to the glass If .is L, and give an invertetl real
image j' ;«• larger than the object t m. These latter xays then diverge, and
are collected and focussed by the observing eye E» to give an image /' m' on
the retina. (T. G. Bi-odic.)
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The Perimeter.

This is an instrument for mapping out the field of vision. It

consists of a graduated arc, which can be moved into any position,

and which when rotated traces out a hollow hemisphere. In

the centre of this the eye under examination is placed, the other

eye being closed. The examiner then determines on the surface

of the hemisphere those points at which the patient just ceases or

just begins to see a small object moved along the arc of the circle.

These points are plotted out on a chart graduated in degrees, and

by connecting them Iho outline of the field of vision is obtained.

Fig. 589 shows one of the forms of perimeter very generally

employed, and fig. 590 represents one of the charts provided with

the instrument. The blind spot is shown, and the dotted Ime

represents the normal average field of vision for the right eye.

It will be seen that the field of vision is most extensive on the

outer side ; it is less on the inner side because of the presence of

the nose.

By the use of the same instrument, it is found that the colour

of a coloured object is not distinguishable at the margin, but only

towards the centre of the field of vision, but there are differences

for different colours ; thus a blue object is seen over a wider

field than a red, and a red over a wider field than a green object.

In disease of the optic nerve, contraction of the field of vision for

white and coloured objects is found. This is often seen before any

change in the optic nerve is discoverable by the ophthalmoscope.

The Fovea Centralis.

This is the region of most acute vision ; when we want to see

an object distinctly we look straight it it. It is also the region

where the colours of objects are best distinguishable. It is,

however, stated to be less sensitive from one point of view than

the zone immediately surrounding it ; that is to say, the minimum

intensity of white light which will cause an impression is some-

what greater. But with this exception, the sensibility of the

retina diminishes steadily from centre to circumference.

The yellow spot of one's own eye can be rendered evident by

what is called Clerk-Maxwell's experiment :—on looking through

a solution of chrome alum in a bottle with parallel sides, an oval

purplish spot is seen in the green colour of the alum. This is

due to the pigment of the yellow spot.
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Fig. 589.—Priestley Smith's Perimeter.

100

180
Hg. 590.—Perimeter rbart for the right eye.
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Colour Sensations.

[oh. lv.

If a my of sunlight is allowed to pass through a pnstn,

it is decomposed by its passage into rays of different colours,

which are called the colours of the spectrum; , they are red,

orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, and violet The red rays

are the least turned out of their course by the pnsm and the

violet the most, whilst the other colours occupy in order places

between these two extremes. The differences in the colour of the

rays depend upon the rapidity of vibrations producing each, the

red rayV b-^ing the least rapid and the violet the most. In
•^ "

addition to the coloured

rays of the spectrum,

there are others which

are invisible but which

have definite properties;

those to the left of the

red are less refrangible,

being the calorific rays

which act upon the ther-

mometer, and those to the

right of the violet, which

are called the actinic or

chemical rays, have a

powerful chemical action.

White light may be built from its constituents either phy^-

JivB^ by a secoJd prism i-eversing the dispersion produced by

tlCt olphysiologically by causing the colours of the spectrum

ttTonZ Lin^n rapid' succession. The best way to study

1 effects of mixing colour sensations i« ^^ "^^^^^ 1̂
revolving disc to which two or more coloured sectors are A^e^

f/^J^
colour is viewed in rapid succession, and owing to the persistence

:fretinal inipressions,'the two or -^ore
^^f^^^'^l^:^^,'^^'^

sions blend and give a single compound colour. (Maxwell.)

White light can be produced by the mixture of the three

primaiT colours, or even of two colours in certuni proportions.

Ce m^ of Colours, which are roughly red and greenish blue,

orange'^.^d blue, and ;iolet and yellow, are called c<m>ler'^entary^

The colours are not of equal stimulation energy, otherwise they

mieht be arranged around a circle; they are more properly

Tr^nged inatringle, with red, green, and violet at the angles

^M fqi) The red, green, and violet are selected on the theory

ofVdmholtz that 'they constitute the three primary colour

sensations ; other colour sensations are mixtures of these.

Fig. 591.—Colour trungle.
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Thus, the orange and yellow between the red and green arc

mixtures of the I'ed and green sensations ; the blue a mixture of

green aud violet ; and the purples (which are not represented in

the spectrum) of rod and violet

Join the three angles red, green, aud violet, aud one gets white

light ; or join the blue and orange, which comes to the same

thing, aud one also gets white.

Blue and orange on Maxwell's disc give white ; but it is well known that

a mixture of blue and orange paint gives green : how can one explain this ?

Suppose the paint is laid on white paper ; the white light from the paper oti

its way to the eye passes through transparent particles of blue and orange

pigment ; the blue particles only let the green and violet sensations reach

the eye, and cut off the red ; the yellow particles only let the red and green

through, and cut off the violet. The red and violet being thus cut off, the

green sensation is the only one which reaches the eye.

The experiments which led Helmholtz and others to the selec-

tion of green, red, and violet as the three fundamental colour

sensations were pei*formed

in this way : the eye uuder-

goes exhaustion to a colour

when exposed to it for some

time ; suppose, for instance,

the eye is fatigued for red,

and is then exposed to a

pure yellow light, such as

that given ofT by the

sodium flame, the yellow

then appears greenish ; or

fatigue the eye for green

and then expose it to blue,

the blue will have a violet

tint. By the repetition of

numerous experiments of this kind, it was found that the fatigue

experienced manifested itself in three colours, red, green, and

violet, which were therefore selected as the three fundamental

colour sensations. It was also found that these three colour

sensations could not be prof'Mced by any combination of other

colour sensations.

The theory of colour vision constructed on these data was

originated by Thom8,8 Young, and independently discovered ana

elaborated by Heli;iholtz. It is consequently known as the

Young-Helmholtz theory. This theory teaches that there are in the

retina rods or cones which answer to each of these primary colours,

whereas the innumerable intermediate shades of colour are pro-

duced by stimulation of the three primary colour terminals in

Fig. sgi.—Diagiam of the three primary colour
enaations. (Toung-Helmholti theory.) i, is

the red ; 2, green, and 3, violet, primary colour
sensation. The lettetnig indicates the colours
of the spectrum. The diagram indicates by
the hei^t of the curve to what extent the
several prinuuy sensations of colour are ex-
cited by vibrations of different wave lengths.

'1
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i

different degrees, the sensation of white being produced when the

three elements are equally excited. Thus if the retina is stimu-

lated by rays of certain wave length, at the red end of the

spectrum, the terminals of the other colours, green and violet,

are liardly stimulated at all, but the red terminals are strongly

stimulated, the resulting sensation being red. The or.iuge rays

excite the red terminals considerably, the green rather more, and

the violet slightly, the resulting sensation being that of orange,

and so on (fig. 592). . ^ .,

Another theory of colour vision (Hering's) supposes that there

are six primary colour sensations, viz.:—three pairs of antagonistic

or complemental colours, black and white, red and green, and yellow

and blue ; and that these are produced by the changes either of

disintegration or of assimilation taking place in certain substances,

somewliat it may be supposed of the nature of the visual purple,

which (the theory supposes) exist in the retina. Each of the

substances corresponding to a pair of colours, is capable of

undergoing two changes, one of construction and the other of

disintegration, with the result of producing one or other colour.

For instance, in the white-black substance, when disintegration

is in excess of construction or assimilation, the sensation is white,

and when assimilation is in excess of disintegration the reverse is

the case ; and similarly with the red-green substance, and with

the yellow-blue substance. When the repair and disintegration

are equal with the first substance, the visual sensation is grey

;

but in the other pairs when this is the case, no sensation occurs.

The rays of the spectrum to the left produce changes in the red-

green substance only, with a resulting sensation of red, whilst the

(orange) rays further to the right affect both the red-green and

the yellow-blue substances ; blue rays cause constructive changes

in the yellow-blue substances, but none in the red-green and so

on. These changes produced in the visual substances in the retina

are perceived by the brain as sensations of colour.

Neither theory satisfactorily accounts for all the numerous

complicated problems presented in the physiology of colour vision.

One of these problems is colour blindness or Daltonism, a by no

means uncommon visual defect. One of the commonest forms is

the inability to distinguish between red and green. Helmholtz's

explanation of such a condition is, that the elements of the retina

which receive the impression of red, etc., are absent, or very

imperfectly developed, and Hering's would be that the red-green

substance is absent from the retina. Other varieties of colour-

blindness in which the other colour-perceiving elements are absent

have been shown to exist occasionally.
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Bering's theory appears to meet the difficulty best, for if the

red element of Helmholtz were absent, the patient ought not to

be able to perceive white sensations, of which red is a constituent

part: whereas, according to Hering's theory, the white-black

visual substance remains intact.

The two theories that have just been described may be called

the classical theories of colour vision, at any rate they are those

which have been for the longest time before the scientific world.

As facts have accumulated it has been for some years recognised

that many such facts could not be reconciled with either theory ;

and modificuti'^ns of one or the other theory have been from

time to time i .reduced.

The observations recently made by C. J. Burch are of con-

siderable importance; the following is a brief account of his

methods and results.

He finds that by exposing the eye to bright sunlight in the focus

of a burning glass behind transparent coloured screens it is pos-

sible to produce temporary colour blindness. After red light, the

observer is for some minutes red-blind, scarlet geraniums look

black, yellow flowers green, and purple flowers violet. After

violet light, violet looks black, purple flowers crimson, and green

foliage richer than usual. After light of other colours, corre-

sponding eff"ects are produced. If one eye is made purple-blind,

and the other green-blind, all objects are seen in their natural

colours, but in exaggerated perspective, due to the difficulty the

brain experiences in combining the images from the two eyes.

By using a brightly-illuminated spectrum, and directing the

eye to certain of its colours, the eye in time becomes fatigued

and blind for that colour, so that it is no lonxer seen in the

spectrum. Thus, after green blindness is induced the red ap-

pears to meet the blue, and no green is seen. If, however, the

eye is exposed to yellow light, it does not similarly become blind

for yellow only, but for red and green too. This supports the

Young-Helmholtz theory that the sensation yellow is one com-

pounded of the red and green sensations. By an exhaustive

examination of the different parts of the spectnim in this way it

thus becomes possible to differentiate between the primarj' colour

sensations and those which are compound. By a study of this

kind, Burch concludes that the phenomena of colour vision are in

accordance with the Young-Helmholtz theory, with the important

addition that there is a fourth primary colour sensation, namely,

blue. He could not discover that colour sensations are related

to each other in the sense indicated by Hering. Each may be

exhausted without either weakening or strengthening the others.
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These obncrvations were confirmed by examiniug in a similar

I^rj^b^r sensati^ns of «>venty other people but there are

hXidual differences in the extent to which the colour sensations

overlap.

Changes in the Retina dviring aotivity.

The method by which a ray of light is able to stimulate the

endinjrs of the optic nerve in the retina in such a manner that a

visual sensation is perceived by the cerebrum is not yet under-

13 It is suppoS that the change effected by the agency

Tthe light whichWls upon the retina is in tact a chemical

a temtion in the protoplasm, and that this change stimulates

the optTc nerve^nW The discovery of a certain temporary

rodd^h-purple pigmenStion of the ou -bs of the retinal rods

[rrtafn ZiZTie.,., frogs) which had ^«n^^»«^ ^^^j^W
forming the scHsalled rhodopsin <yr vxtual purple, ^fpeaied likely

t^ offer some explanation of the matter, especially as it was also

SJd that the pigmentation disappeared when the retina was ex^

nosed to light, and reappeared when the light was removed, and

STthat if uSderwentdUtinct changes of colour when other than

wWte light was used. It was also found that if the operation

were performed quickly enough, the bleached image of a ^nght

object (optoj^am) might be fixed on the retina by soaking the retina

ofrauTmTwhiih has been kUled in the dark, m alum solution

The visual purple cannot however be absolutely essential to the

due production of visual sensations, as it is absent from the retinal

conel and from the macula lutea and fovea centralis of the human

STnVdoes not appear to exist at all in the ^ef- of nmny

Inin^s, e.g., bat, dove, and hen. which are, nevertheless, possessed

°^ fwrthe fact remains that light falling upon the retina

bleaks the vi»ml purple, and this must be considered as one of

its effects If it produces chemical changes in other substances,

the e must L cofourless and so extremely difficult to discover^

The rhodopsin is derived in some way from the black pigment

(melanin or fuscin) of the polygonal epithelium of the retma since

he colour is not renewed after bleaching if the retina is detached

from its pigment layer. Certain pigments, not sensitive to light

are conJnS^in the inner segments of the cones. These coloured

bodies are oil globules of various colours, red, green and yellow.

Sued chromophane., and are found in the retmas of mai^upa^s

(but not other mammals), birds, reptiles, and fishes Practically

nothing is known about the yellow pigment of the ye^w

spot. Another change produced by the action of the light
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upon the retina is the movement of the pigmert eelU On being

stimulated by light the granules of pigment in the cells which

overlie the outer part of the rod and cone layer of the retina

pass down into the processes of the cells, which hang down

between the rods ; these melanin or ftucin granules are generally

rod-shai»ed, and look almost like crystals. In addition to this a

movement of the cones and possibly of the rods occurs, as has

been already incidentally mentioned; in the light the cones

shorten and in the dark they lengthen (Engelmann).

According to the careful researches of Dewar and McKendrick,

and of Holmgren, it apjjears that the stimulus of light is able

to produce a variation of the natural electrical currents of the

retina. The current is at first increased and then diminished ;

this is the electrical expression of those chemical changes in the

retina of which we have already spoken.

The electrical variations in the retina under the influence cif light have

been recently reinvestigated by WaUer. The excistd eyeball of a frog is

le<l oflf by non-polarisable electrales to a galvanometer. One electrojle is

t>lace<l on the front, the other on the back of the eye. A current <.f rest

(demarcation current) is observed passing through the eyeball from front to

back. When light fails on the eye this current is increased ; on shutting olf

the light there is a momentary further increase, and then the current slowly

returns back to its previous condition. WaUer explains this by supposing

that anabolic changes in the eye predominate during stimulation by light.

With the onset of darkness, the katabolic changes cease at once, and the

anabolic more slowly ; hence a further positive variation. If the eyeball

has been excised the dav before the observations are made, or lins been

fati"ued or injured, light protluces principally katabolic changes, as evulenced

by a negative variation. A slight positive effect follows when the light is

shut off.

MOVEMKNTS OP TflB EtEBALL.

Protrusion of the eyeballs occurs (i) when the blood-vessels of

the orbit are congested ; (2) when contraction of the plain

muscular fibres of the capsule of Tenon takes place ;
these are

innervated by the cervical sympathetic nerve; and (3) in the

disease called exophthalmic goitre.

Setraction occurs (i) when the lids are closed forcibly; (2)

when the blood-vessels of the orbit are comparatively empty ;

(3N when the fat in the orbit is reduced in quantity, as during

starvation; and (4) on section or paralysis of the cervical

sympathetic nerves.

The most important movements, however, are those produced

by the six ocular muscles.

The eyeball possesses the power of movement around three axes indicated

in fig. 593. viz. an antero-posterior, a vertical, and a transverse, passing

through a centre of rotation a little behind the centre of the optic axis.

The movements are accomplished by pairs of muscles.
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Dinetlon of moTMamt.

Inwudi . . • •

Outwsrdi . . . •

Upwards . . • •

Downwudi

[CH. liV.

By wluit muMlM »c-

Internftl rectas.

Bztenwl rectui.

r Baperior rectus.

\ Inferior oblique.

/ Inferior rectus.

\ Superior oblique.

/ Internal and superior rectus.

\ Inferior oblique.

/ Internal and Inferior rectus.

\ Superior oblique.

/ External and superior rectus.

\ Inferior oblique.

( External and Inferior rectus.

\ Superior oblique.

Inwards and upwards .

Inwards and downwards .

Outwards and upwards .

Outwards and downwards .

These muscles are all supplied by the third nerve except

part ...pplled by the .ixth nerve of the oppo.ite .ide, vUt the

The ml^lt' ofthi tT'eyes .ct sia.ult«.eo„,ly, «> that images

ZlTTo, the'^otirsott an, ™,e„e„t of one e,e inwani.
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must be ocooinpaniod by a moToment of the other oj'o outwards.

If one eyeball is forcibly fixed by pressing the finger against it so

that it cannot follow the movement of the other, the result is

double vision {diplopia), because the image of the objects looked

at will fall on points of the two retinae which do not correspond.

The same is experienced in a squint, until the brain leanis to

disregard the image from one eye.

If the external rectus is paralysed, the eye will squint inwards

;

if this occurs in the right eye the false image will lie on the left

side of the yellow spot, and appear in the field of vision to the

nght of the true image. If the third nerve is paralysed, the case

is a more complicated one : owing to the paralysis of the levator

palpebrse superioris, the patient will be unable to raise his upper

lid ( ptotit), and so in order to see will walk with his chin in the

air. If the paralysis is on the right side, the eyeball will squint

downwards and to the right ; the false image will be formed below

und to the right of the yellow spot, and the apparent image in

the field of vision will consequently appear above and to the left

of the true image, and owing to the squint being an oblique one,

the false image will slant in a corresponding direction.

VarioiiB PoBitions of the Eyeballs.

All the movements of the eyeball take place around the point

of rotation, which is situated 177 mm. behind the centre of the

visual axis, or 10*9 mm. behind the front of the cornea.

The three ajres around which the movements occur are :

—

I. The visual or antero-posterior axis.

2 The transverse axis, which connects the points of rotation of

the two eyes.

3. Tho vertical axis, which posses at right angles to the other

two axes through their point of intersection.

The line which connects the fixed point in the outer world at

which the eye is looking to the point of i-otation is called the

visual line. The plane which passes through the two visual lines

is called the visual plane.

The various positions of the eyeballs are designated primary,

secondary, and tertiary.

The primary position occurs when both eyes are parallel, the

visual lines being horizontal (as in looking at the horizon).

Secondary positions are of two kinds :

—

( 1
) The visual lines are parallel but directed either upwards or

downwards from the horizontal (as in looking at tht> sky).

(2) The visual lines are horizontal, but cov verge towards one
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•nother (» in 1 .kmf at . ....»n -h^ »«.' t» .i«i iM.m«ii.l.ly

h.iS.^^c ".rg, .^ «^ on. .noth^r (». in look,n« «

" ut "pLi^ibir^'concive , .iUon. of the e,el».11. in wMcl. .h.,

pjg. 594.-Id«iti«a potato of the retm».

vUvml lineB diverge from one auothcT ;
l.ut such poHitions do not

'^:;rLrzz'Z^ -„ if one of th^.

I, ^L to be blind They arc moved so that the object m the

SI Idt fiSld on'the two yellow Bpotn, or other corre-

^n^in^ ooints of the two retinie. The imapeH whici. do not

Ton coC^nding points are seen double, but these are

,all on coiTCsponu b i~
disregarded by the brain, which

only pays attention to those

images which fall on correspond-

ing p*>»nt8.

The following diagrams will

assist us in understandin<r more

fully what is meant by orre-

tpfmling or ufmtical poi.-s <
f

the two retina?.

If R and L (fig. 5V4> '«?'

sent the right ai. I left retina resiK>ctively O and O' the 'wo

ylw spots' are identical ; so are A and A', ^^ being the s. .e

distance above and 0'. But the '^^^''^/^''^ ^'^^^L e

the inner side of O in the right reUn^ is B ,
a F it to the sat

^

^stlnce on the outer side of 0' in th. left retma .nularly C and

'identical. The two blind spot. X and X' ar J^^^^
Fiz SQS 8how8 the same thing ... r.incr a -'^^''- T^'.

A a. dB represent a horizontal section through the two retime

^r;K,ints I a, b b'. and c c'. being identic... I. the lower part

^' *" i>S^ito of both letilMB.
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of the diagram » shown the way iii which the bniin combines the

iinagee in the two retiuw, one m it were overlapping eo »»• vo

coincide with the other.
. t\

The Horopter i* th«> uiune ^iven to the surface in the

out^r world which conuinu ali the point* whii h iall on the

identical point, of he re ..». TUe shape of th< horopter will

var%' with th- position of tne eyeballs. In the prunary positu).

and m the hr«t variety of the secon iary position, the vwual lines

an {jarallel ; hence the horopter will \>c a plane at infinity, <«" at

ii Iff at distance.
x „ ^ ,«

In the other variety of the secondary position, and in tert: ry

positions in which the visual lines converge as when looking ul a

Li^ detirM fllglit nttlnn

Hemisphera

Right
Hemisphere

Kg. ^.—The Horopter, when '

ey« Me convergent.

Fig. 597.—Course of fibre* at

optio chiama.

near object, the horopter in i circle (fig. 596) which passes 1
1
rough

the nodal points of the tw. eyes, ai ' tbrough the fixed point (
I)

111

the outer world at which the e "8 * ^inj,', and which will con-

sequently fall u the two yellov m'- , (O, and 0'). All other pouits m

this circle (11, III) will fall 01 ,ac ical points of the two retma.

The imago of II will fall on A and ; of III on B, uud B'
;

it is

a very siiapk mathematical problem to prove that 0A = OA,

and OB= ()'B'.

This, however, applies to man nly, or U animals with ')oth

eyes in front of the head; in those animais in which the yes

ire later-d in position, ami th(> visual lines .uverge, the problem

01 bilat -ral vision is a ver\ erent one.

Nervous Paths in the Optic Nerves.

The correspondence of the two retin* and of the movements

of the eyeballs is produced by a close connection of the nervous

K.F. ^ ^

i I
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centres controlling these phenomena, and by the arrangement of

the nerve-fibres in the optic nerves. The crossing of the nerve

fibres at the optic chiasma is incomplete, and the preceding

diagram (fig. 597) gives a simple idea of the way the fibres go.

It will be seen that it is only the fibres from the inner portions

of the retinse that cross; and that those represented by con-

tinuous lines from the right side of the two retinse ultimately

reach the right hemisphere, and those represented by interrupted

III Nerue

Fig. 59?.—Helattons of nerve oella and flbrai of visual appantua. (After Schafer.)

lines from the left side of the two retin«e ultimately reach the

left hemisphere. The two halves of the retina; are not, however,

separated by a hard-and-fast line from one another ; this is repre-

sented by the two halves being depicted as slightly overlapping,

and this comes to the same thing as saying that the central

region of each retina is represented in each hemisphere. The

fibres (represented by finely dotted lines in the diagram) connect-

ing the two retinse and the two hemispheres are problematical.

The part of the hemisphere concerned in vision is the occipital

lobe, and the reader should turn back to our previous considera-
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tion of this subject in connection with cerebral localisation, the

phenomena of hemianopsia (p. 678), and the conjugate deviation

of head and eyes (pp. 679, 682).

Fig. 598, though diagrammatic, will assist the reader in more

fully comprehending the paths of visual impulses, and the central

connections of the nerves and nerve-centres concerned in the

process. The fibres to the lateral geniculate body end there by

arborising around its cells, and a fresh relay of fibres from these

cells passes to the cortex of the occipital lobe. Those to the ante-

rior corpus quadrigemiuum are continued on by a fresh relay to

the n: deus of the third nerve, the cells of which are also sur-

rounded by arborisations of the axis cylinder processes of the

cortical cells.

Visual Judgments.

The psychical or mental processes which constitute the visual

sensation proper have been studied to a far greater degree than

is possible in connection with other forms of sensation.

We have already seen that in spite of the reversion of the

image in the retina, the mind sees objects in their proper posi-

tion, the sense of sight being here educated in great measure by

that of touch.
mi.- •

*.i

We are also not conscious of the blind spot. This is partly

due to the fact that those images which fall ©n the blind spot of

one eye are not focussed there in the other eye. But even when

one looks at objects with one eye, there is no blank, the area

corresponding to the blind spot being closed up by a mental process.

Our estimate of the site of various objects is based partly

on the visual angle under which they are seen, but much

more on the estimate we form of their distance. Thus a

lofty mountain many miles oflF may be seen under the same

visual angle as a small hill near at hand, but we infer that

the former is much the larger object because we know it is much

further oflf than the hill. Our estimate of distance is often erro-

neous, and consequently the estimate of size also. Thus persons

seen walking on the top of a small hill against a clear twilight

sky appear unusually large, because we over-estimate their dis-

tance, and for similar reasons most objects in a fog appear

immensely magnified. The same mental process gives rise to the

idea of depth in the field of vision ; this idea is fixed in our

mind principally by the circumstance that, as we ourselves move

forwards, different images in succession become depicted on our

retina, so that we seem to pass between these images, which to the

mind is the same thing as passing between the objects themselves.

3 R 2
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The action of the sense of vision in relation to external objects

is, therefore, quite different from that of the sense of touch. The

objects of the latter sense are immediately present to it ; and our

own body, with which they come in contact, is the measure of

their size. The part of a table touched by the hand appears as

large as the part of the hand receiving an impression from it, for

the part of our body in which a sensation is excited, is here the

measure by which we judge of the magnitude of the object. In

the sense of visioii, on the contrary, the images of objects are

mere fractions of the objects themselves, realised upon the retina,

the extent of which remains constantly the same. But the

imagination, which analyses the sensations of vision, invests the

images of objects, together with the whole field of vision in the

retina, with very varying dimensions ; the relative size of the

image in proportion to the whole field of vision, or of the aflFected

parts of the retina to the whole retina, alone remains unaltered.

Kg. 599.-DiagnunB to Ulu«ti»tehow ftjudgment of a figure of three dimengionsU obtained.

The estimation of the form of bodies by sight is the result

partly of the mere sensation, and partly of the association of

ideas. Since the form of the images perceived by the retina

depends wholly on the outline of the part of the retina affected,

the sensation alone is adequate to the distinction of superficial

forms from each other, as of a square from a circle. But

the idea of a buHd body like a sphere, or a cube, can only be

attained by the action of the mind constructing it from the

different superficial images seen in different positions of the eye

with regard to the object, and, as shown by Wheatstone and

illustrated in the stereoscope, from two different perspective pro-

jections of the body being presented simultaneously to the mind

by the two eyes. Hence, when, in adult age, sight is suddenly

restored to persons blind from infancy, all objects in the field of

vision appear at first as if painted flat on one surface ; and no

idea of solidity is formed until after long exercise of the sense of

vision combined with that of touch.

Thus, if a cube is held at a moderate distance before the
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eyes, and viewed with each eye i.uccessively while the head w

kept perfectly steady, a (fig. r, ;) ^^i" be the picture pr^^ted

to the right eye, and b that seen by the left eye. Wheat-

stone has shown that on this circumstance depends in a great

measure our conviction of the solidity of an object, or of ite

projection in relief. If different perspective drawings of a solidABC
Fig. 600.—Diagram to illustrate visual iUnmons.

body, one representing the image seen by the right eye, the

other that seen by the left (for example, the drawing of a cube,

A B, fig. 599) be presented to corresponding parts of the two

retinae, as may be readily done by means of the stereoscope, the

mind will perceive not merely a single representation of the

object, but a body projecting in relief, the exact counterpart of

that from which the drawings were made.

'mjif/fMJ^MmmMfi
^m^

v//.

Fig. 601.—Parallel punle.

By transposing two stereoscopic pictures a reverse effect is

produced ; the elevated parts appear- to be depressed, and vice

versd An instrument contrived with this purpose is termed a

paeuJoscope. Viewed with this instrument a bust appears as a

hollow mask, and as may readily be imagined the effect is most

bewildering.
. , • .- *

The clearness with which an object is perceived irrespective of

accommodation, would appear to depend largely on the number

of rods and cones which its retinal image covers. Hence the

nearer an object is to the eye (within moderate limits) the more
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clearly are all its details seen. Moreover, if we want carefully to

examine any object, we always direct the eyes straight to it, so

that its image shall fall on the yellow spot where an image of a
given area will cover a larger number of cones than anywhere else

in the retina. It has been found that the images of two points

must be at least 3 fi apart on the yellow spot in order to

be distinguished separately ; if the images are nearer together,

the points appear as one. The diameter of each cone in this part

of the retina is about 3 ^
Visual judgments are not always correct; there are a large

number of puzzles and toys which depend on visual illusions.

Two of the best known are represented in the preceding diagrams.

In fig. 600, A, B, and c are of the same size ; but a looks taller

than B, while c appears to cover a less area than either.

In fig. 60 T, the horizontal lines are parallel, though they do
not appear so, owing to the mind being distracted by the inter-

crossing lines.

CHAPTER LVI.

TROPHIC NERVE?.

Nerves exercise a trophic or nutritive influence over the tissues

and organs they supply. The chemical changes that occur during

the nutrition of a living cell may bo summed up in the word
metabolism ; and this includes two kinds of changes ; anabolic

phenomena, that is the processes of building up protoplasm from
food material ; and katabolic phenomena, those in which there is a

breaking down of protoplasm, and a consequent formation of

simpler waste products.

Some nerves increase the building-up ptage of metabolism

;

these are termed anabolic. Such a nerve is the vagus in reference

to the heart ; when it is stimulated the heart beats more slowly

or may stop, and is thus enabled to rest and repair its waste.

The opposite kind of nerves (katabolic) are those which lead to

increase of work and so increased wear and tear and formation of

waste products. Such a nerve in reference to the heart is the

sympathetic.

There has been considerable diversity of opinion as to whether

trophic nerve-fibres are a distinct anatomical set of nerve-fibres.
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or whether all nerves in addition to their other functions exercise

a trophic influence.

When a nerve going to an organ is cut, the wasting of the

nerve itself beyond the cut constitutes what we have learnt to call

Wallerian degeneration, but the wasting process continues beyond

the nerve ; the muscles it supplies waste also, and waat« much

more rapidly than can be explained by simple disuse. The same

is seen in the testicle after section of the spermatic cord
;
and

the disease of joints called Charcot's disease, the trophic
in

changes are to be explained by disease of the nerves supplying

From these, and numerous other instances that might be given,

there is no question that nerves do exert a trophic influence;

the question, however, whether this is due to special nerve-fibres

has been chiefly worked out in connection with the fifth cranial

nerve.

After the division of this nerve there is loss of sensation in tlio

corresponding side of the face : the coniea in two or three days

begins to get opaque, and this is followed by a slow inflammatory

process which may lead to a destruction not only of the cornea,

but of the whole eyeball. The same is seen in man ;
when the

fifth nerve is diseased or pressed upon by a tumour beyond ^he

Gasserian ganglion the result is loss of sensation in the ice

and conjunctiva, an eruption (herpes) appears on the face, .aid

ulceration of the cornea leading in time to disintegration of the

eyeball may occur too. In disease of the spinal ganglia there is

a similar herpetic eruption on the skin {shingles).

In the case of the fifth nerve the evidence that there are

special nerve fibres to which these trophic changes are due, is an

experiment by Moissner and Buttner, who found that division of

the most internal fibres is most potent in producing them.

Those, however, who do not believe in special trophic nerves,

attribute the changes b the eyeball to its loss of sensation.

Dust, etc., is not felt by the cornea, it is therefore allowed to

accumulate and set up inflammation. This is supported by the

fact that if the eyeball is protected by sewing the eyelids together

the trophic results do not ensue. On the other hand, m paralysis

of the seventh nerve, the eyeball is much more exposed, and yet

no trophic disorders follow.
, -^ j

Others have attributed the change to increased vascularity due

to disordered vaso-motor changes : but this is negatived by *.he

fact that in disease of the cervical sympathetic, the disordered

vaso-motor phenomena which ensue do not lead to the disorders

of nutrition we have described.

warn
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There can, therefore, be but little doubt that we have to deal

with the trophic influence of nerves ; * but the dust, etc., which

falls on the cornea must be regarded as the exciting cause of the

ulceration. The division or disease of the nerve acts as the

preditposing cause. The eyeball is more than usually prone to

undergo inflammatory changes, with very small provocation.

The same explanation holds in the case of the influence of the

vagi on the lungs. If both these nerves are divided, the animal

usually dies within a week or a fortnight from a form of

pneumonia called vagus pneumonia, in which gangrene of the

lung substance is a marked characteristic. Here the predisposing

cause is the division of the trophic fibres in the pneumogastric

nerves ; the exciting cause is the entrance of particles of food

into the air passages, which on account of the loss of sensation

in the larynx and neighbouring parts are not coughed up.

Another trophic disturbance that follows division of the vagi is

fatty degeneration of the heart.

We shall conclude by giving one more instance of trophic

disturbance due to nervous disease, and this is the case of bed-

sores. Many bed-sores are due to prolonged confinement in bed

with bad nursing; these are of slow onset. But there is one

class of bed-sores which are acute ; these are especially met with

in cases of paralysis, due to disease of the spinal cord ; they

come on in three or four days after the onset of the paralysis in

spite of the most careful attention ; they cannot be explained by

vaso-motor disturbance, nor by loss of sensation ; there is, in

fact, no doubt they are of trophic origin ; the nutrition of the

skin is so greatly impaired that the mere contact of it with the

bed for a few days is sufficient to act as the exciting cause of

the sore.

CHAPTER LVII.

THE REPRODUCTIVE ORGANS.

The reproductive organs consist in the male of the two testes

which produce spermatozoa, and the ducts which lead from them,

and in the female of the two ovaries which produce ova, the

Fallopian tubes or oviducts, the uterus, and the vagina.

* The proof, however, that there are distinct nerve-fibres anatomically is

not very conclusive.
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Male Organs.

The testis is enclosed in a serous membrane called the tunica

vaginalis, originally a part of the peritoneum. When the testis

descends into the scrotum it cairies with it

this part of the peritoneum, which then gets

entirely cut off from the remainder of that

serous membrane. There are, however, many

Fig. 6oa.—Plan of a vertical

Hection of the testicle.

Hhowing the arrange-

ment of the ducts. The
true length and diameter
of the auc(« have been
disregarded, a a, tubuli

seminiferi coiled up in

the separate lobes ; b,

tubuli recti; e, rete

testis ; d, vasa efferentia

ending in the coni vaseu-
losi; I, (!, g, convoluted
canal of the epidid>Tni8

;

h, vas deferens ; /, section

of the back part of the

tunica albuginea; i, t'l

fibrous processes running
between the lobes ; t, me-
diastinum.

Fig. 603. -Section of a tubule of the testicle of a

rat, to show the formation of the spermatozoa.

a, spermatozoa ; b, seminal cells ; c, sustentacu-

lar cells, to which the spermatozoa are ad-

herent ; d, basement membrane ; e, connective

tissue. (Cadiat.)

Fig. 604.- From a section of the testis of dog. showing portions o*.seminal
'"J^-

A,
* Snal epithelial cells, and numerous sm^l cells loosely an?°Sff = i*i *JS.« sLfof
or spei-matoblasta converted into spermatozoa ; 0, gi-oups of these m a further stage of

development. (Klein.)

animals in which the teates remain permanently in the abdomen.

The external covering of the testicle itself is a strong fibrous

capsule, called, on account of its white appearance, the tunica
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albuffinea. Passing from its inner surface are a number of septa

or trabecule, which divide the organ imperfectly into lobules. On
the posterior aspect of the organ the capsule is greatly thickened,

and forms a mass of fibrous tissue called the Corpus Highmorianum

(body of Highmore) or mediattinwm testis. Attached to this is a much

convoluted tube, which forms a mass called the epididymis. This

receives the ducts of the testis, and is prolonged into a thick walled

tube, the vas deferens, by which the semen passes to the -urethra.

The testis is itself composed of convoluted tubes. Each of these

Fig. 605.—Section of the epididymia of a dog.—The tube ia cut in geveial
pUoes, both tranHveraelr and obliquelv; it is seen to be lined by a
ciliated epithelium, the nudei of which are well shown, e, connectiye
tiaaue. (Schofleld.)

commences near the tunica albuginea, and terminates after join-

ing with others in a straight tubule, which passes into the body of

Highmore, where it forms a network {rete testis) by communicating

by branches with those of other straight tubules. From the rete

about twenty efferent ducts (vasa efferentia) arise, which become

convoluted to form the coni vasculosi, and then pass into the tube

of the epididymis.

The convoluted or seminiferous tubules have the following

structure : each is formed externally of a thick basement mem-
brane, consisting of several layers of flattened cells. Next comes

the lining epithelium of clear cubical cells, a few of which show
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karyokinetic figures in their nuclei, indicating they are about to

divide. Some of these cells are longer than the rest, and project

into the cavity of the tube, where they form a connection with

groups of developing pperraatozoa. They are called nutmtacular

"
Next to the lining epithelium is a xone of larger cells, two or

three deep. These are called $permatogenic eell» ; the nuclei

of nearly all of these show karyokinetic figures. Most internal

of all are a large number of small cells with circular nuclei. They

Bisection of the W.of th^ J-^adf-^,1?-^?^^ fJ^^^^^^^^Fig. 606. „
geminaleH and vawa defcreutia.

flexion of the peritoneum ;
. b, the part '^^e covered by the wn

been unravelled ; p. under side of the piostete g\mi. m, part of th. .rethra
,
u «. tne

ureters (cut short) , the right one turned aside. (Haller.

)

are called spermatoblasts. In other tubules the spermatoblasts

may be seen in various stages developing into spermatozoa ;
they

become elongated : their nucleus is at one end, and from the

other a tail-like process grows ;
groups of the young spcmiatozoa

apply their heads to the sustentacular cells, from which they

derive nutriment ; their tails project into the lumen : they eveu

tually become free. j i-
•

The straight tubules consist of basement nictubrane and lining

cubical epithelium oaly.
.

The interstitial connective tissue of the testis is loose, and
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contains numerous lymphatic clefts. Lying in it accompiinying

the blood-vessels are strands of polyhedral epithelial cells, ^f a

yellowish colour {intentitieU celU).

The tubuUt of the rete teatit are lined by cubical epitheliuai

;

the basement membrane is absent.

The vata efferentioy ami vatculoti, and epididymit are lined by

columnar cells, with very long cilia. There is a good deal of

muscular tissue in their walls.

The voM deferent consists of a muscular wall (outer layer longi-

tudinal, middle circular, inner longitudinal), liued by a mucous
membrane, the inner surface of which is covered by columnar

epithelium.

The veticvlae »eminate$ are outgrowths of the vas deferens.

Fig. 607.—Erectile tiasue of the human penis, a, flbroiu trabeculn with their ordinary
capillaries ; b, section of the venous sinuses ; e, muscular tissue. (Cadiat.)

Each ia a much couvoluted, branched, and sacculated tube of

structure similar to that of the vas deferens, except that the wall

IB thinner.

The penis is composed of cavernous tissue covered by skin.

The cavernous tissue is collected into three tracts, the two corpora

cavernosa and the corpus spongiosum in the middle line inferiorly.

All these are enclosed in a capsule of fibrous and plain muscular

tissue ; the septa which are continued in from these, form the

boundaries of the cavernous venous spaces of the tissue. The
arteries run in the septa ; the capillarieH open into the venous

spaces. The arteries are often called helicine, as in injected

specimens they form twisted loops projecting into the cavernous

spaces (see also p. 280). The structure of the urethra and

prostate is described on p. 537.
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The tp«nn»t<»0^ suspended in a richly albuminous fluid,

constitute the men. Each spermatoaoon is composed of three

parts, a head, a middU part, and a UiU. The head vane, m shape

iTdiflferent animals, but in man it is oval, and pomted antenoriy.

The middle piece is short and cylindrical, with a spiral fibre pass-

intr round it. The tail is long, tapering, and vibratile ;
its action

resembles at of a cilium, and gives to the spermatozoon its power

of locomot jn. The end piece of the tail is described by Retzius

Fig. 608.—Spermatic flla-

mentH from the human
Tag deferens, i, magni-
fied joo diameters; 2.

magnified 800 diameten

;

o. from the side ; b, from

aboTe. (From Kiilliker.)
Fijr. 600.—Bpermatoioa. 1, of sala-

maader; 2,human. (H. G«bbe«.)

as distinct from the rest, and in some animals is divided into two

or three fibrils. » c *

In some animals (newts, salamanders, &c.) a fine filament or

membranous expansion is attached to the tail in a spiral manner

(fig. 609). A similar appearance has been described by some

observers in mammalian spermatozoa.

The spermatozoa are formed from the small spermatoblasts of

the third or innermost layer of the seminiferous tubules
;
these

originate from the spennatogenic cells of the second layer, and

these from the lining cubical epithelium. When a lining cell

divides into two, one becomes a spennatogenic cell, the other

becomes elongated to form a sustentacular cell.

In the conversion of a spermatoblast into a spermatozoon, the

nuclern forms the head ; the tail develops as a fine filament
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within the protoplasm, from which it aiibiHM|iiently grows out ; it

ii oonnectod to the nucleus from the first The greater part of

the protoplasm drops off (•emtna/ granule*) ; the remainder forms

the middle piece of the spermatosoon, and contains an attraction

sphere.

FiMALi Organs.

The Orsxy is a solid organ compoHcd of fibrouH tissuu (ttroma),

containing near its attachment to the broad ligament a number of

plain muscular fibres. It is covered with a layer of short columnar

fig. 6io.—DiMnuninatic view of the utenu and its appendages, as seen from behind. The
atenu and upper part of the vagina have been laid open by removing the posterior
wall ; the Fulopian tube, round UgsmeBt, and ovarian ligament have been cut short,
and the broad ligament removed on the left side ; h, the upper part of the utenu ; c,

the cervix opposite the os internum ; the triangular shape of the uterine cavity is

shown, and uie dilatation of the cervical cavity with the rugae termed arbor vitte ; i>,

upper part of the vagina ; od. Fallopian tube or oviduct ; the narrow communication
of its cavibr with that of the oomu of the uterus on each side is seen ; I, round liga-

ment ; lo, URament of the ovary ; o, ovary ; i, wide outer part of the right Fallopian
tube : ^, Its fimbriated extremi^ ;

po, parovarium ; h, one of the hydatids frequently
found connected wiOi the broad ligament, i. (Allen Thomscm.)

cells {germinal epithelium), which may be seen, especially in young
animals, dipping down into the stroma. The interstitial connective

tissue contains a number of epithelial polyhedral yellow cells,

like the interstitial cells of the testis.

When cut across, the surface part of the stroma is seen to be

crowded with a number of rounded cells {primitive ova or

ovigerms), and vesicles of different sizes are also visible. These

are called the Graafian follicles. The smallest are near the sur-

face of the organ ; the larger ones are deeper, though they extend

to the surface as they grow.

A Graafian follicle has a proper wall fc :i; •
! from the stroma;
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it oontoins within it an ovum f >nuod from one oi the primitive ova

I I*"

t
^^.

\

tb\

tim «. I -View of . «-cUoii of the orar,- of the .*t, i, «>*«' ~»«^« «? i^broiifli^

the abrouH «troma ; » more adyanc 1 \'f»*fl«^
* the m^t advMoSfoUlcle containinK

Inteum. (Schrun.)

Fi,. 6»._8ecUonof theovaxy of a»t A ge^m^l^ep^^^^^^^

ffir..fo;S^'Si°X; ^FTo^llrfr'STheovunTha, fallen out. (V. U.

HaRia.)

and it is lined by epithelium. At first there is simply one layer of

epithelium cells ; this lines the follicle and covers the ovum
;
later
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there are two layers, one lining the follicle, and the other covering

the ovum, but the two are close together. A viscid fluid collects

between the two layers, and as the follicle increases in size

separates them.

The cells in each layer multiply, so that they are arranged in

several strata. The lining epithelium of the follicle is then

called the membrana granulosa, and the heaped mass of cells

around the ovum, the discut proligems. The fluid increases in

quantity, the follicle becomes tenser and tenser, and finally it

reaches the surface of the organ and bursts ; the ovum is thus

set free, and is seized by the fringed ends of the Fallopian tube

and thence passes to the uterus.

The bursting of a Graafian follicle usually occurs about the

time of menstruation.

After the bursting of a Graafiai follicle, it is filled up with

what is known as a corpus luteum. This is derivetl from the wall

of the follicle, and consists of columns of yellow cells developed

from the yellow interstitial cells previously mentioned ; it con-

tains a blood clot in its centre. These cells multiply, and their

strands get folded and converge to a central strand of connective

tissue ; between the columns there are septa of coijnective tissue

with blood-vessels. The corpus luteum after a time gradually

disappears ; but if pregnancy supervenes it becomes larger and

more persistent (see fig. 613).

The following table gives the chief facts in the life history of

the ordinary corpus luteum of menstruation, compared with that

of pregnancy :

—

i£|'''M<4^

Corpus Lntflum of ICen-
Btmation.

At the end 0/
three uieekn.

One mimth ,

Two month*

Six month*

Mine month*

,

Corpus Luteum of Frev-
nanoy.

rhree-qnartersof an inch in diameter; central clot reddish ;

convoluted wall pale.

Larpcr ; convoluted wall bright

yellow ; clot still reddish.

Smaller ; convoluted
wall bright yellow

;

clot still reddish.

Reduce*! to the condi-

tion ol an insignifi-

cant cicatrix.

Absent.

Seven-eighths of an inch in dia-

meter ; convolulc<l wall bright

yellow ; clot perfectly de-

colorized.

Still as large as at end of second

month ; cloi fibrinous ; convo-
luted Willi paler.

One half an inch in iliameter

;

central clot converted into a
radiatingciciitri.\: theextoriml

wail tolerably thick and c<<n-

voluted.but without anv bright
vellow colour.
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Some of the Graafian follicles never burst; they attain a

certain degree of maturity, then atrophy and disappear.

An ovnm is a large spheroidal cell surrounde > by a trans-

«. 6. » -Canm lute* of dUTerent period.. B, corpiw luteum of about the "«* week

*riuriSSSS»S^.howmg ito 5^cated fonn at that penod. i, .ub-tance of the

^^™r^SSje of the ooiin* luteum; ». a (treyij* .«»f^,l? ^^LwrJi;
flSteion.) aTootpu. luteum two days after deUvenr ; D, m the twelfth week after

deUvery. (Montsometr-)

NucIeuB or germinal vesicle.

Nucleolus or germinal spot.

-Space left by retraction of

protoplasm.

-Protoplasm containing yolk

spheruleM.

Vitelline membrane.

Fig. 614.—A human oTum. (Cadiat.)

iw 6is.-Germinai epithelium of the »urfa«, of the ovary of fivt- daj*' chick, a, smaU
Dig. 015. utnum

1
^^^J^JJ^^g

. ^ i,^^^ ovoblasts. (Cadiat.)

narent striated membrane called the vitelline membiane, or zona

pellHcida. The protoplasm is tilled with largo fatty and albu-

minous granules {t/olk sphei^e,), except in the part around the

nucleus, which is comparatively free from these granules. It

K.H,
» F
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containa a nucleus which has the usual structure of nuclei
;
there

is generally one very well-marked nucleolus. The nucleus and

nucleolus are still often called by their old names, germuml vesicle

and germinal spot respectively. An attraction sphere, not shown

in the figure, is also present.

The ova and the epithelium of the Graafian follicles are

developed from the germinal epithelium which in the embryo

forms a thick layer over the ovary ; cords of these cells, solid in

some animals, tubular in others, grow down into the stroma, and

in time these are broken up into nests by ingrowths of the stroma.

Each nest represents a primitive Graafian follicle. In this, one

of a human nterua at the period of commenciM

nd other peculiaritiei of the slandg, d, d, d, with

iirface of the organ. Twice the natuial sue.

Fig. 616.—Section of the lining membrane l

pteKnancy diowing the arrangement and 1

aSr oriflcea, o, a, a, on the internal surface <

cell in particular becomes enlarged to form the ovum; the

remainder form the epithelium of the follicle.

The PaUopian tubes have externally a serous coat derived

from the peritoneum, then a muscular coat (longitudinal fibres

outside, circular inside), and niost internally a very vascular

mucous membrane thrown into longitudinal folds, and covered

with ciliated epithelium.

The uterUB consists of the same three layers. The muscular

coat is, however, very thick and is made up of two strata imper-

fectly separated by connective tissue and blood-vessels. <Jf
these

the thinner outer division is the true muscular coat, the fibres of

which are arranged partly longitudinally, partly circularly. The

inner division i^^ very thick ; its fibres run chiefly in a circular direc-

tion ; the extreiiities of the uterine glands extend into its internal

surface. It is in fact a much hypertrophied muscularis mucosa;.

The mucous membrane is thick, and consists of a corium of soft

connective tissue, lined with ciliated epithelium ;
this is continued

down into long tubular glands which have as a rule a convoluted

course. In the cervix he glan4s are shorter. Near the os

uteri the epithelium l>ecomes stratified ; stratified epithelium also

lines the vagina.
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At each menstrual period the uterus becomes congested, and

some of the 'ilood-vesaels of the mucous membrane are ruptured

;

the blood, together with the secretion of the glands and some

epithelial ddbria from the surface, constitutes the menstrual flow,

which usually lasts two or three days. The amount of destruction

of the surface epithelium is not, however, a marked phenomenon

;

still less is there any disintegration of the deeper parts of the

mucous membrane.

For a description of the mammary glands see p. 460.

CHAPTER LVIII.

DEVELOPMENT.

The description of the origin and formation of the tissues and

organs constitutes the portion of biological science known as

embryology. This subject is a large one, and many books are

written which have for their exclusive object its elucidation. All

one can possibly attempt in a physiological text-book is the

merest outline of the principal facts of development.

In our descriptions throughout we shall endeavour to speak of

the development of the mammal principally; it will not be

possible to do so altogether, for many of the facts which are

believed to be true of the mammal (man included) have only been

actually seen in the lower animals. That they occur in the

higher animals is a matter of inference.

It will, however, add interest to the subject to draw some of

our descriptions from the lower animals ;
for the scientific dis-

cussion of embrvology must always start from a wide survey of

the whole animal kingdom. Without entering into any argu-

ments in relation to the Darwinian theory of evolution, it will be

sufficient to state in general terms that the series of changes which

occur in the embryological history of the highest animals, form a

compressed picture of the changes which have taken place in their

historical development from lower types.

The Ovum.

The human ovum is like that of other manuualH, a small

spherical body about ,\^ to ^U "'^^l^ "' diameter; it is an

organised animal cell consisting of a niasH of protoplasm enclosmg

a nucleus and attraction sphere. The prot..plusni, however, also

.\ V -i
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contains a granular -terial jit^Uine
^^^^^^^^^

„ourishe« the P«>*oP^^^« ^;, the chapter preceding this,

formed in the ovary »
f^?"^ ^^J^f^hangeB from ovum to

In many a«>'°*^*«.;^,^*J?!'JX of the parent, but outside of

adult take place, not
-J^'^^^^^J .^^me^ from the mother

;

it. The egg can therefore denve no
.^ ^^^^

^t' r ruTLT^Lti'^^' the eggs of birds, reptUes.

abundant. It is Que w- "..
, ^^j^n ovum. Each,

.„d«Ae»«e» much tajgert^n the ^-^^ ^^ y„„
however, i» stiU eMentmlly ' ^S''J, '

.^ieh is alone com-

^i,M. The y*",?^ °'

*'h»
'
n^t a whitish speek or

p.„ble to the "'7'°»'r. ""Zmettr in thi. the nucleus or

S.<ric»(a «*""'. *.'"^;?,*'r,hei and to the surrounding

SpTsL^nS :il'a^:'anS ^':th gcs on. the rest o, the

-•srrw^rrwiju'S.^.^^p^^-^
ealled holchMic ; but those like th« hens^eg^

„bdivides, .re

SeS':^TSf 'Ttera^"Cer:r«.a.- -«"^

"C^re o, the -:^t";Carts"';:ti^s:at"r,
(p. 80,). The su^m^-g -"• P^''^^

the%..-,^yi', which

rate m some anm»ls, by a »n a'' "
„ ^ave descnbed

:trXTS'^rre withto the son. pellucida.

OtangeB in the Ovum proviou. to FMundation.

The most imporunt change is the ^JP^-^^IrUdefSJiS

fa.ts relating to the >«^Pf^"f
"" "^'

""t ll ^
ovum were tot made cmt ^y^'l^'^^Zeru. ; they have

- the ova of «-"f7,;jtigtrUmala; and, though they

been verified m ""
^J ^'^^^^^^i, the human ovum, there is

Vvivp never been actualij set-"

Tcr h::^,rrgr3cdr^^^^^^^^^ - -

• ^^-^^^iF^iflsa^isKa^
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loses its investing membrane, and undergoes the changes associated

with karyokinesis. In some cases, however, the chromosomes do

not undergo longitudinal splitting, but divide mto two equal

^ups wWch forS the bases of the two new nuclei. The spmdle

lies at first horizontally under the outer circumference of the cell.

At each end of the spindle an attraction nphere is situated; the

granules of the protoplasm take a radial arrangement around the

two attraction spheres. The spindle then becomes vertical, and

the nucleus divides into two; the upper daughter mic^s with a

thin investment of protoplasm is extruded from the body of the

cell The other daughter nucleus remains within the ovum ;
it

does not return to the resting stage, but proceeds at once to

repeat the process, and a second polar globule is e^tr.uied, so

that only a quarter of the original nucleus remains within the

ovum; this is then called the frmale pronv4:lem, and it travels

towards the centre of the ovum. The first polar globule often

divides into two after it is extruded.

Simultaneously the ovum shrinks, not only from the loss of the

polar globules; but also from a shedding out of liquid which

SliectT between the ovum and the zona pellucida -^ « -"^^

the perivitelline fluid. In this, later on, spermatozoa which have

penetrated the zona pellucida, may be seen swimming.

Impregnation.

We now have a somewhat shrunken ovum possessing a female

pronucleus. Impregnation or fertilization consists m the embed-

ding of the head (nucleus) and middle portion of one spermatozoon

in !he protoplasm of the ovum; the tail is lost and the male

attraction sphere originally contained in the middle piece «f the

spermatozoon ha« around it the same star-like arrangement of the

p^rotoplasmic granules of the ovum which we described around

llTfemaXo aUractiou sphere. The head of the spermatozoon

is now called the nmle prontu^le^is ; it travels to the female pro-

i.ucleus, and in some animals may for a time leave a distmct

chmnel marking its pathway. Having reached the female pro-

nucleus, it fuses with it and forms an oru.nary nucleus. The

whole cell so produced is then often called the bla^mphtre.

A great deal of discussion has taken place as to the meaning

of the discharge of the polar globules. Fertilization consists m

bringing to the ovum of a certain amount of germinal p asma

from another individual or male, and Weismaun assumes that it

is necesmxry that the ovum, prior to development, shou, 1 get rid

lH3th of its old histogenctic plasma, and of so much germ iml

plasma {i.e. matter endowed with heredity) as may be brought to
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it by the spermatozoon. This is effected by the extrusk.. oUhe

two wlar KlobuleB. The second polar globule is the one which

c^ntiSs the gern^inal plasma, or the hereditary -ale e ement

ZiZe animalB which can reproduce t^^ir specic« f^mny

generations without the intervention of a fresh male (partheno-

L««iR^ the second polar globule is not extruded.

%Tg ^7 r^pr"e.ra fertilized ovum, and if its appearance is

comSr^llith thatof the ovarian ovum (fig. ^u), there is not

rcHnatomical distinction to be noticed between he two Je
fertilized ovum is rather smaller, as it has discharged the polar

globuLs and the perivit^lline fluid, and ^^^ -cleus is com^se^^^^

male and female elements ; but great indeed is the phj Biological

rfference between the two, for the fertilized ovum now .s a n^

individual, though in a very -dimentary ^ondi^^^^^^^^ Th^-

place in the Fallopian

tube of the mammal

as the ovum travels

towards the uterus,

and then the process

of segmentation or

cell division begins.

There is no doubt

that the important

hereditary substance

is contained in the

chromosomes of the

nucleus. Of these an

-peri'viMlint
liquid

Hohrgiobyh$

Fig. 617. -The fertilued ovum, or WaBtoBphere.

equal number is contributed by each sex, and in the
«»^>«!;M"J"^

Sll division that occurs, the number of chromosomes m the

nucleus is therefore always an even number.

Segmentation.

The ovum first divides into two cells, then each of

f^^^^l^
two again, and so on ; until at last it consists of a mulberry-hke

nTl^ 1 ttle celk, all still enclosed within the zona pelUicida.

?rep^ a globules are soon lost to view. Cell division is al*-ays

acconCnicd by the usual karyokinetic changes m the nucleus^

On cutang a section through the embryo at this stage it is found

S ruBist'of a single layer of cells arrang^i aroim a c n^^^^

cavitv filled with fluid shed out from the cells. Ihis is caiiea

Zlla tula stage or the stage of the unilnminar (one layered)

l^/^W Tht cells by mutual compression become columnar

in siape, and soon the cells are arranged two layers deep; the

.'.-p-ii..;
•
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formation of the second layer within the first differs in different

animals. In amphioxus and many of the invertebrates, it is

formed by a process of invagination ; that is, a portion of the

surface layer is gradually pushed in until it completes a »econa

layer within the first ; the orifice of invagination is called the

Uattopore, and corresponds to a primitive mouth opening into a

primitive alimentary cavity sur-

rounded by the inner layer of cells.

In mammals, the cells which are

going to form the second layer take

up a central position from the very

start, and the outer cells by multi-

Fig. 619.—impregTUited egg, witt

oonuneucement of foinution of

embryo ; thowing the area ger-

minatiTa or embryonic «pot, the

area pellucida, and the primitive

groove and itreok. (Dalton.)

plying more quickly than the inner

ones grow round and enclose them.

This is the gastrula stage or the

staj?c of the bilaminar blnstodei-m.

Then a third layer is formed be-

tween the other two, and thus we

arrive at the stage of the trilaminar

hlasKxlenn. The three layers are called from without inwards

tl»e epiUast, viesobkut, and hypobla»t, or the ectoilemi, viesodervi,

and endod-rvi.
, , ^ • * ^

Wo must next study the way in which the mesoblast is formed

between the other two layers. When the outer suvface of the ovum

is viewed from above, a streak or shadow is visible
;
this occurs

first at its posterior end, and it gradually extends towards tlie

Fig. 618.—DiasntuUB of the various

stages of cWvageof the o\Tjm.

(Dalton.)
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anterior end. It » due to a thickening of the epiblaat, the cells

of which multiply 80 that they are several layers deep. Ihis

appearance is called the pri/»»<»w rtrea*.

This is soon marked by a narrow groove along its centre, which

is called the primitive groove (fig. 619.)

If we cut a transverse section through the ovum at this period,

we have the appearonce presented in the next figure (fig. 620;.

SSk^fllled with yolk «»«'J». 4'"^''^.'™%*?1^5r
^' ^

iBinidUtdyunderlyWtbe»gmentation cavity. (Stricter.)

The actual preparation is from a chick's egg ; the cicatricula

has divided into a number of cells, and these are arranged m two

layers, epiblast and hypoblast, but these, instead of surrou'idmg

the whole ovum, lie spread out on the surface of the yo.k. Ihis

part of the embryo is subsequently pinched oflF from the yoiJ-«ac.

The area which actually gives rise to the embryo is called the

vj- f;,. Tr^nKveree section through einbr)'0 chick (a6 hour.), «,epiblart
;
Mneroblart ;

^*-
1!h^^^TT^^'^^ at primiVive Ktn^aV ; ^ pnuHUve groove. (Klem.)

terminal disc, and the area opa^a in the middle, seen at the left

extremity of the figure, is the opacity produced by the primitive

streak, and this is seen to be caused by the proliferation of

epiblastic cells, so that at this point they come into close contact

with the hypoblast

Fie 621 shows a rather later stage ; this mass of cells, chieHv

epiblastic (d), gives origin to the intermediate layer or meso-

blast (A) which grows between the other two layers.

71
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The mesoblant, however, is not exclusively epiblHOtio m ongm,

for some of the cells in the mass d, fig. 621. are doubtle«K

hvpoblastic. Moreover, certain large 'formative cells seen in

dr620 M and in the next figure (fiy. 622), originate from hypo-

blast and wander into th. middle layer, and it is these cells

which give origin to the coLiiective-tiasues and blood-vessola.

^Xi iL&, of toe la^'' fonnative ceU." a.^ .^n containinR the.o umnule..

(Strieker.

)

The three layers of the blastodorni show from the first

distinctive characters ; the epibUiHt and hypoblahL \nc^<iM tl.e

appearance of epithelium, whereas the mesoblast is coiaiK>8e<l of

cells which are not arranged close

together, and many of them are

branched.

The primitive streak and groove

are evanescent structures; they

indicate the longitudinal axis of

the embryo, but they are soon

replaced by a new and larger

groove. This is formed by two

new thickenings of epiblast which

rise up like walls on each side of

the middle line ; they are united

together in front, and they extend

backwards, enclosing and then

(fig. 623) obliterating the primitive

groove.

These two walls are called the

medullary plates or the d^mal ridges ; the valley between them is

called the viedullary groove ; this is t!io first appearance 01 the

central nervous system. They approach one another, and meet in

the middle line, and so convert the medullary groove into a canal.

Fig. 624 shows this .liagrauimaticlly in transverse section.

The epiblastic cells ".iiich line the moduUury canal are. by the

union of the two dorsal ri.iges, entirely cut ol • from the surface

Fig. 6jj Embn-onio areH of a rabbit's

ovum (7 days;. /w., primitivf

fitreak and frroove ; »i.,7., medullarj-

groove ; <i.r.. dorsal ridge. (After

Kiilliker.)
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epiblast ; these cells multiply und the Uibe of cpiblast gets much

thicker ; anteriorly it forms the brain ami itts cavity the cerebral

Teutricles ; behind this it forms the spinal cord with its central

canal. The nerves grow out from brain and cord at a later date.

m m

fw. 6a4 —DianMB "^ tnuuroiM recticm throagh an embiyo b«fon the dotiiif-in of the

mcdulUuT gnoTe. «, cella of epibUwt lining tha mcduUarr groore which will form

the ndnBl emd: *, enibhut; d, hrpoblMt; eA, notocbord ; «, protovertebre ; tp,

meaoMMt ; w. eage of ooimJ ridge, folding orer medullaiy groove. (KuUiker.)

The same diagram shows that the mesoblast is collected into

large masses on each side of the neural canal ; these arc called the

protovertebree ; a rod of cells has been also pinched off from the

Fig. 62^.—Embryo of dog. Tlie neural groove, a, in not yet cloned, and at it« upper or

cephdiic end presentu three dilatation*, n, which correspond to the Miree divisions or

vesiclefi of the brain. At its lower extremity the (froove presents a laiiii l-«hfti>e<i dilata-

tion (sinus rhonihoidalis . < . Along the bottom of the proove is observed a famt

strealc, which is the notochord. o, Dorsal ridges. (Bischoff.j

hypoblast, and is seen in transverse section (ch) ; it is called the

notoehmd.

Fig. 625 shows a surface view of the embryo at rather a later

stage. The union of the dorsal ridges takes place first about the

neck of the future embryo ; they soon after unite over the region

of the head, while the closing in of the groove progresses much
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more slowly towardg the hinder extremity of the embryo

medullary groove is by no mean» of

uniform diameter throughout, and

even before the dorsal ridges have

united over it, is seen to be di-

lated at the anteiior extremity and

obscurely divided by constrictions

into the three primary cerebral

vesicles. The part from which the

spinal cord is formed is of nearly

uniform calibre, while towards the

posterior extremity is a lozenge-

shaped dilatation, which is the last

part to close in.

The notochord is just visible

underneath the neural canal.

The thickenings of the mesoblast

called the jyrotovertebros are not

continuous longitudinal structures

like the neural canal and notochord,

but consist of a number of quadri-

lateral masses situated down each

side of the neural canal. They

are seen in fig. 626, which also

shows the primitive heart, and other

structures to be descril^ed later

on. The neural or modulliiry

groove has by this time been quite

closed in.

A transverse section through the

embryo at this or a rather later

stage (fig. 627) shows the points

already mentioned, but there is also

seen a splitting of the general meso-

blast into two layers. One adheres

to the epiblast and is called the

parietal mesoblast, or soniatopleur

;

the other adheres to the hypoblast

and is called the visceral mesoblast

or splanchnopleur; the space be-

tween them is the body-cavity,

ccelom or pleuro-peritoneal cavity ; it

is subdivided subsequently into the

pericardium and peritoneum.

811

The

Fi». 626.—Embryo chick (36 hourw).

viewed from beneatti M » transpa-

rent object (magnitted). ;)/,outlme

of pellucid area; Fll, fore-brain, or

flrrt cerebral vesicle : from lU wden

nroiect op, the optic vcgicle«; .S".

tacVward limit of .lomatopleur

fold, " tucked in " under head ;
«,

head-fold of true amnion ; a . re-

flected layer of amnion, »ometm»e»

termed " false nmni-m
;

" »p. back-

ward limit of ej i'U>c'">"P'^"'' 'olds,

along which run the omphalo-mra-

enteric veins uniting to form A, the

heart, which in continued forwards

Into *", the bulbuH arteriosus ; ('.

the fore-rot, lying behind the heart,

and having a wide crescentic open-

ing between the splanchnopleur

folds ; nn, hind-brain ; 3JII. miil-

brain; pi, protovertebrie lymg

behind the fore-gut ; m^, Unt- of

junction of medullary folds and of

notochord ; ch, front end of noto-

chord ; 'T-', vertebral pUtes :
pr,

the primitive groove at its caudal

end. (Foster and Balfour.)

cavities of t'tie pleurte,
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Head and Tail Folds. Body-cavity.—Y^sevy vertebrate animfll

consists essentially of a longitudinal axis (vertebral column) with

a neural canal above it, and a body-cavity (contannng the

alimentary canal) beneath.

(Foster and Balfour.)

We have seen how the earliest rudiments of the central axis

and the neural canal are formed ; we must now consider how the

general body-cavity is developed. In the earliest stages the embryo

lies flat on the surface of the yolk, and is not clearly marked off

?™>^^'n in thp"mOTt" which marks off the overhanging head from the amnion : D,

Ti?™ epfblast. mesoblaat, hypoblast. (Foster and Balfour.)

from the rest of the blastoderm ; but gradually the head-fold, a

crescentic depression (with its concavity backwards), is formed m

the blastoderm, limiting the head of the embryo; the blastoderm

is tucked in under the head, which thus comes to project

above the general surface of the membrane : a similar tucking in
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Of blaatoderm takea place at the caudal extremity, and thua the

head- and tail-folds are formed.

^milar depressions mark off the embryo laterally, m.t.1 it .

compTetely suLunded by a sort of moat whi.h ^t overhangs on

all Les. and which clearly defines it from the yolk. It w 1
e

underst;)d that in mammals the yolk-sac is comparatively

'°This moat runs in further and further all round beneath the

overhanlg embryo, till the latter comes to resemble a canoe

turned upfide-down the ends and middle being, as it were.

deSS m by the fdding or tucking in of the blastoderm, while

ofthe ventrd surface there i still a large
---"-f

^
-^'^^

lie yolk, corresponding to the well or undecked portion of the

'"
TOs communication between the embryo and the yolk is gra-

dually c^n^cted by the further tucking in of the blastoderm fi-om

all iLrun it becomes narrowed down, a^ by an invisible con-

stricting band, to a mere pedicle which passes out of the body of

the embrvo at the point of the future umbilicus.

The dmvnwardly folded portions of blastoderm are termed the

^"?i:fsttee that the body-cavity is formed by the dowii...rd

folding of the visceral plates, just as the neural ^^-^'^y '« P o^

clnred bv the upward growth of the dorsal lamina:, the ditterence

Sttrrthe viscfral or ventral lamina,, all three layers of

nrflin^ in rrlplanchnopleur, lined, by hypoblast

ninches off a portion of the yolk-sac, enclosmg t in the

Cycavity. This forms the nidiment of the alimentary caiia

.

which It this period ends blindly towards the head and tail

Ihlle in the cenL it communicates at first freely, and then by a

narrow tube with the yolk-sac.

The cavity within the hypoblast thus becomes d vided into t>^o

portions which communicate through the v.telhne due
>

^

Portion within the body gives rise, as above stated, t^jhe ^^^

Tve canal, and that outside the bc^y remains for «ome
^^^^

the umbilical vesicle or yolk-sac (fig. 629, v). The hypoblast

ormtog the epithelium of the intestine is continuous wi h the

S membrane of the umbilical vesicle, while the visceral pla e

of tie me" blast is continuous with the outer layer of the umbili-

'*Vhe atove details will be clear on reference to the accompany-

inJ diagmms some of which, however, allude to structures we

a'e notTyet touched upon. We may here mention three

^
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other terms that arc employed. The part of the primitive

alimentary canal enclosed by the head-fold is called the fore-gut

;

that enclosed by the tail-fold is called the hind-gut ; the remainder

is called the mid-gut.

We have now seen the way in which a distinct embryo with

foreshadowings of the future organs is formed. In subsequent

Kg, 629.—Dutsrammntic section showincr the relation in a mammal between the primitive

alimentary canal and the membranes of the ovum. The sta^ represented in thia

diagram corresponds to that of the fifteenth or seventeenth day m the human embryo,
previous to tiie expansion of the allantoia ; e, the vfflons chorion ; a, the amnion ; a',

the place of convergence of the amnion and reflexion of the false amnicm a'' a", or

outer or corneous layer ; e, the head and trunk of the embryo, compri8in{[ the primitive

vertebra and cerebro-spinal axis ; 1, i, the simple alimentary canal in its upper and
lower portions. Immediately beneath the right hand t is seen tlie fcetal heart, \jiag

in the anterior part of the pleuro-peritoneal cavity ; v, the yolk-sac or umbilical veade

;

n, the viteUo-uiteatinal opening ; u, the allantois connected by a pedicle with the

h^er portion of the alimentary canal. (Quain.)

sections we shall have to study the way in which each set of

.organs is elaborated from these primitive structures. We may
conclude this section by giving a list of the organs which are

formed from the several primary embryonic layers :

—

I. From Epiblast.—a. The epidermis and its appendages.

b. The nervous system, both central and peripheral.

c. The epithelial structures of the sense-organs.
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d. The epithelium of the mouth, the enamel of the teeth.

e. The epithelium of the nasal passages.

/. The epithelium of the glands opening on the skin and into

the mouth, and nasal passages.

g. The muscular fibres of the sweat-glands.

2. Prom Mesoblast.—a. The skeleton and all the connective-

tissues of the body.

6. All the muscles of the body except those of the sweat-

glands.

c. The vascular system, including the lymphatics, serous mem-

branes, and spleen.

d. Tht- urinary and generative organs, except the epithelium of

the bladder aud urethra.

The Somatopleur forms the osseous, fibrous, and muscular tissues

of the body-wall including the true skin.

The Splanchnopleur forms the fibrous and muscular walls of

the alimentary canal, the vascular system, and the urino-genital

organs.

3. From Hypoblast.—a. The epithelium of the alimentary

canal from the back of the mouth to the anus, and that of all the

glands which open into this part of the alimentary tube.

b. The epithelium of the respiratory cavity.

c. The epitheliiun of the Eustachian tube and tympanum.

d. The epithelium lining the vesicles of the thyroid.

e. The epithelial nests of the thymus.

/. The epithelium of the bladder and urethra.

The FoBtal Membranes.

This subject will be best understood by taking a view (fig. 630)

of the uterus and its contents after the formation of all the

membranes. We can then pass to the way in which the several

membranes are formed.

The uterus, the muscular walls of which are hypertrophied, is

lined by a greatly thickened mucous membrane, which is called

the decidua, because after the delivery of the child it comes away

from the uterus with the other membranes. The decidua is

divided into three parts; the lining of the uterine cavity is

called the decidua vera (dv) ; a continuation of tJiia reflected over

the foetus and its membranes is called the deriJua reflexa (dr)

;

the portion of the decidua vera which is situated within ..he line

of attachment of the decidua reflexa is called the decidua

serotina (ds). These membranes are maternal in origin. Within

the decidua reflexa are situated the foetal membranes ; the outer-
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most of these is called the cAonon ; at first this is covered with

"Ui cmiuSning blood-vessels ; the villi dip into the -rrou"d ig

decidua. but soon all of thein atrophy and disappear except

those that dip into tho decidua se«>tina, where they become

%te' £^1^ really formed by a fusion of two f«tal mem-

F^,. 63o.-Di.p«unatic view of a vertical t'^-Jf^^^t^^S^^ht'ca'XS* or etehth week of vrf^''^''r:'''r''^r^°^^^Saov^U<», and ate' into the

the decidua, opening »* .Vi""*,^^' L nlue of muSu; d v, decidua vera; d .-.

cavity of the cervix, which » <^°»??.''?^PJ??„i; ™Sitoice- d«. decidua serotina.

deSS...«flex^ with the^ipM^r vJl-
jf^**^ Se*S,SSSB plaie^- The totu.

involving the more developed <*°"^^ °Jjrt^,r^S « -^en the umbiUfal

U «en If^ in the amniotic »«
: Pf^^^jJ^'^n the^U of the chorion ; also .th«

^crtlhrS^SrwCh*}l^"M"S'\^t^'- *« '^'^ "^^ ^''''™"-

(Allen Thonuon.)

branes ; the false amnion and the allantois ; the allantois begins

as an outgrowth from the hind-gut ; the ^"-e'^WaHt-h'clf covers

it becomL developed into blood-vessels, and thus he fajse

an. non to which it becomes adherent is vascularised
;
the mam

ve^^-ls in the stalk of the allantois convey blood to and fro

between the f(«tus and the pfacen«». The placenta is lormed
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partly of maternal tissue (decidua terotina); \ rtly ot foetal

tissue {chorion). Within the chorion is another ftetal mem-

brane, which is attached to the ventral wall of the embryo;

it is called the amnion. This forms a sheath to the allantoic

stalk or umbilical cord, and is then reflected over the rest of the

embryo. In the umbilical cord are seen the remains of the yolk-

Fig. 63 1. -Diagram of an early stage of the formation of the human plaonita. a,

embryo ; », amnion ; e, placental vesseU ; d, decidua refleM ; «, chorion ; /, placental

villi; gr, mucous memi>rane or decidua vera. (Cadiat)

sac or umbilical vesicle. The amnion is filled with amniotic fluid

in which the foetus floats, and is thus pi-otected from external

violence. The os uteri is clo83d by a plug of mucus.

Fig. 631 is a rather more diagrammatic view of the same

structures in outline, the villi over the general surface of the

chorion having disappeared.

Developmeiit of the Decidua.

The ovum which has been fertilised in the Fallopian tube usually

arrives in the uterus in the condition uf the trilaminar blastoderm.

It is larger than the undeveloped ovum, but still It is extremely

f/nall. The mucous membrane (decidua) becomes thicker, more

pulpy, and has longer glands than it would have had if fertilisation

had not occurred. In this the ovum is speedily imbedded,

usually near the fundus of Ibe uteru; ; the mucous membrane

grows over the little ovum and encloses it, and so the decidua

K.P. 3 G
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reflexa « formed ; the decidua Herotina « that part of the decidua

Tern which inte;ve„e« between the ovum and the uterme wall

witl.in the circle of attachment of the decidua reflexa.

"
W h tL Hut^uent growth of the ovum, the decidua reflexa

expld8 also, encroaching more and more on the utenno cavity,

and ultimately coming into contact with the decidua vera, with

"'it'glanl'of the decidua were at one time supposed to receive

the V llous outgrowths of the chorion. It has smce been shown

thit these gr«w into the substance between the glands. The

irhowever, furnish a secretion called utenneM which

ti tthe nouri'sh-aent of the embryo previous
^J»^-«^f«^^

meut of the placental circulation. Later m the glands are

'"
The'dSdua serotina is the p.rt which undergoes most change ;

an irregular spongy tissue is formed in this situation; and the

spa es fn the Lnge^^^^^^ ^'^ ^^^^ ^'"^ ^^°^
' '

u' «P«"^«TJ^
orvlular spaces is incompletely divided into what are called

cLr/^* by Tbrous bands; and each cotyledon receives a much

S'phi^ chorionic villus. It is this conjunction of chorionic

Sw[th decidual tissue that makes up the placenU, which at

Idl term is seven or eight inches across and weighs nearly a

^Tlfe placenta is the situation where the foetus receives its

nutrimen and its oxygen. There is no direct cornmunication

between the vascular systems of the mother and f^tus. The

Ifnuset of the placenta are filled with maternal biood from the

1 terine arteries ; the uterine veins carry it away
;
but in theseS spaces the tufts of f(etal blood-vessels are hanging. Oxygen

anT^auKent pU through the walls of the foetal blood-vessels

frl the material to the" fetal blood, and carbonic acid, urea

and other waste products pass in the contrary direction. The

?ll blo^ leavesV f<Btus by the two umbilical arteries, which

are the terminal branches of the fcetal aorta; these pass m the

Ilk of the allantois to the placenta, and after undergoing

oxygenation in the placental tufts the blood returns by the

umbilical vein to the foetus once more.

Development of the Foetal Membranes.

-me Yolk-sac—We have already considered th. way in

which the body of the embrjo is pinched off from the yolk-sac.

Numerous blc^-vessels are developed in its wall, and the
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nutriment thus absorbed from it \n\saes to the foetal heart by two

veins called the omphnlo-mfSfnttrie

vein*. The blood-vessels are first

formed at the circumference of a

clear area surrounding the embryo

;

and the place where they are situated

is called the vascular area. This is

shown about the natural size in the

hen's egg in fig 632.

In birds the yolk-sac affords

nutriment till the end of incuba-

tion, and the omphalo-mesenteric

vessels are developed to a corre-

sponding degree ; but in mammalia

the office of the umbilical vesicle

?Uf. 6i2.—Diagram »howing vas-

cular area fn the chick, a, area

peUucida ; b, area vaaculosa

;

c, area viteUioa.

Fig. 635.

Figs 633, 634, and 635.—Diagrams showingthreeBucceaaive stages of development. Trana-

verse vertical sections. The yolk-sac, gt, is seen progressively dimimshir r m sue.

In the embryo itself the medullary canal and notochord are seen in sect a. a,m
Fig. 621, the alimentary canal, becoming pinched off from the yolk->4ac; a', m
lower figure, alimentuv canal completely closed ; a, in last two figures, amnion ; ac,

cavity of amnic filled with amniotic fluid ; ;»^>. space between amnion and chonon

continuoi'B with .ue pleuro-peritoneal cavity inidde the body ; vt, vitelline membrane,

or zona pillucidi; ; ys. yolk-sac, or timbilical vesicle. (Foster and Balfour.)

ceases at a very early period, as the quantity of the yolk

is small, and the embryo soon becomes independent of it by
.3 2
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the connections it fom.H with the parent. Moreover, n. birds,

L the sac is emptied, it in «ni.h.ally .Iniwn n,to the al.. omen

through the .unbiHcal opening?, which then closes over .t
:

hut .n

mammalia it alwavs remains on the outside; and as it .s

rniptiea it contmcis (tig. 635), shrivels up, and together >^th

the part of its duct external > the abdomen, is aeUichcd and

disaiLars. either l>cfore or at the terminatio,, of intn-utcnne

life, the period of its disappearance varying in diftcrent orders of

'"\vheVblood-vessels begin to be developed, they ramify largely

over the walls of the umbilical vesicle, and are actively concenie.1

absorbing its contents and conveying them away for the
m
nutrition of the embryo.

„ i^^
At an early stage of development of the foetus, and some time

before the completion of the changes which have been just

de8cril.ed, two important structures, called respectively the

amnion and the allantoit, begin to be formed.

Amnion—The amnion ie produced as follows :-Beyond the

head- and tail-folds before described (p. 812), the somatopleur

coated by epiblast, is raised into folds, which grow 'HYvrchmg

over the embryo, not only anteriorly and postenorly but also

laterally, and all converging towards one point over its dorsal

'""The'/oldstol only come into contact but coalesce The inner of

the two lavors forms the true amnion ; it is composed externally of

mesoblast^and is lined by epiblast ; the outer layer is termed the

false amnion; it is composed externally of epiblast and is lined

by mesoblast. It coalesces with the inner surface of the remains

of the original vitelline membrane or zona pellucida.

The cavity between the true amnion and the external surface

of the embryo becomes a closed space, termed the amniotic cavity

^"^Atliratfthe amnion closely invests the embrjo, but it becomes

gradually distended with fluid (liquor amnii), v,hich, as pregnancy

advances, reaches a considerable quantity.

This fluid consists of water containing small quantities ot

albumin, urea, and salts. Its chief function during gestation

appears to be the mechanical one of affording equal support to the

embryo on all sides, and of protecting it as lar as possible fn>m

the effects of blows and other injuries to the abdomen of the

mother It is an exudation from both foetal and maternal blood

;

the urea in it comes from the foetal urine, which is passed into it

lu the later months of pregnancy.

On referring to figs. 633, 634 and 635, it will be obvious that
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Fig. 636.—Hunwn em-
biyo of fifth week
with umbiUol reei-

cle; about natural
«ize. (Dalton.) Vhe
humar ^iiit'al ve-

iole _ ' excend*
the niii a muiU
pea.

Pig. 6j7. — Dtagmm of
fecundated en. u,

umbilical vedlcle ; h,

amniotic cavity ; c,

allantuiii. (Dalton.)

the cavitv outHido the nninioi), l)ctwofii it and the fulHO amnion,

i8 continuoiw with the pleiiro-peritonetil cuvity iit the unjbilicus.

ThiM cavity in not entirely ohlitemte«l even

at birth, and containH a Htnall (juantity of

tluid, which is diHchar^'cd (hiring' parturition

either before, or at the

same tinie an the anuiio-

tie ihiid.

Allantois. — Into

this space the allantois

sprouts out, its forma-

tion commencii!)^ <hirinj?

the development of the

amnion.

Growing out from the

hinder portion of the in-
. . , 1 / c / \ amniotic cavity

;

testinal canal(<',hg.037), aiiantoU. (Dalu

with which it communi-

cates, the allantois is at firet a solid pear-shaped mass of splanch-

nopleur; it becomes vesicular by the projection into it of a

hollow outgrowth of hypoblast. The

hyiioblast, however, does not extend very

far. The mesoblastic part of the allantois

very soon becomes vascular, and insinuates

itself between the amniotic folds, just de-

scribed. It iinites with the outer of the

two folds (false amni' 1), which has itself,

as before said, become one with the re-

mains of extertial investing r embntne of

the egg. As it grows, the allantois be-

comes exceedingly vascular ; in birds it

envelops the whole embryo—taking up

vessels to the outer investing membrane

of the egg, and lining the inner surface of

the shell with a vascular membrane, by

these means affording an extensive surface

in which the blood may be aerated. In

the human subject and in other mam-

malia, the vessels carried by the allan-

tois are ultimately distributed only to

a special part of the false amnion, where,

by interlacement with the vascular sy.^.om

of the mother, the placenta is developed.

In mammalia, as the visceral Ian se close iu the abdominal

Fig. 638. - FecxindaU'il egg
with allantois nearly
complete, n, inner layer

of amniotic fold ; b, outer
laver of ditto ; c, point
wfaere the amniotic folds

come in contact. The
allantoiit is seen pene-
tratin)^ between tbeouter
aud inner layers of the
amniotic folds. This
fll^re, which repre jnts

only the amniotic folds

and the parts within
them, should be com-
pared with figs. 629, 630,

m which will be found
the structures external
to these folds. (Dalton.)
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cttvitv, the nlhintow ia tlieru».y dividwl iit tlu- miil.iliiUH into two

portioiiH ; the outer imrt, cxteinliiig fi >iu the mnhilicus to the

ekurion, t^m Hhrivel» ; while the inner part rcnniininj? m the

abdomen, iH in jMirt eonverted into the urinary bladder ;
the jwrtion

of the inner jMirt not ho conveited, extendH from the liladcler to the

umbilicMiB, nn r the name of the wirhut. Alter birtii the um-

bihcal eonl, an<l »vitli it the external atid Hhrivelled portion of the

ftUantoiH, are east oil' at the nmblHeus, while the wnchu* remains

as an injiwrvious cord stretched fnnn the t<»p of the urinary

bladder to the umbiliciw, in the middle line of the body, imme-

diately beneath the parietal layer of the iwritoneum.

Fig. 6j«.
Fig. 640.

„. . • 4.„ „ nVnrinn with villi The villi are nhown to be bent develop* d In the

^"^^ ;?'k ihorion^ wl^h th "anHntoiTi. extending ; th» portion ultimately be-™ the pUc^."a° K .pace l*tw«.n the true and U\m amnion ;;. amniotic caTity

;

J^tiafion oTthe inuUlne. .l.owinif iu connection with the umbilical ve«de ;
e. um-

bilical veaiele ; /, wtuaUon of heart and veMela ; g, allantou.

The Chorion.—This is formed by the fusion of three

membranes, namely, the original vitelline membrane, the outer

layer of the amniotic fold (false amnion), and the allantois which

supplies it with blood-vessels.

Very soon after its formation, its outer surface is beset with

fine processes, chorionic villi (a, figs. 639, 640), which give it a

rough and shaggy appearance. At first only cellular in structure,

these little outgrowths subsequently become vascular by the

development in them of loops of capillaries (fig. 641); and the

latter at length form the minute extremities of the blood-vessels

which are conducte'" -m the foetus to the chorion by the allantois.

Tlie function of the villi of the chorion is evidently the absorpticn

of nutrient matter for the foetus ; and this is probably supplied to
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Fig. 641.

them Ht firut from the fluid mutter, nccreted \\ no kIiiimIs of Mie

uterus in which they are HoakcU. Soon, however, the fojtul

vcmieh of the villi conic into more intimate relation with the

vestieU of the iitoriw. The jmrt at which thin relation between

the vewJoU of the fujt.; nd theme of

the parent enHueu, in not, nowever, over

the whole Burfiujc of the chorion ; for,

although ull the villi iKJCome vascular,

yet they Injcome indi8tinctoriliHap|)ear

except at one part where they arc >:rcatly

developed, and by their branching give

rise, with the veuselH of the uterus, to

the fonnatiou of the plarenta. The

structure and functions of the placenta,

however, we have already described in

comiection with the decidua.

The um'titical cord is composed

of the following parts:

—

(i.) Kx-

tenially, a layer of the amnion, re-

flected over it from the umbi'i ms.

(2.) The umbilical vesicle or yoi c with ='« duct and ap

pertaining omphalo-mesentoiic blood-vessels. (3.) The rcniunw

nf the allantois, and coniinuous with it the luaclms. (4.)

The umbilical vessels, two arteries and one vein, which ultnnately

form the greater part of the cord. These are embedded in a jelly-

like connective tissue called the Whartonian jelly.

The AfterUrth.—In parturition, the pressure of the utenne

and abdominal walls upon the uterine contents, and especially on

the amniotic fluids, causes a bulging of the membranes (combmed

deciduffi, chorion »nd amnion) through the os uteri. When the

membranes are ruptured the fluid escapes, %nd then the foetus is

expelled. Later contractions of the uterus detach the placenta

from the uterine wall, and this is in turn expelled ;
the separation

extends around the decidua lining the rest of the uterus, and,

turned inside out, this follows the placenta, carrying with it the

other membranes. This constitutes the after-birth. ' The sever-

ance of the umbilical cord should not be done until some minixtes

after the birth of the child, or it is deprived of a good deal of

the blood which is subsequently squeezed out of the placenta

into it. tii;
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Development of the Framework of the Body.

The notochord is a primitive vertebral column which, unlike

the true vertebral column that replaces it, is a single rod. In

ampbioxus and the lampreys, however, it remains in the adult as

a permanent skeletal support. In structure it closely resembles

cellular cartilage (p. 57), and « enclosed in a sheath. It is

composed of a very insoluble proteid-like matter, which is, however,

not collagen. Collagen, and gelatin which is formed from collagen

by boiUng, are characteristic of true connective tissues ;
these are

formed from mesoblastj the notochord is hypoblastic. It contains

also, like all embryonic tissues, a large quantity of glycogen. Its

place is ultimately occupied by the vertebral bodies, but traces of

it are found even in the adult in the centres of the intervertebral

discs*

The protovertebrsB or protovertebral somites form the

vertebra; and other structures as well. Each divides vcrticjiUy

into two parts, an inner and an outer. It is the inner division

that forms the vertebra: ; the outer division is called the musculo-

cutaneous plate, and it is continued into the general mesoblast

which divides into the splanchnopleur and somatopleur with tlie

pleuro-peritoneal cavitv between them.

The inner portion of each pair of protovertebrre grows around

the noiochord and in time almost obliterates it ; this forms the

body of the vertebra ; it also grows around the priuiitive spinal

cord, and so forms the neural arch of the vertebra. This part of

the protovertebra is more distinctly separated from the other

segments of the protovertebral column from the first, and so

allows the spinal nerves which are sprouting out from the spinal

cord to leave the spinal cord for the body walls.

At first, all these parts are composed of protoplasmic embryonic

cells, but as development progresses the cells become specialised

in function and structure, some becoming cartilage cells, others

muscular fibres, &c. At a later date still, the cartilaginous

vertebrse are replaced by bone.

The vertebrse do not exactly correspond in their position to the

piotovertebrffi ; each vertebra is developed from the contiguous

halves of two protovertebree. The original segmentation of the

protovertebrse disappears, and a fresh subdivision occurs in such a

way that the intervertebral disc is developed opposite the centre

of each protovertebra. In the musculo-cutaneous plate are

developed the muscles and true skin of the body wall, and the

ribs.
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While these changes liave been going on, the ventral walls of

the embryo have been formed by the downgrowth of tlie cephalic

fold in the head region, the caudal fold at the tail end of the

animal, and the two lateral or umbilical folds which grow last and

enclose the thoracic and abdominal organs.

The embryo also undergoes certain changes in form and

attitude; in the first place torsion takes place; this is more

marked in birds and reptiles than in mammals ; by this term one

means that the embryo no longer lies ventral surface downwards

facing the yolk-sac, but turns slightly over so that the left side is

lowermost ; in birds the embryo may turn through a quarter of a

Fig. 6i2.-A human cmbrjo of the fourth week, 3J lines in length.- 1, ^l^e "ihonon , 3, part

of tlie amnion ; 4. umbilical vesicle with it» long pedicle pa»nng into the abdomen, 7,

Oie heart; 8, the liver; 9, the visceral arch destined to form the lower jaw,.beneatt

which are two other visceral arches separated by the branchial clefts ; 10, rudiment of

the upper extremity ; 11, that of the lower extremity ; 12, the '"«''">'=»' ."""-i'S.
the eye ; 16, the ear ; 17, cerebral hemispheres : 18. optic lobes, corpora quadngemina.

(MiUier.)

circle. Then the vertebral column becomes curved, but the chief

bend is known as the principal cephalic flexure. This occurs at

the anterior end of the notochord ; it is a strong angular flexion

in the region of the mid-brain, which is subsequently the position

of the sella turcica.

In connection with this must be mentioned the development of

the pituitary body which occupies the sella turcica in the adult.

It is formed by the meeting of two out-growths, one from the

foetal brain, which grows downward, and the other from the

epiblast of the buccal cavity, which grows up towards it. The

surrounding mesoblast also takes part in its formation. The

connection of the first process with the brain becomes narrowed,

and persists as the infundibulum, while that of the other process

with the buccal cavity disappears completely.
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The Limbs.—The muscles of the body developed from the

lateral extensions of the protovertebrse are, at first, Wl"' >^o

vertebrsB, arranged in successive segments or myotomes. This w

very well seen in the ringed condition of the muscles m such

simple vertebrates as amphioxus. Even in fishes, where the limbs

are not in a high state of development, the muscular segments are

well seen. They are seen also in man in the intercostal muscles,

and in the abdominal region are indicated by the transverse septa

across the rectus abdominis, but here, as in other mammals, this

simple metameric segmentation is masked by the great develop-

ment of the large muscles which attach the limbs to the four

comers of the trunk.

The limbs are lateral extensions of segments or somites m
certain situations. They consist of parietal mcsoblast covered by

epiblast. At first there is simply a bud, but this grows, and m
time divides into three segments, arm, fore-arm, and hand in the

upper limb ; thigh, leg, and foot in the lower limb. The hand

and foot then give rise to buds corresponding to the digits. JiACh

limb is connected to a limb girdle. The epiblast here, as else-

where, forms the epidermis ; the true skin, subcutaneous tissues,

muscles, blood-vessels, and cartilages (subsequently replaced by

bone) are formed by differentiation from the mesoblast. In

further development the positions of the limbs become shifted by

rotation, so that the anterior (radial) border of the upper limb

becomes outermost, and the anterior (tibial) border of the lower

limb becomes internal.

Formation of the Head.

In the formation of the head, a number of elements are con-

cerned. There is first the notochord, which extends as far

forwards as the darmm aellw ; this, however, as in the vertebral

column, is transitory, and is soon replaced by a primitive cartila-

ginous cranium developed from the mesoblast around it, as the

vertebrae are developed from the protovertebrse. This forms the

base of the skull. The roof or cranial vault is formed by mem-

brane bones, that is, bones not preceded by cartilage; sense

capsules which are formed around prolongations of the bram, and

the visceral arches and slits contribute to the formation of that

part of the head which is called the face. The mesoblast, which

continues up the protovert^brte into the head region on each side

of tlHJ notochord, is not separated into parts corresponding to

vei-tebra). Cartilage is formed in it ; two cartilaginous bars, one

on each side of the notochord, are called the parachordal cartilages,
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and two other bare embraciug the pituitary body situated in front

of these are called the trabecules cranti (fig. 643, a). These unite

in front, and with the parachordal cartilages behind to fom» a

continuous mass (basilar cartilage), which completely invests the

notochord posteriorly (fig. 643, b). The parachordal part of this

represents the basi-occipital and basi-sphenoid ; the prechoi-dal

part represents the pre-sphenoid and ethmoid portions ;
posteriorly

and at the sides, cartilaginous plates grow over the cerel)ral

vesicles, but this only occurs to a small extent in mammals. In

these animals the occipital region alone is roofed in by cartilage

;

the rest of the cranial vault being formed of membrane bones.

Anteriorly the united trabeculte form the ethmoid cartilage and

the nasal septum, and enclose the nasal pits externally.

From the sides of the pre-sphenoid, the lesser wings or orbito-

Fig. 643.—Diagrams of the cartilaginous c.anium.

A, first stage. C», notochord ; Tr, trabeculsB cranu ; ^e*; Parachordal cartilagM;^

rituati^ of pituitary body ; N, E, 0, situations of olfactory, visual, and auditory

B,la^8tage. B, basilar cartilages; S, nasal septum and ethmoidal cartilages ;»»,
i»A', M^cWationTof ethmoi?ariund olfactory organ, completing the nasaTcapsule ;

N, E, 0, Ch, Tr, P, as before. (After Wiederiheun.)

sphenoids containing the optic foramina are developed, and from

the sides of the basi-sphenoid the greater wings or alisphenoids.

A cartilaginous capsule invests the auditory vesicle and becomes

connected to the parachordal cartilage on each side. It is called

the periotic capsule ; within this bony centres are formed, and

the bone constitutes the petrous and mastoid portions of the

temporal bone.

The Visceral Clefts and Arches—In all vertebrata there

is at one period of development a series of slits in the neck region;

these are formed as inpushings from the exterior, and open into

the anterior end of the alimentary canal. These are six in

number, but in man the two hinder ones rapidly disaj ear; the

first enlarges and forms the mouth ; and at the sides oi this the
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eyes are formed by depressions of the «1^'° ^l^'*''*,

""^\*J^
optic vesicles, outgrowths from the brain. The nasal pite take

origin as two simple depressions, the pnma.7 olfactory orW
pits; these become connected to the first cleft or mouth. The

^:ld slit, which corresponds to the spiracle of fi«hes become^

the external auditory meatus and the Eustachian tube The

remainde" which co^espond to the gill slits of fishes, entirely close

up in mammals, and no gills are developed on then- margins.

The anterior border of each cleft forms a fdd or lip. the

branchial or visceral fold. The postenor border of the last

cleft is also formed into a fold, so that there are four clefts and

five folds, but the three most anterior are far more prominent

than the others, and of these the second is the most conspicuous.

The first fold nearly meets its fellow iu the middle line, the second

less nearly, and the others in oi-der still less so. The fii^t arch

*• jy^'i^Alif/T'aT^iS.^ttW: S^dlo,Sr^h«. ind clefte. B. Anterior

^;er*mSa^%1UU.;%.Wow^aw; x.the tongue; 8. flnrt port-oral cleft

becoming the meaf• auditonua extemus.

eives off a branch from its front edge, which passes forwards to

meet its fellow, but these offshoots do not quite meet, being

separated by a process which grows downwards from the head.

Between the branches, or maxillary processes, and the main tirst

fold is the cavity of the mouth. The branches represent the

superior maxilla, and the main folds the mandible or lower jaw.

The central process, which grows down, is the fronto-nasal process.

From or in connection with these arches the following parts are

^The^first arch (mandibular) contains a cartilaginous rod
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(Meckel's cartilage), around the distal end of which the lower jaw

is developed, while the malleus is ossified from the proximal end.

When the maxillary processes on the two sides fail partially or

completely to unite in the mi/ lie line, the well-known condition

termed cleft-palate results. When the integn- lent of the face

presents a similar deficiency, we have the de rmity known as

^Z? OmKjirr,

~ X T, !,_„ „i.,,.v f.tli ilftvl viewed M a transparent object, lyinff on ito left side

^- ^5--E^^,'T0 *«=VU^ da^VnewMM a^^^^^ orVericle of third venteicle,

hare-lip. Though thpse t-o deformities frequently ^o-exist, they

are by no means always necessarily associated.

The upper part of the face in the middle line is developed from

the frmtal-nmal process (a, 3, fig. 644).

From the secmd arch are developed the irums, stapes* and

stapedius muscle, the styloid process of the temp<yral bone, the

stylo-hyoid ligament, and the mailer comu of the hyoid bone.

• The origin of the ear ossicles given in the text is only one of five or six

different views that have been advanced by different observers.
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From the thWd visceral a-^^' *»»? ^'"'T r« nJjff ^rche^
Lid bone arise. In man and other mammalm the other arc^^^

dfsappear. They occupy the position where the neck « afterwards

''
"Snct connection is tn«.eable between these visce^' aj^«

and certain cranial nerves: the trigeminal, the facial the glosso^

DharynTeal, and the vagus. The ophthalmic division of the

SgS supplies the frontc^nasal process; the «"P«"0' ^rSS maxillary divisions supply the maxillary and mandibular

*"TreSS distributes one branch (chorda tympani)
^

the fi«t visceral arch, and others to the second visceral arch.

Thus it divides, enclosing the cleft next behind the "ooujk

Similarlv the elosso-pharyngeal divides to enclose the third

visclmSt,t itngual'bra^h being distributed to the second,

and its oharvngeal branch to the third arch.

%Te vaZU sends a branch (pharyngeal) along the next

arch and^n fishes gives oflF paired branches, which divide to

enclose the remaining branchial clefts.

Development of ihe Vascular System.

We have already mentioned that at an early «t*ge indeveloi^

ment the area vasculoM makes its appearance m the part of the

WkUc which is separated from the body of the embryo by a

clear^e (see fig. 632). This is produced by mesoblastic cells

WmChlllow. filled with blood, and uniting to form embryonic

SSs (see p. 422). These vessels converge to two trunks,

Te oTelT Idt, which are called the ompMo^esenteru: or

vitelline veins, and these lead to the embryonic heart;.

The hlStl developed in the splanchnopleur, by a folding off

of th pleuroperitonercavity. It appears beneath the pc«terior

!ml of the fore-eut. Its firKt appearance, however, is as two

i oS on eTside of the fore^^t. This is shown in outline

^"
rwiriLtrthaftlie'iilllaiy groove is enlai^ed anteriorly

and tleprimary optic vesicles are growing from the first cerebral

IrgemU. ^Eig'ht pairs of p«>tovertebne ar. shown
;
and on

either side of the head the primitive tubular heart (H) is seen.

If we look at a rather later stage, shown in transverse sect^

in the next figure (fig. 647). - «- ^he two tubukr hea^r^^ut

across, and approaching one another beneath the alimentary

canal, which is being cut off from the yolk-sac.
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Fig. 648 shows how the two primitive tubes have coale8ce<l to

.'orm one (H) beneath the anterior end of the alimentary canal,

Fig. 646.—Rabbit embryo oi the

ninUi day, seen from the

uifMe. (After KuUiker.)

Fig. 647.—Diagrammatic leotioD of embryo.

i-.epiblaBt; So.iomatopleiir; Sp.iplan^-

nopleur ; P.P.,the pleitto-peritoneal cavi-

ty between them; /r.heart; .y.C.neural

cord; y, notochord ; iV., protovertebra ;

.'i.e.. alimentary canal: r.."?.. yolx-iao.

which is in this region quite cut oflF from the yolk-sac. On

each side of the notochord are seen two smaller tubes {A A)

Fig. 648.-Diagiammatio tnuuiverBe section of embryo N, notochord ;
A.C., alimentary

OMial ; H, heart ; Y.S., yolk-gac ; P.P., pleuro-pentoneal ca nty.

in section; these are the transverse sections of the primitive

aortee.
.

The heart so formed presents the appearance ('.epicted m fig.
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n t*

this is viewed from below, so that the heart (A) receiving the

two omphalo-mesenteric veins at its

hinder end is seen above the ali-

mentary canal, the yolk-sac having

been removed.

The heart gives oiT anteriorly

the primitive aorta, .vhich soon

divides into two ; these pass round

the blind anterior end of the ali-

mentary canal, and then pass back

along its dorsal aspect on each side

of the notochord, as seen in trans-

verse section (a, a) in fig. 648.

The heart is at this time a

simple tube, but soon is divided

into a longitudinal series of cham-

bers which contract in the order

named from before backwards: (i)

the sinus venosus, where the veins

enter; (2) the auricle, which in

% 4 -^
Hb 6«).—Heart of the chick at the 45th. 65th,

ana^Rsth houw of incubation, i, the venou.

trunti; «. the auricle; 3.,
theventride;

4rSeb\UbMartsrio8U«. (Allen Thomson.)

mammals fuses with the sinus to form a single chamber
;
in

rhTand amphibians sinus and auricle are distmct; then ..umes

?,rthe ventricle, and (4) the commencement of the aorta, which

sailed the ao tic bulb. Later on the heart is twisted upon

itseTfTn the way represented in H- 650, so that the auncle

g^te on the top of the ventricle, and the ventricle increases

in relative strength and size.
.

Fig. 651 represents the primitive heart and vessels in outlne.

The omphalo-mesenteric veins (1,1) enter the auricle (2) ;
then

come the ventricle (3) and aortic bulb (4) ; the two pnmit^e

^SL arising from' this pass forwards and then turn backwu^s

^er the end of the fore-gut, and join together to form the dorsal

ZL (6) lower down ; the big branches (7, 7) wmch it gives off

are the two omphalo-mesenteric arteries to the yolk-sac.

The smaller allantoic or umbilical arteries (8, 8) pass to the

Pte. 640.—Embryo chick (36 houra),

viewed from beneath as a trana-

parent object (magnifled).
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ftllantois, the circulation in which begins soon, and this replaces

the circulation from the yolk-sac, which in mammals is very in-

^^^Tf^.
e B

Kg. 65i.-Karly stage of em-
bryonic heart and blood-

TCMela.

Pig. 6s*.—Diagram of roaag embryo and
iU Teaaeli, ahowing eoune of drcn-
lation in tbe nmbilieal reiicte ; and
also that of tiie allantoia (near the

>' caudal extremity), which is juct com-
menctaig. (Dalton.)

Fig. 653.-Diagi»m of embryo and its ve«eU at a later
f
»»««. *»^'«J^!Jf°fifrtw

ctQiiion^'he Dharynx, oeaophagus, and intestinal canal have bee. me fnrthCT

d^to^. iSd tJeSS?nt^Ke.'have enlar^^i. while *« «'"^|^«?i\^"?'*J^^
itTviSi^M branchee are very much reduced in «ize The la^e nmbihcal artene.

are seen paning out in the umbiUcal cord to the placenta. (Dalton.)

significant. 'fhe umbilical arteries then become the terminal

branches of the foetal aorto; the common iliac artenes to the

lower limbs arise later, when the limbs begin to form.
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The replacement of the circulation in the yolknaic, or umbilical

vesicle, by the allantoic or placental circulation ih Ulustrated by

the two precctling diagrams (figH. 652, 653).

A. the body develops, new arteries and new venw form and the

heart becomei more complicated. The ventric e .s d.v.ded mtj

two (right and left) by a septum ; the bulb divides uito two, and

one division lead, fi^m the right ventricle to the pulmonary

arferv • the other leads as the main aorta from the left. The

Ses are also divided into two (right and left), but the com-

plete separation of the two auricles does not take place till after

birth. Before birth, as we shall see when describing the later

f«t«l circulaUon, some of the blood which enters the nght auncle

passes into the left auricle by a wide opemng called the faramtn

'"^e pulmonary artery leads direct into the descending aorta;

the branches to the lungs are small and unimportant
:
it is not till

the child is bom, and begins to use its lungs, that the aueries to

them assume importance ; then also the communication with the

aorta is closed, and remains as a cord, called the d^i^ arer.o.us

These changes will be grasped better if we look at the two next

diagrams (figs. 654, 655). .

The heart (fig 6S4) is in a rather more advanced stagj than in

fig 6s. : it is beginning .0 get a twist which is bringing the ven-

tricle, now increasing in size, into its subsequent position
;
but 1

is seen that instead of two simple arches uniting to form a dorsa

aorta, there are now five. These correspond to the gill arteries of

fishes, but in mammals never break up into capillaries, as ma
fish's gills. They, however, run in the visceral anshes, between the

visceral clefts. In amphibia, three pairs pemst through ife.

In reptiles the fourth pair remains throughout life as the per-

manent right and left aorta ; in birds the right one remains a« the

permanent aorta, curving over the right bronchus msteau of the

left as in mammals. • * tu„ „.,,.

In mammals the left fourth aortic arch develops into the per-

nmnent aorta, the right one remaining as the subclavian artery

of that side. Thus the subclavian artery on the right side cor-

responds to the aortic arch on the left, and this homoloj^y is

further confirmed by the fact that the recurrent laryngeal nerve

hooks under the subclavian on the right side, and the aortic arch

""^The fi^fth arch disappears on the right side, but on the left forms

the pulmonary artery. The distal end of this arch ongmally

opens into the descending aorta, and this communication (vvhich is

permanent throughout life in many reptiles on both sides of the
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body) remaiM throughout foetal 1

arterionu : the branches of the

and left lung, are very Bmall,

and moat of the blood which

ii forced into the pulmonary

artery passes through the wide

ductus arteriosus into the

descending aorta. The first

and second arches soon dis-

appear, but the third arches

and portions of the aortic

roots remain as the carotid

arteries (see fig. 655).

As the umbilical vesicle

dwindles in size, the portion

of the omphalo-mesenteric

, arteries outside the body gra-

dually disappears, but the part

inside the body remains as the

mesenteric arteries.

Meanwhile with the growth

ifo under the name of th3 ductus

pulmonary artery, to the right

Fig. 654.- Embryonic heart and vessels.

O, veins; Au, auricle; V, ventricle;

B, bulb ; I, 2, 3, 4, J, primitive aortic

airhea.

Fig. 655.—Diaaram of the aortic •uchM in a
auunmalTihowing tranaformations wUch
giveliM to the permanent arterial vesaeu.

A, primitive arterial stem or aortic bulb,

now divided into A, the ascending part

of the aortic arch, and p, the pulmonanr

;

a a', right and left aortic roots ; A', de-

scending aorta; i, a, 3. 4., 5. the live

iwimitive aortic or branchial arches;

T, II III, IV, the four branchial deft*

which, for the sake of clearness, have

been omitted on the right side. The p«r-

manent systemic vessels are deeply, the

pulmonary arteries lightly, shaded ; the

parts of the primitive arches which are

transitory are simply outlined ; e, placed

between the permanent common carotid

arteries ; e «, external carotid arteries

;

e t, internal carotid arteries; 1, right

subclavian, lising from the right aortic

MOt bey*—' 'he ttfth arch ; v, right verte-

bral ' Mne, opposite the fourth

arch vertebral and subclavian

artei t->gether from the left, or

permK .aortic root, opjioiiitethe fourth

arch ; p, pulmonary arteries rising toge-

ther from the left fifth arch ; d, outer or

back part of left fifth arch, forming

ductus arteriosus \
pn, p n, righ* ^nd

left pneumogastric nerves descent r^ in

front of aortic arch, with their recuirent

branches represented diagrammatically

na passing behind, to illustrate the rela-

tions of these nerves respectively to the

right subclavian artery (4) and the arch

of the aorta and ductus arteriosus (d).

(Allen Thomson, after Rathke.)

of the allantois two new arteries {umbilical) appear, and rapidly

increase in size till they are the largest branches of the aorta ;

3 H 2
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Uicy are for a long tiroo oomiderably larger than the external

iliaoa which supply the comparatively tmaU hind-limb4.

fr„',»,._The earliest veins to appear in the foetus are the omphalo-

mewnteric or vitelline, which return the blood from the yolk-sac to

the developing auricle. As soon as the phwjento with its umbilical

veins is devuloped, these unite with the omphalo-mesentcric, and

thus the blood which roaches the auricle comes partly from the

yolk-sac and partly Trom the placenta. The right omphalo-

mewjntoric and the right umbilical veins soon disappear, and the

united left omphalo-mesenteric and umbilical veins pass through

the developing' liver on the way to the nuricle. Two seta of

vessels make their appearance in connection with the liver {r>ena

advehen », and revehmtet), both opening into the united omphalo-

i

:

,1

K- *./i TMuniiu illiutrmtiiuc the dcTdopment of veioi about the Urer. B, d, e, ducte

^iZtltM^
"

ductu. "pnomu ; J'. hepaMc rein. ; j
i, vena cava inferior

;
P, portal

retort'r^^ advehente. ; m, mewsnteric vein.. (KoUiker.)

mesenteric and umbilical veins, in such a way that a portion of the

venous blood traversing the latter is diverted into the developing

liver, and, having pas. : through its capillaries, returns to the

umbilical vein through the vente revchentes at a point nearer the

heart (see fig. 656). The portion of vein between the afferent

and efferent veins of the liver is called the ductus vtnomi. The

ven« advehentes become the right and left branches of the portal

vein, the vense revehentes become the hepatic veins, which open

just at the junction of the ductus venosus with another large vein

(vena cava inferior), which is now being developed. The mesenteric

portion of the omphalo-mesenteric vein returning blood from the

developing intestines remains as the mesenteric vein, which by its

union with the splenic vein, forms the portal.

Thus the foBtal liver is supplied with venous blood from two
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ouicn, through the umbilical and portal voin re»i)ectively. At

birth the circulation through the umbilical vein of course com-

pletely cciuMM nnd the veuscl begins at once to dwindle, so that

now the only vcuouh supply of the liver is tiirotigh the portal vein.

Another system of veins which apiK'nrH curly, consists of

two short tmnsvcrso veins (ducts f)f Cuvier) which opu into the

right miricle on cither side ; each is formed by the union of an

*»

lir. 657.-Dl»«imint lUnntnitii* the devdojWMnt of the great rein*, d e, du-^- of Cuvier

.

i.iuBuIarVein.; A, hepatic veint; f. cardinal veins ; ., .ubcUvian vem ;
1 1. internal

iuBulttr v.Hn; ;>. external jugular vein; of.aijrgo* vein; e., ii-.t.ior vena cava;

r, rin»l vein. ; 1 1, iliac veins \lij, hypogartric -ein^ (Gegenbauv.)

anterior cardinal, afterwards forming a jugular, vein, collect-

ing blood from the head and neck, and a posterior cardinal vein

which returns the blood from the Wolffian bodies, the vertebral

column, and the parietes of the trunk. This arrangement persists

ihroughout life in fishes, but in mammals the following trans-

fonuations occur.

As the kidneys are developing a new vein appears (vena cava

iuferior), formed by the junction of their efferent veins. It receives

brunches from the legs (iliac) and increases rapidly in size as

they grow : further up it receives the hepatic veins, which by this

time have los; their original opening into the ductus venosus.

The heart gradually descends into the thorax, causing the ducts

of Cuvier to become oblique instead of transverse. As the fore-

limbs develop, the subclavian veins are formed.
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I

A transverse communicating trunk now unites the two primi-

tive jugular veins, and gradually increases, while the left duct of

Cuvier becomes almost entirely obliterated (all its blood passing

by the communicating trunk to the right side) (fig. 657, c. d.).

The right primitive jugular vein remains as the right innominate

vein, while the communicating branch forms the left innominate.

The right duct of Cuvier becomes the superior vena cava. The

remnant of the left duct of Cuvier generally remains as a fibrous

menal

Hepatic Veins

Left Common lliao

Ett. Iliac

Sciatic

Fig. 658.

b:ind, running obliquely down to the corouary vein, which is

really the proximal part of the left duct of Cuvier. In front of

the root o' ".e left lung, another relic may be found in the form

of the so-Cciled vestigial fold of Marshall, which is a fold of peri-

cardium running in tlic same direction.

In some of the lower mammals, such as the rat, the left duct of

Cuvier remains as a left superior cava.

Meanwhile, a transverse branch carries across most of the blood

of the left posterior cardinal vein into the right; and by this

union the great azygos vein is formed.
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The upper portions of the left posterior cardinal vein remani as

the left superior intercostal and vena azygos minor.

The azygos veins receive the intercostal veins as shown ui the

diagrams.

Theae views of the origias of the veins are chiefly derived from the

oJcrvations of Itothke and Gegenbaur. They have been genernlly accepted

by^mbSoloristT Hochstetter. however, has more recently stated that some

modificatU^^ of these views is necessary. According to h>n» the right

"ommon iliac vein and the portion of the }"'erior vena cava beiowthe^r^^^^^

vein are parts of the right cardinal vein, and the greater P"t «;he Jtft

common ilfac is the transverse iliac vein, a vein which grows across at a

[oweTkvel than the transverse azygos. Acconiing to these views, the lov» er

part of diagram 6570 would have to be altered as in fig. 658.

Circulation of Blood in tub F(ETUS.

The circulation of blood in the fcetus differs considerably from

that of the adult. It will be well, perhaps, to begin its descrip-

tion by tracing the course of the blood, which, after being earned

out to the placenta by the two umbilical arteries, has returned,

cleansed and replenished, to the foetus by the umbilical vein.

It is at first conveyed to the under surface of the hver, and

there the stream is divided,-a part of the blood passing straight

on to the inferior vena cava, through a venous canal called the

ductus venoms, while the remainder passes into the portal vein,

and reaches the inferior vena cava only after circulating through

the liver. Whether, however, by the direct route through the

ductus venosus or bv the roundabout way through the liver —al

the blood which is returned from the placenta by the umbilical

vein reaches the inferior vena cava at last, and is earned by it

to the right auricle of the heart, into which cavity is also pounng

the blood that has circulated in the head and neck and anns, and

has been brought to the auricle by the superior vena cava. It

might be naturally expected that the two streams of blood wou d

be mingled in the right auricle, but such is not the case, or only

to a slight extent. The blood from the superior vena cava,—the

less pure fluid of the two—passes almost exclusively mto the right

ventricle, through the auriculo-ventricular opening, just as it does

in the adult ; while the blood of the inferior vena cava is directed

by the fold of the lining membrane of the heart, called the Eusta-

chian valve, through the foramen ovale into the left auricle, whence

it passes into the left ventricle, and out of this into the aorta, and

thence to all the body, but chiefly to the head and neck. The

blood of the superior vena cava, which, as before said, passes into
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the right ventricle, is sent out thence in small amount througli

the pulmonary artery to the lungs, and thence to the left auricle,

by the pulmonary veins, as in the adult. The greater part,

however, does not go to the lungs, but instead, passes through a

Fig. 6S9.—Diagram ot the fe'oetal Circulation.

caual, the dwtua arteriosus, leading from the pulmonary artery

into the aorta just below the origin of the three great vessels

which supply the upper parts of the body ; and there meeting

that part, of the blood of the inferior vena cava which has not

gone into these large vessels, it is distributed with it to the

'*-*'-•" mmtm
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tnink and other parts,—a portion passing out by way of the two

umbilical arteries to the placenta. From the placenta it is

returned by the umbilical vein to the under surface of the liver,

from which the description started.

Changes after Birth.—Immediately after birth the foramen

ovalp begins to close, and so do the ductus arteriosus and ductus

venosus, as well as the umbilical vessels ; the closure is com-

pleted in a few days, so that the two streams of blood which

arrive at the right auricle by the superior and inferior vena cava

respectively, thenceforth mingle in this cavity of the heart, and

passing into the right ventricle, go by way of the pulmonary

artery to the lungs, and thence, after purification, to the left

auricle and ventricle, to be distributed by the aorta to the body

generally.

Development of the Nervous System.

The central nervous system originates from xl.j thickened

walls of the medullary groove, which by the meetmg of the

dorsal ndges is converted into the medullary canal. These walls

are composed entirely of epiblast. The anterior part of this mass

of epiblast becomes the brain, the rest of it the spinal cord
,
the

canal itself is seen in the adult as the ventricles of the bram and

centi-al canal of the spinal cord. The nerves are formed of

epiblast too, they are outgrowths from masses of cells called

neuroblasts, the primitive nerve-cells. In the case, however, of

the olfactory and optic nerves we have not to deal with solid

outgrowths, but with hollow protrusions from the brain, which

become solid at a later stage.

The Spinal Cord.—The cavity formed by the closure of the

neural canal soon becomes a cleft running from before backwards.

It is bounded at first by columnar epithelium; these cells afterwards

become ciliated; on their exterior is a homogeneous basement

membrane. The wall soon becomes thicker, and the basement

membrane is thus separated further and further from the central

canal. This increase in thickness is due in part to the increase

in length of the columnar cells : in pari; to the appearance of new

cells.
"
The inner part of the columnar lining retains its palisade

like character, and forms ultimately the lining epithelium of tie

central canal. Tlie cells are called spmrjioOlasls. The exter-tvi

ends of the cells break up into a reticulum called the myelo-

spongium, and this is limited externally by the basement membrane

at the circumference. The myelospongium forms the neuroglia.
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Between the inner ends of the apongioblusts (fig. 660, S)

numerous rounded colls called germiwd celU (G) next appca..

These rapidly divide, and so form nmrobUutt (N). The neuro-

blasts are pear-shaped ; each has a large oval nucleus, and its

tapering stalk is directed towards the outer surface of the cord ;

^,S^o™^by^l b^to« JXr end. of the .pong,^bl»ta. (After H».)

the process ultimately pierces the basement membrane (fig. 661).

These are th^ primitive nerve cells ; their processes are the axis

cylinder processeff which ^row out as nerve fibres. The nerve

Fur 66i.-Three neuroblast., each with a nerve fibre P~«ef. K«>'™«LO'»t W™^ "»«
rig.ooi.

*'^^g^4^g^i,;^e of the embryonic spinal cord. (After^His.)

fibres are first without sheaths; the formation of the sheaths

comes later (see pp. 105, 609).
, , . ^ ,,

The neuroblasU collect into groups, one of which, especially

large, is at the situation of the future anterior horn
;
the pro-

cesses of the primitive nerve-cells pass out of the cord as the

beginniu-'s of the anterior roots (fig. 662). The somewhat oblique

coursing of these fibres before they leave the cord forms the

beginning of the anterior white column. The posterior white

columns simultaneously begin to appear on each side of the

narrow dorsal part of the canal. They are formed by the pos-

terior roots entering the cord.

As the comua of grey matter grow out from the central mass,
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the fissures of the < ord begin to appear. The anterior or ventral

fissure is simply a cleft between the enlarging lateral halves of the

cord The posterior fissure is formed by the closure of the dorsal

portion of the neural canal which meets an ingrowth of connective

tissue from the exterior. The characteristic cylindrical form of the

cord is attained by the development of the lateral columns, which

are formed by the processes from neuroblasts in the brain growmg

down the sides of the cord, and these become medullated at a

-^mmm^M^^
gpODO compose the grey matter. (Hu.)

later i. The mer .Cranes and blood-vessels art formed from

mesoblust.
, , , , .

Up to the fourth month the cord and vertebral canul increase

in length pari passu, but after that, the veri;ebral canal grows

faster, so that at birth the coccygeal end of the cord is opposite

the third lumbar, and in the adult opposite the first lumba

vertebra This gives an obliquity to the lower nerve roots,

which together with ihefilum temiinale form the cauda eqmtui.

The Nerves.—These grow from the spinal cord ;
the ongin

of the anterior root* we have already considered. The posterior

roots are formed in the following way.
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Along the dorBal aspect of the P^^^^ l^fal Xge'
epiblast appears and is cal ed the «W «^»«- ^^j^ „f to-

mente of this appear opposite thejnidd « °^ ^^'^^/''^^d thoir

vertebra; these 8^^ . ^.r"^*'?^ . Ĵ'^ht^^^^^
attachment to the cord is then ^"tuelyl^t.

J^« ^

of epiblast contain ««°^««>"«
"^^r^^^tf^tn it become the cells of

.piJl ganglion. ^^^^^^Z^^'^lTl^X^^^ directed

that ganglion T*°
J.'^^f' ft^^tHbutcs to the formation of

towards the spinal cord, where it «o"t"^^^«
. „„„„d the

the posterior
-^'^^^-^^"'.^"Jj

^'^^ to the

cells of the grey matter at a higher ie\ ei.

0, their cour« and »
^'J^'^^^J^i,, „, „,e formation o, the

^:s%'=.s^:rSn«th1h::^-u B..e

grosser anatomical ^et^^^^^'^^^ii eanal is almost from the

The front portion ^^
^^'^f,

"^^'^.''' ^ „„ ^gsicles From the

6.t -W-^^rtr^tjrV'c -ic^- budded o<<

rS; r^t .'^hrhiT^m L t^aeed in the ne.. .ectio.
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Somewhat later the same vesicle divides into two, and thns the

proimcephod(m and thalamencephalon are formed.

'In the walls of the posterior (third) cerebral vesicle, a thicken-

ing appear., (rudimentary cerebellum) which becomes separated

from the reat of the vesicle by a deep inflection.

At this time there are two chief curvatures of the brain (hg.

66^^ a ) A sharp bend of the whole cerebral mass downwards

round the end of the notochord, by which the anterior vesicle.
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hemispheres; ,'
• '"'"fd^S^""?' S^^i^i^I^ «ho.rin«The great enlai^ment of the

SXaS.Sh^reT*4^- 1^- 'clve7^"S"the thalimi, le^ng the optic lobe.. »,

N:^.~rnt". .SS:r;'tennin.te.intherighthemi.n.l.e«; it ought to be continued

into the thalamencephalon.

Which was the highest of the three, is bent downwa^s and the

middle one comes to occupy the highest position. (2.) A sharp

bend, with the convexity forwards, which runs m from beh nd

benelth the rudimentary cerebellum separating it from the

'"'Thus," five fundamental parts of the foetal brain may be distin-

guished, which, together with the parts developed from them, may

be presented in the following tabular view :—
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TABLB of PABTS DKVItOFID FBOM FCMDAIIBMTAL ?AXn Of
Bbain.

I. Anterior
Primary
Veticle.

II. Middle
Primary
VeBicle.

III. Posterior

Primary
Vesicle.

First Beeondarr Vesicle,

Prosencephalon, or -

Fore-brain.

'Anterior end of third rentride,
foramen of Monro, lateral ven-
tricles, cerebral hemispheres,
corporastriata, corpus callosnm,
fornix, lateral ventricles, olfac-

tory bulb.

Second Secondary Vesi- ( Thalami optici, pineal gland, part
cle, Tbalamencepha-J of pituitary body, third ven-
lon, or 'Twizt-brain. j tricle, optic nerve and retina,

V infundioulnm.

Fourth Secondary Vesi-

cle, Epencephalon, or
Hind-brain.

Fifth Secondary Vesicle,

Metencephalon, or
After-brain.

Corpora qnadrigemina, crura
cerebri, aqueduct of Sylvius.

Fourth ven-
tricle.

'cerebellum and
Pons.

Medulla oblon-
gata.

The cerebral hemispheres grow rapidly upwards and backwards,

while from their inferior surface the olfactory bulbs are budded

off. The middljB cerebral vesicle (mesencephalon) for some time

is the most prominent part of the foetal brain, and in fishes,

tig. 665.—Side view of foetal brain at six months, showins conuBencement of formation
of the principal flnuies and convolutions. F, frontal lobe; J>, parietal ; 0, occipital

:

T, temporal ; a a a, commenciog frontal 'onvolutions : «, Sylvian tissure ; y, its

anterior division ; e, within it the central 1oI>l or island of Beil ; r, flsmire of Rolando

;

p, parieto-occipital flssuie. (R. Wagner.)

amphibia, p.nd reptiles, it remains uncovered through life as the

optic lobet. But in birds the growth of the cerebral hemispheres

tnrusts the optic lobes down laterally, and in mammalia com-
pletely overlaps them.

In the lower mammalia the backward growth of the hemi-

spheres ceases, but in the higher groups, such as the monkeys
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and man, they grow Htill further back, until they completely

cover ia the cerebellum, bo that on looking down on the brain

from above, the cerebellum ia quite concealed from view. The

urface of the hemispheres is at first quite smooth, but as early as

the third month the great Sylvian fissure begins to be formed

(fig. 665).

The next to appear is the parieto-occipital fissure ; these two

great fissures, unlike the rest of the sulci, are formed by a curving

round of the whole cerebral mass.

In the sixth month the fissure of Rolando appears : from this

time till the end of foetal life the brain grows rapidly in size, and

the convolutions appear in quick succession % first the great pri-

mary ones are sketched out, then the secondary ones. The

Fig. 666. -Longitudinal notion of the primur optic veaide in the chick, nugnifled (from

Remak).—A, from an embryo of eixty-flye houn ; B, a few houn later ; C, of the

fonrth day ; c, the comeoua layer or epidermia, preeenting in A the open deprenion
for the lens, which ia cloaed in B and C ; J, the lena follicle and lena ;

pr, the prunary
optic vericle ; in A and B, the pedicle which forma the optic nerve ia ahown ; in C, the

aection being to the aide of the pedicle, the latter ia not ahown ; t>, the aecondary

ocular veaide and vitreoua humour,

commissures of the brain (anterior, middle, and posterior), and the

corpus callosum, are developed by the growth of fibres across the

middle line.

The Hippocampus major is formed by the folding in of the grey

matter from the exterior into the lateral ventricles.

The Eye.—Soon after the first three cerebral vesicles have

become distinct from each other, the anterior one sends out a

lateral vesicle from each side (primary optic vesicle), which grows

out towards the free surface, its cavity communicating with that

of the cerebral vesicle through the canal in its pedicle. It

remains connected to the thalamencephalon. It is 8«Jon met and

invaginated by an in-growing process from the opiWast of the

surface (fig. 666). This process of the epiblast is at first a depres-

sion, which ultimately becomes closed in at the edges so as to

produce a hollow ball, which is thus completely severed from the

epidermis with which it was originally continuous. From this
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hollow ball the crystalline lens is developed. The way in which

this occurs has boon described in a previous chapter under the

head of structure of the lens (see p. 747)- By the ingrowth of

the lens the anterior wi\ll of the primary optic vesicle is forced

back nearly into contact with the posterior, and thus the primary

optic vesicle is almost obliterated. The cells in the anterior wall

are much longer than those of the posterior wall; from the

Fig. 6«7.—Diagrammatic iketeh of a Tertical

longitudinal •ection through the eyeball of

a human fcetiu of four week*. The section

is a little to the side, lo as to avoid passing

through the ocular cleft; c, the cuticle

where it becomes later the corneal epitho-

lium ; /, the lens ; op, optic nene formed

by the pedicle of the primary optic vesicle

;

vp, primary medullary cavity or optic vesi-

cle ; p, the pigment layer of the retina

;

r, the inner wall forming the remammg
laypw of the retina; vt, secondary optic

vesicle containing the rudiment of the

vitnous humour, x loo. (KulUker.)

FJg. 668.—Transverse vertical section

of the eyeball of a human embiyo
of four weeks. The anterior half

of the feotion is represented : pr,

the remains of the cavity of the

primary optic vesicle ; i>, the inner

part of the outer layer forming the

retinal pigment; r, the thickened

inner put giving rise to the other

structures of the retina ; v, the

commencing vitreoux humour
within the secondary optic vosidc

;

v', the ocular cleft through which
the loop of the c>.atial blood- vessel,

', projects from below; /, the

lens with a central cavity, x loo.

(KCIliker.)

former all the layers of the retina are developed, except the layer

of pigment cells which is formed from the latter.

The cupshaped hollow in which the lens is now lodged is

termed the secondary optic ves'cle : its walls grow up all round,

leaving, however, a slit below w.'ere it meets the lens.

Through this slit, termed the choroidal fissure, a process

of mesoblast containing numerous blood-vessels projects, and

occupies the cavity of the secondary optic vesicle behind the lens,

filling it with vitreous humour and furnishing tlie lens capsule

and the capsulo-pupillary membrane. This process in mammals

projects, not only into the secondary optic vesicle, but also into

the pedicle of the primary optic vesicle invaginating it for some

distance from beneath, and thus carrying up the arteria centralis

retince int/) its permanent position in the centre of the optic nerve.
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This invagination of the optic nerve does not occur in hird$^

and conHcquently no arteria centralin retime exists in them. But

they {WiweBS an important permanent relic of the original protru-

sion of the mesoblust through the choroidal fissure, in the pecten,

while a remnant of the same fiiiHure sometimes occurs in man
under the name coloboma iridis. The cavity of the primary optic

vesicle becomes completely obliterated, and the rods and cones

get into ap|)08ition with the pigment layer of the rethia. The
inner segmentH of the rods are the first formed, then the outer.

The cavity of its pedicle disappears and the solid optic nerve is

formed. Meanwhile the cavity which existed in the centre of the

primitive lens becomes filled up by the growth of fibres from its

Fig. 609. Bluod-veHiwb of the eapsulo-pupillary membrane of a new-born kitten,
magnified. The drawini; is taken from a preparation injected bjr Tiersch, and shows
in the central part the converg. nco of the net-work of vessels in the pupillary
membrane. (KiiUiker.)

posterior wall. The epithelium of the cornea is developed from

the opiblast, while the corneal tissue proper is derived from the

mesoblast .lich intervenes between the epiblast and the primi-

tive lens which was originally continuous with it. The sclerotic

coat is developed round the eye-ball from the general mesoblast in

which it is embedded. The choroid is developed from the meso-

blast on the outside of the optic cup, and the iris by the growing

forwards of the anterior edge of the optic cup. Tlie ciliary

processes arise from the hypertrophy of the edge of the optic

cup which forns folds into which the choroidal mesoblast grows,

and in which blood-vessels and pigment-cells develop.

The iris is formed rather late, as a circular septum projecting

inwards, from the fore part of the choroid, between the lens and

K.P. H I
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I !.- .vii of the totui of mammalia, the pupil »
the cornea. In the eye of ine ;";"•. j^pUlarU, which

clo«Kl by a delicate
»«7»^™»1*J«,J,t£lTmCue thTt. in the

form, the '-"^ P-^-n;^^^^^^^
r:S^ theIm^- cap^

totuj -"--d- t»»«

t i. -uppl ^ wTh blood by a branch of the

pwpMant (hg.669). It '" ""P*"'
. fo-ward* to the back of

arteria centralU rtUr^,
^^'t' •^uS,ra^Tthe adult, and U

the len., there -Wi-d^J„V"^X^

nt eyelid, of the »;— ti:lo;S^nTe1r^ft'S:;.^
lik« tho« of bird* .re «r.t ^'«"'°P" '"

^^^ ^^^ „„t .„d
They then eitend over the glob, of lb« 'J" "«;' ^ ^^ ^, .^ „
b«»ine firmly .gglutto»ted to each other. But ban

vietnbranou n 01 me u" »

^ ^ cochlea,

buleand its «.u.....oular canals and f^e
«c»l»

»^^^ ^J *^^^^ ^
The sum,anding ™««;Wast gw^ me ^ the van^^^^^

^^J
and cartilaginous parts which complete ana e

branous labyrinth, the bony ««™«7"^f' ^^^ni Th a^^
cochlea with its scala vestibuli and scala

^y^P^J'' 'i„,,„,^i «„
nerve is gradually differentiated

-"l^^g'»J\^;^f^ '^^^^^^^^^ the

The Eustachian tube, the cavity of the
^Tv^T^t r^UiraX

exSnal auditory passage. - the ^^JLtty S tl!^^^^^
cleft The membmna tympam ^ y^'^^

J^^^^^^^ „,eatu8.

into an internal space, the tympanum,
^^^ ^^ /^ged in the

The mucous membrane of the pharynx,j* men s P*^'" »

1XT.S ;r:;:i^tXt t tt^iulver (opereulu.) In

^"^rSL Noae -The nose originates like the eye and ear in a de-

^£"B-:55:^rr;rrh--.^txry
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1

•eparated from the cavity of the mouth, and gradiuilly extendi

bsMckwarda and downwards till it openn into the motith.

The outer angle* of the fron^o-naaal procesii, uniting with the

maxillary procew on euuh Hid' at.vert what waa at tintt a groove

into a olodod canal. The olfacvury nerve which nicctii thiH in, like

the optio nerve, primarily a hollow process of the brain.

Development of the Alimentary Oanal.

The alimentary canal in the earliest stages of its development

consists of three parts—the fore and hind gut ending blindly

Fig. 670.— OuUineH of the fonn and positiun of the uliraentaiy canal in Bucoewive stages
of its development. A, alimentury canal, iic, in an embryo of four wj-ekH ; B, at six
weekN ; C, at eight weeks ; 1), at ten weekH ; /. the primitive lun(f» ionnecte<l witli the
pharynx ;>, the stomach ; </, duodenum ; i, the Hmall intestine ; i", the large ; ir, the
ccecum and vermiform appendage ; r, the rectum ; <•/. in A, the cloaca ; a, in B, the
anus distinct from <i, the sinus uio-genitalis ; v, the yolk-eac ; vi, the vitello-iutestinal
duct ; u, the urinary bladder and urachus leading to the allantois ; ij, genital duet*.
(Allen Thomson.)

at each end of the body, and a midf'le segment which com-
municates freely on its ventral surface with the cavity of the

yolk-pac through the vitelline or omphalomesenteric duct.

From tlie fore-gut are formed the pharynx, oesophagus, and
stomach ; from the hind-gut, the lower end of the colon and the

rectum. The mouth is de^•elopcd by an involution of the cpiblast

between the maxillary and mandibular processes, which becomes
deeper and deeper till it reaches the blind end of the fore-gut, and

3 I 2
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at length communicates freely with the pharynx by the absorption
of the partition between the two.
At the other end of the alimentaty canal the anus is formed

in a precisely similar way by an involution from the free surface,
which at length opens into the hind-gut. When the depression
from the free surface does not reach the intestine, the condition
known as imperforate anus results. A similar condition may exist
at the other end of the alimentary canal from the failure of the
involution which forms the mouth, to meet the fore-gut. The
middle portion of the digestive canal becomes more and more

Fig. 67i.-Lobulei of the parotid, with the aaUvaiy ducta, in the embiro of the sheen
at a aomewhat adyanoed stage.

closed in, till its originally wide communication with the yolk-sac
becomes narrowed down to a small duct (vitelline). This duct
usually completely disappears in the adult, but occasionally the
proximal portion remains as a diverticulum from the intestine.
Sometimes a fibrous cord attaching some part of the intestine to
the umbilicus, remains to represent the vitelline duct. Such a
cord has been known to cause in after-life, strangulation of the
bowel and death.

The alimentary canal lies in the form of a straight tube close
beneath the vertebral column, but it gradually becomes divided
into its special parts, stomach, small intestine, and large intestine
(fig. 670), and at the same time comes to be suspended in the
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abdominal cavity oy laeeau of a lengthening mesentety formed
from the splanchnopleur which attaches it to the vertebral

column. The stomach originally has the same direction u., the

rest of the canal ; its cardiac extremity being superior, its pylorus

inferior. The changes of position which the alimentary canal

undergoes may be readily gathered from the accompanying
figures (fig. 670).

Pancreas and Salivary Glands.—The principal glands in con-

nection with the intestinal canal are the salivary glands, pancreas,

and the liver. In mammalia, each salivary gland first appears as

a simple canal with bud-like processes, lying in a mass of

mesoblast, and communicating with the cavity of the mouth.

Tig. 672.—Diagram of part of digestive tract of a chick (4th day). The black line
represents hvimblaal, the outer shading mesoblast. Ig, lung diveTticulum with
expanded end forming primary lung-vesicle ; St, stomach ; I, two hepatic diverticula,

with their terminations imited by solid rows of hypoblast cells ; p, diverticulum of the
pancreas with the vesicular diverticula coming from it. (Ootte.)

As the development of the gland advances, the canal becomes

more and more ramified (fig. 671). The pancreas is developed

exactly in the same way, but its cells are derived from the

hypoblast lining the intestine, while those of the salivary glands

are formed from the epiblast lining the mouth. In both cases

the blood-vessels and connective tissues are formed from the

mesoblast into which the glandular structure grows.

The laver.—^The liver is developed by the protrusion of a

part of the walls of the fore-gut, in the form of two conical hollow

branches (figs. 672, 673). The inner portion of the cones consists

of a number of solid cylindrical masses of cells, derived from

the hypoblast, which become gradually hollowed by the formation

of the hepatic ducts, and among which blood-vessels are rapidly
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developed. The secreting cells of the organ and the lining

epithelium of the ducts are derived from the hypoblast, the con-

nective-tissue and vessels from the mesoblast. The gall-bladder

is developed as a diverticulum from the hepatic duct.

The spleen and lymphatic glands are developed from the meso-
blast : the thyroid originates from the hypoblast ; it grows as

diverticula from the fore-gut, opposite the second and also opposite

the fourth visceral arches. The hypoblaatic cells form the lining

epithelium of the vesicles ; the stroma of the gland is formed by
the surrounding mesoblast. The thymus is formed in a similar

Fig. 67J.—RudimenU of tbe liver on the intestine of a chick at the fifth day of incubation.
I, heart ; a, intestine ; 3, dirertienlam of the inteetine in which the liver (4) is deve-
loped ; 5, part of the mnoons lajrer of the germinal membrane. (Huller.

)

way opposite the third and fourth visceral arches. These hypo-
blastic cells form the nests called the corpuscles of Hassall ; the

lymphoid tissue by which they are invaded and ultimately sur-

rounded is mesoblastic.

!

;

11

Development of the Bespiratory Apparatus.

The Lungs, at their first development, appear as small tuber-

cles or diverticula from the ventral surface of the oesophagus

(figs. 672, 674).

The two diverticula at first open directly into the oesophagus,

but as they gi'ow, a separate tube (the future trachea) is formed
at their point of fusion, opening into the oesophagus on its anterior

surface. These primary diverticula of the hypoblast of the ali-

n^ontary canal send off secondary branches into the surrounding

mesoblast, and these again give off tertiary branches, forming the

air-cells. Thus we have the lungs formed : the epithelium lining

the air-cells, bronchi, and trachea is derived from the hypoblast,

and all the rest of the lung-tissue, nerves, lymphatics, and
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blood-vessels, cartilaginous rings, and muscular fibres of the

bronchi from the mesoblast.

The diaphragm is early developed as a partition of mesoblast

I I
§

9
fig. 674 Uluatrates the development of the respiratory organs, a. is the oesophagus of a

ohick on the fourth day of incubation, with the rudiments of the trachea on the lung

of the left side, viewed laterally ; i, the inferior wall of the oesophagus ; i, the upper
portion of t^e »"•»>' 'ube ; 3, die rudimentary lung : 4, the stomach ; b, is the same
object seen fi 'ow, so that both lungs are visible, c, shows the tongue and
respiratory a. 'he embryo of a horse ; i, the tongue ; 2, the larynx ; .1, the

trachea; 4, tL tewed from the upper side. (After Rathke.)

dividing the original pleuro-peritoneal cavity into thoracic and

abdominal serous cavities.

Development of the Genito-urinary Apparatus.

In the early stage of the development of the urino-genital

organs, the most striking thing seen is their resemblance to the

Pig. 675.—Diagram of transverfe section of embryo dogfish. On the right of the middle
line, A B, the primitive segmental tube (A) is seen in transverse section ; on the left

aide a later stage is represented ; it heie furms a well marked projection into the
plenio-peritoneal cavity, and the section is represented as passing through the
trnmpet-ahaped opening of the tube into that cavity (A").

segmental organs, or nephridia of worms. The subject was first

worked out hy Balfour in the elasmobranch fishes ; we may there-

fore first describe what he found here, and then pass on to what

occurs in mammals.
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I

!'

In the preceding diagram (fig. 675) we have a transverse section

through the embryo in which the structures represented will be

familiar from our previous studies. About the fifth segment a

thickening in the mesoblast occurs, which grows backwards as a

solid column of cells, this becomes hollow,

and is seen in transverse section at A' ; later

on the hollow extends at one part into the

pleuro-peritoneal cavity by a trumpet-shaped

opening, and this is seen cut through at A".

This duct may be termed the archinephros.

The prominence created by this duct grows

into the pleuro-peritoneal cavicy ; and a

number of convoluted tubes, one in each

segment, open into the duct, which soon

splits into two longitudinally ; one division,

the pronephros or MiiUerian duct (fig. 676, M),

has the i original opening into the body

cavity ; the other convoluted tubes open

into the other division of the tube ; they

become united together by connective tissue,

and form a solid organ called the Wolffian

body, or mesonephroK. The duct is called the

mesonephric, or Wolffian duct (fig. 676, W).

The two ducts open into the cloaca which

also receives the hinder opening of the ali-

mentary canal.

The tubules of the Wolffian body become

moie convoluted and form the tubules of

the head-kidney ; some of their original

openings into the peritoneal cavity can be traced, however, even

in the adult.

From the lower end of the WolflBan duct a protrusion or growth

takes place, and this also becopies hollow, and a pumber of

segmental tubes develop and form with it an organ similar to

the Wolffian body ; this is called the metaiuphros, and it forms

the hind kidney, which '•epresents the true kidney of the higher

vertebrates ; the metanephric duct becomes the ureter. It is

represented at K, in fig. 677.

In the female the Miillerian ducts become the oviducts, and,

where they join, the uterus. In the male they disappear. The

head or Wolffian kidney, and the hind or true kidney both

execute renal fimctions in both sexes ; but in the male, the

Wolffian tubules apply themselves to the testis and constitute its

efferent ducts ; the main Wolffian duct becomes the vas deferens.

Kg
M W.

676. — Diagrun
rernnaentiiig thp
Bplittiiig of the
archinephros into
MaUerian (H) and
Wolffian CW) dncta.
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Thus in iishos and amphibians, the semen passes through tubules

which are also renal in function.

In the higher vertebrates the subject has been chiefly studied in

the chick, but most of the facts have been oonfiinned in the

mammal.
The archinephros which is first formed becomes the Wolffian

duct, and the segmental tubules, which are rather more numerous

Wi* M yat jv

Fig. 677.—Dia^m ahowing the relatioiu of the female (the left-hand figure 9 ) and of the
mije (the nght-handfigure $ ) reprodnctiTe oigana to the general plan (the middle figure)
t,l these organs in the higher vertebrata (including man), CI, cloaca; R, rectum;
Bl, urinary bladder ; U, ureter ; JST^dney ; Uk, urrthra ; G, genital gland, ovary, or
testis; >K, WolfBan body ; IKd, Wolffian duct; Jf, UOllerian duct ; i'«(, prostate
gland ; Cp, Cowper's gland ; Cip, (corpus spongiosum ; C.e, corpus aavemosum.

In the female.— V, vagina; C(, utems; Fp, Eallopian tube; Ot, Oaertner's duct; Pv,
parovarium ; A, anus ; C.e, C.tp, clitoris.

/* M« male.—C.tp, C.e', penis ; Ut, uterus masculinis ; F$, vesicula seminalis ; Vd, vas
deferens. (Huxley.)

than one to each segment, get bound into the WolflBan body.

The Miillerian duct is not split off from this, but is formed
separately by a longitudinal folding in of the pleuro-peritoneal

cavity ; the hind or true kidney is formed in both sexes as before

by a growth backwards from the Wolffian duct. The tubules are

at first solid columns of cells which are subsequently hollowed out.

The Wolffian bodies, or temporary kidneys, as they may be
termed, give place at an early period in the human foetus to their

successors, the permanent kidneys, which are developed behind
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them. Each diminishes rapidly in size, and loses all renal
functions. In the male it is developed into the vaaa eferentia,

4

r!.'?T£r^J5f°i*^*^, ''" ^"""^ constricted in the middle; ch, notochord• •» A, primordial yertebral mass; m, mugcle-plate ; dr.df. hvDoWiLst imA^Su^\

l^??*i?' ^ Pnmitive aortas
;

u n. Wolffian In^y ; u n g. Wolffian duct • Te vena

^.SS:^^?' " '"t«nne?J*'« oeU-maas on the fourth day. m, meMnterv ; i. lomato-

lwi^n?«RS^^iSH?^ K*P\?"^y7 *» ?''*•='' *« pnmitive ova Oand o.lS^
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eoni vcuculoii, and globut major of the epididymis ; and thus a
direct connection between the secreting part of the testicle and
its duct is broMght about. The Wolffian ducts persist in the

male, and are developed to form the body and globus minor of the

epididymis, the vas deferens, and cjaculatory duct on each side

;

the vesiculee seminales form diverticula from their lower part.

In the female a small relic of the Wolffian body persists as the

parovarium, a functionless collection of tubules lined with ciliated

epithelium near the ovary (see p. 798, fig. 610, po) ; in the male
a similar relic is termed the organ of Giraldes. The lower end
of the Wolffian duct remains in the female as the duct of

Fig. 680.—Diagram of two-homed uterus. The body of the uterus (U) is formed by the
fusion of Uie two MiiUerian ducts, the ununited portions of which form the oviducts,

Fallopian tubes or horns of the uterus ( O, 0) ; V, vagina.

Gaertner, which descends towards, end is lost upon, the anterior

wall of the vagina.

The Fallopian tubes, the uterus, and the vagina are developed

from the Mullerian ducts. The two MiiUerian ducts are united

bslow into a single cord, called the genital cord, and fi*om this

are developed the vagina, as well aa the cervix and the lower

portion of the body of the uterus ; while the ununited portion of

the duct on each side forms the upper part of the uterus, and the

Fallopian tube. In certain cases of arrested or abnormal

development, these portions of the Mullerian ducts may not

become fused together at their lower extremities, and there is left

a cleft or homed condition of the upper part of the uterus re-

sembling a condition which is permanent in certain of the lower

animals (see fig. 680).
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In the male the Mullenan ducts have no special function, and
are but slightly developed. The hydatid of Mowagni is "eremnant of the upper part of the Mtillerian duct. The small
prostatic pouch, ^erw masadinus, or $inu» poeulari,, forms the
atrophied remnant of the distal end of the genital cord, and is.
therefore, the homologue, in the male, of the vagimi and uten«m tne female.

We must now pass to the development of the ovary and testisBetween the Wolffian body and the mesentery, the mesoWsLtcovenng the ndge produced by the projecting Wolffian body, isconverted mto a thick epithelium called the germ epitheluJU
fig. 679). From this the reproductive gland (ovary or testis asthe case may be) is developed.
The manner in which the ovary is formed is described in out-

line in Chapter LVII. (p. 80.) ; the testis is formed iTa LTl^
way, only the downgrowths of cells which become nests of cells toform ova and Graafian follicles in the female, become hollowed
out as seminiferous tubules in the male.

For some time it is impossible to determine whether anovary or testis wnl be developed; gradually however the special
characters belongmg to one of them appear, and in either^e
the or^n soon begins to assume a relatively lower position inthe body

;
the ovaries are thus ultimately placed in the pelvis •

while towards the end of foetal existence tht testicles dVscendmto the scrotum, the testicle entering the internal inguinal ringm the seventh month of foetal life, and completing its descenfthrough the mgumal canal and external ring into the scrotum bythe end of the eighth month. A pouch of peritoneum, theprocesms va^nalu, precedes it in its descent, and ultimately forms
the tunica vaginalis or serous membrane of the organ : the com-
munication between the tunica vaginalis and the cavity of theperitoneum is closed only a short time before birth. In its
descent, the testicle or ovary of course retains the blood-vessels
nerves, and lymphatics, which were supplied to it while in thelumbar region, and which accompany it. as it assumes a lower
position in the body. Hence the explanation of the otherwiL
strange fact of the oripn of these parts at so considerable^
distance from the orgai , which they are distributed

Detcmt of the Tctkleo into the Scrotum—The means by which
the descent of the testicles into the scrotum is effected ire not
fully and exactly known. It was formerly believed that a mem-

w^nr /^t'M "^r"'*'
'°^' '^"^ ^^^ gvler,u^ulum testis,

which extends while the testicle is yet high in the abdomen, from
its lower part, through the abdominal wall (in the situation of
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the inguinal onnal) to the front of the pubes and lower part of

the sorotuD!, was the agent by the contraction of which the

descent was effected. It is now generally thought, however, that

such is not the case, and that the descent of the testicle and
ovary is rather the result of a general process of development in

these and neighbouring parts, the tendency of which is to pro-

duce this change in the relative position of these organs. In

other words, the descent is not the result of a mere mechanical

Wig. 68t.—Diagnun of the Wolffian bodies, MUUerian ducts and adjacent parts previous to

iiexual distinction, as seen from before. «r, the supra-renal oodies ; r, the kidneys

;

ot, common blastema of ovaries or testicles ; W, Wolffian bodies ; u>, WolfBan ducts

;

mm, MUUerian ducts; g e, ^nital coid ; ug, sinus uiogenitalia; i, mtestine; cl, cloaca.

(Allen Thomson.)

action, by which the organ is dragged down to a lowe^ position,

but rather one change out of many which attend the gradual

development and rearrangement of these organs.

The homologiie, in the female, of the gubemaculum testis is a

structure called the round ligament of the uterus, which extends

through the inguinal canal, from the outer and upper part of

the uterus to the subcutaneous tissue in front of the symphysis

pubis.

At a very early stage of foetal life, the Wolffian ducts, ureters.
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and Mullenan ducts, open into a receptacle formed by the lower
end of the alUutois, or rudimentary bladder ; and as this com-
municates with the lower extremity of the intestine, there is for
the time a common receptacle or cloaca for all these parts, which
opens to the exterior of the body through a part corresponding
with the future anus, an arrangement which is permanent in
reptiles, birds, and some of the lower mammalia. In the human
foetus, however, the intestinal portion of the cloaca is cut off
from that which belongs to the urinary and generative oi^ans ; a
separate passage or canal to the exterior of the body, belonging
to these parts, is ce'led the sinut wro-genitalii. Subsequently,
this canal is divided, - a process of division extending from
before backwards or trum above downwards, into a 'pars urinaria

'

and a « pars gemtalis.' The former, continuous with the urachu$,
18 converted into the urinary bladder.

The external parts of generation are at first the same in both
sexes.

The opening of the genito-urinary apparatus is, in both sexes,
bounded by two folds of skin, whilst in front of it there is
for jaed a penis-lilre body surmounted by the glans, with a cleft or
furrow along its under surface. The borders of the furrows
diverge posteriorly, running at the sides of the genito-urinary
onfice internally to the cutaneous folds just mentioned. In the
female, this body becoming retracted, forms the clitoris, and
the margins of the furrow on its under surface are converted
into the nymphsB, or labia? minora, the labia majora pudendio
being constituted by the great cutaneous folds. In the male
foetus, the margins of the furrow at the under surface of the
penis unite at about the fourteenth week, and form that part of
the urethra which is included in the penis. The large cutaneous
folds form the scrotum, and later (in the eighth month of develop-
ment), receive the testicles, which descend into them from the
abdominal cavity. Sometimes the urethra is not closed, and the
deformity called hypospadias then results. The appearance of
hermaphroditism may, in these cases, be increased by the reten-
tion of the testes within the abdomen.

The suprarrenal capsules originate in a mass of mesoblast just
above the kidneys

; soon after their first appearance they are very
much larger than the kidneys (see fig. 68i), but by the more
rapid growth of the latter this relation is soon reversed (see also
P- 335)-

^
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Abdominal muwtlet, action in reapira-

tion, 349
Abducent nerve, 635

centre, ib.

AbfrratioD,

chromatic, 765
ipherioai, ib.

Absorption
of carbohydrate!, 5 1

2

fatt, 513
food, 512 «t t*q.

proteids, 513
solutions from the intestines, 516

by the skin, 57b
Accelerator nerves, 164

urinie, u6
Accommodation of eye, 759

defects of, 763
mechanism of, 760

Beer's experiments, 763
Acetonemia, 511
Acetyl, 391
Achromutin, II

Achroo-daxtrin, 389, 478
Acids in gastric juice, 482
Acid-ulbumin, 398, 484
Acini of secreting glands, 469, 471
Acromegaly, 336
Acrylic series, 391
Adamantoblasts, 80
Adamkiewicz reaction, 395
Adenine, 330, 558
Adenoid or lymphoid tissue, 51

in intestines, 454
Adenyl, 558
Adipose tissue, 47. Sfe Fat.

development, 49
situations of, 47
structure, ib.

uses, 49
vessels and nerves, ib.

Aflferent nerves, 97, 164
After-birth, 823
After-images, 770
Age, inBuence on capacity of respira-

tion. 355
Agraphia, 73'; ,

Amno-ACETic Acid.

Air,

atmospheric, competition of, 374
breathinir, 354
ohanges by breathing, 374
complemental, 354
quantity breathed, ib.

retenre, ib.

retidual, ib.

tidal, ib.

transmission of sonorous vibrations

tuToii^h, 722
undulations of, conducted by external

ear, ib.

Air-pumps, 382
Air-sacs, 344
Air-tubes. See Bronchi.

Alanine, 492
Albumin, |94, 397

aci'l, 398
alkali, ib.

chemical composition, 394

crystallisable, 395
lact-, yf7
serum, ib.

crj'stallisable, 395
of blood, 413

Albuminates, 398
Albuminoids, 401
Albuminometer, Esbach's, 567
Albuminous substances, 393

action of gastric fluid on, 487
Albumins, 397
Albumoses, 393
Alcohol as an

Alimentary canal,

,

development of, i

nerves of, 523
Alkali-albumin, 398

properties of, to.

Allautoin, ^57
Allantois, development of, 816, 821

Alloxan, 557
Alloxuric or purine bases, 400
Amacrine cells, JsC
Amido-acetic acid, 491

accessory to food,

438 et *eq.

851

.
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Ammomia.

AmmonU,
eyuuto of, iMmerio with ans, 5^9
unto .f, 557

AmnMia,tj9
Amnion, 817
doTelopmoot of, Sao
fluid of, 817, Sao

AnoBMi, 6
Amaboid moTomentt, la tl $tq., 419

celU, 6
colourlcM corputciet, 4ao
eornes-oella, 744
protoplaam, la, 106
TradoMuitu, 14

Ampbiaator, 19
Amphiozui, oirouktoiy mtem of, aa9
Amyloid* or SUrohM, 3^

action of pmenM and intaatinal
Klanda, 4S8

of Mlira on, 47S
Amylopdn, action of, 488
Amylooea, 186
Anabolic pnenomana, 581, 790
Anacrotic pulae, 371
Anelectrot^nut, 180
Angio-neuroMi, 31

1

Anp^ulua opticus seu viioriu*, 758
Animal call, structure of, StlMg.
Animal gvm, 399
Animal heat. See Heat and Tempera*

tare.

Ankle-clonua, 66a
Ano-spinnl centre, 528
Anta^oniatin muiclea,

reciprocal action of, 664
Antero-lateral aacending tract, 615
Antero-lateral descending tract, 614
Antihelii, 713
Antitragus, io.

Aphaaia, 678, 739
Aphemia, J39
Apnoea, origin of, 361
Appendices epiploicie, 4112
Appendix Termiformis, tb,

AqusductuB cochlee, 718
Aqueduct of S^vius, 619, 624
Aqueous humour, 754
Arachnoid membrane, 603
Arches, risceral, 827
Archinephros, 856, 857
Area germinatira, 807

opaca, 808
pellucida, 807, 808
vasculosa, 819, 830

Areaa of Cohnheim, 87
Areolar tiaaue, 38
derelopment of, 43

Arginine, 402, 488, 554
Arteria centraUs retinte, 749, 754, 848,
850

Arterial tension in asphyxia, 371
Arteriea, 213

bronchial, 345

BAaiLAK Mbxbbank or Ear.

Arteries

—

eontiniied.

circulation in, reloeity of, 26a
coronary, 338
development of, 83a, 833
distribution, an
elasticity, a66
muscularity, 367
nerres of, a 15
nenrou* system, influence of, 306
pressure of blood in asphyxia, 371
pulse, a67 et leg.

renal, ligature of, (45
rhythmic contraction, 367 el teg.

structure, 314 et »eq.

umbilical, 833, 833, 83s
Telocity of blood flow in, 361

Articulate sounus, olassiflcation of,

rowels and consonants, 738
Artifacts, 9
Arytenoid cartila^aa, 738

eflTect of approximation, 730
morementa of, ib.

Arytenoid muscle, 731
Ascending tubule of Henle, C33
Asphyxia, j68 «< My.

causea of death in, 369
conditions of the vascular aysteiii in,

•A.

aymptoms, 368
Aasimuation. 7. ^12, 581
Association fibres, 656, 681
Astigmatism, 765
Atmospheric air, 373, See Air.

compuaition of, 374
pressure in relation to reapiration, 373

Atropine, eflSect of,

on heart, 252
on aalivary accretion, 475

Attraction sphere, I a, 798, 802, 803,805
Auditory area, 670
Auditonr nerve, 637, 719

distriSution, 719
origin, 628

Auerbach's plexus, 104,447
Auricles of heart. See Heart.
Auricular diastole, 233

systole, ib.

Auriculo-rentricular ralre*. See Heart
valves.

.\uto-intoxication theory of the ductless
glands, 321

Avogadro's law, 374
Axis.K:ylinder of nerve-fibre, 99

B.

Bacterial action on intestinal digestion,
490

Bacterium laclia, 388
Barnard's cardiometer, 246
Baaement-membrane, 51, 451
Basilar membrane of ear, 718, 719
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fiMophile cellt, 4i)|

Battt>riM «nd kevt, iia
Unniell cell, ii.

Bo(>r'i vxperitnenU on aecu- '•xlttion

of the eye, 763
Uvrnard'« uxp«-riinent nn 'lent

iiiiiwiilar irritaltiUf-. , lOl

BesEold'a iranglt' n
Biciuptd ralrPj .i*^

Bidder's ganglion, a.S4

RiedemiHnn't duid, 107, 11...^

liiluniiniir blantodpriii, 807
Bile, SOI

alM<ir|)t<on by lymph, ^07
HnulvM* of numun, 503
I apinarie*, Aqq
character! of, 503
cunstituenti ot, ^02, 503
digeativv propcrtien, 489, 506
doubtful antiieptie power', ^o(>

influence of, on fiit abaorption, 516
fatting on P't'retioh, 588

mixture with chyme, 50b
mucin, 503
pigmentt, 504
proceM of cecretion, 501
quantity lecreted, 502
alU, 503
secretion and flow, 50:^

speciHc gravity, ii.

uses, 50()

Bile-expelling mechanism, 507
Bilirubin, 417, 502, 504
Biliverdin, ^04
Binocular vuion, 782
Bipolar nerve-cells, 102, 712, 844
Birth, changes after, 841
Biuret test, 395
Bladder, urinary. See Urinary Bladder.

Bliutcmn. Nee Protuplitsm.

Blastoderm, bilaminar, 807
trilaminar, ib.

unilaminar, 806
Blastopore, 807
Blastospherc, 805, 806
Blind spot, 768, 787
Blocking, 255
Blood, 82, 46b

arterial and venous, difference be-

tween, 211
buffy coat, 410
carbionic acid in, 377, 379
circulation of, 226 et neq.

in the fuctus, 839
loial peculiarities, 277
schema of, 228

coagulation, 82, 408 et ntq.

colour, 82, 4u6
colouring matter, 426

relation to that of bile, 430
corpuscles or cells of, 82, 414. See

Blood-corpuscles,

red, 415

K.P.

BumD-PHC HHL'HK

.

blood—tonliHued.
rorpuncli'i, white, 418
crystals, 427 rt mi/.

extractive inattors, 414
fatty matters, ii.

tibnn, 4(x^

separation of, ih.

giiscsof, 377
hieinoglobin. 41;, 42«> it «•«.

photognipnii' it|MH-trum 111, 434
nitroK.n in, 377
odour or halitus of, 407
ox yKen in. 377
oxyhteiiioglobin, 42O el leq.

pluitoKranhii' Mpcvtrum of, 434
pliistna, 40b, 41

1

protc'ids of, 413
quantity, 1I07, 408

ifaldi'iiK' s and Lorruin >Smith'^«

cxperiincntit, 408
reliction, 407
salts, 414
serum of, 409, 411
specific gravity, 406
splenic, 325
structural composition, 415
taste, 407
temperature, ib.

tests for, 437
transfusion of, 317
venous, 212

Blood-corpuscles, red, 82, 41,^

action of reagents on, 417 et »eq.

composition of, 417
development, 422

intracellular, 425
disintegration and removal, 325
methods of counting, 420
origin of matured, 424
rouleaux, 417
specific gravity, 415
stroma, ib.

tendency io adhere, 417
varieties, 414
vertebrate, various, 416

Blood-corpuscles, white, 418
action of reagents on, 420
ainiL'boid Tiiovcmcnts of, 419
composition of, 426
emigration of, 275
formation in spleen, 325, 424
locomotion, 419
origin of, 425
varieties, 418

Blood-;;ry8tal8, 427 el »eq.

Blood-platelets, 420
Blood-pressure, 281 et teq,

ill uuuiltaries, 28ci

in veins, 288
action of respiratory movements on,

277
nieagurcment m man, 295 et my.
8<.-hema to illustrate, 282, 283

3 K
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Blood-vE8B£t.8.

Blood-vessela,

circulation in, 261
effect of gravity, 293

elaaticity of, 266
of eyeball, 754
ui intestine*, 450
of kidney, 534
of muscle, 93
of stomach, ^45
influence or nervous system on,

296
Body-cavity, 811, 812
Bone, c8

canaiiculi, 60
cancellous, 58
chemical composition, ib.

compact, H.
lamelhe of, 62

development, 63 et $eq,

growth, 69
Haversian canals, 61
lacunae, ib.

marrow, 59
uedulliuy canal, 58
microscopic structure, 60
ossification in cartilage, 64
periosteum and nutrient blood- fewels,

structure, 58 et teg.

Bowman's glands, 711
muscle, 719

Brain. See Bulb, Cerebellum, Cere-
brum. Pons, etc.

capillaries of, 277
child's, 653
circulation of blood in, 277 et teg.

convolutions, 652
development, 844 et »eq.

dog's, 673
extirpation of, in miunmals, 668
in foetus, 62

1

grey matter, 190
lobes, 655
lunatic's, 684
membranes of, 603
monkey's, 674
motor areas, 675
orang's, 654
quantity of blood in, 278
sensori-motor area, 679
sensory areas, 678
vertebrate (section), 621
ventricles, 619
white mutter, 190

Branchial clefts, 828
Bread as food, 464
Breathing. See Bespiration.
Broca's convolution, 678, 739
Bronchi, arrangement and structure of,

338
Bronchial arteries and veins, 345
Brownian movement, 106
Bruch, membrane of, 745, 746

Capillabikb.

Briicke on the self-steering action of
the heart, 338

Brunner's <;lands, 451
Buffy uoat, formation of, 4 10
Bulb, pons and mid-brain, 622

anterior aspect, ib.

internal structure, 631 et uq.
posterior aspect, 624

Bulbus arteriosus, 832
Burch's experiments on colour vi8ion,779
Burdach's column, 609, 612, 624, 632
Burdon-Sanderson's stethograph, 351
Bursse^ synovial, 468
Butyric acid, 388, 491

Cachexia strumipriva, 331
('•ffeine, 466
Caisson disease, 372
Calcification of bone, 66
Calcium carbonate, 58

in urine, 566
fluoride, 58
oxalate in urine, 565
phosphate, 58

Cailorimeters, 598, 599
Calyces of the kidneys, ^30
Canial^ alimentary. See Stomach, Intes-

tines, etc.

external auditory, 713
function of, 722

spiral, of cochlea, 720
Canal of Schlemm, 748

of Petit, 754
of Stilling, §50

Canaiiculi of bone, 60
Canals, semicircular, of ear, 717
development of, 8co

Cancellous tissue of Done, 58
Cane sugar. 387
Cannon, shadow photographs of the

stomacli, showing peristaltic move-
ments, 524

Capacity of chest, vital, 354
Capillaries, 219

bile, 499
circulation in, 263, 273

velocity of, 263
development, 830
diameter, 219
form, 220
influence on circulation, 273
network of, 220
niimber, 222
passage of corpuscles through walls

of, 275
pressure m, 289 etteg.

resistance to flow of blood in, 273
still layer in,ib.

size, 220
structure of, 219
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Capsulb of Bowman.

Oapaule of Bowman, 532
of OliMon, 497
of Tenon, 743, 781

Capsulea, lialpighian, 532
Carbamide. Hee (Jrea.

Carbohydrates, 385 et teq.

absorption of, ^12
Carbonates in unne, 561
Carbonic acid in atmosphere, 373

in blood, 377
eSect 01, 379

increase in breathed air, «3
influence of, on nerve, 180

in lungs, 377
Carbonic oxide, poisonous action of, 371
Carbonic oxide haemoglobin, 435
Cardiac cycle, 231
Cardiac glands, A43, 479
Cardiac orifice 01 stomach, action of, 524

sphincter of, 325
relaxation m vomiting, ib.

Cardiac sympathetic, 249
Cardiogram from human heart, 241
Cardiographs, 238 et leq.

Cardiometer, Barnard's, 246
Roy's, 2A7

Carmc acid, a88
Carotid glana, 337
Cartilage, 53

articular, 53, 54
cellular, 57
chondrin obtained from, 55
classification, 53
costal, 53, 54
development, 56
elastic, 53, 56
fibrous, 55, 56. See Fibro-cartilage.

hyaline, «
matrix, to.

ossification, 64
perichondriuri! of, 54
structure, 53
temporary, 54
transitional, tb.

varieties, ^3
Cartilages oflarynx, 727
Casein, 458. See Milk.

Caseinogen, 458
Cauda equina, 604, 843
Caudate nucleus, 614
Cavity of reserve, 81

Cell division, 16
Cells, 5

amoeboid, 6
blood. See Blood-corpuscles,

bone, 61
cartilage, 53 el teq.

characteristics of, i2

ciliated, 30
connective tissue, 39
definition of, 6
epithelium, 27. See Epithelium,
fission, 16

Cehebbum.

CeMa—continued.

formative, 809
Kustotor}-, 707
hepatic, 495
nerve, 191
olfactorial, 71

1

parietal, 444, 479
pigment, 100
strueture, 9 et teq.

varieties, 24 et teq.

vegetable, b, 13
distinctions from animal cells, 6

et tea.

Cells of Deiters, 721
of Purkinje, 195, 641

Cellular cartilage, 57. See Cartilage.

Cellulose, 380
Cement of teeth, 74, 77, 81
Centres, nervous, &o. See Nerve>

centres,

of ossification, 64
Centrifugal machine, 412

nerve-fibres, 163
Centripetal nerve-fibres, 164
Centro-acinar cells, 487
Centrosome, 8, 12, 18

Cerebellar atasv, 683
Cerebellum, 63s

effects of removal or disease, 683
equilibration, ib,

functions of, 681 «t teq.

grey matter, 195, 621, 639
hemi-extirpation, results of, 682
semicirculur canals, 685

extirpation of, 688
sensory impulses, 684
structure, 638

Cerebral cortex, 647
histological structure, ii.

Cerebral hemispheres. Set Cere-
brum.

Cerebral nerves, origin of, 625 et teq.

See under names of nerves.

Cerebro-spinal axis, 189, 603
Cerebro-spinal fluid, 605, 620
Cerebro-spinal nervous svstem, 189, 603

See Brain, Spinal Cord, etc.

Cerebrum, 642
convolutions of, 652 et teq.

crura of, 619
degeneration tracts after injury of

Holandic area, 671
development, 844
effects of injury, 671

removal, 667, 670
external capsule, 045
functions of, 667 et teq.

early notions, 667
j;rey matter, 194, €43
internal capsule, 645
local* °ation of functions, 668
motci' areas, 671, 675, 679
relation to speech, 739

6 K t
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Cebebrck.

Cerehrum—continued.
enaory areas, 672

extirpation, id.

atimulation, i6.

structure, 642 ee teq,

white matter, 646
CvruminouB gland* of ear, 576
Ctiambera of the eye, 754
Chauveau's dromoip[apn, 263
Chemical comporition of the human

body, 384 et le^.

Cheitt, ezpanrion in inspiration, 347
Chest-Toice, 736
Cheyne-Stokes' respiration, 362
Chlorides in urine, 561
Cholaftognes, 507
Cholalic acid, 503
Cholesterin, 99, 392, 505
Choletelin, 504
Choline, 392
Chondrin, 55, 401
Chorda tympani, 474, 627

effects of stimulation of divided, 475
ChordsB tendinea. Am Heart.
Chorion, 816, 822
Choroid coat of eye, 741

blood-Teasels, 745
development, 849
structure, 745

Choroidal fissure, 848
Chromatic aberration, 765
Chromatin, 11 («m 400)
ChromatoIygiH, 201
Chromntoplasm, 200
Chromogen, 334
Chromophanea, 780
Chromoplasm, 10
Chyle, 224, 313, 5id
molecular basis of, 313

Chyme, 501
Cilia, 30
Ciliary epithelium, it.

function of, 31
Ciliary motion, tb.

nature of, 32
Ciliary muscles, 746

action of, in adaptation to distances,

760
Ciliary processes, 746
Cilio-gpinal centre, 666
Circulation of blood, 203, 226 et teq.

action of heart, 203
in bmin, 277
capillaries, 273
course of, 2it «< nq.
erectile structures, 280
influence of respiration on, 363

of irravity, 293
peculiarities of, in different parts, 277
portal, 212
pulmonary, 211
renal, 212
systemic, at I

COMTBACTILITY.

Circulation of blood—conftnumf.
in veins, 21.S

velocity of, 264
Circnlatorr synem, 303 et m^.
CircnmvaUate papilla of the tongue,

706
Cliiustrum,64S
Cleft-palate, cause of, 829
Clefts, visceral, 827
Clerk-Maxwell's experiment, 774
Clitoris, 280
development of, 862

Cloaca, to.

Clonus, 128
Clot or coaipilum of blood. 8e*

Coagulation.
Coagulated proteids, 398
Coagulation of blood, 82, 408 et uq.

conditions affiBoting, 410
theories of, ib.

of milk, 458
Cocaine, i66
Coccygeal gland, 337
Cochlea of the ear, 717

theories in connection with, 725
Coelom, 811
Cohnheim, areas of, 87
Cold spots, 703
Collagen, 40, 58, 401
Colloids, 394
Colostrum, 457

corpuscles, 458, 462
Colour-blindness, 778
Colour sensations, 776

Burch's experiments, 779
theories of, 777-9

Colours, optical phenomena, 776 «( leq.

Columnar epithelium, 27
Comma tract, 610, 6t2, 614
Commissural fibres, 650
Complemental air, 354
Complementary colours, 776
Compound tubular glands, 469
racemose glands, 470

Conception, 691
Condiments as arresiHories to food, 466
Conducting paths-in cord, 657 et seq.

Conical and filiform papilla) of tongue,

706
Coni vasculosi, 7c)4, 796
Conjugate deviation of head and eyes,

679, 682
Conjunctiva, 741
Connective tissues, 37

classification, 37
corpuscles, 40
elastic, 46
fibrous, 44
general structure of, 38
jelly-like, 52
retiform, 50
varieties, 37

Contractility of muscle, to6
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COKTBACTION.

Contraction of pupil, 762

Convolutions, cerebral, 6S2 et $tg.

Cooking, effect of, 465
Co-ordination of muscular movements,

130
Copper sulphate, or Piotrowski's test,

395
Cord, spinal. See Spinal Cord.

Corium, 469
Cornea, 741

corpuscles, 744
nenres, ib.

structure, 743
Comeo-scleral junction, 747
Coronary arteries, 238
Corona radiata, 645
Corpora cavemosa, 280, 796

quadijgemina, 637
Corpus Arantii, 210

callosum, 642, 643
dentatum

of cerebellum, 6319

of olivary body, to.

Higlimorianum, 794
luteum, 800

of human female, ib.

of menstruation and pregnane^
compared, ib.

spongiosum, 280, 796
striatum, 644

Corpuscles of blood, 82, 414. Set

Blood-corpuscles.

Corpuscles, Halpighian, 323, 532
Corpuscles of Grandry, 697

of Herbst, 695
Corti's rods, 720 et »eq.

oCBce of, 725
Coughing, mechanism of, 361
Cowjwr's glands, «7
Cranial nerves, 189, 625 et teq.

Crassamentum, 409
Creatine, 553
Creatinine, 559
Crescents of Uianuzzi, 473
Cretinism, cause of, 331
Crico-arytenoid muscles, 730, 731
Cricoid cartilage, 727
Crico-thyroid muscle, 730
Crista acoustica, 687, 719
Crossed pyramidal tract, 613
Crosses or Banvier, 100
Crowbar accident, 680
Crura cerebelli, 639

cerebri, 619
grey matter of, 621

Crusta, 637
petrosa, 77, 81

Crypts of Lieberkuhn, 451
Crystallin, 747
Crystalline lens, 741, 746

in relation to vision at different

distances, 759
Crystallisable proteids, 394

DEVKLOPmMT.

Crystalloids, 394
Cupula, 687
Curdling ferments, 458, 484
Currents of action,

constant, 113
induced, 114
nerve, IIO

Cuticle. See Epidermis, Epithelium.

Cutis vera, 571
Cystic duct, 495
Cystin in urine, 565

• D.

Daltonism, 778
Daniell's battery, 112, 113
Decidua, 815
development of, 817
menstrualis, 803
reflexa, 815
serotina, «0,, 817
vera, 815

Decussation of fibres in
'

edulla ob-

longata, 633
Bord,

(

in spinal cord, 658
of optic nerves, 7^

DeftBcation, mechanism of, 528
influence of spinal cord on, ib.

Degeneration method, 167, 170, 609
Deglutition. See Swallowing.
Deiters, cells of, 721

nucleus, 628, 683
Dental germ, 78

papilla, ib.

Dentine, 74
formation of, 79
structure, 75

Depressor nerve, 306
Dermis, 571
Descemet's membrane, 744
Descending tubule of Henle, 532
Deutero-albumose, 484
Development, 803 et teq.

adipose tissue, 40
alimentary canal, 851
allantois, 816, 821
amnion, 820
arteries, 832, 833
blood-vessels, 832
bone, 63 et teq.

brain, &14
decidua, 817
ear, 850
extremitieii, 826

eyelids, 850
face, 826
Fallopian tubes, 859
foetal membranes, 818
genito-urinory apparatus, 855 et teq.

head, 826
heart, 830
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Development

—

continued.
inleatinea, 8$2
limb*, 826
lirer, 853
lun«.gS4
medulls oblongata, 845
muacle, 95
nerre-fibres, 104
nervous system, 8^1 et uq
nose, 850
GBsophnguB, 851
optic nerve, S48
organs of sense, 850
OYum, 803
p v.icreas, 853
piTfirynx, 851
pituitarjr body, tt^i;

respiratorv apparatus, 854
salivary glands, 853
spina, cord, 841
stomach, 851
teeth, 77
vagina, 860
vascular system, 830
veins, 836
vertebra", 824
visceral archies and clefts, 827 et seq.

Wolffian bodies, urinarj' apparatus
and sexual organs, 856 et »eq.

Dextrin, 384
Dextrose, 386

in urine, 567
tests for determining, 386, 568

Diabetes, SI0>592
artificial production in animals, 510,

SI I (neelb-J)

Dialysis, Tf)^

Diapedesis of blood-corpuscles, 274
Diaphragm. See Inspiration, etc.

development, 855
Diastase of liver, 509 ,

Diastole of heart, 231
Dicrotic pulse, 272
Diet, .S85 et tea,

nutritive value, 455
tables, 456, 457, ^85 et seq.

Diffusion and osmosu, distinguished, 394
Digestion,

in the intestines, 486 et teq.

duration of, 528
mechanical processes, 518 et seq.

See Gastnc fluid, Food, Stomach.
Dilatator pupUIffi, 746
Diplopia, 783
Direct cerebellar tract, 615
pyramidal tract, 614

Disaccharidcs, 386
Discus proligeius, 800
Disuse atroi)hy, 202, 680
Uiurt'tics, 541
Dobie's line, 88
Dorsal ridges, 8oq
Double vision, 783

I

EmrLBiriCATioN.

Dromograph, Chauveau's, 363
Drugs, action of, 528
on the eye, 767
on the heart, 353
on perspiration, 579

Ductless glands, 320 et uq.
theories of secretion, 321

Ducts of Bellini, 5^2, 534
of Cuvier, 837, 838

Ductus arteriosus, 834, 835, 840
closure of, £Ui

renosus, 836, 839
closure of, 841

Dudgeon's sphygmograph, 269
Dulnng's calorimeter, 599
Duodenum, 446
Dupre's urea apparatus, 550, 551
Dura mater, 603
Dyspncea, 358

E.

Ear, 713
bones or ossicles of, 715

function of, 723
development, 850
external, 713

function of, 722
internal, 716

function of, 722
m'-'dle, 714
tunction of, 722

Eck's fistula, 553
Ectoderm, 807
Efferent nerves, 97, 163
Eggs as food, 45^, 462
Ehrlich's expenmonts with methylene

blue, 378, 670
Elastic cartilage, 53, 56

fibres, 44
tissue, 46

Elastin, 40, 401
Electrical currents of retina, 781

nertes, 164
phenomenn of muscle, 139 et seq ,iS^

Electricity,

action on blood-corpuscles, 418
in muscle, 147 et teq., 184

nerve, 184
Electrodes, non-polarisable, 142
Electrometer, Lippmann's capillary, 146
Electrotonus, 175
Eleidin, 571
Elementary substances in the human

body, 384
Embryo, 803 e' seq. See Development.
Emhryological method, 609
Embryonic heart and blood-vessels, 833,

833
spot, 807

Emetics, 526
Emulsification, 392, 489, 513

m^-^
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Enamel o» Teeth.

Enamel of teeth, 76
formation of; 70

Enamel organ, to.

Enohvlema, 8
End-Dulba, 695
End-plates, motorial, 93, lOa

Endooardiac prewure, 241 et leg.

Endocardium, 205
Fidoderm, 807
v.iidohmph, 686, 717, 720
Endomynum, 85
Endoneurium, lOl

Endosmometer, 317, 318
Endothelium, 26

distinctive characters, ib.

germinating, 25
Eosinophile cells, 418
Epencephalon, 622, 846
Epiblast, 22, 807

organs formed from, 814
Epicardium, 203
Epidermis, 570
Epididymis, 794, 796
Epiglottis, 733, 734
Epimysium, 85
Epinephrine, 335
Epineurium, 101

Epithelium, 23
chemistry of, 36
ciliated, 30
cogged, 35
columnar, 27
compound, 24
cubical, 27
germinal, 798
goblet-shaped, 29
nutritiim of, 36
pavement, 26
renal, 541
simple, 24
spheroidal, 27
stratified, 34
tninsitioniil, 33

Erectile structures, circulation in, 280

Erection, ib.

cause of, ib.

centre, 666
influence of muscular tissue in, 281

Ergograph, Mosso's, 157
Erythrobksts, 424
Erythro-dextrin, 389, 478
Eatftch's albuminometer, 567
Eustachian tube, 714, 723

function of, 723
Exchange of material, 583

in diseases, 591
with various diets, 58<)

Excitability of tiMues, 105

Exercise,

effects on temperature of body, 596

Expiration, 350
force of expiratory act, 356
influence on cireulation, 366

Fatty Acids.

Expiration

—

continued.
mecbanism of, 350

_

muscles concerned in, ib.

relative duration of, 353
External capsule, 645

sphincter muscle, 527
Extraventricular nucleus, 644
Extremities, development of, 825
Eye, 740

action of drugs on pupil, 767
adaptation of visi(m at different dis-

tances, 759 «t $eq.

blood-vessels, 754
causes of dilntation and contraction

of pupil, 768
chambers of, 7^4
development, 847
optical apparatus of, 755

defects m, 763
refractive media of, 755
resemblance to camera, ib.

Eyeball, 741
blood-vessels of, 754
electrical currents of, 781

muscles influencing movement, 781

various positions of, 783
Eyelids, 740, 741
development of, 850

Eyes, simultaneous action in yision,

782

r.

Face, development of, 826

Facial nerve, 627
effects of paralysis of, ib.

origin, ib.

relation of, to expression, »*.

FsBces, composition of, 517

Suantity passed, 518
lopian tubes, 802

development of, 859
Falsetto voice, 736
Faradisation, 127
Far-point, 763
Fasciculus solitarius, 628

Fasting,
influence on secretion of bile, 588

Fat. See Adipose tissue.

action of bile on, 506
_

of pancreatic secretion, 489
situations where found, 47
uses of, 49

Fats,

absorption of, 513
action of pancreatic juice on, 489
chemical constitution, 391
decomposition products, 392
emulsification, ib.

of milk, 459
saponiflcation, 392

Fatty acids, 391

i
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Female Oenesattvk Oboanb.

Female yenentiTe orgMis, 798
pronuoleu*, 805

Fenestrated meinbrani) of Henle, 314
Fenestra oralu, 715, 717

rotunda, 715, 718
action of, 724

Ferment ooaguiaticm, 396
Ferments, 403, 480

classification of, 404
in panoreatio juice, 487

Fibres of Mailer, 749
of Bemak, 102

Fibril*, 87
Fibrin,409. 411, 413

ferment, 411, 413, 414, 459
formation, 409, 41

1

Fibrinogen, 82, 410, 413
Fibrinoplaatin, 414
Fibro-cartilagc, 55

olassiflcation, w.
development, 56
white, 55
yellow, 56

Fiorous tissue, 44
white, t6.

yellow, 46
Fick's spring kymograph, 289, 290
Fifth cranial nerve, 625
Filiform papillie of tongue, 706
Fillet, 637
Filum terminale, 604
Fishes, circulatorv system in, 229
Fleiachl's haemogloinnometer, 437
Flesh of animals, 455
Flour as food, 463
Fluids, swallowing, 521
Fluoride of calcium, 58
Focal distance, 759
Foetal membranes, 815

development of, 818
Foetus,

circulation in, 839
communication with mother, 823

Follicles, Graafian. See Orajuan vesi

cles.

Food, 455
absorption of, 512 et $eq.

accessories to, 466
cookingj 465
dig^tiodity of articles of, 455

' value dependent on, ib.

heat-value of, 597
of man, 456

too little, 587
proximate principles in, 455
vegetable, %b., 405

Foramen ovale, 834
of Hagendie, 620
of Monro, 645

Fori -gut, 8rii

Formative cells, 809
Formic acid, 391
Fornix, 645

Olobulinb.

Fourth cranial nerve, 625
Fovea centralis, 748, 753, 77a, 774
Fromann s lines, loi

Frontal-nasal process, 829
Fundus of eye, 770
of urinary buiader, 5«&

Fungiform papille of

706
Funiculus solitarius, 628, 635
Furfuraldehyde, 504
Fusoin granules, 781

the tongue,

0.

Oalactose, 387
Gall-bUdder, 500

structure, ie.

Galvanism, 139
Galvanometer, 141
Gamgee, photographic spectrum of

haemogloDin and its derivatives, 434
Gknglia. See Kerve-centres.
83rmpathetic, functions of, 3C3

Ganglion spirale, 722
Gas analysis, 383
Gases,

extraction from blood, 377
in blood, ib.

in the lung«, ib.

of plasma and serum, 413
Gastric glands, A79

innervation of, 482
Gastric juice, 479

acids in, 481
test for, 482

action on food, 484 {nee 521)
artificial, 47^
bacterial action, 490
compoDition of, 481
pepsin of, ^80, ^i
secretion or, 481

influence of nervous svstem on,

482
Gelatin, 40, 401

as a constituent of food, 463
Generative organs of the female, 798

of the male, 793
Genito-urinary apparatus, development

of, 855 et »eq.

GerUcn 8 network, 606
Germinal cells, 842

disc, 808
epithelium, 798
spot, 22, 802
vesicle, ib.

Giant cells, 59
Glands. See names of different.

Glisson's capsule, 497
Globin, 428
Globulins, 394, 396, 397

distinctions from albumin, 394
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QloMO-phu7n|eal nerve, 628
communicaUoM of, ib.

functioiu, 629
motor flUmenU, 630
a netve of common leniation and of

taate, 629
Glottis, moTement* of, 735, 736
Gluco-proteidi, 399
Olucoiamine, ib.

QluooM
in lirer, 507
teat for, 390

Glyceridea, 391
Glycerin or Glycerol, ib,

Glycocholic acid, 503
Olycocine, 491, 558'

Glycogen, 390, 508
charaeters, 390
destination of, 509
preparation, tb.

quantity formed, ti.

•ource of, 508
variation with diet, 509

Glycosuria, 510
Omelin's teat, 504
Goblet cells, 29, 709
Goll's column, 609, 612, 624, 632
Gowers' hnmacytometer, 420, 421

htemoglobinometer, 436
Graafian vesicles, 708

formation and development of, ib.

et *eq.

relation of ovum to, 799
rupture of, changes following, 800

et »eq.

Orandry, corpuscles of, 697
Granular layers of retina, 750
Grape-sugar. 5«« Dextrose.

Gravity, influence of, on circulation, 293
Grehant, output of the heart, 246
Grey matter of cerebellum, 195, 62 1 , 641

of cerebrum, 195, 643
of crura cerebri, 621
of medulla oblongata, 624, 632, 633,

63s
of pons Varolu, 621

of spinal coi-d, 190, 606
Groove, primitive, 808
Grossmann, on the course of the in-

hibitory fibres in mammals, 252
Growth of bone, 69
Guanine, 558
Gubcmaculum testis, 860
Gullet, 440. Ste (Esophagus.
Gustatory cells, 707

Hiemacytometers, 420. 421
Haemadromometer, Yolkmann's, 263
Htematin, 428
HnmatcblaaU, 325, 416

Hkabt.

Hiematochometer, Vierordt'a, 263
Hesmatoidin, 429, S02
Hsematoporphyrm, 429
Hiem-autograph, 272
Hatniin. 429
Hsmocnromogen, 428
H»moglobin, 83, 399, 415, 4*6 «< tq.

analysis of, 428
compounds of, 430
crystallisable, V)4
distribution, 426
estimatiun of, 436
photographic spectrum of, 434

nKmoglobmometers, 436, 437
Hemoglobinuria, paroxysmal, 569
Uair-cells, 721
Hair-folliclet, 573
Hairs, 573

structure of, to.

Haldune's apparatus for estimating the

carbonic acid and aqueous vapour

given oft' by an animal, 375
Hamulus, 719
Hardy, microscopic structure of celU, 9
Hare-lip, cause of, 829
Haasallj concentric corpuscles of, 329
Haversian canals, 61

Head, development of, 826
Head and tail fold*, 812, 813
Hearing, anatomy of organ of, 713 #<

»eq.

influence of external ear on, 722

of middle ear, 723
physiology of, 722
range of, 726

See Sound, Vibrations, etc.

Heart, 203 et uq.
action of,

accelerated, 249
force of, 245
frequencv, ib.

inhibited, 249
self-steering, 238

auricles of, 204, 231
chambers, 204

capacity of, 208
chordee tendinese of, 210
columnee cameeB of, ib.

course of blood in, 21

1

cycle, 231
development, 830
endocardiac pressure, 241
endocardium, 205, 208
foetal, 830
force, 245
frog's, 230

instruments for studying, 258
nerves of, 250

ganglia of, ib,

inQuence of drugs, 252
of pneumogsstnc nerve, 247
of sympathetic nerve, 249

innervation, 247
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HXAKT.

Hcftit

—

tontinuHt.

intrMudiao nervM, 353
inraitiny mc, 301
miueuUur flbret «l, 93
maacali jwpillara, a10
nerroot ytteni, influence on, 347
output of, 346
pericardiam, 303
phvriolonr, 2ti'ttttg.

renez inmbition, 353
•ituation, 203
life and weight, 3o8
•ound* of, 235

cauiet, 2w
truoture of, 308
raWea, 3oq

auriculo •Tentricular, 308
function of, 333

•emilunar, 210
function of, 334

structure, 21

1

Tcntriclea, their aotion, 304, 207
work of, 346

Heat, animal. Sm Temperature,
influence of nervous system, 601

of rarious circumstances on, 600
et leq.

losses by radiation, etc., 598
variations of, 596

Heat coagulation, 396
Heat-rigor, 159, note
Heat spots, 703
Heat-value of food, 597
Height, relation to respiratory capacity,

Helicine arteries, 796
Helicotrema, 730
Helix of ear, 713
Heller's nitric-acid test, J67
Helmholtz's induction coil, 117
myograph, 118 .

pliakoscope, 761
Hemianopsia, 678, 78"

Bemiplej^ia, bib, 672
Hemisection or spinal cord, 616, 6(7
Hemispheres, Cerebral. Stt CereDrum.
Hensen's line, 89
Hepatic cells, 497

colic, 507
Herbst, corpuscles of, 695
Bering's theory of colour, 778
Hetero-albumcse, 484
Hexone bases, 402
Hiccough, mechanism of, 363
Hill (Croft) on inverting ferments,

405
Hilt (Leonard) nn the circulation of

blood in the brain, 277 et seq.

on the intluence oi gi-avity on the cir-

culation, 294
on alterations in atmospheric pressure,

372
Hill^ air-pump, 382, 383

Internal Capsule.

Hind-gut, 814
Hippuric acid, 558
Histone, 428
HolobUstic ova, 804
Horopter, 785
HUrtnle's nuuiometer, 343, 390

differential manometer, 245
Hyaline cartilage, 53

corpuscle, 419
HyalonUsm. 8
HydroDiliruDin, 504, 547
Hypermetropia, 763
Hypoblast, 22, 807°

organs formed from, 815
Hypoglossal nerve, 630

distribution, 631
origin, 630

HypoxantHine, 330, C58
presence in the spleen, 325

I.

Ileo-ctccal valve, 445, 453, 454
Ileum, 146
Image, tonnation on retina, 757
Impregnation of ovum, 805
Inanition or starvation, 587
Incus, 716
development of, 829

Indican, c6l
Indigo, ib.

Induction coil, 1 14 tt uq.
current, 114

Infundibulum, 344
Inhibitory centre for heart, effect of

venous blood on, 371
Inhibitory influence of pneumogastric

nerve, 247
Inhibitory nerves, 164
Inogen, 155, i6g
Inorganic compounds in body, 384

salts in protoplasm, 9
Inosite, 390
Insalivation, 518
Inspiration', 347

elastic resistance overcome by, ib,

expansion of chest in, ib.

extraordinary, 349
force emplo) ed in, 354
mechanism of, 34b *t teg.

Instruments for demonstrating muscular
action, 112 et *eq.

Intercellular material, 5, 39
passage, 344

Intercentral nerves, i6b
Intercostal muscles, action .in inspira-

tion, 349 et uq.
action in expiration, vso

Intercrossing fibres of oharpey, 63, 64
Intermittent pulse, 2b9
Internal capsule, 64S, 669

importance of, 645
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Intbiwal Skcmtiom Theory.

Intemml teoretion theory of the duetlcM

gUndt, j;30, 331
Internal ndiinctor muacle, 453, 527
Intmtitial mII*, 796
IntMtinal juice, 490, S<8
IntettiaM, 445

kbtorption of wlution* from the,

S»6
tenon of drugs, 538
difMticm in, 486 *t teq.

duration of,J28
doTelopment, 8£3
l»rm>, 452
gUnds,454
itructure, 453

movementa, ^26
nerroua mecnaninn, 527
mall, d45

flandi, 451
•tmcture, 446

Intracardiac nerve*, 353
Intratentrieular nucleus, 644
Inverrion, 387, 490
Inrertin, 490
InToluntary muBclet, 84 (»« lol n

structure of, 84
lodo-thvrin, 333
Iris, 7-16

development of, 849
functions, 766
reflex actions, 767

Irradiation, 766
Irritability of tissues, 105

Iso^holesterin, 505, 575
Iso'maltose, 388
Jgometric contraction, 138

Isotonic contraction, ib.

J.

Jacksonian epilepsy, 672
Jacobsen's nerve, 029
Jaundice, 507
Jecorin, 334
Jejunum, 446
Jelly of Wharton, 43,823
Jelly-like connective tissue, 52

Juice, gastric, 479
pancreatic, 487

K.

Kaiser's views on muscular contraction,

139
Karjokinesis, 17 << teq.

phases of, 21

Eatabolic phenomena, 582, 790
Katelectrotonus, 180

Keratin, 37, 401, 571. 57*
Key, Du Bois Beymond's, 113

Lahtnx.

Kidneys, 529
blo(^-TMsaU of, how distributed, $34

effect of ligaturing, 540
calyces, 530
capillaries of,

J34
derelopment of, 857
dlMaaes of, effect on the skin, 579
extirpation of, 545
function, 537. 6W Urine.

Malpighiui oorpusoles of, 532
nervee, 538
pelris of, 539
structure, H.
tubules of, 530 «< Mf

.

weight, 529
work done by, 5A3

KinBMihetic area, 679
Kinetoplasm, 200
Kjeldabl's method of estimating urea,

Klein on the stages of karyokinesis, 17

Knee-jerk, 662, 664

Kiinig s apparatus for obtaining name-

pictures of musical notes, 737

Kossel on protamines, 403

Krause's membrane, 88, 90, 03

Kronecker's perfusion cannula, 359

Kithne's gracilis experiment, 173 (»««

303)
Kymograph, Fick's spring, 389, 390

Ludwig's, 287
trviings, 289, 291

Labia externa and interna, development

of, 863
idibyrinth of the ear. Sm Ear.

Lacrimal gland, 741
Lact-albumin, 458
Lacteals, 334, 449.450> 5'3

fermentation, 388
Lactiferous ducts, 460
Lactose, 388,459,567
Lamina cribrosa, 749

spiralis, 718
supra-choroidea, 745

Lammse viscerales or renttales, 813

Langley's experiment on vagus and cer-

vical sympathetic nerve, 303 {sre

graglion, 474
nicotine method, 301, 475

Large intestine. See Intestines.

Laiyngoecope, 732
Laiynx, anatomy of, 727

cartilages of, »4.

mucous membrane, 729
muscles of, 730 et seq.

nerves of, 732
vocal cords, 727, 733
movements of, 734
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Latkiui. BcLXBoma.

Lfttnml ioIwmU, 66i
Lkteritioai d^otit, 557
LMlthin, 99| MS, 491
Ltai, onrrtulUM, 746
LentMoIiur nueleua, 644
LaueiBe, 330,491
LeuoooTtM. Sm Blood oorputolM

(white).

L*TuloM.387
lietwrkUnn'i flaadi, 451, 454

LtKamentnin pectinatum indis, 747
limbo, doTolqnneiit of, 8a6
Lippnuuin'i oopillary eloctrooietor,

146
Liquor amnii, 817, 821

tancuinia, or plaama, 83, 41

1

capUlariaa, 499
oellao<^ 405
cina]atiooui,^98
derelopmotit of, 853
extirpation in mamnuLi, 553

in irogt, H.
formation of urea by, 501, 553
funotiona, 500
flyoogmio function of, 507
nerreaof, (ii

ieor«ti<m of. 8m Bile.

atruoture, 407
augar formed bv, 507 (m« ^09)
aupply of bloo4i to, 494, 501

Locaiuation of tactile aensations.

700
Locomotor ataxy, 658, 663
l<oop of Henle, 53a
JiUdwig'a air-pump, 382
kymograph, 287
Stromuhr, 262

Lunatic's brain, 684 .

Lunga, 342
air-aaca of, 344
blood-aupply, 345
capillariea of, 344
cbangee of air in, 374
circmatioD in, 345
coreringa of, 343
development of, 854
diffuaion of gaaea within, 377
lobea of, U4
lobulea of, tb.

lymphatica, 345
muacular tiaaue of, 344
nerrea, 346
nutrition of, 345
poaition of, 338
atructure, 342

LuxuB conauinption, 592
Lymph, 222, 312

composition of, 312
current of, 316
formation of, 317

Mii>in.LA»T Oaoon.

Lymph capillariea, 219
origin of, 224
atmeture, 325

Lymph-hearta, atruoture and action of,

316
relation to apinal cord, ii.

Lympbagoguea, 318
Lymphatic glanda, 224, 313
derelopmont, 854

Lymphatic reaaeu, 322
of artoriea and Teina, 218
oommunioation wiUi blood-rcMela,

332
atruoture of, 225

Lymphoeytea, 313, 418
Lymphoid or retiform tiaaue, 50. Sm
Adenoid tiaaue.

Lyaatinine, 554
Lyaine, tb.

Macuk,687
lutea, 748, 7^0, 7S3

MacuiH) acouatice, 719
Magneaium pho«phate, 58
Male organa of generation, 793
pronudeua, 805
arxual fiinctiona, 796

Malleua, 715
Malpighian bodies or corpuaclea of kid-

ney, C32. S«e Kidney.
rorpuaclea of apleen, 333

Maltaae, 405
Maltoee,388,478
Mammal, nerves of, 351
Mammaiy glands, 460

evolution, 462
involution, ib.

lactation, ib.

atructure, 460
MandibuUr arch, 828
Mvnometcr, Hiirthle's, 243, 290
Marey's sphygmograph, 268
tambour, 129, 240

Mastication, 518
Mastoid cells, 715
Meat aa food, 463
Meatus of ear, 719
Meconium, 518
Mediastinum testis, 794
Medulla oblongata, 189, 619, 627 et uq.

solumns of, 623
decuaaation of nbres, 632
development, 845
fibres of, how distributed, 623
grey matter in. 616
pyramids of, anterior, 623

posterior, 634
structure of, 631

Medullary groove, 809
plates, ib.
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Mkibuxiam follicles

UaibonUa foUiolw,^ 74>

Urimtm't plexTU, 448
Meluiin gnmulet, 781

UamlmiM esMulo-pupllUrii, 850
ohorio^capilUrit, 745
deddiM, 8i(
gnnuloM, 800

. i 1
derelopment Into corpuiluteuin,i».

hyaloidMh 7S4
UmiUM externa, 751, 753

interna, 749 ^ „
propria or bMement membrane, at*

iLwment Membrane,
pupillaru, 8.^0

tectoria, 721
action of, 725

tympwii. 715.7.23 „
Membrane, TiteUine. 801 , , ,

Mambraneiof the brain and epinal cora,

188
Membranet, mucoui. 8** Mucous Mem-

branet.

•erous, 468 _

Membranoui labyrinth, 7«7. 7«8. «••

Ear.
Menetruation, 800, 803

coincident with (litharge of ova, 8O3

corpus luteum of, 800

Mercurial kymograph, 286

Meroblutie ova, 804
Mesencephalon, 622, 846
Me»obla»t, 22, 807

organs formed from, 815

Mesoderm, 807
Mesonephros. 856
MeUboIic balance-sheets, 585 *t uq.

Metabolism, 7, 790
general, 580 tl $eq.

Metanephros, 856
Metencephalon, (a2, 846

, Metli»moglobin, 435
photogriiphic spectrum of, 434

Microoo<cus urea;, 565
Microcytt'8, 4«6
Micro-oris-ainsms, types of, 403

Micropyle, 804
Micro-apcctroscope, 432
Micturition, 546

centre, S4f>, 666

Middle ear. See Tympanum.
Mid-gut, 814
Milk, as food, 457 , ,

alcoholic! fermentation of, 400
chemical composition, 458
coagulation of, ib-

faU of, 459 .^. ..

chemicttl roraposition, to.

proteids of, 458
reaction and specific gravity, iff.

salts of, 460
secretion of, 457
souring of, 459 (see 388)

uterine, 818

MUSCLK.

Milk-curdUng ferment, 489
MUk-globuli
Milk-sugar,
MUk-globulea, 457
"lllk-iugar, ^,459

properties of, 388
Milk-teeth, 70 et teq.

Milton's re-agent and teat, 395
Mitosis, 17
Mitral cells, 712
Modiolus, 718
Molars. «f# Teeth.

MolecuUr layers, 750, 751

Molcschotfs diet table, 457
Monaster stage of karyokinesis, 19

Monkey's brain, 674
Monoplegia, 6T2
Monosiicoharidcs, 386
Monro-Kellie doctrine, 278
Moore's test for sugar, 386
Mnrner and Sjiikist's method of esti-

mating urea, «!
Morphological development, 22

Mosso's ergograph, 157
experiments on the effects of fatigue.

Motor areaif of cerebrum, 671, 675,

679 . , /•

impulses, transmission in cord, 659
nervc-tibres, 98

Motor nerves, 164
Motor oculi nerve, 625

origin of, ib,

Mountain sickness, 373
Mouth, 439 , ,

Movements of protoplasm, 13, lOb

peristaltic, of intestines, 526

of involuntary rausile, 161

of stomach, 521

Mucic acid, 387
Mucig«?n or Mucinogen, 29, 37, 472

Mucin, 29, 36, 399. 4^9
Mucoids, 3()Q

Mucous membrane, 469
digestive tract, %h.

epithelium-cells of, ib. See Epithe-

lium,
gastro-pulmonary tra<t, ift.

genito-urinary tract, tft.

gland-cells of, ib.

of intestines, 448, 452
respiratorr tract, 469
of stomach, 443
of uterus, changes in pregnancy,

802
Miiller'8 fibres, 749
MiiUerian duct, 856
Multipolar nerve-cells, 193

Murexide test, 556
Muscarine, action of, on the heart, 252

Muscle, III

blood-vessels of, 93
cardiac, 94
changes in form, when it contracts,

i\2et »eq.
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MUMUI.

MumL
ohemieal changM in, i^

oanpo*iti<m ot isq

oolttouu, 87
oontnuituitir, 106
eurTM,ii9, 123—114
dtralopmmt, '^5

drnamometer, 137
•iHtieitv, Ml
eleotrical pnenomeiu of, 159 et teq.,

184
eitaiUibiUtjr of, 131 tt »tq.

fatigiw, effect of, 124, 15b
curTM, 134

HriiMii'a line, 89

184

inro unUry, 84 («m 161 tt uq.)
irriUbility, lOB

evidence of, »>.

n ^rree of, 93
p ain, 94
pluma, 159
"^93

. ,.
reeponw to stimuli, 109 tt ttq.,

rigor. 157, I6j
Mwoolemmt, 85
senaory nerre-endingi io, 698
•erum, 159
•hape, cluuigei in, 138
keleUl. 85
outid, oeTeloped in contraction of, 128
•pindle, 93, 604. See Neuro-muacular

•pindlc.

stimuli, 109
•triated, etructure of, 87 tt ttq.

tetanua, 138
negative variation of, 147

thermal changes in, 153
tonus, 136, 163
twitch, 133 {see 147)
voluntary, 85 {tee 161 etjteq )

wave, 135, 148
work of, 136

Muscles, reciprocal action of antago-
niatic, 664

Muscular action, conditions of, 138
Muscular contraction, ill, 133

effeci of two successive atimuli, 136
of more than two stimuli, i ; 7

Toluntarv tetanus, iz8
Muscular nbres,

development, 95
plain, 84
transversely striated, tb.

Muscular force, 136
irritability, 108
sense, 703
tissue, 84 et scq.

composition of, 160
MuscularismucossB, 341, 443,449, 450,

454
Musical sounds, 736
Mydriatics, 767

Nbjivbb.

I

Myli '; '^ua, 841

I

Uyognph, 113

Htfliuholts', 118
pendulum, lao

I spring, *i.

I transmission, 130 («c« 173)
I Myopin, or short-aignt, 763

Myosin, 159
Myotics, 7<>7

Myosinogen, 159
Myxisdems, 331 (see 336)

Nails, 573
Masai cavities in relation (o saall, 710

tt ttq.

Nasmyth's membrane, 74, 81
Near point, 761, 762
Nerve-cells, structure of, 191 et ttq.

Nerve-centres, 188 tt ttq. a** Cere-
bellum, Cerebrum, etc.

ano-spinal, 538
cilio-spinal, 666 (aer 767)
defaecation, 538
deglutition, 520
erection, 666
micturition, 546, 066
parturition, 666
respiratory, 357
secretion of saliva, 474
speech, 678
vaso-motor, 398, 661

Nerve-corpuscles, 191 tt i»q.

bipolar, i^
unipolar, ib.

Nerve epitnelium, 693
Nerve-impulse, velocity of, 173
Nerves, 97

accelerator, 164
action of stiDiuli on, 109, 546
afferent, 97, 164
axis-cylinder of, 99
cells, 9iB, 191'

centrifugal, 163
centripetal, 164
uerebro-Hpinal, 189, 602
changes m. during activity, 1 72
classification, 163
tondmlivity of, 178, 187
cranial, 189, 635 et «^/

degeneration, 167, 199
reaction of, 180

development, 841
dinx-tion c: i nerre inxpuli. :73
efferent, 97, 163
electrical, 1^4

stimulation of. 184
fibres, 08
development of, 104
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Nrhvvm.

Mervpt (wt/inMe-W.

fuiK'tioiu of, iW)

funi'uU of, 101

jsrey matter, q8
inhibitory. 164
inter entrml, 166

intrai ardiac, 2$i
irritiiwillty of, 105

Uwt of ronductioii, 164 « mf*
riiedullary ehcHth. 09
meduUated, q8
motor. 164

ti>riuuiation of, io2

node»<'f Ranrier, 99
Don-n)< \uUated, 98
olfactory, 635, 711

phywology of, 163 ft "fq.

plexu««i of, 102

reflex actions, 165, 196

•ecrrtory. 164

•ection uf, 166, 474
(ise of, toi

spinal. A'« Spinal Nervei.

splanchnic, stimulation of, 3
'

rtimulution of cut, \U>, 357, 475

«tru. lute, 98
lympathetic, inttuence on heart, 249

tMto, 707
terminations of,

in corpuscles of (J Ji, 60Q

ill corpuscles of Grandr\ ,
i><)8

in corpuscles of Herbst, <x>S

in end-bulbs, ib.

in motorial end-plates, I02

in nitworlM or pl«-xuse8, 699

in 1';. inian <'< ["iscles, <)94

m toueh-corpuscU-s, 696

trophic, I '14, 774
Nervong 1 teles, 652, 665

Nervous xytera,

cenbry-tipinal, '89, 602

development, 84 J et uq.

influence on the heart, 368

symputhetic, 24Q
vaso-uiutor, 2<j6 -t »eq.

N*rvou» tissues, chemistry of, 174

Neural crest, 844
Neuroblast", 842
Neuroglia, 00, 6c6

Neuroki raim, </J- i<)'- 401

Neuro-muscular -ijinu », 93, (x>K. 199

Nicotine, action ol, 301. 335, 475

N.ssl's crrHnule*. 193 «' '^'Z-

signiti ance of, 200

Nitric oxide htenioglobin, 43O

Nitrogen in the blood, 37

7

eliminated in the form of urea,

- r
-3

.

Nodai point rjS
Nodes of Re vier, 99
Nose. See mell.

derelopm nt of, 850
Notochord, 810, 824

OMTCiinLAaTu,

:S'Nuclear layer*, 750,

sap or matrix, 10

Nucleic acid, 400
Nuclcin, 11,400,401,450
Nude", pontis, 636
Nucleoli, 10
Nucleo«proteids, 4CO

Nuclfu- 'f animal cell, t., 10 el uq.

cbrtiiicul compoaltion, 1

1

dii '^ion, 16

stm ing of; 10

•tru. I are, •*.

Nucleus ambiguus, 628, 635

,810

0.

Odontoblast*, 74, it, 78, 79
Odontogen, 79
Odour*, 7(3- AwSro.U.
(Esopllagu^ ilevelopu nt, 851

•tructure «f, 4^0
OleaK nous principle*, yf
Oleic .id, 301

Olein, 49. 3'>

Olfactory bui >, 712

cells, 711
nerres, 625 r 7"
tract, 711

"roots'' <> •''•

Olivary botly ^4.^35
U-iver*h "iiiiieytonie' r, 422

Onii>halo-n.c«eutcric M'irs, 81'

Oni'igrap' . xioy *, 3II

Ot)> met 540
1 a's, ,iO, 326

Opl hit loscopc, 770 «< ttq.

Opta. disc, 749
Optic nerve, 625

dec! Asatiou oT fibres in, 706
ii.'v«iopii.ent of, 848

Optv thalaiuus. '44
vtaiicle, priraiii y, 844

Opti' ' angle, 757
at riiMin of eye, 755
.^, .,763

ptc-ram, 7S0
-rata of retina, 748, 754

,), . hrain,654

Or?ai. Corti, 720
ofO aldis, 8S9 . ^ ^ „

Organic compounds in body. 304

Orz'inist'd ferments, 404
Ui>tii"siB, 3'"' >''

dis-tiiiifuished ti mi diffusion, 394

Osmotic, pressure, method >.f estimatuit

.S43. 544
Ossein, 401
0»»eou!> iabyriiith, 717. See r-;ir.

Ojsicles of the ear, 7 15

action I'f, 723
Or>sitic»tion, stages of. 64 t< *«%.

Osteoblasts, 64, 68
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Picric Acid Test.

Osteoclaita. 68

Osteogen, 64 . _

Otic veiiole, pnoiary, 05°

Otoliths, 687

Ovary, 798
development of, 803

Graaflan vesicle* »n,7P0

Oviduct, or Fallopian tube, 802

Ovigerms, 798
Ovo-mucoid, 309

^'Sno'&S fluid on. 805 W.^.

•'''rre'^oSi^t^fSu&ion.i*.

cleaving of yoUi, 80b

development, 803

fertilised, 806

J^'iSSvS and .pot of. 8oa

impregnation oTjBOS

legmenUtion, 800

,tn"ture of, 803

in mammals,
801-002

•ubwquent to cleavage, 806 •< wg-

unimpregnated, 804

Oxvfen in the Wood, 377, 3»4

plate)

Oxyntie celU, 479' 4'»

Oxyphile cells, 418

P.

Pacchionian bodies, 604

Pacinian corpuscles, t94

Pain, 692 (#«« 65°) •

Palmitic acid, 391

Palmitin, 49-390
Pancreas, 480
development oi, 053

"aSc^Sdt?^" produced in ani.

mals by, 494. 5>o

functions of, 493 , „,
secretory nerves of, 492

structure, 486

Pancreatic juice, 4»7

action on faU, 4»9 «,
cx)mpo«tion and action, 4»7

ferments in, »*•

Papillae

of the kidney, 530

of skin, distribution of, 57*

of tongue. 705-700

Parachordal cartilages, 82b

Paradoxical contraction, i/»

Paraglobulin. 4«4

Parallel puzzle, ,09

Paramucin, 399
Parapeptone. 484

Parathyroids, 332

ParieUl cells, 444. 479
mesoblast, 81

1

Parotid gland, 470

?:;j^'x«ri'l22.oglobinuria. 569

Pars wliaris retina;, 754

?:;j*;;SS."»S^-gastric nerve.

1

»t*^^srVihe liver being a

PaXtreKClb^ning pure

eastrio juice, 483, 493

Pelvu of the kidney, 5*9

Pendulum myograph, 120

Penis, 79^ ..

structure, »»•

Pepsin, 479. 4|3

pS-Sydl:ochlonc acid, 481

Peptones, 393,39°. 4»4

Characters of, 404
Peptonuria, 567

K;S£gttbre.ofShar™By,,63
PerfSCannula, Kronecker s, 259

Pericardium, 203

68b, 717
Perimeter, 774
Perimyrium. 85

Kffl&vements of intestines, 526,

of^^^oluntary
mu«=le. 161, 162 {.«

521)
of stomach, 5« ^

Perivitelline fluid, 805, 806

Permanent teeth. S.« Teeth.

Perspiration, cutaneous. 577

iniensible and sensible, .*.

ordinary constituents of, 5/°

Pettenkofer's reaction, 504

Pharynx. 439 . -i

action in swallowing, »»•

development, 851 ,^- ,,.., rfo^
Phenyl hydrarine test, 389 K»*>- V*))

Phloridzin-diabctes, 511

Phosphates in ur^«. S^*^ ^hLoglobin,

^t7iloX%/-eLmo|lobi„.
434

Phrenograph, 353
Physiological methods, 3

rheoscope, 152, I02

Pia mater, 603

Picric acid test, 508
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1

sar,

526,

J9)

jlobin,

globin,

Pigment Cells.

Pigment celU of retina, 106, 753
movement of, "81

Pineal gland, 336
Piotrowaki'g reaction, 395, 402

Piperidine, action of, 335
Pituitary body, 3}6

development, 82s
effects of removal, 336

Placenta, maternal, 816, 817

fcetal, 821

Plasma of blood, 82, 406, 41

1

gases of, 413
Plethysraograph, 300

Schafer'g, 260
Pleura, 342
Pleuro-peritor ul cavity, 81

1

Plexus, terminal, 69<)

of Auerbach, 104, 447
Pneumogastric nerve, 628

distribution of, 631
functions, 629
influence on

deglutition, 520
gastric digestion, 524

secretion, 483
heart, 247 .

lungs (trophic), 792
muscles of stomach, 524
pancreatic secretion, 493
respiration, 359
vomiting, 526

mixed function of, 629

origin, ib.

Poggendorfs rheochord, 177

Pom's commutator, 175

Polar globules, 804, 806

function of, 805
Polarimeter, 402
Polysaccharides, 384
Pons Varolii, 619, 621

greymatter in. 621

Portal canals, 498
circulation, 212

vein, 498. See Liver.

Porus opticus, "49
Postganglionic fibres, 301

Preganglionic fibres, ib.

Pregnancy,
corpus luteum of, 800

Presbyopia, 766
Pressor nerves, 306
Pressure, sense of, 702
Pressure-measurers, 281

Primitive groove, 808
, , ,,

nerve-sheath, or Schwann s sheath

ova, 798
streak, 808

Processus gracilis, 'lb

viiginalis, 860
Projection fibres, 650
Pronephros, 856
Pro-nucleus, female, 805

male, ib.

K.P.

,98

Reflex Abc.

Propeptone, 484
Prosencephalon, 622, 845, 840

Prostate gland, 537
Protamines, 402
Proteid metabolism, 7

Proteida, 7, 392
absorption of, 513
action on polarized ught, 395
of blood, 413
classification, 1^7
coagulated, 398
colour reactions, 395
composition, 393
conjugiited or compound, 397
crvstallisation, 394
intliffusibility of, «4.

precipitants of, 396
simple, 397
solubilities, 393

Proteoses, 393i 3<>''> 4^5
characters of, 485

Prothrombin. 4II, 42b

Proto-albumose, 484
Protoplasm, 6, 8, 803

chemical structure, 9
irritability, 15
movements, 12 et sea., lOo

Proto-vertebwe, 810, 8n, 824
Pseudo-mucin, 399
Pseudo-nuclein, 400
Pseudopodia, 13, 16

Pseudoscope, 789
Pseudo-stomata, 219
Ptosis, 783
Ptyalin, 473, 478
Ptyalinogen, 474
Pulmonary artery, 834
Pulse, anacrotic, 271

arterial, 267 et »eq.

dicrotic, 272
Purine bases, 400, 558
Purkinje's cells, 195, 641

fibres, 96
I

figures, 769
I
Pyloric glands, 444, 479

i Pyramidal tracts, 613 et seq.

I

Pyramids of medulla oblongata, 623

I
of Kidney. Hee Kidney.

I

Q.

;
Quinquand, output of the heart, 24b

R.

Racemose glands, 469
Ranke's metabolic balance-sheet, 505

diet table, 457, 585
Raynaud's disease, 31

1

Reaction time in man, 665

Reduced eye, 756
Reflex arc, 661

3 L
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Beflex actions, 657
inhibition of, 6ho

in frog, 660, 668

in man, 661
superficial, 662
tendon, ib.

of nerves, 165, 196

of spinal cord, tpq «t »»q.

Refraction, laws of, 755
Befractive media of eye, t*.

Regions of body. *V# "Frontispiece.

Reid, Wayraouth, experiments on the

absorption of secretions from the

intestines, 516
Remak, fibres of, 102

ganglion of, 254
Renal circulation, 212

epithelium, activity of, 541

oncometer, 540
Rennet, 459
Reproductive organs. 792 »t i*q.

Requisites of diet, 585
Reserve air, 354
Residual air, tb.

Respiration, 337
abdominal tvpe, 350 .

alteration in atmosphenc presaure,

372
breathing or tidal air, 354
chemistry of, 373
effect on circulation, 363
vases in relation to, 371, 377
influence of nervous system, 300

meclmnism of, 346 et »eq.

nervous, 357
movements, 346

_

of vocal cords in, 734
quantity of air changed, 354

Respiratory acts, special, 361

apparatus, 338
development of, 854

capacity of chest, 354
circumstances an'ectmg, 35S

movements of glottis, 353
methods of reconling, 350

muscles, 347 et »eq.

nerve-centre, 357
rate,3.i;S

, ,
..

relation to pulse rate, tft.

size of animal, ib.

relation to will, 357 «t *«?•

rhythm, 353
sounds, ib.

Restiform bodies, 635, C38

Rete testis, 796
Reticulum, 8
Retiform tissue, 50
Retina, 748

blind spot, 768
blood-vessels, 754
changes in, during activity, 7t'0

duration of impression on, 770

of after -sensations, ib.

Retina

—

eontinued.

electrical variations in, 781

excitation of, 768

focal distance of, 759
fovea centralis, 748
functions of, 768 «„„*i„
image on, how formed distincUy,

, 757
Uyers, 749
ora serrata, 748
pigment-cells, 106, 107, 753
movement of, 781

pigmenU of, 780 .
.

m relation to single vision, 782

tructure of, 748
visual purple, 752, 780

Retractor lentis muscle, 763

Rheochord, 176
Poggendorf's, 177

,

Rheoscope, physiological, 152, Ib2

I

Rheoscopic frog, 152

Rheotome, 146
, .o„

Rhodopsin or visual purple, 780

Rhythmicality of movement, 107, lOi

Rigormortis, 157, «59 ,

affects all classes of muscles, 15/ , 103

I phenomena and causes of, 163

Ritter's tetanus, 184

Rods and cones, 752, 768, 701

B/>landic area, 671, 674, 679

injury of, 671

Roy 8 rardiometer, 247
oncograph, 311
oncometer, 310, 320
tonometer, 259

Rumination, 519

S.

Saccharic acid, 387
Saccharoses, 386

St. Martin, Alexis, case of, 4;9, 5*2

Saccule, 719 . .. - 1.

Salathe, effect of gravity on the circula-

tion, 293
Saliva, 471

action of, 478
composition, 477
process of secretion, to.

reflex secretion, ib.
. , . -

secretion following stimulation ot

nerves, 308, 475 et leq.

Salivary glands, 471
development of, 853
extirpation of, 477
influence of nervous system, 475
secretory nerves of, 474

effect of section of, ib.

structure, 471
Sanderson's cardiograph, 240

Sanson's images, 760
Saponification, 392, 489
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Sabcolemma.

Sarcolemma, 85
Sarcomeres, 89
Sarcoplagm, 87
Sarcorine, 559
Sarcostyles, 87
Schafer, heart plethysinograph, 260

researches on the structure of a sarco-

gtvle, 89 , . , .u
views regarding the function 01 the

Rolandic area, 680
Scheiner's experiment, "62

Schematic eye, 756
Schenk on muscular contraction, 139

Sclerotic, 741
development of, 849

Sebaceous glands, 575
Sebum, 575, 577
Secreting glands, 407 et seg.

classification of, 469
Secreting membranes. See Mucous and

Serous membranes.
Secretion, internal, 320

of kidney, 545
pancreas, 492

suprarenal, 334
thyroid, 331

Secretory nerves, 164

of pancreas, 492
of salivary glands, 474

eflfect of section of, ib.

Segmentation of cells, 806

in chick, 8t8
ovum, 806

Sella turcica, 825
Semen, 797

spermatozoa, 797
Semicircular canals of ear, 717
development of, 850
structure, 685 et seq.

Semilunar valves. Sec Heart valves.

Seminal granules, 798
Seminiferous tubules, 794
Sensation, 690 et seq.

conception, 691
homologous stimuli, 693
nerves of, 165
pain, 692 {»ee 658)

perception, 691
subjective, 693
tactile, 079, bf)\

Sense, organs of, dcvt-lopraent, 850

Sensori-motor area, 648, 679
Sensory areas in cerebral cortex, 672

Sensory impressions, conduction of

. by spinal cord, 657
in brain, 678— 68

1

Sensory nerve-endings in muscio,

6()8

Serous membranes, 204, 468
Serum,

albumin, 397, 413
of blood, 409, 41

1

globulin, 413

f>PKRM.\TOOENIC CkI.I.H.

* .enth cerebral nerve, 627
. .;x, intiuence on respimtory capacity.

Sexual organs in the female, 798

in the male, 793
SheiTington, reciprocal action of anta-

gonistic muscles, 664
Sighing, mechanism of, 362
Sight. See Vision.

Simple tubular glands, 469
Sinuses of Valsalva, 211

Sinus pocularis, 860
uro-genitalis, 862

Sixth cerebral nerve, 625
Skeletal muscles, 85
Skeleton. See Frontispiece.

Skin, 570
absorption by, 576
dermis, 571
epidennis of, 570
functions of, 576
papillae of, 572
respiration, 576
rete mucosum of, 570
sebaceous glands of, 575
secretions, 577
sensory nerves of, 357
sweat, 577
sweat-glands, 575
varnishing the, 580

Small intestine, 445 et neq.

testines.

Smell, sense of, -JO {see 679)
anatomy of regions, 710
delicacy of sense of, 713
tests for, 712, 713
vaiies in ditf'erent animals, 710

Smith's perimeter, 775
Sneezing, mechanism of, 362

Snorinsr, mechanism of, to.

Soap, 392
Sobbing, 302
Sodium chloride method, 400

Solitary glands. See Peyer's patches.

Somatopleur, 811,815
Sonorous vibrations, how communicated

in ear, 722 et seq.

in air and in water, 722. See Sound.

Sorot'f band, 434
Sound,

conduction by car, 722

heart, 235
production of, 73s

Soup, value ii« food, 4()6

Spaces of Fontana, 748
Speaking, mechanism of, 737
Special senses, (194 et seq.

Spectroscope, 432 et siq.

I

Speech, 727, 737
I

centre, 678

I

defecte of, 738 Ure 678)

1
Spermatoblasts, 795

I

Spermatogenie cells, ih.

See lu-
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Spkrmatozoa.

Spermatozoa, 797
form and itructure of, ih.

Spherical aberratioo, 765
correction of, ib.

Sphincter sni. See Deftecation.

Sipilln, 746
ygmographe, 268, 270

'tracings, 270 et teq.

Sphygmometer, Hill and Uitmard'a, r()5

Sphygmoacope, Anderson Stuart's, 281
SpiniQ accessory nerve, 629

functions of, 630
origin, 629

Spinal cord, 604
canal of, 605
centres in, 666
columns of, 606
oommiasures of, 605
conduction ofimpressions hy,b^'etaeq.

course of fibres iv 61

1

derelopment of, 84

1

fissures and furrows of, 605
functions of, 657 et »eq.

of columns, 613, 614
grey matter, 190, 606

cells in, 607
hemisection, 616, 657
injuries of, 6s7, 661
membranes of, 603
morbid irritability of, 66

1

nerves of, 61

1

reflex action of, 659 et se^.

inhibition of, 660
in trog, ib., 667
in man, 661

uperticial, 662
regions of, 610

_

special centres in, 666
structure of, 604 el »eq.

tracts, 606, 613, 658
transverse section of, 615
white matter, 190, 606

tracts in, 608
Spinal nerves, 169

functions of roots of, 169
origin of, 169 et leq.

physiology of, 169
Spinale-shaped cells, 487
Spirem, 18

Spirometer, 355
Splanchnopleur, 811, 815
Spleen, 322

development, 854
functions, 324
influence of nervous system upon, 32!;

Malpighian corpuscles of, 323
pulp, ib.

tructure of, ib.

trabecule of, ih.

Spongioblasts, 750, 841
Spongioplasm, 8

Spot, germinal, 802
Spring myograph, 120

SuPEBioB Olivabv Nuclei's.

Staircase phenomenon, 124, 162, 257 (see

188)

Stannius' experiment, 254
Stapedius muscle, 716, 724

develnpuient of, 829
Staptts, 716
development of, 829

Starch, 389
Starvation, 587

effects of, 588
Steapsin, 487
Stearic acid, 391
Stearin, 49, 390
Stercobilin, 504, 547
Stethographs, 351
Stewart's diet-table, 456

experiments on the circulation of the
blood, 265

on the output of the heart, 246
Stimulants as accessories to food, 466
Stimuli, varieties of, 15, 109

Stolnikow, measurement of the heart's

output, 246
Stomach, 441

blood-vessels, 445
development, 851
digestion in, 489
glands, 443
lymphati'is, 444
movements, 521

influence of nervous system on, 524
mucous membrane, 443
muscular coat, 442
nerves, 445
peritoneal coat. 442
secretion of. 6Ve Gastric juice.

shadow photojjraphs of, 524
submucous coat, 443
structure, 442

Stomata, 25
Stratum granulosum, 571
intermedium of Hannover, 80
lucidum, 571

Striated border, 451 (see 27—291
Striated muscle, 86 el teq. See Slusclc.

Stroma, 415, 798
Stromubr, Ludwig's, 262

Structure of cells, 9 et »cq.

Stuart's sphygmoscone, 284
Submaxillary gland of do^r, 476
Submaxillary and sublingual glands, 474
Substantia gelatinosa of llolando, 607,

632, 634
nigra, 6^8

Subthalamic area, 645
Succus entericus, 489, 490, 527

functions of. 490
Sucroses, 386
Sugar. See Dextrose.

Sulpbates in urine, 561
Superior laryngeal nerve, eflects of

stimulation of cut, 357
olivary nucleus, 636
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SuPBA-BENAL Capsules.
Tbioeminai. Nebve.

8upr»-ren«l oaptulw, 333
derelopment, 862 {see 335)

fvmction, 334
itruoture, 333

Suprarenine, 335
SoBtentacular cells, 795
Swallowing, 519

centre, 520
fluids, 521
nerres engaged, 520

Sweat glands, dee Skin.

Swim-bladder of fishes, 300

Synovial fluid, secretion of, 4M
membranes, ib.

Syntonin, 3?P , „
Svringomyelia, 658 n;„„io.
Systemic circulation, 211. Am Cucula-

"tion.

Systole of beart, 231

Tactile end organs, 694
sensibility, 679, 70°

variations in, 701

Taste, sense of, 704
cUtfsification of, 709
connection with graell, 704

delicacy of, 710
nerves of, 707

Taste-buds, ib.

Taurine, 503
Taurocholic acid, tft.

Teeth, 70
development, 77
eruption, times of, 71

structure, 72 et geq.

temporary and permanent, ,0 et seq.

Tegmentum, 637
Temperature, 595 ^

average of body, 59<'
^ ,

changes of, effects, 59f> «< **9-

circumstances modifying, 000

effect on niusoular contraction, 124

of cold-blooded and warm-blooded

animals, 596
in disease, tb.

loss of, 600
maintenance of, 590

of Mammalia, birds, etc, to.

regulation of, 600 et >eq.

sensation of variation of, 703. om
Heat.

Tendon-reflexes, 662

Tension, arterial, in asphyxia, 371

Tensor palati muscle, 723

tympani muscle, 'ib

action of, 724
Testicle, 793

development, 000

descent of, ib.

structure, 793 et seq.

Tetanus, 127 {see 147)

Bitter's, 184 „ ^
voluntary, 128, 162

Th^amencephalon, 622, 845, 040

Thalami optici, b44

Theine, 406
Theobromine, ib.

Thoma-Zeiss hajniacytonieter, 421, 42*

Thoracic duct, 83, 224

innervation ofj 316

Tliroat deafness, 723

Thrombin, 4> i. 426

Thymus gland, 328
development, 854
effects of removal, 330

function, 331
structure, 328

_
Thyro-arvtenoid muscle, , 30

Thyro-epiglottidean muscle, 731

Thyroid cartilage, 727

Thyroid gland, W
development, 854
function, 331
structure, 330

''S'S'i^i^^-enous injection of, on

blood-pressure, 332, 33*' ,,„„,,.„

Tigerstedt, nieasureiuent ot the heart »

output, 246
Timbre of voice, 730

Tissue fibrinogen, 400

Tissue-respiration, 374, 3fi^

Tongue, 704
action in deglutition, 519

epithelium of, 707

muscles of, 704, 705

papilliB of, 705, 700 _ „

parts most sensitive to taste, /O;
,
/OS

structure of, 704
Tonometer, Roy's, 259

Tonsils, 439
Tonus, 136, 163, 6b4

Torsion, 825
Touch, 694 et seq.

muscular sense, 703

sense of locality, 700

of pressure, 702

of temperature, 703

, tactile end organs, 694

Touch- corpuscles, 60O

Trabecuto cranii, 827

Trachea, 338 , .,„
Tract of Gowers, 615, f)59

of Lissauer, 612, (115 ^ , ,., ^.o
Trscta in the spinal cord, 606, O13, 050

Tragus, 713 ..

Transfusion of blood, 31, .

Transmission myograph, 129
^J^%\'->

Traube-Hering curves, 305, 2P> ,
54^

Tricuspid valve, 200

Trigeminal nerve, 625

function, ib.

origin of, 627
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TniLAUiNAH Blastoderm.

Trilaminar blastoderm, 807
Trochlear nerve, 625

origin of, ib.

Trtnumer*! test, 386
Trophic nerves, 164

influence of, 790
Trypun, action of, 488
Trypainogen, 487
Tubercle of Rolando, 632
Tubuli leminiferi, 794

uriniferi, 530 et *tq,

Tubulo-raoemoae or tubulo - acinoui

glandi, 40<)

Tunica albuginea of tesUcle, 793, 794
darto«, 94
propria, 687
vaginalis, 793, 860
vasculosa, 745

Tj'mpanum or middle ear. 714
development, 850
membrane of, T 14
muscles of, 716
structure, ib.

Tyrosine, 492

U.

Umbilical arteries, 823, 833, 835
cord, 817, 823
vesicle, 813, 817

Unicellular organisms, 6
L'nilaniinar blastoderm, Sof)

Unipolar nerve cells, 192
Unorganised ferments, 404
Urachus, 822
Ursemia, 552, 579
Urate of sodium, sC^
Urea, 549 , . .

apparatus for estimating quantity,

550, 551
chemical composition of, 549
formation of, by liver, 501, 553
isomeric with ammonium cyanate, 549
quantity, 551

Ureters, 536
Urethra, 537
Uric acid, "556, 558

condition in Wnich it exists in urine,

558
deposit of, 564
forms in which it is depoaited, 556,

.5'H , ...
origin of, 3>,
presence in the spleen, 325
proportionate quantity of, 557
tests, 556

Urina potus, 548
Urinary apparatus, 529 et nrq.

Urinary bladder, 53b
development, 8O1, 862
nerves, S37
structure, 536

Vaso-conrtrictor Nerveh.

Urinary depoaitt, 563 tt *eq.

Urine. 547
analysis of, 549
bile in, 569
blood in, ib.

chemical sediment* in, 566
colour, 347 .

compontion, 548
cystin in, 565
expulsion, 546
flow into bladder, i;45

hippurio acid in, 5<;8

inorgaric constituents, 560
mineral salts in, 561
mucus in, 5C2
pathological, 566
phosphates in, 562, 565
physical characters, 547
pigments, ib.

pus in, 570
quantity, 547

varies with blood-pressure, 539
reaction of, 548

in different animals, ib.

made alkaline by diet, ih.

saline matter, 549
solids, 547
specific gravity of, 548

variations of, ib.

sugar in, 567 et $eg.

tests for estimating, 568
tests for inorganic salts of, 563
urates, 564
urea, 549
unc acid in, 55^

Urobilin, 504, 507, 547
Urobilinogen, 54/
Urochrorae, 548
Uro-erythrin, 564
Uterine milk, 818
Uterus, 802

change of mucous membrane of, ib.

development in pregnancy, 802

follicular glands of, ib.

round ligament of, 861

structure, 802
Uterus masoulinus, 860
Utricle, 719

Vagina, development of, 860
Vagus nerve. See Pneumogastrie.

Vagus pneumonia, 358, 792
Valvesof heart, 20(). 5« Heart.

ValvuUe conniventes, 44H

Vas deferens, 7<(4, 79«j

Vasa efferentia of testicle, 71)4, 796
Vasavasorum, 215
Vascular system, development of, 830

in asphyxi i, 3'»'>

Vaso-constrictor nerves, 2<f)
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Vaho-dilatatob Nbbve«.

Vaso-dilatator nerves. 300, 308, 475

Vasomotor nervi-g,

dii>tribution of, 21)8

effect of section, 298 et seq.

experiments on. 306
inAuence upon blood-preMure, 3CM

Vaso-motor nerve-centros, 29S, ()<>i

nervoas svstem, 296 et «rq.

reHvx action. 306
Vegetables as food, 455, 404, 4™'

Vegetable rells. (>

protoplasniii' moveraitit in, 13, 14

Veins, 21^
cardinal, 837
circulation in, 270 et leq.

velocity of, 2(14

collateral circulation in, 2I(>

development, 836
distribution, 215
pressure in, 291

rhythmical action in, 270

structure of, 216
umbilical, 823
valves of, 216 <<•*?.

Velocity of blood in arteries, 2(>2

in capillaries, 2<)4

in veins, ib.

of circulation, iA.

of nervous force, 172

Verne advehentes, 836
'..•evehentes, ib.

Ventilation, 381
ebi

WOLKKIAN Bol>U>.

Ventral cerebellar tract, 615

Ventricles of heart. -Sec Heart.

Ventricular diastole, 232

systole, ib.

Ventriloquism, 737
Veratrine, effect of, on muscular con-

traction, 125 , • i 4-

Vermicular movement of intesunes,

Vertebnr, development of, 824

Vesical, germinal, 22, 802

Vesiculii' seminales, 796
Vestigial fold of Marshall, 838

Vibrations, conveyance of to auditory

nerve, 722 et seq.

Vierordt's hsematocliometer, 203

Villi in chorion, function of, 822

of intestines, 448 ,
, ,

.

Visceral clefts and arches, development

of, 827 et sen.

connection with cranial nerves, 030

Visceral mesoblast, 811

plates, 813
Vision, 740
angle of, 757 ,,.»•*
8t different distances, adaptation ot

eye to, 759 et seq.
. • ,

corpora quadrigemina, the principal

nerve-centres of, 637
correction of aberration, 765 et seq.

of inversion of image, 787

Vision—c>» tin iied.

defects of, 703 c^ df7.

distinctness, liow setured, 7S9 et seq.

duration of sensation in, 770

estimation "f the si/.e and form ot

objects, 787—9
focal distance of, 759
impaired by lesion of tifth nerve, /)i

single, with two eyes, 782 et seq.

Visual area, 678
judgments, 787 et neq.

Visual purple, 752, 781)

Vitellin, 402
Vitelline duct, 852
membrane, 801

spheres, ib.

veins, 83a
Vitreous humour, 741, 754

Vocal cords, 727, 733> 734 .

action in respiratory actions, , 34
approximation of, effect on height of

note, ib.
. _

vibrations of, cause voice, 734, ,33

Voice, 727, 735
range of, 737 » ,r,

Volkmann's luemadromometer, 21 13

Voluntary muscle, 85 et - /.

nerves of, <)3

Voluntary tetanus, 128, i()2

Vomiting, 525 . .

action of stomach in, «w.

centre, 526
nerve actions in, 525
voluntory and ac(iuired, ib.

Vowels and consonants, 738

Waldeyer, stages of karyokinesis, 18

et seq.
. , ,_

Wallerian degeneration method, 10,,

170, 609 , .

Waller, apparatus for gas analysis,

on the electrical currents of the eye-

ball, 781
Water hammer pulse, 269

Wave of blood causing the pulse, tb.

velocity of, ib.

Weber-Fechner law, 692, 702

Weber's paradox, 135 . , •

Weight, induence on capacity of respi-

ration, 335
Whey proteid, 458
White corpuscles. «<<• Blood-cor-

puscles, white; and Lymph-cor-

puscles.

White ttbro-cartilage, 55
tibrous tissue, 44
spot, 749

Wolffian bodies, 85G et seq.

duct, 856
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WooLOBiixiK'ii Method.

Wooldridge't method of prepving
tifsue-fibrinogm, 400

'Word-eentrM, 739, "40

Womu, circulatory lyttem in, 299

X.

Xanthine, 325. 330. 5S8
prewnce la the ipleen, 325

Xantho-proteic reaction, 395

Y.

Yawning, mechaniim of, 362

Zyxoobn.

Yellow elMtio fibre. 46
flbro-cartilage, 5(>

Yoik-Mc, Six, 817, 818 et n-q.

Yolk-tpheniles, 001

YouBK-Helmholtx theory, "77, 779

Zona pelluuida, 801, 806
Zonule of Zinn, 754
Zuntz, output of tlu

Zymogen, 473, 480

THE END.
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